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Glossary
OF

Punjab Tribes and Castes,

Xi

Labana.—Although generally associated with- the Mahfcams, the LaMnas are
totally distinct from that caste. They are almost wholly confined to the
sub-montane districts and K&ngfa, but are numerous in Lahore and
also found in Gujr&nwAla and Ferozepur. Muzaffargarh and BahAwal-
pur also contain Lab&na colonies. Tiiey are the carriers and hawkers
of the bills, and are merely the Panjabi representatives of that class of
Banj&ras who inhabit the sub*fnontane tracts east of the Ganges. The
LaMnas of Gujrat were thus described by Captain Mackenize:

—

“ The LaMnas axe also a peculiar people. Their status amongst Sikhs is much the
same as that of the Mahtamfc. They correspond to the BanjAraa of Hindustan, carrying on
an extensive trade by means of large herds of laden bullocks. Latterly they have taken
to agriculture^ but as an additional means of livelihood, not as a substitute for trade. As
a section of the community they deserve every consideration and encouragement. They
are generally fine substantially built people. They alsp possess much spirit. In anarchical
times when the freaks or feuds of petty governors would drive the Jats or Gujars to seek a
temporary abiding place away from their ancestral village, the Labanas would stand their
ground, and perhaps improve the opportunity by extending their grasp over the best
lands in tho village, in which their shorter- sightod and less provident lords of the Manor
had, in some former period, permitted them to take up their Abode for purposes of com-
merce. Several cases of this nature came to light during settlement, and in most of them
the strength and spirit of progress were as apparent in the Labanas as were tho opposite
qualities conspicuous in their Gujar opponents. Their principal village is Tanda (which
means a large caravan of laden bullocks) and is an instance of what I have above alluded
to. Allowed to reside by the Gujar proprietors of Mota, they got possession of the soil,

built a kasha, and in every point of importance swamped the original proprietors. They
have been recognized as proprietors, but feudatory to their former landlords, the Gujars of
Mota, paying to them annually in recognition thereof a sum equal to one-tenth of the
Government demand.’

1

There is a curious colony of LaMnas 0n the lower Indus who were
settled there under Sikh rule by DiwAn S&wan Mai, and who are almost
all Munna Sikhs or followers of B&ba N&nak, though many of them
are Hindus in BahAwalpur. These men have almost entirely given up
traffic and trade, and settled on the banks of the river where they lead

a sort of semi-savage life,- hunting and making ropes and, grass, mats
for sale. They hardly cultivate at all, and HincFus

#
do not associate with

.them from fear of the Muhammadans who object to their eating wild

tpig* The Lab&nas of Jhang are said to have come from Jaipur and
Jodhpur and to be the same as the Mahtama of Montgomery. Chi the
whole the LaMnas appear to be by origin closely allied with, if not
actually belonging to, the. vagrant and possibly aboriginal tribes which
will be djacussed in the Introduction (Vol. I) ; and it may be that at

least some sections of the LaMnas are of the same stock as they. (See



§ Labdna origins.

farther under Mahtam). About 30 per cent, of the Labfcuts argfe-
turned as Sikhs and almost all the rest as Hindus, there being only
somd 1,500 Musalm6us among them. .

° *

lhe term Labdna appears to be derived from lun (salt) and 6d»a
(trade), and the Lubtaa, Lobaaa, Labdna or Libdna was doubtless the
great salt-carrying and salt-trading caste, as the Banidra was the
general carrier, m former times. Indeed the Labdna is occasionally
called a Banjdre. In Ambala he is also said to be called Bahrupia ^ on
account of his versatility in adopting different avocations. Headmen
among the Labdnas are called IN aik, and under them work is carried
on. A Ndik gets a rupee at a betrothal and at a wedding a similar fee
plus a leg of he-goat.

Wherever a Labdna settlement exists, a village named Tdnda is almost
Certain ^to be found. In l£dng^a the Labdnas hold four hamlets, each
called Tdnda. Tand in Labdnki is said to mean a travelling bodv or
gang- ,

The origins claimed by the Labdnas vary. In Ludhidna they claim
descent from Chauhan Kdjputs of Jaipur and Jodhpur. In Guirab they
say they are Bagliubansi Biijputs and of the Sdndlas gotra.

But in Kapurthala they say they are really Gaur Brahmans of Pili*
bhit m the United Provinces and tell how a Kdjd, being afflicted with a
mortal disease, was advised by Naru, a Brahman, to invite ten Brah-
mans to a feast of flesh and wine and give them a gift

(
dachchhna

) of
a gold mohar each. The ten Brahmans bidden refused to take part in
such a feast aud so Ndru inveigled eleven Brahman boys to it and gave
them each a mohar. Their parents learnt of their degradation and
drove them forth, but the Baja took them in. Prom them are de-
scended the Labanas. Later on, adds the Hoshidrpur account, the
sage Nifrada got the boys married to the daughters of rdkshasas,
demons who live on flesh aud spirits, and himself became their priest.
But a variant from Kdngra says that the Brahmans successfully re-
sisted the efforts of the Baja to induce them to aocept his offerings.
He was, it is related, a, Pilia B/ijput and, being afflicted with leprosy
and the loss of many of his kinsmen, he was advised by the jotshis or
astrologers to feast Brahmans as described above. In vain he sent
for them and their girls and boys. The BrahmanB holding it degra-
dation to accept gifts from a leper, placed all their goods on pack ani-
mals and took to- the carrying trade. Many settled on the Wnb-M 0f
the Gauges and were called Pandit-Jotshis. The' others who took to
carrying were called Labdnas from ladd, ‘ loading/ With them some
ltajputs of the Pilia family, who were free of all taint of leprosy, were
also exiled and the Pilia Labanas claim descent from them and sav
they are of the Kiishab gotra,

* But in other accounts it is implied that the Bahrupia is a sub-division of the IMmb,

and the only one in the caste which does not wear the janeo. Waterfield, however,
distinguished the Labata from tho Bahrfipia. The former ho described as a large’
well-built, shrewd, though rather heavy-looking man, while the Bahrupia is generally spare
lively and good-tempered. Both however are of similar status,—Guirat Settlement Report
1861, p. 38.

’
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In Si&lkot, however, the gotra of the Pilia LabSnas is said to be
Puslat. And that of the D&fcla is said to be Kundlag, while the Ajr&wat
is Saundlas. Ajrdwat is said to bo descended from Aj, father of

Jasrat and grandson of Rdmchandra, through the latter’s son Lao, In
lyapurthala the following curious pedigree is given

Bohra.

B4b£ Haspa. Nanda.

Khart.

Salfm I3h4h. Mihr Sh&h. Amfn SMh.

One Khart Manik appears in the Gujrdt tradition which makes the
Lab&naB immigrants from Rai Bareilly.

The status of the Labdnas varies somewhat in different parts of the

Punjab and it does not appear to be homogeneous. Three groups must
be distinguished :

—

i. The Musla Labdnas.
ii. The Labdnas of Ludhidna.

in. The Labdnas of Bahdwalpur.

i. The Musla LaMnas are so-called by group ii. Most accounts
represent these Labdnas as having I I sections or gats but the names of

these are variously stated.* In Gujrdt the got names specified are as
follows

i. Ajrawat (called Ghotya in JECangra). v. Kh&sarya.
ii. Datla (? laugher), also called vi. Gojalia.

Makhan-Sh&hi. vii. Gujar.
iii. Pilia (painted*With saffron). viii. Tatra or T^dra.
iv. Pa?w&l, Padwal, Badwalia, Porwal ix. Wami&l or Mathaun (not Mahtam),

(said to be so called from padwd ,— x. Wdmowal.
the janeo ceremony). xi, KdyowAl.

The first five of these sections appear in nearly every account of the
caste. The remaining six are probably als or sub-septs, locally exogam-
ous, resembling those found in Central India, or possibly they are
merely family or nicknames. Of the eleven sections specified the first

> six are also found in Central India, apparently as endogamous groups
split up into numerous exogamous divisions. So far no traces of this
system have been found in the Punjab.

In the sub-montane tracts of Sidlkot; and Gujrat the Ajrdwat look
down upon the Khdsaryas, and the story goes that once tliolafcter

said that even the bullocks of the Ajrdwat would get married, they had
so many daughters. The Ajrdwat also look on the Gujar section as
inferior.

. ii. The second group is confined to the Bet tract of Ludhidna,
where it holds seven small villages, and shares in three others. It dis-

* Sections in Kangra:— i, iii and vii as above, and Daina, Ralw&na, Gh&ra, Dholthal,
Dahgra, Belia, Khefa, Moohia, Bhunia, Pudoygaya.

Sections in Hoshi&rpur :— i, ii, iii, iv, v and vii as above, and Kakanya, Lulia, • Ghara,
Kaluwaua, Bbagtaun.

Sections in Ludhi&na Pilia, Garba, Laldia, Jatre or Khanna-Kupya, Gnrha, D£tla or
Gnjre, Parwal and Negri. Of these the Garhaa rank highest.
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avows all connection with the Musla Lab&nas and has the following

gots ;

—

Dagndwat. Majr&wat.

Ddiana. Bartia.

Suki&na.
,

Balthia,

Barn&wafc.

This group is distinguished by having a fixed bride-price, Rs. 120

being paid if the bridegroom is a child, Rs. 140 if ho is an adult, to the

girl's father. They practise karewa . A curious custom on the Holi

is accounted for in a variant of the Prahl&d legend. All are Sikhs.

iii. Jn Bahdwalpur the caste is thus grouped

Ram&na
Hypergamous group

|
j* do not intermarry.

ii. Ud4na
iii. Gharn&wat or Gharnot

j^tennarry.
iv. Chihot

In this State the Lab&nas claim to be Rafchor. The Ramana and
Ud&na are closely allied and hang together in all matters* They have
a strong jr anchdyat system and rarely have recourse to the courts.

Guilty persons are fined and the penalty
(
(land) spent on a ritual feast

(karah parshdd) to the brotherhood. The legend about their origin

is that a Rathor had a son born with long moustaches and so ho was
called lab'ma or “ cricket/'

In Si&lkot and Gujr&t the tribe stands much higher, and appears to

be intermarrying with other agricultural tribes. This however does
not necessarily imply a great rise in the social scale, for in Ferozepur
the Baurias are intermarrying with J&ts. Widow remarriage is tolerat-

ed, but, in Gujrat, the children of such marriages liav« a lower status.

They are all Sikhs, claiming to have been converted by Guru Govind,
and abstain from the flesh of animals slaughtered in the Muhammadan
manner as they consider it hardm, and at the mere mention of halal’d

meat exclaim wdh guru
,
wah guru

, deprecating any allusion to such a
subject.*

The social ceremonies of the Labdnas vary greatly, not only from
district to district but within each district. These divergencies in

custom are ascribed, by the Labfinas themselves, to the composite
origins of the caste.

Birth observances.

In Si61kot the three ceremonies observed on the birth of a child
are :

—

1. The oldest woman of the family does not eat or even touch
anything with her mouth at the time of a birth in the houso, she makes

But in K&ngfft both jhatka and haluVd flesh may be lawfully eaten, it is said, ttyvugh
it is also added that Labinas who are sewak* of Lakhd&ta never eat jhatka. Offerings
are made to that Pfr for the safety of cattle at the spring and autumn harvests. His
priest is the Bharai but ho gets no ch&rma until he has prayed to fcho Pir to protect his
setoak

s
and it is also his duty to sacriflce animals in the haldl form.

The lab&na it said to bo an earth cricket with formidable jaws that bites severely.

—

Panjabi Diety, , p, 645.
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tli© mother wash her hands and face, and then, mixing sugar and flour

in equal quantities, makes small circular-shaped loaves called paparis,

which are distributed to those present and to members of the caste.

In Gujrafc no peculiar ceremony is observed on the birth of a child.

The first thing to be done is to boil ajwain in a brass vessel, and throw
it away outside the house. This is considered to be good for the health

of the child, and it is believed that it removes the effects of the evil

©ye.

2. Two or three days after the birth, a widow of the family boils a
quantity of sewidn (vermicelli) and cooks some rice. Then in consulta-

tion with other women of the family, especially the old hags who by
that time have assembled, she designates one from among them to

plaster the floor of the mother's room with cowdung, and on this plas-

tered spot sit seven or at most fourteen girls of the family or of the
same tribe, while the widow draws lines of flour thereon, cutting the

whole into several squares. Then she brings in the prepared food and
all, assuming a prostrate position, offer prayers to the deity for the
mother and all the members of the family. The women bow their

heads before the girls and rub their feet,** treating them as devis or

goddesses. This is called worshipping the Devi. They afterwards eat

the food.

3. The third ceremony is performed on the first Sunday of H£r
(June) of the same year. The mother is carried to a pipal tree by the

women of the family, there a chosen place is plastored and prayers are
offered in the manner already described. The words of the prayer
aro :
—“O pipal tree, guard us against evil.” Cooked rice is carried there

by a female barber who sings a strange and mysterious song, both
going and coming. This ceremony is generally observed on the birth

of a son. There are some other ceremonies connected with the birth

of a child, for example one which goes by the name of sawi. This is

only performed when the child is a boy. Once a year the oldest wo-
man of the family gets up early in the morning and makes some kardh
(sugar, ghi and flour mixed and cooked together). Each article never
weighs less than five quarters of a seer whence the name sawi (1 £), all

the males of the family are then invited to feast on the kardh . After-

wards a he-goat is killed, some broad loaves of bread are cooked, jhol

is prepared and all these three things are eaten by the members (both

male and female) of the family.*"

The Labanas of Gujr&t wear the janco or sacred thread, and are

very particular about it. Even those who are Sikhs and do not cut

their hair wear it.

But in Kangra the use of it is dying out, though even those who
are unable to afford the cost of the rite, will donit.afc their wedding.
In Ludhi&na the janeo is assumed at marriage, but taken off after the

|
yfhera and hung on a pipal tree. .

* On the birth of a boy, in Kangra, the panjdb ceremony is observed within llf'day*
of the birth, the kindred being feasted, while the women goto worship a piped. Binging on
the way there and back. A pot of water is emptied beneath the tree and red sandal

(Jcongu ), rice and flowers are offered to it. White ootfcon thread ie jalso wrapped thrice
round.it in the manner of ajaneo. Sweetmeat, as means allow, is also fplaoed there and
the women bow to the tree. At weddings the pair observe a similar rite*
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Marriage customs.

• The prohibited degrees appear to vary in every district. Sometimes
the four-grot rule is observed, sometimes it is sufficient to avoid the got
from which a wife has been taken for seven generations, or until the
memory of any marriage with that got has faded away.

In Gujrift early marriage is preferred, and widow remarriage (karewa)
has now commenced, though it is considered degrading.* When on
occasions of marriage, janeo, etc., a feast for the got people is eaten,
the sons of a widow’s remarriage are not. allowed to sit with the
liradari. Only men of the same got can sit with it, and learewa
children are excluded.

The Lab&nas in Ludhi&na celebrate a girl’s wedding by phera, like
Hindus, but that of a widow by nikdh according toMuhammadan ritual.

The Arya Sam&j has, however, set its face against such a confusion
of rites.

Monogamy is preferred and a Lab&nA will not take a second wife
unless he is obliged. The wife first married enjoys certain privileges
at religious ceremonies, but socially all the wives are on an equality.

In KAngfa marriage is avoided in Chet, Bh&don, Asauj and Poh,
and the date for the wedding should be fixed in the shultla pakhsh or
light half of a lunar month so that the 11th (ikddshi ) may fall on one
of the days.

Wedding ceremonies.

In SiSlkot the boy’s father or guardian goes to the house of the
bride’s father or guardian and asks him to give his daughter in
marriage to his son. After a good deal of disoussion they come to
some such agreement as that the boy’s father shall pay seven or
eight score of rupees and give two or three ornaments to the girl’s
father. There is no disgrace in making such a bargain, on the
contrary the girl’s father insists on a good price and argues " my
daughter is very young and good looking, therefore ten score rupees
are not much for her.” The utmost that a young girl is sold for is
ten score rupees.t When the betrothal is complete the girl’s father
gets half the price in advance. This payment is called bhdn. The
whole price goes by tho name of hoi. The money is paid in the house
of the girl’s father together with 101 oocoa-nuts and some mauli
thread. The wedding day is fixed, not as among Hindus according
to the solar months but as among Muhammadans' in the lunar month,
n date of the moon being set apart for the purpose, and on that date
the marriage party proceods to the girl’s house. Twenty men usually
make up a wedding party. On tho first night the girl’s hands and
feet are stained with mehndi (myrtle). This is absolutely necessary
and if it iB not done the party has to turn back without being given
a meal. This is the case too if there is any default in payment oj the

•In K&ngra itiiasaerted that a widow can sod cannot espouse her husband's elder
brother. Probably there is no absolute role, but a feeling that a widow BhoAld only
marry his younger brother, or a cousin in a corresponding position

J

t In Ludhiina the prices are immutably died at Ss. ISO if the bridegroom is a child
smd

v
at Be. HO if be is an adult Exchange is reprobated in Kingra, but sales up not,

Xtoohanges are however said to take place.
F ^
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settled price. The boy’s father performs all the ceremonies in the
house of the girl’s father.

Four days later the ceremony of panch pafopi is performed. * The
girl’s father puts sugar and ghi iu some dishes and selects a number
of men of a peculiarly churlish nature to swallow their contents. The
women, who are already occupying the roofs of the various rooms,

begin to throw bricks, small pieces of stoue, maize, etc., from all

directions, but the meu choseu continue eating in large mouthfuls
even while they are being so assailed as they must not leave the food
unfinished but must go on eating amid the shower of stones, etc.

If they succeed in finishing the food they are praised by all present

for their courage.

Five days later, the couple go to a pipal tree accompanied by some
of the brotherhood. The barber’s wife gives the hand of the girl into

that of the boy and they walk around the tree hand in hand thrice.

Then sweetmeats are served to the assemblage. Next the girl runs

ahead and the sooner the boy catches her the more is he praised for

his strength. On the morning of the sixth day after the wedding
the ceremony of gora is effected. The father of the boy has a he-goat
killed with a sword and then cooked. All feast on the flesh and
return home. A few days later the boy goes uninvited to his

father-in-law’s house and stays there for a month or more. The
couple bids farewell to modesty iu a very short time. The muhldwa
ceremony is performed five years after the wedding, and it is not unusual

to see two or three children born during this period.

The sati ceremony is also generally observed. Milk given by cows
and buffaloes dedicated to the sati is held sacred. They do not allow

men of other castes even to touch it. This milk is coagulated and
made into whey in a separate vessel, tfo member of the family who
is not deemed a true believer in the sati is allowed to drink the milk

Of animals dedicated to a sati. After a week or at most a fortnight,

the milk and whey of such animals or Jchir (rice and milk cooked
together) and loaves of bread cooked in ghi are carried to the sthan

(temple) of the sati and there a number of young girls of the same house-

hold or of the caste are collected together and made to eat it. True
believers in the sati are also invited to partake of it. Before eating

a portion is given to the imaginary sati . Afterwards ail present

prostrate themselves, rub their foreheads on the sacred spot, and
offer up hearty prayers. If fortune thereafter smiles favourably on any
family, they ascribe it to the sati

y

s kindness. But if anyone suffers

from bodily infirmity, moral degradation, agricultural or pecuniary

disaster he attributes it to her anger. The sati’s sthan is a spot of

ground, generally outside the village, over which a real building is

sometimes raised, but in most cases the bare earth serves the purpose*

Death rites.

A curious admixture of Hindu and Musalmon rites is sometitnos

observed at death. Thus in Ludhiana a dying person is laid on the
ground, as among Hiudus, but after death the body is again put on
a bed, a fire kindled at its right hand and the hand branded* But'

after this the body is buried.
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Religious ideas.

Properly speaking, the Lab&nas have no caste religion. Some
wdrahip a devi or'a deity, others-a sati, while a good many observe

the Sikh teaching. Isolated as they were from the Hindus in the

beginning, they exhibit a total ignorance of their religious principles,

and though they have adopted several Hindu customs, they have as

yet imbibed nothing of their religion. Generally they believe in the

Siii of the wood, the pixies of the water, the saH and Holi and M&tA
vis. They fully believe in magic and charms such as the efficacy

of mysterious characters; written on a scrap of paper,

In each village a raised platform serves aa the sthan or temple of

the Devi. Here a disciple or hermit lives permanently and women
constantly resort to this sacred spot with whey in their hands which

they present to him and ask about the future.

The serpent is worshipped on the Gugga Naumi in Gujr&t. Women*
take a churl and four chapdtie and go to tho hole of a serpent, where

the Bh^t is present. The churl and chapdtis aro given to the Bh&t,

and cow's milk is poured into the hole. This hole is called gugga or
v

biimbia and is a fixed place outside tho village. The D&tlas must first

worship the gugga before other castes can do it, and this is because it

is believe*! that the serpent is their offspring.

Tho pipal is the sacred tree. On the third day after marriage the

bride and bridegroom are taken to a pipal tree, whose stem is decorated

with red colour and mauli thread. The married couple turn round the

tree and, after bowing their heads, come away.

The Holi festival.

A leading man of the village is usually employed to perform this

ceremony which is generally held in tho month of Baisakh. This man
summons a drummer who standing on some high place shouts the

following words to all quarters of the village :

—

Imam mun dal bhanejo,
wara ghadejo ware ho ae lo lijo, Holi ho

hoho rae,
hoho rae,

hoho re.

if W et the pulse and make small round balls of it. Come ! take

away these balls and so call out the Holi, call out the Holi and

call out the Holi.”

This is known as the hoka (calling out) ceremony. When the

drummer's call has reached all the inhabitants each one according

to his means buys the necessaries for the approaching festival, which

lasts for three days. Then both men and women assemble together

in some open place and shout tho following words

Hoho rae,
hoho rae

,
hoho rae.

Holi ho hoho rae.

This lasts for full two days. On tho third morning all don fine

clothes, and the women adorn their faces with gold and silver brim-

tnents which are in shape and make quite different to those generally

used in the Punjab. The leader then takes a drum and walks slowly

ahead of all the villagers. With him they continue singing a mysteri-

* jgut in K4ngfa men only worship the Nig on tho Gugga Naumi, women being exolnd-

ed. The ritual is much the same, bat kongu, rice, dhnp (incense) and dowers are offered.

No thaptoi* are given away.
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oas song while he occasionally says moro hoko r<w> holi ho hoko rae. At
last, they reach the sacred spot and here they pile up old cotton plants,

dry grass, etc., and set the heap on .6 re. The spectators standing

round the scene make a great din while the women with dished full of

pulse halls in their hands await the leader’s orders to throw them into

the blazing fire. Several he-goats are now killed, the heads going to

the leader while the remainder of the flesh is taken by each head of a
family to his own house. Afterwards a wrestling match is held, at

which famous wrestlers from different parts display their strength.

This ceremony is known as the dudu. Finally they assume a pro>trate

attitude before the spot sacred to the Devi Holi and then return home
taking with them a small quantity of ashes which they keep as a pledge
of the protection for the whole year. This is the festival in Gujr&t.

In Ludhiana also the Holi is observed but with somewhat different

rites. A particular spot iR set apart for its celebration and there a pice

and a betel nut are buried Over them a heap of cow-dung cakes is

piled and set alight, being watched with as much solicitude *as a
woman in her confinement/ Next evening when the fire has burnt
out the people of the village and its neighbourhood collect and search
in the ashes for the pice and nut, and whoever finds them will be ex-

tremely fortunate. It is believed that whoever finds one will who find

the other as they cannot be found separately. This rite is explained by
the following legend- :

—

Bhagat Prahl&d’s father hated him for his devotion to God, arid after

several devices to kill him had failed he bade him sit in a burning

fire on his sister’s lap. She believed herself to be fire-proof, but when
put to the test she was burnt to death while Prahlad escaped.

After this observance, disputes are laid before the kindred for

settlement. Fines are imposed on offenders or they are out-casted, and
those who have complied with the orders of the kindred are re-admitted

into caste. Next day they re-assemble and hold a feast at which men
and women dance together and throw the usual coloured water on one
another. Dancing and singing they go from house to house, and if

any house is not visited its owner takes offence.

LAbar, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

LadhAna, (1) a sept of the Si&ls; (2) a J&t clan (agricultural) found in

Mult&n.

Ladhar, a tribe of J&fo found in Si&lkot, Claims descent from its eponytn,

a R&jput, through Kilas who settled in that District.

LadnIan, one who keeps pack cattle.

LaShArI, a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Shahpur: see Leghari.

Laghri Hazara, a toman described as lying between the country of the

Wardag Afghans and the Maid&n-i-Rustain, between the Toehi and the

I
Kurram. The Hazdra, who were probably Mughais judge from their

\ name, were attacked by Khw&ja JaUl-ud Din Malimfid under Hurn&yun’s

orders and their sheep and cattle driven off to K&bul, in 1652,

Ijahar, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

LAHAURi, -£A, an inhabitant of Lahore i especially applied to - group of

the KHATfcis*
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IjAbI, a Kharralclan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,

Imbor, an Ar&in clan (agricultural) found in Amritsai.

Lifrii, a tribe of 3&\s fouud in Ludbi&na. They worship a jaftera and
perform the jan^ian rite at weddings, but not the chhatra , The
bridegroom’s uncle or elder brother cuts the jan&an, going out to the

place where the tree is, and bowing to it. The janifian are cut with

an axe or sword. The bride and bridegroom play with twigs (chhitidn),

first the bridegroom hitting the bride with them seven times and thb

bride then treating him in the same way. The walls of the house are

afterwards marked with rice flour. Sullen is also worshipped. The
puja articles at a marriage are given to a Brahman.

LAbbla, LAbu li. incorrectly L&hauli, an inhabitant of Lahul, which lies

partly in British territory and partly in Chamba. British L&hul com-

f
rises three valleys, Rangloi or the valley of the Chandra, G&rri. or

‘un&n, the valley of the Bh&ga, and Pattan, or the valley of the united

river, the Chen&b, below the confluence of the Chandra with the

The people of British L&hnl are divided into an upper class of
r
fhd-

kurs, who correspond to the R&jpuis of the Himal»yan area : Brah-
mans, who are only found in Pattan and are descended from immigrants
from ( hamba-L&hnl and other tracts t»> the south : Kanets, who
firm the middle and most numerous class: and the lower classes,

consisti g of Shipis or D&gis and Lohdrs with a few Sundrs, Bardras
and Hensis. The Ddgis, Lohdrs, Bardras, liensis, etc., seem to have no
gots and all intermarry, though they refuse to marry with the lowest
caste of all, the Bhipis. There are also a few Lamas, chiefly in Gdrd,
where a certain number of nuns (chornoj are also found.

The Kanets of Ldhul offer a few points of interest. Many of

them in Pafcran are no doubt descendants of settlers from Kullu
o« Bat gdhal, hut the rest, and all the Kwn^ts ot Gara and Rangloi,

are pure Tibetans or nearly so The Lahula, however, now looks
up* n the term Botia (Tibetan) as a term of reproach. The Kanets in

l.Ahul a«e divided into the following gots :

—

t. Lonchen-p4 or the wazirs. vi. Hirida-pa, or archers : a story is told to

it, (Ky)Ohungo pa or vultures. account for the name.
Hi. Darpa (seems to have no meaning). Kapur, said to have come from the
iv. Hensar-p4 (Hensar is a Kullu caste). plains.

v. Dantur pa (Grantur-pa). viii. Kyechhag-pa,

The Th&kurs, who are the gentry and quondam rulers of Ldhul,
are m *r- or less pure Tibotans by blood, but are beginning to'assert

a K&jput, o igin. l’liey take Kanet women »s sruja

t

or concubines
(«uret ,

but not as full wives {lahri , and the sons of such women,
wno are styled chunma or worker*, are not considered pure 'fb&kurs
at first, but in a few generations their descendants regain TMkur
status. The Thdkurs in Ldhul appear to have three gotraa or exo-
genous sub-divisions

». G&utam (or Chandla) descended from the moon,
ii. Bnramshing p» ('it. sugar cane) in Sanskrit Ashiku, said to be a Burajbansi
«»i. Phig-pA, Jameher-pi, or Arji Jamsher-pA, (PhAg-yal=Ary£-varth), »
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Similarly Brahmans take Kanet women to wife, .and their sons
succeed ; and though the Brahman father will not eat from such a son's
hands he may smoke with him. Such sons are called gurus, biit call

themselves Brahmans, but they in turn marry Kanet wives or women
of mixed caste if they can find any.

r

]'h&kurs, Brahmans, and Kanefcs will all smoke together in L&hul,
and Brahmans will drink water, tea or lugri (rice-beer) from a Kanet's
hand, but will n»>t eat even sachi roti ,

which appears to be equivalent
to pakki rotf. Xbakurs will eat pakki or sachi ro\i from a Kanet’s
hands, but not kachi, but those Th&kurs who wear no janeo will do so.

The Kanets do not wear the janeo*

The main class distinction, as in other Tibetan countries, appears to

be that between the agriculturists, who form the great mass of the

population, and the wage-earning classes; but this line of demarcation,
though it prevents intermarriage, does not separate the classes in the
rigid way that the institution of caste would do. The artisan classes

nevertheless have their distinctions

—

see under Lohar.

But the most interesting thing about the L&hula population is its

economic system. This merits full description as it is a good example

of a small, self-contained, ancient polity.

The allotments of fieids,* supposed to have been made authoritatively

at a remote period, and to have been originally all equal, subject to the

same rent or tax and each liable to furnish one man for service or

forced labour to the lord, appear to have b^en indivisible and in G&r&
and Rangloi, the Tibetan valleys, are in fact still almost all undivided.

Land reclaimed from the waste was formed into separate allotments, or

added to an existing allotment with a corresponding increase in its

burdens.

The great bulk of the allotments are held by the yulfa or villagers,

each of them being on an average about five acres in area. Some small

miscellaneous holdings are held rent-free in lieu, of service to the com-

munity. Such are :

—

The gar-zing

ii. „ be-zing

Hi. „ onpo-zing

iv. „ man-zing

^held by the«^

blacksmiths,
musicians (Hensis),

jndhsis or astrologers,

imbeds or physicians.

Probably the h6h&rs,jodhsis and beds could have been evicted in

times past by the community or the Tb&kur, but the general idea now
seems to be that they could not be dispossessed, however inefficient.

The Hensis’ tenure is however more precarious, as they appear to hold

solely at the Tk&kur’s pleasure.

The Th&kurs hold certain kothis or groups of hamlets in fief or jdgir

anil are owners of the waste within the limits of their kothis. The
arable land is cither held rqnt-free by his dotoent*or cadet branches of

Zing hom is a local word used to describe such an allotment. A zing kom chovgpu or

full allotment, varies from three to seven acres in extent according to quality of the soil.

Some few families only held a half allotment or zing komfitka

t The dotoen is clearly the dothain or cadet (Skr, Dwiataniya), a term Applied to cadet

^ranches of Rijput septs in Gurd&spur,
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Ms family, or rent-free, but in lieu of continuous service, by hie chaksis

or.family retainers ;
while his garhpdn or demesne land is cultivated

- by a class called hang chumpa or farm servants (literally cottagers).

A dotoen family sinks after a time, when the sense of relationship to

tbeThdkur has become faint, to the status of chaksis and is then liable

for Service. A dotoen
3

8 holding is about one or two allotments

(5 to 10 acres) on an average, a chaksi’s from 2£ to 5 acres, and
a cottager’s about 1£ acres. The nature and extent of the aeivice^

rendered varies, but the general principle is that the burden on each
allotment is fixed. Mortgages are not uncommon and even a chaksi

or a cottager may mortgage his holding, provided that the mortgagee
paid a full rent if he or the mortgagor failed to render the customary
service.

Among the subordinate landholders all sons are considered entitled

to equal shares of their father’s holding, but in practice they seldom
divide, and live on with wife, land, house and chattels in common.
When asked to defend this repulsive custom of polyandry, they say

that their holdings are too small to divide, and that experience shows
them that it is impossible for two sisters-in-law, with separate husbands
and families, to live together, whereas two or more brothers with a
common wife can agree.

In such families the custom which has hitherto prevailed, with

regard to inheritance of the shares of brothers who die without issue,

is quite clear : such share has always gone to the brothers with whom
the deceased lived in unison, or to his issue, to the exclusion of

all claim on the part of the separated branch of the family. The
moBt exceptional point in the custom of inheritance prevailing in

L&hul is the fact that, in default of sons, a daughter succeeds to her
father’s whole estate in preference to nephews or other male kinsmen,
provided that, before her father’s death she has not married and
settled down to live on her husband’s holding away from home. If

she is married and living with her husband in her father’s house, she
succeeds, and if she is unmarried, she can hold for life as a maid,
or can at any time marry and take her husband to live with her.

Supposing such a husband and wife to die without issue, it appears to

be doubtful who would have the best claim to succeed them, whether
the next of kin to the wife or to the husband. But it is agreed that

the survivor of the two might lawfully give the estate to any member
of either of the two families.

At first sight of the people of L&hul or Spiti you perceive thajb you
have left India, and are among a Tartar or Mongol race. The figure

iboth of men and women are short and stout, their complexions are a
ruddy brown instead of a black-brown or dusky yellow, their faces are
broad and flat, with high cheek bones and oblique eyes, they have
broad mouths and flat noses with wide nostrils. In fact, none of them
can be said to be handsome, and the old women are quite hideous, the

,
only redeeming point is the look of honesty and smiling good humour
to be recognised in almost every countenance. In thbse parts of
LAhul in which there is most admixture of Hindu blood, the blending
of the two types is very clearly distinguishable.

'
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Customs connected with birth, marriage and death.

The best general account of the social customs of the Botids will

be found in Cunningham's Ladakh

,

but even in Spiti and L&hul,
especially in the latter, the practices of the present day will be
found to differ in some details. At almost every observance the
religious ceremony consists in the simple reading of prayers or

passages from the holy books by a lama, while the whole company
of men and women sit round with clasped hands and downcast
eyes, and repeat the verses after him. The social celebration of all

these events consist mainly of feasts in which much chang is drunk.
The decisive point in the negotiation for a betrothal is the acceptance
or refusal of a pot of chang sent to the bride's father; if he drinks,

the affair is settled without more words. Polyandry, or the taking
to wife one woman by several brothers, is a recognised institution, and
is very general, the object is to prevent the division of estates. Sir

James Lyall describes a case which came before him in which one of two
brothers living in polyandry much wished to separately marry a girl

by whom he had had an illegitimate child, but the wife of his family
objected strongly, claiming both brother as husbands, and refusing to

admit another woman into the household, and she eventually prevailed.

Among the Kanets the age of betrothal is any time between 10 and
20 years of age for both parties. It defends apparently on their means.
The wedding is solemnised one or two months after the betrothal.

Among the Kanets the man sends a relative to the girl's house and
he conducts the negotiations. At his second visit he takes a rupee and
some such as a present. The day for the betrothal is fixed by the

jotshi or astrologer. Then on the day fixed the man's family go in a
body to fetch the girl. The ceremony is attended by Brahmans or

lamas and sometimes by both and the Shdstras are read.

The bride receives as dower (i) the zori (istridhan
) which is given

her by her parents, {ii) the gotan, which is given her by her husband
and is recoverable by him, and (Hi) the Th&kurs and sometimes even
Kanets give some land to be held independently for life by the bride ;

this corresponds to the Kuliu chhethi. Further, as in Kullu, the wpman
often takes an agreement stipulating for the chhethi etc., and provid-

ing for her separate maintenance in the event of her husband marrying
a second wife, which is usually done when the first is barreu. Divorce
seems free.

In L&hul cattle are not slaughtered nowadays (except perhaps in

some villages at the head of the Bh&ga Valley, and there it is done
•with the greatest secrecy), but five or six sheep are killed in each
house at the beginning of the winter

;
the flesh dries, and will then

keep good for any number of years ; the older tho meat, the greater

the delicacy to the taste of a L&huli. The principal £ood of the

\ L&huli is buck-wheat, boiled whole and eatefi as gruel, or roasted

and made into flour, which is then baked into cakes or mixed with
chang beer, and formed into dumplings.

The Buddhists, half-Buddhists, Loh&rs, and Shipis always eat any
sheep or goats which have died from fatigue or disease, tod some of

them eat also calves, oxen or yaks which have been killed by a fall
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from rocks orjotherwise, bat this is done secretly; Wien at Keylang
a calf happens to die in the morning, it remains where it fell the whole

day, nobody touching it, but the dead body certainly disappears during

the night, and many bones, especially during winter, of such animals
may be seen lying about near the villages, but dead asses and ponies

are only left to the eagles and foxes. Slaughtering yaks during winter

is still practised at some villages above Keylang, but it is done very
secretly, and nobody will acknowledge the fact. There is a small

temple with the image of a Ihd near Yanample. Every third year a
yak is sacrificed there, the victim being supplied in turn by all the

kothts of L&hul. This custom dates from the time of the Kullu R&j&s
who (as the god is said to be the same as that of the Dungri temple
near Manili in Kullu) ordered that one buffalo was to be offered (as at

Dungri) every third year. Since L&hul has become British territory,

yaks have taken the place of buffaloes. The Shipis eat the flesh of the
sacrificed yak,

Wheaten flour is generally eaten in L&hul. Butter and butter milk

are regular articles of diet in both countries. Chang, a kind of beer

brewed from^rice and barley, is drunk generally, and tea and a kind of

whisky by those who can afford it.

In L&hnl the houses are smaller than they are in Spiti, and less care
and taste are expended in building and adorning them. Ordinarily the
upper storey consists of an interior or winter room, an outer or summer
room, and a verandah room open on the fourth side. In this verandah
stands the loom, inside will be found largo corn chests made of slate set

in wooden frames, large stone bowls from Iskardu, iron cauldrons, and
cooking pots, an iron tripod or pot stand, some wooden dishes, and a
few earthen pots from Kullu. Many pack-saddles for sheep and goats
are strewed about, and a few blankets and thick sheep-skin coats hang
on the wails. Small holes in the wall serve the purpose both of

windows and chimneys : bedsteads are unknown. Grass is stacked
on the roof, and wood for fuel inside. This is a fair description of

a house in the upper valleys of L&hul
; in the lower villages the rooms

are larger and better ventilated. In G&r& many of the houses are
built together in one block with connecting passages by which com*
munication is kept up in the winter without going out, which, when
the snow is very deep, may be scarcely possible. Making thread is

the chief occupation in winter
;

on fine days the loom is brought out,

and some weaving is done. Both men and women work the loom in

L&hul.

In L&hul the dress of the men is much the same as that worn, in
Kullu, the only difference being that the coat is longer and of thicker
and darker cloth, and that trousers are always worn, the women, on
the other hand, dress like those of Spiti (see under Tibetan), except
that straw sandals replace the long boots. It is not easy at first fito
distinguish a L&huli nun, if young, from a lad, as they shave their heads
and dress like men.

Ancient belief in Ldhul.

Without doubt there existed a very low kind of religion in L&hUl
before Budhism got hold of the people, and the latter has not beetf
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able to suppress it entirely . The early religion of Lghul is still known
under the name of ‘ Lung-pachhoi/ that is,

( the religion of the valley.*

When it was flourishing many bloody, and even human, sacrifices seem
to have been regularly offered up to certain Ihd, gods or evil spirits

residing in or near old pencil-cedar trees, caves, etc. This cruel custom
disappeared gradually afVr the doctrine of the Buddhists had influ-

enced for a time the minds cf tlie people. There is a story which I

shall relate, as it seems to show that this was the case. Near the vil-

lage of Kyelang a large dry pencil-cedar was standing till last year,

when we felled it for fire-wood : the story goes that before this tree, in

ancient times, a child of 8 years old was annually sacrificed to make the
spirit who resided in it well-disposed towards the inhabitants of Kyelang.
The children seem to have been supplied in turn by the different

families of the village. It happened one year to be a widow who had
to give up an old child of the required age of eight years. The day
before her only one was to bo taken from her she was crying loudly,

when a travelling Idma from Tibet met her, and asked the cause of her
distress. Having heard her story the lama said :

‘ Well, I will go
instead of your child/ He did so but did not allow himself to be killed

:

‘the spirit must kill me himself if he wants human flesh/ said he, so

saying he sat himself down before the tree and waited for a long time

;

but as the demon made no attack on him, he became angry, took down
from the tree the signs and effigies, and threw them into the Bh&ga river,

tolling the people not to sacrifice any more human beings, which advice
was followed from that time forward. The demon fled and settled on
the top of the Koko pass, where it still dwells under the name of the
Kyelang Ihd or god of Kyelang, getting now only the annual sacrifice

of a sheep supplied by the shepherds. In the time when the Lung-
pachhoi was the only religion that existed in the valley, there were
doubtless more places in L&hul where human beings were immolated
to supposed arods and evil spirits. At present, near not a few villages

sheep aud goats are yearly killed and offered up (contrary to- the pre-
cepts of Buddhism) to evil-disposed Ihds

,
and it may be that animals

have now taken the place of men. The people however still continue
to believe in a great -many spirits or demons known as Ihds , who are
supposed to dwell in trees, rocks, or on the hill tops, and before whom
the Buddhists (contrary to their religion) sacrifice sheep and goats. In
addition, they believe greatly in witches, sorcerers, and the evil eye,
and have a host of other superstitious in common with ^11 the other
L&hulis.

The religion of tho people is nominally Buddhism, but it is becoming
» nominally Hinduism. Thus the god of the Pass is la-tse

9 zhing-lha

is the field god and In and tsan are the river and mountain gods.
The In is said to be a nag or snake deity and is worshipped with milk
and water. His shrine is usually a spring and it is kept clean. Women
do not worship him. The pile of horns (ibox)

#
*oftotf seen bn top of a

' house in Ldliul is the Iha-tho or gods* boundary. A demon commonly
believed in is Kaugreta (lit. one-ear) who is in man's shape with one
arm, one leg, etc. Ho is saiqi not to bo worshipped now at all.

Expiatory ceremonies of various kinds are common, tjie tangjar or
priest (corr. to the gur of Kullu) being employed, just as in * Kullu the
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f
ur {guru) or chela has much more to do with popular religion than the

fcrahman, with whom tho Buddhist lama closely corresponds. Thus
the jhingsha ceremony (called in Kullu hawan) of building a miniature

house of sticks, filling it with flour, etc., and burning it, is performed
to avert evil from a new house, and sometimes on other occasions.

The Shi pis seem to receive the ministrations of Bhot priests only,

while the other castes have various divinities, e . g., Mahddeo in Patan :

Hirmadevi at Sissu (said to be "the Kullu Jamlu) : Gantal Devi called

Chahja-mon equivalent to Kdli Dovi, and also T,

su
,dag-mo=/a7&-maKftfc

or the lady of life : Devi Yamso at Kyelang : Buddha G«ya : Shakya
Tub-ba: Padrna Sambha, said to have come from Ujjain : and Guru
Rinboohe.

Religious ceremonies connected with agriculture .

The Ldhulis observe certain ceremonies. of a religious nature in con-
nection with the cultivation of their fields. A lama, who understands the
astrological books, names the auspicious day on which ploughing should
be commenced (this day falls always between the 8th and 22nd of

May). After the fields have been ploughed and sown, a procession
goes round all the fields, preceded by one or two lamds and two drums,
some oi the company carrying at the same time several large religious

books on their backs, this done, the whole company sits down in the
fields near the villages and feasts on cakes and chang supplied jointly

by all the land-holders. All this is done to secure the sprouting up of

the seeds sown, after that the water-course for irrigating the fields is

repaired, on which occasion a sheep is offered up to the Ihd which is

supposed to have special care of the water-course. Again, as soon as

the seeds have sprouted, another ceremony is performed ; this consists

in sticking small branches of the pencil-cedar here and there in the
field, and burning incense, while some members of the family sit down,
eat, and drink a little, and murmur some prayers. This is to ensure
that each grain which has sprung up may prosper and produce many
ears. When the fields are nearly ripe, a goat or sheep is killed in

honor of the Ihd , in several villages horse-races are held at the same
time. Till the festival of the ripening grain has been celebrated, no-
body is allowed to cut grass or any green thing with a sickle made of

iron, as in such case the field-god would become angry and send frost

to destroy or injure the harvest. If, therefore, a Ldhuli wants grass
before the harvest sacrifice, he must cut it with the sickle made of the
horn of an ox or sheep, or tear it off with the hand. Infractions of

this rule were formerly severely punished, at present a fine of one or

two rupees suffices, which goes into the pocket of the jdgirddr or the
village headman. The iron sickle is used as soon as the harvest has
been declared to be commenced by the performance of the sacrifice.

The Ldhulis of Chamba .

The Ldhulis of Chamba-Ldhul, which forms part of the Pdngi* wizdrat
include’ Brahmans, Hdjputs, Thdkurs and Rdthis, with the follow-

ing low castes :—Hdlis, Lohdrs and Ddkis. These castes are all en-
dogamous. There are Bhots in the Miydr Ndld, but the Ldhulis proper
have no communion with them.

-The only families in Chamba-Ldhul claiming Rdjput descent are those

of the Rdnds of Trilok Ndth and Margraon. The Rdnd of Trilok Ndfy
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intermarries with R4n4 families in the BAvi and Be4s valleys : the B4n&
of Margraon intermarries with Th&kurs and BAthis in Ij&hul. Both of

these families are probably of Tibetan origin.

Among the high castes marriage is prohibited within three degrees
of relationship ou either side. The marriage customs of the L&hulis are
similar to those of Pdngi. The boy's father goes to the girl's house
accompanied by a friend and if an alliance is arranged he returns and
pays a rupee* to the girl's father; this is called tangrandi or suthri.

There are two forms of marriage ; the superior form being called bydh .

Sunday and Monday are regarded as good days for a marriage. On
the appointed day the bridegroom goes with his friends to* the bride's
house, where all are seated, the bridal pair being placed side by side

with the bride on the left. A totu of sattu is prepared and the bride's

maternal uncle presents a portion to them with arms crossed, as in,

P&ngi, and then to the rest of the assembled company. This observe
ance is called marpi. A feast follows with drinking, dancing and singing.

In the morning the bride's parents and friends present the sudj or
marriage gifts, and the bridegroom gives the bandha or ornaments
to the bride, one rupee each to his lather and mother-in-law. The
bridal party then returns to the bridegroom's house, and at the door
the bridegroom’s mother meets them with a totu of sattu, a lota of water,
incense aud a sheep. The warna ceremony is performed as in Pangi
and the sheep killed and given to EL&lis. They then enter the house
when the totu ot sattu is distributed to all, beginning with the bridal

pair, by the boy's maternal uncle. A feast follows with singing and
dancing. The girl's parents do not accompany the procession, only her
brother and other relatives—and no money payment is made to them
on their departure. The phirauni ceremony is observed as in P4ngi.
A modified form of polyandry exists in Chamba- L&hul. At the time of

the phirauni the younger brother of the bridegroom accompanies the
party and presents Re/1 to the girl's mother which establishes his right

as a second husband. More than two are not allowed. The custom of

carrying away the bride privately is also common in Ldhu).

Widow remarriage, called topi lani, is practically the same as in

Pdngi. A widow cannot now be compelled to marry her deceased hus-
band's brother, and may appeal to the court for protection, both in

Pangi and L&hul, if compulsion is attempted. Divorce is recognized
and usuafly two or three respectable persons are present on the occasion.

The husband and wife hold a piece of thread between them and
break it by pulling in opposite directipns. If both are consenting parties

no money payment is made, otherwise the payment is made by the

jflirty wishing the divorce, and is called man .

Death’observances are much the same as in Pdngi ; children under one
year and lepers being buried and all others burnt and* thp ashes thrown
into*the Chandra Bhaga. For eight days after tlm deafcji^only.one meal
a»day is eaten, called apas> and on the ninth day a feast is given to the
near relatives, which practically ends the period of mourning.

Those who can afford it raise monolith slabs (dhaj and other
memorials to the dead. The period of impurity is 8 days for all purposes. *

For some notes on these commemoration stones, nee App. II of Freneke’s Htitory of
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\ *

^?he only tenure in L&hal ia called ghai or ghdri, i.a, an equal divi-

sion of the orop betweenlandlord and tenant.

The chief festivals in Chamba-l4hul are the following

1. The Brishu on 1st Baisdkh, which is observed as in P&ngi.

% The Pori mela is observed only in Trilok Nfith, and is accom-

panied by dancing and drinking* Held in Bh&don.

3. The Rhaul mela observed as in P&ngi.

4. The Run mela is the same as the Sib mela in Pdngi. It is also

called Chfir and is held on the new moon of Ph&gan. The
evening is spent in eating and drinking, and on the follow-

ing day.

6. The Or mela is held on the full moon of Ph4gan, in Trilok

N4th and Margraon, and like the other melas the chief ac-

companiment is drinking and dancing.

Ldhul is the meeting place of the Aryan and Mongolian races and the

people exhibit the characteristics of both, though the Aryan element

predominates. Their religion is an impure Buddhism grafted on the

ancient and probably aboriginal N&g and Devi worship which is

similar to that of Pdngi and is found as far up as the junction of the

Ghaudra and Bh&gi rivers—Chorteus, prayer flagB, mani walls and
other symbols ofc Buddhism are common. The Buddhist temple is

at Trilok N4th aud the chief Devi shrine is that of Mirkula Devi at

Udaipur.

Mr. A. H. Francke thinks that the original worship of Trilok N&th
and Mirkula was an aboriginal form of Shiva and K&li worship.

When Buddhism entered the country Shiva was identified with Ava-
lokita, and the Kdli of Mirkula with Yajravar&hi who is still worshipped
there by the Tibetans.

The results of Sir Thomas Holland's measurements of the L&hul
Kanets* went to show the population of the Lahul villages now contains

very little unaltered Tibetan blood, whilst there are apparently some
individuals who uniformly tend towards the Indian type. The evidence

of the cephalic, naso-malar and nasal indices, stature and facial angle,

uniformly points to the presence of a large proportion of Tibetan
blood in the L&hul Kanets, but no precise idea of the quantitative

relatious of the Indian to the Tibetan strain can be formed on our
present data. The Kanets of U&hul include a certain number of

immigrant families from the Kullu side and they have not been long
enough in the country to have their blood tainted by intermarriage

with those who have Tibetan blood.

Valuable as these measurements were it is perhaps to be regretted

that those made in the different valleys, Fattan, G6r& and Raneloi,

were not distinguished, as the elements in each valley are believed** to

vary. Moreover the possible aboriginal element in the valleys,

especially in the remoter hamlets, cannot be disregarded. It is now
established that there is a Mundari element in the language of Kanaur

* The Kanets of Kulu and L&hul, Punjab, A Study in Contact-Metamorphtim, in JoigfttfA

I the Anthropological Inst, 1902.
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and thore may well he, in the population of the Punjab Himalayas, a
Mu$4* element which is represented by the Mons or Monpa.

IiAK, a Muhammadan J clan (agricnltnral) found in ShAhpur, Mont*
gowery and MultAn. In the latter District they claim PunwAr
origin and kinship with the LangAhs. Originally ousted from the

Chenab by the Sikhs, a small number of Laks are now settled in the

Chenab Colony, Formerly notorious cattle-thieves, they are now of

very minor importance.

Lakkka, an agricultural clan found in ShAhpur.

Lakha, a sept of Muhammadan JAts which owns a few villages in RAjanpur
tahsil, Dera GhAzi KhAn, and is also said to be found in Muzaffargarh.

It claims kinship with the Mahras, Kurejas and SAha-sumra (?).

JAts, and assigns its origin to LAkha LirhAni in the Brahui country

beyond JaoobAbAd whence they migrated under SamAil All and
Kambir. The latter was NawAb of Dera GhAzi KhAn under the

Kalhoras and his son NawAb of DAjil until expelled by Naair KhAn
Brahui.

LakhanpAl, a sept of RAjputs. <

LakharI, a writer or draughtsman : c/. lakhwayyA.

Lakhera, (1) one of the principal muhtns or clans of the Kharrals, with head-
quarters at Kot KauiAlia* in Montgomery. At feud with the Kharrals

of the Upper RAvi it allied itself to the KAthiAs and other lower

RAvi tribes. To this clan belonged SaAdatyAr KhAn, son of MahAbat
KhAn, a chief who held some post at the Delhi court under Alamgfr.

His jagir is said to have been worth Rs. 1,09,000 a year, but a proposal

to betroth the daughter of GhAzi KhAn, the eighth Sial chief, to him
was regarded as an insult, and he was unable to protect his country
against the SiAls of Jhang and eventually the chiefs of KamAlia
were reduced to tdluhdars under the NikkAi Sikhs ; (2) one who gathers

gum-lac.

LiKBi, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Lakhiwal, a JAt tribe. According to a confused tradition! the LakhiwAl
claim Bhatti origin, and to be also Jatus by family. They say that

Bhatti and Sarnija came from Muttra to HissAr. Samija had no son,

but from his daughter are descended the Joiyas. Some generations

after Bhatti came RAjA RasAlu who had two sons Basal and Jaisal.J

The latter became RAjA of Jaisalmer, but Jaisal remained in Bhatti (-Ana;

and had a son named JanrA, who had several wives of various castes.
* By them he had 21 sons who founded a number of tribes such as the

LakhiwAl aud Sidhu-BarAr JA^s and the Wattu and Mai RAjputs.

Laeh«7ana, a clan of the SiAls.

v * •

Lakbwayya, a writer, a drawer of pictures, also one who understands, one
who passes by or over : c/. lakbabi.

An old town, re-foundedV Kamil KhAn Lakhera in the 14th century. .

J
Recorded by Amin Chand, QssAr Sett. Rep,, 1875*

Of, the tradition given on p, 102 supra.
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Ix41W.ua, a Jd$ dan (agricultural) 'found in Mnltdn.

LaKssAf, a Pafhdn clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Law, a branch of the Wazir Pathfins, now settled on the northern slopes
of the Sufed Koh in Nangrahdr. Lfllai is said to have been the son
of Sulaimdn, son of Kakai, and to have fled from the Birmil hills on
aooonnt of a blood-feud.

ImlAraA, fem. -f, of Lildri, q. v.

Lalaeb, a section of Rdjputs.

LamuoIj a worshipper of Ldlbeg who appears to be also called BdM Shdh,
the mythical high priest of the Chuhrds and other castes of aimilny
status. Further it irf at least highly probable, as Sir Denzil Ibbetson
pointed ont,* that Bdld Shdh is Bdlmik, the traditional author of
the Ramayana, and if so, Ldlbeg or Bdld Shdh is merely a Muham-
madanised name and title for that Hindu saint. According to Sir
Riohard Temple the legend goes that Shiva once rubbed his hand on a
red stone, Idl baft,a, and Ldlbeg came out. Possibly he suggests, Ldl-
beg is a corruption of Ldl Bhfkshu, “ the red monk ” (i.e., Shiva him-
self). Templet also records a legend which certainly points to the earth-
god Shiva as the prototype of Ldlbeg. Once the Prophet with Mihtar
Bids and other saints was sitting in God’s court. Ilids spat and his
spittle fell on the prophets, so the Almighty bade Bids serve as a
sweeper, but he begged that an intercessor for him might be born.
Ilids was then himself born into the world as a sweeper, but lived in
the hope of forgiveness and one day the Great Saint or Pfr gave him
his coat to wear. Ilids placed it in a pitcher of earth and when asked
by the Great Saint why he did not wear it replied that he feared to
soil it. But the Saint bade him don it and come to him. Ilids was,
however, unable to open* the pitcher and brought it to the Saint who
said : “ Come out, Ldlbeg, quickly." (Ldl means “ my son ”),

From the pitcher emerged a fair man wearing lal beg “ red clothes,"
i.e., bhekh. Him the Saint designated as the prophet of the sweepers
and Ilids took him home, filled his huqa for him and worshipped hiin.

To this day the sweepers fill the pipe for a religious teacher. Ldlbeg
at once became invisible, because he disapproved of Bids’ beliefs and
the Saint bade him do penance promising that Ldlbeg should intercede
for him, and saying that in the first age the ghatmat or vessel worship-
ped to represent Ldlbeg would be golden, in the next of silver, in tie
third of copper and in the fourth of earth, and so the Mihtars or
sweepers now worship vessels of earth. J But another legend makes
Ldlbeg the son of a Mughal woman who was barren until at Bdlmfk’s
prayer she bore a son.§ And yet a third makes him the son of Shaikh
Sarnd of Multdn. His mother dedicated him to Bdlmfk and he even-

• Punjab Census Report, 1889, § 295, note 3. *>

t Indian Antiquary, XI, p. 290. A fuller variant, given in P. N. Q. II, 122, discloses a
close, if obscure, connection between L61beg and Gorakh N4th, who is so prominent in* the
Jogis’ mythology. Shiva’s madan was one day rnbbed by Parmeahar on a stone and
produced Ulbeg; some on a reed (sarkanda) whence sprang Sarkande Nath: some on
eowdung (gobar), whence Gobar Kith, and some was oast into a river and swallowed hv a
fish who brought forth Maohhendar N*th, Gorakh Nbth’s preceptor.

T *

f P S. Q.,I., 588, >

ribsurn >
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tually conquered K&bul and Kashmir, but he placed one Sultdni on his
thron6 and retired to Th&nesar where B&Imxk’s tomb is still worshipped.
Then at Delhi, whither L&lbeg went with all his followers, he founded
the religion named after himself and divided his disciples into five sects,

the L&lbcgi, Shaikhri, Dumri, Hill and Wiiwat. The L&lbegi Mihtarsof
Th&nesar and Karnal affect Bibi Dlii&ni, as well as Ldlbeg himself,

offering her cMm (bracelets), henna and a dori Jed pardnda
,

or hair
ribbon, but all that we know of Dhi&ni is that she was a relative of

L&Lbeg.* Pundri, mentioned as a daughter of B&lmik, does not appear
to be worshipped, nor does Satti Chuhri, his wife. Ld.1 Guru is another
name of Ldlbeg and he is also called Bbangi, which was a title of the
rdkshaso Aronahirit

,
Aruna Karata, “ the red crow,” an ancient tribal

deity,

Thus, popular mythology persists not only in distinguishing B&lmik
from L6lbeg, but also in attributing to each, of them a family and

.
disciples. But one form of the myth denies to L&lbeg any human or
natural origin and makes him but an emanation of B&Inuk. The latter

used to sweep Bhagwan’s court-room, and the Almighty gave him a
dress which B&lunk buried in a pit. When asked by the Almighty
why he did not wear it he went to the pit and found a boy in tlm robe.

According to one story B&lmxk protested that he had no milk for the
babe, and was directed to go home and give it to the first animal
which crossed his path. On his road to Earth B&lmik saw a
hare suckling her young and to her he gave the child. So to

this day no sweeper will eat a hare.t But this version does not
appear to be currant in the Punjab, wheie it is said, at least in

N&bha, that some Chuhr£s do not eat hare’s flesh because a Chuhf*&
once killed a cow's calf by accident and hid iG under a basket. When
the owner tracked his calf to the Ohuhr&’s house the latter said that

a hare was hidden beneath the basket and when it was overturned a
hare was found instead of the dead calf. But in Gurgaon the Sus
Gohar got of the Chuhr£s is the only one which observes his tabu and
that only because the hare once bore the name cf that got . In Mont-
gomery the Muhammadan Chubr&s do not eat the hare's flesh if they
are followers of the Makhdum Jah&nl&n of Uch as that Pir forbade its

use. Other Ohuhrds can eat it.

As already noted B&lmik is probably to be identified with the author
of the Itaui&yaca, bin one story is that there is another B&lndk “of
low degree ”, and concerning him various legends are curi’ent. The
most popular version represents B&lmik as a gimfc robber, who was a
Bhil. Once ho attacked tho seven rishis

,
but in compliance with their

Remonstrances he naked his parents to join him. Their refusal cut
him to the quick and he turned faqir. A less common version runs :~

When Yudisthira had performed an aswamedh jag and all present had
feasted, the bell did not sound of its own accord, As it should'have.done

#

,Ro announce the completion of the rites. So it was thought that they
had been irregularly done or that some bhagat had not attended the

* P. N.Q.,L,663.
t.ifcMaj.



feast. Accordingly B61mlk was invited and when served by Draupadi

with 86 various dishes lie mixed them altogether, which in Draupadi’s

eyes stamped him as indeed one of low caste. Nevertheless the bell

now rang and the rites were thus duly completed, the only defect

being Draupadi’s contempt for B&lmik, which she was exhorted to

forget.*

According to Mr. H. L. Williams L&lbeg is represented by a red
pennon on a red pole, while B&lmik's insignia is a broom of peacock’c

feathers at the end of a bamboo. Both are carried in procession attend*

,
ed by dholaks or drums,

Pfr Chhata is also said to be an ancestor of the Chuhrfis who gained

sanctity by removing a cow's carcase when no one else would do so,

but he is doubtless identical with Bfilmik of whom a similar legend is

told.* Once a man bade his youngest son remove a dead cow, but he
refused. Each son in turn refused also, until he came to the eldest of

his four sons, B&lmik, who obeyed his father in spite of hiB knowledge
that it was the duty of the low-caste Hat&ras to remove dead cattle.

His father's promise to re-admit him into the family was not fulfilled

and his descendants too became known as Hatifiras.

With the cult of B&lmlk is associated, round, about Amritsar, that

of Mi&n Siura, himself a Chuhf&, who became a devotee. Once Q&z!
DdnA tested his powers by making him sit on a sheet spread

over the mouth of a well and say his prayers. The Qdzf expected to

see him fall into the well, but he did not, and whenever he cooked the

flesh of a cat or a dog for his food and began to eat it the animal

came to life and fell at his feet. The Chuhras perform a jag in his

honour and that of Bdlmik and give alms in the names of both those

saints.
*

In Sirmfir Bdlmik has a mak&n
,
pakka or kachha

,
in front of which

is lighted a fire and on this ghi is poured. The offerings made to it are

given to Bhangi faqtrs, who are recruited - from the Chuhrds. The
Bdlmikis hold themselves aloof from other Chuhrd groups such as

the Bhalla or Dhankta, Rdwat, Halad, Daung, Dhdnak, Megh and

Heri, and do not marry with them. In marriage four gots are

avoided and the wedding is solemnised by a guru of their own
called a Meopa, but a Chhdman or Jh&man is also said to fulfil the

functions of a Brahman and conduct the seven pheras.

The L&lbegi thus appears to be identical with the Bdlmifef, though

many accounts treat them as distinct.f In what they may differ

does not however appear. The Ldlbegi certainly seems ffo be

* Other versions amplify the one in the text. According to one, B&lmik was carried to

the feast in a chariot of air by one of the Pindavas^though he was covered with leprosy

:

P. N. Q. II, § 236. In another B&lmlk protests to Arjan that he is a Hati&ra and unworthy.
In one It is stated that every grain of food eaten should have brought from Heaven a

mnkh hi ahdsh bdni or Banhh dhunit the sound of a conch, but when Balmfk devoured his

portion in 2J mouthfuls only 2} sounds were heard. In another Arjan is perturbed becausem sounds are heard instead of 8.

, f 9.p, in Sirmtr the Bilmlkfs are said to worship Bilmfk* but not Iilbeg. In this

Stats the fifimfUs am said to marry on equal teams with the Jttaabis,
*



the Ldtbegi$ and Ghuhras•

superior to and distinct from the Dh6nak,* and followers of Bdlmik do
not eat food touched by a Dlidnak.

The L&lbegis of the S&rsud got are said to be the original inhabitants
of Rew&ri, and besides Lalbeg they affect the Devi . Early marriage
is the role and the wedding rites are performed by a*Brahman* Never*
theless the Sdrsud, though they observe Hindu customs, bury their
dead, because, they say, their ancestors once worshipped the goddess
Bai.

The Hindu Ghuhyis in Sirmdr appear to be mainly Balmfkfs, They are divided into the
following septs

Bhatla or Dhaukta, Rawat, Haled, Daung, Dhanak, Megh, Hari, Alazbi, Balmiki, of which
the latter are found in N&han tahsil. Four got* are avoided in mariiage. Weddings are
solemnised by their own gurds, who form a distinct, i.e., Phirha called Meora, resembling
the pddhaa of the Hindus, but are said to take food (kachchi roti and pokTci) and water
from all Chuhras. The Balmlki's and Mazbxs intermarry on equal terms. Balmfk and Gurd
Rdm Bdi are worshipped, but not L41beg. Balmik has a malc&n (pakka or Mehcha) in
front of which a fire is lighted, and on this ghi is poured. Offerings made to i,t are given
to Bhangi fakirs who are taken from the ranks of the Chuhras. The Balmlkfs do not marry,
eat or drink with the other groups, as they regard them as inferior. At weddings the
ckhaman fulfills the functions of a Brahman, and conducts the 7 pkeras. Girls, or sddhua
of their own, are fed in lieu of Brahmans. If a Bhangi marry a woman of another caste he
is fined, but his children are regarded as legitimate. The dead are both burnt or buried, ac-
cording to the means of the family, burial being cheaper. Daughters may inherit in default
of sons, if their father bequeaths or gives his property to them. A wife can be divorced
but a panchdyat can award her maintenance. In Nahan town each mohdlla (and there are
seven) has its panch. A chaudhri is appointed by the State and he nominates the panch.

In Paonta tahsil the Chuhras do not intermarry with the Changars. They have their
own Brahmans who solemnise marriages. The latter do not drink water from the hands
of, or accept food from, the Chuhras, but they may take dtta and dal and cook it for them-
selves. Any man can enter the Chuhra caste. He is struck five times on the waist with a
broom in the name of Balmlk and made to pay a fine. Then the Cbuh^s eat with him and
he is free of the caste.

Funeral ceremonies.

They carry their dead on a bier. On a place midway between their house and the
burial ground they place the bier and offer pinda (e) or funeral cakes to the manes of the
dead. The bier is then carried to the burial ground where a grave is dug and the dead
body is laid in it with its face turned towards the Ganges. The grave is then filled up and
in the way everybody breaks a straw. Some say that this means that all connections with
the deceased are now broken up. On the third day all persons who carried >h^ bier are
feasted. If the party be a rich man, the whole barddri is fed.

The L&lbegi may be regarded as a Hinduised Chuhra, just as the Mazbi or Rangreta is a
Sikh convert, and the Musaili, Hal&lkhor or Kut&na a ChuhiA convert to Islam.

The Chuhras have Bmbmans of their own, who do not, however, work as Cbuhyas, but
live on the gifts and fees paid to them by their patrons. These Brahmans do not eat
food cooked by Clruh?as, or smoke with them (except in Kangfa where, it is said, they do
smoke with Chuhf&B) ; though they do not avoid contact (chhdt) with them like other
Brahmans. These Brahmn ns merry among themselves and burn* their dead. Their yotra
is said to be Batn Bhardwaji and they wear rosaries of rudrdhsh beads aud the tile

a

oti
their foreheads like regular Brahmans. Once a year the Brahman gurd celebrates a
bfmnddra or feast at which all the sweepers assemble and offer him gifts in cash or kind.

# An account from Karnal ascribes the origin of the Dh^naks to fi, woman’s incestuous
passion for her son. Balmfk declared* the pair impure and named them Dhinak. The
same Account assigns 56 got& to the CalhjAs thus

/ Dibla.

Dhanak got*
SultSni got,

(. DAgal.
Bam&i guts

C Parcha.
Bilmfki goU < Dumra.

CChauhin. * L&lbegi gets

/ iKt

(3a

Kaly&ni.

Bignar.
SaraaMl.

( OhhapparbSnd
< Punna.
(Badri. .

( Jhunjhat.
< Kangfe. ,

184th.
v



UtMd.U
As the Ohuhris have Brahmans of their own, so in • Gurgion they boast their own ft&fs,

and in that District and in Gujr&t they are said to have MiraBis of their own, who live

in Delhi, although one of the Ohuhr&’s own functions is to recite genealogies at their

patrons* weddings. These Mir&sis received rations but not cooked food for their
services.

LIn Disi.—A sect of Musalm&ns who approach to Hinduism. It was founded
by L61 D&a, a Meo of Alwar, who though like all Meos a Musalradn
by faith, followed, again like all Meos, Hindu observances. He was
born about 1540 A.I)., and the account of his iife and teachings which*
follows is taken from Powlett’s Gazetteer of Alwar, pp. 53 et seq. The
devotees of the sect are called S&dhs. The worship consists largely

of repeating the name of R&m, and Sunday is their high-day. Yet
Ldl D&g was a Musalm&u, is considered to be a Pir, and the greater
number of his followers, in the Mew&t proper at least, are

Musalm&n Meos, though on the Punjab border, where the spread of
education has made the Meos better Muhammadans, the L&1 D&sis are
usually Hindu Baui&s and carpenters.

L41 D&s lived many years at Dhaoli Dhab, and used to wander over tho hills behind
Alwar, aiul into the fort in search of sticks, by selling which he got his living. At length
he began to work miracles. An excited elephant stopped in full career and saluted him,
and a Musalman saint, one Chishti Gadan, of Tijara, found him standing in the air in
meditation. The Musalman conversed with Lai Pas. and discovering his piety and unworld-
liness, enjoined him to teach both Hindus and Musahnans. After this Lai Das went and
lived at Bandoli, 1(5 miles north-east of Alwar, in the Kdiugarh pargami. There ‘belaboured
for his own support and the good of others.’ IIo lived on the top of a hill, and wont through
great austerities in the hottest weathor, was safe from snake and from tiger

, and cured
the sick. Disciples of all castes collected round him, and one, an oilman, received from him
miraculous power, which h« used to expose an adulteress before an assembly. For this
L&l Dae reproved him, and eventually resumed his gift. Lai Das prayed that ho might
be relieved of all his false disciples, so persecution from a Mughal official began, and they
all fell away. It arose from Lai Das

1

having caused the death of a Mughal who had laid
hands on another man’s wife, and with his true followers he was carried to Bahidarpur, a few
miles off. The Muhammadan faujddr of Bahadarpur expressed surprise at his being followed
by both Hindus and Musalmans, and asked him what he was. Lai D&s replied that tho
question was a foolish one —what he was in truth he knew not, but he got his garment, the
flesh, in a Meo’s house. The faujddr demanded Rs. 5 apiece from tho party as the price of
releasing them, but they would pay nothing, and then the faujddt gave them water from a
poisonous well, the only result of which was that the well became sweet, and was known
afterwards as ‘ the sugar well/ On another occasion Lai Das was assaulted by Mughals,
and called to his protection angels, who slew 14 of them, but his followers, thinking that
anger was derogatory to Lai Das, spread a report that they had killed the .Mughals, and
that Lai Dis had shown no anger. L&l Das left Bandoli, and resided at the neighbouring
village of Toili, now in Gurgaon, on tho Alwar border, where, being persecuted, he went
away. At Naroli the people refused him water, whereupon their wells dried up. At
Rasgan, in Rdmgarh, he was well received, and there he remained a while. “ repeating God’s
name, and teaching disciples the way.” Lai Dis, though at times he is said to have practised
the severest asceticism, had not led a life of celibacy. He had a daughter, named Sarupa,
who could work miracles. One day he told that greatness and wonder-working even were
vanity, they, too, pass away like tho wind, purity and gentleness alone were availing.
Those who possessed would attain to peace in heaven (Bar he lok ), and no more be subject
to birth and death. L61 Das's son, Pahara, too, was a miracle worker—blessings onHbum
and on L41 Dis’s brothers, Sher Khan and Ghaus Khan. These all had hope in God
(Harjj) alone, and in no other Deo. A voice in a mosque (? Harmandir), where Lil Dis
had gone, foretold the birth to him of a son, who was to be a polar star (Qutb), and would
succeed in the works of many births. Lai Das received the announcement with onfe word
“ Bhala l ” A few months after, to try his faith, a daughter was born to him, who died
directly.

,
L«1 Das felt no grief, for God-worshippers (Harbhagtan'i are always joyful

Boon after God spoke to him again of the Qutb. Lai Das manifested no hurry or anxiety!
A second daughter was born. Lai Das said, “ I have faith in God ” (Sain ko mart bistvde)
At length a boy, after 18 months’ pregnancy, was born. The child lived but 18 days, but
he spoke and reproached his mother for not showing him his father. Lai Dis was sent for
and spoke to him, whereupon the child died satisfied. A faithful eddh washed and dressed
the corpse, and his sister Sarupa besought her father to commemoratehim by a miracle The

r

Child’s body was taken towards Bandon (where, apparently, the infant daughters had been*
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interred). A deep stream was in the way, but, as Sarupa walked* forward, a dry path

appeared, and the little corpse was carried to Bandolj, where a darydh was established,

which has still a great reputation. It was reported to Sahib Hukra, Mughal govornor of

Tij&ra, that Li\ Das did not pray as a Musalinan, nor perform ablutions, nor call on the

prophet, but that ho taught Hindus and Musalmdns the same doctrine. The hakim sent for

Ldl DAs, who recoived the messengers kindly, and accompanied them with 12 disciples

who rofusod to leave him. A vicious horso which he had to ride became quiet in hi

.

hands, and a fawn which one of the Musalmans killed, and compelled Lai Das to carry,

came to life. The Tijdra hakim treated Ldl Das kindly. But ho offered him meat, saying

that it was MusalmAn food, and that he who was a Muaalman and ate as such was in tlio

path of God. Ldl Das replied, “ Love God. God is one and separate from all. There i
•

one path for Hindu and Turk, by which they como and go. Whoever kills another cuts his

own throat, for the murdered is avenged by God’s casting the murderer into hell. Let me
be shown l ow to escape before the judgment-seat, where God himself will do justice.

The good keep in rnind the fear of that day.
M

Lai Das then took the food into his hand,

and the meat turned to fine rice. Lai Das and his 12 followers were then confinod under a

guard for the night, but without severity. They all vanished, and the guard was imprisoned
for letting them go, on which they all appeared again in the jail. Sahib Hukm. the hakim ,

had a beloved daughter who was tormented by a witch, and the nacromancors IjMuyir*)
could do noibing to relieve her, and Q&zfs and Maulavis could not exercise the evil spirit.

Her mother appealed to Lai Das, and he wont to the girl who in*mediately began to kiss his

feet, and the demon (jin) having left the girl, appeared before LAI Das and declared his

submission. In Maujpur (Lachmangarh pargana) was a holy man, Mansukha by name, and
a Malli by caste, who loved God with a true love (sachhi prit ), and gave much in alms.

Ho believed in Lai D&s, but his wife disparaged him because ho woHked" no miracles and
because ho could not avoid being carried off to Tijara. Mansukha said that Lai Das knew
the thoughts of men. On his going shortly after to pay his respects, LhI Das received

him badly on account of his unbelieving wife. Mansukha was going sorrowfully away.
LAI Das, however, forgave him, and called him back and comforted him, just as a mother
takes into her arms and consoles a child whom she has corrected.

An Agra merchant was shipwrecked. He asked for advice. Somo said one thing, some
another, but he remembered LAI Das and called on him, promising him a tithe if Ins goods
were saved. LAI Das hoard the prayer of the distant merchant, and showed emotion. The
goods wore saved. However, Lai Das refused his thank-offering, as he had no need of

wealth, but told him to give it to Vishnu sddhs.

A Kayath of Agra, of great wealth and of high position, was afflicted by leprosy or some
foul skin disease, which made life a burden to him. Hearing of Lai Das’s goodness to the
shipwrecked merchant, lie went to him at the full moon, Lai Das’s chief day of reception.

The saint told the Kayath to give all his goods in charity and abandon the world. Jn
token of his having forsaken all pride and woraliness, ho was to blacken his face, mount a
donkey, and hang a gourd on his back. Ho obeyed, and on his subsequently bathing at the
junction of the rivers at Allahabad, his body became as pure as gold.

Various other miracles of tho same type are related in the account of Lai l)as, who
prevents an eclipse of the sun, predicts the famine of S. 1884, feeds Nriga CHran Das of

Mathura, who comes to him with 700 followers. The Meos having carried off his buffaloes,
Lai Das prophesied that the Mewat should belong to the Kuchwahas and their chief Jai
Singh. Before his death, LAI Das having met with one Tliakuria of Chapra, who main-
tained himself and fed others out of the proceeds of his own labour, and was blessed by
God with tho necessary virtues, wished to appoint him his successor, but Tliakuria declined
tho honour as being unworthy of it, and Lai Das gave him the choice of burial alive or
acceptance of authority. ThAkuria chose tho former,

Lalera, a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery and
•Multdn.

La li, a clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar,

LalI, a*Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. „

Lalcana, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

LallhI, a class of Muhammadan faqirs who dance when they go to beg iu

houses.

hkui, a tribe of found in Montgomery, where they are Muhammadan
,

and classed as agricultural, and in Gurd&spur, where they are one of
the main 3&% gots of the Shakargarh tahsil and hold a parewa atGorala



in October, This is a special festival of the Lallfs, who collect consider-

able sums which are distributed in prizes to wrestlers, etc., and is held

in honour of a deceased ancestor of the tribe. But a parevi fair is also

held at Goralla in Si&lkot.

Linos-—'r paes-crosser/ in L&hul ; see under K£ng< ehumpo.

Lalota, a sept of Rijputs, found in HoshiArpur.

Lalotea, a sept of Rajputs found in SiAlkoj and probably the same as the
#

Lalota, They are said to intermarry with the Bajju RAjputs.

Lilli, the priest of the Buddhists in LAhul, Spiti and Kanaur. The. word
is apparently a corruption of Brahman, the Tibetan form being hlama.

Ono of the most peculiar features of the lamaic system is the

hierarchy from which it takes its name. The teaching of Buddha
included an elaborate monastic system, but no priests, for there was no

j god to worship or ceremonies to perform, and no hierarchy, for all men
were equal. And till about A» D, 1400 the lamas or monks of Tibet

recognised ho supreme head of the faith. But about that time the

abbot of the G&hld&n monastery near Lhdsa proclaimed himself the

P
atriarch of tlje whole lamaic priesthood, and his successor, of the

aBhi monastery, declared the graud Idmds to be the perpetual re-

incarnations of one of the Bodhisatvas or semi-Buddbas, who, as each
lama died, was born again in the person of an infant that might be
known by the possession of certain divine marks. The fifth in suc-

cession founded the hierarchy of Dalai lamas at Lh&sa in 1640, and
made himself master of the whole of Tibet. He assumed, the title of

Dalai L&mA, while the Idmd of Tashi still continued to enjoy his former
privileges, and thus we now have two great chairs filled by a double

series of incarnations. There is also a third great lama in Bhutan,
known .among the Bhutanis as the Dharma Rajd, but among the

Tibetans as Lord of the World. Below these three great lamas come
the ordinary monks, who live for the most part in monasteries ruled

by abbots whose only claim to precedence one over another is derived

from the importance of the institution over which they preside, or

from the influence of personal sanctity. They are, with the exception

of the Drukhpa sect, bound to celibacy, at least while leading a
monastic life, and are collectively called gedun, or cjergy. They
consist of lamas or full monks (for tho word means nothing more),

and novices or neophytes. There are also convents for nuns, which
are very numerous. The lamas are distinguished by rosaries of 1C8
beads, which they wear as necklaces.

Primogeniture obtains among the landholders of Spiti, the eldest son

succeeding to the land as soon as he is of full age, and the father

being pensioned off. The younger sons, as they grow up, retire to the

ancestral cell in the monastery, where they suppoit themselves by such

industries as cun be pursued within the walls of the building, and by
alms and fees, often supplemented by an allowance from the eldest son.

If the latter die without leaving a son, the eldest of surviving brothers

who cares to do so abandons the monastic life, resumes the property,

and becomes the husband of the widow without further ceremony.

The Tibetan lamas are divided into three chief sects of which the most
ancient are the Ninghapa or Nyimapa, whose followers wear red

clothe?* and to which most of the lamas of Laddkh belong. The Dbagfa
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or Drukhpa sect also wear red garments, and are rfiled over by the
Dharma xb&j& or great lama of Bhutan, in which country they are most
numerous. It would appear that the Spiti lamas belong partly and
the L&hul lamas almost entirely to this sect, which permits its' monks
to marry. The Gelukpa sect was founded about A. D. 1400 by the
first great lama of G&hld&n, and its followers are distinguished by
yellow garments, the sect prevails chiefly in Tibet, and both the
Dalai and the TasHi lamas belong to it.

*

In Spiti the younger sons of a landowner, the younger brothers of a
Khano-chhen-pa, are sent in childhood to Buddhist monasteries in which
they spend their lives, unless, in the event of the Khang-ohhen-pa
failing to beget issue, one of them elects to abandon the monastic
life and take his eldest brother’s place in the family. It is only
rarely that the son of a dutal-pa, or cottager, becomes a monk.
It is also open to the eldest son to enter a monastery, in which

,

case his next brother will marry and inherit the fathers' land. Some-
times however, the son of a dutal-pa does become a monk. The

{

>rofession is thus confined as a rule to the younger sons of the regular
andholders, who take to it of necessity, but get as maintenance the
produce of a field set aside as tdo or da-zhing (from i/awa, a synonym
for lama), It is, however, only the second son who is entitled to claim
da-zhing, and many do not take it from their elder brothers, but have
all in common with him, including their income from begging, funeral
fees, etc.* This is to the advantage of the elder brother, as a celibate

monk’s expenses are of course very small. When there are more than two
brothers, tlieyounger ones, though they cannot get da-zhing , are consider-
ed entitled to some subsistence allowance from the head of the family, but
in return they do certain kinds of work for him in the summer, during
which season only the elder monks remain in the monasteries. For
the instance, as long as they are tsun-pa or ge-tsul, that is, neophytes
or deacons, and not gelong

,

or fully ordained monks or priests, they
will carry loads and do all field work except ploughing : when gelong
they will cook, feed cattle and sheep, and do other domestic services,

but not carry loads or cut grass or wood. But 1 once a monk always a
monk ’ is not the law in Spiti. Supposing the head of a family to die
and leave a young widow, with no son or a son of tender age only, then
the younger brother, if there is one, almost always elects to leave the
monastery, and thereupon he is at once considered his brother's
widow’s husband. She cannot object, nor is any. marriage ceremony
necessary .+ If there was a son by the elder brother, he of course suc-
ceeds when of full age, and his mother and uncle retire to the small

> house, and the other sons, if any, go into the monasteries in the usual
way. So, again, if the head of the family has only daughters, and,
having given up hope of getting a son, wishes to Inarry one of his
daughters and take her husband into the house as his son.and heir,

• * Nevertheless ifl most holdings a plot of from one to half a \hal will be found in the
occupation of the lama brother or uncle of the head of the family. It is ploughed and sown
by the latter, but the l&ma provides the seed and gets the whole produce. The da-zhing
reverts of course to the head of the family on the death of the lama.

The eldest son, or if he has a call to become a monk, the next son, who has not turned
*

Zdmo, alone goes through the marriage ceremony with the bride. The cfcief rite at the
wedding appears to consist in making a cake or ntizar, (lit. * picture ’) of satu or flour which
is worshipped and then thrown away, outside the hamlet' to avert evils.
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it generally happens that the younger brother in the monastery objects,

and says he will leave the priesthood and beget a son. In such cases
his right to do so is generally allowed : sometimes he will marry a wife
jfco himself, and put his elder brother in the small house, sometimes, by
Agreement, he will cohabit with his sister-in-law in hope of getting a
son by her. A monk who throws off the frock in this way has to pay a
fine to his monastery. Many decline to become laymen : Sir James
Lyall believed* that this was a rule in the case of thoBe who have attain-*

ed to the grade of gelong . Where the lama brother declines, then it is

agreed that, in the lower part of the valley (i.e. Kothis Pin and Sham),
the father or widow-mother can take a son-in-law to live in the house
and succeed as son and heir, and no kinsmen (if there are any) can
object.

In Spiti the monks of Pin are of the Drnkhpa, and nob of theGelukpa
or celibate class to which those of the other four monasteries, Ki,
Dankhar or L6wopi, Tabo and Tang-gyut, belong. They marry in

imitation of their patron saint Guru Rimbochi, though in their books
marriage is not approved of : this saint founded several orders, of which
that to which the monks of Pin belong is the most ancient, and is

called Ngyangma. The wives and families of the monks live not in
the monasteries, but in small houses in the villages. Every son of a
lama or monk becomes a buzhan

, which is the name given to a low
order of strolling monks or friars. There are nineteen familios of
these buzhans in Pin Kotbi, Sometimes the younger son of a land-
holder becomes a buzhan in preference to going into the monastery.
Those buzhans are a very curious set of people, they get a living by
wandering in small parties through all * the neighbouring countries,
stopping at every village, and acting plays, chanting legends, and
dancing like whirling dervishes, many also trade in a small way by
bartering grain for salt with the Tibetans, and then exchanging the
salt with the Kanaur people for iron, buck-wheat, or honey, they also
often undertake to carry loads for travellers across the passes, as
substitutes for the landholders. They dress much like other monks,
but, instead of shaving their heads, wear their hair iu long straight
twists, which gives them a very wild appearance. According to the
story told to Sir James Lyall in Spiti the buzhan order was found by
one Thang-thong Gi&lpo (lit. ‘king of the desert) under the following
circumstances:—A certain king of Lhdsa perverted the people of Tibet
from Buddhism to a new religion of his own. He succeeded so well
that in the course of fifty years the old faith was quite forgotten, and
the Om mdni padme hun

,

or sacred ejaculation, quite disused. To win
back the people, Tsan-rezig, the divinity worshipped at Trilofaftth,
caused an incarnation of himself to be born in a king’s house in the
person of Thaug-thong Qi&lpo • the child grew up a saint and a
reformer, he saw that it was impossible to reclaim the people by books,
and he therefore adopted the dress since worn by the buzhans, $,nd
spent his life in wandering from village to village, offering to amuse
the people by acting miracle-plays on condition of their repeating
after him the chorus Om mdni padme hom whenever it occurred in the
chants or recitation. In this way the people became again accustomed
to repeat the sacred sentence, “ their mouths became purified,” and
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the religion of Buddha revived. There is something rather impres-
sive about the performances of these luzhans.

The lamas of the various sects in Spiti have next to nothing to do
with the burial or burning of the dead, since those functions are in the
hands of a certain class of people called joba (pronounced joa). This
class is however unknown in Upper Kanaur, L&hul and Lad&kb, As
Spiti is a woodless country burning is seldom resorted to, except in

the case of a prominent lama who has departed this life and as such
must be burnt. The dead are also buried, sometimes in fields or
near them, in places which belong to the family, and sometimes under
rocks : while strangers, poor people and more especially children, even
those of the well-to-do, are thrown into the streams. A fourth custom,
very common in Spiti, but unknown in Phu and its neighbourhood,
is the rending of the corpse in pieces, which afford a welcome meal to
fish and to the Lammergeiers which aro called jajin or jazas,

A Idma especially a Grent L&rna, must always be careful when on
his death-bed to depart from this world in the posture of a sitting

Buddha. If he quits it without assuming that vseafced attitude his learn-
ing counts for nothing and his fame is lost for ever. Threw such atti-

tudes are distinguished, (1) the usual ono in which the cjying man
cannot see his feet, (2) that in which the soles of the feet appear to be

* turned upwards, and (3) the peculiarly artificial dzogspe skyiltrung.

The more artistic the posture of a Great L&ma at his demise and the
longer his corpse preserves it, the higher rises his reputation and the
respect in which he is held by all the people. As soon as his body
begins to lean to on« side it can be carried out and burnt at the spot
where the chhodrten or grave-stone lias already been set up.

All corpses are said to be tightly bound before burial in the tracts
under Buddhist influence.

The rigid tying up of the body is due to a fear of the rolangs or re-
surrection of the body in which a spirit or kobbold enters into the
corpse. The vetdlas or corpses temporarily animated by kobbolds, ac-
cording to the popular belief, share the tendency of dead bodies to be-
come stiff and so cannot stoop. Owing to this belief at Lhdsa low
doors are preferred for houses in the neighbourhood of burial places.
Moreover manifestations of rolangs now occur generally all the more
that the universal degeneracy ot mankind has so increased in compari-
son with former times, that the demons find ample opportunities to
enter into living bodies and men’s virtues are rarely great enough to
•enable them to withstand their entry.

The lamas in L&hul nre generally of the Kanefc caste, though there
are, of course, cases where even Thdkurs have become lamas. The
Kanet cuts his choti as does a Gosain, and becomes .the disciple of
•some ldma} and this may be even after marwage. The lamas of
L£hul who all belong lo the Drugpa order may marry. Their sons
belong to their father’s original caste. Lamas sometimes cease to
belong to the priesthood, allow- their chotis to .grow, and are again .

received as Kanets. Women also become nuns and lite in the
monasteries, where the morality is far from pure. It is common for
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cases of sanction to occur, and then the abbot imposes a fine

(dharmdand chostim) in the shape of a feast to the fraternity. It is

still common for both Brahmans and lamas to be present at marriages
and funerais, a fact whioh shows how intimately Hinduism and
Buddhism are connected in L&hul.

As a matter of fact, many of the Drugpa lamas are married,
possess houses and fields, and only live part of the winter in thg
monasteries. Almost every house contains a small family chapel, in

which Sangyas is the principal image. It is furnished also with a
few books, and daily offerings of the kind already described are

made.

LAng, a (agricultural) clan, found in a solid block in the centre of the
Shujdb&d tahsil, Muit&n district, on the old banks of the Be&s, where
they settled in Akbar’s time. They are also found in Bah&walpur
where they claim to be one of the four septs of the Polandars, the other

three being the Dalle, Lile and Kanjur. They say they came from a
far country with Sher Sh&h Sayyid Jal&l.

Langah, a tribe, classed as J£| in Dera Gh&zi Khdn, wnere it is probably
aboriginal, or immigrant from the eastward.

Laugah, a tribe of agriculturists in the Multdn, Muzaffargarh, SMhpur,
Montgomery and Dera Ghdzi Khdn districts. They claim to nave
been originally an Afghan tribe who came to Multan from Sivi and
Dhfidhar for purposes of trade, and eventually settled at Rappri and
the neighbourhood. In tho confusion that followed the invasion of

Tamerlane Mult&n became independent of the throne of Delhi, and tho

inhabitants chose Shaikh Yusuf Kureshi, head of the shrine of Shaikh

Baha-ud-Dfn, as governor. In 1445 A.D., Rai Sahr«, chief ot the

Lang&hs, whose daughter had been married to Shaikh Yusuf, intro-

duced an armed band of his tribesmen into the city by night, seized

Shaikh Yusuf and sent him to Delhi, and proclaimed himself king

with the title Sult&n Qutb-ud-Din. The kings of Mulb&n belonging to

tbe Length tribe are shown below :

—

Sulten Qutb-ud-Din ... 1445 to 1460.

Sult&n Husain 1460 (extent of reign not known).

' I}**
1
1 Dates not known.

SultAn Mahmud )

SulWn Husain ... 1518 to 1526.

The dynasty terminated with the capture of "Multdn, after a siege

of more than a year, by Shdh Hasan Arghun, governor of Sindh, ir

1526. For ten days the city was given up to plunder and massacre,

and most of the Langahs were slain. Sultdn Husain was made prisoner

and died shortly after. The Langdh dynasty ruled Mult&n for 80 years,

during which time Biloches succeeded in establishing themselves along

the Indus from Sitpur to Kofc Karor. The Langdhs of Mulfcdn and
Muzaffargarh are now very insignificant cultivators.

r

Farishtah is the authority for their Afgh&n origin, which is doubtful

to say the least. Pirzada Mur&d Bakhsh Bhutta of MuH&n says that

the Bhutta, Langah, Kharral, JIarral and Lak are all Punwdr K&jputs

. by origin. But the Langdh are described by Tod as a elan of the

Ohalfik or Sol&ni tribe of Agnikula Rdjputs, who inhabited Multtto
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and JaisiUmer and were driven out of the latter by the Bhatti at least

700 years ago. It is also stated by mlrasis that the Langdh, Bhutta,
Dahar, Shajrd and Naioh of Multdn all sprang from the 5 sons of one
Malhi in the couplet :

—

Saglijihandi dadi, Sodi jihandi m&,
Mahli jai panjpntr—Dahr, Bhutta, Langah, Naich, Shajrd .

Some of the Langahs now claim Arabian descent and say that their
#

founder came from Arabia 600 years ago. The Langdhs are all

content to be styled Jdts, but in Multdn some of them are called

* Langdh Sultdni. The Punjab Langah are mainly confined to the
lower Ihdus and Cher.db, those in Multdn occupying a more or less

solid block in Shujdbad tahsil.

Langah, an Ardiii clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

La^ganah, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

La^grah, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Langrial, a tribe (agricultural) classed as Rdjput which inhabits tho whole
of the eastern bar in Multan. Comparatively recent immigrants, their
mirdsi claims for them descent from a Brahman of Bikdner,* but
they themselves say they are Quraish from Arabia, and that they
held sway for some time at Tliatha in Sindh under one Ghids-ud-Dm
who from the lavishness of his public kitchen (laugar) obtained the
title of Langrial. Ghids-ud-lJin is said to have* been a contemporary
of Muhammad of Glior and to have gone with him to Delhi. There it

is described as wandering via Kashmir to Shdhpur and thence to

Garidla in Jhang. From there they went to the Kamdlia ildqa in

Montgomery, but migrated in Shujd Khdn’s time to Kamand in the
country formerly held by the Hans. By nature nomads and by habit
cattle-lifters, the Langrial are by degrees settling down to more stable

and reputable means of living.

Lapeja, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Lar, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multau. They oiiginally came from
Sindh and affect the title of Jam.

Lasai, a tribe of Jdty3

Lasanpal, a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Lashari, Lisuari, one of the original main sections of the Baloch, said to

have settled in Gauddva after the war with the Rinds, and to be now

%
represented by the Magbassis of Jhal in KachtSi, where some of them
form the largest Maghassi clan. Lashdiis are found wherever

#Baloch settled in the Punjab. The Jistkdnis are of Lashdri descent,

and there is a strong sub-tuman of Lashdris in the Gurchdni tribe but
those of Drigri in Dera Ghdzi Khdn appear to be Jdts. In the

Gugera and Pdkpattan tahsils of Montgomery most of tjie Baloch are

Lashdris. In Shdhpur the Lashdri tribe is classed as agricultural.

Labial, a Gnjar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar*

* They also say that their ancestor was a Brahman Charan from Bikaner who was con*
verted by Sultan Samrin. They originally settled in Rawalpindi

; thence they moved to

Jhang and took some country from the Sial.

In Si&lkot they claim descent through Rai param from Langrial. Jasu 15 in descent from
the latter turned Moslem. They settled in Siaikot in the time of Shah Jahta. ,
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Lat, a J&t clan found in LudhiAna. Its members do not cut the jamdi tree

at weddings, but playing with twigs is observed on the site of their

jaihera and the kangna game is also played.

Lathab, aJ6( got or tribe which claims descent from an ancestor who
migrated from Jaisalmer and married a Ja$ widow. He was once
attacked and surrounded by enemies whom he put to flight but one of

them, whom he had captured, killed him by thrusting a lathi or stick

into his mouth, whence the name o{ the got. It holds seven villages

in Jfnd tahsil. Kherai Bhfimia is worshipped at weddings*

Lathbe, a J&t tribe found in Karnfil whither it migrated from Karsaula in

Jind, a village held by L&thars. Doubtle *s = L&thar.

Lati, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

LaUj an Ar&fy clan agricultural found in Montgomery.

Laur, a tribe of J&ts. They trace their origin to Lalhora, a place of

uncertain locality. They are found in the Bawal nkamat of N&bha.

Lawar, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

LAwf, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Leghari, an important organised turnan of the Baloch, occupying the

country from the Kura pass, which is the GurcMni northern border, to

the Sakhi Sarwar pass a little to the north of Dera Gh&zi Kh&n, which
divides them from the Khosa. They are of pure Rind origin* and are

divided into 11 clans, the Haddi&ni (a sub-tuman), Bughl&ni, Jogi&ni,

Ramd&ni, Hijb&ui, T&lbur, Chandia, Kaloi, Ahmadani, Bulo&ni, Bat-
w&ni and Haibatani, of which the first inhabit the hills beyond our
border and are not subject to our rule, and are, or were in 1860, noma-
dic and inveterate thieves. The chief belongs to the Ali&ni clan. Their
headquarters are at Choti Zerin, where they are said to have settled

after their return from accompanying HumAyun, expelling the Ah-
mad&ni who then held the present LeghAri country. They are also

found in considerable numbers in Dera Isntail and Muzaffargarh ; but
these outlying settlements own no allegiance to the tribe. The T&lbur
dynasty of Sindh belonged to this tribe and there is still a considerable
Legh&ri colony in that Province. It appears probable that the repre-

sentatives of several of the Northern Baloch tribes, which are now
found in Sindh, are descended from people who went there during the
TAlbfir rule.

Lbhbar, cf. Bal&har.

Lbkho, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Lel, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar, Multan and Montgomery.
In the latter Districts it'is Muhammadan.

Luai, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Lhapa, one who represents the Ihd or god and is inspired to give oracles

in his name in Kanaur. j The rite is thus described by the Revelend
R. Schnabel of the Moravian Mission at Phu :

—

* A small fire is lighted on the ground and a goat’s skin spread in

front of it;

* But the Chandia clan is separate, and the Kaloi and Hali&ni are said to be Bozd&r,
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After the music of the drums has bejfun a man (the Ihdpd) comes
out of the circle of the spectators and stands with bare feet on
the skin* Another places himself opposite him and, taking a few burn-
ing coals, holds them close under his nose. The man thus inhales the

smoke and his breathing becomes laboured, insensibility supervening.

His eyes begin to roll, a sign to the audience that the lha is entering *

into the man. Suddenly he hisses like a snake, and throws off his

clothing with a jerk. The spectators spring quickly upon him and ,

wrap his head in a white, but dirty, cloth and give him as a sceptre a
stick wrapped with red rags. The other man now offers murmured
prayers to the lha, while the other, the Ihapa who represents the Ihd

turns to the village notables and addmsses them with an affected

voice, in nasal, half singing tones. He complains that on a former oc-

casion they only sacrificed a thin he-goat, aud declares that unless

he gets a fat one on this occasion, he will not bless the spot. No one
will furnish such a goat. A heated debate follows. Every one pre-

tends that his he-goat is thinner than his neighbour’s. MeaEiwhile

the lha has withdrawn, but the man representing him smokes content-

edly and puffs at his hubble-bubble in perfect peace. At last the re-

quired he-goat is obtained and as the lha is re-called he announces
that he has seen the good will of the villagers and will bless them with-

out the expense of a sacrifice, apparently because he finds that his

friends will have to provide the goat and wishes to spare him that

sacrifice. ' Oil cakes are now offered to the lha but he does not eat

them. Instead of so doing he casts them away in all directions with

many ceremonies. He does the same with a small pot of chang or

beer. This completes the act of blessing, but peace and decorum are

not yet restored. On the contrary a veritable paudemonium, to which
the drums contribute, ensues, while the young men in ecstasy rave and
frolic round the Ihd . One can imagine how the man into whom the lha

descends under the pretence that the Lima’s voice speaks through
him can blacken the character of his enemies, and he often does so.

Usually his remarks only bring him blows, which are given to the f&d—

*

not to him.

LibInah, the form of Labana current in Sidlkot.

Likhab!, fem. -an, a writer and Likhwayyd, a penman : cj. Lakhdri and
LakhWayya*

Laiitf, fem. -AN, also nilar a dyer, from III or nil, indigo. The Lildri is

hardly distinguishable from the Rangrez. They are both dyers, and
both artisans and not menials, being chiefly found 'in the towns. But
the distinction is said to be that the Lildri dyes, as his name implies, in

• indigo only ; while the Rangrez dyes in all country colours except indi-

go and madder, which last appertains to the Ohhimba. It is noticeable

that, with the exception of a few returned as Hindus by the Native
States, both of these castes are exclusively Mnsalmdn. The Hindu in-

deed would not dye in blue, which is to him an abomination
; and

• madder-red is his special colour, whfph perhaps /acconnts for the
Chhimbas, most of whom are Hindu, dyeing in that colour only. In
Feshdwar the Dhobi and Rangrez are said to be identical. The Lildri

is often called Niidri, Nirdli or* Nilgar, Loldri or Ldldri. . In Multdn,
‘

Ptmgar is the term locally used for Lildri*
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IiII.Cis.-~-A small tribe of J&t status which holds a block of about 40 square

miles at the foot of the hills, in the Thai, -west of Pind D&dan KTutn,

ih Jhelum. It is also found in Sh&hpur.

They, and their Mfrdsfs, say that they were originally located in
• Arabia, being relations of the Prophet on his mother’s side, and there-

fore Quraish ;
in the time of SulUn Mahmud of Ghazni one of the tribe,

named Hiras, migrated to India, with 160 kinsmen as well as depend-
ants, and settled at Masnad in Hindustan, 27 generations ago. Ap-<
parently after some 7 generations their forefathers went to Multin,
where a well-known Pfr gave them one Ghauns Shih as a spiritual

guide, warning them that dissension would lead to their ruin : taking
Ghauns Bbih with them, they went to Shahfdgarh, or Shahidinwili,
also known as Lilgarh (said to still exist on the Chen&b in Gujrinwila),
and there encamped. The local governor when ordered to expel
them succeeded in dividing the tribe into two factions, which fought
a pitched battle. The defeated party dispersed and its descendants
are now found near the ChentLb, while the other, weakened by the
struggle, migrated to its presont seats, headed by Lilia Buzurg, 20
generations ago. This tract was then occupied by a tribe of H&l Jats,
said to be found nowhere else, while the local governor was an Anand
Khatri of Bhera. The H&ls were exterminated, but a pregnant woman
escaped, and from her son the few families of H61e, who still hold land
in Lilia are said to be descended. Extensive mounds to the west of
Lilia’* mark the site of the Hal village.

The Lill&s are Sunni Musalmfins, and say that they were so long
before their immigration to India : they deny that they have ever had
any connection with Brahmans as parohits, etc., and certainly have
none now. They have no special Pfr, but say that their spiritual
leader is the successor of the Pfr of Mu 1tin, who gave them Ghauns
Sh&h, though the connection has lapsed with time. But they still go
occasionally to do reverence at the shrine of Bah&wal Haq at ' Mult&n.

Their birth, marriage and death customs resemble those of the Muham-
madans generally, but in burying the dead they place the headstone
at the head of the grave for a male and at the feet in the case of a
female. For some unknown reason, they never wear blue pagrw.
Agriculture is said to have been their original occupation, as now.

They say they marry only in their own .tribe, or (on equal terms)
with Phaphras, Gondals, and Jetbals : but are believed to marry with
any tribe that is considered zaminda r, or Jfit, the two words meaning
much the same. Widow remarriage is permitted and a widow namely
marries her deceased husband’s brother s she cannot now be forced to

do so, but, they say, this was the practice before British rule.

Lillfis est and drink with Mfrdsfs, but draw the line at Musallfs.
Proverbially turbulent and factious, they produce a rather large number
of bad characters. A local sayiug charges them with selling thpir
daughters* in marriage, and then getting them back to sell once more.
Physically they are well developed, and seem to resemble their Awdn

• Lilia comprises 4 large villages, Lilia Bhera or Mainowina, Lilia BharwtoaTlSa
Hindwtoa and Lxlla Guj, all named after their fotinds, llaino, Share, Hfadn god Guj.
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neighbours : but they have not taken much to service in the army.

They .are industrious cultivators,

Lillari, see under Lii&ri. .

Lishari, a Balcch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery : see Lashari.

LobXna, see uuder LabAna.

• Lobon, see under Chh&zang.

Lodha, Lodhi, Lodhke, Lodh, Loda or Lod, like the Kachhi, a well-known
cultivating caste of Hindu stin, found in the Punjab chiefly in the
Jumna Districts, though a few of them have moved on westwards to

the great cantonments. Almost without exception Hindus the Lodh&s
are said to be' distinct from tlio Lodhi outcasts of Central India; but
the Lodhas of Delhi would appear to be of very low social standing.
It is indeed said that there are two distinct castes, the Lodh& and
LodM. In AmMla the Lodh&s cultivate hemp largely and work it up
into rope.

Lodhara, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mnltdn.

Lodhran, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in MulWn.

Lodi, a tribe of Pathtins to which belong many of the septs of fighting

Pawindahs. They belong to the Mati branch of the Pathins and
are descended from Ibrdhim, tin Lodai, ‘ the greatest or superior/

Ibr&Mm’s son Si&nai had two sons, one of whom Prangai had a son
named Tvhassur, and the Lodis are thus akin to the Prangi, Stir and
Sarwtini tribes, as well as many others ; see under Gliilzai. The Prtingi

and Sur were expelled from the country round Ttink by the Luhtini
or Nuhtini (themselves a Lodi tribe) about the end of the 16th century.
They are now found in very small numbers in Peshawar and in

scattered communities in the Punjab, e.g., in Amritsar, where they
are classed as agricultural, and Ambala.

Lodikk.—

R

egarded as a clan of the Kharrals in Montgomery, in Gujrtinw&la,
where they hold 36 villages, they are said to be of Solar R&jput descent,
and to have come from the Rtivi, the Kharral head-quarters, to the
Gujrtinwtila bar some 1 0 generations ago, and led a pastoral and
marauding life much frequenting the country near the'Stingla Hill, till

reverses at the hands of the Virk Jtits forced them to settle down and
take to agriculture in early Sikh times, cultivating land in Hinjrti and
Jag villages.* They do not give daughters to the local J&t tribes, but
will take wives from any Jdt community. Pagvand is the rule of

• inheritance, and adoption is very common. Lodi their eponym, had
four sons who founded as many mnhins or septs, but of those only two
are now in existence.

*

Lodrah, a tribe of Jtits, which claims to be descended from Lodrah,
• son of Sukhrtim Deo Manh£s, and thus of Scdar Rtijput origin. It

was Converted to Isltim under Aurangzeb and is settled in tahsii
Si&lkot : cf. Lodhara.

Lo-dukpa, see Dukpa.

* Gnjrinw&la Sett, Rep., 1866*7, p. 6.
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LohAn, a tribe of* J&ts, descended from an epopym, of Punw&r R&jput origin,

belonging to Vikramajit’s family, and found in Sidlkot* The Loh&n
or Lohain are also found in Hiss&r, where it is said that one of the four

sons of Loh&n was Chula, a bhagat who founded N&rnaund, and is

now worshipped as the tribal god under the form of an oblong
stone in his shrine there. His Brahmans are of the Indauria got and
are fed on the 1 1th sudi of each month.

LobAr, fern, -i, -an.—The Loh&r of the Punjab is, as his name implies, a'

blacksmith pure and simple. He is one of the true village menials,

receiving customary duos in the shape of a share of the produce, in

return for which he makes and mends all the iron implements of

agriculture, the material being found by the husbandman. He is

most numerous in proportion to total population in the hills and
the Districts that lie immediately below them, where like all other

artisan castes he is largely employed in field labour. He is present

in singularly small numbers in the Mult&n division, the Deraj&t and
Bah&walpur; probably because men of other castes engage in black-

smith’s work in those parts, or perhaps because the carpenter and
the blaoksmith are the same. His social position is low, even for a
menial ;

and he is classed as an impure caste in so far that J&Js
and others of similar standing will have no social communion with
him, though not as an outcast like the scavenger. His impurity, like

that of the barber, washerman, and dyer, springs solely from the
nature of his employment

;
perhaps because it is a dirty one, but more

probably because black is a colour of evil omen, though on the other
hand iron has powerful virtue as a charm against the evil eye. It is

not impossible that the necessity under which he labours of using

bellows made of cowhide may have something to do with his im-
purity*. Be appears to follow very generally the religion of the
neighbourhood, and some 34 per cent, of the Loh&rs are Hindu,
about 8 per cent. Sikh, and 58 per cent. Musalra&n. Most of the

iron-workers in the Punjab are called Lohars, though Ahangar,
the Persian for blacksmith, N&lband or farrier and Koftgar are

also used as translations of the term lohar or to denote special

branches of his calling. In Pesh&war the ironsmith is called taudi
harigar as distinguished from the sari kdrigar or carpenter. In
the north of Sirsa, and probably in the Central States of the
Eastern Plains, the Loh&r or blacksmith and the Kh&fci or carpenter
are undistinguishable, the same men doing both kinds of work

; and in

many, perhaps in most parts of the Punjab, the two intermarry. In
Hoshi&rpur they are said to form a single caste called Loh&r-Tarkh&n,
and the son of a blacksmith will often take to carpentry and vice verea ;

but it appears ihtt the castes were originally separate, for the joint

caste is •still divided into two sections who will not intermarry or even
eat or smoke together, the Dhaman, from dhamna c to blow/ and the
Khatti from khat

,

c wood.
1 In Gujr&nw&la the same two sections exist

•

and they are the two great Tarkh&n tribes also. In Karn&l a Sort
of connection seems to be admitted, but the castes are now distinct.

In Sirsa the Loh&rs may be divided into three main sections
; the

* Colebrooke says that the KarmakAra or blacksmith is classed in the PurAns as one of
the yoUuted tribes. *
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first, men of undoubted and recent Jd$ and even Rdjput origin who
have, generally by reason of poverty, taken to work as blacksmiths

;

secondly the Suthdr Lohdr or members of the Suthdr tribe of carpenters

who have similarly changed their original occupation ; and thirdly,

the Gddiya Lohdr, a class of wandering blacksmiths not uncommon
throughout the east and south-east of the Province, who come up
from Rdjputdna and the United Provinces and travel about with

their families and implements in carts from village to village, doing

the finer sorts of iron work which are beyond the capacity of the

village artisan/ They derive their name from their carts which are

of peculiar shape. The tradition runs that the Suthdr Lohdrs, who
are now Musalmdn, were originally Hindu Tarkhdns of the Suthdr

tribe and that Akbar took 12,000 of them from Jodhpur to Delhi,

forcibly circumcised them, and obliged them to work in iron instead

of wood. The story is admitted by a section of the Lohdrs themselves,

and probably has some substratum of truth. These men came to

Sirsa from the direction of Sindh, where they say they formerly held

land, and are commonly known as Multdni Lohdrs. They are

divided into two groups, the Barra and Bhatti whioh intermarry. The
Jdt and Suthdr Lohdrs stand highest in rank, and the Gddiya lowest.

They do not, it is said, eat, drink or smoke with other Lohdrs,

and are possibly aborigines. Similar distinctions doubtless exist in

other parts of the Punjab.

The Lohdr of the Kullu hills is probably a Ddgi who has taken
to the blacksmith's trade and so lost status, for the Ddgis of the
present day will not eat with him. On the other hand the Lohdr
will not eat the flesh of cattle who have died a natural death.
The iron-smelter is termed dhogri.* In Ldhul the Lohdrs are not
numerous, and but few of them now work as blacksmiths,t but
they rank below the Ddgi and intermarry with Hensis and
Bdrafas. Ddgis will, however, take Lohdr girls to wife (but not
vice versa) and a Ddgi and Lohdr will smoke together from the same
pipe. In Spiti the Lohdr, Zon or Zobo, stands midway between the
Chhdzang and the Hensi or Betu. A Chhdzang will eat from his hand,
but intermarriage is deprecated. If however a Chhdzang take a
Lohdr wo.nan into his house, other Chhdzangs will not refuse to eat
from his hands. The offspring of such a 1 marriage 9

is called Argun,
and sn Argun will marry with a Lohdr. The Lohdrs are skilful smiths,
making pipes, tinder-boxes, bits, locks and keys, knives, choppers,
h^es, ploughshares and chains. Some of their work is of quaint and
intricate pattern. The articles are generally made to order, the smith
•receiving food and wages, and being supplied with the iron. Lohdrs
are employed to beat drums at marriages and at festivals in the
monasteries. They seldom own land.}:

* The Lohdr in Kullu is both a blacksmith and an iron-smelter.* The *Bdrara« or Balsas
%re also occasionally employed on iron smelting, but their real occupation is making baskets
from the hill bamboo, nirgdl : cf. Nirgdlu.

t In Ldhul a few fields called garbing ari generally held rent-free by a few families of
Lohdrs, not so much in lieu of service, for they are paid for their work separately, as to
help them to a livelihood and induce them* to settle down.
1 Maclagaa also mentions the Gera or Gdra of Spiti as a distinct caste oftblacksmiths,

ton adds that an agriculturist cannot take a Gdra woman to wife without himself becoming
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In the lulls round Simla the Lohdrs are ironsmiths. 'They marry
within the tribe as well aa with Bdjhis or carpentera and Barehfas or

E
sldsmiths, whose customs are similar to those o£ the Bdphis and
ohdrs. All three groups are servants of the landowners, from

whom they receive food and at harvest time a share of grain oalled

shikota. The Kanets and higher castes will not drink with the

B&rhis as they reoeive dues on the occasions of funerals and are conse-

quently considered unclean. ,

In the higher Simla hills the Lohdrs intermarry with the Bdyhis or
masons, but a Bdfhi can enter a Hindu kitohen, rasoi, or the place

where die chula is, with his tools in his hand to effect repairs, and
apparently a Lohdr oaunot do so. The Bdrhis can wear gold orna-
ments, but may only don a sihra or chaplet of flowers by permission,

and the Lohdrs are equally subject to this rule. Kanets will not drink
water touched by a Lohdi&or a B&rhi. Neither caste intermarries with
Kolis or Ddgis. In the lower hills the Bdrhi is said to be a distinct

caste from the Lohdrs ns both are so numerous that brides cao always

be found within the caste. In the Simla hills the Bharera is a silver

-

• smith who intermarries with the Lohdrs, and with the Badhela.

Lohnu, a sept of Rdjputs, descended from Ndnak Chand, 4th son of Tdrd.

Chand, 81st Rdjd of Kahlur,

Lohba, (1) a low oaste which lives by making string, found in Karndl. To
the east of Thdnesar no cultivator will grow sani (the leguminous
Orotolaria), but he will permit a Lohra to do so: (2) also a section of

the Oswdl Bhdbras.

Lohbao, see under Chdhzang.

LoHTfA, an ironmonger.

IiO&lH, a Jd( clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

LomcbI, a clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Lon-ohhenpa, see under Chdhzang.

Lon-fa, see under Chdhzang.

LobIhalanah, a Jd| clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Loth!, a Jdt olan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

LubIna, see Labdna.

Lcddo.—A tribe of Rdjputs of the second grade, the Luddu are found in

certain talukas of the Una tahsil in Hoshidrpur. The heads of tlioir

families are styled Rdi, the chief being the Rdi of Bhabaur, and much
of the Bet or riverain in Nfirpur pargana appears to have been held in

former times by petty Luddu Rdos under the Kdngra Rdjds, and their
descendants still retain the custom of primogeniture with mere guzara
or maintenance to younger sons.

The Luddns' are Sdraj-bansi by descent. About 2,400 years ago,
they say, Bhfim Chand, a Surnj-bansi Rdjd in Kdngfa, and a devotee of
Durga or Shakti, had a son Susrdm Chand, the Susanna of the Mahd-
bhdrat. Having married Duryodhan’s daughter, Sasrdm Chand sided
with the Kauravas on the Kurukshetra battle- field and returned to
Kdngpa every day during, the fight. One day Bhima smote Susrdm
Chaud’s elephant with Ms mace and fractured its skull, bat Sasrdm.
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held the sides of the wound together with his feet and so rode it back
to K&ngya. After the war Susanna fell to fighting with R&j& Virata,

an ally of the Pandavas, then ruling in Kashmir. In a battle Susanna
was surrounded and. begged for his life which Virata granted on con-
dition that he performed a luddi or jump. Hence (lie name Laddu
or Luddu. The real .rise of the cinn, however, appears to date from
Khamb Chand, 21st in descent from Bhfim Chand, who attacked Nangal
Kal&n and its dependencies. He eventually made it Ids residence and
married Ids son to the daughter of the Basdhaw&l R&j4. of Bhnbaur,
but seeing its prosperity he killed the R4j& and made it his capital.

His son Binne Chand had tfight sons. Tradition says that their mother
was blind, but contrived to conceal her infirmity frprn her husband for

22 years. But one day he discovered it, and pleased with her clever-

ness in concealing it, told her to ask a favour. She begged that although

the custom was for the eldest son to succeed, all her sons should

succeed ; so they were all appointed tikds and their (chief) villages

became known as tikds, they themselves taking the title cf rdi.

The families descended from them bear the title or rank of rdi and
the heads of these families greet one another with the salutation

‘jai deo.* Younger sons get separate villages or shares of villages

without paying any tdlukdari. A rdi is installed and the tilak mark
applied to his forehead by the R&i of Bhabaur, who is the head of tho

rai families and to whom a horse, a shawl and, if means permit, money
is presented on this occasion. Until the tilak is thus applied the* title

of rdi cannot be assumed. The Rai of Bhabaur is similarly installed

by the R&j& of Qoler in K&ngra.

Luhani, see under Nuh&ni.

Luhar, see Lohdr.

LtmTfA, see Lob#6.

Luna, a Muhammadan 3&% clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Lund, a large Balocs tribe, divided into two iumans—Sori and Tibbi Lund,

qq . V.

Lunghbb®, a tribe of J&ts.

Lfim, LaubNi, a small tribe of the Miana branch of the Path&ns, found on the
Dera Ismail Kh&n border. Its weakness is due to the encroachments of

the Marri and other Baloch tribes.

Ltfcu, LoNi, a group of potters, found in Jhang, who claim to have been
ftriginally Chaddrar J&ts. They tabu the use of green clothes and blue
dhotis or Waist-cloths, because they say their ancestors* tomb is cover-
ed with a green cloth and one of their forebears died, as after being
bitten by a mad dog some one placed a blue cloth over Kim. .Some of
the younger generation now wear clothes of green And blue mixed, but
never of pure green or blue.

Lfia, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Luba, a Muhammadan Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

kujBKA, a Muhammadan clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery;
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MIchhi, MIchohhi, fern. Maohban, Machhfini, c/« machhua, a fisherman,

fishmonger. Known in Peshawar as Machchhati, Maehchhliwfil and
Machchhiwani, the M&chhi is the western Panjtibi name for the
Jhinwar, but in Multdn, Dera Ghtizi Khan and Bahtiwalpur the Mtiohhi
forms a distinct tribe which ranks as JdJ. In all the northern Dis-

tricts of the Punjab the Mtichhi is also called a Jhinwar and in the
western Districts both names, where used at all, are applied indifferent-

ly to the same person. But in parts of the Central Punjab, where the
eastern Hindu meets the western Musalmtin, the two terms are
generally used distinctively. The Mtichhi occupies in the centre and
west the same position which the Jhinwar fills in the east, save
that he performs in the former parts of the Punjab a considerable

part of the agricultural labour, while in the east he seldom actually

works in the fields, or at least, not as a part of his customary duties,

though of course all classes work for pay at harvest time, when the
rice is being planted ont, and fo forth. But besides the occupations

already described for tho Jhinwar, the Mtichhi is the cook and
midwife of the Punjab proper. All the Ddyas and Dtiyis, the
accoucheur, midwife, and wet-nurse class, are of the Jhinwar or
Mtichhi caste.* So too the common oven which forms so important a
feature in the village life of the Punjab proper, and at which the pea-
santry have their bread baked in the hot weather, is almost always
in the hands of a Mtichhi for Musalmtins and a Jhinwar for Hindus.
In some parts he i3 also the woodcutter of the village. In the Derajtifc

he is sometimes called Mtinjhi or Manjhera,t more particularly when
following the occupation of a fisherman, and the name Men is often

given him under the same circumstances in the rest of the Central and
Western Punjab, along the banks of our great rivers. Both these

castes may be classed as a Mtichhi, as may also the Sammi or fisherman

and quailcatcher, and tho Mtihigir, Maehhahra, Machhivtinia, or fisher-

man. But the Mbn, Meun or Meo appears to be quite distinct from the
Mfichhi.

The Muhammadan Mtichhis of Kapurthala State say that they
came from Ajmer in the time of Hum ay tin and Akbar some centuries

ago. The Archangel Gabriel first carried water in a skin and they
follow in his footsteps. But more immediately all.the Mticbhi gots go
back to Qutb Shtih, their common ancestor. Doubtless a tradition of

spiritual descent is here hinted at. The Mtichhi sections in this State

^re :—Sont, Phabbe, Thamrnam, Khokhar, Phtino, Sangri, Mehrtis,

Soranch, Gtir, Wajan, Phabu, Khose, Sytil, Bhote, and several others.

But marriage is of course allowed within the section, as they are
Muhammadans.

— ' y * " ,JM
:

* # So Ibbetson. § G19. But women of various low castes act as midwives, dai, throughout
the Punjab, The Daya’ forms a caste whose women are hereditary wet-nurses to Rajput
families on the borders of Rajputana ;

but it is doubtful if the Daya is ever employed as an
•ccouchehr though the Census returns show d'lyas as such by occupation as well as by caste.

t The Manchhari who are boatmen and fishermen are said to be a sept of the MalUhs
PF Mohanas.



Machhi customs.

Any outsider is allowed to learn Mfichhi’s work as an apprentice, bnt
is never permitted to form marriage relations with the caste. Early
marriage is the rule, bu', in case of necessity adult marriage is allowed.
Betrothals are thus arranged. After preliminary enquiries' the boy’s
father makes a proposal of marriage to the girl’s father, and when it is

accepted he goes with some of his relations to her house, taking with
him some clothes, a few silver ornaments, some gur and pvrmian.
The betrothal ceremony is then performed in the presence of the,
barddri and fees are given to the Idgis. , The bride’s father gets
clothes and about Rs. 14 in cash and the boy’s father incurs an
expenditure of some Rs. 40. The girl’s father then takes leave of
the boy’s father giving him a dastdr and a sheet. If his raeeias

allowed, he also gives dastdrs and sheets to all who accompany
him. The guests are detained for a day or two. The girl’s father
then fixes the date of the wedding in consultation with the barddri
and deputes the burber with a tewar and a gand (a piece of thread)
to announce the date fixed to the boy’s father. On receiving these the
boy’s father summons his barddri and inform them of the date. Then
Rs. 50 or Rs. 60 on a thdl or plate are put before the barber who takes
one rupee as his fee and Rs, 11, Rs. 21, or Rs. 25 or as much as he may
be told to take for the girl’s father. On the date fixed the barat
consisting of 10, 1 5 or 20 persons, as means permit, goes to the bride’s
house and halts near it. The girl’s father on hearing of its arrival
sends sharbat for the party through the barber. The barber gets a
rupee as his fee for offering the sharbat and then the milni ceremony
is performed through him. He brings a basket of shakkar to the
bridegroom’s father who puts as muoli money as the girl’s father
may demand into it. The bride’s father then presents a rupee to
the boy’s father for the milni and gives another rupee to the Barwdla
on his -way. On entering the house, tho girls bar the way and
only let the procession pass on getting two rupees to buy parched
grain. When it is eaten, the bride’s father gets a rupee from the
boy’s father and gives it to the Mir4si. After this, the wedding
is solemnised by a Mi4n in the presence of two witnesses. A
dower of Rs. 32 is then given. The barat is detained for one or
more nights as means allow. Dowry is also given to the bride
by her father to the extent of his means. After the wedding the
bride's father obtains money from the boy’s father to pay the Idgis’
fees, the use of the mosque, and so on.

The M&chhis in Bah&walpur State are also called Takrani (Sindhi
tahkar, mountain). They are virtually confined to the detached area,
lying south of the State, known as Fatehpur-MdchhkA They have ten
septs :

—

(i) Tftkrini or Dagr&ni, the

sept of tho chiefs,

(it) L&lAni.

(nT Balini,

(tv) ShahUni.
(v) JumUni, or Jumr&ni.
(vi) Gulini.
(tii) Sidqani.

(viii) Kiry&ni.
(iso) Gh-fiti.

(») Juwman.
0

These Michhis say they are a branoh of the Solgis (Saliukis) and
came from Halab (Aleppo) in Syria to Karbaki, where they -were settled
when the Im&m Husain was kitted there. They claim to have been his
followers and interred his body after his martyrdom, but their enemies
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say that they were his foes and that Shimar the Cruel was of their

race. From Karbald they migrated via Southern Persia and Afghan-
istan to Kech-Mekrdn, thence to Bela Jhal, and thence to Qaldt where
they remained some time. Finally they settled in Shikdrpur. Early
in the 18th century they were allies of the Kalhoras against the

Ddudpotras at the battle of Shikdrpur. Massu Khdn, Mdchhi, then

founded Massuwdla in the Jacobabad District, but when the Kalhoras

took Haidardbdd and Shikdrpur, they leased the tract oi Ubaura to the

Ddhrs, who unable to repel the inroads of the Sdhu freebooters of

Jaisalinfr, called on Sultan Khdn, son of Massu Khdn, to aid them
against the Sahus, in return for lands in Ubaura. Sultan Khdn was
migratiug to Ubaura when he heard that the Sdhus were besieging

that fort and suddenly attacked the besiegers. The Ddhrs also sallied

forth and the Sahus thus surrounded were utterly defeated, but the

total loss on both sides was believed to amount to 100,000 men, whence
the depression near Ubaura was named Ldkhi. In return the Ddhrs
gave the Machbis the tract between Ldkhi and Massuwdla, both tribes

holding as joint lessees of the Kalhoras. But when the Talpur Wazirs
usurped the government of the Kalhoras they resumed the lease and
wrested all their lands from the Mdchhis except Fatehpur and Mdchhka,
which became a part of Bahdwalpur. The Mdchhis remained loyal to

the Nawdb of that State, when the Ddudpotras of Kob Safrzal rose in

rebellion, and still boast that they received Rs. 5 for every rebel’s head.

The Mdchhi Sarddrs are named alternately Sultdn Khdn and Jahdn
Khdn. The Mdchhis are exceedingly obedient to their chief, who is

sole owner of the tribal territory (78,000 bighas in area) of Fatehpur
Machhka, the tribesmen being his tenants, and he settles all disputes

as to custom and other domestic matters. The Mach his, like the

Baloch, do not cut the hair or shave, nor do they wear black, and all of

them usually live in sahals ,
for, howover rich a Mdchhi may be, he will

always have a roof of reeds, not of beams and rafters.

The Machhis of Ddjal and Bdjanpur in Derd Ghdzi Khan also declare

that members of their tribe are to be found among the Brahuis (or

highlanders! of Balochistdri. They say that the Prophet was onre at

war and gave orders that, all his followers should abstain from inter-

course with his wife till victory was assumed, but Olcel, one of his

soldiers, disobeyed hirn and his wife bore a son, who to avoid detection

was cast into a river and eaten by a fish. Muhammad, however,

restored the boy to life and his descendants were styled Maclihi.

The Mdchhis of Khwdspur in Gujrdt were converted to Isldm by
Khwds Khdn and styled Isldmshdhi or Sallmshdhi after the name of

Ihe son of the emperor Shor Shdh. They were bhattidras of the sarai at

Khwdspur.

Madah, an Ardfn clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. '
#

Madari, fern. Madaran.—A follower of Zinda Shah Maddr,* the celebrated

%aint of Makanpur in Oudh. His name was Bdzi
#

-uhdin Shdh, and he
*

was a converted Jew who Was born at Aleppo in A.D. 1050, and is said

to have died at Makanpur at t\e mature age of 388 years after expelling

* Maddr in Panjibi means the juice of. the ah plant.
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a demon called Makan Deo from the place. He is supposed by some
to be still alive (whence his name), Muhammad having given him the

power of living without breath. His devotees are said never to be
scorched by fire, and to be secure against venomous snakes and scorpions,

the bites of which they have power to cure. Women who enter his

shrine are said to be seized by violent pain as though they were being
burnt alive. Found in Amb&la, Ludhiana Jullundur, Hoshifirpur,

Amritsar, Sialkot and Ferozepur, they are very generally distributed

throughout the eastern half of ihe Punjab. In the western
Punjab they seem to be almost unknown. They wear their hair

matted and tied in a knot, and belong to the beshara section of Muham-
madan orders, who regard no religion, creed, or rules of life, though
they call themselves Musalm&n.

' Maddoke, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Maper, a J&t dan (agricultural) found in MultSn.

Madhaul, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Madhk, a Hindu Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Madhra, of medium size, a caste of Brahmans/ Panjabi Dictionary
, p. 694.

(?)=Maddham.

Madho, a term for tbo Bhatra in Rawalpindi. Also a group of the Bha?s.

Madrasi or MandrAji : chiefly applied in the Punjab to the servants of

Europeans from Madras.

Mage, an Arfiip clao (agricultural) found in Amritsar^

Magh, a small caste found in the Naraingarh tahsil of AmMla.

Maghiana, a sept of the Si&ls, which gives its name to Jhang-Maghi&na, the
head-quarters of the Jhang District. ,

Magsi, a clan (agricultural) found in MuMn.

Mababrahman, the ‘ great Brahman * or Ach&rj, the Brahman who performs
funeral ceremonies*. After the cremation he is seated on the dead
man's bedstead and the sons lift him up, bedstead $iid all, and make
obeisance to him. He then receives the bedstead and all the wearing
apparel of the dead man. He rides on a donkey, and is considered
so impure that in many villages he is not allowed to come inside the
gate.

MahXd, a J&t olau (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Mabajan, fefia. **i, lit.
f great folk/* a title bestowed on the B&nia throrfgh-

cut the Province. As such it is almost synonymous with Sh&h, ‘ king/
the pqpular term for a money-lender. But in the hills the Pah&ri

* Mah&jans form an occupational group of shopkeepers which is tend-*
ing to form a true caste. The Mab£jans are of composite origin, as a
Brahman shopkeeper is called a Mah&jan, though most of the Mahdjans

There appears to he a punning allusion in the term tnah& jan to the reluctance of the
B4nia, especially if he be a Jain and a Bhabra, to take life. But while the Bhibra is a
professing Jain, the Mah&jan is a Hindu. *
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appear to be Bdnias, Bohrds* or Kdyafchs who hate intermarried or
espoused wives of tbe lower R&jpufc grades, such as the R&this and
R&wats, A Mahdjan is essentially a trader or shopkeeper and a
MaMjan who becomes a clerk is termed a kaith. In Bezdra Mahdjan
hardly means more than a Hill Brahman who takes service, cultivates,

keeps a shop or acts as a priest. In Gord&spur and Sidlkot the

Mahfijan is also styled a Karir or Kir&r.

Among the Mahdjans of Kdngra the following sections, which appear
to be totemistic, have been noted :

—

(i) Bherfi, said to be derived from bhetfi,
€ ewe/

(it) Makkerru, said to be from makki
, a bee.

(in) Kohd.ru, an axe or chopper.

Mahal, Mahil, a small S&\ tribe which appear to be chiefly found in
Jullundur and Amritsar. Their ancestor is said to have been a Rdjpufc
from Modi in the M&lwa

Mahani, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn. Doubtless=Mahm.

Mahant, fem. -ni. The head of any Hindu <fera or religious institution. A
sri-mahant is the head of a group of (ferns or of a head

Mahar, Mahir, fem. -i, (1) a title among Jd.{s, and more especially among
Si&ls and Drakhdns or Tarkhdns in the south-west. It appears to be
merely a dialectical form of Mihr ; (2) a clan (agricultural) found in

Multdn and in Montgomery. It is Hindu in the latter District.

Mahar, a tribe of BAjput status, claiming descent from Mahd-r, a brother of

Joiya, and found almost exclusively along the Sutlej, opposite F&zilkd, in

Montgomery. Like the Joiyas they came from Bah&walpur, but are

said to be quarrelsome, silly, trickish, fond of cattle and indifferent to

agriculture. Contrary to J&t custom sons generally inherit per stirpes

(chundavand). Also found in Amritsar and Mult&n, and in BaMwal-
pur, in which State they are described as an important tribe claiming

descent from Mah&r, an elder brother of Joiya, sons of Iy£« and Rani
Nal, daughter of Raja Chuharhar. 'Hie Joiyas while admitting this

claim to kinship, say that Mah&r was sister's son to Joiya's mother.
Mah&r was bora in Chuharhar, and Wag, his grandson, became rdjd of

Gayh-Mathlla and Kot Sanpli. He had a son, Sanwra, whose descend-
ants the Sanwrepotre or MaMrs are found in Sirsa. Sanwra's brothers

drove him out of Ga^h-Mathila and so he settled in the Shahr Farid
peshkari of BaMwalpur. During the ascendancy of the Lakhweras,
to whom the Mah&rs used to pay a fourth of their produce, the son of

• * The Bohras of Simla are all immigrants from the plains, and are said to have first

come to KAngra from Poona and Satara. The story goes that RAjA Nirandar Chand of
KAngra died, leaving a widow who was with child. Fearing lest she should suffer at the
hands of her husband’s heirs, she wont to her parents in the Dedcan, and on the way, gave
birth to Raja Shehr Chand. With him she reached her paternal^home pt Poona. But When
the boy, who was brought up by his grandfather, came of age anc! learnt that KAngya was
bis inheritance, he determined to conquer his kingdom. With ah army of bis grand-
father’s subjects he attacked Kingra, subdued those who had occupied the throne and
regained his paternal kingdom. DfwAn R-upXal, Bohitt, Who w&§ sent with the RijA by
Ids grandfather, was made minister, and by degrees members of his family came and
settled in KAngi-a. Some of them went to Rupar and other parts of the country for trade.
As they knew Urdu, Hindi and NAgri, so they were everywhere respited and honourably
entertained*
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Ntir Muhammad (Qibla-i-Alam), Mi4n Nfir-us-Samad, was
%y two Mah&rs and a Joiya, and a long time after Q&zi

Muhammad *Aqil of Mithankot claimed blood-money in the court of

his murid Sddiq Muhammad Kh&n II of Bah&walpur. The claim was
allowed against the assassins’ descendants, who were ordered to pay
200 buffaloes or 100 camels to the descendants of the ‘ martyr/ but as
they could not pay this fine the Mah&rs had to transfer to them the
ownership of half of their village, Mahar&n, and since then they have
sunk gradually*

MahAra, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Mahara, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multrin.

MahaeIna, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Maha^iwal, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

MahatmJL, one who has attained the highest degree in the order of the Joqis.

Mahb, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Sh&hpur : also found
‘ in Multdn where they are described as pilgrims from Jammu who settled

there in the time of ghdh Jahdn.

.MahisI, a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritfer.

Mahbsar, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn,

MAHBSBARf, MAHESARf, from MaheB, Mahesar, a title of Mahddev : a sect-

arian division of the Bdnids. The origin of the Maheshari is shrouded

in some mystery. An offshoot of the B&nia caste, they are to be dis-

tinguished from the Bhabrds as they do not follow Jainism in any of

its forms. The Bhabyas and all the Jains disown them and the

Mahesharis theqisplves recognise that they are a distinct sub-caste of the

Bdni&s. ' In matters of dietary and social intercourse some of these

men may have leanings to Jain ideas, and it is possible that at one time

they entered the Jain fold but probably more by way of protest against

the thraldom of caste, which seems to assign to the Maheshris a some-

what inferior position, than as converts to Jain religious doctrines. As
a body, the Mahesharis, as their name implies, are strict followers of

Hinduism and observe the same religious rites and social customs as

are prevalent in sub-castes of B&nias other than the Bh£bras, There
are, however, certain points which distinguish them from the rest of

the B&nias : (a) the Maheshris are not included in the I7J gots of the

B&ni£s : on the contrary they say they have 72| gots of their own,*

(b )
their parohits are not Gauy Brahmans, (c) in marriage only two

gots are excluded among the Aggarwdl Bduias, whereas among the

Mahesharis marriaige is allowed within the four gots. *

The home^f the Mahesharis is in Marwar in R&jput&na, at Darw£n&,
N&gaur,* Ajitgarh, Apd other places, whence they have migrated to

the centres of commercial activity in Northern India. A tradition,

current in Delhi, regarding their origin says that a Kshatriyd R&j& fyad

many sons who with other princes set to hunt in a jungle, in pursuit of

game. The princes reached a secluded spot where a band of rishis was
sitting absorbed in meditation and a sacrificial yajna . Iu the exuberance

* la Emit these art said to be Eijput gots or clans.

the &hw6ja
assassinated
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of youth the prinoes disregarded the solemn nature of the occasion and
interrupted the penances of the rishis. Annoyed at this intrusion the rishis

cursed the princes and they were turned into stones. Search was made for

them and the R&j& with his R&ni and others besought the rishis but the

latter were obdurate until Shiva (Mahesh) with his consort (Shri P&r-

vati) chanced to pass by and through their intercession the prinoes were

restored to life. This penalty was, however, imposed on the king's family

that thereafter his descendants should not call themselves Kshatriy&s

but Mahesharis. Nevertheless, despite their obligations to Shiva, the

Mahesharis are described as Vaishnavas.*

ULkUif
a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Mahi, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

MahIal, see Muhi&l.

Mahig!r, a fisherman (Pers. mahi-gir), equivalent to the Sanskrit Nishada

or Parasava whose status was equated to that of a man begotten by a

Brahman on a Sudr& woman : Colebrooke’s Essays
, p. 272,

Mahil, a palace : so a queen ; a title of respect given to the wives of the

Sikh Gurus. Pcmjabi Dicty., p. 699.

Mahir^ fem. see Mahar. , ,

Mahira, (1) a title of respect given to the Kah&r or Jhlnwar caste : (2) a
palanqain bearer. See Mahr6. The fem. Mahiri is defined as (1) the

wife of a village headman, (2) a female of the Gujar, Ar&irj or Jhlnwar
castes, and (3) as a title given to a man's second wife. See Panjabi

Dicty., pp. 700-1.

MAHiTA,=Mahta, q. v. f

Mahiton, a caste of Rajputs who wear the Brahmanical thread and live by
agriculture. Panjabi Dicty., p. 70J . See Mahton.

MIhl, a R&jput clan (agricultural) found in Sh&hpur.

Mahli, a Hindu J&t dan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Mahluke, a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Mahmand, see Mohmand.

Mahnksh, a Jfit dan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

MahnS, (1) a clan of the Si&ls, now almost extinct, of. Mahan!
; (2) a Pogar

clan ^agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Mahnike, the clan of the Chadhars to which S&hib&n belonged. For her
legend see the Montgomery Gazetteer

,

1899, p. 81.'

Mahan, a Dogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Ma&ota, a J&t clan, found in tahsil Multan : originally of Umarkot, in Sind.

Mahpal, a branch of the Lodi Path&ns. At present little known the
Mahp&l are akin to the Sur and Nuhdni Johans, being descended
from their eponym, a son of Ism&il, son of Sfdnaii son ’of Ibrahim Lodai,

Mahr, a tribe found in Bah&walpur, who have been identified with theMeds
of the Arabian historians. They have nine septs

Channar, Hasn£ue, Rukr&ni, Tag&ni, Lal£ni, Sherwini. Mike-Mahr.*
Matuje, Sukhlje.

* Bisi&r &a*0Um% 1904, p. 76.
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Their chief or f£h£n is a Sukhfja of Kh&ogarh in Shikirpnr and no

other Mahr will sit on the same charp&i with him. They derive their

name from Mehtar ‘ prince/ bat some of them give their genealogy

thus :

—

Mahr.

I

Dumbar.

Bar&ji.

E4kh.

I

Bern.

_i
,

DipAr. Sahns-pan,

Winja.

Kirpar.

Lulu.

DhArA, founder of DhArA-nagri in Sind.

These names also occur in the genealogies of certain R&jput, tribe*,

such as the Joiya, Wattu aud Samma.

Sir H. Elliot* was of opinion that the root of Mahr, Mer or Man
could be traced in various place-names in the Punjab, «uch as Mera
10 miles west of Kallar Kah&r. This theory would give them a
northern origin, but it is not in accord with this fact that the Mahra
and the Kahiris were attendants of the Abbdsi D&udpotr&s when they
migrated from Shik&rpur to the country which now forms the State of

Bah&walpur,

Mahra, a sept of Muhammadan J&ts, akin to the L&kh&s
(q . v.) t and found

in R&janpur tahsil of Dora Gh&zi Kh&n : also, it is said, in larger
numbers in Alipur tahsil, Muzaffargarh. Their tradition is that they
were originally styled Chughattas and settled near Delhi till 10 or II
generations back, when the whole tribe was exterminated with the
exception of a boy who was found lying among the slain and thence
named Mara or Mehra. He and his descendants migrated to the
banks of the Indus.

Mahra, Mbhra, a term of respect applied to individuals of the Jhlnwar or
Kahdr caste rather than a tribal name, but apparently all Hindu
Jhinwars are called Mahra in the western Punjab and Mahan e in the
Central Districts also. Cf. Mahird.

Mahbatta, a group of Brahmans, a relio of the Mahratta supremacy, «*tili

found in the Bawal nizamat of N&bha. The Gaurs were, it ip said,

constrained by the Mahratta conquerors to consent to intermarry
with them. The Brahmans first settled in this tract in the Mahratta
service and now regard parohitai as degrading. There are also a few
in Charkhi and D&dri in Jlnd territory and in the town of Rew&ri/but
they are mainly found in Gwalior. They use the Hindi and Persian
characters, but do not learn Sanskrit or teach it to theft* children lest
they should become parohits•

% * fltrtory tsf Mia, I, p. 680 ,

'
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Mahki, a got of the Tells.

Mahsi, an Ar&ftp and also a Kamboh clan (both agricultural) found in

Amritsar. ,

MahsAd, see Wazlr.

MahtI, Mahita, Mehta, (1) a title of respect applied to Brahmans and

others ; (2) the title of an official in the Simla Hills who was in charge
. of a pargana

;

(3) a section of the Punj&bi Khatris. The word
appears to mean ‘ a measurer, moderator or arbiter/ See also Mahton.

Mahtam, Matam.-—A caste of obscure and probably composite origin found

spread across the Punjab from Dera Gh&zi Kh&n to Lahore. The
name Mahtam is phonetically identical with the term Mahton, but the

Mahton of the eastern districts* elects to be called a ‘ R&jput Mahtu/

As a maker of ropes the Mahtam is called Rassiwat, or Rassibat, and
as a dweller in sirkis or wattled screens he is often styled Sirkiband.

The true Mahtam is to be distinguished from the Mtfthbhari or

Mdhglr group of the Mahtams which is addicted to theft and is dis-

owned by the rest of the cast8.

The Mahtams appear to have migrated from the west along the
great rivers and it will be best to describe them first as found in BahA-
walpur and Dera GMzi KMn. In the former State their Guru, him*
self a Mahtam, gives them tiro following genealogy

Kija Bhim Sain of Delhi.

Megh-wara.

Gahroka.

Mini.
> tat.

And from M&hi, their eponym, the Mahtams claim descent. This
account gives them an eastern origin and appears to connect them
with the Meghs. In the District of Dera GMzi KMn a few localised
gots appear to be found, but the local death customs merit our attention.
A Hindu Mahtam is as a rule neither buried nor burnt, but consigned
to a stream, with three pitchers full of sand tied to his neck, chest and
waist, while in Bruce&Md and Jdmpur tahsil the body is either burnt
or buried. The funeral rites of a Mahtam are ‘performed by a J&jik
Brahman.

• Ip these tracts, and in Multdnf and Montgomery the Mahtam does
not rank high. He is a tenant or labourer, but not infrequently owns
land, and stray Mahtam villages are even to be fouijjd. But their
chief occupation is snaring the wild pig in the trap (vapur)% .which is

found in every Mahtam hut.
•

* For this equation cf. g&on
,
gdm t noon, ndm Mr Maclagan notes Kahlam as a variant

of Kahlon. The word mahaUama appears in the Bdjatcnangini as a term for ‘ minister/
It appears to be the original form of Mahtam. Cf. mahattara and mihiar.

t In Multan most of the Mahtams are Muhammadans of Jit status and Mahtams merely
by tribe. The other Mahtams are low caste Hindus. * *

J The snare from Which the Banria also' takes his name.
*
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Widow remarriage is permitted among, the Mahtams, but where the
caste has social aspiration, e. g. in Lahore, it is discouraged or only

S
rmitted with the husband's younger brother. In Lahore the Hindu
ahtams are said to wear the choti but not thejaneo.

The traditions of the Mahtams are very diverse, as has already been
indicated. In Lahore they claim Jaimal and Fatah as their forebears,

and say they came from Delhi. But the J6ts were their great rivals,

and after Akbar had married Mihr Mitha's daughter they incurred"

his resentment and were banished.

The late Sir Denzil observed that the Mahtam were also called Bah-
rupia—those of Gujr&t and Si&lkot having returned themselves under
that name. He added :

“ The Mahtams, or as they are called in the
Jullundur Division Mahton (nasal n), are found chiefly in the Sutlej

valley, and albng the foot of the hills, between Jullundur and Gujrrit.

They are of exceedingly low caste, being almost outcasts; by origin

they are. vagrants, ana in Borne parts they apparently retain their

wandering habits, while everywhere they are still great hunters, using
nooses like those of the B&warias. But in many Districts,, and especially

on the middle Sutlej, they have devoted themselves to husbandry
and are skilful and laborious cultivators. The gfreafc majority of them
are classed as Hindus, but about one-fifth are Musalmdn, and as many
again Sikh. But the Mu sadmdn Section, even in the Multan Division,

eat wild pig and retain most of their Hindu customs, and are conse-
quently not admitted to religious equality by the other Mnsalmans.
They appear, however, to bury their dead. They live, in Muzafifargarh,

in grass huts on the river banks, whence the saying—‘ Only two
Mahtam huts and calls itself Khairpur.' Mr. Purser thus described

the Mahtams of Montgomery :
—

« They are a low Hindu caste, and are looked down on by their neighbours. Their story

is that they were Rajputs, and one of their ancestors was a kfoungo. Akbar was then on
the throne. Kanungos were called mahta, and thus they got their name. The first mahta
was dismissed, and then settled at Mahtpur in Jullundur. His descendants emigrated and
settled along the banks of the rivers as they found quantities of sarr in such situations, and
working in sair waB their chief occupation. It was not till the Nakkii chiefs held sway
that they settled down permanently in this District. They adopted the custom of marriage
with widows according to the form of chaddar ddlna , and so became Sudras. They are

also called ‘ Bahrupias/ which name is a corruption of
1 Bho.rup-iat,' and means people of

many modes of life, because they turned their hands to any business they could find (yet

cf. Select Glossary, I, 17 and 54). Cunningham (Hist, of the Sikhs
, p. 17) says, * the hardwork-

ing Hindu Mahtams are still moving family by family and village by village eastward away
from the B4vi and Ohenab/ This would seem to give the Mahtams a western instead of

eastern origin as clainted by them. They own a good many villages (19), most of which
are iu good condition. Where they are not proprietors of the whole village, they reside in

a separate group of huts at some distance from the main abadi. They are great hands at

catching wild pigs ; but it is in cutting down the jungle on inundated lands that they excel.

Though industrious they do not care much for working wells, and prefer cultivating lands
flooded by the rivers. They are quarrelsome and addicted to petty thieving. They are of

medium stature and stoutly made.

”

SirDenzel's account continued :

—

f*There is a Bahrup tribe of Banjfiras

or, as they are called in the Punjab, Labdnas
; and the Labdnas «,and

Mahtams of the Sutlej appear closely to resemble each other. Elliott's

description of the Bahr&p Banjdras at p. 54, Vul. I, of his Races of the
North-West Ftevinces, tallies curiously in some respects with that of

the Bahrfipia Mahtams of Gujr&t given by Captain Mackenzie at § 71 of

his Settlement Report of that District ; and on the whole it seems pro-
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bable that the Mahtams are BanjAras or LabAnas, in -which case it is

possible that the Sutlej group have come up from RajputAna, while the

sub-montane group are merely a western continuation of the BanjAras

of the lower hills. This is the more probable as I find that the

Jullundur Mahtams trace their origin from Jammu, conquered Rdhon
from the Gfijars, and were in turn deprived of it by the GhorewAha
Rajputs probably not less than five centuries ago. At the same time I

should note that the Mahton of HoshiArpur and the neighbourhood

appear to hold a much higher social position than the Mahtams of the

Sutlej ;
and it may be that the two are really distinct. SardAr Gur-

diAl Singh indeed goes so far as to say that the Mahton of HoshiArpnr

are of good RAjput blood, though they have lost caste by taking to

ploughing and practising widow-marriage, and that their social stand*

ing is not much below that of RAjputs. He thinks that the name
may be derived from Mahta , which he says is a title of honour current

among the RAjputs of the hills
; and this agrees with the Montgomery

tradition quoted above. The late Mr. A. Anderson also gave the

HoshiArpur Mahtons high social standing. On the other hand, Sir

James Wilson said that the LabAnas of Sirsa would scout the idea of

connection with the Mahtams of the Sutlej, whom they consider utter-

ly inferior to themselves.'

The following is a list of the Mahtam got«

:

—
Baks&wan, Multan.

Biwri, Multin.

Bhatti, passim.

Bhichar, Dera Ghazi Khan.
Chauhan, Hoshiirpur.

S
andal, -dal, Multin and Dera Ghizi Khin.
ilasari, Montgomery and Dera Ghazi
Khan: ? =Wila Sara.

Dosa, Deri Ghizi Khin.
Ghogha, Lahore and Montgomery.
Ikwan, Lahore.
Jandi, Montgomery.
Kachauri, Multin and Montgomery; also

called Kapur in Lahore.
Karniwal, Karnul, Montgomery and Dera

Ghazi Khin.
Katwil, Montgomery : Katwal, Dera Ghizi
Khan.

Khokhar, Amritsar : also called ChoU in

Lahore.
Midha, Lahore.
Malhi, Amritsar.

Mandal, Dera Ghazi Khin.
Manhinas (P Manhis), Multin.
Parbar, Montgomery : Parwir, Multin.
Pok (Buk, Bok), Montgomery.
Punwir, Dera Ghizi Khin.
Rai, Amritsar.

Rawari, Montgomery.
Sanora, Dera Ghizi Khin.
Sardia, Amritsar.
Saroi, Lahore.

Seotara, Lahore.

Sirari, Montgomery.
Sauni, Lahore and Montgomery.
Taur, Amritsar.
Totum, Montgomery.
Tunwar, also called Jhanda, Lahore.
Wachhwili, Multin and f)era Ghizi Khin.
Vanura, Dera Ghizi Khin called Vanwir,

Multin.
#

War*, War-wil, Lahore, Montgomery and
Multin.

Wili Sari, Lahore r see Dilasari.

Mahtarmalhi, a JA$ clan (agricultural) found ‘in MultAn.

MaJtial, a family of Gadhioks, settled at Bhauo in Jhelum.

Mahton, a caste which claims to be known as RAjput MahtA and is re*
cognised as RAjput Mahtoo. ; In spite of the occurrence of several
got names in this and in the Mabtam caste thfe two* castes appear to

• be distinct. Tbe Mahton is now enlisted as a * RAjput MahtA Sikh/

In Kapurthala the Mahton tradin'on is that of the Mahtons RAja
Jai Singh SawAi had two sods, of whom one, RAja JagnA having*
quarrelled with his father came to the Punjab and founded Banga*

Tb# shrine of the M&htpn’s ancestor in Banga was built of briebsirom DhirinagrJ.
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in Jnllundur and Bajaura in HoshiSrpur, P&nehhat in Kapfirthala

being subsequently founded by five of his descendants, while M&hia
bis eldest son founded M&yopati in those parts. Again tradition says

that two brothers Ratiji and Matiji came from Ajudhia to Jammu
where the Brahmans invoked their aid against the Muhammadans.
The latter were defeated in a desperate encounter near Jullundur.

Matiji was slain but Ratiji founded five villages.

Similarly from Jammu came Mfdn Mo$, who first settled iu Jasw&n-
Kopti near Chamba, and then in R&jpur near Hoshi&rpur* whence he
founded Narfiy in Kapurthala, naming it after the elder of his two
sons N&r Chand and Zdhir Ohand.

On the other hand Tharkarw&l valso called Randhjrgafh) in

Hoshi&rpur was founded by a Mahton from Jaipur or Jodhpur, and
thenoe a village of the same name was founded in the Phagw&ra tahsil

of Kapurthala.* At one period Mahtons also appear to have been
Battled in the Bit Mfinaswal plateau in the Hoshi&rpur Siw&liks.

Thejaneo.—As a rule Mahtons do not appear to wear the janeo,

but their usages vary in this respect. Thus in Kapurthala it is said

to be put on at weddings, but taken off afterwards by the initiated

Sikhs, and only retained by those who are not strict Sikhs.

Wedding rites.—At a wedding the sati, who will be described later,

is propitiated, the bridegroom going to the dadi’s place, if in his

village, tendering her respect and offering a rupee and piece of cloth

which are given to her parohit . If the sati*

8

place is not in the

village a chauk is made and the ceremony observed in the bridegroom’s
house. When the bride is brought home the ceremony is repeated,

the bride accompanying the bridegroom to the place with her chadar
knotted to his.

Another curious ceremony is observed at Mahton weddings. It is

apparently a relic of swayambara marriage. When the bridegroom
brings home his bride he walks with a reed, on which are seven discs

made of ears of corn, on his shoulder. The legend runs that Dhol,
a brother of R4ja Jagdeo, who was a Mahton, was a powerful man and
used to plant his spear in his brother’s court whenever he came to
see him. Fearing lest Dhol should oust him from bis throne Jagdeo
asked his wazir^s advice, and the latter counselled him to place seven
iron plates under the carpet of the court, but Dhol thrust his spear

through them all and planted it as usual. Jagdeo and bis wazir,

ashamed at the failure of this device, craved Dhol’s forgiveness, and
so the seven discs are pierced with a reed to this day.

Ae regards wido,w remarriage the customs vary

—

e. g.9 in Hosh&rpur
the widow always marries her husband’s brother, elder or younger,
even if he is already married : yet in Kapfirthala it is asserted that
she can never marry the elder brother.

Religion.—Originally Hindus, many Mahtons have adopted Sikhism,
in one form or another, and a certain number have accepted Isl&m.
Put at least iu Hoshi&rpur the Hindu Mahtarns have strong proclivities

% v for sati worship. Each pot has its own sati or mahamtL but her
ft f - —

* « The Mahteii of Kandhfrgarh iu Kapurthala are apt»aht qf the Eajrips as are the Mspf
Repute generally. *
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name is hardly ever preserved. The Chauhfin and Tani gots have satis

in their villages, but thoae of the Jaswal, Bhatti and Punwdr are at

Banga in Jnllundur. The Manh&s however have no sati, but worship

B&ba Matia, lit. the ancestor ‘who was buried alive/ instead.*

The Saroe too worship B&ba B&la not a sati.

Every year during the naurdtras the place of the sati is visited by
members of the got, who dig a little earth from the spot and throw it

away a short distance off.

Mahtons do not churn milk on the ashtami (8th) or amawas
(middle) of the month, but use it uncooked or made into curds. The
asfyami is sacred to Durga and the amawas to ancestors, pitras. The
first and ten successive days' milk of a cow or buffalo is termed
bohli and is not consumed by the man who miiks the animal. Sukr&ls
will not drink water from wells in Gafhshankar because they founded
that town and were driven out of it by the Ghorew&ha Ii&jputs. For
a similar reason the Punw&rs will not drink from wells in Hihun in

Jnllundur. Chauh&n and Jaswdls will not kill a snake, because
Gugga, to whom snakes are sacred, was a Chauh&n R&jpufc.

The following is a list of the Mahton gots :

—

Ajuha.t Hoshiirpur.
Akun, Kapurthala : cf. Ikwan, a Mahtam

got , in Lahore.
Bidhi, Kapurthala.
Bhadiir, Jullundur and Hoshiirpur.
Bhatti, passim.
Chandli, Hoshiirpur.
Chauhan, Hoshiirpur.
Dingl, Kapurthala.
Ding, Kapurthala.
Gadera, Kapurthala.
Gheda, (Hoshiirpur) Jullundur.
Hans, Kapurthala.
Jaswal,J Kapurthala and Hoshiirpur.
Jhandi, Kapurthala : cf. Jandi, a Mahtam

got in Montgomery.
Jhariil, Jullundur.
Kachauri, Kapurthala, (also found in Mont-
gomery and Multan, and called Kapur
in Lahore.

Karaudh,§ Jullundur and Hoshiirpur.
Karnawal, or Kamul, Kapurthala, Mont-
gomery (also found in Dera Ghizi Khin).

Khirbanda,—wanda, Jullundur and Hoshi-
irpur.

Khore, Kapurthala.
Khuttan, Hoshiirpur (? Aktin).

Luni, Kapurthala.
Mahid, Kapurthala.
Manhis, Jullundur and Hoshiirpur.
Manj.H Kapurthala and Hoshiirpur.
Marhaj, Jullundur.
Marhatta.^j Hoshiirpur.
Pajhota, Jullundur.
Pheugi, Kapurthala.
Pok (Buk, Bok), Kapurthala : also found as a

Mahtam got in Montgomery.
Punwir,** Jullundur and Hoshiirpur

; also
found as a Mahtam got in Dera Ghizi Khin.

Saroi, Jullundur and Hoshiarpur,ft also found
as a Mahtam got in Lahore.

Sarwari, Kapurthala,
Sona, Kapurthala.
Sukril, Jullundur and Hoshiirpur.
Tayiich, Tiach

,tt Jullundur and Hoshiirpur.
Thandal, Hoshiirpur.
Tuni, Hoshiarpur.
Tunwir, Hoshiirpur ; also found as a Mahtam

got and called Jhanda in Lahore.
War-, Wap-wal, Kapurthala

;
also found as a

Mahtam got in Lahore, Montgomery and
Multan.

Wili Sari, Kapdrthala
; also found as a Mah-

tam got in Lahore : See Dilisari.

This faintly reminds us of the Mahtam burial customs in Dera-Ghizi Khin.
t See Karaudh, infra

.

X The Jaswil of Bhim in Hoshiirpur claim immunity from spake bite.

| In Hoshiirpur the Karaudh of the Ajuha got are described-as immigrants from Nibha.
tf An al of the Manj, called Ghaind, holds Thakarwil in the MahOpur thdna of Hoshiir-

pur. The Manj in Kapurthala are seivaks of the Bairigis.

The Marhattas are immigrants from the Deccan : an al called Bhilura (‘ holders by
force *> holds Binjon in Hoshiirpur which it wrested from a Jit in Aurangzeb's tide.
* * The Punwir have a sati, Chauhin, at Banga, in Jullundur. - ...

tt^he Saroe worship a Bibi Bili, whose shrine is a£ Chukhiira in Jullundur: they shg
have a at Garhshankar. , «

ft The TjAch got oboe bald a grpup pf \% villages (btrah) in Hoshiirpur.
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As regard? the Mahtons of Hoshi&rpur Mr. A. Kensington wrote : .

“ Ethnologically the most interesting of the people are the Mahtons, who were originally
Rajputs, but have long since degraded in the social scale, owing to their custom of making
harewa marriages with widows. They hold a cluster of important villages in the extreme
north-west of the Qarhshankar tahsil, and from their isolated social position have a strongly
marked individuality, which makes them at once the most interesting and the most trouble-
some people to deal with. As farmers they are unsurpassed ; and, as they have at the
same time given up the traditions of extravagant living by which their Rfijput ancestors
are still hampered, their tillages are now most prosperous. At the same time this very
prosperity has caused them to increase at an abnormal rate, while their unfortunate in-1

ability to live in harmony together has driven them to subdivide their land to an extent

unknown among other castes. How minute this subdivision is. may be realised from the
fact that, while 4 per cent, only of the tahsil is in their hands, they own 13 per cent, of the
holdings/*

Practically the whole of the Mahton villages lie in a cluster in the

north-west of the Gaphshankar tahsil and in the adjoining Kapurihala
territory. The subdivision of their lands is so minute that sometimes
there is not room for more than two or three furrows of a plough in

their long narrow fields. They are small of stature, of quite remark-
able personal ugliness, and very quarrelsome and litigious. They are

great cultivators of the melon, and when ripe they subsist almost
entirely upon it, even cooking and eating the seeds.

Mahyab, a branch of the Niazi PathAns.

Maim!, a caste of Khatris; a common weed (Trigonella polyserrata).

Mair. (1) The people along the right bank of the Indus in the cantons of

Bunker, Daher, Pattan, Seo and Kandia of the Indus KohistAn : so called

by the PathAns, but styling themselves Maiyon. The poorest of all the
KohistAn communities, they speak a dialect of their own and refuse to
intermarry with any but their' own people and those of one or two
other cantons. Biddulph, Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh

, p. 12,

(2) One of the three chief tribes in the ChakwAl tahsil of Jhelum of

whioh with the Kassars and Kahtits they hold the greater part ; their

share being most of its centre with outliers to the west, south-west,

and south : they hold hardly any land elsewhere. Their story used to

be that they came from the Jaminn hills, joined BAbar’s army, and
were located by him in Chakwal

; and so Sir Denzil Ibbetson
thought

“

They most probably belong to the group of RAjpufc or
qwoei-RAjpufc tribes, who hold the hills on either bank of the Jhelum.”
But now they give the following account of themselves MAir, they

say, was one of their remote ancestors
; they are really Minhds

BAjputs (MiuhAs being a word denoting agricultural pursuits, applied

to BAjputs who took to agriculture) and that they are JDogrAs like the
MahArAjAs of Kashmir.* In proof of their kinship to that family

they assert that when their misconduct in 1848 led to the con-

fiscation of their jagirs, they sent a deputation to GulAb Singh to

ask him to intercede for them : and that admitting their hereditary

connection with his family, he offered to give them villages in his own
estate, if they wished to settle there. Their ancestors originally lived

at a place called ParayAg, or ParguwAl,t about 8 miles west of Jammu

* This is confirmed by the RAjputs of the country round Jammu, who say that an offshoot

of the Surajbansi Rajputs waa a clan now called MinhAs, who degraded themselves by
taking to agriculture and are therefore cut off from the privileges of BAjputs.

2 t Pargwfi, a large village in the AkhnAr tahsil some 26 miles west, pf Jammu, is one
of the principal MinhAs centres in Kashmir,
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in the hills and were descended from Pargu R#j& whq gave his name
to that place. The Dhanni country was then part of the pogr&
kingdom and was given to their forefather, Bhagi£r Dev, as his share
of the ancestral estates : he went there with his following, some time
before the advent of B&bar, to found new colonies. The country was
then occupied by wandering Gujar graziers, who were ejected by the
Mdirs, but not before their leader Bhagidr Dev had fallen in love with a
Gujar woman, and through her influence had become a convert tolsl&m.
(The pedigree table does not bear this out.) With them from Jammu
came their priests, the Brahmans now called Hacle.

The first settlement of the M&irs in the Dhanni was at a spot in

Chak B&zid near Ohakwdl which was not far from the great lake which
then covered all the eastern part of the tahsil, up to the ridge followed
by the Bhon-Dhundhi&l road. When B£bar came he cut through the
Ghori Gala, by which the Bunha torrent now escapes through the hills

of the Salt Range and drained the country, which the M£irs proceeded
to take up.

The M&irs deny that the Chakwdl tahsil ever formed part of the
dominions of the Janjuas, except the Mah&l tract, which was taken by
one of their chiefs from the Janjuas: and they assert that, so far from
ever having been subject to the Janjuas, they themselves once held a
great part of the Janjua territory, as far as the Pind D&dan Kh&n
plains.

The tribe is not divided into clans, though sometimes the descend-
ants of a particular man are known by his name. In religion they are
Sunnis, with a small proportion of Shi&s : as regards places of re-

verence, customs, etc., they have no peculiarity, unless it be that
amongst some of the most prominent tribes marriages are performed
with a show of secrecy at night : but this is said to Be merely in order
to avoid the exactions of the crowd of Mirasis which at one time be-
came intolerable. The Chaudhris of the village Kot Khil&n cannot give
their daughters in marriage without obtaining the nominal permission
of certain Jo J&ts, residents in their village, to whom they also pay
marriage fees ; this is said to be a privilege granted to the ancestor of

these Jdts by a Chaudhri long ago, for murdering a rival chief.

The M&irs intermarry with the Kassars, and to a less extent with
the Kahdts: some of them deny that daughters are given to K&htits, or
if of pure descent, even to Kassars, but there are instances to the
contrary. They also intermarry to some extent with Awdns and with
the Johdr&s of Pindi (9heb. They do not give daughters in marriage
\o Sayyids, and of course cannot marry Sayyid girls themselves, they
take girls from certain Gondal villages in Sh&hpur. Usually, however,
marriage is within the tribe. In good families the remarriage of

widows is not permitted ; a generation ago a widow in one of the prin-

cipal families was killed by her father on the suspicion that she contem-
plated remarriage. Amongst ordinary M&irs, however, widows are
allowed to remarry j but they are under no obligaJion to marry t$ieir

deceased husband's brother; and generally marry elsewhere.

The claims of the M&irs to B4jput descent seem to rest on a more
reasonable foundation than is generally the case : but as usual no
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certain conclusion can be arrived at. They trace their descent' back

to a Batten Dev, son of Bhagiar Dev, through LavA and Jaitshi. LavA

had two sons, Megba and Saghar KhAn. Their pedigree gives about

22 generations back to BhagiAr Dev. * *

Maibi, an agricultnr&l clan found in ShAhpur.

Majawar, see Muj
Awar.

Majb!, Majhabi, fem. -an : see Mazbabf.

Majheru, a sept of Kanets descended from Midn Mithu, younger brother

and waztr of Narindar Chand,.23rd RAja of Kahlur.

Majhiana, a Muhammadan A&% clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery

and ShAhpur.

Maj£th1a, from majith ,
the root of the Bubia munjuta or madder.

Majjhail, see Manjhail.

Majoka, an agricultural clan found in ShAhpur.

Majwatha, a clan of the Silhuria or Saleria RAjputs.

Majzub, see Az&d.

Makhdum (Ana), lit.
€ a lord, a master, one who is served/ opposed to hhddim ?

the head of a Muhammadan shrine, generally a descendant of the saint
who founded it. The Makhdum is hardly the priest of the shrine
though he presides over its management. Strictly speaking, the title

should only be applied to the heads of leading shrines, but in recent
times it has been assumed by the incumbents of many smaller ones as
well as by the cadets of the families who hold important shrines. The
Makhdums are all Sayyid or Quraish or claim such descent.

MakbnIA, a butterrrian.

Makkal, a tribe found in small numbers throughout the Bahawalpur State.

Blacksmiths by trade, they say they migrated from Mecca to Sind in

the 1st century of the Hijra.

MAKOI^a J&t clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Makoma, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Mal, a JA{ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Mal, a RAjput clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

MalAh, see MallAh.

Malak, Malik.—A camel-keeper or driver; a term applied in Lahore, wtfere
all camelmen are called Baloch, to any camelman : (2) a title of Khatrfs

:

(8) a class of Muhammadans ; (4) a title of the Ghatwal JA^s who claim
to be descended from Siroha RAjputs, and to have come from Garh
Ghazni in the Deccan* The Maliks of KhAnpur KalAn in Rohtak g,nd
the PAnipat tahsil still call themselves Siroha JA^s. Where Garh Ghazni

exactly, they are unable to say. AhulAna, the metroplis, was
founded 22 generations ago, and from it, and some other villages settled
at the same time, the central Maliks have spread. Those on the east
border of the tahsil have, as a rule, sprung from estates in PAnipat,
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wiere this clan i$
.
well represented also; G&ndhr& and D&boda, two

villages in S&mpla tahsil, were founded from AHul&na, and from
Gdnahri Atdi ; Karor was founded from Ganwri and from Karor,
Kahrawar. It is curious to note how emigrations of the same olan

f

though coming from two separate estates, settled close together in a
new tahsil.

Maian, a clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Malana, an ArAfi? clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,

Malana, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Malanhaj^s, a J&t clan (agi’icultural) found in Mult&n.

Malang, a non-descript sect said to be the followers of one Jaman Jatti,

who in turn was a follower of Zinda Shdh Mad£r, so that the Malangs

are commonly looked on as a branch of the Maddris. But the term is

generally applied in a more general way to any unattached religious

beggar, who drinks bhang or smokes charas in excess, wears nothing

but a loin cloth, and keeps fire always near him. The Malangs are

said to wear their hair very long, or matted and tied into a knot

behind. The shrine of Jhangi Sh&h, Khdki, in the Pasrur tahsil of

Sidlkot is frequented by Malangs. They are both Hindu and Muham-
madans by religion.

Malhah, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Malhi, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. See also under Mallhi.

Malhotba, Ma^hotea, a section of the Khatris.

MalI, fem. -an. The term Mdli, the mdldkdra or ( maker of garlands’ of the

Purdnas, is applied to a large class of petty cultivators and gardeners.

Strictly speaking, the term is confined to the Hindus, a Muhammadan
gardener being known as Kunjra, in the south-eastern Districts, or, more
commonly, as Ardin,* or Bdghbdn, the latter a pure Persian word, mean-
ing gardener, which is mainly used in the western Districts. Malidr
is the equivalent of Ardin in the western Districts. Several derivations

of the word Mdli are given, t but there can be no doubt that it is the

Sanskr, mdlakdr ' one who makes maids or garlands/ In Bashahr the

vndli is a temple servant, corresponding to the dewa of the other Simla
Hill States, but it can only be conjectured that his name is derived
from mala,

a chaplet or garland. Primitive sacerdotalism, in its en-

deavoars to explain the origins of different callings, makes the Mdli an
•agnate of the Kumhdr, for, according to the Barah Babek Chanderka

,

the Mdlis like the superior castes derive their origin from Brahma the
first deity of the Hindu Triad. They trace their descent from one
Mdidkdr, son of Vishwakarma and grandson of Brahma. Vishwakarma
married one Parbhaufci, daughter of a gop named Man Math, and had

• by her six sons— (1) Mdidkdr, (2) Karankdr, (3) Sankokdr, (4) Kubandak,

* Folk-etymology derives Arain from rat, ‘ mustard/ because the Muhammadan converts
were like a grain of mustard in a heap of (Hindus) com. *

t JP.jf. in Gurgaon mal is said to mean

a

crop of vegetables.'
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'(&) Knmbhk&r, and (6) Kanskir. The descendants of the M£Uk6r
undertook the profession of gardening and flower-growing.*

The Hindu Malls have numerous groups, of whieh the following are

described :

—

1. Phul. ,

'
6. Machhi.

2. Goha or NApA-bansi.

8. Saini.

4. Kachhi.

6. Bhankata or Jadaun.
7. Tanboli.

8. Kamboh.

The Jfnd account divides the Hiodu MfiUs into two
each of which has several hhdnps or sub-groups, which
endogamous,t thus

n

mam groups,

are not now

Group I, ujjal baran he Mdli, or superior, !

which eschews the use of flesh. 1

Group II, niche baran he , Inferior or(
flesh'eating, immigrants from the -

eastward. /

Phfil*
MAhar.i
Gola.t v

Bha^frathi.§

Suraj-bansi.||

Same or Senl.fl

Bhaine, found in KarnAl.

)

KachhwAi.
Sikas Kanchhl.
Kachhi.
Machhi.

) Not found
Jind.

xn

This latter group practises harewa, and avoids four gots in marriage.

The Phfil Mfilis dispute the Gola group's superiority within the caste.

They avoid eating meat, and advance as a proof that they used not to

J
ractise widow marriage the fact that their women's noses are bored,

n Hissfir they are said to be divided kito two sub-castes— (i) the Dheria
who used to ply carts (from dhura

,
axle), and («) theGauria, who used

to make gur. Each of these sub-castes avoids three gots in marriage,
eats flesh and practises karewa .

The Golas dispute the superiority claimed by the. Phul Mfilis, and
have certain distinctive customs

;
e. g ., their women wear no nose-

ring, and the widow of a younger brother cannot contract marriage
with his elder. . Four gots are avoided in marriage, but it is not clear

whether the group is endogamous or not, since one account asserts that

the Phul and Gola are in reality one and the same group. Another
account gives the gots of the Gola as the same as those of the Phfil, in

Rohtak.** Again the Golas are said to be descended from a Tur Rfijput

who took a Mfilan to wife, and his children by her were named golas.

* From the Brahma Vaivarta Parana it appears that Vishwakarmfi, the architect of the

gods, incarnated himself on earth in a Brahman’s house and that Ghritachi, a celestial nymph,
was born on account of a curse uttered by Vishwakarma, in the house of Madau, a gop in

Pr&yig. Ghritachi in the form of a gop girl was engaged in austerities on the bank of

Ganges and was there met by VishwakarmA in the form of Brahma. They fell in love and
to them were born nine children. The eldest was named Malakir, and to him the<MAlis

trace their origin. As to their gota their names are derived from those of each dasa of
M&Us. Four gots on each side are avoided in marriage.

t Thus Phfil and MAbar intermarry in Dadri tahsil, Phfil and Gola in Jind tahsil, and
soon.

% Apparently the MAhar stand highest, next to them the Phfil, and after them the Gola,
Some MAlis derive MAh&r from mar. *

pollen.*
<

Ji
From the Bhagir&thi, a tributary of the Ganges. In K&rnAl they appear to be also

ed Bhagimi, and form a sub-caste.

||
Because they served Suraj-bansi Rajputs.

•IT From Sain, * a village in Brij,' In KarnAl the SiAni (sic) group is said to be also
called Bhaini or Bh&girathi.

* ** In Hissir it is suggested that Gola = GwAla, because this group reared cattle.
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As descendants of N&p& the Golas are often termed N4p&-bansi.

The Golas are found in Hari&na, Hiss&r and Rohtak, in the Punjab
and to the south of those Districts beyond its borders. Thsy are aUo
found in Sirmfir, where they are said to be descendants of the gola or

slave of R4j& Sagar, a Kehattriya.

In the eastern tracts of Jind a territorial group, the B&gfi, is found.

It comprises only three gots—Ghar&nia, Gharno, and Kainthll Kapur.

The K&chhis form an occupational group of the M&lfs, bo called be-

cause they used to sell vegetables in the kachheri or chhihra, a kind of

basket. They were also vendors of boiled water-nuts (sinpfcrfpaf. They
eat flesh and their women wear the nose-ring. Two gots only are

avoided in marriage.

The M&chhis, in Gurg&on and Hissdr, live by fishing. In Ludhi&na
the Machhis and Kachhis sell pattals and dunas for Hindu weddings.

In K^ngya the M&lis have four gots—Chauh&n, Karol, P&thuk—of
the Konsal gotra,—a>n& Sindhuw&l, which all intermarry.

The following song, sung by Hindu women at weddings* assumes an
origin of some antiquity for the Mdlls :

—

Dilli shahr se nikli,

Bagan de bich de,

Rdja Ram Chandr ki Malane,
Bagan de bich bich aeke,

Kali kali chug lae,

Raja Ram Chandr ki Mdlane,
Kali kali chug Ideke

Sahira gund la,

Raja Ram Chandr ki Mal&ne .

‘ Coming from Delhi city,

Passing thro* the gardens
O M&lan of R&m Chandr !

Picking buds off the flowers,

Make a garland and bring it.
9

But the earliest mention of the Mdl&kdrs appears to be in Manfi.*
During the Hindu period they used to bring garlands at the Swambar
yuga.

The cults of the Hindu Malts.*

The cults of the Hindu M&lis, as a body, are not very distinctive.t
*In Gnrgaon they chiefly affect the goddess and Bhairon, while some
offer halusa to Shiamii on the 12th sudi of each month. In His*6r
HanumAn is worshipped as well as Bhairon. In K4ngfa the devi of the
M&lfs is oalled Bajusri, and they offer wreaths to her.,

• In Jind the Mdli is often a bhagat or votary of Gaga/keeps an iron
chain on his shoulders at Guga’s festivals, and receives offerings made
to that hero. And in that State the (lower group or flesh-eating f)

• Sfanu Bmriti
,
Oh. VII, pp. 46-7.

| In Gnrgaon Jhe M&lis are often employed in Sar&ogi temples.



Muhammadan MaUt.m
MAlls adopt Brahmans or Bairagia as their gurfa, receiving inreturn

heads (kanthis

)

or tbe /awto at their hands. Certain groups too affect

particular divinities. Thus the M&hars affect Devi, ana Hanfifb&n,

Bon of Anjani, one of R&m Chandra’s messengers. The Phtils affect

SMnvji {Sri Krishna). In Sangfur some of the M&lis are Sikhs of

Curd Govind.

Myths have clustered round the M&li caste. When Rim Chandra
wedded R&j& Janak’s daughter the following quatrain was sung:—

Ohar ghar mangal, ghar ghar shddt.

Ghar ghar harjaa gawane,
» Gund Uyai Malan phulon ka sihra,

Ram Lachhman gal pawane.
* In every house are festivities and rejoicings in every house are.

How good of the Mali’s wife to bring garlands of flowers to put

on the necks of Rim and Lachhman.’
*

So too Kubjd.* or Kabiriy Mdlan, used to offer garlands of flowers to

Krishna and his queens.

The saints of the Muhammadan Malis.

Mahbfib was a famous saint of Baghdd.d, and he had a favourite Ar&Q
disciple named Mahmud, to whom he assigned gardening as a vocation.

Accordingly wben about to plant a sapling or to make a disciple the

Mdlis distribute sweets in his natne, and when in any difficulty they
repeat his name. Before planting a new garden they also say

Bismilldh-ir-Rahmin-ir-Rahim,

Bdgh lagaya Panjtan, mdli bhae Rasul,

Chare ydr
t
chare ehaman,

Hazrat Imam Hasan wa Husain do phul3

Ba-haqq*i-Ld Ildha il-Allah-u-Muhammaiur*Ra8ul-Alldh .

( In the name of God the most merciful.

The Panji-tan have planted a garden, of which the Prophet became
the gardener,

The four companions were as many gardens,

Hazrat Imd.m Hasan and Husain were two flowers.

In truth there is none worthy of worship save God, and Muhammad
is his Prophet/

The Mdilis also revere Khwdja Khizr, the Melchisedec of the Old
Testament.

fc

Caste Administration .

The Mdlfs in the south-east of the Punjab have a well-organised
system of panchdyats, with hereditary chaudhris . In Delhi tbe
ctiaudhri is called bddshah

,

and the chaudhris from Goh&na, Maham,
Kh&rkhauda, Bahddurgarh and Jhajjar join his panchdyat. t In Karn&l
the chauntras are at Panipat and Karndl itself. In Jind the chaudhri
represents the village at the chauntra (Munak in P&tidla) where the
chaudhris assemble to decide disputes. In the western Districts the
system does not exist.

v She is mentioned in the Mahibhirata.

& * }\In Jhajjar eight chaudhri* are said to be subordipate to a chauntfa,
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The panchiyats have decided many points of customary law, e.p.,

when a M&Ii widow declined to marry her htisband’s younger
brother, in defiance of caste custom, it was decided .that if she
did not do so, she must live in the family and earn her own living *

by labour, or else be excommunicated. In Kharkhauda the panchayat
has decided that the caste of MAlis shall not supply water to

people under penalty of a fine. A M&li who repudiated his first

wife and married another was mulcted in a penalty of Rs. 27 and
compelled to maintain his first wife. MAli women used to wear the
nose-ring, but ouce a widow resolved to burn herself on her husband’s
pyre, and before doing so she took off all her ornaments except
her nose-ring, declaring that any wife like her would remain for

ever a wife, since she had taken with her the nose-ring, the token
of her Hohdg

t
and that if any wife of the tribe would love her husband

like her she must wear no nose-ring. Since then the custom of

wearing the nose-ring has become extinct. About 60 years ago a
MAli of Delhi attempted to revive the custom and he had a nose-ring
worth Rs. 70 made, with rings of less value worth Rs. 300 or Rs. 400*
He gave the most valuable ring to his wife by karetca, but the mra-
chiyat decided that as karewa was permissible there was no need for

wives to wear nose-rings. So the ring was given to a barber’s wife.

Occupation,

By occupation the M&li or Ar&in, whether Hindu or Muhammadan,
whatever his name or creed may be, is essentially a petty cultivator,

sometimes rising to the status of a J&t, as do the Sainis in HoshiAr-
pur, sometimes sinking to the lower occupations of selling flowers,

vegetables, aud leaf-platters, or even to drawing water. At Hindu
weddings, the Hindu Mali’s function is to supply the garland and
chaplet (,sihra)

of flowers worn on the forehead under the maur or

crown by the bridegroom. The fee paid for this is Re. 1-4. The M6li
women often do the same work as the men.

In M&ler Kotla the Muhammadan ArAins are termed BAghb&n, aud
some 'are employed a9 gardeners, others as cultivators : the latter are
called GAchhi.

In Jind the R&ins or BAghbAns claim descent fromRai JAj, grandson
of LAwA, founder of Lahore, aud say they were converted to IslAm in

the 12th century A. D. In Sangrur tahsil the ArAins claim descent
from Jassa, brother of Shaikhs and SinhAij, sons of SadhAri, a RAjput
of Delhi. Jassa embraced Islam and his descendants are called RAin or

MAhar.
•

The KunjrAs are sabzi-farosh or green-grocers, and are divided into

several sub-ca9tes of which two, the Karal and ChauhAn, are found in

Jfnd. The Karal claim descent from SArsut Brahmans and at their

weddings they still observe the phera, light a fire and put on the janeo
• before the Muhammadan nikdh is celebrated. The Cba&Mn of course
claim RAjpnt origin. ;

*

In HissAr the Samis are said to be an offshoot of the Gola sub-caste,

but in KarnAl they form a separate sub-caste.

AUliIb, (1) an agricultural clan found in ShAhpur
; (2) see under M^li,

,
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Mauaru, a sept of Kanets, descended from the third son of R4j& Amar
Chaad of Kahlfir (Bildspur), who sank from Rfijput status by marrying
*a peasant bride. Another account makes them descendants of a son of

Tegh Gband, 3rd son of Udj& Kdhn Chand of Kahldr. The sept is

found mainly in Hinddr (Ndldgarh) but also in Kahldr.

Malik-pin, a section of the Afridis numerous in lower Mir&nzai, in KohAt,
in colonies brought down by retired officers of that tribe from the hills,

Maliki, one of the four great schools of doctrine of the Sunni Muhammad-
ans. Described by Mr. Maclagan as “ very rare in India, and generally

supposed to be almost confined to Barbary and the adjacent tracts

in (Jorth Africa. The figures in our returns can be looked on as

no sort of guide, but from the appearance of the term ‘ Maliki B&lmiki 9

in conjunction it seems probable that the sect may have some attraction

for the lower class of Mussalm&n. This school was founded “by

Malik-ibn-Anas (A. D. 716-795), and it is remarkable for its strict

adherence to the letter of the traditions and its complete supersession

of private judgment.”

Maltkshahi, see under Utmfinzai.

Malka, (1) a Kharral clan ; (2) a Muhammadan J&t clan (both agricultural)

found in Montgomery.

Malkiar, a section of the Tarlns, settled in the Haripur plain of Haz&ra.
They claim to be descendants of Malik Y&r, a brother of Tor and
'Spin, but the Tor Tarins say they belong to a subsidiary branch.

MALKOTiA,.a sept of R&jputs, of the 2nd grade of the JaikSria : found in
Hoshi&rpur.

Mallah.—The Mall&h is the boatmali of the Punjab, and is naturally found
in largest numbers in those Districts which include the greatest length
of navigable river. On the Indus he is often regarded by himself and
others as a J&t, and in Amritsar where all boatmen are called mallah*

,

the Mall&h are said to have been originally J&ts. In this District they
have several clans,* own 12 villages in proprietary right, make
nets and baskets and are all Muhammadans. Elsewhere he is doubt-
less almost invariably a Jhinwar by caste, and very generally a
Musalm&n by religion, but in Sirsa most of the Mall&hs on the Sutlej
are by caste Jhabel. He generally combines with his special work of
boat management some other of the ordinary occupations of his caste,

such as fishing or growing water-nuts, but he is not a village menial.
In Karnal the Mall&h claim to be strictly endogamous, and apparently
do not intermarry with the Jhinwar. In Gurgdon the Mall&h is

#
also

called DfliNwar and is found on the Jumna. Generally a boatman he
is also addicted to pettp crime and will go long distances on thieving
expeditions. Under the head Malldh may be included the Moh&na,
T&rut or Dren. The Mohdna is said to be the fisherman of Sindh, but
in the Punjab he is at least as much a boatman as a fisherman. ,The
word in Sanskrit means an estuary or confluence of waters. In

* In Kapfrth&la the following are said to be 90U of the MallAhs Kakori, Ant4ri, Elwe,
3>£te, Pardithi, KothpAl, Jind, Ajri, Thabal and Gantal.

i fTAru means simply ‘ swimmer* or 'ferryman.' The same root appears in Tan*
Tiran.
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BahAwalpur the Jhabels, Mohanas, and Mallahs are said to form one

tribe, the mdhanat or fishermen and the mallahs or boatmen forming
occupational groups within the tribe, while the Jhabels are agriculturists,

owning a certain amount of land* The Moh&nas claim to be u Mahesar ”

Rajputs and have 9 septs :

—

Ichhchhe, of whom some are agriculturists, and others boatmen.
Manchhari, who are boatmen and fishermen.

Balh&rA.

Nihiyi.
Khaurfi.
Hir.

Hussre.
Kat-Bil, some of whom pretend to be Daudpotras and Sirre.

The Dren and Tdru are only found in the hills, where they carry

travellers across the rapid mountain streams on inflated hides. The
former are said to be Musalmdu and the latter Hindu.

The term dren is derived from a word meaning an inflated skin,

buffalo hide, upon which the transit is made. In the Hill States DaryAi
is also used for Dren. Broadly speaking, it may perhaps be said that

the Jhinwar and Mdchhi follow their avocations on land and the Mallah
and Moh&na on water, all belonging to the same caste, but sometimes
the Dren are said to be really Chamdrs and of the same status as the

Sarera.

Mallhi, a J&t tribe, found in Sialkot and Jind. In the latter State it

has Didd»r Singh for its sidh like the Kaler. In Sidlkot the Mallhi

claim Saroha Rdjput descent and say their eponym migrated into the

Punjab with his seven sons as herdsmen. These seven sons founded as

many muhins . They led a pastoral life for three generations and then

Milambar, 4th in descent from Mallhi, founded Achrak near Kasur.*
Their customs are those of the Gor&yas, and they have as their

Brahmans the Hanotras, as mirasis the Kuchars, and as ndis the

Ruspains. In succession the rule of chunddvand
,
per atirpes

,
is said to

be followed. There are also strong colonies in Amritsar and Gujrdnwdld.

In the latter District, Narang, son of Varsi, settled in Hum&yun's time

and his son Rdm married a Wirk maiden receiving her land in dower.

The custom of pagvand also obtains in this District, and adoption

within the clan is common.

Mallane, an Ardiii clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Malli, a J clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar, and also in Ludhidna.
Its ancestor Tilak Rdi has a mdri at Pabbian in the Jagraon tahsil of

the latter District, and there is held an annual fair,- at which offerings

•are given to Brahmans and their chelas
,
on the Amawas of Chet. At

weddings the pair worship at the marii In Sidlkot the Malli are said

to have seven muhins, but they may be confused with the Mallhi.

Malod, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

•

* The Si&lkot pamphlet- of 1863 says the Malli (sic) are Somfc-Vunsi, claiming descent
from R4j£ Suroa, King of Delhi. One “ Mulleh ” a descendant came from Delhi, who with
his son led a pastoral life for 3 generations, after which they settled at Nehra near Kasdr
whence some emigrated here. They have seven movit and intermarry with Cfcima . and
Var&ich,
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Maxwa!, fem. -adj., -ain, an inhabitant of the M&lwa, south of the Sutlej as

^opposed to Majjbail.

Mamadd, a Pafh&Q clan (agricultaral) found in Amritsar.

Mamas, a clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Mamabha, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn. *

Mamazai, a Pafhdn clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Mambab, a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

MamdIna, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

MamebAj a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
Mamba, a Jfit clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Mamba, a Muhammadan 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
Mamba!, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Mamunkhbl, an agricultural clan found in Sh&bpur.

Man , a widespread J&t tribe which is usually said to be asli or original
Jat, like the Bhular and Her. But they also claim Rajput descent.
Thus the MAn, Dull&l and Deswdl J&ts all claim descent from Dhanna
Rao of Silantha in Rohtak by a Badgujar R&jput wife and so these
three tribes are said not to intermarry,* but the MAn also claim descent
from a Punw&r Rfijput of Gayh Gajni who settled in Pati&la in the time
of the famous Bani P61 of Bha^inda, and yet a third tradition makes
them descendants of Bani P&l himself.t R&jd. BinepAl, as they call

him, was the last ruler of Ghazni and he led an expedition into India,
founded Bha^inda, driving out the Bhattis, and became the progenitor
of the M&n and other tribes. One famous Md.ii was Bhundar * KhAn 9

and his son Mirza Khdn obtained that title from one of the emperors
who also gave another Man the title of Sh&h. His descendants form
the Md.nshd.hia muhin of the Md»ns. Sindhu, they also say, was one of
the 12 sons of. M&n.

The Mdn hold a barah or group of 12 villages in Hoshi&rpur. In
Sidlkot, it is said, the Deo will not intermarry with the Md,n as tradition

says their ancestor forbade them to have any dealings with them.

It is said that Th6kur Rajputs of the M&n tribe are still to be found
in Jaipur. Several of the leading Sikh families belong to this tribe, and
their history will be found in Sir Lepel Griffin’s Panjab Chiefs . That
writer states that there is

“ a popular tradition in the Punjab which
makes all of the M&n tribe brave and true.” The home of the Mdn is in

the northern Mdlwa, to the east of that of the Bhular
;
but they are

found in every District and State of the Punjab east of Lahore, especi-
ally in the northern Districts and along the Sutlej. And from the fact
that the Mdn of Jullundur and of Karnal also trace their origin to the
neighbourhood of Bhatiu(ja, it would appear probable that there was
the original home of the tribe. In Jfnd they have a jabbera, B&b&
Bola, at Chdo, and to him offerings are made at weddirygs and on the
Diw&li. j

* Another, tradition makes their ancestor a RAtlior R&jput and adds the Sewig to his

descendants.

f This would give the Min the same Bijput ancestry as the Varyi. Bani Pil had 4

sons, Parg4, JKndar, Khili and Maur of whom the first settled in Nibha.
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Mancetbari, a fisherman (M.) : said to be a sept of the Jhabels or Moh&nas,
but see Manchhera.

. *

Manchhera.—

A

s the name denotes, a tribe of fishermen. Apparently
confined to the Indus near Bhakkar, they are orthodox Sunni Muham-
madans with a few distinctive customs. Thus they avoid weddings in

Katak—as well as during the Muharrain. Dower is fixed by custom
at not less thau 100 copper coins and a gold mohar. Sometimes when
a bride reaches her father-in-law’s house for the first time she sits on
the threshold and exacts 2 or 3 rupees before she will enter it. A
bride returns to her parents’ home after a week, staying there a week,
and returning to her husband’s on the 8th day, with a quantity of

parched grain for distribution among her relations-in-law. On a death
the corpse is washed and a coffin made by a mullah , If the members
of the brotherhood be present they each place a shroud 3J cubits long
on the corpse, which is then laid on a charpdi and carried to the
graveyard.

Manp, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Mult&n : also in J£nd
in which State they offer at weddings 1 J man of sweet porridge with

halwd to and light a lamp on the samadh of their sidh, who appears to

be their fathera.

Mandahar, a tribe of Rajputs, holding a compact block in Kaiihai, with a
chaudhriat at Siwan, and almost confined to the Nardak of Karndl,

Amb&ia and the neighbouring portion of Pafiala. They are said to

have come from Ajudhia to Jind driving the Chandel and Bar&h R&jputs

who occupied the tract into the Siw&liks and across the Ghaggar
respectively. They then fixed their capital at Kal&yat in Pati&la,

with minor centres at Safidon in Jind and AsandK in Karn&l.

They lie more or less between the Tunwar and Chauh&n of the

tract. Bat they have in more recent times spread down below the

Chauh&n into the Jumna riverain of Karn&l, with Gharaunda as

a local centre. They were settled in these parts before the advent
of the Chaulnki, and were chastised at Sarnana, now in Patiala,

by Firoz Sh&h who carried off their Ranas to Delhi, and made
many of them Musalmans. The Safidon branch obtained the villages

now held by them in* the Nardak in comparatively late times by
intermarriage with the Chauh&ns. And though they expelled the

Chandel EAjputs from Kohand and Gharaunda when they first came
into those parts of Karnal, yet the Chandels reconquered them, and the

final occupation by the Handlers coming direct from Kal&yat, now in

Pati&la, is possibly of comparatively recent date. The Mandahfir,

Kandali&r, Bargujar, Sankarw&l, and PanihAr R&jpnts are said to be
descended from L&wa, a son of Rdm Chandra, and therefore to be
Solar Rajputs ; and in Karn&l at least they do not intermarry. A few
Mandah&r are found east of the Jumna in Sah&ranpur, but the tribe

appears to be very local.

MIndal, Ma$£al, a tribe which originally came from S6m&na in Pafidla

and is now found in Karn&l. It acquired the name of ’Mariai, Marhal*

• Wynyard’s AmbAla Sett. Rept) p. 32. Majhi is a tomb er shrine" See also tmder

Jfaral.
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or Mandbal from its ancestor who was found newly born by bis dead
mother’s side. The Karnal Gazetteer says
“ The Maodals, or as they are sometimes called Marhals, are said to be a family of Mfila

Jfits, or J4ts who have been converted to Islam. They generally call themselves PathAna,
and they affect the Pathin affix of Kh6n to their names. They also sometimes assert that
they are of RAjput descent, and the poor Musalman RAjputs occasionally marry their
daughters to them, bat under no circumstances would a Rajput marry a Mandal woman,
and the latter marry only within the family, which being very limited in numbers, many
of the girls remain unmarried.*’

MA:ppAN, an Ardfp clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Montgomery.

Mandanr, Mandar, (1) the branch of the Ygsufzai Pathdns which holds the
Peshdwar plain north of the Kdbul river, called British Yusufzai, the
Chamla valley on the Pesb&war border, and part of the Haripur tract
in Haz&ra

: (2) a Jpcgar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Manpi, an Ar&iti clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Montgomery.

Manual, an inhabitant of Mapdi State or its capital : see also Mian.

Mando Khel, one of the oldest branches of the Path&ns, but never very
numerous, and descended from Mandu, son of Ismdli alias Ghorghasht.
They have hardly migrated from their original seat in the upper or
north-eastern part of the Zhob valley, near the junction of that river
with the Gomah Quiet and inoffensive they are devoted to agriculture,
growing rice and other grains: but some follow a pastoral life. They
have their kinsmen, the Mus& Khel Pannis and K&kars on their south and
west, the Wazirs on their north and theHarpail Sherannis on their east.

MANpTB, an Ardin clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

MAnes, a tribe, mainly Muhammadan, of J&t status, found chiefly along the

Dog stream in Montgomery. Some are Hindus or Sikhs, They claim

to be R&jputs, descendants of Mdnes, grandson of Salvdhan K&ja of

Si&lkot, but their legends involve a war between him and the Moslems
of Mecca ! They appear to be racially connected with the Bhattis and
Wattus. They grow most of the rice raised in the Gugera tahsil.

MAng, Mang, a J&t dan (agricultural) found in Multdu and Amritsar.

Mangai, a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Mangal, (1) a Pa^hAn tribe, expelled from Bannu by the Bannuchi,
Apparently now called Mangali: (2) Also a Kanbt sept.

Mangal Khel, a PathSn tribe of Upper Bangash (Kurram), said by Raverty
to be distiucb from the Mangali.

Mangali, a branch of the Karl&ui Pathiins. It is divided into three tribes

Mughal, Jadr&n and Bab&durzai, all found in Kurram along the
. borders of Khost on the north, west and south. It also includes

a clan called the Mangai Khel. Towards the close of the 13th century,

or perhaps 50 years earlier, the Mangai and the Hanbi, an affiliated

tribe of Sayyid origin, left their seats in Birrail, crossed the Sulaim&ns
into Bannu and settled in the Kurram and Gainbila valleys. About a
century later the Bannuchi drove both tribes back into the mountain? of

Koh&t and Kurram where they still dwell.

Mangan, a Muhammadan clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery an
MultAn. *

Mangar, an old tribe of the Jhang Bir.
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Manual a clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar, and .also found in
Ludhifina and the adjoining portion of Pa^tela.

Manoath, a tribe of J&ts.

Mangeba, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Mangiana, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

Mangla, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

Manhas, a tribe of R&jputs, found in large numbers throughout the

country below the Jammu border, i.e. in Rawalpindi, Jhelum, Siflkot,

Gurd&spur, etd. They claim Solar origin by direct descent from R&m
jOhandar, whose descendant Ukalghar (Ak&lghar) took up his abode in

the Dodb (Si&lkot). His son Jamu L&chan became famous, defeated

Chandar Hans, Rdja of the Madra Des, ’and built the modern city

of Jammu. The present ruling family of Kashmir are his lineal

descendants and owe their family name of Jarnwill to him. One of

this royal race, named Malan Hans took to the plough and lost status,

so that his descendants have been disparagingly termed Manh&s ever

since.* Traditions as to the migrations of the Manh&s vary. They
say their ancestor came from Ajudhia, but some aver that they settled

in Si&lkoJ before they conquered Jammu, while others say they went
first to Kashmir, then to Si&lkot and then to Jammu. All seem agreed

that they moved into Jammu from the plains. It is probably safest to

regard the Jamw&l as the territorial title of the ruling family or clan

of the M&nluls tribe, rather than to hold 4 Jamw&l* to have been the

old name of the whole tribe, but now confined to tho royal branch who
do not engage in agriculture and so look down upon their cultivating

brethren the Manh&s. They give daughters to the Salahria, but are

said not to obtain brides in return. They intermarry, apparently on
equal terms, with the ‘Chumbal* (Chambidl), ‘Goolaria’ (?Goleria),
4 Charuk, Bagul arid Bugwal ’ R&jputs. They are said to oall their eldest

son R&j&, and the younger ones Mi&n, but this probably only applies to

the ruling, or at most, principal families. Chundavand is said to be
the universal rule of inheritance.

Like the Baju and Salahria!Rajputs the Manhas of tahsils Si&lkot and
Zafarw£l have a curious and apparently unique custom of legitimiz-

ation. If a man leave a natural son by a woman whom he might have
married, he succeeds equally with the legitimate sons, provided the

deceased’s brother marries her, in which event she is called a dhual
(Panj&bi udhal). But if he do not marry her she is called a bothal (the

term for a widow who has remarried) and her son a chhatrora, and he

then is only entitled to 5 per cent, of his father’s land and 5 marlaa for

a building site.t

Houses of burnt brick are avoided.^ The Manh&s are for the roost

part Hindus, at least in the cis-Jhelum tract. They pour water on a
goat’s head at muhhldwa

,
and consider that his shaking his head in

consequence is pleasing to their ancestors. Some of the Manh&s
1 — r r- '

* The Mahton claim a very similar origin. The Mairs claim to be an off-shoot of* the

Manh&s.

f Mittory of Si&llcot
, p. 73. Some villages say that the bothal only succeeds in case of

marriage. The woman however would hardly succeed in thejpresence of her son, the

chhatrofa, a tefm equivalent to the satror* or sartora of the Simla Hills.

% For the^origin of this tabu see under Rijput, infra.
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in Mahilpur* are Muhammadan. They took to weaving and were
thenceforth styled Shaikhs, but the R&jpute still visit them and address

them as bhai but do not intermarry with them. There are a few
Manh&s villages in Una tahsil, Hoshi&rpur, where they give their

Brahmihioal gotta as Bh&radw&j, and adopt that name in religious

rites. Their Brahmans are S6rsuts of the Khajtir Dogra group. They
have to provide dower (dihej) for daughters given in marriage to higher

septs of Rajputs, but per contra receive dowers with brides taken from

lower grades. Manh&s are also found as a R&jpufc (agricultural) tribe

in Montgomery, where they are Hindus, and iu Sh&hpur.

Maniar, Muniar, an occupational term. The Maniar of the eastern Districts

is a man who works in gla^s and sells glass bangles, generally hawking
them about the villages, ds opposed to the Churfgar or bangle-maker
pure and simple. But throughout the rest of the Punjab maniar is any
pedlar, manidri lechhna being the common term for the occupation of

carrying petty hardware about for sale. Thus wo have Bis&ti, Khoja,
Pardcha, Banj&ra, and Mani&r, all used in different parts and some of

them in the same part of the Province, for a pedlar
;
and the result is

that the figures have probably been mixed up in our Census returns.

MAtfJ.f—The most widely distributed of all the sub-montane Rdjputs. They
hold the south-western portion of Julian dur and the north-w* stern

portion of Ludhiana, and are to be found in all the adjoining Districts

and States. Some 9,000 Manj Alpial also appear in Rawalpindi, but
whether they are of the same stock as the Manj of Ludhidna and
Jullundur is more than doubtful. The Manj say that they are Bhafti
R&jputs, descended from H&jaSalv&han, father of H&j& RasAlu of Sidlkot.

Some 600 years ago Shaikh Ch&chu and Shaikh Kilchi, two Manj
R&jputs, are said to have settled at Hatfir in the south-west of Ludhiana,
whence their descendants spread into the neighbouring country

; and*
the Jullundur traditions refer their conquest of the tract to the time of

AlA-ud-din KJiilji. As, however, they state that Shaikh Ch&chu was
converted by Makhdum Sh6h Jah&nian of Uch, who died in J 383 A.D.,

it would appear that if the tradition has any foundation, Al&-ud-din

Sayyid must be meant. After the dissolution of the Delhi empire the

Maiij Rais of T&lwandi and Raikot ruled over a very extensive territory

south of the Sutlej, till dispossessed of it by the Ahluwdlia Sikhs and
Ranjit Singh; and even earlier than this the Manj Naw&bs of Kot Isa

Kh&n had attained considerable importance under the emperors. North
of the Sutlej the Manj never succeeded in establishing a principality; but
they heh3 a large tract of country in the south-west of the Jullundur

district about Taiwan, Nakodar, and Malsi&n, and held much of it in

jdgir under the Mughals, but were dispossessed by Tdra Singh GTheba

and the Sindhdnwdlia Sikhs. The Manj in N&bha claim to be de-

scendants of Tulsi R&m, a descendant of Banni Pffl, who floursihed

under Aurangzeb, and did much to allay the dissensions of the time. He
seamed many honours by military service and held charge of the Raikot
State and a large part of the area now occupied by the Phfilki&n Stfates.

The Ma$j are uow all Musalman, though many were still Hindu
after the time of Shaikh Ch&chu. In Ferozepur they still disallow

* Apparently in Hoshi&rpur.
1 ~

i
tn the KAngri dialect the word is said to mean * in the middle.’ In the uplands
inj country a firm clay soil is called manj

:

P.‘N. Q., I.,l§ 619.
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harewa. Their genealogists live in Patidla, as do those of the Bhat# of

Jullundur. In the Ain-i- Akbari the Manj are wrongly shown as Main, a
title which is said to belong properly to the Ghorewdha of Ludhidna.

Manjhaii, Majjhail, an inhabitant of the Mdnjhd, Panjabi Dicty p. 723.

Manjoth, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Manjotha, a 3&\ tribe, which claims to have come with the Baloch from
Mekrdn. It is found in Sanghar tahsil of Dera Ghdzi Khan. Like the

Arwal it follows Baloch custom in matters of marriage, etc.

Manmahar, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Mannan, (1) a Jdt and (2) an Ardin clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Mansur, a section of the Jaduns in Hazara, where it is settled in the
Mangal tract and in and about Nawdnshahr : see Gadun and Hassanzai.

Mansurke, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Mantari, Man; ari, a wizard, conjurer, Panjabi Dicty., p. 725. The term
« was in use in the SimW Hills till recent times in the sense of minister or

counsellor.

Manwale, an Ardin clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Manzai, see under Wazir.

Mapalke, a Muhafnmadau Jat elan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

MARAf, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Maral, a tribe found in Bahdwalpur. Maral, its eponym, was a Chaubdn
who migrated from Delhi and settled in Sindh. He had three sons,

but all their descendants are called Marais. Their mirdsis give the
following folk-etymology : A certain Chauhdn was told by his astro-

logers that a boy would bo born in a Chauhdn family who would destroy
his kingdom, so he ordered that all the children born to the Chauhdns
should be killed, but MaraTs mother concealed him in a drum, and so

he was named Maral (from marhna, ‘ to muffle/) while the family fled

to Sindh. Cf. Mandal and Marral.

Ma$al, a Hdjput clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

MaralI, a Muhammadan Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Marana, an Ardig clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Marap, see Chdlizang.

Marar, a sept of Som-bansi Rajputs found in Gujrdt, whither they migrated
from Sdmdna in Akbar's time. They intermarry, but also give

daughters to Sayyids and Chibhs.

Marasi, fern, -an, see Mirdsi.

Maratb, a wandering tribe of somewhat thievish propensities, found mainly

in the northern part of Multdn.

Maraz, a Rdjput clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Ma^dak, a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Ma$hbl, a branch of the Niazi Pathdns, descended frojaa its 'eponym, one of

the eight sons of Jdm.
Marhel, an insignificant tribe possessing a few scattered fcirrtr in the low

hills between the Shirdui villages and the British border in Dera Ismdil

Khdu. They are employed iu trading between the Kdkar country
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and the Damto. They are like the Pawindahs in their habits, and
more away to Afghanistan at the beginning of the hot weather.

Marhotra, see Malhotra.

Mar!ana, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

Marjana, a clan of the Sidle.

Markanda, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Mabkha, a Jd( clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Mabral.—

T

he Marral seem to have been once of far greater importance than

now in the Jhang District/ which is their home. They claim to be
Chauhdn R&jputs by origin, and to have come to the Upper Chenab in

the time of Akbar. They are a fine bold looking set of men, but with

a bad reputation for cattle-lifting, and are poor cultivators. The
name may be a corruption of Marhal—see under Mandal—or they may
be identical with the Maral.

Mabrar, a Jdt clan found in Ludhiana. It claims descent from Shinh
Chand who is Worshipped as its jafhera at weddings by the bridegroom

aud bride. The offering ol panjiri
(
gur

,
flour and ghi mixed together)

and cloth is taken by a Brahman. Some of this got avoid onions, like

most strict Hindus. Shinh Chand’s shrine is at Gharehun in Pa^idla

but he has mat

*

in several villages.

Marfj, an organised Baloch tuman which holds the country beyond our
southern border

;
it is wholly independent, or rather nominally subject

to the KMn of KelAt, not being found within the Punjab. Of Rind*
origin, the Marri, who hold a largo area bounded by the Khetr&n
on the east, the Bugti on the south, Kachhi of KeUt on the west,

and Afghanistan on the north, are the moat powerful and consequently
the most troublesome of all the Baloch tribes. They have four clans,

the Ghaz&ni, Lohar&ni, Maz6r6ni, and Bij&r&ni, of which the Maz£rdni
. live beyond Sibi and the BoUn and are almost independent of the tribe.

The tribe is wholly nomad and predatory.

Marula, a Muhammadan J&t dan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Mabwat, a tribe of Path&ns which holds almost the whole of the Lakki
tahsil, i.e. the south-eastern half and the whole central portion of the
country between the trans-Indus Salt-range aud the Wazir hills.

The Marwat are one of the four great tribes of the Loh&ni Pathdns.
About the beginning of the 17th century the Daulat Khel Loh&nis
quarrelled with the Marwat and Mi&n Khel and drove them out of
Ttok. The Marwat moved across the Salt-range and drove the Nifizi

eastwards across the Kurram river and the Salt-range into Isd Khel orvthe
banks of the Indus where they found a mixed Aw&n and J&t population,
expelled the former and reduced the latter to servitude. Within the
50 years preceding 1880 they began to retrace their footsteps and

* passed southwards over the Salt-range into Dera Ism&il Kh&n, where
they, occupy small tracts wrested from the Kundi in the northern
comer of T4nk and along the ‘foot of the hills, and from the BlucK
Path&ns in the Panidla country. Their most important clans are the

1
* ' '

4>
'

rr1n " r "' r ' * ..i- 1.-.. i. ... — - mm,,, ,,,

* According to Dames, the Maz&r&nis are said to be of Khetr&n origin, and the Loharanis
of mixed desoent. Jatts, some Kalmatis, Buledhis and Hasanis have been absorbed, end
perhaps some Pathfo elements among the Bij&r&nia,
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Mfisa Khel, Achu Khel, Khuda Khel,* Bahrain and Tappi. With them
are associated a few of the Nidzi, who remained behind when the
main body of the tribe was expelled. The Marwat are as fine and law-
abiding body of men as are to be found on our border. They are a
simple, manly, and slow-witted people strongly attached to their

homes, good cultivators, and of pleasing appearance, being lair, tall

and muscular. Their women are not secluded, and converse readily

with strangers. Upon them however falls the labour of water-carrying,

which is by no means light. Accompanied by a man as escort they go
iu troops of 10 or 20 to fetch water from the Gambila, often a distance

of 10 or 12 miles from their village. The Ejhatak, their hereditary

enemies say of them :
‘ Keep a Marwat to look after asses ;

his stomach
well-filled and his feet well-worn.* About 1 790 the Marwac had two
chiefs who were rivals : one Nfir Kh&n of the Pah£r Khel, a section of

the M&mu Khel sub-division of the Khudo Khel, descended from
Sandar, son of Sal&r, son of Marwat and hereditary chief of the

tribe ; the other Gulrang Kh&n of the Hafiz Khel, a man of gigantic

stature.

Nomads for the lhost part the Marwats possessed numerous flocks

and herds, and used to migrate from the plains to the mountains in the

hot season. They used to redistribute the lands of their villages

every 10 or 12 years, and sometimes at. longer intervals, but this

redistribution was restricted within certain customary limits. Each
member of the community, however, even infants in arms, had a share

allotted to him.

Every Marwat belongs to one of the two great factions, the Spin
and Tor, quarrels between which led to the occupation of their country
by the Naw£b H&fiz Ahmad Khitn of Mankera after the battle ot
L&gharw&h in 1819 when the Spin or White faction overthrew the

Black. As a body the Marwats are Path&ns of very pure descent and
as such naturally proud and fiery. Their passions when once aroused
are not easily soothed, but blood- feuds are now of rare occurrence.

Two clans, the Michan Khjel and the Mole Khel, though not Marwat
by origin are also commonly known as Marwat, live in the Marwat
tract and have by association and intermarriage become so assimilated

as to be practically identified with them.

The Marwats, who are Lodi t Afghans, have no such customs as the

dum and that of the seven strings, the tying of the bridegroom's sheet to

that of the bride's sister, or the sword drippings, which are in vogue
among the Klia^aks, nor do they employ dums in the same way.

*+
Those three appear to be also called the Dreplara (or clan of the three fathers) Musa Khel.

As the Marwat are the most numerous of the Pathan tribes of Bannu, so the DrepMra are
the most numerous of the Marwat, their villages extending from Lakki to the hills with
extensive settlements in the Thai also. Of the Dreplara the most important section is the
Achu Kliel, with sub-sections called Begu and Isak and the Khud4 Khel .among whom the
Sikandar Khel aro pre-eminent. (This account appears to make the -Khudi Khel a
bfttnch of the Achu Khel). The Musa Khel extend from the Nogr&m to the left bank of the
Kurram, and their principal sections are the Takhti Khel,’ Bahiifn Khel, Pasanni and
Januzai. The Tappi clan is generally counted with the M'6s& Khel. It includes the
Adamzai and Wali Marwats. The Bahr4m have two sections, Totazai and Umar-Khan Khel,
with their leading sub-sections, the Ghazni Khel and P&har Khel, respectively : Bannu
Gazetteer, 1907, p. 58.

f go one authority. But the Marwat are Lohanis, not Lodis.
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At the time of betrothal a threaded needle is given by the girl's

father to the dallaL At the time of marriage the janj of the bride-

groom is opposed by the girl's party, but is admitted on payment of

Rs. 5 or Rs. 10 to the girl's dum. On arrival at bed-time a feast is first

held—the men of both parties assembling at the hvjra. The boy and
four or five of his chosen companions have to wait until the rest have
eaten. They are then taken to the courtyard of the girl and one of

her relations dresses him in a new suit of clothes which he gives him,

Menhdi is then put on his hand and on those of the men with him. by
the girl's mirdsan , They then retire to the chauk, and spend the night

in singing, watching boys dance, etc., and early next morning the girl,

having been attired as a married woman by the mirdsan and having

had mendhi put on, is placed on a pony and rides ahead of the party

with the boy's father or brother leading her.
, On arrival at the boy's

village he gives a fea^t for which every villager gives a rupee, a care-

ful record of the payment being kept in order that a similar sum may
be repaid at a marriage in the donor's family. On her arrival the girl

refuses to alight until she is given something, such as a cow.

At night she is married. She usually consents to forego the greater

portion of her dower at this time in exchange for. the khairat of the

chulha
,

or a right to give away alms. She remains two nights and is

taken away on the third night. She stops with her parents a few days

and then returns.

Maryal, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Masaik, MashAik, see Shaikh.

Masan, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

MAsAND, Masandu, fem. -ani, a body of Sikh devotees who appear to have been

employed as collectors of religious offerings for the Gurus until their ex-

actions led to their suppression and almost complete extermination, though
a few scattered families still survive. The story goes that Guru RAm Rai,

who was an adept in yoga
,
was in a trance when the masands burnt

his body. His widow wrote to Sri Hargovind, his father, to complain
of this hasty act in particular and of the peculation and vices of the

masands. Sri Hargovind accordingly proceeded to Dera Dfinand there

burnt 11 ma8and8 alive. Guru Govind also was asked by "his Sikhs

whether the pujdris whom he had sent out to preach, but who applied

the offerings collected by them to their own use, were called masands,

but in spite of their reiterated complaints the Guru was reluctant

to take action. At last a band of mimics
(
naqtias

)
visited the Gujju and

he asked them to perform a farce representing the doings of the masands.

They accordingly gave a dramatic representation of the wasteful exfcor-

tion and immorality attributed to these votaries, and so excited the

Guru's compassion far his disciples that he had the masands all captured
and brought to Anandpur where he destroyed them, to the number of

2>200, in boiling oil and by other torments, in Sambat 1 757. A few
* however escaped and were excommunicated or eventually pardoned.

Cf. Mina Masandia, Panjabi Bicty., p. 783.

Ma$anIj -iAj one who removes the remains of a burnt oorpse«
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Mashan, a sept of sefcond grade Kanets found in Mellam, a village of

pargana Rrfqg&on in Kanaur. Of Sanskr. mashan ,
a ‘goblin : and see

under Sbyuna, and Rfikshas.

Mashhadi, a Sayyid clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Montgomery.

Mashxi, Maski, fem. -an, fr. mashak
, masafe, a waterskin : one who carries

water in a skin, i.e. a water-carrier for Muhammadans* See under
Jhinwar. The M&shki is not a caste, but a Muhammadan Jhinwar
who is of necessity employed only by Muhammadans.

Mashwan!, a non-Path&n sept found principally in Jandol and also in

Maiden (B&jaur) of unknown origin, but probably of the same stock

as the Mashw&m near Kdbul, They own no land, but cultivate as

tenants. Gf. Mishw£ni.

Masoke, a Kh&rral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,

Massanke, a Kharralolan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,

Mastana, fem. -f, a Muhammadan faqir.

Mastani, a sect of faqirs who wear anklets of bells
(ghungrus) on their

feet and dance in the streets
;
they are said to collect one pice at each

house.

Mastiyana, an Arain clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Maswan, a Ja{ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Mat, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Matanni, one of the 5 m^in branches of the Plain Mohmands.

Matar, a J£)ogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Matx, a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Matro, a R&jput clan (agricultural) found in Multan,

Mattiana, a sept of Kanets, found in Hindur (Nalagarh),

Matu, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Maulai, a sect to which belong all the people of Hunza, Pony£l, Zebak,
Shighnan, Roshan, Munjan, Kolah and Darw&z, more than half those

of Sirikot, Wakhan, Yassin, and most of those of the Ludkho Valley in

Chitr&l. Maul&is are also said to be found in Afghanistan, where they
are known as Muftadis, and elsewhere. The head of the sect is the
Agha KbAn of Bombay, the spiritual chief of the Khojas. Next in

rank to him is Sh&h Abdul Rahim of Zebak, The countries inhabited

by the Maul&is are roughly divided among a number of hereditary firs,

but residence does not give a pir authority over the whole of any
special district. Treated with extraordinary respect, the pirs receive

the best of every thing a Maulai possesses and transmit a portion of

jtheir offerings yearly to the Agha Kh&n. Below them *in rank are
khalifas, who merely collect offerings. * •

The Maul&is assert that their sect was founded by the Imam
J&fir Ali S£diq, but the author of the Zubdat-ul-Akhb&r^aya that it

was founded by Muhammad Mahdi, sixth in descent from that Im&m,
in 299 H. First known as the Ismailias his followers recognised



n itautii tenets.

him as the 12th Im&m. Driven from Egypt by*Salah-ud-Din, the tenets

of the sect'were brought to Persia by fiassan-i-Sabbah who established

himself in Alamanfc. Thus the MauUis belong to or are an offshoot

4>f the great Muhammadan order
,of the Assassins and are spiritually

akin to the Druses of Lebanon. Synonyms are Mugli or Mawalli.

The kalima of ihe Maul&is is changed every year under instructions

from their spiritual head. The, unorthodoxy of the Maul&is is

illustrated by the fact that they make no secret of the practice

of drinking liquor, which was at one time universally drunk in

the countries to the south of the Hindu Ktish.

One of the precepts of the sect is that ‘ a man should conceal his faith

and his women,’ and their tenets are therefore difficult to ascertain,

bnt they undoubtedly esteem Ali who they say was born of Light as

an incarnation of the Deity and superior to Muhammad himself. Dis-

carding the idea of a future life they believe in the metempsychosis* A
good Maulai is as one dead (to the world;, prayers therefore are un-

necessary, as is fasting, and the practical religion of an uneducated

MauUi consists in little more than obedience to his pit and making
offerings to him and the im&m or fc&hib-i-Zam&n, the spiritual chief,

and to him alone is pilgrimage made. A Maul&i should blind himself

to escape envy of others' prosperity, weaken his hands lest they take

what is another’s, and lame himself that he may be unable to disobey

his pir. Cattle that have strayed into his field should not be driven out

till they have eaten their fill of the crop.

Marriage appears to be a pure contract, and a wedding can be

solemnised by any grey-beard. He seats the bride on his left and the

groom on his right, and taking a few pieces of roasted sheep’s liver in

each hand gives some to the bride with his right hand and some to the

groom with his left, crossing his arms. He also gives half a cup of

water to the bride. A few words from the Kalam-v-Pir, a sacred

Persian book which is kept secret and used in place of the Qur&n by
the Maul&is, ebmplete the wedding ceremony.

On the death of a Maul&i the choicest articles of his portable

property are set aside for the Im&m-i-Zam&n. No food is cooked in

the house for from three to eight days, according to the rank of the

deceased, and the family subsist on food cooked elsewhere. Food is

also placed on trees and exposed places for birds to eat. On the even?-

ing of the appointed day a, khalifa comes to the house, and food is

cooked and offered to him. He eats a mouthful and places a piece of

bread in the mouth o i the dead man’s heir after which the rest of the

family partake. The lamp is then lighted \from which the ceremony
is called chirigh roshan), and a six-strmged guitar called gharbd being

produced, singing is kept up for the whole night.

A Maul&i puts no slabs or headstone on a grave, but only one small

stone in the centre.
c

The fact that Maul&is, who are unquestionably spiritual descend*
ants of the Assassins, are found in Afgh&nist&n may, it is suggested,
account for the practice of ghaza among the Path&ns. Prof. Browne
refers to this sect as MtfiAs.
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Min,* op MovANNA.-*-The two words appear to be synonymous. Before the
Kshatriyas overran the Simla Hills the Kanets were a marauding pace,

despising agriculture and engaged in internecine raids. Each party in

a Kanet village at that period had its ew* leader, known as the

movanna (leader) who in addition to his share of the plunder used to get
a small tribute as a haq4-8arddri. The whole of the hills was divided
into petty jurisdictions—the first place as rulers being given to the
gods, and the next to the movanna#. The ruins of the bouses of these

movannas are still to be found ; they are big castle-like buildings.

The Kshatriyas, who came from the plains, were respected by the

people for their skill in the arts of civilization, and lands were
grabbed to the Brahmans who accompanied them as priests* Even-
tually the Kshatriyas by their superior civilization got the upper hand
and expelling or destroying the movannas took possession of the whole
country, reducing the Kanets to vassalage.

In Itullu the mmmni are described by Diackt as the headmen of
villages in remote times before even the rule of the ThAkurs (who were
displaced by the RAjAs) had begun. To them is attributed the construc-

tion of many staircases and buildings in cut-stone which the people of

the present day have lost the art of building. Cf. Mrichh.

Mayarzai, one of the 5 main branches of the Plain Mobmands,

Mazari, an important organised Baloch tuman, practically found only in

Dera GhAzi KhAn, of which District it occupies the southernmost por-

tion, its western boundary being the hills and eastern the river. Its

country extends over the Sind frontier into JacobAbAd, and stretches

northwards as far as Dmarkot and the Pitok pass. RojhAn is the chiefs
headquarters. The MazAri say that about the middle of the 17th century

they quarrelled with the ChAndia of Sindh, and moved into the SiAhAf

. valley and Mario plain, and the hill country to the west now ocoupied

.by the Bngti; but obtaining grants of land in the lowlands gradually
shifted eastwards towards the river. The ruling clan, the BAlAchAni,

traces its descent from Hot, son of JalAl. But the rest of the tribe,

except the Kirds, is Rind. It is divided into three clans, RustamAni,
MasidAni, and SargAni, of which the first two are the more numerous.

Mazbi, or more correctly Mazhabi, is a Ghuhpa who has become a Sikh. Sikh
* ChuhyAs are almost confined to the Districts and States immediately

£a*t and south-east pf Lahore, which form theoentre of Sikhism. Mazbi
means nothing more than, a member of the scavenger class converted to

Sikhism. The Mazbis take the pahul
,
wear their hair long, and abstain

from tobacoo, and they apparently refuse to touch night-soil, though
performing all the other offices hereditary to the ChAhra caste. Their
great guru is Tegh BahAdur, whose mutilated body was brought back
from Delhi by Ghtihf&s who were then aud there admitted to the faith

by Gurfi Gobind as a reward for their devotion. But though good
Sikhs so far as religious observance is concerned, the taint of hereditary
pollution is upon them, and Sikhs of other castes refusd to associate

with them even in religious ceremonies. They oftpn intermarry with
the LAI Begi or Hindu Chuhra. They make capital soldiers and

* It is possible that the word MAvi is connected with *nau, a word which appears to mean
a grant or fief, and is found as a place-name *in Ktogfa &&4 in Jullundur.

t Dialect of Hindi, p. 78,
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some of our Pioneer regiments are wholly composed of Mathis.

One of the bravest of the generals of the Gurus, was Jiwan Singh, a
Mazbi, whose tomb is still shown at Chamkaur in AmbAla. He fell at its

siege in 1705-06 . Daring the Muhammadan persecution of the Sikhs
they dropped out of notice and failing a supporter in the place of Guru
Govind,they never came to the front as a class, although MahArAja Ranjit

Singh had a great admiration for their bravery and enlisted them freely.

Being afraid, however, to form them into separate corps, he attached
a company to various battalions. They were, however, looked down
upon by the other men and naturally became discontented. When the
^Punjab Whs annexed, the Mazbi was a dacoit, a robber and often a
thag. In this capacity he was generally styled a Rangretha. The latter

are a class of Mazbi apparently found only in AmbAla, Ludhiana, and the
neighbourhood who consider themselves socially superior to the rest.

The origin of their superiority, according to Sir Denzil Ibbetson’s

information, lies in the fact that* they were once notorious as

highway robbers ! But it appears that the Rangrethas have very
generally abandoned scavengering for leather-work, and this would
at once account for their rise in the social scale. In the hills Rangretha
is often used as synonymous with Rangrez, or Chhimba or LilAri, to

denote the cotton dyer and stamper, and in Sirsa the Sikhs will often call

any Chuhra whom they wish to please Rangretha, and a rhyme is

current Rangretha
,
Guru ka beta

,
or “ the Rangretha is the son of the

Gur6.” The Mazbis have social distinctions among themselves. The
descendants of the true Mazbis who rescued Togh Bahadur’s body are
strictly speaking, the only asl or real Mazbis, but the term is applied

loosely to more recent converts. Recent converts are looked upon
more or less with a critical eye and are termed MalwAis. This term
was probably a geographical distinction at first, but is now irlerely a
caste one. It takes some generations to make a Mazbi, but how many
he cannot say. Much depends on circumstances, and on the strictness

of the convert’s adherence to the faith as to when ho may be admitted
to an equal footing with a tftie Mazbi. For this reason the ad Mazbi is

scaroe and his physique is falling off. Until quite lately he was never
found in large numbers in any special locality, except for the purpose of

work on a new canal or railway. Two or three Mazbi houses are
attached to JA$ villages where they work as labourers. Grants of land

have, however, been made in GujrAnwAla to pensioners of Pioneer

regiments. The Mazbi gots are numerous and many of them are the
same as those of the JAt, doubtless following the family or group whose
hereditary servants they were. In their customs too, at weddings,

etc., they conform to a great extent to those prevalent among the JAts.

Mazhabi, see Mazbi.

Mazu, a R£jput clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Medh, Balochi, a boatman.

Mao.—The Meg was described by Ibbetson, §653, as the ChamAr of the tract

immediately below the Jammu hills :
—

“

But he appears to be of a slightly

better standing than the ChamAr ;
and this superiority is doubtless

owing tcv the 'fact that the Meg is a weaver as well as a worker in

leather, for weaving stands in the social scale a degree higher than shoe*

making. Like the ChamArs of the plains the Megs work as coolies,
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and like hill menials they work muoh in the Saids. General Cunningham
is inolined to identify them with the Meohioi of Arrian, and has an
inteitesting note on them, at pages 1

1$*

, Vol. II of his Archaeological
Reports

,
in which he describes them as an inferior caste of cultivators

who inhabited the banks of the uf>per Sutlej at the time of Alexander's
invasion, and probably gave their name to the town of Makhowdl."
The latter suggestion is quite untenable. See Megh.

Megal, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n,

Megh, or Mihngh, a low caste found mainly in Si&lkot and along the Jammu
border : also in Amritsar, Gurddspur, Gujrat and Lahore. In Rawalpindi
it is called Meng. In SialkoJ it gives the following tradition of its

origin :

—

In early times its ancestor, who claimed Brahmanic parentage,
used to dwell in the city of K&nshi or Benares. He had two sons,

one a very learned pandit and the other quite illiterate. He asked the
elder to t« ach the younger, but he disobeyed the order, and indignant
at this his father turned him out of his house. The boy set for the
north out of the province (Jammu) and began to teach children like his

ancestors. In the course of time he also began to celebrate the jag
hawan . Once when performing a jag aswameda,* his charms failed to

breath life into the dead body of the cow. As people then began to

look upon him with distrust and hatred he sent for his father whose
charms succeeded in bringing to life the dead cow. His father,

however, forbade him to eat with himself for a while but promised that

he would after a time revoke this prohibition. But the son grew angry,
relinquished all connection with his father, and thus became the
founder of a new caste whose descendants are the Mihnghs.f

The caste worships a guru whose gaddi
,

or place of residence,

is in Keran, a village some three miles from the town of Jammu.
His decision is final with regard to every matter whether social,

ceremonial or religious. J They seldom take a case into court. Touch
is ignored among the Mihnghs except by one of its sub-sections,

the Basith.§ If .they are living in a Muhammadan village, they eat
their leavings, and such is also the case with regard to Hindus.

At the guru's suggestion a monster meeting of the Mihnghs
was held in March 1900, when it was unanimously resolved that

* This jag is thus performed Beef is thrown into a burning fire, and the cow that
was killed is brought to life again by the power of mantra* or charms.

t The story is not universally known amongst the Mihnghs, many of whom state that they
are descendants of Sahap Sachcha, a brother of Brahma and Shivji who was excommunicated
by them for touching the body of a dead cow, though it was at their, own request that ho
had taken upon himself the responsibility of throwing the dead’ animal away from the
house. In support of this claim that they are of Brahmanic descent the Mihnghs say that
the period of Hrya among them and the Brahmans is the same, vizn 11 days, while the
period exceeds 11 days in all other Hindu castes.

J The guru himself is a Mihngh. Ram Das, the present representative of the house, is
the great-grandson of Bfiwi Bhagta, its founder. The influence of the guru extends to all
the districts in which Mihnghs are found. Their original home is in Jammu. In the. terri-
tory of the Mah&r&ja of Jammu and Kashmir, the guru has his agents known by the title of
mihtar, Bach mihtar has a fixed jurisdiction over which he has a jPull control. The eases
which are of a serious nature and cannot be disposed of by him are taken to the guru.

§ The Basith form an upper class amongst the Mihnghs. They live to the north of Jammu
in a tract extending, it is said, for 100 miles. They own and till land

1

and some of
them also enter State service. Another superior sept is the Dhian,»also found in the Jammu

hills. Both these classes hold aloof from the other Mihnghs.
. ,
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** in future they will never ©at the leavings of Muhammadans/’ But
praotieally the old custom is still in vogue*

The Mihnghs, the Basith excepted, used to eat the fleBh of dead
auimals,. but by a contract which was concluded and signed in 1879,

through the influence of the guru of Keran, they pledged them-
selves to total abstinence from it. A breach of this agreement
makes a mnn liable to pay Rs. 25 to Government, Rs. 5 to the

headmen of the village, and a sum, fixed according to the means
of the offender, as a penalty to the brotherhood. In default of

payment he is liable to exclusion from the caste. Since 1879 none
have ever eaten such flesh.

At a boy’s wedding Mihnghs observe no ceremony in their own
house, but collect a few leading members of the brotherhood and go

k to the house of the girl’s father, accompanied by the bridegroom.

There they perform some of the necessary ceremonies and the next day
bring the girl to their own house. On the following morning the
members of the brotherhood carry the bridegroom and the bride to a
malah or mulberry tree, under which they seat the couple. A long
thread mauli is wrapped round the stem of the tree and all present,

together with the couple walk seven times round it. Afterwards a
quantity of churma (loaves of bread and pounded sugar) is distributed

to the assembly. After this they return home and are fed sumptuously
at the expense of the bridegroom’s father.

The Brahman priests of the Mihnglis are said to get their dues (birt)

at weddings, but do not attend them, though all the Hindu rites are

gone through with the pandha’s assistance.

Widow remarriage is permitted, but a widow is expected to marry her
deceased husband’s elder or younger brother. Failing both of them she

can, with the consent of her guardians, give her hand to any man of the

caste* to which the deceased belonged. But if she wishes to marry a
man of a different caste from that of her former husband, he must bear
all the expenses of the marriage, or if unable to do so he must give his

sister or daughter or any other nefcr relative to some male member of

the widow’s household in exchange. When a widow declines remarri-
age, Bhe is provided with the necessities of life by contributions made of

the tribesmen of the village and is held in high esteem.

The Mihnghs employ Brahmans for religious and ceremonial purposes,
but these Brahmans are looked down upon by other Brahmans.
Failing the services of such Brahmans the caste employs pdndhas or
prayer-sayers who are also termed gordis .

•

By occupation the Mihnghs are largely weavers,t and they profess to
have learnt this calling from Kabir the Bhagat. But they also follow
various other pursuits, as for example, service as field labourers or
domestics. t

By religion also the Mihnghs are said to be followers of Kabir, but
they also affect the guru of Keran in Jammu already mentioned.

* By * caste* here we must understand got or section,

t Indeed in Gujrit Mengh appears to be merely a synonym for dutth* or weaver.
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The following are returned as the gota of the Mihnghe :

—

Angale. Bujale. Kanchre. Purane.
Baiye. Chakhare. Khar&t. Runku.

« Bhadu. Changotre. Kharatre. Sagotre.

Bbalule. Damathiye. Magotre. Sakolye.
fehakhaiye. Godhar. Maftle. Baogril.
Bharyar. Kale. Mamwaliye.

The Mihnghe also return the following gotraa as gota or as each
comprising a number of gots :

—

1 Kushal. 1 3 Uttar. 1 5 Sangaral.
J

*7 Kalr&.
2 Bkardaw&j. |

4 KAship. I 6 Pandam. | 8 J3uraj MakM.

The Megh also appear to be found in Rawalpindi where they are
called Meng.

In Sirsa Megw&l is a honorific term for a Cham&r, just as Dhe?h or
Dhedh is a term of abuse. See also under Menghw^l.

Megla, a Jdt clan (agricultural; found in Multan.

Mehdo, a Grujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

MehhXb, see Mihm&r.

Mekan, a small tribe classed as J&t (agricultural) and said to be of

Punw&r origin, and sprung from the same ancestor as the Dhudhi.
They occupy the Shahpur bdr lying to the west of the Gondal territory,

and are also found in smaller numbers in Jhelum and Grujr£t. They
are a pastoral and somewhat turbulent tribe.

Melu, a Ghijar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Mitha ?, (Balochi), a fisherman. See Medh.

Men, an Ar&i$ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery. See also under
Meun.

Menas, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Muk&n.

Meng, see under Meg.

MbnghWal.—

T

he Dhedhs of Bahawalpur, or Menghw&ls as they prefer to

be called, are the people called Cham&rs in the east of the Punjab.

They oat the flesh of dead animals and are regarded as outcastes

by the Hindus, though they have Hindu names. They have nine

exogan^ous sections :

—

1 Gandel. I 4 Sapune. 7 Japdl.

2 Bani-Pil. 5 LUar; 8 Lakhale.

SAhdal. 1 6 Bahmani&n. 8 Turke.

The Menghwdl marriage ceremonies resemble those of the Arop&s,

and Brahmuns serve them as parohits
,
accepting dry food from them

but hot food cooked by them. Marriage is usually effected by ex-
• change. The Menghw&ls greatly affect the shrine of Raham Dhani or

Raham Sh&h in the Runeja ildqa of Bikdner. By occupation they are

generally weavers, manufacturing blankets
(
bhura, lokar and bhaggal),

They dislike cultivation. Their huts are made of reeds shaped like a
dome and very narrow, so that it is said that when a D.he<jh sleeps in

• his hut he puts his feet outside. The Thoris (N&ik$) resemble the

Dhedhs. The term Menghw&l is undoubtedly only*a variant of Megs.

M«o.~A highly composite tribe found in the hill country of Gtyrgaon, Alwar
and Bhartpur, and also scattered over the Delhi District and the

fi&wal nizamat of N&bha. The* Meos have given their name to the
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,
Mew&tij* a tract whose boundaries aredefined in the Imperial Gazetteer

of India, 8*i. Mewdt *
In the Muhammadan historians the Meos appear to.be Unknown by

that name, but the Mewfitis were notorious throughout the Muham-
madan period. »

The Meos are divided into 52 original gets, which include 12 pals,

whose names are printed beldw in capitals, together with a 13th
paldkara^and two gots of recent accretion :— - .

A
$5

Name of the

original tribe.

Name of the

got or pdl.

Name of the mother
village or place whence

it originated.

1 r Derowal 0 R Delhi.-—Malab in Nuh

2
DabwAl.

LawdAwat ... Do.
tahsil.

Ni&na Bhagora in

3 RatAwat Do.
Alwar State.

Sathori in Alwar

4 Balut or Do. Gaddi Dhaina ...

6
Balaut.

Sarohia Do. (?) Seswala, tahsil

C Bodian Do.

Gurgaon.

Alawalpur in Nuh

7 Gomal Do.
tahsil.

Takra in Alwar .

.

8 Bhamla Do. Sabghar, tahsil

9 Tamir or Mangaria ... Do.
Firozpur.
Mangar in the

10

Sarohia.

Kataria Do.

Balabgarh tahsil.

Majesar in the

11 Jangali Do.
Balabgarh tahsil.

Rajauli ...

12
13

Chapolia
Bilawat Do. Bhagora in Alwar

14 Bhagwat Do. Bhagahta
16 Kabgar Do. Janewat in t h e

16 Sakhaura ... Do.
Firozpur tahsil
Dongarwali in

17 Baliana Do,
Bhartpur.

Mangar, tahsil

18

2 V

Lamkhora ...

Naharwari ... Do.

Balabgarh.

Dadi in Alwar ...

Principal villages belonging
to each got.

PunahAna, Meoli, Andana.
Tain, Ac. (.South of Niih).

Firozpur, Naoli and Bhagor
(Firozpur valley).

Patrali, Sahori, Alapur, Bib
gari, Ac.

Baraka, Lehrwari, Seri, Sangal
Hari and Chandanki.

Fatehpur Taja, Sarohi in the
Balabgarh tahsil, Seswala,
&c.

Aliwalpur, Garaoni, Ac.

Khatika Aganu, Nushehra, Ac.

Titraka-Chamroli, Jaroli, Ac.

Khaloka, Andhrola, Pacha-
panka, Goraksar, Firozpur
Namak, Ac.

Marora, Karera, Ac.

Dougarbas.

Sakras, Loraka, Ac.
Tarwara, Maryaka, Ac.
Jalika, Ac.

DougarwAli, Jhansa Baewar
Naharpur, Ac.

Nagaon, Tahangaon, Sakrawa,
Dhanaj, Ac.

The MewAt is further subdivided into five tracts BhiAna Atm
and Pahat-w&ra. Of these Blii&na is ‘ the terrible lonesome country W e the Bln^r^llnd'
tract of Palwal, Ndh, Firozpur-Jhirka and Bhartpur AreV is ^
the N6h and Firozpur.Jhirka tahsils, along theeastern foot of the range^oh f™mT thwestern boundary of the Gurgaon District. P. N. Q., I.. § 133

6 LD<

The other three tracts are named from as many v&ls "the Dhanffal hnldin»
the Nai and thePahator paldkara 210 each. other JfahSBd. do™?
their names to any tracts) hold the following numbeis of lullajres

° 0t appear &yi

Rninrml M. i TWiiil oiin >Saingal 52. Dhulot 360.
, Ohirklot 94. Kalesa 75.

Demrot 757* Derowil 252.
• Panglot 84.

Hence the Meos hold 3,039 villages in all.

Landawat 210.
RatAwat 125.
Balut 250.
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Name of the
original tribe.

2i Ghalot

Kalbsa ob
Kal&akhi.

Ghalot

idgujar
...

|

Sainqal

C Badgujar

f Chikklot

Dbmbot

Dhulot

Panglot
Nai ..

Nanglot

Gurdal

Boj-ia

Chukar

Jaudal
Chandlot

87 Badgujar ... ^
88 I

Markatra
Khildar

JatUwat
Chauhan

Kanw&lia

Jamlia
Patwar

42 Ohauhan
j

43
44

*Pafcwar
46
46 NirMn

47 Miscellaneous Bhoslia

Bhatti

Bhand&rin

Bank&wat
Khokhar

Name of the mother
village or place whence

it originated.

Principal villages belonging
to each got

Mewir ... Kompur in Alwar.

22 Kachhw&ha ... Dhaingal ob
Dahngal.

Amber, Jaipur and Raisina

Sahina ...

Fatehpur Sikri

Mathura—Tahangarh in

Do.

Bhartpur, Pataudi

and Dholat.
Bahangarh,
Pataudi, Khajota
in Alwar.
Mauza Wadha...Do.

Do. Dholat Deswala
Do. Nekuj in Alwar

Do. Malwasa, Kahera

Do.
near Alwar.
Pipal Khera in

Do.
Bhartpur.
Chahar Dudh in

Do.
Alwar.

Khajota in Alwar
Do. Palkeora

Do. Kewar
Do. Tahangarh and

Do.
Do.

Lassi in Alwar.

Maujpur in

Do.
Alwar.
Andhwari

Ajmer—Taragafh
Do. Mandawar Mauza

in Alwar State.

Do. Kanwali in Re-
wari tahsil.

Do. Mandawar
Ujjain in Gwalior and
Palla in Nuh tahsil.

Jaroki in Alwar State ...

Mundawar and Mazarpur
near Harsoli.

Nayan, tahsil Lachhmangarh
in Alwar.

Ghasira, Raisina, L o n d a,

|

Rahna, Gawala, Ac. (in the
north of NuhL

Badawali, Ismailpur, Sawana,
Patan, Sanghar, Mendhi, Ac.

Sanghar, Mendhi.
Kot-Atawar, Unmara, Dhuli-
wat, Ac. (in the south-east of

Nuh and round Punahana).
Khajpta, Ghata, Beswan, Rali,

Bisru, Ac. (in the Firozpur
valley).

Sekri, Malakpur, Alaora, Ac.
(in the same).

Deswala and Bahala.
Nekuj but Dal D h a y y a,

Mehdamka, Ac.
Sakaras.

Pipal Khera, Bariska, Ac.

Malab, Nagina, Baoli, Raoli,

&C.
Sathana.
Jodhpur, Satwasi, Ubbaka
Malakpuri, Jatwali, Ac.

Kewar and Malawali.
Lassi.

Maujpur.

Andhwari.
Muhammadpur near Meoli,
Niz4mnagar in Alwar.

Mauja, Udana and Manotu.

Badarpur, JaUlpur,Pakanpur
and Ketwara in Bhartpur
State.

Rharkatia ..

Nagaon in Alwar

Raj aka; Karwari and Ninapur
in Alwar.

Polkheri and Ahmad Bas, Ac.
Guliara, Balag, N o s h e h r,

Selana. Ac.

Manekpur, Gohri in Alwar*
Ac.

Goria Nangaf in Alwar.
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To those have to bo added twu gots, viz. (z) Ghori Path&n, descended
from a man of that race who married a Meo convert, and (it) B&ur&w&t,
descended from a Brahman who eloped with a Meo woman, making 54 .

gots in all. Of the 52 original gots analysis shows that 3 are named after

the parent village,* 8 bear Rajput tribal names,t 8 those of Brahman and
Gujars,J and 4 occupational names,§ while 16 are of unknown derivation.

Thus the Mewdt is inhabited by and the Meo tribe is composed of four

RAjput stocks, Tunwars from Delhi, J&duns from Mathura, Kachw6Ms
from Jaipur and Cbauhdns from Ajmer : and it seems highly probable

that Meo simply means 'hill-man/

However this may beMasadd Ghdzi reached the Mewdt in 1002 A.D.

and converted many of the Meos to Isldm.|| The RdjputB thus converted

were of the Tunwar tribe and were divided into 5 pals,
viz . Kalesa,

Derwdi, Landdwat, Ratdwat and Balut. Subsequently, according to

a historically impossible tradition, Rai Pithora, annoyed at the

conversion of the Meos to lsldm, employed the Badgujars to harass

them, and thus compelled them to revert to Hinduism. In the reign of

Qutb-ud-Dln Ibak (in 1312 A. D.),^f Hemrdj invaded the Mewdt from
Alwar, but was defeated and slain by that ruler who then despatched

Sayyid Wajih-ud-Din against the Meos. But that leader was slain

and it was reserved for his nephew Mir&n Hussain Jang to subdue

the Meos, who agreed to pay jazia, while some accepted Isl&m.

Hussain Jang’s flagstaff is still preserved by the Meos, who will not

take an oath on so sacred a name as his.

The Meos who thus accepted Isl&m were divided into 7 pals :

Dahngal (Kachwahd), Saingal (Badgujar), Chirklot, Demrot, Panglot,

Dhulot and Nai (the last 5 being J&duns by origin).

The Kalesa pal is eponymous and originated in Mowdr, Kalsia

(T Kalesa) the eponym being called Meo in consequence. This pal is

sometimes called P&1 Palhat, but erroneously.

The Derow&i pal was founded by Dera of Malab in Nuh. Der,

however, means * a piece of land detached from the foot of a hill/

The Landdwat pal, founded by Landu, of Nidna in the Kishengarh
tahsil of Alwar is also called Bhagoria from Bhagora, its earliest

settlement in Alwar, and Lardwat, owing to its warlike propensities.

The Ratawafc pal claims desceut from Rattu, of Santhori in Alwar;
but the name may well be derived from Rath or Rathauri, its earliest

seat.

* Nos. 9, 14 and 42.

f Nos. 5, 11, 17, 21, 34, 40, 44 and 49. <

T Nos. 0 and 83, 7, 24, 32, 88, 89, and 52.

§ Nos 10, 18, 51 and 60.

||
The tradition recorded in the R4jputana Gazetteer I„ pp. 265 sq., is that the Meos were

converted in the 1 1th century after their conquest by Masaud, sou of Amir Salar and grand-
son of Sultin Mahmud (son of) Sabuktagin (sic) on the mother’s side, general of Mahmud
of Ghazni’s forces, who is venerated by the Meos and by * whose name they swear. Now
SiUr Masand, nephew of Mahmud of Ghazni, was a historical personage, who died at Bahraich
in Oudh in l<>33. But it is highly improbable that the Muhammadans attempted the con*
qu*ht of a poor and difficult country like the Mewtt prior to 1 033.

f On the oJber hand Qutb-ud-Dfn took*Delhi in 1193 and died in 1210, so that the second
conversion of the Meos cannot have occurred in 1812 if it happened in his reign. But it

probably took place a good deal later. '

K
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The Bal6t pal is also eponymous, and originated in Silkhoh, in the
Nfih tabsil.

The Dahngal pdl claims descent from R&ja Harp&l, a descendant of
Rdja Nal. * His eldest son Dahngal became a Muhammadan and the
pal is named after him, but it is also called Raisinia from R&sina, his
original home in Nuh tahsil, or Ghaseria from Ghasera in the same
tahsil, to which place Dahngal migrated.

The Saingal pal is named after its eponym.

The Ghirklot pdl claims descent from Chirlcan Rao of Dhuldwat in

Nuh, but it is said that the ancestors of this and the four following
pals were imprisoned by Qutb-ud Din Ibak in Ballabgarh, and only
escaped in various disguises. Thus the Chirklots* forebear was dis-

guised as a chhinka seller and so obtained for his descendants the name
of Chirklot.

The Denirot paZ is also known as the Raopdl6 after Rao Bhimar, its

founder, who was styled Demur. It, too, is fancifully derived from dent,

a drum or some kind of musical instrument.

The Panglot pdl claims descent from Poan, and is improbably de-

rived from pongi, also a kind of musical instrument.

The Dhulot pal is similarly descended from Dohal, its ancestor,

or the name is derived from dohal , in which he used to lie, as if

insane.* The head-quarters of this pdl is at Doha iu Pirozpur.

Naip&l is derived from Nai, * barber,* or hardly less improbably
from niyai

,
because its founder gave an impartial decision in the

tribal dissensions.

The paldkarctt or little pdl
,
ranks, it is said in Gurgaon, below the 12

pals,
but it is also said to claim to be superior to them.* Its founder

was a Rathanri, and it is sometimes known as the Pdl Palhat, a name
wrongly applied to the Kalsia pdl . One account makes him a Nirbdn
by got and his wife a Badgujar, deriving Pahat from Pataudi, where
the sept settled after leaving Raniagaph in Alwar.

The Meos are, or rather the Mewdt is, distraught by faction, and the
old feuds are kept alive by the ballads of the Mirdsis. In these the
Gurdit and Surdit Jd^s side with the Chirklot and Dahngal pals , while the

Rdwafc Jd^s are allied with the Demrot. The Rdwats* objectives used
to be the strongholds of Nangal, Babdna, Manpur, Pahri and Andhup;
while the first-named party sought to take Kot Utawar and Hanodal.
In 1857 this feud broke out afresh. The Surdit Jdts of Hodal and the
Bdwats aided the Chirklot. The women on each side'brought water to

the men on the field of battle and encouraged them with reminiscences

of the Meos* ancient prowess. Neither the women nor the priests

were molested by the enemy, and the latter could always stop a fight,

if one side ran short of ammunition, by spreading a sheet on the
ground between *the combatants. Prisoners used to be hospitably
entertained. /

* When the 12 pdls were formed, runs the tale, the Pal/tkara’s founder absent, and so
no pdl was assigned to him. When he did arrive he was told :

“ J& sab pdl aur terd sab par
paldhafa *'—“ Go, all the septs are called pdls, but thine is to be called pdldhaxa, the highest

This tale is recounted with great pride by the Pilakaya Meos.
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The Ohirklot pal is also rent by an internal fend between two villages.

' It began early in the 19th century by cattle trespassing on land sown

fbr harvest and broke out again in 1857 when a pitched battle was

, fought, three or four villages being destroyed and others plundered,

without any decisive result.

* In religion the Meos profess a happy combination of Hinduism and
Isl&m, but in practice they worship countless godlings or symbols such*

as Siani, Mangti, Lalchi, S£l&r Masaud and his flag.

For instance they keep the Holi like Hindus but also give alms in

the name of Abraham who was cast into the fire by Nimrod's orders,

whereupon the flames turned to flowers. In this story they see a re-

semblance to the story of Harn&kas who would have put his son Pahl&d
to death, had not Holk& his own sister, whose body was of stone, res-

cued the lad and allowed herself to be burnt in the flames while Pah-
l&d remained unhurt. A trace of an old cult is found at the shrine of

ShAh Chokha, whose fair was formerly a great place for elopements, it

being held a sufficient answer from a man who left the fair with another
Meo's wife to say that Sh&h Chokha had given her to him.

The personal appearance of the Meo has tempted other tribes to

dub him Langur or c baboon.'

The old dress of a Meo consisted of a tania or triangular piece of

rumdli made of coarse clnth and worn in lieu of a dhoti9 being 3 or 4
inches wide in front and a finger in broad th behind. Young bloods often

used to adorn the front piece with pictures embroidered in fine needle-
work, and as this was the ceremonial rob© nothing else was worn, but
it is not now used except as a night-dress. Nowadays the Meos
wear the ordinary dress of the south-east Punjab, but tie the turban
in a peculiar way, while the young bloods affect a red dhoti and wear
it so as to shew the knees. Well-to-do men also display earrings and
bangles, and their poorer brethren keep bits of straw in their ears
against the time when they can afford earrings of gold or silver. A
necklet of shells, sometimes interspersed with charms, is also worn.
The beard is shaved but not the moustache. Wrestlers, champions wear
yellow clothes and carry a heavily ironed club. Young men aspire to
proficiency in music, singing and dancing, but many of their songs are
obscene.

Women wear a lahnga
,
drawers of coarse cloth, which is called

zumardi or lungL It is Lied round the loins by a string, and is un-
becoming. Scanty stays (angia) are used to support the breasts—leaving
the back and chest exposed. A jacket, with sleeves only 3 or 4 inches
long, is also worn ; and on the head a small scarf. Decency consists

in covering the loins, not in veiling the face or breast. Their ornaments
are few, comprising a bala, armlet, ball, ear-rings, jhumha

,
pendant,

hamel, necklace, bracelets, rings, etc., of different colours.

The men do all the out-door work connected with the fields, such as
ploughing, irrigating, reaping, etc. The women (Jo all the in-door work.
They grind the corn, milk the cows and churn. They prepare meals
for the cultivators and carry them to the fields where they are at work,
bringing back bundles of fodder. At noon they again take food to the
workers and bring back fodder for the cattle. They prepare maheri



for their men*folk in the evening, and keep hot water, ready forJ[them
and also put down grass for the cattle. In short, the women work
more than the men. With the exception of a few well-to-do men few
Meos have any furniture. One or two bed-steads and 2 or 3 charpiis
are all that is to be found in their houses, n t he chaupdl (gpest-houses)

will be ssea large bed-steads on which 4 or 5 persons can sleep. Their
vessels are generally of earth but neat and clean.* They call a plate

sainkhi and a cup dhuntri. They generally eat maheri. in the morning
and a full meal at noon. They live chiefly on maheri as it saves money
and does not impede their work. It is also less costly when labourers
are paid in food. Maheri with milk is given to guests and respectable
members of the family. The Meos are very hospitable, serving their

guests with better food than they eat themselves, generally giving
them rice, sugar, ghi

% etc. V ery few among them possess spare clothes

or ornaments, but such as they have they keep in a bag called ghagra
or reed basket.t Ornaments are placed in earthen vessels or porn bins
or buried in the ground.

Marriage is solemnised by niJcah, generally in SAwan, bub a date in

the lunar month is fixed for it. Remarriage, however, is not so solem-
nised. Thus if a liaison between a man and a woman last for a year
or so, and the latter give birth to a child she will put on a new scarf

and bangles and be regarded as the man's legitimate wife, the only
ceremony being the distribution of boiled rice among his kinsmen.
But if the pair fall out and her first, husband turns up, the woman
leaves, puts her scarf in her second husband's house and returns to the
old one. The father-in-law is called chaudhri or muqaddam, or—

a

specially Men usage—doleva,
e old man,' so that dokri is an uncompli-

mentary title to apply to a Meo woman.

Ganji is the name of a food which is prepared by the Meos. It ap-
pears to be so called because it is made in a large degh which the Meos
call ganji . The chief ingredieuts used are gur and rice, and it is made
thus:—The gur is dissolved in water and cooked to a syrup. Hot
spices such as cloves, cardamums, cinnamon, etc., are then fried in ghi
and added to the syrup. Then rice is added and the whole allowed to

boil until the syrup is all absorbed by the rice.

This dish is made on two special occasions, viz, :— (o) When a man
dies and his heirs wish to feast friends and relatives, within 40 days of

the death. This custom is called fdtiah . (b) Whenever a reconcilia-

tion is brought about by a panchdyat between members of the brother-
hood whether of one pal or of separate pdls. The parties who were at
feud with each other aud the members of the panchdyat all'join in the
feast, the cost of which is, as a rule, borne by the party which the pan-

chdyat has decided to have been at fault,

* In the rains old vessels are replastered with cow-dung, exposed to dry in the snn and
then rubbed with munj grass——to remove greasinesa. This process rqpovatee them* com-
pletely.

t Women do not leave their husband’s or parents* house without this basket. If one goes
without it she is supposed to have gone without permission or on a visits of condolence.
The Meo women observe the ka Ids, a custom common in Alwar, greeting a stranger in a
body headed by a girl with a water-pot on her head and all singing — Ohannin B*tt. Rep,,
p. 69.
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Meora, Meura, fem. (1) a Guru's priest, see Panjabi Dicty p. 747 ; (2) a

guru of the Chfihra caste. The Meor&s in Sirmfir State are said to form

, v
a phirkd or sect apart from the Chuhy&s, though they take food, both

kachchi and pakki roti, and water from all Chuhras. They resemble

the pddhas among the Hindus.

Msai, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Mirmalha, a dan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Mbsar, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Metia, a tribe of J6ts descended from its eponym, of Rajput extraction, and

settled in SiAlk^t since the time of Fima Shdh. It is also found in

Mult&n tab si 1, where it settled from the north in the time of Sh6h Jah&n,

and in Montgomery where it is classed *s J&t (agricultural). Some of

the Mefela or Methla in the lower Deraj&t affect tho title of Shaikh.

Metj$j, (1) fern. -1, a sailor, boatman, waterman. See Men. Also

—

Meun.—

T

he Meos of Mew&t must not be confused with the Meos or Meuns

(Mens), a caste found on the Upper Jumna and Markauda rivers in

A Karn&l and Arabia. The latter are all Muhammadans and live by

fishing, and during the rains by trading in mangoes. The name is

’ said to mean f fisherman.’ Nothing is known of tlieir origin* but in

SaMranpur is a caste of Mens, who must be the same though, curiously

enough, they say they come from Kew&ri, i.e . from near the Mew&t,

The only restriction on marriage is that two persons suckled lit the

same breast must not marry. The women are midwives—and often

very clever in that vocation.* On the Sutlej in Ferozepore and Jul-

lundur the Meuu U also a fisherman. And in the latter District, where

he is also found on tho Heins, he has taken to weaving, tailoring, well

sinking and service as a watchman. The Meun indeed in this District

appears to be the same as the Jhabel and virtually identical with Moh&na.

In customs they resemble th" lower Muhammadan tribes. After a birth

the bahar badhnd is observed, the mother going out on the 5th night to

look at the stars. In betrothal the boy's parents take the initiative

and money is rarely paid for a bride. The Katpil section has a special

custom. All the members of a family assemble in a room and bring in

a young male bulfalo (katta) covered with red cloth and its feet dyed

with henna. Then 5J seers of barley are offered it in a vessel and all

present do obeisance to the animal, which is believed to forthwith eat

2J mouthfuls of the grain and then to bolt, no man being able to detain

it. To this usage the Kat-p&ls owe their name.t Another section, the

Hilmen (

e movers') owe theirs to an ancestor who once b.iked beef in his

house. Complaint was accordingly made to the ruler of the time, and
so he prayed silently to God, with such efficacy that wheu his cauldron

was searched it contained only moving baingan. The Meugs* as a

body, also practise jhulka,% a custom in which a son-in-law of the

family must set light to the furnace used at weddings to cook the large

quantities of food required. He carries a bui^dle of combustible material

from a distance and runs the gauntlet of a double line of women

* P.N. q7i, § 129: and N.I.N.Q.,1, § 457.

J

Kat*p61 means, apparently,
4
raiser or protector of young buffaloes { katta). „

Lit! as much fuel as is thrown on the fire at a time : burning
;
Puvjdbi Dicty., p. 602.



who stand with pitchers full of water, dust, bricks and sticks, to bar
his access to the furnace. Sometimes the women's clothes are burnt
and they are often hurt, while the son-in-law may be seriously injured.

His fee for this is a turban and a rupee—sometimes among wealthy
people it is more. After marriage the muhldwa usually follows at once,
if the parties are of age : otherwise it is deferred till they attain

maturity, and then very little is spent on it. Each section has its own
usages with regard to feastings. No milk or curd is given away, even
to a son-in-law, for 10 or even 20 days : then rice is cooked ih it and
distributed to maulavis and beggars, after which it can be given to any-
one, The Meniis specially afiect Khw&ja Khizar.

MIan, (1) any sage or virtuous man. A Mian a is the offspring of a Midn.
The word is used in a number of senses and especially in the follow-

ing : (2) it is used in the west of tho Punjab to denote any holy man.
Thus the head of the Sarai family is known as the Mi&n S&hib Sarai

:

(3) among the Path&ns of Swat and Dir a Mi&n is a descendant
of a saint or spiritual leader who acquired repute among many
tribes prior to modern times. Tlie title is uot given to descendants of

a modern saint, but some of them may in course of time acquire it.

Thus the descendants of the Akhund of Sw£t are as yet only Akhund-
z&das by right, though styled Midn Gul by courtesy. Quraishis rank as
Mi&u : (4) also

—

MUn,* a superior class of Rill Rajputs. From ancient times till the early

part of the 19fch century the area included in the outer ranges of the

Punjab Himalaya, between the Sutlej and the Indus, was held by
numerous independent States, each under its own hereditary chief.

Some of those principalities date back to the first ceuturies of the
Christian era, but Kdngra at least was much older, and others were
established as late as the 14th aud 15th centuries.

According to Sir Alexander Cunningham the oldest classification

of these States divided them into three groups or confederacies,

each named after the State which held its hegemony. These were
Kashmir, Durgara or Dugar and Trigarfca or Jallandhara. There are
indications that these three groups existed prior to the seventh century.
A later classification divided the Alpine Punjab into 22 Hindu and 22
Muhammadan chiefships, the former being to the east and the latter

to the west of the Chen&b. the 22 Hindu States fell again into two
groups or circles, the J&landhar and the Dugar

; the former lying
to the east and the latter to tho west of the R&vi.

It is with these 22 Hindu States that we are now specially concerned.
They were all founded by Rajput leaders, each probably with a small
band of followers who either came direct from the plains or were
scions of one or other of the riding families which had already settled

in the hill*, and the descendants of all these noble families are dis-
tinguished by the honorific title of Mi&n.

• The royal cl«n in each of these States had a special designation
based on the custom which obtained in almost all tire R&jput Hill
States, in accordance with which the ruling family took its name from
the country over which it ruled. Almost all these royal clans are still

• This article is from the pen of Dr. J. Hutchison, of the Chamba Mission,
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in existence in the direct line of descent, and where this is extinct

collateral branches of them still remain. They are popularly arranged
as in the following table : each gioup containing eleven names :

—

Jullundob Circle. Dugas Circle.

Country. Clan. Country. Clan.

X. Chamba Chami&l. 1. Chamba Chami&l.

2. Ndrpur Pathinia. 2. Basohli Balauria.

8. Guler Guleria. 3. Bhadu Bhadw41.

4. Datarpur Dadw41. 4. Mankot Mankotia.

5. Sfba Sibai(a). 6. Behandralta Behandral.

6. Jaswin Jaswal, 6. Jasrota Jasro$ia.

7. Kingra Katoch, 7. Samba . ... Sanjbial.

8. Kotlehr Kotlehria. 8. Jammu * Jamwal.

9. Maudf Mandiil. 9. Chaneni Hiuntil.
.

10. Suket Suketia. 10. Kashtiwar .. Kashtiwaria.

11. Kullu

;

Kolua. 11. Bhadraw&h Bhadraw&hia.

It will be observed that Chamba finds a place in both groups because

its territory is bisected by the R&vi : the number 22 is purely conven-

tional for in reality the States were always more numerous. In the

Dugar oircle Cunningham gives Bhan, Rihdsi and Sirikot, and Barnes
includes Bhati but omits Chuneni. In addition to these there were also

Lakhanpur, Dalpatpur and Aknur, the last being to the west of the

Chon&b.

In the Jullundur circle were included Bang&hal and Kotila; which
latter waB ruled by a branch of the Nurpur family. The 8tates of

Kahlur (Bil&spur), Hindur (N&l&garli) and Sirmur (N&han), lying to

the east of the Sutlej, are also ruled by Mi&n*. A slight correction is

necessary in the case of Kashtw&r, the rulers of which were Muham-
madan from the time of Aurangzeb. They still, however, retained

their Hindu names and customs, and to the present day their

descendants are called Midn. The rulers pf Aknfir and Rih&si be-

longing to branches of the Jammu family seem also to have embraced
Islfim. Cunningham includes Bbadraw6h among the Muhammadan
States, but this is incorrect as the ruling family was always Hindu.

Some of the clan names cannot be at once identified, for example
Pathania, Dadw^l, Katoch, Balauria and Hiunt&l. Path&nia is derived

from Paithfin, an abbreviation of Pratisht&na (' the firmly established

plaice *)> which was the ancient name of Pathankot, the original capital

of the Pathdnia ruling family. Dadw&l is from D&da, a place in piba
whence the Dat&rpur family originally came. The name Katoch has
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many fanciful derivations but it was most probably the ancient name
of K&ng?a. Balauria is from Balaur, the first capital of the Basohli
State which again is a corruption of Vallapura. Hiunt&l or Himt&l
is from Hiunt& or Hirntd, the ancient name of Chaneni, and still in use.

Other clan names not included in the above lists are :—Bangah&lia,
Lakhanpuria, Aknuria, DaJpatia, Bhatidl : also Kahltiria, Hiaduria,
and Sirinauria.

Again each clan comprises numerous sub-divisions, each of which
has a distinctive al or family name. As the family multiplied, indi-

viduals left the court to settle on some estate in the country, and their

descendants, though still retaining the generic clan name, are further

distinguished by the name of the estate with which they became more
immediately identified. Sometimes, though not so frequently, the
name of the ancestor furnished a surname for his posterity and
occasionally a local circumstance, as a special tree or garden near the

home, orthe quarter of the town iu which the family resided, suggested a
name which was adopted as the family surname. In this way every

clan includes several and sometimes many subordinate als or family

surnames, most of which are usually known to the various members of

the clan. For example, the Katoch clan has four grand sub-divisions,

Jasw&l, Guleria, Dadw*ll and Sibrii, in addition to the generic appella-

tion, and each of these comprises many subordinate surnames.
Similarly, the Jarnw&l clan also has four sub-divisions :—Jasro^a,

M&nkot, Lakhanpur and S&rnba, each with its own separate family

names—while all alike trace their descent from the Manh&s tribe

of Rajputs. Among the Path&mas also there are 22 recognised sub-

divisions, and so on with all the other dans, the number in each clan

varying from time to time as new families are formed and old ones

become extinct.

When a Rajput is asked by one who will, he thinks, understand

these distinctions he will give his own family surname. To a

stranger he offers no detail but simply calls himself a Rd/jput. Some of

the older States bore names which were applicable both to the

country and the tribe by which it was inhabited. Such names are

Durgara, Trigarta and Kuluta. To these we may perhaps add
Sumaha, which in all likelihood was the ancient name of Basohli State

;

and in all these States the name of the capital was different from that

of the principality. The States of later origin were usually named
after the capital, and when that was changed the name of the State

was changed with it. In such cases, however, the clan name usually

remained the same. Ghamba is an exception, for the ancient capital

was at Brahmapura, now called Brahmaur and the ruling family takes

its name from the present capital.

That the Hill States were able to maintain ^ their #
independence

almost unimpaired through so many centuries was in great measure
due to their position and the inaccessible charactef of the country.

In former times the hills were much more isolated than now, and while
on the plains empires rose and fell the kingdom of the hills^ underwent
little change. Not that they were always at peace among *themselvee,

for theirkistory is largely a record of the wars which they waged with one
another. To the present day the people of Chamba regard it as unlucky to
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mention the*names of Jammu, Basohli and Nfirpur, and when reference

to these places is necessary Jammu and Basohli are spoken of as the

parla mulk {the country across the R&vi) and Nurpur as the Sappar-

wala shahr 'the rocky town/ These wars were for the most part

border forays, bub though limited in scope they were not less destruc-

tive than similar struggles between powerful nations. To realise

this one has only to read the description by Forester, the traveller^ of

the condition of the country around Basohli after the invasion of R&j
Singh of Chamba in 1782. On the whole, however, the Bill R4j&s
were mindful of one another’s rights. Sometimes a powerful State
would subdue and oppress a weaker neighbour or even deprive it of

territory, but as a rule this led to no important political change.
Being all of the same race and faith and often nearly related to one
another by marriage or even closer family ties, they were generally
content to make ope another tributary, or at the most Co remove the
ruling R&ja from power and set up another member of the same family
in his place. In only three instances, so far as is known, was one
State entirely subverted and absorbed by another. For the same reason
the shrines and ancient monuments usually escaped unscathed and any
damage done to these was the work of Muhammadan mercenaries in
later times.

It is, however, improbable that the Hill States were ever entirely

independent for any considerable period. Farishta, the Muhammadan
historian, tells us of a king of Kanauj, who in the first century A. D.

overran the hills from Kuinaou to Jammu, subduing the 500 petty

chiefs of Nagarkot or K&ngra. Towards the end of the 5th century,

as we learn from the Raja Tarangini, the kingdom of Trigarta

was presented to Pravaresa (Siva) by the K&ja of Kashmir. In the

7th century at the time of the visit of Huen Thsang Trigarta was
subject to Kanauj, and in the 9th century to Kashmir, which had
then extended its dominions to the Sutlej. Ohamba was invaded
and conquered in A. D. 800-10 by a race of foreigners, perhaps
Tibetans, who are called Kira in the chronicle, and Kullu seems to

have been liable to inroads from the same people and was for

centuries tributary to Lad&kh. Kashmir and Kashtw&r also had each
its period of Tibetan rule. In the ilth century, as at an earlier

period, Kashmir seems to have claimed supremacy' over the whole
of the outer hills between the K&vi and the Indus. And in A. D.
1 191-3 when the final struggle arrived between the K&jput rulers

of India and Muhammad of Ghor, we read that among the numerous
prinoeB subject to Delhi were “

K&ng{*a and its mountain chiefs.”

For several centuries after the establishment of Muhammadan rule

the Hill States continued to maiutain practical independence, but
with*fche advent of Mughal ascendancy they were compelled to bow
to a foreign yoke. In A. D. J556 Akbar the Great conquered
Kaogra, and soon afterwards all the principalities of the western
Hills came directly under his control. The famous fort of K&ngra
was garrisoned by imperial troops under a Mughal officer of rank
with the title of faujdar, and soon afterwards Todar Mai, Akb&r’s
finance minister, was deputed by his master to create au imperial
demesne by confiscating territory from the various States of the
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Kdngra group. He annexed a large portion of the Kdngra Valley
and made a similar demand on each of the other States proportionate
to their means. In presenting this report to his royal master Todar
Mai is said to have made use of the metaphor that he had “ taken
the meat and left the bone,” meaning that he had annexed the
fertile tracts and abandoned only the bare hills to the Hill chiefs.

To ensure the fidelity of the Hill Rdjas, Akbar adopted the policy

of retaining as hostages at his court a prince from each of the
States, and we learn that in the beginning of Jahdngir’s reign there
were 22 young princes from the Punjab Hills in attendance on the
emperor. It was about this time that the title of Mid>n came into

use. How it originated and what was its exact signification, we do
not know, but traditionally it is believed to have been first con-
ferred by Jahdngir on the young chiefs at the Mughal court. In
Chamba it first occurs in the form ‘ Mie * on a copper plate deed
1618 of Rdjd Bala Bhadra (A. D. 1589-1641), as one of the titles of

his son and heir, Jandrdan. From that time its use seems to have
spread till it came to be applied to all the descendants of the 22 noble
families of the Hindu Hill States.

For nearly 200 years from the time of their subjection by Akbar the
Hill chiefs were tributary to the empire, but all accounts agree that
the Mughal authority sat very lightly on them. Their prerogatives

were seldom questioned and there was no interference in their

internal administration. Indeed through the whole period of Mughal
supremacy the chiefs seem to have experienced liberal and even
generous treatment. They were left very much to themselves in
the government of their principalities and were allowed to exercise

the functions and wield the power of independent sovereigns. They
built forts and waged war on one another without any reference to the
emperor and sometimes even asked and received assistance in men
and arms from the Mughal viceroy. On his accession each chief had
to acknowledge the supremacy of the emperor by the payment
of the fee of investiture, after which he received a sanad or patent

of installation, with a dress of honour from the imperial court. A
yearly tribute of four IdJchs of rupees, called peshkaah was exacted
from the Kdngra States in the reign of Shdh Jah&n. In letters and
other documents the chiefs were addressed as ' Zaminddr/ the title

of Rdjd. being conferred only as a personal distinction. There
seems to have been much friendly intercourse between them and
the imperial court, as is proved by the letters and valuable presents

received from the emperors and still in the possession of many
of the old royal families. Some of the chiefs, too, gained a high place

in the imperial favour and were given mansab or military rank in

the Mughal army and advanced to important offices in the adminis-
tration. In one instance an important military enterprise was entrust-

ed to a Hill chief—Rdjd Jagat Singh of Nurpur whb in A. D. 1645
• was sent by Shdh Jahdn with a force, in which were 14*000 Rdjputs
raised in his own country and paid by the emperor, against the
Usbegs of Balkh and Badakhshdn. Speaking of this expedition,

Elphinstone, the historian, says :

—

<f The spirit of the R&jputs never
showed more brilliantly than in this unusual duty

; they stormed
monntain passes, made forced marches over snow, constructed redoubts
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by their own labour, the R4j& himself taking an axe like the rest

and bore up against the tempests of that frozen region as firmly as

against the fierce and repeated attacks of the enemy. Jagat Singh’s

health was fatally impaired by these hardships and he returned to

Pe*h&war only to die. His father R£j& Basu and his brother Sura]

Mai both held military rank in the Mughal army, and his own
mansab at the time of his death was 3,000 with 2,000 horse. K£ja Jagat

Singh first served under Jah&ngir in Bengal and in the emperor’s

13th year was recalled and received a mansab of 1,000 with 500
horse, the title of B&j& and a.present, and was sent to assist in the

siege of K&ngya fort. In the reign of Sh&h Jah&n he was appointed

faujdar of Bangash (Kurram and Koh&t), and two years later was
sent to Kabul. From there he went with the imperial army to

Kandahar and had command of the vanguard : returning to Lahore

he was further honoured by the emperor and again appointed to

Bangash. Not long afterwards for some reason not fully known he,

on coming back to Nurpur, rebelled against the emperor, in conjunction

with his son Ii&jrdp Singh. For six months they bravely defended

the strong forts of Mau, Nurpur and Tdr&garh against the whole

power of the Mughals, and on their unconditional surrender in

March 1642 they were at once forgiven and restored to all their

honours. Rdjrtip Singh accompanied his father on the above

mentioned expedition and he, as well as his son, MandMta, also

held high rank in the Mughal army, the latter having been twice

appointed faujdar of B&mi&n and Ghorband in the reign of Aurangzeb.

R4ja Prithwi Singh of Chamba (1641-64) also held the mansab of

1,000 with 400 horse, and it seems probable that his son and grandson
enjoyed a similar distinction. They were also the recipients of valu-

able presents from the Mughal court.

In A. D. 1752 the Hindu Hill States came under the control of the

Durrdni kings of Kdbul, having been ceded along with the rest of the

Punjab to Ahmad Sh&h Durrani by his namesake the emperor Ahmad
Sh&h of Delhi. Under Ahmad SMh, R4j& Ghamand Chand of K&ngra
was appointed governor of Jullundu r and the hills between the Sutlej

and the RAvi. The R&jds of Chamba and Jammu seem also to have
enjoyed the favour of the Durrani kings. Sikh influence began to be

felt in the hills about A. D. 1764, and in 1770, Jassa Singh, R&mgarhia,
invaded K&ngjra and made several of the States, including Kdngra and
Chamba, tributary. His power was of brief duration for in 1776 he
was defeated by Jai Singh, Kanhiya, who then became the sovereign

of most of the K&ngra States. In 1785*6 Jai Singh was in turn
defeated in the plains by a combination, aided by R&jd Sans&r Chand
of Kdngra; and being compelled to withdraw from the hills he
abandoned to Sansdr Chand the Kdngra fort and the rich valley,

along with the sovereignty of the eleven States of the K&ngra group.

In 1806 the Gurkhas invaded K&ngra and in 1809, being unable to

drive them out, Sans&r Chand appealed to Mah&r&ja Ranjit Singh for

help. This was given, but as its price the Kdngra fort fell into the
hands of the Sikhs, the greater part of the valley was also annexed,
and at the same time all the K&ngra States became tributary to

Xjahore.
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Jammu was first invaded in 1774 by Oharat Singh, the head of the
Sukarchakia misl and grandfather of Ranjit Singh, and most of the
States of the Dugar group had become tributary to the Sikhs before

1786, and were finally subdued by Ranjit Singh about 1808-09. With
the rise of MahArAja Ranjit Singh to power the Hill States fell upon
evil days. Had he been content to treat them as feudatories it would
have been no great hardship, for t hey had been in subjection for

centuries. But this did not meet the designs which he soon began to

disclose, and they involved the entire destruction of the principalities

of the hills. Jammu was the first to feel the weight of his hand. It

was invaded and reduced in 1810, and again in 1812, and finally in

1816, the ruling chief was removed from power and driven into exile,

the country being annexed to the Sikh kingdom. After a long
residence in British territory this, the seuior branch of the JarawAl
family, returned to the Punjab in 1844 and was assigned a jagir at

Alchrota in GurdAspur which is still held by the family. Guler was
the first of the KAngra States to fall. In 1813-14 the RAja was sum-
moned to Lahore, arrested and compelled to surrender his principality

and accept a jagir ol Rs. 20
,
000 . These lands are still held by the

family, whoso head resides at Haripur, the ancient capital of the State.

He is the first Viceregal DarbAri in the KAngra District.

At the end of 1815 a great assembly of the Sikh army was convened
at SiAlkot to which all the Hill chiefs were summoned. The RAjAs of
Nurpur and Jaswati failed to attend, and upon them a fine was deliber-

ately imposed which it was beyond their ability to pay. The RAjA of

JaswAn quietly surrendered his State on receiving a jagir of Rs. 12,000
a year. RajA Bir Singh of JNfirpur was cast in a firmer mould. He did
his utmost to meet the unjust demand, even to the mortgage and sale

of his family idols and sacrificial vessels of silver and gold. But even
these did not suffice and he was sent back to his capital from Lahore
and compelled to surrender his kingdom. A jdgir was offered which
he indignantly declined. For years he struggled against a pitiless foe,

but all to no purpose, and in 1846, after the defeat of the Sikhs at
Sobraon, he led an army against the Nurpur fort, and died before its

walls in ft last vain attempt to recover his kingdom. His descendants
reside near Nurpur in the onjoyment of a small jagir granted by the
British Government. The present head of the family is an Honorary
Magistrate in Nurpur.

The small State of ShAhpnr, held by a branch of the Nurpur family,

was annexed by Jai Singh Kanhiya in 1781, and the ruling family now
^resides at SujAnpur near MAdhopur, on a small pension. As already

stated this family is Muhammadan, being descended from the younger
son of RAjA Jagat Singh of Nurpur.

The subordinate chiefship of Kotila, originally ruled by a branch of

the PathAnia family, was seized towards the end of the* 18th century

•by DhiAn Singh, wazir of Guler, who held it till 1811, when it waa
conquered and annexed by the Sikhs. •

The DatArpur State was forcibly annexed in 1818 on the demise of

the ruling chief, ay dgir being granted fco his son. The present head
of this family resides at Pirthipur in HoshiArpur. Si a woqld have
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shared the same fate as Datdrpur, but for the fact that two princesses

of the family had b*en married to RAj6 Dhi&n Singh, minister of

Ranjit Singh. The state was made a jdgir, is still in the possession

of the family, whose head resides at D&da-Siba. In the same manner
Kutlehr was overturned in 1825, On the approach of the Sikh army
the B&j& retired to a strong fort where he held out for two months
and finally surrendered on the promise of a jdgir of Rs. 10,000 which
is still enjoyed by the family. The present R&jd resides at Kotlehr

and is the 5th Viceregal Darb£ri in K&ngra. He exercises Criminal

and Civil powers in the taluka of Kotlehr.

KAngra itself was almost the last of the KAngra group of States to

be overturned. R&jti Sans&r Chand died in December 1828, having
been a vassal of Ranjit Singh since 1809 and Anirudh Chand, his son,

was allowed to succeed on payment of a heavy fee of investiture, but

the extinction of this ancient principality was near at hand. On
the occasion of a visit to Lahore in 1827 Anirudh Chand was pressed

by Ranjit Singh to consent to the marriage of his two sisters to BIra
Singh, son of Rdjd Dhi&n Singh. The proposal was abhorrent to him
but he feigned acquiescence and asked permission to return home to

make airangemonts. On reaching Nadaun, his capital, he collected all his

moveable property, and taking his sisters with him abandoned home
and country rather than submit to the dishonour, as he esteemed it, of

such an alliance. By immemorial custom the daughter of a ruling

chief may marry no one of lower rank than her father. Anirudh
Chand was the descendant of a long line of kings, while Dhian Singh
was a R&ja only by favour of his master. He, too, was a Rdjput of

noble descent and ancient lineage, and next to Ranjit Singh the most
powerful man in the Punjab, whose favour was altogether desirable.

But all this counted for nothing in the estimation of the proud Ka^och
when weighed against the sacrifice of his family honour. On hearing

of Anirudh's flight Ranjit Singh was much enraged and at once sent

an army to annex the State. Ludhar Chand, cousin of Anirudh Chand,
remained behind to receive the Sikhs and also gave a daughter in

marriage to HIra Singh, for which a jdyir was conferred upon him.

Anirudh Chand died in exile and his son, Ranblr Chand, returned in 1833

and received from Ran]It Singh ajdgir of Rs. 50,000. Kullu was the last

Sfcafceof the Kdngra group to be overthrown, but the story of its fall is too

long to be told here. Suffice to say that it was invaded by a Sikh army
in 1839 and finally annexed in 1840. The R&ja fled across the Sutlej

and died in exile. Some years later a jdgir in Wazfri R6pi was assigned

to the ruling family which still holds *it. The present head of the

family resides at Sultdnpur in Kullu. "

Charaba, Mancji and Suket, more fortunate than the others, succeeded

in weathering the storm, though more than once in imminent danger of

destruction, and they still rank among the Native States of the Punjab.

Chamba was saved chiefly through the influence of Nathu, wazir of

the State, who Bfcood high in favour with Ranjit Singh.

The later history of Jammu and the other States of the Dugar group
is indissolubly linked with the fortunes of three brothers, representing

a younger branch of the Jamw&l clan. These were Guldb Singh, Dhi&n
Singh and Suchet Singh. About 1810 Gulab Singh having quarrelled
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with his oousin, the then R4j& of Jammu, retired to Lahore and entered
the service of Ranjit Singh. His two brothers soon followed him. They
too obtained appointments in the Sikh army and were advanced to

positions of influence. Guldb Smgh quickly rose to independent
command and was chiefly employed in quelling outbreaks among the
chiefs of the Jammu and Kashmir Hills. As a reward for these ser-

vices he was in 1 820 raised to the rank of K&j& and received the Jammu
State, from which the elder branch of the clan had recently been ex-
pelled, as a fief. Dhi&n Singh, the second brother, was in 1818 promot-
ed to the important post of cleorhiwdla,

or Lord Chamberlain, a position

of great influence, as it rested with him to grant or refuse admis-
sion to the Maharaja's presence. Soon after 1882 he too received the
title of R4j&, and tne Punch State, then recently annexed, was con-
ferred upon him. In 1828 he became chief minister, an office which he
continued to hold till his death in 1843. He spent all his time at
Lahore near the Mah£i4ja's person, pushing and safeguarding the in-

terests of hi** family while his two brothers were actively engaged in

'the field. The third brother, Suchet Smgh, was a courtier and a brave
and dashing soldier, with little predilection for diplomacy and affairs

of State, in which he seldom intermeddled. He too was made a R&j&
soon after his brothers, and the R^mnagar State, called Behandrdlta,
from which the ruling family had been expelled, was given him as a fief.

On becoming R&j& of Jammu, Gulab Singh at once began to extend
his power by the annexation of the other hill states, nominally for the
Sikhs, but really for himself. The first to fall were M&nkot and
Kashtw&r in 1820-21. In each case the ruling chief was expelled
from his territory. The head of the M&nkotia family now resides at

Salangri, near Kotlehr, in Kangra. The late R£ja, Balbir Singh was
Risaldar-Major in the 13tli Bengal Cavalry, and served in the Afghan
and Egyptian Wars, for both of which he held decorations. It seems
to have been by Ranjit Singles direct orders that Kashtw&r was an-
nexed. The R&ja had afforded an asylum to the exiled king of K6bul,
Sb&li Shuj&, after his flight from Lahore in 1815, and this was never
forgiven. Gulab Singh went with a force to Doda and the Rdja on
coming there to meet him was at once made a prisoner and sent to

Lahore. Raujit Singh promised to reinstate him but never did so, and
three years afterwards he was poisoned by his own servant. The
present head of the family resides at Tilokpur in K&ngya.

Beliandralta was annexed in 1822, and. the liead of the family has

long resided at Sl>&hz6dpur in the Ambala District. The R&jd, of

Gbaneni had assisted Gul&b Singh against Kashtw&r and in 1822 was
rewarded by being deposed and. his State wan annexed. He appealed

to Ranjit Singh and obtained permission to reside in his own territory.

The present R&j£ lives at Chaoeni in the enjoyment of a jdgir and is

related to the Jammu family by marriage. In 1835-6 the last R6j& of

JJasohli died without issue and the state was quietly annexed to Jamtuu.

About the same time or shortly afterwards the same fatfe befell the

small states of Jasro^a and S&mba.

The S&mba family is now extinct in the direct line but many collateral

branches of it, as well as of the Balauria family, still remain. The
present head of the Jasrota family resides at Khdnpur near' Nagro{a in
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Jammu. Bhadu, the second state held by the Balauria family, became
extinct by its annexation to Jammu in 1840-41 and the present R4j&
lives at Tilokpur near Kotila in K4ngra. Bhadraw&h, the third of the

Balauria States, was annexed by Ohainba in 1820-21, and the ruling

family has long been extinct in the direct line. In 1846 the country

was transferred to Jammu.

On the conclusion of the 1st Sikh War the treaty of peace, concluded
at Lahore on 9th March 1846, transferred to the British Govern-
ment in perpetual sovereignty the Jullundur Do&b and the hill country
between the Sutlej and the Bc&s.

A war indemnity of a crore and a half of rupees was also demand-
ed,, and the Sikh Darbar being unablo to meet this demand agreed to

cede the hill country between the Beas and Indus as the equivalent of

one crore, promising to pay the rest in cash. By a separate treaty

on 1 1th March the British Government brought itself under an ob-
ligation to respect the bond fide rights of the dispossessed hill chiefs.

On March 16th a treaty was concluded at Amritsar between the British

Government and Gul&b Singh of Jammu, transferring to him in perpe-
tual possession all the hill country between the R&vi and the Indus,
on payment by him of £750,000 to Government. In making over these

territories the Government by a special clause in the treaty imposed
upon R&j& Gul&b Singh the obligation they had come under as regards

the rights of the dispossessed chiefs and the latter were at the same
time given the option of remaining in or leaving Jammu territory.

Most of them preferred the latter alternative, and Government theU
became responsible for the payment of their annuities. To meet this

charge Mah&r&ja Gul&b Singh ceded certain land near Pathdnkot to

Government in perpetuity, and the dispossessed chiefs of the Dugar
group of States, therefor draw their pensions, which are in most cases

small, direct from Government. One or two other incidents may be
related in connection with the States of the KAngra group. The trans-

fer of hill territory to Mah&r£ja Gul&b Singh included Chamba, but

an arrangement was afterwards made, through Sir Henry Lawrence,

by which the Jammu State acquired the districts of Lakhanpur and
Bhadraw&h in lieu of Chamba, which thus came directly under tho

control of the British Government. Though not connected with the

present narrative it may also be mentioned that in 1847 Mah&r4ja
Gul&b Singh surrendered the territory between the Jhelum and tho

Indus now forming the Haz&ra District to the Sikh Darb&r, receiving

in exchange territory of half the value nearer Jammu. The territory

between the Sutlej and the Ravi in the hills in which all the States of

the K4ng?a group were situated came under the direct control of the

British Government in March 1846, but the transfer was not affected

without difficulty. Relying on its ancient prestige the Sikh Commander
of the K&ngra Fort refused to yield up his trust, and a force including

a battery of artillery had to be sent from Ludhi&na. then a military

station, to coerce him into surrender, which was done only after a siege

of two months* The commandant of the Kotila Fort also held out for

some tiifie. The dispossessed chiefs also did not willingly own alle-

giance to their new rulerB. They had long been looking forward to

$he coming of the British and the generous treatment extended to the
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states east of the Sutlej, in 1816 when the chiefs were all reinstated in
their principalities on the expulsion of the Gurkhas, encouraged them
to believe that in their case also the same procedure would be followed.
Great then was their disappointment on learning that such was not
the case, and that the new paramount power meant to retain in its

own hands all that the Sikhs had won. They all became disaffected
in consequence, and when they were approached by the Sikh leaders
in the early summer of 1848, and incited to join in the rebellion which
was then maturing, they lent a willing ear to these overtures. They
were promised that, in the event of the British being expelled from the
Punjab, their states would be restored. In August 1848 Rdm Singh,
son of the late waztr of Nfirpur, gathered a force and seizing the
Sh6hpur Fort on the R4vi, proclaimed Jaswant Singh, son of the re-

doubtable Bfr Singh as Rdj& of Ntirpur. A British force was sent
against him and on its approach he evacuated the fort and took up a
strong position, on the hills near Nfirpur which was captured by storm.
He then fled bo the Sikh Army in the plains. In January 1849 while
the second Sikh War was in progress R&m Singh again appeared in
the hills. He entrenched himself on the Dalla-k4-Dh4r, one of
the outer ranges of the Siwdliks, which was stormed with considerable
loss, two young Europeans being among the killed. R&m Singh was
afterwards taken and banished to Singapore where he died, but to the
present day his exploits are narrated with pride and commemorated in

song. In November 1848 the Raj&s of K&ngra, Jasw&n and Dat&rpur
also rose in rebellion but they were quickly defeated, captured and
banished to Almora. There the senior branch of the K&ngra family
became extinct and the present R4j4 is descended from Mi4n Fateh
Chand, younger brother of Rdjd Sans6r Chand. He resides at Lamba-
graon near Nadaun in the enjoyment of a jagir of Ss. 35,000. He has
the honorary rank of *Major in the 37th Dogras and served in the
Ohitral campaign. He is an Honorary Magistrate in his jagir and
second Viceregal Darb&ri in the JDistriet. The Raj£ of JaBwan was
permitted to return from Almora about 1855 and was granted a
jagir by Mah&raja Gul&b Singh at Rdmkot in Jammu. In 1877 his

former jagir in Jaswan was also restored. The present head of the
family resides at Amb in Jaswan and is related by marriage to the
Mah&r&ja of Jammu and Kashmir.

The R&j& of Dat&rpur was allowed te come back from Knmaun at a

later date and resides at Pirthipur in *Hoslii6rpur on a small pension.

Most of the chiefs of the Kangra group of States reside in their

aifcestral homes and among their own people, and though their authority

as ruling princes has long since passed away, they are still regarded

with feelings of deep respect and devotion by their former subjects*

The chiefs of the Dugar group have been less fortunate and most pf

them are eariled from their ancient patrimonies and live in British

territory. Some of the chiefs have risen to positions .of honour -and

distinction in the army and the imperial service, and it is to be re-

gretted that they do not more frequently seek an outlet in this way
for their energies and talents. For the most part it is £o he feared

that they lead aimless lives, courting a dignity, which they
^
have

not the means to maintain and dreaming of a past which can never
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ffttura. Tks Utory of their fall is a pathetic one and the pathos

is rendered keener by the many lopal traditions current in the hills

and entwined with the memory of the old chiefs. Some of the

States so ruthlessly destroyed were among the oldest that the

world has ever known. We may question the claim of the Katoch
Bijds of Kangra to a pedigree dating from the time of Mah&bh&rat,

but there can be little doubt that their kingdom was founded some

centuries before the Christian era. There are few, if any, royal

families in the world that can trace their descent through such a

long period. To seek a, parallel we naturally turn to the Rajput States

of RAjputfaiU. Mew&r or Udaipur, the oldest of them, came into

the possession of the present ruling family in A. D. 721, and all

the other principalities are of much later date, some having been

founded in comparatively recent times. Contrasting them with the

Katoch family of K6ng?a Sir A. Cunningham said :
—“ The royal

family of Jullundur and Kdngja is one of the oldest in India and
their genealogy from the time of the founder, Susanna Chandra,

appears to me to have a much stronger claim on our belief than

any of the long strings of names now shown by the more powerful

families of R&jpfitana.” Again in the Census Report of 1881 Sir

Denzil Ibbetson wrote of the K&jput dynasties of the western

Himalaya as possessing genealogies more ancient and unbroken

than can be shown by any other royal families in the world. They
have thus good reason to be proud of their ancient descent. The
ancestors of some of them were ruling over settled States when ours

were little better than savages, and many of them can point to a
pedigree dating back for 1,000 years. In comparison with them most
of the ruling houses of the plains are but as of yesterday, and
the very oldest of these must yield precedence for antiquity of lineage

to some of the fcoble families of the Punjab^ Hills. On 15th March
1909, His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-General was pleased

to confer the title of R£j£ as a l^reditary distinction upon Colonel

Jai Chand, jagirdar of Lambagraon ; Jai Singh, jagirdar of Siba ;

Narindar Chand, jagirdar of N&daun ; Ram PA1, jagirdar of Kutlehr ;

and Gaggan Singh, jagirdar of Nurpur, all in the KAngra District*

This distinction had previously been conferred on RAj& RaghunAtb
Singh of Guler.

The form of salutation among the MiAn is jaidiya of which the
original in Sanskrit was Jayatu Deota, meaning “ May the king be
victorious.” It is thus very much the same as “ long live the king***

It was formerly offered only to a ruling chief or a scion of his

family and could not be assumed by a RAjput of lower degree
without proper sanction. Occasionally a chief, being the head of

the clan, might confer the privilege of using the jaidiya on others

,
than the members of the royal clan but unauthorised assumption of

the title was punished with fine and imprisonment. By a ruling

chief or the bead of a royal clan it is received and not returned

.
unless when offered by an equal in rank or an heir-apparent. Among
Mi&ns of the first rank below the chief it is freely interchanged, the
inferio? in rank offering the salutation first, and when accorded to

them by others of inferior social rahk ; whether Rajputs or/ theme

of lower castes, the salutation R&m R&m is given in return.
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A distinction is made by some Midns between those who do and
those who do not follow the plough, the salutation being accorded only
to the latter and denied to the former even when of noble de-
scents This distinction is not now so marked as in former times,
for the force of circumstances has compelled many Midns to resort
to agriculture for a living,

Mr. Barnes in the Kdngra Settlement Report relates the following

incident which show the great importance formerly attached to the
jaidiya . Rdja Dhidn Singh, the Sikh minister, himself a Jamwdl
Mian, desired to extort the jaidiya from Rdjd Bir Singh, the fallen

chief of Nurpur. He hold in his possession the grant of a jdgir

valued at Rs. 25,000 duly signed and sealed by Ranjit Singh and
delayed presenting the deed until the Nfirpur chief should hail him
with this coveted salutation. But Bir Singh was a Rajd by a long
line of ancestors, and Dhidn Singh was a Rdjd only by favour of Ranjit
Singh, The hereditary chief refused to compromise his honour, and
preferred beggary to affluence rather than accord the jaidiya to one
who by the rules of the brotherhood was his inferior.

Considerable modifications iu the popular use of the jaidiya have
taken place in recent years and many now receive the honour who
formerly would not have been entitled to it. The Midus themselves
however adhere to ancient custom in the use of their honorific salutation.

Mr. Barnes has the following remarks about the exclusive habits

of the Mains in Kdngra, 50 years ago. u A Midn, to preserve his name
and honour unsullied, must scrupulously observe four fundamental
maxims Firstly, he must never drive the plough ; secondly, he
must never give his daughter in marriage to an inferior, nor marry
himself much below his rank ; thirdly, he must never accept money
in exchange for the betrothal of his daughter, and lastly, his femalQ
household must observe strict seclusion. The prejudice against the

plough is perhaps the most inveterate of all : that step can never be
recalled. The offender at once loses the privileged salutation, lie is

reduced to the second grade of Rdjputs : no Midn will marry his

daughter, he must go a step lower in the social scale to get a wife

for himself. In every occupation of life he is made to feel his degraded
position. In meetings of the tribe and at marriages the Rdjputs
undefiled by the plough will refuse to sit at meals with the halbdh

or plough driver as he is contemptuously styled, and many to avoid

the indiguity of exclusion never appear at public assemblies. The
prejudice against driving the plough is common to Brahmans as well as

Rdjputs and three chief reasons are assigned by the people for it. Some
say it is sacrilegious to lacerate the earth with an iron plough- share.

Others consider that the offence is in subjecting oxen to labour and
driving them with the goad

;
probably the real reason is that such labour

is regarded as menial, and fit only for people of lower, castes. In many
if not most cases the objection applies only to driving* the plough, all

other forms of farm service being freely engaged in. The actual

ploughing is done by men of low caste residing in or near the village.

“ The giving of one’s daughter to an inferior in casta, is scarcely a
more unpardonable offence than agriculture. Even Ranjit Singh in the

height of his prosperity and, power felt the force of this prejudice. The
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l&j£ of Kingra deserted his hereditary kingdom rather* than ally his

sisters to Dhian Singh, himself a Mi&n of the Jammu stock, but not the
equal of the Kat°^h prince. The R&jputs of Kotgarh, in the Nurpur
pargam

,
voluntarily set fire to their houses and immolated their female

relatives to avoid the disgrace of Ran]ifc Singh’s alliance, and when
Ml&n Padma, a renegade P&tbania, married his daughter to the Sikh
monarch, his brethren, undeterred by the menaces of Ranjit Singh,

. deprived him and his immediate connections of the jaidiya and to this

day refuse to associate with his descendants. The seclusion of their

women is also maintained with severe strictness. I he dwellings of

Rajputs can always be recognised by one familiar with the country.

The houses are placed in isolated positions. Either on the crest of a
hill which commands the approaches on all sides, or on the verge of a
forest sedulously preserved to form an impenetrable screen. Where
natural defences do not exist, an artificial growth is promoted to afford

the necessary privacy. In front of their dwellings removed fifty paces

£r< m the house, stands the mandi or vestibule beyond whose precincts

no one unconnected with the household can venture .to intrude. A
privileged stranger who has business with the master of the house may
by favour occupy the vestibule, but even this concession is jealously

guarded, and only those of decent caste and respectable character are

allowed to coino even as far as the mandi . A remarkable instance of

the extremes to which the seclusion is cariied occurred under my own
experiences.

“ A Katoch’s house in Mandi territory accidently caught fire in broad
day. There was no friendly wood to favour the escape of the women
and rather than brave the public gaze they kept their apartments
and were sacrificed to a horrible death. Those who wish to visit their

parents must travel in covered palanquins and those too poor to afford

a conveyance travel by night, taking unfrequented roads through
thickets and ravines.”

The above remarks apply chiefly to K&ngra where the R&jputs are

much more tenacious of ancient custom than in other parts of the
hills. The restrictions of former times are now much relaxed.

Mr. Barnes also draws a pathetic picture of the condition of many of

the Mi&n families fifty years ago soon after -the establishment of

British rule in the hills. Too proud to follow the plough they often

had great difficulty in eking out a living and had to resort to many
shifts to support themselves and their families. That picture is no
longer true to life, times have changed for the better, and even when
unwilling to follow the plough the Mi&ns have many other avenuee of

work open to them, and considerable numbers enter the army and other
departments of Government service. Not a few have given up their

prejudice against following the plough, and become keen agriculturists,

. While the profits derived from land are much greater than they were
fifty years ago, so that the poorest of them now live in comparative
comfprt.

Mlinij (1) anickname of Panjabi Dicty,
f p. 756 ; (2) the descendant of a

, Mian (1) jbut inHaz&raat least, and probably in other parts of the frontier,

any new comfort to Isl&m is often balled a Mi6n&, ana many of them are
cultivators ; (3) Mitoi, a branch of the Sapabun division of the
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Path&ns, descended from Mi&nai, son of Sharkhahun and brother of

t
Sker&n, Tarin, and others. Mi&nai had 13 eons, of whom one, a Sayyid,
was adopted by him. They were Ghornai or Ghorai, Launai or Lunai,
Mulhai or Mulai, Las, Sal&ch, Tsot, Shkorn, Lawanai or Nawanai,
Ralwanai, Togh, Ja'far, Momit and Gharshin, the Sayyid. Shkorn's
two sons founded two septs, the Zmari and Kihtran. The Miana were
originally settled, like other Afghans, among the hills and valleys

springing from the Kasigliar, Shutnal, etc.

Miangan, a clan found in the Mohmand tappa of PesMwar tahsil.

Mian Khel, a Path&n tribe found in Dera Ism&il Kh£n. Their country has an
,

area of 256 square miles, and lies between the Gundapur and the
Babar country. The Mian Khels are one of the tribes of Loliani
Pawin !

alis, who settled in the Daman in the 16th century. Along with
the Daulat Khels, they first settled in Tdnk, but soon moved south to

their present quarters, which they seized after conquering the Sarw&nis
and other original inhabitants. They were assisted in this by the
Bakbt'iy&r tribe, to whom they gave a share in the lands acquired. The
Bahktiyars are now completely incorporated with the Mian Khels, and
form onoof their main sections. The Mi&n Khels never completely
gave up their Pawindah life, and, while a portion of tlio tribe is settled

at Dnlban and Musazai, the greater number of them still trade as

before between India and Khorasan. They are the richest of all the

Pawin dahs, and deal in the more costly descriptions of merchandise.
The trading and land-holding Mi&n Khels do not form altogether distinct

classes. Now and then a leading zaminddr takes an excursion to

K&bul or Bokhara. In the same way many of the trading Mian Khels
have proprietary rights in the Dam&n, where their lands are looked
after during their absence by relations. They are a peaceable tribe,

and good looking, often with ruddy complexions. They dress and
live better than most of the Pawindah and Dam&n tribes, and are
altogether more civilised. They seldom take military service. The
plain Mi&n Khels are divided into those of Draban and those of Musazai.

The bulk of the tribe lives atDr&ban, and owns rather more than three-

fourths of the whole Mi&n Khel country. The Musazais live in the

town of that name and own the south-west portion of the tract. They
are also called Mus& Khel.

Miani, a Path&n tribe of Dera Ism&il Khan, allied to the plain Mi&nis of the

Gfimal valley, near whom they reside during the winter. They only

number some 400 men.

MicH*N Khel, a sept of Path&ns, said to be Sarhang Nifizis, and certainly

Ni&zis. They are, however, now affiliated to the Marwats. Descended
from Shaikh Miohan, a descendant of Ni&zai, son of Lodai, who was a
saint of the Afghans and whose real name was Mohsin, the Michan are

reputed to possess charms against snake-bite and hydrophobia. H4ji

Murid, a descendant of Michan, is a saint of great repute, and his

lomb is on the bank of the Kurram near Lakki. Michan himself is

buried at W&no in the hills of Wazirist&n. I^is name is said to mean
* dirty/ but according to Raverty it is stated m his (

Life ( that in his

youth he was devoted to the ohaser to wandering in the valleys and on

the hills. Once in his wanderings the Almighty caused a miraculous
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gust of wind to blow upon him, which affected him in such wise that he

became a frenzied enthusiast, and filled with religious fervour. Hav-

ing recovered a little from its effects, he went his way homewards.

Some pei sons who saw him returning in this state of mental disturb-

ance and apparently bereft of his senses, remarked to others that / tc-

day this man lias been turning and twising about like a hand-mill—

michan.’ Be devoted himself to a religious life, and worked many
miracles. Muhsin the 3d ichan is generally said to have been 6th in

descent from Khako, son of Ni&zi, son of Ibrahim Lodai.

Midarj, see Maddri.

Midh» an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpuiv

MihIn Sahibs, a Sikh sect founded by one R&mdewa who used to draw
water for the Guru Tegh Bahadur's followers and horses. Seeing his

zeal the Guru one day said :

‘ Brother, you pour water like the rain

(minh)J Thenceforward he was styled Mihan and the Guru invested

him with a sell (a woollen cord) or hair necklace, a c«p [topi), a drum
(nuqdra) and the gilt of apostleship. Thus he became a sddh and
made converts. When Tegh Bahadur became, Guru, Rarudewa went

to Anandpur, but, hearing liis drum, the Guru bade his followers take

it away. R&mdewa nevertheless brought an offering to the Guru who
asked him if he cared nothing for the loss of his drum. R&mdewa
replied :

* It is thine, thou hast given and thou hast taken away/ The
Guru gave him half his own turban and the title of Mihan Sahib, and
also returned his drum. The mahant of tho sect still wears half a

turban and his followers are also called Bakhshish sadhs from bakhsK

(the ‘ gift’ of apostleship). They have a dera at Pa^ala.*

Mihmar, see Raj.

Mihb, -i, see Melira.

Mihrmama, a R&jput clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Mihtar, (1) the title of the ruler of Chitr&l, whose clan is thence called the
Mihtari qaum

; (2) a title
; headman of a caste

; a Chuhnl
; fern. -ni, -ani.

See also under Megh. In the second sense the word appears to be
derived from mahattara

,
chief : cf. mahattama and Mahtam.

Mija Khel, a Path&n sept.

Milotra, a R&jput clan found in Sidlkot-

MfNA, a caste which is, in the Punjab at least, almost invariably criminal.
In Alwar and Jaipur however, the States of R&jput&na in which their
home lies, this does not appear to be the case. Indeed Jaipur is said to
be ( really made up of petty Mina States, now under the chieftaincy of
the Kachw&ha RAjputs/ In Gurg&on the Mina cultivates land, but
this dees not prevent his being a professional thief. The following
description of the caste is taken from Major PowletPs Gazetteer of
Alvar-.—

J

“ Minas were formerly the rulers of much of the country now held by the Jaipur Chief
They still hold a good social position, for Rajputs will eat and drink from their hands, and

* The^Phdl S&hib dhudn of the Ud&sis is also called Mten S&hib. It is said to have its
shrines (deras) at Bah&durpur and Chim'gh&tl in Hosh&rpur. Is there any connection
between the Mih&n Sttribs and the Phdl Qihib dhudn of the Ud*sis ?

7 connection
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they are the most trusted guards in the Jaipur State. The Minas are of two classes, the
* Zammd&rf,* or agricultural, and the * Chaukid4ri,’ or watchmen. The, former are excel-
lent cultivators, and are good, well-behaved people. They form a 'large portion of the
population in Karauli, and are numerous in Jaipur.

“ The * Chaukid&ri ’ Minas, though of the same tribe as the other class, are distinct from
it. They consider themselves soldiers by profession, and so somewhat superior to their

agricultural brethren, from whom they take, but do not give, girls in marriage. Many of

the ‘ Chaukidiri
1 Minas take to agriculture, and, I believe, thereby lose caste to some

extent. These Chaukid&ri Minas are the famous marauders. They travel in bands, headed
by a chosen leader, as far south as Haidarabad in the Deccan, where they commit daring
robberies : and they are the principal class which the Thaggi and Dacoity Suppression De-
partment has to act against. In their own villages they arc often charitable ; and as
successful plunder has made some rich, they benefit greatly the poor of their neighbourhood,
and are consequently popular. But those who have not the eifterprisc for distant expedi-
tions, but steal and rob near their own homes, are numerous and are felt to be a great pest.

Some villages pay.them highly as Chaukidars to refrain from plundering and to protect the
village from others. So notorious are they as robbers that the late Chief of Alwar, Banni
Singh, was afraid lest they should corrupt their agricultural brethren, and desirous of

keeping them apart forbade their marrying, or even smoking or associating with members
of the well-conducted class.

“In April 1863, Major Impey, then Political Agent of Alwar, issued orders placing the

Chaukid&ri Mfna^ under surveillance ;
and under Major Caddis direction lists of them have

been made out, periodical roll-call enforced in the villages and absence without leave certi-

ficate punished.

“ I am not sure that, although, speaking generally, Minas are divided into Chaukidari and
Zammd&ri, there is any hard and fast line between the two classos. There is, I believe, an
intermediate class, for Mahar&ja Banni Singh’s attempts to keep the two apart were not

very successful.

There are said to bo 32 clans of Minas. Out of 59 Minas apprehended for dacoity by
the Dacoity Suppression Department, I found that the Jab clan furnished 17, the Kagot 9,

the Sira 8, and the Jarwal and Bagri 6 each. The Sus&wat was, I bolieve, formerly the

most powerful clan, and that which held Ajmer.”

The Minas of the Punjab appear in the Muhammadan histories as

Minis or Mains. Like the Bhat^is all the territories of the Minis were
attached to Abohar in the reign of AlA-ud-Din * Under Muhammad
Shdh (1889- LJ92) we read of Rai Kam&l-ud-Dfn Main and Rai D46d
Kam&l Main, doubtless one and the same person, as serving with the

Bhatti chiof.t

The Minas are the boldest of the criminal classes in the Punjab.
Their head -quarters, so far as that Province is concerned, are the

village of Shahjah&npur, which is attached to Gurgaon but surrounded
on all sides by Rdjputana territory. There they till lately defied our

police, and even resisted them with armed force. Their enterprises

are on a large scale, and they are always prepared to use violence if

necessary. In M&rwAr they are armed with small bows, which do
considerable execution. They travel great distances in gangs of from
12 to 20 men, practising robbery and dacoity even as far as the Deccan.
The gangs usually start off immediately after the DiwAli feast, and
often remain absent the whole year. They have agents in all the large

cities of RajputAna and the Deccan who give them information, and
they are in league with the carrying castes of MArwAr. After a
successful foray they offer one-tenth of the proceeds at' thp shrine of

KAli Devi. The criminal Minas are said to inhabit a tract pf country
about 65 miles long and 40 broad

,
stretching from Sh^hpurah 40 miles •

north of Jaipur to GurAora in GurgAon on the Bohtafc* border, the

most noted villages being Koti Putli, Bhairor, and SkAhjahAnpur, each

t lb : IV, pp. 22, 29.* E. H. I. Ill, p. 272.
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of which contains some 500 robbers. Their claim to Rijput descent is

probably well founded, though they are said to spring from an illegiti-

mate son of a Rdjput; and in woman’s slang one woman is said to
u give Mina ” (mina dena) to another when she accuses her of illicit

intercourse. They practise harewa or widow-marriage. They have a

dialect of their own ; or rather perhaps a set of slang words and
phrases which are common to the criminal classes. In the Punjab the

Mina is almost confined to Gurg&on and the neighbouring portions of

Pati&la and
,
N&bha. They are almost all Hindus and belong to the

Chftukid&ri section and the Kagot clan (see^furfcher under Meo*).
*

In N&bha tho Minas are found in the Bfiwal nizamat . They claim

descent from S&ngw&r Tawdri, a Brahman and grandson of Mir B&ja
Ad. As elsewhere they are habitual thieves but if a Mina is made
chaukid&r of a village no other Mina will rob it. Hence rise two

occupational groups—one of village watchmen, the other of cultivators

and the former will only take daughters from the latter, though they

may smoke together. Both have septs named* after the place of origin,

and in B&wal the got found is called Papri from Paproda in Jaipur.

They perform the first tonsure at R&i Sur in that State. At a betrothal

contract a barber, a Brahman and a Bana (Hindu Mirdsi) are sent to

the house of the boy’s father. The Edna marks a tilak on his forehead,

getting Es. 16 as his fee, the Brahman and the Ndi receiving Rs. 4 with

a turban and Rb. 3, respectively. The lagan is sent shortly after. An
auspicious day is fixed by a Brahman and other ceremonies performed.

Like all professional thieves, the Minas are devotees of devi. On all

occasions and even when starting on a raid, they offer her sweetmeats.

On the birth of a son they distribute food in the name of Puna, a eati

of their family, whose shrine is at Mehrat in Jaipur and the women sing

songs. They do not use the first milk of a milch animal until some of it

has been given to the parohit and offered to the goddess. They do not

wear kanch bangles as this was forbidden by the sati. They eat meat
*and drink liquor, worship the pipal and Sitla. They wear no janeo.

MiNA, (1) a nickname given by the Sikh gurus to those who pretended to

bo gurus—Panjabi Dicty,, p. 751 ; (2) a Sikh sect which owes its origin to

Pirthi Chand,t the eldest son of R&mdds, the 4th Guru, whose claim to

succeed his father was based mainly on the primitive theory that

sanctity descended in the physical sense. Orthodox Sikhs aver that

R&md&B stigmatised Pirthi Chand as Min&J or “
deceitful,” Dn account

of his unfilial lack of obedience, and excluded him from the succession.

Miharb&b Pirthi Chand’s son, wrote a janam sakhi of Guru N6nak,

wherein he eulogised his father. It contains the first, mention of

Bh6i B&la.

Mln&fcAB, an inlayer, an enameller on silver.

* If the Minas are connected with tho Meos it is, to say the least, a curious coincidence

that in Sansk. mina means ‘ fish,’ and that Meo or Meun means 4

fisherman.’

t Pirthi Mai, according to Trumpp, but rirthl Chand is the more usual form of the name.

X The name of the robber tribe in B4jputina—MacaUliffe. In Maya Singh’s Panjabi
Dietu ,, p. 731, mina is said to mean a bull or ox with horns inclined downwards along
its face ; a nickname given by the Sikh Gurus to those who pretended to become Qurfis,

though unfit for the noble work mmind nwandid.
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Minmin, a Muhammadan shop-keeper of the Hasan i sect, the class usually

styled Khoja or Bohra in India. The term appears to be confined to

the Baloch tracts.*

Mia, a chief; a title given to Sayyids and also to Mir&sis. See also under

Shikfiri.

MirIna, a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Miranzai, or Malik-Miri, one of the main branches of Path^ns who are

styled Bangash.

Mfitisi, fern, -an, Am£rasi, a genealogist, fr. Arabic mtrds, ‘ inheritance/

The Mfr&si form one of those large heterogeneous bodies, varying in

status, occupation and doubtless in origin as well, which are con-

ventionally called castes in the Punjab, though they correspond to no

definition, actual or potential, of the term c caste/ The best description

of their ordinary functions is the following extract from the Gujr&t

Settlement Report of 1865 1“ The duties of the Miriisis or village bards

are as followd :—To get by heart, and to bo able to repeat from memory

offhand, the pedigrees of the heads of the families within the tribe. They

were always appealed to in former times in the case of any dis-

pute about hereditary property. They have to attend upon the

guests of their masters. The agricultural classes keep no household

servants but these, and would consider it infra dig. to wait upon

their own gnests. They have to accompany their masters on visits

of condolence or congratulations; they summon relations from far

and near, they have to accompany tho daughter going to her father-

in-law's house, or the son's wife to visit her paternal home.

The Mir&si and his wife have to prepare all such things as may

be required at a marring© least—turmeric, salt, pepper 20 days before

the wedding, to inform all relations {gand lejdna), and to attend

upon them when present, also to care for all who come upon visits of

condolence, or to a funeral. The above services are obligatory, and

if refused the Mfr&si is turned out of the village, and his place is

supplied by another.

In exchange for their services the Mir&sis receive,^ on 10 or 12

different occasions between the betrothal and the marriage, presents

of from eight annas to two rupees and among the perquisite are the

shawl or other valuable cloth used as the pall at the funerals or

the better classes. When the marriage procession leaves the house of

*

the bride, the bridegroom distributes to all the Missis, who collect

from the neighbouring villages for the purpose, from one anna to

cftie rupee each according to his means. Jafs call this ratarchan,

and Gujars dar. The poor give one or two pice to each Mirdsi, called

wdrah. This custom prevails still. In former days the Mirasis could

secure their perquisites by giving the recusant a bad name, a» d speak-

ing disrespectfully of him. Since, however, the meeting was held for

the reduction of marriage expenses, the Mirons are not unportunate,

but accept what they can get. They are now taking to cultivation,

but, being tenants-at-will, they make little profit out of it, some have

Longworth Dames’ Text-book of Balochi, p. 36.
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educated tjbemselves and obtained service. An order was issued by
the District Officer that Mir&sis should confine themselves to their own,
and not collect fees uninvited in neighbouring villages at "marriages
and funerals : this gave great relief to the community ”

Ibbetson (§ 527) writing of the Pum and Mir&si observed that Pum
is the Hindu and Indian while Mir&si is the Musalm&n and Arabic
name (of the caste), the whole class being commonly called Pfim-Mir&si
by the people. But the collocation of the two names does not
appear to imply that the two groups are necessarily identical or even
equal. They are loosely coupled together in popular speech, just as
are Chfihy&-0ham4r and Mochi-Jul&h&, in a manner which only serves
to conceal the fact that the Pum-Mir&si group includes sub-groups of

varying status. It may be conjectured that the Mir&si is a kind of

promoted pfim, elevated by function above his parent group. Ibbetson
no doubt observed that the Pums must bo carefully distinguished from
the Pom or Pomra, the executioner and corpse-burner of Hindustan,
and the type of all uncleanliness to a Hindu

; as also from the Pum of
the Hill States whom he classed as Purnna and not as Mir£si, the term
Pfim being understood to mean in the Himalayan area a worker in
bamboo, but it is probably safer to regard the pom, pfim, pfimna
and pomra are mere synonyms, all four being of pretty much the same
status, though not, necessarily of the same origin. Functionally the
Mir&si is certainly the Muhammadan equivalent of the Hindu Bhat.
‘ Even J&ts/ w rote Ibbetson, ' employ Mirdsis, though the hereditary
genealogist of many of the J&t tribes is the S&nsi, and R&jputs often
employ Mirdsis in addition to Bh&ls.' ‘The Mir&si/ he also said, 'is to
the inferior agricultural castes and outcast tribes what the Bh&t is to the
Rajputs.* ' But/ as he pointed out, ' the Mir&si is more than a gene-
alogist ; he is also a musician and minstrel

; and most of the men who
play the musical instruments of the Punjab are either Mir&sis, Jogis
or faqirs. The social position of the Mir&si, as of all the minstrel
castes, is exceedingly low, but he attends at weddings and on similar
occasions to recite genealogies. Moreover there are grades even among
Mir&sis.’ This is eminently true. The social position of the Mir&si,
like that of the Bhat, depends on several factors, his function, his
origin and his means. Like all the client or parasite classes the
Mir&si’s position varies with that of his patron, and a Mirdsi perma-
nently attached to a R&jput clan and beneficed by it, ranks higher than
one who is merely a strolling player or casual attendant at a J&t wed-
ding. Even the outcast tribes have their Mir&sis who, though they do
not eat with their patrons and merely render them professional service,

* are considered impure by the Mir&sis of the higher castes. As to the
Pfima they are entirely disavowed by the Mfr&sis, or at least by the real
Mirisis. Thus in Rohtak the Pum is a Hindu who is associated with
dancing girls as a player on the tabla or the sdrangi and is described
' as an offshoot of the Kanfis* sect (sic) who are called Pums of DMngs.
They are not Muhammadans/ Elsewhere the Pum is, equated* with
the Kanohan. And in Gurgaon he is said to take alms only from menials
like the Jhiwar, Pakaut, Cham&r, Bhangi, Jul£h& and Dh&nak,

,

# Of. p. Ill, infra.
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In Dera GMii.KMn the Dum is also called Lang&, and is said to be
the mirasi of the Baloch, using the saranda and singing B&lochi songs in
praise of God, the Prophet, Pirs and heroes. The Lang& also keep the
Baloch pedigrees and in former times used to accompany their masters
in war as minstrels. In Multan they are said to be miratis of the
D&tidpotras and also D&udpotras themselves by origin, having come
from Urarkot. They claim descent accordingly from Abb&a. Then
again the Mitasi or Dum of Dera Gh&zi Khdn used to keep horse-

stallions for breeding and he still does so in the Bozd&r hills. So too in

Gurgaon the Mir&sis used to keep stallions and bulls for breeding pur-
poses, but this tocation seems to have been confined to the Naqq&ls. The
Mir&ai’s love of a horse is also noted in Lahore and horses are said to

be sometimes given him in alms.

AUrdsi origins.

The Mitasis, or at least some of them, claim an Arabian origin.
Tradition says that the Prophet had once whipped a Moslem of
Madina named Ak&sa or Kassa and when on his death-bed he asked
that any one whom he had injured should wreak vengeance on him .

Akasa demanded that the dying Prophet should bare his back, which he
kissed,* taking no other revenge. He then eulogised the Prophet and

* His object wa<3, according to other versions, to see the 'seal of prophecy’ on tbs

Prophet’s back. One variant makes Okasa (AkAsa) a Shaikh Quraish by descent thus
Abdul Munaf.

IIAshim.

Mutlib.

1

(

Amin,
i

AbduJla. Abu Tilib.

a'u.
1

Okasa.
|

Muhammad.
or

Kassa. r
1

1
1

Hasan. Husain,

Abdul Haqq. Abdul Qhani.

ur.

Bha^ar.

Passi.

1

WAhid. Umr Din. Kalu.
• And adds that OkAsa's sons took refuge in the Punjab after Muhammad's defeat in the

Khyber Pass / while yet another version gives Kassa’s (Okfisa’s^ descendants as above and
aays Passi was the first to come to India from Arabia. But Dr. Horovitz points out that this

episode is not related of UkkAsha, but of one of the companions of the Prophet, SawAd Ibn
Qhaziya, regarding whom Ibn IshAq (circa 150 H.) in his Biography of the Prophet writes

‘

Ibn HabbAn Ibn WAsi has told me on the authority of old men of his tribes that when
the Prophet put tie ranks of his companions straight on the day of Bad* (anno 2 Hijra>

•with an arrow in his hand, he passed by SawAd Ibn Ghaziya, a cliept of the tribe of

Banu Adf Ibn NajjAr, who was rushing forward from the lines, the Prophet stabbed the

arrow into his belly and said to him :
“ Stand straight.’* SawAd said :

“ You have given
me pain, O Prophet ! and as God has sent you with justice, allow me to retaliate. So
the Prophet uncovered his belly and said *.

" Take your revenge Whereupon he embraced

him and kissed Jus belly. When the Prophet asked him :
“ What makes you do this f *' he
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‘

bis descendants followed his example by panegyrising kings and noble#

for a living.' One of them, Mir, migrated to Persia and obtained the
office of naqib or herald. In that capacity his * descendants Quraishi
and B&sla accompanied the Khw&ja Muin-ud-din Chishti into India and
became the Mir&sis of the Shaikhs and Sayyids. Bfisla was corrupted
into Fosla. The naqibs and naqarchis of the Muhammadan kings
corresponded to the Dh&dhis of the Hindu R&j&s. According to this

account, which comes from Rohtak, the only true Mir&sis are the
Quraishis, Poslas, the descendants of Mir, and the Rab&bis, all of

foreign origin, and the DMdhis who are indigenous to India.

Another variant makes the Mir&sis descendants of W&hid and his

father Ak&sa. WAhid was the slave of Abdulla, a famous jurist

under the Caliph Umar. One day his promptitude in bringing his

master a bowl of milk earned its reward and Abdulla taught him
the law of inheritance and the pedigrees connected therewith, but the
profession of his descendants degenerated into mere repetition of the
latter. This tradition is current in Gujrdt, as is also the following :

—

When Ali came to the Prophet's house with a procession to celebrate his

nuptials with Fatima, an assembly was held ; and according to a custom
which still obtains among Muhammadans of all creeds and nationalities,

milk was required as the first thing to be put into the bridegroom's

mouth at the br? do's house. A bowl held by an unseen hand, was
placed before the bridegroom, and W&hid, a slave of the bride's house-

hold, held it up to the bridegroom's lips. He emptied it and the slave

asked for a reward, so Ali placed two rubies in the empty bowl, but

Wahid asked for a more substantial and enduring gift. Ali who was
learned in the law of inheritance taught him that science and so his

descendants were called Mir&sis. The kabit or song in which this

tradition is preserved runs as follows :

—

Hoyd hukam Khuda-i-da wahijo ayapds,

Milyd katord Wahid ko jinka bap Abbas.

Parho kalmdy akho Momioon dm jo aya ras

Dhudh pilayd Shah kojithon mili mirds.

The legend hardly deserves notice, but it is given here as showing
how daring popular invention can be. One Asa was a servant of the

Prophet who bestowed upon him the title of Mir Asa. He was after-

wards called Sulfc&n Mir and his descendants were styled Mir6n
Sayyids, whence Mir&si.

Some Mir&sis claim to be descendants of Kalak D&s, son of

Brahma. Kalak D&s sucked away his father's leprosy and in gratitude

Brahma bestowed upon him this boon, that he should be reverenced by
the people and that all he said should be true. So the people trust the

Mi< &sis to this day.

Some of the legends regarding the origin of the Mir&si are curious

inventions, intended probably to explain their low place in the social

scale. Thus, according to one story, when Abraham was to be burnt,

answered. “ I am not sure whether I shall not be killed and I wanted my last remembrance
of you to be that of my body touching yours.” Whereupon the Prophet wished hiarwell.
There are similar accounts in other old biographies of the Prophet.
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his body was placed on one end of a wooden lever over a fierce fire,

but the people were unable to lower it as God sent angels to counteract
their efforts. Satan then appeared and said that Abraham could only
be lowered into the fire while a brother and sister consummated their

union publicly ! Ad-and his sister Jogd| were tempted into this

incestuous union and the angels fled at the sight. The lever was
then lowered into the flames. Another story makes the Mirdsis the
offspring of a darvesh’s sin. Two boys were born in human shape and,
abandoned by the darvesh, were brought up by a king in princely
guise but Satan found time by night to teach them to sing, dance and
play musical instruments, eo the king turned them away and they be-
gat the Mirdsi caste.

Mirdsi organisation.

An attempt will now be made to give some idea of the intricacies

of the Mirdsi organisation, or disorganisation as it might be called.

It is even more elusive and fluid than that of the Bh^s who overlap
the Mirdsis and cannot be altogether disentangled from them.

Rai Mirasi.—The Rai Mirdsi—compare the Rai Bhdt—is a man of

education and teaches boys Hindi accounts like a padha. He is also

a poet and composes Icabits. The Rais are Mirdsis of the Jdts in Jlnd,
or perhaps Jdts’ Mirdsis rank as Rais.

In Hoshidrpur the Rais claim to have been Hindu Bhdts who were
converted to Islam but continued to compose and recite habits after

conversion. Being Brahmans by descent and in former times having
been attached to influential clans and ruling chiefs they stand high in

the Mirdsi social scale and do not intermarry outside their own group.
But in this District they do not teach. In Lahore, however, they
teach the three R’s, commit to memory the pedigrees of their patrons
and get lags (dues) at weddings and on the birth of a son. In some
places they are cultivators and become patwuris or even field qdnungos.
But all Mirasis are styled Rai e on account of their slow and majestic
manner of speech/*

Mir Mirasis are panegyrists, but the term Mir is applied to any
Mirdsi out of courtesy. It is also said that the Mir Mirdsi is so called

because he is a mirasi of the wealthy (amir).

But in Ludhidna a mtr mirasi is defined to be one who taking a
jhanda (a pole with a pennon) in hand recites verses in honour of their

priest (.sic) Lakhddta or Sakhi Sultdn of Baghddd.
.
They are heard

*in the streets of towns and villages saying in a loud voice, Agardudu
da mama lunjda ; khair is khazane di mangda .

In Lahore they are said to be educated men, who compose panegyrics.
They recite eulogies in Persian and even Arabic and are known as
madah hhwan .

# The Dhddhi is one who plays the dhadh and sings the de6ds of heroes
dead and gone. Little else about him is known with certainty. He

* But in Gurgion the B&i is said to have nothing to do with the Mic&si as the latter is

beneath him. The Rai is a Musalman and a composer of songs and habits, Q^pg, a Rai,

is said to have been attached to Akbar's court.
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is endogamous, at least in Ludhiana and Jind. In Mandi he is alleged

to he of the Tanfir caste and, the Jind got . In that State he recites the

deeds of heroes at the R6jd’s table, but his women-folk do not sing

and dance before the ladies of their patrons, like other Mirdsi women.

Yet he only gets half as much as other Mirdsis and intermarries with

them, But the chief Dhddhi receives the title of Rana from the

State, gets extra dues and acts as its herald. DMdhis will not inter-

marry with Karhdli Mirdsis as they are of lower rank, but seek

alliances with the Rajputs’ Mirdsis of adjacent States.

In Lohdrn the only Mirdsis are tho Dhddhi. In that State they

are Mirdsis of the Sheordn Jdts and are styled ddda or grandfather

by their patrons, even when children. They are said to have accom-
panied the Sheordn from Sdmbhar. They get lags on ceremonial

occasions but also cultivate and work as labourers at harvest time for

a share of the grain. The Jdts fear their curses, as if a man
does not give a Mirdsi something at a wedding the latter makes
an image of him out of rags, fastens it to the top of a pole and walks
through the village with it. Sometimes he even strikes this effigy,

and so disgraces his patron who is compelled to come to terms with

him by a payment of money. These Dhddis intermarry with the

Dutli, Palna and Babar Mirdsis. The Dutli live in Bikaner and are

Mirdsis of the Punia Jats- The Palna and Babar live in the Shai-

khdwati ilaqa of Jaipur, where they are Mirdsis of the Jd^s and
Rdjputs. The Dhddis again have Mirdsis of their own, called Bliatia,

who only take dues from Dhadhis. The chaudhrits of the Dhdohis live

in Sidhanwa and (xothara villages whero panchayats are held. They
worship all the prophets like Muhammadans but have special faith

in the Imdrns Hasan and Husain. At a wedding they first give halwd
by way of nidz in honour of Hasan, Husain and Fdtima. They also

revere Khwdja Muin-ud-Dm Chishti of Ajmer and Khwdja Hajab
Shakarbdr when the hangna is tied at a wedding. Karewa obtains

among them. They follow the Muhammadan law of inheritance.

Their women sing with other females in the houses of their patrons.

They eat and drink with the Mirdsis of all castes and got$, but they
only smoke together. They avoid three gots in marriage and observe all

the ceremonies performed by their patrons, the Sheordn. If a Sheordn
goes to celebrate a marriage in any other village he gives a rupee to

each girl of his caste in his own village, and he must also give a rupee to

each Dhddhi girl in the village, as Jdts treat their own girls and those
of the Dhddhi on terms of equality.

The Kaldwant are Mirdsis possessed of skill (kala). They sing and
play on the tambourine, and are described as Mirdsis of the Rdjputs.

They especially affect the dhurpat mode in music; and the famous
Tdn Sen, whose tomb is still to be seen at Gwalior, was a member of
thiB group. At his tomb is a tamarind tree the leaves of which will

cure a singer’s sore throat though they are bitter and injurious to any
one else who is so afflicted. The Kaldwands, as they are also cfilled,

are Muhammadans.

The Karhdla or Kharidla Mirdsis rank below the real Mirdsis because
their ancestors married women of other castes* Other Mirdsis do not
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marry with them. They are story-tellers and mli&icians, playing the
tabla and sdrangi . They practise karewa. and are Mir&sis of castes
which also practise it. A few Karh&las are Im&ms in mosques, but
most of them live by begging from door to door, -Indeed the Gurd&s-
pur account classes them with the Pakheji, who play the tambourine
for dancing girls, J[)um, and Dh&dhi as a group of the Bh&nd.
Folk-etymology in Kohtak actually derives Karh&la from gelar, a
pichhlag or step-son, as this group sprang from a boy whose mother
married a Mir&si after his birth. In some parts of the Punjab the

Karh&la are said to take alms from goldsmiths, and occasionally to live

by making moulds for manufacturing ornaments. This art they do not

teach their daughters, lest they should teach it to their husbands*

families. In Gurgaon tho Karh&la appear to be called Karh&i or

Jah&ngirta. They play and compose and sing ballads of chivalry.

The Kumachis are, according to one account, the highest of the

Mir&sis as thoy serve Brahmans. But according to another account

they were themselves B&ri Brahmans. They say that when tho

Muhammadan rulers began to convert those Brahmans by force to

Isl&m one of their ancestors offered himself as a convert on condition

that he and his descendants be held in respect by all the B&ri

Brahmans. The result is that to this day all B&ri Brahmans have to

incur heavy expense at weddings in payment of lags (dues) to the

descendants of their Muhammadanised ancestor. When the barat

reaches tho bride's village, they are obliged to feed all the Kum&chi
jDtims, their ponies, etc., that happen to come there, be their number
large or small. When the batehri (ata, dal, ghi, etc.) comes from
tho bride's parents each Kum&chi, whether a child or an adult,

must be given one ser of citd and 2 pice in cash. If a woman be
pregnant, the share of the unborn child is also given her. If the

provisions sent by the bride's parents be insufficient, the bridegroom's

father must pay for the extra atti, etc., required from his own pocket.

In addition the bridegroom and the bride's father jointly contribute

10 pice for every Kum&chi who is present. Each Kum&chi also gets a

rupee out of the dowry, so that the B&ri Brahmans are heavily mulcted

at weddings by tho Kum&chi Duma.

Mir Mangs are Mir&sis of the Mir&sis, keeping their pedigrees and
taking alms from them alone. In Gurd&spur they appear to be called

Mir Malang. In Gurgaon however the Mfr$sis' Mir&si is said to be the

pum and the Mir&si of the Bhangi is called a Kannas Mir&si.*

Naq&rchis are Mir&sis who play the naqdra or big drum at weddings

•and at the tombs of Muhammadan saints.

MtiTBiB, Naqqal and Qawwal : qq . v.

Rab&bis are Mir&sis, who are so called because they play the

rabdb. They trace their descent from Bhai Mard&na, a Mir&si who used

# to play the rabdb before Gurd N&nak. They are Sikhs anH believe in

him and recite shabads from the Qranth. They begf alms from Sikhs

only while other Mir&sis take alms from all castes. They do not
intermarry"with other Mfr&sis. As they are Sikhs they ?ve&r the hair

C/. p. 106, supra.
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long and dress like the Sikhs among whom they live. They play the

rabab before a liikh’s bier when it is being carried out to the burning

g
round, but they bury their own dead. In Hiss&r the Mir&sis of

ikdner are said to be called Rab&bi in contradistinction to those of

Jaipur who are called Dholi. In Rohtak, it is claimed that the

Rab&bis were Muhammadans descended from Mir. They UBed to play

the rabab, also called daf or daira, the only instrument permitted to

Muhammadans, and then only on condition that it is played without the

jhdng . It is used at the Id, at weddings, and when a person returns

safely from a journey. Mard&n Khdn, a descendant of Mir, who used to

play this instrument before the Gurfi, became a Sikh with the title of

Bhdi Mard&na.

Other minor groups, which it is impossible to define though they are
iii the main clearly occupational are : The Bhagtia is a mimic who is

said to be known in Lucknow as a Kashmiri. The Bhanw&yia perform
various feats of juggling on a brass plate. They also sing and dance.

The Chdran is the foot-man, messenger or envoy of Rdjputdna. The
Dafzan are described as women of the Dh&dhi class, who sing in a
circle. The Daf&li on the other hand play on tlie dafri or small drum
and sing songs in praise of holy men. The Gopa play the tambourine
in contradistinction to the Safurda or Sipardai and rank above them.
The Halvi is said to be one of the two groups of the caste in Hissdr,

Bhat being the other. The Hurkia play the hurah, a small organ,

while their women, in gay apparel, clap hands. The Jangaria are men-
tioned but not described. They would appear to be bellmen. The
Kal&l are Mirdsis of the Kumh&rs, and take alms from no other caste.

Sometimes they themselves do potters
3
work, but they usually provide

the music at a Kumh&r’s wedding.* The Khamru play the tabla, a
kind of drum or rather tambourine with a single skin. The Kan]ri is

also described as a Mir&Bi group though it is identified with the Kanchan.
The Kar Kabits are said to be singers of war-songs, but the term is

said to be a modern one. The Kateroria singsongs in praise of Krishna
and are said to wear the sacred thread. The Kathak are Hindus who
teach singing and dancing to prostitutes. The Shrotas, an obscure

class of Mir&sis, appear to be also called Sota Hath&i, who are Mfr&sis

of the J&ts. The Sezda Toli are said to come from M&lwa and Guzerat.
They play upon 13 bells

* with one stroke
3 and also use large drums.

The Sipardai, or Safurda are a wide-spread group. They play the tabla

and sarangi, in contradistinction to the Gopa. They too teach dancing
girls. They rank high, but are classed below the singers. Like the

Kaldwant they are Muhammadans. The Tatua sing and dance, playing

on the pakhawaj and rabab . As a genealogist the Mirdsi is styled

Nasab-khwdn. .... *

Mirasi clientship.

Quite apart from their divisions into occupational groups and their

varying status as a client caBte, the Mfrdsis are further ct’OEls-divided

into natural gots or sections. A very large number of these are
attached to specified castes or tribes. For example, in Rohtak«,the
Poslas are subdivided into four sections, Ghoridn, Kharis, Malhdr and
Gurbal, and these, with the Bird, Dedan and S&ik are jntrasi* of the

X —. *

*K&1£1 has thus become a contemptuous term for a Kumhtr and he would rathe* be abused
than so addressed.
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Sayyids.* The Kulet are mirasis to the Mughals. The Mdlet, Qaraishi

and Sohal are mirasis to the bhaikhB, but they are also described as

divided into a number of got

8

thus :

—

Baral, Ghori, Kak and Pahli—attached to the Afghans.

Ddir and Tanor—attached to Rdjputs.

Kalldl, Lalha, Monga and Sdnpt—attached to Jd^s.

Changar—attached to Brahmans.

Barwdi—attached to Mahajans.

, Shohal—attached to Khatris.

Latkanian—attached to Mdlis.

Anchhar, Babar, Dhadhsi, Daut, Halwa, Kbirwar, Momia and

Pohla—-unattached.

. Origins of Mirasi gots.

The origins of several of the Mirdsi sections are of interest. The
Mokhar say they are descended from their eponym, a brother of

Khokhar. The sons of the latter are Raj purs, while the Mokhar took

to begging from the Gbumman Jd^a. All the mirasis of the Ghuman
are Mokhar, but all the Mokhar are not Mirdsis. Like other gots of

Mirdsis they are found in other castes though in which castes does not

appear.

The Goria got claims the same origin as its patrons, the Ohxnia

Rdjputs, whose Mihr Mang are of the Jand got . One Rdjd Gang or

Ghang had 12 sons, they say, and one of them was Ghoria, some of

whose descendants are Telis, and others Mirdsis, while some are

cultivators, and others horse-breakers who dislike being called Mirdsis.

But in Gujrdt the Goria are said to be descended from Kid or Ki«e

Mirs who was a cripple and was employed by his brethren to keep

alight the lamp on their father's grave (gor).

The Jand got is also called Gaile, its members being Mirasis of the

Gil got of the Jd$s. They are also Mihr Mang of the Chima Rdjputs.

The Gils worship the jand and the ancestor of these Mirdsis also

meditated for a long period under this tree, so they are obviously

named from it. The Gils offer a he-goat and a rupee to a Mirdsi at

weddings and
'

get him to mark a tilak on their foreheads with

blood from the animal’s ear. The Tindu are Mirdsis of the Bhullar

Jd^s and so they are also called Bholra. The Niddd are Mirdsis

of the Mdn Jdty3 and are tbe«etore also known as Mduke. Tin* Panrof

or Panjrot g»t owes its uarne to its clients, the Bam rot Kdjpufcs Tn©

* In uurgaon also, the Posla Are described as the Mirasis of the Sayyids. But the Kalefc

are said to be Mirasis of the Oujars, the Jhands of the Ahxrs, the Momia of the Rajputs,

the Sawadat qf the Jats, and the Khandara of the Sanais.

In Lahore Various gots of the Mirasis are said to be attached to various Jat- and other

tribes, ^ the Goraya and Maihi Jits, as well as to the Sayyids. !Tbey are also

# Mihr Mang to the Sahi Jats.

Chombar, to the Varaich on tne right bank of the Chenab.

ILalet, to the bhattis.

Baniu, to the Sian Jits.

As to the Siddu Jand and Uoria see the text, infra* We find Matt, Bhufiar and Ahif

riven as Mirasi gots. *

f This appears to be the
1 snake tribe alluded to below.
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Khanddras offer the bridegroom a khanda or dagger at his wedding,

whence their name.

,
- Titles and caste organisation,

The Mirdsis have a system of caste government, organised or at

any rate recognised by ruling chiefs. Thus in Jind the head of the

Mirdpi panchdyat is styled Rdqd. He is one of the descendants of

Mir Bakhshdn, of Uchdna in Jind tahsil. Subordinate to him are the

Kaos, generally four in number, and under them are the kotwals or

messengers. Mir Bakhshdp was a wealthy Mirdsi who obtained his

title by giving 14 melt at which he feasted those assembled. His

descendants still enjoy the title and act as presidents at panchdyats,

receiving a rupee as their fee. The title of Rao may be earned by
giving one or two melt. The kotwals are appointed by the Rdnd and
act as managers at a mel as well as messengers.

The panchdyat decides disputes, within the brotherhood, as to re-

lationship and birt. It can excommunicate an offender or fine him the

cost of holding the panchdyat . He is brought up by the kotwal before

the Rdnd who decides the case with the advice of the Raos and other

members of the panchdyat .

In the south-east Punjab the Mirdsis have chauntras, the chief of

whioh is the shdh^chauntra at Khera near Del hi. Next in authority is that

of Uchdna in Jind, and others are Kdldnaur, Rohtak, Mahim, Gohdna,

etc. A dispute is first decided by the chauntra to which the village is

attached, but it may then be carried to Uchdna and finally to Khera.

Panchdyats are said in Rohtak to be formed by Raos only, a Rao be-

ing a kartuti, or one who spends lavishly on weddings, etc. The pre-

sident of the panchdyat at Khera appears to be styled Bddshdh and
receives a larger offering

(
nazr

)
at a meeting of the panchdyat and on

festive occasions.

In Gurgaon the Mirdsi panchdyat is composed of chaudhris from

21 villages—each village being called a khdp . The head chaudhri is

called Bddshdh. He has wazirs who live in different villages.

The Mirdsis as clients .

The relations of the Mirdsis to their patrons are described in the

following kdbit or verse

Gunidn ke tdgar hain , zdt ke ujdgar hain, bikhari bddshahon ke
•,

Parbhon ke Mirdsi, Singhon ke Bababi
, Qawwdl Pirzadon ke ;

Sabhi hamenjdnat hain, J)um mdljadon ke .

4

"We are the ocean of knowledge {gun), enlighteners of castes, beg*

gars of kings, Mirdsis (hereditary bards) of our patrons, Rabdbis of the

Sikhs, and Qawwdl (story tellers) of the Pirzddds (Shaikhs). All men
know us, we are the Duma of the wealthy.”

The relation between the client Mirdsi and his patron is very close*

For example, if the patron tribe eschews widow remarriage, the
Mfr&sia attaohed to it will also avoid it. If the patrons avoid four
gots in marriage, the dependent Mirdsis will also do §o generally, but
not always. If two tribes of Rdjputs or Jd$s do not intermarry their
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Mfr&sii also will not intermarry. In Kapurtbala it is said, on the
other hand, that Mir&sis of the R&jputs only intermarry with those of
R&jputs : Oujars* Mir&sis with those of Gujars ; Ar&ina' with those of

Ar&ios, and so on. The Chuhyas also, at least in Amritsar, have
Mir&sis of their own who are endogamous.

Cults*

Although theMir&ais are Muhammadans they frequently affect the
Devi, especially Durgd Bhaw&ni, and before beginning a song or hymn
they sing her bhef as follows :

—

A Durgd Bhiwdni,
hamari ang sang hamari mushhil dsan hoe .

" O
Durga Bhiw&ni, come into our company, so that our difficulties may be
removed.”

But only a few* still continue her worship and in Ludhiana it has
ceased altogether for half a century. In Amritsar, however, Mir&sis
.take offerings made to the goddess as well as those to Sakhi Sarwar.

In Mandi the Mir&sis, though Muhammadans observing the rules of
Isl&m, also believe in Devi Bhaw&ni, and often sing the following hymn
in praise of Devi B&kb&ni, the goddess of eloquence :

—

“ O Mother B&kb&ni, give us wealth and power, and also the coveted
nine virtues, aod increase our race. O Mother B&kbfini, give us know-
ledge and (the gift of) meditation on God, give us all happiness and
grant us the boon of fearlessness, O Mother remove all our afflictions

and give us all comfort. Thou art powerful to fulfil the desires of the
world. Thou art a brilliant light and all brightness, O Ambka R&m.”

Devat Sidh is also affected in Hoshi&rpur.

The Muhammadan saints affected by the Mir&sis are numerous.
Sakhi Sarwar is often invoked. He is believed to avert pain and misery
and pilgrimages are made to Nig&h».

In Gurd&spur Pir Murtaza is an especial saint of the Mir&sis, and the

shrine of Hid&yat Ali Sh&h, one of the Pirs, is reverenced at Mas&nia
its Bat&la tahsi’l. Sh&h Mass& Wali, whose shrine somewhere in SiAlkoj

District is a place of pilgrimage, was himself a Mir&si. In Gurgaon
Sh&h Bah&wal Haqq is the Pir of the Mir&sis, but Amir Khusrau of

Delhi and Hazrat JJ&ud are also regarded as Pirs.

In Si&lkot the Mir&si have no special Pirs. They worship the
Pir&n-i-pir, Ghaus Azam Jil&ni and revere L&kh&nd&d&ta, who gave )&kha

rupees to beggars. He is considered a great saint by Mir&sis and
by the Shaikhs who beat the drum. They also call him Lukhi Kh&n
Diw&n. He performed many miracles, and got from heaven a horse to

ride. Whenever a Mir&si sees his jajman, he says Allah sack ; Nabi bar
haqq ;

didar Allah da ; shafaat hazrat di. “ God is true ; the prophet
is right ;

God is seen ; the intercession of the prophet is obtained.” It

•is said by Mir&sis that the first part of this utterance Was made by
Hazrat Q&s& from whom they claim descent. Q&b& uttered these words
when he saw the mohr»i-nabuvvat or ( seal of prophecy 9 on the Prc-
phot's back. Q&s& knew that the Jast Prophet would hrfre a seal co
his back,
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The Mlr&sia receive wels or dues at births, marriages and deaths. In
villages at the birth of a son the whole of a MSr&si’s household goes to

their jajmdn or client’s house in a body and near the door-way the
head of the Mir&si family makes a goli thus :

—

A space, one foot and a half square, is washed with water and cow-
dung. While it is still wet,
dry ata (flour) is poured
over it

c in such a way that
the marginal figure is pro-
duced. A small earthen
lamp is then lit and placed
on one of the outer
lines of the figure. A
ball of wet earth, with
the green stalks of some
grain-producing plant stuck
in it is placed near the
lamp, to signify that the
new born son is the light

of the house and that the
tree of the family, i. e,y the
wife, has borne fruit. The
Mir£si then ascends to the

roof and sits with his face to the West or North (both considered holy

by Muhammadans, the one as facing the Ka’abd, the other as the direc-

tion of B&ghd&d where the great Pir Dastgir lies buried). The brother-

hood then give the Mir&si their wels of cash, clothes and grain according

to their means. The child’s parents must also pay the Mir&si his dues

on their own account. Sometimes he will demand a cow or buffalo as his

wel and it must be given, however reluctant they may be to give it.

Like the KaMrs and Bhujwds the Mlr&sis are said to be able to

make guddas or effigies of cloth or wax into which pins are stuck to

torture the person represented. The gudda used also in former times

to be stuck on a pole and paraded in the streets to annoy anyone who
had not paid them adequate dues.*

*

The * snake tribe ’ of the Mir&si is said to be peculiarly devoted to

snake worship. At the end of S&wan Mir&sans of this tribe make a
snake of dough, paint it black and red, and put it on a winnowing
basket with its head slightly raised, like a cobra’s. This basket is

curried round the village and then it is presented with the snake at

any house with an invocation to Gugga. A cake and butter ehpuld
be offered by the house-bolder and something is always given, but in

houses where there is a bride or whence a bride has be^n sent, or where-

in a son has been born Rs. 1-4 or some cloth are usually given. A
piece of cloth ensures a lovely bride. The snake is then buried and a
small grave built over it. Here during the 9 days of Bh&don women
worship, The night before a basin of curds is set as if for making
butter, but in the morning instead of being churned, it is taken to the
snake’s grave, the woman kneeling and touching the earth with her

*P. N. Q., I, § 945.
T
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forehead. The cards are then taken home and divided amongst the
obildreu, no batter being made or eaten on that day. A small portion
is also offered at the grave, in places where snakes abound, the wor-
ship is done in the jungles where they are known to be and not at the
snake’s grave.*

The Mirdsis in the South-West Punjab require separate description.
The * caste ’ is there organised on different lines. Thus in Multdn the
highest groups are said to be the Dor&n and Kanotra, who intermarry.
These are the Mir&sis of the Joiyas, but they also receive due from the
Sayyids. They claim descent from the Prophet.

Next come the R&nd, formerly Brahmans, but now Muhammadans.
They are found in R&jput&na and are Mxr&sis to the R&jputs and Say-
yids. They are said to be endogamous.

After them come the Sewak, or Qaww&l, who are Sufis by sect and
play the guitar; but they also act as M irdsis to the Quraishis. They
rank and intermarry with the Kanotra and Doran. They too claim to
be descendants of the Prophet, yet they iutermarry with the low-caste
Ch&ran.

The Kalanot are unattached Mirdsis who beg alms from the general
public. They claim descent from Guru Ntlnak and are said to be
numerous in Delhi and in Patiala and Kapnrthala. But in the Bame
account it is said that thoy are descendants of Ndnak Bahhaha, a de-
scendant of T&n Sen, before whose time they were Hindus. They are
said to intermarry with the Kanotra.

The Jathi wore formerly Chuhr&s but were converted to Istem by
Bah:iwal Haqq. They are Mirasis of the SifU, and are endogamous.

The Khari&la (? Karh&la) are Mirstsis of the KumMrs and receive
dues from them and the Paolis. They are said to be endogamous.
They, like the Posla, claim descent from Abdul Malik.

The Lachli, described as an offshoot of the same stock as the Dum
and Dadi, are said to be descended from Khwdja Kalsa. All these
three groups live by begging, reciting pedigrees and composing habits.
They appear to intermarry, but constitute an endogamous group.

The Langa are Mirdsis of the Ddudpotras.t They are described as
endogamous.

The Lori, obviously the Luri of Balochistan, are said to be Mfrfisis
of the Baloch and to, be themselves a remnant of that race being
^descendants of Amfr Hamza. They are said to be endogamous.

* 8

The Poslas live by begging and regard the Sayyids as their antagonists
because they are said to have cut off the hand of the Imfim Husain at
Karbald, an accusation entirely devoid of historical proof. Thev
intermarry but give daughters to the Kanotra and Dordn. Like the
.Kbaridla they claim descent from Abdul Malik. Thpy are said to take
brides from every other group, but not to give daughters to any other
(except, presumably, the two mentioned above).

J '

•P.N.Q..H, § 666. I

r * *

t But in Dera Ghazi the Langi or is the
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The Rfti Mirfisi are Hinda Bh&% but they receive dues from Sayyids

and Joiyas as well as from Hindus.

The Sardoi are Mirdsia of the Path&ns and also claim Pathdn
descent. But the same account says they are descendants of the

Prophet. They are described as endogamous.

The Wilayati claim Shaikh origin and take alms from the Parh&r.*
* They are said to be endogamous.

Lowest of all are the Ch&ran, who are Mir&sis of the SumrA. But
they claim descent from the Prophet and intermarry with the Qawwd.1.

In Dera Gh&zi Kh&n the Mfrdsis are divided into six groups, or

rather into five, thus

1, Mirdsis and 2. Qawwals, who intermarry, while the following

groups do not

3. Langd or Pum,t 4. Bhdt,} 5. Dhddhis,§ 6. Nat, more akin to the

Mochi than to the Mirdsis.

The Mfrdsi gots are 7 in number

:

1. Piplini.

2. Saj&ni.

8. Choch&ni.
4. Sidhar, attached to the Parh&r

J&ts.

The first four gots are considered equal. They have a headman
styled mihtar,

who settles disputes and is given a lungi or turban at

a Mirdsi wedding. The Mongha claim to be really Mughals. Like
the Sidhar they never wear black cloth or green bangles, thus follow-

ing the example of the patron clans. They have a tradition that an
angel once brought something for the Prophet, but .the muazzin
Hazrat Balal, in the Prophet’s absence, received in his mouth as he
had a vessel in one hand and a meat in the other. Inadvertently he
swallowed the angel’s gift, and the Prophet then promised him that if

his descendants never ate the leavings of others their words, whether
good or bad, should be efficacious and that people should voluntarily

summon them on festive occasions. BaMl is said to have left two sons

Asa and KAsa, asa meaning prosperity. From Asa both sections claim

descent.

The Mir&si of Dera Ghdzi are said to be all Shias, and their name is

popularly derived from marsia, a dirge, because they sing at funerals.

They and their women-folk do all kinds of work at a death, receiving

cash and grain, and a meal at the qul-khwdni. But they also assist

at weddings and festivals, playing the naqara and dhol (drums) eand

the shama or pipe, and receiving dues in cash and kind. Mir&sis are

attached to certain families, and are paid by each with a chung or

* la Dera Gh&zi the Sidhar got of the Mir&sis is said to be client to the Parh&r J&ts.

I*
See supra, p. 117. *

i The Bh&ts m Dera Gh&zi are few. They live on the alms of the well-to-do, and if not
feed adequately compose disparaging verses about them, but if satisfied they sing intermin.
able eulogies or their patrons. '

§ The Dh&dhis are rather more numerous. They are wandering minstrels who arouse
wealthy people before sunrise, like the J&gis, with panegyrics.

||
The Mfr Mfrftsi in Jimpur will not eat or drink with the Posla, saying that the latter's

ancestor broke the Prophet s waist-string.

5. Mongha, attached to the Daha J&ts.

6. Mfr Mlr&si.

7. Posla.||
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handful of grain, called jhok, at harvest. In return they convey
news of deaths and the dates fixed for weddings. Their women also

play and sing before the women-folk of their patrons1
families at

weddings. The Qaww&ls are more especially employed as singers at

shrines at the urs or other occasions, acting as Mirdsis to the Baint

of the shrine and being paid by him or his followers. Ascetics also

give them garments in alms. T&n Husain is regarded as their P£r

and teacher in the art of singing.

The Mir&sis in Mi&nw&li are divided into the following groups which
are described as endogamous :

—

1. Pirain or Pir&hin,

2. Mfrisi, i . q. Dum.*
3. KaUwant.
4. Sarodi.

6. Dhadhi, also called Rawa or Shai«

kh&na.
6* Bh&nd.

These groups are said to rank in the above order. The Pir&hiu is

a Mirasi who affects Pfr L&lanw&la or Sakhi Sarwar and begs in their

name. Vows are made to the Pirs for male issue and gifts made to

the Pir&hm accordingly. He carries a drum to which are fastened

wisps of cotton offered by women of all creeds. The Pir&hin would
appear to be the Bharai of the rest of the Punjab. The Mfr&si or
Dum is a drummer too, but he waits upon guests at weddings and
funerals, and is also employed as a confidential messenger. His
earnings vary with his patrons* prosperity. The Kal&want is a
musician, more skilled than the Mirasi

;
and the Sarodi resembles him

but he plays on the rabab or sarod and performs also as a tumbler
The ph&dhi is a genealogist or story-teller and is not attached to any
particular family or tribe. The Bh&ndt is a Naqqdl or mimic.

The Mir&si gots are :

—

1, Bohare.

2. Bhatti.

3* Bothu’ Khel.

4, Barzid Khel.

5. Pandi Khel.

0. Lohini Khel.
7. Panju Khel.
8. Sultani Khel.
9. Halim Khel.

10. UleKhel.

All of whom acknowledge a common ancestor. In Leia tahsil the

following gots are returned :

—

1. Dijwa, clients of the Sumr&, Kalasra, Dolu, Jhakbar and
Loh&nch tribes.

2. Bibi, clients of the Ch&ndia and Kul&chi.

3. Panw&r, clients of the Lang&h, Panwdr and W6ndah.J

MtVoipi, a Baloch dan (agricultural), found in Montgomery.

Mibdah, an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.

MiBDAyef, -£a, a player on the mirdang

>

Mib&jc, a Kharra! clad (agricultural) found in Montgomery* .

* But in Leia the Dum is said to be distinct from the Mfrasi, the* latter having jajmdns
whose ancestors they eulogise, and from whom they receive dues (Idg) while the Dum is

unattached apparently to any tribe

t The Bhand return two got* in Miinwali, vie,, the Pira Khel and Choghatta.

i Other groups mentioned as not resident*in Leia are the Khurshfdia, Malikzida, Shakat
Wandia and Talwandia, but as to .these no information is available.
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Mfrob:> a Hindu Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Mirbani, MirrhXni, a tribe of Baloch, once numerous and powerful, but
now almost extinct. Captain Hector Mackenzie said that rather more
than three centuries ago the Deraj&t was under the government of

some Baloch families. To the north, including Dera Ismail Kh&n, the

Hot family, and to the south, with head-quarters at Dera GMzi KMn,
the Mirrhdoi branch of the tribe ruled large sections of the country.

Some 800 years ago, GMzi Kh&n MirrMni sent four of his sons across
* the Indus to colonize the Sindh S&gar Do&b. Beginning from the

south, Odo KMn founded Ko$ Udo, fciuMn Kh&n, Kot Sult&n, Kam&l
Kh&n, Leia, and Muhammad KMn, Nowshera. They were also accom-

* panied by a miscellaneous body of emigrants to till the ground.

Kamdl KMn was the most powerful of the four brothers, and assumed
a supremacy over the other three. His influence extended from Kot
Odo to Bhadkal, now a deserted village in the Jharkal property, some
25 miles north of Leia, thus including the Koraishi colony. Further
north the Jask^ni Baloch clan, who at this time were, he believed,

in subordination to the Hot Baloch, rulers of Dera Ismail KMn, held

possession of the country.

After some 30 or 40 years of MirrMni rule, the Kam&l KMn of the

day was killed and succeeded by one Nur Mahammad Sirai, who with
Ghul&m SMh, a Kalhora Abb&ssi, came from Umrkotin Sindh. Nur
Muhammad enlarged the boundaries of the tract lately under MinMni
rule, as far as Mahmudkot on the Bouth. He met the Sy&ls on the

Jbelum to the east, and on the north he pushed the Jask&nis back, and
took possession of the country as far as Dary& KMn.

We next hear of Naw&b Muhammad Gujar who ruled for some years,

and died in Sirhind, his son Barkhurddr KMn succeeded him. The
JasMnis, however, took the first opportunity of retrieving their posi-

tion, and armed with a sanad of the Court at Khor&s£n, Baloch Kh&n
Jaskani, a resident of Bhakk&r, came, and not only recovered the

territory formerly taken from the JasMnis by Nur Muhammad Sirai,

but overran the whole of the country formerly held by the Mirrh&nis,

aud we hear no more of its chief Barkhurd&r KMn.

Henceforward the greater part of the Do&b from Kallur to Mahmud-
kot was held and treated, until our own time, in respect to its adminis-

tration, as one division of the Mughal empire, or the Sikh kingdom.
While under the Jask&nis, its boundaries were, on the north, Daryd.

Kh&n under the Hot Baloch rulers of the Deraj&t, and the 5 ildqas

(termed the Panjkotha) of Pipla, Kallur, Harnauli, Jhandawdla #and
Kot Adu which were in the hands of the Baluch Pathans; on the east*

the tracts held by the Tiwana aud Sydl families, while the south was
dependent on Multdn, and on the west ran the river Indus.

The Jask&nis being pow without rivals, forthwith began to quarrel
amongst themselves. Baloch Khdn was killed by Gishkori Bajpch,
and was succeeded by his son Fatteh KMn, who was in his turn mur-
dered by a Mandrdni. Fatteh KMn had a son Hay&t Khan, but he
was incarcerated, when quite a boy, in the fort of Mankera, and for a
few years Hassan KMn Lashkar&ui, Fatteh Kh&n's wazir, held the
reins of power. Haj&t KMn escaped from confinement and, killing
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Hasaan Khan, took his father's place. But the day of adversity came
to him also, with its accustomed regularity. The Sarg&uis rebelled,

and led by Goli KMtt, took the fort of Mankera, putting Hayat Khdn
their chief to the sword, in Hijri 1204, A. D. 1787. They were, how-
ever, almost immediately afterwards defeated by HayAt KhAn's brother,

Muhammad l£h&a, who thereupon assumed the government. He was
the last of the Jask&oi rulers. After a very few years of power he
was ousted by a descendant of Ndr Muhammad Sirai, named Abdul
Nabi, who obtained a aanad from the Khor&sfln ruler of the day,

Taimur Sh&h. • Muhammad Khdn then retired to a village in the
Hangar ilaqa

,
trans-Indus, now in Dera Gh&zi KMn, where his

grandson Im&m Bakhsh Kh&n and others of the family still lead an
obscure life.

Gh&zi Kh6n was the title always assumed by the Mirr&ni Baloch
who ruled at Dera Gh&zi Kh£n. Similarly Ismail Khdn was a title

assumed by the Hot ruler at Dera Ismail Khdn but it was alternately

varied by that of Ibrahim KMn, and in like manner when Kam&l
Kh&n took possession of part of the Sindh R&gar Doab be transmitted

that name to his successors as their title.

The influence of the Mirr&nis lasted long after their nominal rule had
ceased. With the Quraish of Kahror L&l Is£ and the GhAzi KhAn’s
four sons came a miscellaneous body of immigrants-—Sayyid, Balocb,

J&t and other adventurers. Land was practically unlimited in extent,

a virgin soil, open to appropriation by the new-comers at will. To
them it was accordingly apportioned by their leaders, in large lots

within whose limits it was in the power, as it was also to the interest

of each grantee to do all that he could in the way of agricultural

improvement. This class have always retained their lordship of the

manors. They have always maintained a tangible superiority, and

wore therefore recognised as owners of landed rights superior to all

other proprietors.*

MIrbada, a caste of Muhammadans, Panjabi Dicty ., p. 753.

Misgar, see Thathera.

Mishwani, a tribe of Pathfins, who also return themselves as Sayyids, as

they are descended from a Sayyid father by a KAkar woman. They
are affiliated to the KAkars in HazAra, but a few of them crossed the

. Indus with the UfcmAtizai, to whom they were attached as retainers, and
they now occupy the north-east and of the Gandgarh range, about

Srikot.

MisbFwani, a Pathan tribe, allied to the KAkars being descended from a
Sayyid, Mi§hwAni, one of the four sons of Muhararaad-i-Gfsu-DarAz, or

t

* Muhammad of the long locks/ by a KAkar woman. She was a daugh-

ter or grand-daughter of KAkar and her husband was adopted by
Danai, KAkar's father. Other Sayyids however do not irftermarry with

* Among the miscellaneous dues levied from the landowners in this part of the Sindh
S&gar Do&b was one peculiar to that tract, This was the tik, imposed by Kam&l KhAn

,

because the clasp of a lady friend's bracelet had been stolen. The theft was made the
pretext for the exaction, just as a birth, death or marriage in the ruling fajpily was made
a pretext for. imposing extra burdens on the tax-payer in other parts of the country.
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the.Misbwfini. They are found in Hazfira, a few of the dan having
crossedJdbe Indus with the Utmdmzai, to whom they were attached as

retainers, and they now occupy the eastern end of the Gandgarh range,
about Snkot. Said Sharif of that place is their chief. They are

sturdy, industrious, well behaved and more honest and truthful than
most of the tribes in HazAra, and Abbott described them as ( one of the

bravest races in the world/*

Misb, fem. -A$tf. A title borne by Brahmans, especially by two Brahman
families in Jhelum who held high positions in Sikh times .t

Mithjl, a branch of the Chauba Brahmans, confined to the BAwal nizamat%
of Ndbha. They have the same gotras as other Brahmans but are

divided, like the Gaurs, into 36 sasans
,
including

—

1. Rajaur.

2. Pandi.

. Sunghan.

4. Gadur.
5. Saunsatya.

. Sunian.

7. Koina.

8. Sarohne,

9 . Ajme.
10. Agnaya,

11. Ratha.

12. Saniar.

13. Birkhman.

14. Panware.
15. Misser.

16. Kanjrey.
17. Bharamde.
18. Phakre.

19. Mitliia.

20. Nasware.

21. Sahana.
22. Rasanyn.
23. Kaskiya.
24. Ganar.
25. Vyas.
26. Jaintiya.

27. Mathriya.

28. Jain Satye,

29. Pachurey.

They only avoid their own sasan in marriage. The Mithas are gener-

ally parohits of the MahAjans, Ahirs and JA^s but they also take service.

The GhaurAsi Brahmans of BAwal nizdmal also call themselves Gaurs,

but though they are allowed to drink or smoke from a Gaur’s hands, no

Gauf will take water or a huqqa from them. Their origin is thus de-

scribed :—When RajA Jamnajai summoned the Gaurs, from Bengal, an
erudite rishi Katayan by name, accompanied them and was chosen, as

the most learned of the company, to take the r61e of Brahman on the

occasion of a yuya or sacrifice. To sustain this part the rishi had to

wear a mask of four faces, whence his descendants are called Chaurasi

,

or the four-faced (from Sanskr. visa, face). They subsequently dissent-

ed from the Gaurs on the question of dahhshina (money given as alms),

but it is not known why they are inferior to them, though their

numerical inferiority may account for it. Another group of Brahmans
in BAwal is the HariAna, with whom the Gaurs also decline to drink or

smoke. They are cultivators, a fact which may explain their inferi-

ority. They too are mainly found in Jaipur, Alwar aud Bhartpur.

Mithb, an ArAin clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Mithi, a small tribe found in the Paharpur ildqa of Dora IsmAil KhAn.
They only number some 300 men. •

MiTBtf, a clan of JAt status which holds a small circle of villages north of

Mailsi in MaltAn. It claims Bhafti origin, its eponym having come
from Bikaner 200 years ago.

Mochar!, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.
*

Mochar, Moohitab, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

* Baz&ra Casettee*, 1907
, pp. 27 - 8 .

t <?helum Gazetteer, pp. 118 .9 ,

t There is also a edian (Mandolia) of the Dabe Gaur Brahmans in B&waL
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Mochi, fetn, -an. (1) a blacksmith in the valley below Chitrdl and in the
Gilgit and Indus valleys: see Chitrdli; (2) in the rest of these
Provinces the word Mochi is properly the name of an occupation, and
signifies the worker in tanned leather as distinguished from the tanner.
The Mochi not only makes leather articles, but he alone grains leather
and gives it a surface colour or stain, as distinguished from a colour
dyed throughout. In the east of the Punjab the name is usually

applied only t6 the more skilled workmen of the towns. In the west,
however, it is simply used to designate a Musalm&u Chamdr ; and the
Mochi there is what the Chamar is in the east and belongs to the same
caste, though his change of religion improves, though only slightly, his

social position. He does not ordinarily weave, though in Hoshidrpur*
the majority of the Mochis are said to be weavers, and he is not
admitted to religious or social communion by the other Musalmdns.
In the west of the Punjab, however, the Ohamdr or Mochi no longer
occupies that important position as an agricultural labourer that he

, does in the east. In the west he is merely a tanner and leather-

worker, and his numbers are proportionally less than when a large part
of the field work is done by him. Moreover he no longer renders

menial service ; and it may be that his improved Social position is

partly due to this fact; Mr. Christie, indeed, said that so soon as a
Cham&r, whether Hindu or Musalmdn, abandons menial offices and
confines himself to working in leather, he rises in the social scale and
assumes the more respectable name of Mochi. The Mochi is proverbi-

ally unpunctual in rendering service and there is a saying, “ The
Mochas to-morrow never comes.”

Synonyms, strictly speaking, there are none. Kafshdoz means
boot-sewer and sarrdj

,
shairaj

,
siraz or shiraz means saddler. In

Ludhi&na the Muhammadan Mochi is styled Shaikh and deals in

cloth as well as weaves. Indeed the principal occupation of the caste

is weaving so that the Mocbi-Julahas are spoken of as if they were
almost one and the same caste. But the Mochis intermarry

:
disregard-

ing the got, just like ordinary Muhammadans, and are said not to

intermarry with the Jul&has or any other caste. The principal gots

in Ludhiana are the—
Jakhrah.

Bayo. Jhalli.

Bisw&n. Kauldhar.

CJhoMn. Khilar.

J£bar. Kilry and Bangar.

In B&wal the Hindu Mochis claim to be of the KachhwdM got, i.

they assert a K6jput origin, and despise the Chamdrs and Kbatlks.

Another got is Chauh&n. In Nabha the Hindu Mochis are said to

affect Devi, Bhairon and other Hindu gods. Hospitality must be shown
to any member of the community, who is on a journey, under penalty

of excommunication. The caste has a system of chaudhjria like other

artizan castes.
. .

Another Mochi off-shoot is the Bhangar, which litfes by weaving, and
has ceased to intermarry with the Mochis. It appears to bo confined to

Kapurthala.
^

•

In Jullundur the Mochis are said to make boots, while the sar&j makes saddles, etc.

But in Hoshiirpur the converse is reported to be the case. .

Mahm&n.
Ratanpal Bhatti.

Sbihm&r.
Sindhu.
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Though most of them are Muhammadans, Hindu Moohis are fdtmd
in the south-east of the Punjab, where they make boxes, saddles, etc.,

of leather, but not shoes. Muhammadan Mochis have no such pre-

judice. They include the Shirizf sub-caste, who eat and smoke, but do
sot intermarry, with other Moohis, and whose original occupation was
harness-making, though now-a-days, either group follows the others

occupation. Still as the Shir&z observe the Muhammadan law, other

Muhammadans will eat, smoke and associate with them.

The Sbir&zi sections are

Bahota.
Ghaki.
Mahil.

Kain.

Sadrdha.

The, Bain is named after the caste from which it sprang. The others

are said to be eponymous.

In B&wftl the Muhammadan Mochis claim descent from Shaikh

Nathbir, a Hindu Rdjput of Jaiealmir who embraced Isl&m, and at

whose shrine in Guzer4t they perform jatah twice a year. Their

sections in N&bha are •

Balu. Galhot.

Bangarh. Kuler.

Chandhar. Malian.

G&. * Nagah.

Rattii.

Sapran.
Sardheb.
Bfimman.

In Kapurthala the (Muhammadan) Mochi sections are said to be

Banjri Jdt.

Bhatti Rdjput.

n Jdt,

Chandhar.
Darydh.
Dhdliwdl.
Ganere.
Gil.

Harar.

Jal.

Kainkar.
Kaler Jdt.

Kanthd.
Khang Jdt.

Khokhar.

Mahrds.
Motle.
Salam

e

Sdsan Jdt.

Shabhm&r ? Sinh.

8oni Khatri.
Sdman Mochi.
Tur.

Before commencing work Muhammadan Mochis invoke Hazrats Salih

and Mir, whose tombs are said to still exist in Arabia, and every six

months they distribute sweets to the poor in their names. In Dera

Gh&zi Khfin the Mochi is addressed as J&m which has almost become

a professional title.

The Chamrang, or dyers of skins, have 14 sections.

(3) A tribe classed as J&t ia 1881 (4,767 souls) and found in Dera Ghdzi

Kh6n.
•

MocHiMtTNd. a synonym for B&di or B&zigar in Khushfib, in the Shfihpur

District.

Moqhal, see Mughal.

Mohal, a J»t clan (agricultural) found in Multan and Montgomery.

Mohana, said to mean a fisherman in Sindhi and to be synonymous with
Mi&ni. The Mohfinas are merely an occupational group of the Jhabehs
and MaU&Us, but see under Mallah. In Dera Ghdzi Kh&n the Muhina
gets the title of Mir Bah&r prefixed to his name. .

*
'

Mohana, an Aril? dan (agricultural) found iu Montgomery.
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MoHAfc, (1) a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery :

(2) a Dogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

M6hmand, Mahmand.—A branch of the Ghoria Khel Patb&ns. They are

divided into the lower or Plain Mohmand and the upper or Bar
Mohmand. The former occupy the south-west corner of the Pesh&war
District, south of the B&ra river, and are divided into 5 main sections,

the May&rzai,' Musazai, Dawezai, Matanni and Sarganni. Their

headmen, in common with those of all the Ghoria Khel, are called arfedfe,

a title meaning master and conferred by the Mughal emperors. They
arO good and industrious cultivators, and peacefully disposed, except on

the Afridi border.

The Bar Mohmand separated from the Ghoria Khel early in the

16th century, and crossing the Kdbul at Dakka, made themselves

masters of the hill country to the north of that river as far up as

L&lpura and west of the Doaba, driving its inhabitants into Kafirist&n.

They then re-crossed the K&bul river and possessed themselves of

the country between its south bank and the west of the Afridi hills to

the north of the Khaibar pass.

Organization.

The Mohmand s proper are composed of four great divisions

1.

Tarakzai, including the Isa Khel and Burh&n Khel, who
are collectively called Pandi&li Mohmands.

II. Halimzai.

III. Khwaezai.

IY. Baezai.

There are besides the above certain affiliated clans :

—

(1)

. Dawezai ...
^

Divided into huchi or nomad

(2)

. Utmanzai f and udredunkai or settled.

(3)

. Kukkozai.

The kuchi Dawezai are considered Akhundz&das and never robbed.
The status of the Dawezai is expressed by the story that they are
descended from Dawai, the second wife of Mohmand.

The Mohmand tribal constitution is more aristocratic than is the
case of the tribes of the Sufed Koh and Tir&b, and the power of the
Khdns is well developed.

The Kh&ns of the Tarakzai, Halimzai, Dawezai and UtmAnzai belong
to the Morcha Kor of the Tarakzai. Malik Morcha settled at L&lpura,
where a few grass grown mounds near Srikn xiarat mark the site of the
ancestral home. Malik Morcha was blessed by Mnrzad Wali B&ba
(see p. 127) for rescuing one of his maid-servants and the KMnship con-

• ferred on him. His seventh descendant had twp wives, JaMna, a
Morcha Khel by birth, and Araba, a Khawaezai. The sons of the
former, JahAnai Kor, however never held the KhAnship, which devolved
ontheArabai Kor, which is the KbAn Khel, bnt a NSib Khel, here*
ditary- deputies of the KMns, sprang from the JahAnai. The rule of
succession is that one of the Arabai Kor appointed to the 1?hitri«hjp,



The proper KMns of the Baezai are the Kh&ns of Goshta* the actual

chieftainship lying with the choioe and accord of the tribe. This

family has the custom of chundavand,. in some*form, for the Kh&nship

was divided between the sons of two different wives, those of a third

wife receiving no share (at least in the Kh&nship). A family of the Isa

Khel claims the title of Kh&n, as being the sarishtaioAl of the Tarakzai.

History .

In 1586 A. D. the Mohmands and other tribes of the Ghoria Khel in

the neighbourhood of Pesli&war, having made Jal&la the Roshania their

leader, revolted against the Mughals and invested the fort of Bagr&m
(Peshawar) killing Sayyid Hamid the faujdar when he sallied forth

against them.

The Tarakzai clan and its chiefs played a considerable part in the

history of the frontier in the Abd&li period. Zain Khd.ii, its chief, was
sipah-saldr and a great noble at the court of Ahmad Shdh. After the

conquest of Dehli by that monarch he held the Subahdd.rship of

Sirhind. His grandson Arsal&n Khdn was also chief, but he rebelled

against Taimur Shdh and succeeded in gaining over the Afridis and
other Afghan tribes. With their aid he returned to Dhdka, which he

had abandoned, and closed the Khaibar to Taimur Shdh’s forces,

levying toll on caravans on his own account. But he was induced

to go to the Durrdni court under a safe-conduct and was there

imprisoned and eventually tied to the fore-feet of an elephant and
crushed to death, in 1792.

The Mohmands have always been distracted by internal feuds. The
Baezai under Dindar Kh&n were at feud with the Tarakzai under
Arsal&n Kh&n, each having slain the other’s father.

Non-Mohmand Muhammadans.

Besides the Mohmands, the sole owners of the soil, every village

contains some families of carpenters, blacksmiths, weavers, barbers,

potters ;
and in the larger villages live Par&chas, a class of Muhammadan

traders, who are probably descendants of converts from Hinduism. In
addition there is a fluctuating population of agricultural labourers and
tenants of the soil belonging to miscellaneous races who cultivate on the
mitayer system, paying from two-fifths to one-half of the produce to

the landowners.

.

The boatmen of L&lpura, etc., are a peculiar race, keeping much to

themselves and intermarrying only in their class. Their generic name
is Nilabi, and they have a tradition that they came originally f from
B6gh Nildb on the Indus, below Attock.

Hindus in the Mohmand country .

The larger villages contain from 1 to 50 families of Hindus, who
gain their living as bankers, accountants to the KMns, grain-dealers,

* Goshta oi Gwashta has a little history of its owe. There is a well-known Afghan
saying that ‘ there are valiant youths in GwaBhta.’ Its territory is now chiefly owned by
the descendants of Shaikh Ahmad, the Hazrat-i-Sirhindi, Im&m-i-Rabbdni, having been
conferred upon them by Taimur Sh&h or his son Shah Zaman who was their disciple as a
recompense for the territory of Sirhind of which Ahmad Bb4h Abd&li had deprived them
when he invaded India in 1956.
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grooers, pawn-brokers, goldsmiths and cloth merchants. They are not
permitted to ride and have to wear a distinctive dress (trousers striped
vertically with red). Idolatry is sternly forbidden. The Hindus have
adopted many Afghan customs, the blood-feud is not uncommon.
Hindu women are sold in marriage, and widows always remarry.

Tenures .

The custom of vesh has entirely ceased. Bach family possesses its

hereditary piece of land, which it can sell or mortgage at will and
such contracts are scrupulously respected.

^

Position of women.

.Some sections, especially the BurhAn Khel and the Tarakzai, are
engaged in a traffic in women, who are kidnapped in SwAt, Boner and
Bajour aud passed on by the Utman Khel to the Mohmands who in

turn sell them to the Adam Khel Afridis and the Orakzai. The
mullahs oppose the universal custom of the barter and sale of women.

Dress and Arms .

Blue is the favourite colour for turbans and shirts, as among the
Yusafzais. Blue is never worn by Afridis and ShinwAris, .The long
Afghan knife, the usual weapon of the Afridis, SliinwAris and Ghilzais,

is rarely used by the Yusafzais and Mohmands who prefer the sword.

Language .

The Mohmand Pashto differs aw much from the broad speech of the
Afridis as it does from the singing intonation of the ShinwAris, and
approaches closely to the dialects of KAbul, using fewer words of

clearly Punjabi origin.

Ziarats and shrines in the Mohmand country.

The chief ziarats and shrines of the Mohmands are The starat of

. Murzadwali BAba at DAnish Kul, well known in North-Eastern
AfghAnistAn. The saint who is buried there lived about 260 or 260
years ago at Kam LAlpura (a small village 2 miles below LAlpura) ;

his body was moved to DAuish Kul by his descendants, who enjoy

great respect and gifts of many lands in Gandao, among the Safis, at

LAlpura and in Bajaur. As his name implies, he was recognized as a
Wali upon his birth, and the legend goes that his mother, when
pregnant, having gone one day to pick gurgurra berries, the boughs
gently bent down of themselves to be plucked, as she passed from tree

to tree,—a tribute to the virtues of her child. Who his ancestors

wpre is unknown, but he is held in deep veneration, for ever since he
lived there, Kam LAlpura has possessed the privilege of sanctuary

;

its limits extend from the yellow ravine that lies between Kam LAlpura

and Lalpura to the zidrat of Mazub BAba near Palosi. Murderers and
outlaws live secure in the protection of Murzadwali BAba*; and in a
case which I saw myself, a man of LAlpura, who was literally the

avenger of blood, stopped in the pursuit of his enemy as sotfn as ’the

latter had crossed the boundary of Kam LAlpura. Pilgrims from long
distances visit the grave at DAuish Kul and bring from the tomb
handftils of earth or pebbles, considering them powerful charms and
remedies for all kinds of ailments.
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U^rt.ia degree is the starai of Maspb i^ba, by Mbe 4
a

, from Hazarnao, and a mwrid or disciple pi Murzaawali, bywjbpse
reflected light be shines. His grave is,situated

,
about 8 miles below i

Parchao, on the left bank of the K&bul river, and is a willed enclosure

covered with flags and votive offerings. The descendants of Maaub
B^ba hold the villages of Reina and Parchao as a gift from the

Mohmands. Both they and the descendants of Murzadwali collect

. offerings from the tribes, generally two or three seers of graip from
every plough at harvest, and have partitioned oft the clans among
themselves, a clan or part of a clan being allotted to each family of

Mi&ns for their support. Minor ziarata are innumerable ; wherever

fakirs or Mi&ns have died, or a deed of peculiar atrocity has invested

the victim with the sympathy of the people, a flag is erected and a
line of stones is ranged facing west, for the traveller to pray.

There is also the Srikn ziarat at L&lpura.

On the very summit of Ilazai and of Tartara are two of those curious

nameless ziarats believed to be the resting-places of brothers ; other

brothers are said to lie buried on the Chingai hill near Abazai, at

Panjpir in Yusafzai, and on the Hasan Abd&l hill. According to

another version these brothers are the children of B&ba Wali at

Kandah&r ;
doubtless in these isolated shrines on inaccessible hill-tops

we find relics of some former creed which has been adapted to the

popular ziarat worship of modern Muhammadans.

There is no colony of Sayyids in the Mohmand country
; but descend-

ants of the well-known Midns of Papin in the Sufed Koh are settled

at Chaknewar and Smutae near L&lpura.

Balots Khdn (of L&lpura), one of the Khdns, is believed to have

struck water out of a rock with his staff on the hill near Tora Tigga,

where an old well (Buddhist most likely) is known as Balots Khdn’s
huhaL *

The Karmu-nmasi sept of the Sangu Khel are hereditary guardians

of the sfcin&ai, a brass kettle-drum B&id to be only beaten on grave
occasions. It is also an oracle, being consulted before a foray, when
it sounds of itself if the raid is to be successful.

Moha^t, -i$f, a true believer, orthodox Muhammadan, a Muhammadan
weaver. Panjabi Dicty p. 758.

Motfi, a Hindu Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery. See
next. f ,

MoMtf, a Kamboh olan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. See foregoing.

Mov.—All over Laddkh are to be found vestiges of old forts, which are

commonly attributed by the natives to the time of the ‘ Mon’ raj or
“ government. This same word mon is, Sir James Lyall beligved,

used by the Bhots or Tibetans as a general name for the Hindu races

in KLulu or elsewhere*and the f Mon raj 9
is generally understood to

have cotoe from the south : but this is only, matter of an obscure

tradition, picked up from one or two Ti^0tans,, ^nd if there any
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foundation pt truth in.ifc, it datea back to remote antiquity,* t'he first

'

occasion Within historic times on which LadAkh became in any degree
politically dependent on India would appear to be in A.D. 1687-88,
when, in return for aid given against an invasion of the jSokpAs or
Kalmach Tartars, a small tribute began to be paid to the governor
of Kashmir as representative of the emperor of Delhi, but a similar
tribute seems to .have been paid 4t the same time to the government pf
Lhasa.f I inay mention here that there are traditions in LAhul ^wbioh
show that this invasion of the SokpAs extended thereto. Seine curious
subterranean tombs, with rough masonry walls, which are occasionally

uncovered by the slip or the break of the ground, are sometimes
attributed by the LAhulis to these TArtArs.” (Lyall’s KAngra S. R.,

§ 128),

Monan, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Mon-ba, -pa, ‘the people that do not know/J i.e. Hindus. But see Mon.

Moiyp, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Mo^dah, a clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Mondi, a J£t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

MonI, an ascetic, lit. silent.—Panjabi Dicty., p. 768.

MonnAr (apparently obs.), a class of people who used to manufacture an
inferior kind of salt : i.e. Lfingar.—Panjabi Dicty.

, p. 759.

Mo$tth, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in MultAn:*

Mor, a JAt tribe or got which holds a village in tahsil Sangrfir, in Jlnd,

It reverence* the peacock because the mother of its ancestor who whs
born in a jangal died on giving birth to him and the child was
protected from a snake by a peacock. It is also said to be connected

with the Khichar got. It affects Mahadeva (Shivji) and in KarnAl
refuses to burn the wood of the cotton plant.

Moran, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Morare, a JAt clan found in Ludhiana. At weddings it outs the palah
tree instead of the jantfi, and then observes the playing with twigs.

It worships SultAn Sakhi Sarwar. After the marriage a rot or large

loaf is cooked, and a piece given 6rst to a BharAi. The rof is then
distributed among the brotherhood.

MofAR, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Mote, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

* There is a legend current among the common people of KAngra which may have some
connection with this Tibetan tradition. It is to the effect that a RAjA from the south, named
AmAn or MAn, led an army all through Northern India and the adjacent countries seeking

for a power which would oppose him in the field, and finding none, at length he reached

the lake in Tibet at the source of the Sutlej, now called MAn Talai or M.An Sarowar," and
in pride and exasperation threatened heaven with his sword, whereupon he -and his whole

army were overwhelmed in a snow storm and perished The name suggests a possible con-

nection with the Munda of the central hills of India and the Mon inner : see J. R. A. 8.

1908, p 1130. *

. .

t Moororoft mentions that the GiAlpo at the same time became a Muhammadan, his son
recanted, but continued to pay the tribute to the Mughal emperor. Change of faith seems

to have been easier in those days ; the wife ofthe GiAlpo, of Moororoft*a time, was by birth

a mahammadan princess.

% A doubtful trans. : see KAngra Qazette$r
i
n, 1883-4, p. 120.
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Motha, a Jit clan (agricultural) found inMultAn.

Mottah, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar,*

Motts, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found iu Amritsar*

Mrai, a man of the Ghul&m class in Pesh&war.

Mbiohh, a fabulous race of men, said to*bave been employed by the mowdnk
to build the ancient buildings in cut-stone found in Kullu. See under

Miwh

MCOAL, Mughal, fem. -an! ; ( 1 )
The Mughals proper or Mongols, for the two

words are only different forms of the same name, probably either entered

4he Punjab with B&bur, or were attracted thither under the dynasty of

his descendants. They are probably to be found in greatest number in

tbe neighbourhood of Delhi, the capital of that dynasty ; and Sir Denzil

Ibbetson believed that the great ma jority of those who returned them?

selves as Mughals in the Eastern Punjab really belong to that race.

They are also numerous in the Rawalpindi division and on the upper

frontier, along the route of the Mughal armies, and whet e they find

a more kindred people than in the yreat Punjab plains. But as will

be presently explained, the number of true Mughals in these parts is

certainly much smaller than would appear from our figures. The
Mughals of Gujr&t are described by Mr. Monckton as " an unhappy race.

Puffed up with pride of birth, they account themselves above

all other classes except Sayyids, and ev^n among themselves each

house reckons itself higher than its neighbour. Among the clans,

though of high descent, they are now at a discount. Those that might

be admitted their equals, such as Chibs or Gakkhars, despise them

;

while to lower classes they themselves will not stoop ;
and the con-

sequence is that social relations are sometimes at a dead-lock/’ The
description applies with equal truth to the Mughals of the Delhi ter-

ritory, Even on the frontier the Mughals do not bear a good name.

“The Mughals tyrannize over the cultivator, and the cultivator over

the earth ”

;

and again :
“ Trust not tbe Mughal's letters. Of the

Mughals, first letters, then armies."

The Mughals are distributed very widely over these Provinces ;
but

are, excepting Delhi, most numerous in the western Districts, and more
especially iu tl&walpindi, Jhelum, and Hazdra. It is certain that a

very large number of these men are not Mughals at all. Some, pro-

bably a considerable number of them, belong to agricultural tribes

locally known by tribal names, such as Gakkhars, Sattis, Ghebas, and

the like, who have set up an almost certainly groundless claim to

Mughal origin. Many of these have already been noticed. But more

than this there is a tendency, apparently confined to Delhi, the Rawal-

pindi division and Pesh&war for men of low caste to call themselves

Mughals just as throughout the Provinces they call themselves Shaikhs.

Colonel Wace was of opinion that recent J converts to Muhammadanism
often take the title of Mughal. Of the true Mughal tribes, only the

Chutfhatta * and the Barl&s seem to be numerously represented in the

Punjab, o Men so returned are probably true Mughals.

One of the mysteries of Punjab ethnology is the question, r wh&t has

become of all the Mughal hordes which entered India long before
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the time of B4bur V The author of the Tahagat-i-Nasiri draws a
lamentable picture of the ravages of ‘ the dog-facea Mughals * and the
terror they inspired.

Bernier however throws considerable light upon the significance of

the term Mughal in the time of Aurangzeb. He describes them
foreigners whose complexions are white, and who profess Mahomet*
anism^ suoha$ Persians, Turks, Arabs and Usbeks. They generally
used the bow.* He points out that ‘ the Great Mogol is a foreigner in

Jlindustdn, and finds himself in an hostile country or nearly so ; a
country containing hundreds of Gentiles to one Mogol, or even to one
Mahometan. His armies are composed either of natives such as

Hagiporee or Patans, or of genuine Mogols and of people who, though
less esteemed, are called Mogols because white men, foreigners, and
Mahometans. The court itself does not now consist, as originally, of

real Mogols ; but is a medley of Usbecs
,

Persians, Arabs and lurhs
or descendants from all these people ; known, as said before, by the
genera] appellation of Mogols. It should be added, however, that
children of the third and fourth generation who have the brown
complexion, and the languid manner of this country of their nativity,

are held in much less respect than new comers, and are seldom invested

with official situations : they coneider themselves happy if permitted to

serve as private soldiers in the infantry or cavalry.’t (2) A clan
(agricultural) found in Shahpur. (8) A J&t clan (agricultural) found

X in Amritsar.

Mughalkhel, see under Wazir.

Mughlote, Moghlotb, a cognate branch of the Trakhane dynasty of Gilgit,

descended in the male line from a family whose names bear the suffix

-tham, to which belong the Thams or rulers of Nagar who in the pros-

perous days of Shin rule were feudatories of the Hao of Gilgit, and
who, after that dynasty had been supplanted of the Trakhane, trans-

ferred their allegiance to it. Tradition says that they obtained Nilt

and several other villages as dowries with the daughters of the
Trakhane whom they espoused.

MuhajabIn.—

T

he faithful who accompanied Muhammad in his hijrah or
flight from Mecca were called Muh&jarin or “ the fugitives or emw
grants,” and their descendants still retain the title. In the Kara&l Dis-

trict 8,560 persons so returned themselves in 1881, and are doubtlsse the

men of Pdnipat.

Mtjhala, Muhanpba, a chief headman.

—

Panjabi Didy., p. 763.

MtraAMMADKHEL, (1) an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur ; (2) see under
Isperka ; and (3) under Orakzai.

Mtjhammadzai, Mohamandzaj or Mamanzai, a Pafh4n tribe which holds

Hashtnagar, a strip of territory some 13 miles broad running down the
left bank of the Sw4t river from our border to Naushahra. Descended

• through Muhammad, Mohmand or Mdman, one of the sons of *Zamand,
from Kbarshabun, it is divided into eight sections, the Ghfoadda,
Prdng, Razzar, Sherpao, Tangi (with its Barazai and Nasratzai sub-

' i —— A •

* Travels,, Constable's Edit., 1891, p. #8. 1 am indebted for ibis and the following
reference to Dr, J, Horovita.

*

4 Ibid. p. 3p9.
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sections), Turangzai, Umnrzai and UtmAnzai. With them are settled a
few descendants of Muhammad's brothers, from one of whom, Kheshgi,
one of their principal villages is named.

Muhina, see MohAna.

Muhial.—

A

sub-section of the SArsut Brahmans said to be so named from
the seven muhine or clans of which they consist. They are almost

confined to the sub-mt>ntane Salt Range tract. They say that certain

of their ancestors rose to high position under the Mughals, since wlten

they have abandoned all performance of priestly functions or claim to

a sacerdotal character, and cultivate land, but especially take service

in the army or as clerks. They object to be called Brahmans, as the

enlistment of Brahmans is said to be forbidden in our army. This is

their own account ; but in HazAra proper the MuhiAls perform priestly

functions and receive alms and oblations just like other Brahmans.
Another story derives their name from a place called Mava,* 'now
deserted/

The MuhiAl are progressive community and a Muhiyal Gazette is

published at Kala in Jhelum. They appear to have no historical re-

cord^ but possess a number of habits, of some historical interest. A
lengthy uncritical accountf of the community gives the following

particulars^ of the MuhiAl clans :
—

Clan. Qotra . Origin.

1. Dali m.V
)

Descended from Drona AchArya, military tutor to

> BhardwAj ... [
the PAndavas, and son of BhardwAj. From his

2. Vaid ... ) ) other son Dhanwantar are sprung the vaid.

3. Chhibbar... Bhargav ... Descended from Parasu RAraa.

4. BAU ... Parasher ... Descended from Parasher through BAlmfk.

6. Mohan ... KAshap.
G. Lau ... Bashist

7. BbimwAl Koshal.§

This work* describes the above-men fciooei ancestors of the clans as

raj-riahis or rishis possessed of temporal power, as opposed to the

brahm-rishia who lead a secluded life. It goes on to say that the

Punjab, extending beyond the confines of Pe.shAwar, was ruled by
Brahman and Kshatriya RAjAs, while all the hilly tract from the Indus

to the SiwAlik was in possession of the Ghakkars—who are, as usual,

mistaken for the Khokkars. From these Brahman rulers the MuhiAls

are believed to be descended, and it is not impossible that the Brahman
dynasty of KAbul sprang from a class of secular Brahmans from which
the MuhiAls may be descended. It is also suggested that the name
MuhiAl is derived from mahi, * land

,

1
so that it means ' laud-holder 9

;

and a connection is claimed with the BhunhAr or BhumihArJ) community
of Bibptr and the United Provinces on the somewhat slender ground
that they, like the Chhibbars, claim descent from Parasu RAma.

* Mava suggests that the name was Man. for the conjectural meaning of which see
under MAwi.

t The History of ths Muhiyals
,
the militant Brahman race of India, by P. T. Russell Stacey,

Lahore, 1 911, which contains a number of the labits. They are under publication in the
ifjmjab ffiefc tfical Society

1

*Journal in a complete form.
addition to those given at pp. 121—2 of Vol. II.

^| Fromwhom the Koshal Des is said to take its name—but the situation of the Koshal
tslot described. »

H Meaning 1
land-owner.* The dsn name BhibhAl or BhimwAl may, of course, have a

pfcniltr meaning.
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the Muhidl have several customs which are in harmony with their

secular professions. To each clan are or should be attached a parohit
or family priest, a bha$ or bard, and a mirdei or genealogist. Before

attaining the age, which varies in the different clans but is generally

5 years, at which the sacred thread is donned, a Muhidl boy wears a
long strong thread of black wool, called the Muhidl ’s paira

,

which
loosely encircles his neck, is passed down touching his stomach and
than tied round*his loins. This thread is renewed half-yearly on the

nauratra ashtami. Some families mark the boy’s forehead with blood
drawn from his right arm with a razor when he dons the sacred

thread. The next ceremony in his life is that of the muntfan or jhan4,

when his head is shaved, generally in his 5th year also. A male lamb
with a jet black head and spotlessly white body is taken to a jan<f tree

(prosopis spicigera), under whose shade all the boy’s relatives congre-

gate. He is then seated in bridal array on an inverted basket with a
lamp lit under it and surrounded by earthen pots. The lamb's head is

next rubbed with curds and washed with water. Its ear is slightly

punctured and the boy's forehead marked with the blood. His head
is then shaved and descending from the basket he jumps on the pots,

breaking them in pieces. His parents are felicitated, the women sing

songs and the party breaks up. The lamb is eventually eaten sacra-

mentally, only Muhidls being permitted to share it, but the women are
bound to taste its flesh even though they are strict vegetarians. Some
families substitute a lamb made of sweet-stuff for the living animal,
and indeed the rites vary in detail in the different clans.

The origins assigned to the clan-names are curious. Datt is with
some probability said to mean * generous. '* Others see in it a corrup-
tion of Aditya, * Law-giver,' and some hold that it means ^given or

bestowed in adoption' because a Kshatriya R£j£ adopted a Brahman
lad. The habits actually declare that the Datt were once in Arabia
the partizans of Hasan and Husain and that Rahib,+ a Datt-warrior,

defended the survivors at Kerbela until he was compelled to retire with
the remnant of his band to India, through Persia and Kandab&r. The
habits also encourage the belief that after the war of the Mah&-
bb&rata, Drona Ach&rya's son Asthuih&ma settled in Arabia with a
large following, his descendants being called by his name and also

Asthutba. They returned to the Punjab by a circuitous and obviously
mythical route. But whatever the truth as to the Datts’ connection
with Arabia may be, they were certainly called Path&n, and in B&bur’s
time Rai Midh, a descendant of Rai Sidh, took possession of the

^Pathdnkot territory and made his capital at Panidr, after defeating
R6j& Mfn, whence a section of the Daifct was styled Mm-gatai. But
B&bur despatched a force against the victors and they were almost
annihilated in the battle at Pani&r. No Datt will drink water at or

’
'

'

' ' " ,1*"
1 r

' •
' 1 " "

'
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* Of. Lakhd&tta, the * giver of likhs '—a title of Sakhi Sarwar.
* t The * Knower of God/ Bis name was Rai Sidh Datt, and he had seven sons, Balms Rai,
Harjas Rai, Sher Khan (sic), Rim Singh, Rai Pun, Dhoro and Puro. Be lolt all his sons
in the conflict* and on his way back to the Punjab he met one Pir Wi&hunou A chess^plaier
near Nank&na (? Nandana) whose stake in the game was the loseffc h^aap'^fie Kr
invariably won, but was often ready to accept the loser’s conversion to IsUm in lieu of his
head. Rai Sidh Datt however won three heads from the Pir and when offered his head and
those of his wife and son he forgave him the debt. [Rdhibj lit. ‘ fearing * (God) is a term
applied to a Christian monk or recluse. Lane’s Amlic Vioty, mv,f p, 116&J
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near PaniAr or pass a night there to tliis day. Tradition says that the
Datts chivalrously refused to surrender to BAbur a girl who had taken
refuge with them. They were, however, betrayed by a servant and
few escaped massacre, but an illness of BAbur's son Hum&yfin was
ascribed to divine displeasure at their treatment and BAbur sought out
the survivors of the tribe. To one he assigned Kanjrfir with 15
villages* in the Shakargarh tahsil of GurdAspur and to another Zafar-

wAl DattAn iu the Raya tahsil of SiAlkot. Many Datt families in

GurdAepur have the title of KhAn, and one section of the clan is still

called Datt Alawal KhAn, indicating that it is descended from a Datt
who bore the cognomen of AlAwal KhAn though he was not converted

to IslAm. It was the boast of the Datts that they never paid revenue to

any authority without being coerced by armed force.

The Chibbarst claim that their ancestor Narsingh Deo lived at Mathra,
whence his descendants moved through Bbatincla to Bhatner. Later
MahArAj, a Cbibbar, one of the sons of BAjA DAhar, established his

power at BhadarwAli or BhadrawAri, the modern Bhurari or old Bhera,
which lay on the Jhelum near Ahmadabad. The old garhi of the
Ghibbars is, however, said to be traceable in the area of Chak QAzi near
new Bhera in ShAhpur. Tradition also declares that RAjA DAhar de-
feated a SuitAn on the banks of the AmrAvatiJ across which river the

beaten army fled ;
and DAhar*s victory was proclaimed at GujrAt.

DAhar’s other sons were Narain, who held the SiAlkot country, Bhawan,
Jangu and Chham, Later on Ga]u, a descendant of Bhawan, held

Bhera and his son Thar PAl founded Thar Chak in its territory. The
ruins of his fort are said to be still traceable. In the time of Bahlol

- Lodi it was held by RAjA Gautama who with his forces perished fight-

ing with the Muhammadans. His son BAba ParAga founded KariAla
in the ChakwAl tahsil of Jhelum. The Ghibbars of and around Bhera
lead the latnb at the munifan into the innermost room of the house,

waBh its head, place antinomy in its eyes and cloth it. It is then re-

verenced, killed and eaten, the fragments being scrupulously collected

and buried in the room. All this is done with the utmost secrecy, none
but Chibbars being permitted even to witness the rites. The Chibbar
played no inconsiderable part in the history of Sikhism. They claim

to have once practised female infanticide.

Mathra was also the earliest home of the BAlis, and their ancestor

Tarlok NAth accompanied the princ es Dharopat and Sbripat when
exiled from that territory, together with an ancestor of the BhimwAls.

They took possession of the modern KatAs in Jhelum and Tarlok NAth’s

shrine at Malot is still a resort of BAIi pilgrims. He left four sons? and
the descendants of one, Isar, are still known by that name in the

EpthohAr, but they include also the descendants of his brother Baman.

The Vaids appear to claim descent from Rai Gorakh Rai, a courtier of

Rai Pithora. On his death at the battle of ThAnesar his descendants
Bought refuge in the Simla hills, and one of them, Shiv Datt RAm, became
a noble at the Jammu court. When Mai Deo of Jammu rescued many of

• Including Viram.

f Chhibbar appears to be more correct. *

t Clearly the RAvi is meant. DAhar clearly drove the SuitAn from the banks of
RAviaad followed up bis victory as for West as CujrAt* . This Snltin cannot possibly have
keen Muhammad lin QAedm.
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Timtir’s Hindu oaptives in 1382, this noble so distinguislied HimBelf
that lie obtained the dheri or fief of Sdmba with the title of Rai and his

descendants rank as dheridars, but in the Sindh S&gar Do6b the

Auw&na Valds take that rank, though in the Punjab proper the Vaids
of Sfrmba are recognised as senior to the Auwdna.

The Lau clan is closely associated with Bajw&ra, the old capital of
what is now tlys Hoshiarpur District. Ballar Sain, son of Indar Sain
Lau, aided Timfir on his return march along the foot of the Siw&liks
and acted as intermediary between him and the Hill chiefs. In return
Timdr granted him the fief of Bajw&ra but his descendants forfeited

it for not assisting Aurangzeb’s forces against the Sikhs. Still the
descendants of Sur Sain, a descendant of Ballar Sain, rank as dheridars
of Bajw&ra.

The Bhimw&ls claim descent from the Rajd, Nandana who held the
fort of that name* in the Pind D&dan Khan tahsil of Jhelum. They
were driven from Makhi&la by the Janjuas, but they still have their

crematorium there.

The Mohans also found favour with Timur, who is said to have
appointed one of them his Dfw&n, and during the reign of Sulfcdn

Muhammad Kh&n two Mohans founded Dhankot on the Indus. Under
B&bur Harjas Rai Mohan became Diwdn and Muhammadan titles were
bestowed on the clan, but they retained their faith. He made or
allowed them to become masters of Mamdot, but Hunidyfin checked
their progress; Nevertheless Sobha Rdm Thdkur rose to eminence at
the Delhi court and was able to restore all their lands to the Datts of
Viram in Gurddspur when they had been dispossessed by the J&ts. The
clan was, however, only just taved from extinction. Under Muham-
mad Shah’s rule Jai Rim, the son of Dfw&n S&dhu Ram Mohan, was
half forced to embrace Isldm under the name of Th&knr Shdh, but the
Mohans determined to rescue him. They challenged the emperor and
he sent an army against [Mamdot. When it reached Dhanko^t the
Mohans were called upon to submit, but they refused and defended
Mamdot witb success, until the emperor brought up a vast force and.

defeated them with great slaughter near Dhanko^. For the second
time the Mohans were nearly exterminated but, as on the former oc-
casion, Tb&kur Shah induced his father to remarry, and in commemo-
ration of his exertions the Mohans give alms and distribute sweets at

weddings and other festivals in the name of Jai R6m or Khoja or B&b&
Janjudn as he was also called. On such occasions Mohan females also

£ive away a Zo/a and food in memory of Sobha R&m Thdkfcr’s sur-

render of his Datt bride to his father when the Mohans were once be-

fore on the verge of extinction.
^

The Mohans claim that they obtained a grant of Mamdot in jagir from *

jUa-ud- Din Khilji early in the 14th century. Howevjsr this may be,

the descendants of Phanan Rao are called dheridars from the dheri of

* Its ruins are said to be still visible near Bag4nw41a, *

t This cannot be Dhankot on the Indus, which they lost to Sultin Ifi’sud, it is said.

It was then made over to the Aw$ns. The Mohans lived for some time tinder the protection

of (he JChokfcars (not the Ghakfchars probably) and then migrated to Hindustan.
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Muli—‘Mullitgori,

Mamdot. In the reign of Aurangzeb. some of the Mohan accepted
s

Isl&ra and are now called Mahtas. They are agriculturists at Mamdot.
* Those who refused conversion sought refuge vrith the Datts in Viram

hut they fled to the hills during N&dir Sh&h's invasion and soever re*

turned. The Mohans are the smallest olan of the Muhi&ls.

That female infanticide was once practised among the Muhidls, es-

pecially by the Ohibbar and Datt, is probably true. Three excuses are
advanced for it. Firstly, the cost of dowries, and the custom which re-

quired a married daughter, who visited her parents, to return to her
husband's house with gifts equal in value to her original dowry. This
penalised such visits to such an extent that a daughter was virtually dead
to her parents after her marriage ; secondly, the difficulty of protecting
women in times when war was incessant; and thirdly the artificial re-

striction of the marriage circles due to inter-tribal rules. In certain

cases a Muhi&l may take a bride from an ordinary Brahman family and
this has frequently been done by the noblest Muhi&ls, but the converse
case would not be tolerated.

MtfLA, a term applied to a few J&ts in Rohtak who were forcibly converted
to Isl&m. They are found scattered in all three tahsfls of that District

and are described as exceedingly inferior to Hindu Ja^s.

Mulakhel, a clan of Pa^Mns found in the Marwat plain, though not Marwat
by origin, and assimilated to the Marwats by intermarriage. They
are descended from one Hazrat Bil&l, a Habshi (Abyssinian) saint, and
besides having two villages of their own, are found in every village in

Marwat.

MuLLAGOEf, a tribe of doubtful Pathdn origin. Lying north of the Afrfdi

they hold the Tartars country north of the Kbaibar range and are a
small and inoffensive but thievish tribe associated with the hill Moh-
mands. The Mullagoris of Tartara, like the S&fis, bold their lands by
sufferance of the Mohmands ;

they acknowledge their inferiority and are

bound to pay the Khan of L6lpura occasional tribute and to hospitably

entertain Mohmands passing through their villages. It is not impro-
bable that the Mullagoris are relics either cf the now humble Dilaz&ks

who were swept away before the irruption of the Afghans or that they
are remnants of the bands of Bdyazfd, the notorious Pfr Roshan who
flourished in the time of Akbar, and descendants of whose followers may
eagist in the so-called Shias of Tfr6h. Tiny settlements of Mullagoris

are also found on the outskirts of the great eastern tribes, at Tsitsobi,

where Afrfdi meets Shinwiri, on the eastern slopes of Tartara, the

tiOrder < between Peshdwar and the Mohmands, and at Sapri above
Abazai on the Utm&n Khel frontier. Their own traditions proclaim

them to be the relics of a great kingdom, whose capital was somewhere
near Pesh Bolak, which would favor the Dilaz&k theory. The Mulla-

goris are not acknowledged as Pa(h4ns by the Mohmands, Shinwdris or

Afridis. The Shinw&ris say they are descendants of an illegitimate

child fo\ind in a grave-yard, whence their name. Others say they are
descended from Mulla whose father, Bakhtiar, was a slave or follower

of Pir T&rik, and who was deputed to watch Akhnnd Darweza, the* Pfr's

great rival.
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Muixan, MullIh.—The mulldb or maulavi is a Muhammadan doctor of

divinity who teaches the precepts of the faith. Muildna ot mulutana
appears to be merely another form of the title in use in the Western
Punjab and North-West Frontier Province. Prof. E. G. Browne says
that remnants of the sect of the Assassins still survive in Chitr&l under
the name of Mullds.* These however would appear to be the Maulais.

Mull&hs are of any tribe. In the Jhang B6r they get a rupee or two
for calling the hang in the ears of a new-born child : and something from
the parents of both parties, especially from the bride’s, at a marriage

:

also wash the dead aod get grain or money at burials. Circumcision
is done not by Mull&hs but by N&is or pirahina (Bhar&is).

MultanI, (1) a resident of Mult&n 2 (2) a potter in Gurg&m—the potter’s

work there being often done by men from Mult&n.

Mond, a tribe, found in Jhelurn, reckoned as Aw&n : see Gang.

MuiypA, a sect of Hindu mendicants who shaved off all hair, even the eye*

brows, and collected at a place of pilgrimage 40 leagues from Delhi

(probably the Pokhar Lake) for bathing. Under Aurangzeb they advanc-
ed on Delhi at the behest of an old sorceress and routed 10,000 horse

sent out by the emperor to oppose them, but finally succumbed. Sec
Satn&mi. Manucci : Storia da Mogor (Irvine’s Trans.), II, 167-8.

Munda, an agricultural clan found in Sb&hpur.

McupTop.-—A sept of J&ts. They live in and round Earmdna in Bohtak,
and are really Gallat Jdts, who received this nickname from breaking
the heads of some Brahmans. From such an incident a new clan may
be formed, as was also the case of the Siroha J&ts in GoMna, who are

styled Maliks, and the Gothia ? (Golia) in Jhajjar, who, like the Mum}-
tor, &r© Gallat J

Mu$h1n, a minor caste of Muhammadans.

Muni, a devotee.

MunIs, MdnIsab, a recluse, an ascetic.

Mtmiia, -ara, fem. -f. A worker in glass, a maker of glass bangles : see
under Mani&r.

Munbhial, an enterprising family of Talw&r Khatris, settled at Bhaun in

Jhelurn.

MujtDAHjL, a principal clan of the Baloch which possesses much land on the
main road from Mult&n to Lahore, between Gugera and Harappa, Also
•said to be a dan of the Sidls.f

Musa, see under Hatikhel. J r*

Musi Khel, (1) aPathdn clah (agricultural) found iu Amritsar
: (2) a branch

of the Niazi Pathdne, found on the banks of the Indus in Mi£nw&li
: (8)

a Bection of the Mabuat Pflth&us : (4) one of the branches of the |’anni
•Pathdns : it has two sub-divisions, the Balflzai, with several sections,

and the Lahrzai : (6) one of the five main sections of the Plain Moh-
mand : (6) see under M&n Khel.

* Litei ary Hist . of Persia , II, p. 460,

f Ohenib Colony Ga*eti$§r
t $. 16.
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Musaddi, aee Mutsaddi.

Mvballa

*

nash!n

,

one who is seated on a mu8alla, * a carpet or mat to pray
on, a place of prayer/ Especially applied to h female who does not marry,
but leads a religious life in her parental home.*

Mubaixi, the Muhammadan -Ohuhfd of the ^Western Punjab. The term is

commonly used west of Lahore as a synonym of Kut&oa, bat Musalli
is chiefly used in the north-west and Kut&na in

{
the south-west. As

long, however, as a Chuhj4 convert continues to eat carrion or remove
night-soil he is often called a Chuhrd and only promoted to the title of

Musalli when he abandons those habits, the Musalli ranking distinctly

above the Chuhfd. In the frontier towns, however, he removes night-

soil, and on the Pesbdwar border he is the grave-digger as well as

sweeper, and also called Shahi Khel. The term means literally
* one

who prays/ If at all literate a Mihtar converted to Isl&m calls himself
a Nau-Musallim. He is initiated by the usual rite, i.e. he is made to

repeat the Muhammadan creed (halima) 5 times, after bathing and
dressing in new clothes. He must then say toba (repentance) in a clear

firm voice and vow never to return to his old faith thrice before a
Maulavi and other witnesses. After this the Maulavi drinks from a
vessel, out of which the convert drinks also, and is then pronounced a
Musalmdn.*

Musazat, oe Musa Khel ; see under Midn Khel.

Mush&ht, a clan of the Khdku branch of the Niazi Pathdns, settled to the
south of the Is& Khel in the country between the KoMt Salt-range and
the Indus. They and the Sarhangs have overshadowed the other clans

of the Kh&ku.

Musianj, a branch of the Niazi Pathdns, descended from Khdko.

MtJSLA, fern, -f, a person of the Musalman connection ; used contemptuously
and disrespectfully by Sikhs. Panjabi Dicty p. 781. From it are

derived the adjectives MuBlakkd, Muslakkar and Muslatt&.

Museera, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Mutrab, Mutrib,t a musician, a class of Mirdsis or a synonym for that name.
The Mutrib was the principal of the castes which the Thags would not
kill.J 1° SahAranpur (United Provinces) the Mutrib is described as the
highest class of MirAsi-.Pains ; it can only take alms from Sayyids and
Shaikhs. They sing at weddings and other festivities, recounting the
deeds of Hasan, Husain and Ali.f

Mutsaddi, Musaddi, an accountant.

Mutti, a Hindu Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

* p. N. Q. m. § 610.

t The term mutrib appear# to be of Arabic origin : cf. mutarabbi, 9 skilled, educated,
trained.’ Oatafago’s Arabic Dicty., p 33$.
1 The others were the K&pjari} prostitute. Dom, Bhit, Dhobi andfifaL
§ N. I. N. Q., IV, § 259.
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NXohang, a JtfJ clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Nicm, a class of womfen procured by the Kanjars from their parents or
otherwise for purposes of prostitution. They have a much lower posi-
tion than the Kanjaris or women of the Kanjar caste.

NaphXl, an Ardfy clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Nadbb, (1) a Muhammadan Kami)oh clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery •

(2) an ArAig clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Nadho, a clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Naga, a religious mendicant, often a militant member of an order, see, e.g
under D&dupanthi, BairAgi and SaniAsi.

Nagalu, Naglu, see Sapela.

Nagara, one of the principal clans of the CMmas, found chieflv in the
Pasrur tahsil of SiAlkot, whither they migrated from Delhi via Jullundur.
Nagara was their eponym and their Brahmans are said to be Madsers.
NagAra appears to be a misprint for NAgra in the Hist, of Sialkot pp*

30, 41 and 08.

Naghar
(vide NAhar).

NAQiANA,a holy clan, small in numbers, but owning upwards of 10,000 acres
in the ShAhpur Bar. It lies south-west of the Gondals.

Nagpal, an ArAm clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Nagri (? NagArA), a clan of JA(s which is found in GurdAspur and also in

SiAlkot. It holds 17 villages in the latter District. It claims to be
ChauhAn Rajput by origin and to have migrated from Delhi in the time
of AlA-ud-Din Ghori. See also under NagAra *

NXhar, ‘ lion/ a section of the BhAbras.

Nahar, (1) A branch of the Lodi Pa(hAn dynasty whose name is said to

have been given them on account of their rapacity, nahar meaning ( tiger *

in Sanskrit. Raverty calls them Naghars and says they are Ghorgasht
Pathdns, being descended from NAghar, one of the four sons of DAnai,

soh of IsmAil the Ghorgasht, and so akin to the KAkttr, DAwai and
Parnai. NAghar had two sons, Yunas and Dumas orDumash.t Little

is known of this AfghAn tribe. Never very numerous they once held all

the hill country from near NigAhA or Sakhi Sarwar Pass to the south,

* For Ndgar&s among the WAniAs of Guzerat, the Gujars of Bulandshatfr apd the NAgar

Brdhmans, and the theory that these tribes all originated at Nagarkot in Kangra, see phan-

darkar's Foreign Elements in the Hindu Population, Indian Ant,, XL, £p. 32—-35.

t Ydnas had fix sons Palkat, Mian Khazo the saint, Matro or Mataro, Chandran and

Ghandro and two others whose names are forgotten. Dumas had six also, viz., Bihzad or

Bihrand Trak, Randak, Salin, or Balatai, Silinch and Abd-ur-Rahman. Mirfh KhAzo was

a contemporary of DzAr, son of Sheranai. Another NAghar saint was Mona, who was also

widely venerated among the AfghAns.
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comprising the southern parts of the Koh-i-SiyAh or Snl&imAn Range,
where it trends to the west and is much mixed up with the lower ranges
of the ICoh-i-Surkh or 1 red range.* At the height of their prosperity

the NAghars spread east and south iotpjbhe plains of the Indus valley,

and they are said to have once held the* tracts round Harrand, Siw
Sitpur and Kinkot near that river. As a trihe they were gradually
dispossessed hy the Baloch, but some of them are still found as hamsaya*
of the KAsi KhetrAns, and a few among the Ddmar Kakars. Of all

their trihe, the SilAnchis alone appear to have preserved their name.

As a dynasty the Nahars rose to power under IslAmKhAn, a kinsman
of Bahlol Lodi, who had charge of the southern part of the MultAn
province, including Sitpur, now in Muzaffargarh, Kia in Dera Ghazi
Khan and Kaehmor in Sind, all then on the right bank of the Indus.

He cut himself adrift from the LangAh at Mult&n and set up an indi-

pendent government at, Sitpur. But the MirrAni Baloch soon came
into conflict with the Nahars who had extended their dominion north-

ward from Sitpur over Harrand and Dajal, but were expelled from those

tracts by GhAzi KhAn in 1482 A. D. The Nahar territory thus dimin-

ished was soon divided between Kasim KhAn, a grandson of the first

IslAm KhAn, who held the southern part, and IslAm KMn his brother

who held the northern, with Sitpur. The MazAri Baloch expelled the

Nahars from Kin in the 16th century,* and the Nahars of Sitpur fell

into decay about the same time as the MirrAnis, z.e., about 1739.

Makhdum Shaikh RAjant usurped part of their territories and expelled

them from Sitpur. The Nhaar also appear to have been called BAbar
which means ' lion.* (2) A clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Nahkbna Singh, a Sikh barber. Panjabi Dicty., p. 790.

Nil, fem. Nain.—The NAis forma very highly organised occupational caste,

which performs several distinct functions, and which, as a rule, jealously

protects itself ^gaiust the admission of strangers in blood into its fold.

The word nai is unquestionably derived from the Sanskrit ndpika
,

* one who cleans nails/ Folk-etymology, however, derives nai from
tiaknd,a word not given in the dictionaries, and declares it to mean ‘one
who never refuses ’—because once upon a time Akbar bade Bir Bal
bring him an an-mulla slave, one, that is, who worked without wages.
Bir Bal produced a Nai, whom the emperor sent with a message to

KAbul. The NAi set out at once without asking for reward, wages or

even provision for his journey, and thus earned the title of an-mulla .

The NAi boasts many titles, honorific and the reverse. A^mong
Hindus he is styled ThAkur or even RAjA, his wife being called RAni, and
the two latter titles are especially used on ceremonial occasions. Thus
in Kapfirthald. on a patron’s death, the women mourners address the

family NAi as RAjA and his wife as RAni, and lament bitterly. So too

at betrothals and weddings the NAi exercises authority and is entitled to

a seat in the presence of the brotherhood. *

* Qaim Khan Nahar resided at Kin. He quarrelled with his kinsman, IslAm KMn,
governor qf Bhagsar and allowed the Mazaris to settle in his country in return for an alliance

with them against Islam Khan. According to Hetu RAm the N&hars still hold BMgsar t

Trans, of the Bilochin&ma
$ p 83.

f The founder of RAjaapur.
*
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Another title is Kh&s in Ndbba or in the B4ga? Kbwds, 'which has
muoh the same meaning as Ldgl. The latter term, which means
* recipient of dues/ is applied especially to the N&is as they are the
chief recipients of lags at ^11 social ceremonies. Another similar term
is neogi, from neg, a rite, ha Hissdr. Khwds is also the professional
title of the N&i in the Deraj&t.

Seeing that the strict Sikhs do not cut the hair or beard, it might
be assumed that they possess no barbers, but this is not the case.

The Sikhs retain their barber dependents, who are styled Nahernd,
lit. an instrument for cutting the nails.*

In Sh&hpnr the Hindu Ndis are locally termed Jdjak, from the Sans-
rit yachaky

‘ beggar/ and comprise three gots (i) Manchadda,
k Brahmf (Bashist gotra), (iii) Dh&in (Bhardwdj gotra), which inter-
marry with one another and with the Mifchr& and Sidh-bel gots in
Pesh&war.

In Koh&t the same caste performs the functions of the barber and
those of the Dum or drummer of the Punjab. It is known as the
Dam, and its members are also cooks at weddings, messengers, circum-
cisors, etc. Every Pathdn village has its Dam, but as the proverb says
Rego chile nishta, Damo kite nishta

,

c grains of sand do not make a pillar

or Dams a village/ Dancing boys, gadidun or lakhti, are also drawn
from this class to perform at Pathan weddings. Dams intermarry and
also marry with Pa^Mns, af/parently on equal terms. They are not a
servile class, but hold their own, receiving grain at each harvest as well
as special fees at births, circumcisions, and weddings. Some of them

. are skilfull chefs, employed by wealthy families and those of Togh in
Hangu tab ail are described as affluent. The Dam in this District show
some regard for the olive tree, but do not hesitate to use it for domestic
purposes. Otherwise they are as good Muhammadans as the Pat;hdns.

In Bannu the N&i is said to be called Dum, which probably means
that the Dtim is also a barber.

The N&£ is also called Usta, or ‘ barber/ at any rate in Jfnd.t

Among Muhammadans the barber is termed Hajjam, lit. * one who
sacrifices/ Honorifically he is styled Khalifa.

Territorial groups,—The Ndis have few territorial groups. In Hissdr
are two—the Desi and Marwdri, which intermarry, though Very rarely.

The former keep the madhpurakh% rite at weddings: the latter do not.
•

* The Panjabi Dicty, gives nahernd singh as ‘ a Sikh barber /

J

Of. Panjdbi Dicty., p. 1176.

Madh -purakh or -barg : when R£m Chandra married Si'ta, he wanted a N£i to carry the
madhdbarg ,

or cup containing honey and milk offered to the bridegroom, on his arrival
at his father-in-law’s gate, in front of the bride. So he made a Nat. out of the batna
which had been washed off his body and thus the Nii was called Gola. In Sirmur, the
Hindu N4is are divided into four »dt«—Banbheru, Siribastu, Gola and B&ri. 411 four
practise karewa , The Banbheru alone are found in N&han tahsil/ and Iheir gots are.*

Samela, Keli, Sihp&l and Gokat. They avoid four gots in marriage. They have panchdyats
and their chauntra is at Bil&spur in Ambala,

In T. Paonta there are two kKdps
t
Banbheru and Gola, who used to smo& together until

50 years ago, and they still eat and drink together. Ram Chandra wanted a Nai and so he
Wad? oqe out of kUha grass when he was banwds (living in exile in the forest) whence the
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Caste orgmieaMon.-Soci&y thfcN<f&hav© a complex ami interesting

system of social groups, wbiclx vary in different parts of theProvinee* and
the clue to their intricacies is to be looked for in the social organisation

of their dominant patron caste in thek^ality.
r

:*r

The Hindu Ndis.

Thus in the south-eastern Districts of the Punjab the Nfifs are
divided into two main khdps, which are sub-castes, the Bhanbheru and
the Gola. In this part the N&is’ organisation reflects that of the Brah-
mans. Elsewhere they follow those of the Khatris.

Advancing towards the north and west the Gola sub-caste gradually
disappears, but it is known to exist in Jfnd, where the groups are three
in number :

—
I.—Bhanbheru khdp

II.—Gola* khdp ...

III.—B4rl,f a half khdp

The Bhanbheru khdp is again divided into 5 hypergamous groups

1. Dhif (2$) ) q ,

2. ChUft (6) J
Ath ' or of 8 9°u-

8. B&rhl (? 12).

4. Bunjihf (52).

To the above groups, I to III, the Lahore account adds a fourth half
khap f viz .

:

—

IV.—The Srib&s,§ which is said to comprise the Purbia N&fs.

In Mdler Ko$la, however, the Bribes are said to be the same as the
Bunj&hi, who are not found in that State.

These groups in Lahore comprise the following gota :—
( (t) Kap4r|| ...-)

L Dh&is < («) Jasdhol ... [
Three in all.

t (m) Narm&ntf .., )

= forming Dhif, 2} Tchdps.

name Banbheru. When he married Sfta ho made a ndi as already desoribed—whence
the term Gola. The Gola and Banbheru groups are endogamous.
Pandhfr is a Banbheru got. It was a Rajput got and a Pandhfr married a Chauh&n girl

who had a mare as her dowry and the Pandhfr, in jest, named the mare Ch&uhini. Her
brother heard of it and the bride in her shame threatened to destroy herself. The Ohauh&ns
attacked the Pandhfrs. A N&in saved a Pandhfr boy from the massacre, saying he was a
Nii, and brought him up. He founded the Pandhfr got of the N&is. The chaudhri, who
is also called ehauntrd, has power to fine or outcaste, and bis house is distinguished By a
chauntra in which the panch&yat* are held. He has two chobddrs who at every wedding or
funeral get a rupee as their due. At weddings they also get clothes, from the boy's

parents. The Chaudhri also gets a rupee at each wedding and the fines (chatti ) are deposited

with him, and spent on the general purposes of the brotherhood. He is like a rdjd and on
his death one of his sons succeeds him. His office is hereditary and can only be transferred

to another family under special circumstances. The N&is are worshippers of Sain Bhag&t
whose name they utter when using a razor.
* Found only in Didrf, ». e.t in the extreme south-east.

i
The Biri are very rare.

In Pati&la there is no Cbhrtf or ‘ group of six (pots)* but one of four, called Ch&r.

§ Possibly the same as the diribastu in Sirmur.

J The Kapur claim to be Khatris.

{ TheNannip were by origin Boot Rijputs,
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2. OhUi

J

Six in all.

<*) JAwr '
,, v

(tfMMfcti?
(in) KankariAnf
(«) CfcandalJ
(«). LakfchfJ
(^)Ptei||

‘ (*') 8arota

(»*) 8tMMT
(in) RihAn**
(iv) Bhufcta

(v) LakkhanpAlff
(ih) BalopAlff
(vii) SandharAtt

(viii) Bis
(ieo) GoyAl

(®) Pagarhat
(m) KAle
(cwt) ChAwaliJt

4. The Btmjihi got« are very numerous.

I» Lahore the Golas re-appear and, moreover, are now found with
an organisation similar to that among the fianbherus.

Hypergamous group. dots.

(t) Thuthf Ohapni

8. BArhi Twelve in all.

-J

1. Dhif

2. OhhAl

C d
...J

(n

( («t;

(n) Menhdhe
(ut) GAndhi
(i) SAlaf

(n) Joia
(in) Lbkkhi
(tv) Kalle
(v) DAin

(vt) Pannf

Together forming an Ath, or
group of 8 gote.

* Majjhd is a corruption of Machhye and claims Sindhu JAt descent.

J

Kankarian is a corruption of Kakkar and are an offshoot of the Bhatti.

Chandal say their red name was Dal and that they are Bhatti Rajputs, Jandi sprang
from the Chhina Jats.

§ Lskhi are Bhatti

||
Pfsi also claim Bhatti origin.

% Sarai sprang from the GorAya JAts and the Bidhu were also originally JAtg of the
Siahu tribe.
** The RihAn are said to be neither Hindu nor Mnsalman and not to be found in the

Punjab.

tf The Bhatti NAis are of course Bhatti by origin as are the Lakbanpal, SalopAJ, Sangra
and Sanohara.

tt la Amritsar the BAris are described as those who only marry into 12 sections. The
group is also called ChAwali, from its ancestor ChAwal who was thus descended—

MahA Dev.

Isiar.

Dasand.

Harditta.

Anb.

Dehat.

ChAwal.

Bom people say that there is no such ich&p as Cola. It is really Gohlan as shown below —
Mab&dar.

Lor#

fiikhon.

Silach.

OdiitE
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f (0 Sanpone.
(ii) Khauli,
,(Ht) LaklcM.
(iv) Kanakwil.
(v) K4gf.

(in) Kaptir.

(vii) Ghamyire.
(viiiS Panni.

(iso) Kukkaf.
(a>) Lakkhanpdl.

(mi) Chandel.

L(®n) Bkangd.
Bunjibi, which comprises numerous gota.

8. B&xhi

4 .

In Lahore the Bdris also are said to have a precisely similar organisa-

tion, but they are very few in numbers and no gots are specified.

The Batibheru in Hiss&r almost always avoid four gots in marriage,

but in Gurg&on the number avoided depends on local custom.

The Banbheru in Hiss&r permit widow remarriage, but do not
allow an elder brother to marry his younger brother's widow. In
Maler Kotla all Hindu N&fs, except the Golds, abominate karewa

;

the Golds comprising those who, having married women of other castes

or been guilty of karewa
,
have lost status. In Pa^idla the Banbherus

do not permit karewa

,

but the Kacha Bunjdhis practise it, and this

also appears to be the case in Ndbha.

In Gurddspur the local group of the Ndis is called Dogpa, and com-
prises the following gots which have, as in Kdng?a, preserved their

gotras •

Oot. - Qotra.

Bhuta ... ... Bhardwaji of B&jput origin.

... ... Uttar.

Kundal, in Kingya.
K4shab, in „

Budkin
Gaur
Gujdru
Kanian
Kekri
Khatolar
Kholti
Madhwin
Mutlaoni*
Nihan
Sardkul
Sarw&ni
Sombhraf

»
it

in Gurdigpur.
in K&ngfa,

Bhardwdjl, Gnrdispur, Kingpa.

K&ngra.
Kishab, Kingra.
Uttar, Gnrdispur,

The Muhammadan Niie.

The Muhammadan N&is in Hiss6r have fonr sections, which are.

however, not exogamous. These are the Bhallam, Chanh&n and
Kharal. In Gurgdon they form two classes (*) the Shaikh or

Turkmdn who came into India with the Muhammadan invaders, and

S the Hindu Ndis who were converted to Ieldm. The latter com-

ae Bhattis, Chauhdns, Nirbdns, Tandrs, and Ghorias—the latter

dating their conversion back to Muhammad of Ghor’s time. *

* Muthja, a famous Rijput, it is said, married a woman of a different caste and beeama a
barber. He founded got.

t Sombhri is a Rajput tribe and one of its members married beneath him. turned barber
and so founded this got of the Nils.

*
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Most of the Muhammadan Nils in MAler Ko^la affect various saints,
pnoh as Hazrat Bandagi of Sirhind,Sharf Aftam in Miler Kolia, Bhikhe
ShAh of Jagruon, and Ghulim Basil at Baina in LudhiAna.

Regarding Hazrat Bandagi of Sirhiud it is said that once a pilgrim
visited him from afar, bat the saint knew that the man had come to
test him and so he bade his disciples have a dish of paldo in readi*
ness as the pilgrim, would demand paldo to eat and a sight of God.
When the stranger arrived he said

: paldo khildu
, Khudd mildu

, i.e.,
u Give me to eat paldo and show me God.” After he haid eaten of
the paldo the saint bade him close his eyes, and on re-opening them
he found himself in an ecstasy.

Plr GhulAm Rasul lived at Baina, and his brother at Baini close by.
In RAja BhagwAn Singh's time the brothers quarrelled about some
land and the case was adjudicated on by the R6ja. Neither party
being satisfied, it was decided that the land itself should proclaim its

owner, and it declared audibly, in the presence of the RAjA and all

his folk, that the pir was its master.

The Muhammadan NAfs place great faith in the traditions and
commandments preserved in the Kisbatnama

, a kind of barbers' manual.
In this it is related that God first ordered Gabriel to shave Adam,
whose hirsute appearance displeased Eve after the expulsion from Eden,
with a flint. Thus Adam learned to shave, and handed down the art to
SulaimAn PAras, through All and his predecessors. The behests of
this SulaimAn. are binding on the Ndis and comprise such instructions
as these :—If the barber sit facing southward to shave a patron he
should recite a certain verse, but if he face north another is prescribed
on taking up the razor, arid before using it ; and when using it or its

hone ; when using the scissors or naherna
;
before extracting a tooth, or

after shaving a man ; and when he wraps up his implements, a Nii
must recite various texts. A novice, t«»o, must shave five persons
gratis in God's name before he is authorised to keep a kisbat (as a case
of shaving implements is termed, though Igisbat simply means c earning *

in Arabic)

.

In MAler Ko0a the Muhammadan gots are :
—

BaabherA. I Chandel. I Khallay.*

Bhatti. 1 Goria. |

The Banbheru, which here claims descent from a foundling, aban-

doned under a ban or oak,t and adopted by a NA£, has a saint of its

own, ShaikhA DAd (probably AHAh DAd) whose shrine is at Budinpur

in the NAbha State, At weddings NAfs offer Re. 1-4 with some churi

to this Bhrine.

In PatiAla the Banbheru NAia converted to IslAm have retained

their original caste system. They include the TurkmAns or Turks,

the Gorias (by origin RAjputs), the Bhafti> GorAya, . and BArah

HajjAms, all claiming R&jput descent, and the H usainis, *wbo were

Brahmans.

In BAwal the Muhammadan NAis have gots, but no groups.

— — * — —i

* bag made of skin, used by BharAis as a wallet in which to place offerings of

* f Am to other etymologies of Banbheru see infra.
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In N&bha tbe Muhammadan NAIs o! Phul and Amloh* bate three

groups, Banbheru, Gbaghrel, whose women dress differently! and
Turkman. Thus the Banbbern women wear trousers and the

Ghaghrel the ghagra or skirt. The latter oome from Bh&tinda/f and

the Turkman from Amritsar. E«oh group is said to be endogamous
and the two first-named to have the following ^sections

Bhanbberu. Goris. Rpra.

AfklA (from SArsut Hfra. Chit.

Brahmans). Kale (from Hussaini Brahmans). NAti.

Ghaghrel, Khokhar. Paeli.

Bhangu. Piste.

In Lahore the Banbheru include four so-called gots : Bhanbi, Goria,

Panni and Khokhar. The Ghaghrel and Turkman are also found.

The Panithe got claim RAjpub origin and changed its (caste f)

religion during a siege of Bhajinda. These gots are only proclaimed

when the Mft Asls are paid their fees at weddings.

The Muhammadan NAIs in SiAlkot are either Kashmiri (with only

one got
,
Thukar) or PanjAbi. The former are clients of the Kashmiri

immigrants from Jammu territory.

The Muhammadan NAIs in ShAhpur profess to have four groups,

the Arubi, who-e avocation is surgery (jarra hi or blood-letting), the

Bhutta, who are barberB, the ManhA* and the Bibra whose special

callings are not stated.

The SuIn,J a class of Muhammadan NAIs found in MultAo, state that

they derive their name from an eponym who belonged to SapAI and who
was given scis-ors by BAbA Farid to shave his moustaches. The Suln

and Chau an afiect PIr Ghaus BahA-ul-Haqq of MulrAn. The Holis

worship Pir Jiwana. who lived in Jhang. The NajArl Say \ ads of

BahAwalpur are PIrs of the Jols. The Rolis and Jois
(
? Joiya) appear

to be confined
1

to Multan.

JalAl UmrAni is worshipped, or at any rate reverenced, by Muhammadan
NAis in Ora IsmAtt. His name suggests s<>me connection witti the
long-lived saint—he lived for 275 years—whose shrine is at Mosul.
The Muhammadans of Persia are said to have been the first to shave-—

and they, it is said, shaved the saint in question.

The Banbheru and Gola groups.

Various accounts are given of the origin of the Banbheros and
Golas. The Galas in HissAr trace their origin to Ajmer, the Baub|ierus§

to Bh&tner, Jais&lmir and SAmbhar. In GurgAon it is said that a

* The Muhammadan NAfs of Phul and Amloh have a special custom of effecting betrothal :

the girl's father places four copper coins in the boy's hand, and this act makes the contract
binding.

t 41 Ghaghrel is not a got but it is Gakh&r. They connect their line with the JAts of the
Kahlon got . Turkmin is not a got" says a note from Amritsar,

t The 8-di or Soi is a tailor, e g in Chamba. *

| Folk-etymology has been very busy with Banbheru. It is not agreed as to its meaning.
One theory is that at Krishna’s marriage a man was required to plait hair, so a wanderer In
the forest was engaged for the work and as be was called Banpheru so were, his descend-
ants. Another is that there was no barber at the marriage of Bhagwinji’a daughter and as
Ida presence was indispensable to its celebration, BhagwAn produced a human being from
!««» tree* The man was called Wan Bharu or

1

born of the wan,
9
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Banbheru 3&% married a slave girl by karevoa, and being excommuni-
cated took to barber’s work as bis trade*

That the Gola Ndfs look to the south-east as their original seat is

confirmed by the fact that they cause the first tonsure of their children

to be performed at Dhimhi in the Alwar State.

The word gola is derived usually from gola, slave, or gola, a ball,

and the legends which describe the origin of the Gola sub-caste are
based on these two meanings. They were slaves of the Khatris, says
the Gurgdon account ; but usually they claim a loftier origin* In
Hoshidrpur the story is that Sri Krishn Chandra’s parents needed a
barber to perform his tonsure, but could not find one, so the child,

seeing their dilemma, made a ball of his own flesh and gave it life as

the first of the Gola Ndis. In Amritsar legend has it that at Sri

Krishna’s wedding his barber of the Banbheru khap had been sent on
some business to Kajli Ban and could not get back in time* The
Brahman then said that the marriage rites could not be performed
without a barber’s presence so Krishna rubbed his hands on his body
and made a doll of the dirt upon it. Into this doll he put life and gave
it the name of Melu or Gola.

Although the Gola and Banbheru sub-castes in Hissdr cannot
intermarry,* they may smoke together. But in Sirmur they cannot
now do so, though until 50 years ago they could smoke together, and
may still eat and drink together.

In Ndbha the Gola Ndis eschew the use of clothes dyed with
kasumbha.

Caste administration .

South of the Sutlej the Ndis appear to have a well-established sys-
tem of caste government. Disputes are never taken into court, but are
decided by panchayats under chaudhris. Thus in Gurgdon the Nd£s of
each group are said to have a chaudhri of their own in each pargana,

and the chief of these chaudhris who is called king, lives at Delhi.
Reference is made to him if the local chaudhris are unable to decide a
dispute or not in accord amoog themselves. Heavy expense is involved
in calling him in to decide a case and be is reluctant to attend meet-
ings for trivial causes. There are chaudhris at Palwal, Hodal, Sohna,
Firozpur, Pangwan, Sakras, Nub and Rewdri. They get fees at marri-
ages and from litigants. At a panchdyat

, which is attended by all the

» leading Ndfs of a pargana, the chaudhri is seated Above everybody
else and after the matter in hand has been investigated bis decision has
to be accepted. Similarly the r king’ presides over a meeting of

chaudhris.

North of Delhi the organization is even more elaborate. Under
• the * king 1 at Delhi are groups of chaudhris each controlling a ehauntra

which comprises several tappas. Thus Pdnipat and fSonepat are’cfcattn*

* In Gurgdon it is said that these two hhdps used to intermarry till Juite reoently, but

a Gola abducted a Banbheru's wife and thus* started a feud between them*
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tras With 12 tappas and 860 Tillages in each. Kalfiyat has 9 tappa$

with 860 villages, and so on.*

The chaudhri has a chobddr or deputy in each .village. «, The head of

each chauntra looks after the NAls of the villages and tappas attached

to it to see if they are obeying the behests of religion. If he finds

anybody violating these laws he informs all the chaudhrie of the
chauntra

.

If the accused person has any objection to their decision he
can call upon them to reconsider the case, but if he does so be has to

bear all the cost of their food, etc., himself. Chaudhris invited to a
Uaj get Rs. 2, but at a manriage they get Re. 1 only. The Karn&l ac-

count is that every district was divided into tahsils (sic) in the times

of the ancient kings. Each tahsil was again divided into tappas which
were called parganas

,
and each tappa included 10 or 12 villages called

thappis. Every thappi was under a tappadar who was under the con-

trol of the chaudhri of tahsil. The chaudhrie used to decide cases in

consultation with the tappadars . Their decisions are not now treated

with much respect, but cases which cannot be instituted in the regular
courts are still adjudicated upon by them. In times past there was
great unity among the N&is. No dispute was ever taken to the courts

for decision, but all were decided by the caste. Its unity has been
much impaired of recent years.

Relations with other castes.

The N&is do not serve the low castes, such as the Chuhpfe and
Cham&rs.

The Ndis alBO rejoin in S&nsis of tbtir own and these client genea-
logists profess to divide themselves into the same khdps as their barber
patrons.

In Gurg&on the B&ris, who are not found in the District, are said to

be the barbers of the N&xs. They are found in Bharatpur in the

United Provinces, where they fulfil all the N&f’s functions at N&i wed-
dings, receiving dues from them. The Banbheru will not eat at their

. hands.

In one of the tahsils of Gurg6on the B&rjV functions are perform-

ed by the Balahar, or by a tribe even lower than the Balahar, called the

Bargi. Like the B&ris these two castes make pattals. The Balab&rs,

like the B&ris, are said to have their own chaudhris.

• As these tappa* and chauntras are probably very ancient the rest of them are given

here !•—
Nam* of Chauntra. Number of Villages and Tappas

attached.

Bohtak ... • •• •M 84 9
Mahaxn • •• Ml 34 S
Gohini ... • ••* • •• 62 6
Jaif Ml ", 4M s 72 6
Khiwan ... • *f Ml 8 1

H&nsi ... •M IM • ss HI 84 9
Hissir ... MS • i, •M ISO 7
Toshim ...

Bafidon ...

Ml •• Ml 112
12

7
1

These are all Banbheru chauntra*. The Golas have a chauntra of SO villages D&ggh
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The Balafcar gots are

Blwalna. Indauria. Kakarai.
Dabla. Khariri. Mahur.
Gondla. Kharkte. Nadania.

,
Pharband, etc.

The Bargis make dona and card cotton.

Hospitality to any stranger is incumbent on the N&fs.

The cult of Sain Bhagat ,

The cults of the N&is are in essentials much like those of the other

artisan castes. In Hiss&r the Hindu Ndfs both of the Banbheru and
Gola sub-castes worship Sdin Bhagat, who has a great temple at

Bhawdni. Originally a Banbheru, Sdin used to wait daiJy on the ruler

of the state,* but one day he was busy in entertaining* faqirs and could
not go to the palace, so Bhagwan assumed his formt and attended to the

king, whose leprosy was cured by his touch. Since then Sdin has
been the bhagat or saint of the barbers. One of the faqirs, his guests,

further bade him ask for anything he desired, so S&in begged that a
refectory might be opened among his caste-fellows iu his name, whence
the proverb : Sain bhagat ki hari,

Bhuki rahe na aghari.

Another temple of S&in Bhagat is said to exist at Lahore. It

contains his tomb and pilgrimages are made to it i a Jeth.

Sdiin also has a dera at Part&bpura in the Pbillaur tahsil of Jullundur,t

where the Diw&li is the day specially set apart to him. Once, it is

said,* boys in play put some bricks in a field and asked what they

were. 1 It is the dera/ cavne the reply, and in answer to their question
* whose dera f

9 came the response, ‘ B&b6 S&in Bbagat’s,* The villagers

removed the bricks, but the Bhagat constrained the offenders to

construct his dera on the very spot where the boys had placed the

* Of Bandhugarh near Benares, according to the Jind account, which adds that Sain was
a devotee of Vishnu.

I As the verse says :—Sdin Bhagat Tee eanse mete
,
dp lhaye Har Vdl, ‘ Har became himself

aN& to allay Siih Bhagat’s anxieties.’

% And at PartAbgayh in Ludhi&na, according to the N&bha account, which says that once

a number of boys of different castes were playing with flags whieh bore their ancestral

deities* emblemB, one that of the goddess, another that of the Guru, while the Nai boy’s

flag bore the image of Sain Bhagat. In the evening all the boys went to their homes, but

the N6f boy found himself rooted to the spot where he had to spend the whole night. Next
morning the villagers assembled and the lad declaring he was S&in Bhagat’s incarnation

bade them build him a shrine on the spot. From his descendants its pujdris are chosen to

this day. They only marry* amoDg themselves (?). Another account places Partabpw
oe^r Nur Mahal in Jullundur and says that a grand fair is held there on the Bh£i Ddj day.

The pujdris of ibis temple are barbers. It contains an image of S&in Bhagat as well as a

Granth (the religious book of the Sikhs). S6in Bhagat is worshipped both by Hindus and
Muhammadans. Many tales are told of this shrine. Once some boys were playing in a

field and placed some bricks in it. Their playmates aBked who they were and were
told ‘ the dera of Siin Bhagat.* Some villagers removed the bricks, but the saintly B6b&

inodme of the dera. Sometimes a woman will vow that if she flas sons, who live to •

grow tip. she will dedicate one to the dera. The first-born is usually offered and he has tbe

first on the Mahantship. Such a boy is at present the successor designate of the

mutant. The office is not hereditary and apparently it is elective, in spit! of the claims

of a dedicated boy, for no Gola can be appointed and the candidate must be Of good temper

mid chariettt fctd polite manner®.
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bricks. The mahant, who must not be a Gola, is elected, and most
remain celibate. Women sometimes vow to dedicate their sons to

the dera, and a boy so dedicated has the first claim on the office o

f

mahant
.

j

In Jind two sons ate ascribed to SAin Bhagat. These were BhAnA,

forebear of the Banbheru, and Gokal, progenitor of the Gola.

NH, an ArAfg clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
,

Naich, Nech, a 36\ clan (agricultural) found in ShAbpur, MultAn and
BahAwalpur. Their septs are :

—
Dandra. Malhni.
Niwal. Murdni.
Tar&pa. Budhini.
Ladhrani. Haj&ni.

The Naich of BahAwalpur were converted to Isldm by Sayyid JalAl,

at the same time as their hereditary foes the Bohar, but as they con-

tinued their inter-tribal warfare the Sayyid arranged that they should
intermarry. The Bohars obeyed, but when it came to their ttprn to

give a daughter to the Bohars they not only refused to do so but killed

their Bohar son-in-law.

NJLik, lit. a leader, chief. A title assumed by leading men among the
Aheris or Herfs, Thoris and BanjAras.

Crooke states that in the United Provinces the tribe is
a said to

consist of cultivators, traders and prostitutes,” and also that “ NAik
is a term for some BanjAras.” In Rohtak they are said to be a brauoh
of Hindu DhAnaks who come from Jaipur. They are also represented,

though quite incorrectly, as an agricultural ‘ tribe
9

of RAjputs,
but Mr. P. J. Pagan Bays they may be taken to be Aherfs ; that
they state that they were originally Rajputs and have the same
gots as RAjputs ; and that they generally act as chankidars in villages.

Those returned’ from Ferozepur iu 1891 were labourers on the Sirhind
Canal. The NAiks cannot be said to form anywhere a separate caste.

They have, however, in LohAru a got, called Bhagela, which is ap-
parently not returned as an Aheri section and regarding which tradition
says that Paptiji RAthor was a RAjA who had two trusted Bhagela
RAjputs as his advisers, DamAn and Chanda by name. They once ate

a buffalo's flesh by accident and so Paptiji outcasted them. They thus
became NAiks and eat buffalo’s flesh. Other NAik gots are Bh&ttf and
ChauhAn. NAiks worship DamAn and Chanda as well as Paptiji and
rank them above the gods of the Hindu pantheon. Indeed sorpe 'of

them appear to regard Paptiji as one of their ancestors, though he is

considered of higher rank than DamAn or Chanda. All three were killed

in battle. They are worshipped at the Dasahra, when mdlida (porridge)

is distributed among the brotherhood. Days of worship also fall in the
dark half of a month. The NAiks have Brahmans ‘ from their own
caste,

1 and employ them in religious rites
$ but sometimes a son-ip-law

is called in to perform them, as he can be employed to do the duties of

a Brahman or a barber. In the absence of a son-in-law members of a
family shave one another. They also worship a sword and a gun.

NAiks bum their dead and throw the ashes into the Ganges* *
.
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Their chief occupation is military service. They are not landowners
though they cultivate land and work as day labourers on farm. They
are not artisans, but many are shikaris, with the gun. All their women,
married or not, do agricultural work.

ITain, (1) a tribe of J6t8>
who are chiefly found io the detached portions

of Pati&la, but have also spread into Hiss&r and Delhi. They claim
Tunwar RAjput .origin and so came probably from the south-east.

They are said to pay especial reverence to Bair&gis, and have a saii
at Kaiwan where they dig earth in the Diw&li. The Nain are also
found in Mult&n as a (agricultural) clan. (2) An Ardxn clan (agri*

cultural) found in Montgomery.

Naipal,* Nepal.—A clan called after Naip&l, son of Bhuni, of the great
Bha(ti tribe, who are found on the Sutlej above Ferozepur. They
came from Sirsa in the reign of Muhammad Sh&h, and once held the
river valley as far down as that town, but were driven higher up
h7 the pogars, and in their turn expelled the Gujars. About
150 years ago the Naipals occupied the Makhu ildqa

,
theu probably

a complete waste. It i« said to have been named Mecca by a faqxr,

one Muhammad, who had been there, but its name was corrupted into

Makhu. Originally subjects of the Mughal empire, the Naip&ls
became independent until Jassa Singh, the Ahluw&lia chief of Kapur-
thala, took possession of their territory, established a thana at Makhu and
created th* ildqa of that name. In Kapurthala their settlement only
dates from 1857. Mr. 8randreth said of them :

— u They resemble very
much in their habits the pogars and Gujars, and are probably greater

thieves than either. They appear almost independent under the

Ahluw&lia rulers, and to have paid a small rent in kind only when
the kdrddr was strong enough to compel them to it, which was
not often the case. They have lost more of their Hindu origin than
either the Pogars or Gujars, and in their marriage connections they
follow the Muhammadan law, near blood relations being permitted

to enter into the marriage compact.”

The Naipal in Ferozepur take wives from Muhammadan J&ts,

practise karewa, and are said to have the institution of the got kundla,

whereby a bride is admitted into the husband's tribe, a rite which

is very rare, if not unique among Muhammadans. Their tenures

resembled those of the Pogars. Prior to Sikh rule they were mainly

pastoral, but under that rule took to cultivation. Like the Pogars
the land of a village was seldom divided, but was held in common.

0
Unlike the Pogars however few Naip&ls are without proprietary rights

in the lands they cultivate, almost every member of the tribe holding

land in ownership, and not cultivating it under a few tribal chiefs as

tenants, like the pogars.t

Najab, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. *
.

<1

Najabi, a Sayyid clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. .*

* The full nitm. is said to be “ Rijput Patti Naipdl ” in Ferozepur. Tlie Panj&bi Dicty.

describes them as ‘ a tribe of Jits,’ but they are on the borderland between Jit and Rijput,

tiitandreth, Ferozepur Sett. Rep., 1859, § 200.
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NajjAb, ?ers. a carpenter, a translation of TarkhAn, etc.

NAJlSirf, fern. -A$r, an astrologer. Panjabi Dicty. p. 794,

Naka£,
,
Nakkai, fern, -in, an inhabitant of the south-west part of the Lahore

District, Singh, a Sikh of that tract : Panjabi Dicty., p. 794.

Sometimes called, qnite erroneously, Nagaria.

Naloka, a JA$ clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Hamda-saz, a felt-worker : see Teli.

NIudbo-panthi.—A bhagat of fame, said to have been one of the "disciples

of RAmAnand, was BAbA NAmdeo, the chhimba or cotton-carder. He
is said to have been born in MarwAr in Samvat 1509 {A.D. 1443),

and to have flourished in the days of Sikandar Lodi (1488-1512).

According to one account he was a MarAthl, and was born at Pandharpur
in the Deccan, He is said to have been persecuted by the MusalmAne,
who tried to persuade him to repeat the words “ AUAh, AllAb,” instead

of his favourite “KAm.RAm/' but by a variety of astonishing mira-

cles he escaped from their hands. After a considerable amount of

travelling to and fro, he at last settled in the village of GhumAn, in

the BatAla tahsil of the GurdAspur District, where he died. A shrine,

known as the “ DarbAr/' was erected in his honour in GhumAn, and on
the SankrAnt day of every MAgh a crowded fair is held there in

his honour * His followers can scarcely be said to constitute a sect.

They are almost entirely, if not entirely, Chlumbas or Dhobis by caste.

Their founder appears to have resisted stoutly the pretensions of
Mubammaclaaism, and was looked on as a follower of RAmchandar, but
his Hinduism was by no means of the ordinary type. He taught
emphatically the unity of God and the uselessness of ceremonial

; and
his doctrines would appear to have approached fairly closely to those of

NAnak and the earlier Sikhs
;
and several of his poems are incorporated

in the Sikh AduGranth. At any rate the followers of BAbA NAmdeo are

very largely Sikhs by religion, and they are said, whether Hindus or
Sikhs, to hold the Granth in reverence and to follow many Sikh customs.

They have no distinctive worship of their own. The Hindu NAmdeo-
panthis are found mainly in Jullundur, GurdAspur and BisSAr, and
ths Sikhs mainly in GurdAspur. The saint's name is pronounced,

and often spelt, NAmde ; and his followers call themselves Sikh NAmde
NAmabansi, BAbA NAm ke Sewak, and the like.

NAmdhAbi, a synonym for Ktku, said to. be used in SiAlkot.

Namtas, an agrionltural clan found in ShAhpur.

Nanad, a JA( clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Nanak-panthi.—The Sikh sect founded by NAnak, a Khatri of Tal-

wandi, in Lahore. * NAnak/ wrote Mr. Maolagan in 1892, was bora
iu 1469 A. D. and died in 1538 or 1539, and of his life and miracles
many wonderful stories are told. There is nothing ia his doctrine

* At Ghumin, the whole body of Ohhfmbas descended from N*mdeo call themselves
B&wtaandaA priests of the shrine, which is a fine domed building. Similar dome em-
ftroetions, erected iu honour of NAmdeo’s leading disciples, exist at DhAriwAl and Smkfco-

Wtt, near GhpmAp.
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to distinguish it ip any marked way from that of the other saints, who
taught the higher forms of Hinduism in Northern India. The unity of
Godi the absenc e of any real distinction between Hindus and Mosalm&ns,
the uselessness of ceremonial, the vanity of earthly wishes, even the
equality of castes, are topics common to N&nak and the Bhagats; and
the Adi-Granth, or sacred book, compiled by Ndnak, is full of quotations
from elder or contemporary teachers, who taught essentially the same
doctrine as N6n&k himself. Nor, in spite of the legends relating to him,
does he appear to have had any very remarkable following during his
lifetime. And. yet the persons now returning themselves as his
special adherents very largely outnumber the followers of any of the
Bhagats or reformers of the same period. The particular success of

N&nak's teaching, as compared with that of the other reforming preach-
ers, had its foundation in a variety of circumstances, of which nob
the least important were the character of his successors and the nature
of the people who listened to him. Most of the other Bhagats were
men of the south-east, teachers from Benares, Rdjput&na, or Delhi,

N&nak alone had his origin in the Punjab Proper, removed equally from
the centre of the empire and of Hinduism, and found his following
among castes who possessed such sterling qualities as fche Punjdbi
Khatrfs and J&ts. But if N&nak had had no successors, or successors
of no moment, his following would doubtless have remained a trifling

one; and it must not be supposed that the large number of N&nak-
panthis shown in our tables would have been so returned if Sikhism had
not a subsequent political history.

The NAnak-panthis of the 16th and 17th centuries W6re a sect much
as the Kabfr-panthis and the Dddu-pnnthfs are sects—a sect with cer-

tain wide opinions differing from ordinary Hindu orthodoxy .and dis-

tinguished from other sects more by the character of its Gurus and the
organisation of their adherents than by any remarkable differences of

doctrine. The N&nak-panthfs of to-day are known roughly as Sikhs
who are not Singhs, followers of the earlier gurus

,
who do not think it

necessary to follow the ceremonial and social observances inculcated by
Guru Gobind Singh. Their characteristics are, therefore, mainly
negative ;

they do not forbid smoking
;
they do not insist on long hair,

or the other four Jcakka*; they are not baptized with the pahul

;

they
do not look on the Brahman as a superfluity, and so forth. The chief

external difference between the N&nak-panthi Sikh and the followers

of Guru Gobind Singh is the disposal of the hair ; the former, like the

Hindu, shaves all but the scalp-lock {bodi or choti), and hence is often

fcnown as a Muna (shaven) or BodiwAla Sikh, while the Sikh proper

wears long hair. They at e also known as Sahjdh&ri. The only form of

baptism known among the N&nak-panthis is the ordinary Hindu practice

of drinking the foofc-nectar of the Guru,* and even this is not very
common. It will thus be seen that from one point of view there is very
little difference between a Ndnak-panthi and an ordinary la* Hindu.

•

On the other hand, all Sikhs are followers of Ndnak, and hence in a
sense NAnak-panthls ; and a very large number of the Sikhs of the

_ ! ,

This is known as the charan M pahul or foot-baptism, as opposed to the hande Jed pahul
or sword baptism of the Gobiadi Sikhs.

'
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Province have at the present Census returned themselves as N4nak~
p&nthis by sect. This may mean nothing more than that rhe men were
Sikhs, who being Sikhs reverenced B4b& N&nak, and having no other
definite sect returned themselves in the sect column as followers of

Ndnak. Or it may.mean that many Mona Sikhs—men who smoke
and cat their hair—have, in spite of the instructions issued to the
supervising agency before the Census, returned themselves as Sikhs by
religion, but modified this by giving their sect as N&n&k-panthi, The
extreme uncertainty prevalent in the use of the term is well illustrated

by Mr. (now Sir James) Wilson's remarks on the returns of the
Sh&hpur district. Of the Hindus/' he writes, “

12,589, or 20 per

cent., and of the Sikhs 9,016, or 22 per cent., have returned them-
selves as belonging to the N&nak-panthi sect, t.e., as followers of

B4b4 N4nak, the fir»t Sikh Guru. (With this may be taken the 405
returned as Hindu Sikh.) There is no clear distinction between these

two classes; nor, indeed, is the. distinction between N&nak-panthi
Hindus and orthodox Hindus at all clear. The fact is that the

Aroyas and Khatris of this neighbourhood are, as a rule, very lax in

their religious ceremonies and doctrines, and have been very much in-

fluenced by the liberal teachings of Guru N4nak and his followers.

Those who are mont under the influence of the Brahmans and most
particular about carrying out the ceremonial observances of the Furina
call themselves Vaishnav Hindus. Those who have been most influenc-

ed by the teaching of the Sikh Gurus and of their sacred book, the

Granth, and especially those who have adopted the Sikh religion as

taught by Guru Gobind Singh, call themselves N&nak-panthis, or pure
Sikhs. But these latter are few in number. There are few men who
maintain all the outward forms and rules of conduct of the recognized

Sikh religion (Census Report, 1881, §§ 264, 265) and who can be con-

sidered true Sikhs of that type. But many keep the hair unshorn,

abstain from tobacco, do not worship idols or revere Brahmans to any
great extent, and follow the teachings of the Granth. These also call,

themselves N&nak-panthi Sikhs. Others, again, while they revere the

Granth, yet revere Brahmans also, worship idols now and then, do not
abstain from tobacco, and shave their heads. Some of these call them-
selves N&nak-panthi Sikhs, and others Ndnak-panthi Hindus; so that
there is no clear line of distinction between them. Thus N&nak-panthi

in this district means little more than a lax Hindu. Sikhism of this

type is said to be spreading at the cost of orthodox Hinduism ; and it is

probable that the spread of education, commerce and knowledge is

tending to loosen the bands of caste, and encourage a laxity of opinion

and of ceremonial observance, such as was taught by the Guru N&oak.”

The term being so uncertain in its application, there is little to be
learnt from the figures which our tables supply as to the respective

strength of the Nioak-panthis in various parts of the Provinco. These
figures do not bear out the view generally held that this sect is especi-

ally prevalent on the frontier
;

at the same time there is no doubt
that the Hindus on the frontier were, and probably still are, to some
considerable extent, Ndnak-pan this. There are well-known colonies

of them ih Tir6h and its neighbourhood beyond the Koh&t border, and
they are found m all the frontier districts. The Arofas of Kob4t pre

commonly divided into two classes—the Bhfimi or autochthones, who
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are mostly Hindus and worshippers at the Jogi shrine at Koh&t, and
the Lamochars, or immigrants from the south and west, who are mainly
NAnak-panthls. The former are known as Sewaks, and the latter as
Sikhs. These N&nak-panthi Arojas keep their hair uncut, and though
they touch and sell tobacco, will not smoke it. They do not, however, as
a rule, take the pahul or observe the four remaining kakkas of Gobind
Singh's ordinances. They eat the meat of animals whose throats
have been cut after the Muhammadan fashion (ku\ha) and not that
of animals whose necks have been cut by the Sikh method of jha^ka.

Except that they will go every morning to the dharmsala
, or Sikh

place of worship, to listen to recitations from the Adi-Granth
,
and

that they use the Sikh forms of morning and evening prayers (Japji
and Bahrde), they are in all respects as other Hindus are on the
frontier. It is not improbable that followers of NAnak are diminishing
on the frontier as the fanaticism of their Muhammadan neighbours
cools down ; for it is now possible for Hindus to worship idols openly
in the towns, whereas in former days the Hindus of those parts were
obliged for fear of their lives to profess some form of their faith which,
like the doctrines of NAnak, dispensed with the worship of idols.

The term NAnak-panthi, as well as those of Sikh and Hindu, are
applied in common parlance in a very loose and confused way. The
followers of NAnak returned themselves under various appellations,

such as NAnak SbAhi, NAnak-dA$i, Sikh NAnak-dAsi, Sewak Guru
NAnak, NAoak-math, NAuak-padri, BAbA-panthi, etc. Possibly some of
those returned as Adpanthls may really belong to the same sect ; the
term implying an adherence to the ‘ original' faith.

Nanakputba, (1) a synonym for TJdasi : (2) A ‘ descendant of NAnak.' This
is the literal meaning of the term. The NAnakputra were employed in

the later Sikh period as escorts of caravans, their sacred character

as descendants of Guru NAnak, ensuring their safety from attack.

Nanak-shahi, a class of faqirs, said to be both Hindus and Sarbhangis who
officiate at Chuhfa weddings, when solemnised by the Hindu phera.

These are said to have 12 gaddis or sees in Amritsar.

Nabdal, a JAt tribe found in KarnAl : immigrant from Rohtak.

Nandan, a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar, and, as Muham-
madans, in Montgomery.

Nandap, a cotton-cleaner.

NijrpLAfl, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in MultAn*

NanduIna, a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Nanoa or Sarbhangi. ’ A sect or sub-order of the Joois, founded by two
RAjput disciples of Mast NAth. They wear no clothes except a loin cloth

and waist rope. Two of their eadhus still stand in turn on one leg by
the fire originally lighted by their founders and never since* extinguished.

They indulge in meat and liquor and admit men of-all castes into their

fold, but dp not spilt the ears of DhAnaks or ChamUrs. They will eat

from any body's hand, but are celibate.
^

Their headquarters are at

Rohair in Rohtak and they claim a share in the temporalities of the

. Jogi monastery there.
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NahglxJ, a sept of Rajputs, descended from Ohuhd MiAn, son of Sangar
Cband, 16th Rdjd of Kahlfir.

Nanjc!-, or NiNaf-Ki-pANTH,—A sect which in 1865 appears to have attracted
a considerable number of converts, principally in the Districts of
Gurg£on, Rohtak and Hiss&r. It derived its origin from a woman,
named Ndnki, the wife of one Dharm D&s, of N&rnaul, who eloped with
a Brahman named Dedh R&j. Dedh Rdj and Ndnki travelled to Bengal,
where, it is said, they learnt the doctrines now observed by their
followers. They returned to Kanaund about 1850 and commenced
proselytising. The village cf Chfisena in Khetri was the head-
quarters of the panth, and there they built a temple containing a metal
image of Neh Kulunk, whose incarnation Dedh R&j pretended to be.
The Hindu Shdstras foretell the advent of Neh Kulunk towards the
close of the world’s history, when mankind shall have become exceed-
ingly corrupt, a belief almost identical with that of the Muhammadans
in their expected Im&m Mahdi. Dedh Rdj is said to have written
three works explanatory of his doctrines. He appears to have incul-
cated the abolition of caste ; intermarriage irrespective of class or
position in life ; and a more unrestrained intercourse between the
sexes. Converts were initiated by Dedh K&j, who used to give
them a sweetmeat to eat, which was supposed to awaken a religious
frenzy. Afterwards, like the Kukas, they received a cotton or woollen
rosary. At prayer meetings the Ndnki-kd.-panth is assembled in a
line, chanted verses moving their bodies to and fro till they worked
themselves intn great excitement, when they danced and ranted. Truth
was a virtue strongly inculcated by Dedh Rdj and his followers. The
parents of this sect died about 1865 and Bhagarith Dds, a brother of
Dedh R&j, became its recognized head. The N&nki-kdrpanth observed
many of the Hindu festivals

; and except in matters of caste, held uo
very new ideas.

NanwI, a clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Naqqal, a mimic, the Arabic translation of the Hindi Bhan$. The Naqq&l
are also called B&shai in Lahore and have no relation with the real
Mir&si, though they will accost any man of good position whom they
chance to meet and refuse to let him go unless he gives them what they
demand. The Naqqdl Mfr&si are found in Ludhi&na. With a chamo^d
(a piece of leather) in their hands they mimic Jul&has (weavers), etc.,
but they are a separate caste and do not marry with Mir&sis. In
Rohtak the Naqq&l in former times had no connection with the Mir&sis,
but in the time of R£j& Bhoj a Hindu, one Mauwa, used to amuse the
R6j4 with his jokes and receive rewards in return. At privy coutacils
he often mimicked even the R&j&’s ministers to their faces. As he was
a royal favourite no one could gainsay him and his victims at last
called him a Bh&n<J (jester). The R4j4, who also called Manwa by
that name, was once coming down from his balcony with him and
bade him make him laugh till he reached the very last step or he would
be displeased. Manwa tried many jests, but to no purpose. At last
in despair he knocked off the R&j&’s turban and slapped his face saying
that sCch a gloomy countenance would never smile. At this the R&ji
laughed fend pardoned him. His descendants also followed the pro-
fessxon of jesting. In the time of the Muhammadan kings they were
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forced to embrace Isldm, and by degrees they learned to play musical
instruments. As they adopted singing they had to mix with the
Mir&sis and learn the art of singing and playing. Since then they are
called Naqqdl or Bhdnd, but they do not marry with the Mirdsis.

In former times the Naqq&l in Gurg&on used to keep bulls and horse
stallions, visiting each village in their beat once a month, but they have
abandoned this calling and now only keep the large drum (naqara

)

which is beaten on receipt of their fees at festivities.

NaqqIsh, a painter in papier machL The Naqqdsh in the Punjab and
Kashmir have a distinct argot, described as a true dialect.*

Naqsbbandi, Naqshbandia, a follower of Khwaja Pfr Muhammad Naqshband
or Khwaja Bahduddin Naqshband. Naqshband means a painter, and
it is said that the Khwdja and his father used to paint cloth. The
Naqshbandis are a Sufi order. Khwdja AhmadNaqshband of this order
is buried at Sirhind in the Patidla territory. He was called Majaddid-
alf-sani (a reformer of the second thousand, meaning a reformer a thousand
years after the Prophet). All Afghans from the trans-Frontier border
have a special reverence for this saint. There are many shrines of this

order throughout India and it comes next in importance to the Qddria
order. The Naqshbandis worship by sitting perfectly silent and motion-
less, with bowed head and eyes fixed on the ground.

Nab, a synonym for Dagi or Koli in Kullu, according to Maclagan.t But,
according to the late Mr. Alexander Anderson, the N&r form a
distinct caste, equal in status to the Ndth, but not to be confused with

them. Their duties resemble those of an Achdrj Brahman, and they also

consecrate and purify houses. They also play a prominent part in the
KdhikdMela as the following account of that festival shews:—An
expiatory festival called K&hit kd Mela is held in many Kullu villages

generally in Bhddon or Sdwan (or at Shil village in Je^h), at which a
Ndr chosen by the deota is reverenced as Mahddeo and his wife as

Sita or Shakti. He first visits any house whose owner is afraid that

he has been bewitched and generally by the ceremony of pounding
bhang (hemp) and bekar (a kind of thorn) together in front of a deota

with prayers for his destruction
(
deopane). The man sits inside his

house and the Ndr outside, and a young he-goat is killed. Chidra is

then performed, the man and the Ndr both bolding one of the goat’s

shoulders, which the Ndr cuts with a knife, uttering prayers to avert

the spells. After this the Ndr and his wife go to the temple, and a
cloth is spread on four sticks placed in the ground {kunda) : four

rams are then killed, one at each corner, and then the Ndr is given as

a wait or sacrifice to Shakti. He becomes insensible, is placed in the

kunda, a rupee put in his mouth, as is done to a corpse, and he is

covered with cloths. A sheep is sacrificed on his head so that the

bhuts or evil spirits may seize on that instead of the Ndr, and then by

the power of Shakti the man comes to life again. It is said that in

•former times the Ndr often died, e . <7 ., three died at Mash'dra temple

near Nagar. The Ndr and his wife are given numerous presents by

Trade Dialect of the Naqqdsh, by Capt. (now Sir) R. 0. Temple (Bart.i u* d. & B*

1884 p 1.

f kahi is said to mean bodily ain : ? fr. fMskr. Kdya, body.
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the people present. The idea is that the MahAdeo trill save toy one
bewitched whom the NAr visits in this way, and he is honoured
accordingly as a parohit or priest. Before the NAr is called, men of

any oaste, however low, take pieces of wood (called land, membrum
virile) and throw them into the women’s laps with indecent words and
gestures. The popular explanation of this is that the evil spirits will be
frightened at the exhibition, but the one given by a more edncated
man is that the ceremony is survival of the old • worship of Siva and
Shakti when there was a promiscuous intermingling of high and low
castes.

The NArs are said to have been chosen by the deotas from the DAgi,
the lowest caste of all, to perform in the KAhi festival. The nor*
(fr. natu,* shameless) are now a little higher than the D&gis, and
Kanets will smoke with them.

Na&A, a Muhammadan JAt clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

NABAittf, a worshipper of Narain, one who depends solely on what Providence
Bends him day by day. Panjabi Dicty., p. 803.

N*bangkabia, see Naraogkar and Nakalsaini.

NIeath, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in MnltAn.

Nabkat, a sept of the Bhatti RAjputs, said to be so oalled from the violent
temper of its founder JAm, 7th in descent from Sumra. Cf. HattiAri.

Nasha, Nabwa, a sept of RAjputs found in GujrAt on the Jhelum river.

The NArwa and their MirAsis trace their descent to RAjA Kam who
founded Ujjain and extended his dominions to Patna. The tribe is

named after NArfi KhAn, a contemporary of Akbar and 8th in desoent
from Kam. In the disorganization that prevailed at that time the off*

spring of NAru KhAn were scattered all over the country and settled in
different places. PahAr KhAn in the seventh generation from NArfi
KhAn, who was a hero and a great highwayman, came to GujrAt and
founded two villages, PfirAn and Fatehpur. Tradition says that PfirAn
was so named beoause PahAr KhAu used to order his followers to seize
people by saying PaurAn, t. e., “ seize and bring.”

The NArwAs in GujrAt say that they have the following nine sub-
divisions :

—

1. Sadry&l. 4. HaudAL
2. Adry&l. 6. Jalilie.

8. Bambharyil. 6, Alimy4na.

7. Joyil.

8. Umril.
8. Hassanabdilii.

Intermarriages between the sub-divisions are common, but sometimes
families descended from an elder branoh will not give daughters to
descendants of a younger branch though they have no objeotion to
taking girls from it. They also take wives from Moghals but never
give them in return. Chibhs nsed to take girls from the NArwAs but
never gave them in return. It is now said that Chibhs sometimes give
them daughters bat the leading NArwAs cannot point to any instance
of this usage.

* This points to some connection with the Net or prostitute oasts of the pMns (Hank's
g«iu Dialect of Hindi does notghrs mt* or H4r, r ™
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After coufmement the mother mast remain in her room for seven days.
Some iron implement is placed towards her head. On the seventh day
she is brought out with the child, and the Mfr&si gets on top of the
house and repeats the pedigree of the child’s father.

The tonsure ceremony must be performed at the tomb of Pfr Haibat,
Kandah&ri, near PfirAn, where a yard of cloth and some cash are offer-

ed. The tonsure must be done withiu 15 days after birth.

At marriage the .ceremonials described for the Chibhs are observed.
The only difference is that the NArwAs do not make the bride sit on a
basket before the bridegroom when he reaches his father-in-law’s

house.

The MirAsis give the following genealogical tree of the NArwAs

Karn.

Thuthir,
ancestor of

the Thuthyils who
are found in Rawal-

pindi, in the

Pothwir, and in

the Khiriin tahsil

of Gujrit,

I I

Sahal. Ghauman. Riji Suraj, Raman,
|

Descendants ancestor of
Sudhan. are said to the Ranyil

|
be in Hindus- tribe.

Tek Chand. - tan.

Laklptt.

Rim okand.

Prithmx Rai.

I

Niru Khin,
ancestor of the Nirmi

Rijputs.

Malik Khan.

Allih Kuli.

Fayiz Din.

Subhin Kuli.

Jaisak.
Descendants found in Jammu

territory.

Mihr Kuli.

Descendants found in various
parts of the northern hills.

Ohangas Khin.

Ditta Khin. Pather Khin.

Pahiri Khin. No issue.

AkiKhio.

No issue.

FataiiKhAn. HaudalT”
' /

Descendants of these

two brothers hold

Fatehpur in

JaliL Alim Khin. Jawija. Oya khin.
”
Humiyfin Khin.

Descendants of these five brothers hold Pfir&n in

Khiriin tahsil.



It trill be observed thafthe SfArwA or NArmA olaim M^tineotion
with the NArfi RAjpufcs of HoshiArpur although the word appears to be
forped in almost the same way es BAjwA (JAt). from Bajju or BAjfi

RAjput. Possibly -tea is a patronymic.

Nabmi, see under UfemAnzai.

NabA, a Rajput clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and MultAn.

NAstf.—With the exception perhaps of the Manj, the NArfi are the most
widespread of the Hill RAjpufcs ; but their head-quarters are the
districts of Jullundur and HoshiArpur. They differ in their accounts
of their own origin. Those of HoshiArpUr, many or most of whom are
still Hindu,* and those of the adjoining northern portions of Jullundur
say that they are Chandrabansi and came from the hills ; while those
of the east of Jullundur about Philiaur, who are all MusalmAns, say
their ancestor was a Raghobansi Rajput who came from Ajudhia, en-'

tered the service of ShahAb-ud-din Ghori, and eventually founded
Philiaur. A third story makes the common ancestor a son of a RAja of

Jaipur or Jodhpur, who was converted in the time of Mahmfid of

Ghazni, and settled at BajwAra in HoshiArpur. The NArfi held the
HariAna tract on the Jullundur and HoshiArpur border till the Sikhs
dispossessed them. The original settlement of the Jullundur NArfi was
Mau, a name which, as Mr, Barkley pointed out, suggests an origin

from eastern Hindustan or Central India. Of the HoshiArpur NArfi

1,279 also returned themselves as Kilchi, 556 as ManhAs, and 903 as

Goudal in 1881,

The NArfi of the Pfinga, BadAlA and Dhfit septs say their ancestors

came from Gayh Gajni Dhun Peti, in Delhi, and settled in BajwAra in

Akbar’s reign : they are Raghobansi.

Another account locates them at MadwAra in HoshiArpur. Thence
BhAn Nathu and RAmAn founded ChauthAla in Akbar’s time, and
thence Dhut and Daulatpnr, but they perform the bhadan a’t MadwAra.

At BujhAsan, five kos from MadwAra, they fought with the Katooh
who were offended at a NArfi RAnfi’s obtaining a Katooh princess as

his bride, and she was drowned. The NArfi take daughters from them.
In Kapurthala the NAru say that Hauu Bhatfci in HoshiArpur was their

first seat: thence BAghe KhAn founded BagAna and from his brother
Kashmir KhAn the present NAru claim descent.

Confused and conflicting as these Various accounts are, that from
HoshiArpur is totally different from the above. In that District the

NArfis say that their ancestor was a Surajbansi RAjput of Muttra,

named NipAl Chand, and descended from RAja RAm Chand. He was
converted in the time of Mahmfid of Ghazni and took the name of

NArfi ShAh. NArfi ShAh settled at Mau in Jullundur, whence his son.

* Mr. D. G. Barkley said the Ndrd of Hoahidrpur were mostly Muhammadans, though
in Gurddspur there were Hindus. The Ndru of Bajwdra, though Muhammadan, have
retained the title of Rdnd. The Bajwdra Rdnds claim considerable antiquity and say the
place was .founded by a Rind before the time of Vikramdditya and S&liv&hana. They
say they became Muhammadans in the time of Mahmud of Ghazni and no retained their
independence till the Lodi and Sur Pathdns located Afghan settlers in strongholds round
Rajwira and reduced the Naru Rind to insignificance ; P. N. Q. U, {$ 96 and 104.
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Batan Pdl, founded Phillaur. Thence were founded the four Ndi'fi

pargand* of Haridna, Bajwdra, Shim Chaurdsi and Ghorewdha in

Hoshidrpur, and that of Bahrdm in Jullundur, The chief men of these
pargand* are still called Rdi or Edna. The Ndrfis are all Muhamma-
dans, but keep Brahmans of the Bdsdeo got .

The Ndrd pedigree is thus given «

Rdjd Jasrath

R4j4 Rim Ghandr.

Rija Talochar.

Nipal Chand ^Nim Kh£n).

Mahmud of Ghazni conquered the country on both sides of the
Sutlej, and placed Talochar in charge of it. After leaving Mau he
made Bajwdra his capital, but the attacks made on him by the hill

chiefs compelled him to invoke Mahmud’s aid, and Pathdn* troops

were sent him who were cantoned along the foot of the ttiwaliks and
are still settled there. Edna Sihra, Ndru Khan’s descendant in the fifth

generation, returned to Ajudhia, whence Talochar had come, and re-

conquered his ancient kingdom, over which he appointed a viceroy.

He died on his way back to the Punjab at Sundm. His third descend-
ant, Edna Mai, had five sons— Kilcha, Bhojo, Dhuni, Massa and Jassa,

who divided the territory. Kilcha got the Haridna ildqa with 750
villages, including Nandachaur, Bahrdm and Bulhowdl, with the title

of Tika. Bhoju got Bajwdra, 8hdm, Ahrdna, Ajram, Baroti and their

dependent villages. Dhuni got the Dhunidt, i. e., Patti, Khanaura,
Muna, Badla, Harta, etc. Ndru Khdn’s grandson Baripdl had already

seized Bhangdla, Dasuya, etc., which his descendants still hold.

It is hardly possible that the Rdjd Jasrath of this story is the Kho-
khar chief of that name mentioned on page 1000 of Yol. I. The story

in outline is probably true, but the Ndru settlement can hardly be as old

as Mahmtid of Ghazni. Relics of the old Ndru dominion survive in their

chhat or principal village and makdn which are villages of secondary
rank. Ohauthdla is a Ndru makdn. It was settled from Bunga (in

Kapfirthala), a chhat . The Naru chhat are Haridna, with two sub-

sidiary chhat at Ghorewdha and Nandachaur : Bajwdra with Shdm
Chaurasi: Patti with 8 chhat and 12 makdn, including Harta, Dihdna,
Khanaura, Mithidna, Phugldna, and Muna Kaldn in Hoshidrpur : the

Dhunidt makdn are mainly in the same tahsil : Bunga chhat has makdn*
at Ohauthdla, Mirzapur, Jallowdl and Pindori Malhian.

Narsati, the people of Arandu (called Arndwai by the Pathdns) are called

Narsati and speak Gawarlati, or, as it is termed by the Chitrdlis

Narsatiwar.

Nabwal, a Jdt tribe or got
f
found chiefly in tahsil Sangrfir in Jfnd. It de-

rives its name fancifully from narwal, lit, beating, because its progeni-

tor used to take such care of the grass growing in waste lanrf that he

The Path&w were never heard of till a much later period in the Punjab,
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nsed to boat the dust out of it. The word is also said to mean * dear*
ing fields/ Also found in Karndl.

Nabwan, a tribe of J4ts found in Jind, Its sidh is B4b4 Mannan, whose
samadh is at Bhedpura in Patiala. Virgins are fed at this cenotaph
and milk is offered there on the 5th of the light half of every month.

N&bab, Nasiri, a P&th&n tribe, found on the Dera Ismail Kh&n border.
The N&sars are the least settled of all the tribes. They have no
country of their own. They winter in the Derajdt and summer in the
Ghilzai country, paying tribute, Rs. 3,000 Nandrumi, to the TurSn Ghil-
zaisforthe right of grazing in their country. Their wealth consists
mainly in their herds and flocks. Their kirris or encampments are
scattered along the skirts of the hills from the Zarwanni Pass in the
Gfimal valley to Kot Tagga below Ch&ndwan. They probably number,
with their women ano children, 20,000. They are divided into a
number of important sections, but the more popular division of the
N&sars i* into camel folk, ox and ass folk, and sheep folk. Of the
camel folk or ashwals

,
the poor onen come down first. They engage

principally as carriers, taking goods to and from Bannfi. They bring
salt from the Koh&t mines, Multani matti from the hills, and gram
from Marwat. They are also much employed in cutting and selling
fuel. The well-to-do men come later, and generally bring merchandise,
grapes, almonds and madder. The kirris of the camel-folk are usually
situated away from the hills, at Saggu Iriniman, Panni&la, Potah, and
in the K&hiri ilaqa.

f

l he ox and aas folk (ghwayewdls and hharwals)
own only nxen and donkeys. They are generally engaged in doing
jobs, carrying earth, bricks, etc., in the towns. They have no kirris of
their own. They arrive at the end of September, and return about
the beginning of April. The sheep folk (goshfandwals) arrive during
October, and return about the end of April. They occupy the country
along the foot of the hills. Some of them encamp at Panni&la, but
these generally take their flocks for part of the season into the Bhakkar
Thai. The N&sars are for the most part short, sturdy men. On the
whole they are a well behaved tribe, though a little inclined to be
overbearing in their treatment of the villagers in whose neighbourhood
they encamp. Their cattle not unfrequently trespass on to the cultivat-
ed fields, and attempts on the part of the proprietors to seize and
impound them are sometimes opposed by force. They are a rough
ana ready lot, who would probably, but for the advent of British rule,

have treated the Mian Khels and other tribes, who have been enervat-
ed by long residence in the plains, much as the forefathers of these
latter treated the Suris and the Pabbis, driving them out and appropri-
ating their lands.

According to Ibbetson the N^sar claim descent from Hotak, a grand-
son of Ghilzai, but as he pointed out the Hotak say they are 4*Baloch
olau and merely dependent on them. The story makes them descend-
ants p& a gang of blacksmiths who in the 14th century accompanied
the Mi4n Khel P&th&ns on one of their return journeys to Ehor4s4n
and settled there. They apeak Pashto. According to Raverty the
Tokhi division of the Ghilzai claim that the N&sar were in ancient times
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their hamsayas.* He gives the following as their pedigreet :

—

Ghalzoe.

Sah&k.

Tarakki,

Mamai.

Ndsir (Nasu).

(Spin) Malizai. (86r) Nasu Khel. (Tor) Umarzai. Mandai (few, and now
almost unknown).

The descendants of N&sir (Nasu) had a feud with another clan of

their own division of Sah&ks {sic) and so went over to the Tokhi
division whose hamsayas they became for a time. But, he adds, the
N&sir was probably only an adopted son of Mam&i, and their appear-

ance indicates the foreign descent of their immediate predecessor. He
would regard them as being descended from one of the Turk tribes

located on the western frontiers of the Ghazni kingdom towards the
Afghanistan, by the Turk feudatories under the Sam&nis and the

Turk Sult&ns of Ghazni, like the Kharoli branch of the Ghilzais and
the Jdji andTuri tribes of Upper Bangash (Kurram).

The N&sirs took part with the Ghilzais in the conquest of Persia and
were subsequently incorporated with the Hotaki section of the Ghilzai

which is considered the chief branch of that tribe. The Ghilzai leader

SedAl Kh&n who opposed N&dir during their expulsion was a N&sir.

Naj, fern. Na^ni, fr. Sanskr. na\a> a dancer. The Nat is the typical

gipsy caste of the Punjab. It is possible that there may be properly
some distinction between the Nat and the Baz£gar

; but tbe two words
are synonymous in general parlance. Some say that the B&zfgar is a
tumbler and the Nat a rope-dancer

;
others that the B&zigar is a

juggler as well as an acrobat, while the Nat is only the latter, and it

is possible that those who reach tbe higher ranks of the profession may
call themselves by the Persian name ; others again say that among the

Nat9 the males only, but among the B&zigars both sexes perform; and
this latter distinction is reported from several Districts. On the whole

* Raverty points out that ndsir = assistant or keeper. 0/. Aw&n.
* f Dames gives the following table

N&sir*

Mallizai. SpinW (Spin).

Omar (Umarzais). Nisir (Ndsirzais).

!•

Sdlak. Zangi. Yahya. Washai Ramal. Bori. Niimat. Musasai. Shddizai,
i

> (Asbi #
Of one mother. Ehels).
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it is perhaps more probable that the Nat is the caste to which both
classes belong, and Bdzigar an occupational term. Bat even Muham-
madan women who dance and posture are called Natnis—or more often

Kabutris,

The Nats are a gipsy tribe of vagrant habits who wander about with
their families, settling for a few days or weeks at a time in the vicinity

of large villages or towns, and constructing temporary shelters of grass.

In addition to practising acrobatic feats and conjuring of a low class,

they make articles of grass, straw, and reeds for sale ; and in the
centre of the Punjab are said to act as mimics, like the Bh&n4, and as

Mir&sis, though this is perhaps doubtful. They often practise surgery
and physio in a small way, and are not free from the suspioion of

sorcery. Some are herbalists, and others musicians, but the drum is

said to be the only instrument they c»n play. They are said to be
divided into two main classes ; those whose males only perform as ac-

robats, and those whose women, called Kabutri,* perform and prostitute

themselves. About three-quarters of their number return themselves
as Hindus, and mo^t of the rest as Musalm&ns. They mostly marry by
phera, and burn the dead ; but they are really outcasts, keeping many
dogs with which they hunt and eat the vermin of the jungles. They
are said especially to reverence the goddess Devi, Guru Teg Bahadur,
the Guru of the Sikh scavengers, and Hanumdn or the monkey god,
the last becausf* of the acrobatic powers of monkeys. They very
generally trace their origin from M&rw&r ; and they are found all over
the Punjab, but not in the Frontier Province, where they are

apparently almost unknown. The large number returned in Bahdwalpur
and Montgomery, in the former as Nats and in the latter as B&zfgars,

is very striking. Their different tribes are governed by a B4ja and
R6ni, or king «nd queen, like the gipsy tribes of Europe. The Musal-
md,n Nats are said to prostitute their unmarried, but not their married
women i and when a Nat woman marries, the first child is either given
to the grandmother as compensation for the loss of the mother’s gains
as a prostitute, or is redeemed by payment of Rs. 30. But this is per-

haps the custom with the Pernas rather than with the Nats. Another
and more probable account is, that the first wife married is one of the
tribe, and is kept secluded ; after which the Musalm&n Nat, who is

usually to be found in the towns, will marry as many womeu as he can
procure by purchase from the vagrant tribes of otherwise, and these
latter he prostitutes.

The origin of the Nat is obscure. According to a tradition current
in Amritsar they were originally Brahmans of M&rw&r whose di^y it

was to supply fuel for funeral pyres. Once upon a time they had a
wedding in their own caste and as they bad to attend it they took a
supply of fuel to their patrons, lest one of them should die before it

was convenient to the Nats to attend to their duties. Their patrons
naturally regarded this as an ill-omened precaution and dispensed with
their priestly services. So the Nats went to a/agtr for aid and he ad
a monkey Hanum&n who taught them feats of dexterity. Chamjp,
Bero and Bantir are B&id to be Nat clans, but one account divides
them into occupational groups, such &b snake-charmers, jugglers and
dancers, monkey exhibitors, herbalists, and so on.

Lit, ' tumbler,’ fr. Icabutar
, pigeon.
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A curious legend connects the Nats with the foundation of the modern
State of Sirmfir. Its R&j& had promised a Na$ni half his kingdom if she
crossed and reorossed the Giri river on a tight rope. She had crossed
and was nearly back again when the R&ja had the rope cut to evade
his promise. The Giri in order to avenge her death m its waters rose

and swept away the Rdj&'s capital. After her drowning, according to
one variant, a faqxr came to N&han and cried out against the E&jtfs

treachery. Forthis he was expelled the palace and he found a refuge
with a poor Brahmani whom he bade bring him food from elsewhere
than N&han. At mid-night he called for milk and her cow though not
in milk yielded it. Thefaqir then bade her fly as the town was doomed,
so she fled across the Giri with her children. No sooner had she
reached the opposite bank than the town was overwhelmed, Rajd and
all. After this the bands of the Nazi's kindred went to Jaisalmir and
obtained from him a promise of one of his sons as a successor to the
treacherous R&j& who had perished. The ruler of Jaisalmir had seven
ranis all then pregnant and of these he gave one to the Nats, They
took her to N&han and in solitude near the Sirmur tank she gave birth

to a lion, four monsters and a son. With difficulty she was induced to

disclose what had occurred and the Nats exercised the lion and the
monsters, named Sotan, Chat&n, BaijMn and Khar&n, Bh&su and drove
them into the dhak jungles near by. The son became the first R&j& of

the modern State.

Nat, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Nath, originally a title or possibly a degree, of the Jogi order. The word
means ‘ lord

9 or c master/

In the Simla hills the N&ths have become a caste and are described

as followers of Guru Gorakh N&th and Bharbhari. They have become
a caste in the Simla hills. They wear large rings in their ears, but rank
below the Kanpha^a N&ths or regular Jogis. They accept articles given
at a kiria karm for the dead Brahmans. Kanets and Sun&rs do not
drink water brought by a N&fch or smoke with him. They are in the
Simla hills what the Mab&brahman or AcbArj isan the lower hills.

The N&ths of the higher hills in the Himalayan area, where the
worship of Siva is prevalent, correspond very closely with the Jogis of

the plains, though they make little pretence to an ascetic character and
live chiefly by growing vegetables ; but they also perform certain semi-

sacerdotal functions, taking the place of the Ach&rj of the plains in the
funeral ceremonies of the Kanets, and receiving like him the clothes

of the deceased. They also consecrate new houses, and purify them
when they hafe been defiled. They now form a true caste, and are

not recruited from without. One or more in almost every Nd.th house-

hold has his ears pierced in honour of Siva, and is called a Kanpha^a
N4th. They occupy much the same social position as the Jogi-Rdwal

of the plains. But they are regarded as so unclean or -uncanny that

even a Hesi will not eat from their hands.

Nathoka, an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur.

NatbI, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
*

Natt, a tribe of Jdts, descended from Natt, son of Jograh, and like the Kang
and Wah&la claiming to be sprung from the Solar Rajputs of Ajudhia.

They are found in S&lkof.
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Nato, a sept of Brahmans, parohits of the Gadhioks in Jhelnm.

NAtrt, a mungoose (PotobAri). Of. Nol and Neola.

NaurIA, NauhrIA, a class of merchants trading with the Punjab from down-
country. Panjabi Dicty.

} p. 808.

Naushah£.

—

A Muhammadan order (regular, but mystical in its tendencies)
and an offshoot of the Qddiris (gr.v.), deriving its origin from Sayyid
Abdul WahAb, eldest son of Abdul QAdir JilAni. Its real founderi
however, was HAji Pir Muhammad SaohiAr, whose tomb is at Naushahra
on the banks of the ChenAb in GujrAt, and who wassailed NaushAh or
Nausho,* 1 bridegroom/ because he became A faqir while still a bride-

groom. Another story has it that HAji Muhammad Nansh&hf
Ganjbaksh, who was a year old when his father AlA-ud-din, a cattle

dealer, died, was brought up in a family of potters and followed Sakhi
Sarwar; he left four disciples, namely (I

)
ShAh RahmAn Pfr, who is

buried in GujrAnwAla, (2) Pfr Muhammad SachiAr, (3) KhwAja Khujail,
who is buried at KAbul, and (4) ShAh Fatah, who is buried in the Ganji
BAr. However this may be, the followers of this sect differ from the
QAdiris both in allowing the use of instrumental music at divine service
and in the extreme religions excitement permitted on such occasions,
during which they shake their heads to and fro {hal khelna) in a most
alarming manner, and are even said to be held up by the back. Their
principal shrine in SiAlkot is that of Gulu ShAh, near the village °f

Korake, in the Pasrur tahsil, where there is a large annual fair. They
have a branch, the PAkrahmAnis, q. v .

!?awadb, a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

NawAr, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

NawhbIa, fem. -an, see NaurlA.

NAyak, see NAik, fem. A, An.

Nbb, a mace-bearer : also the name of a caste which is sometimes said to be
originally Kalal. Indeed one account divides the latter caste into

three groups: (1) the Sonkha, who are by origin BAnias; (2) the Ahlfi-

wAlia, Neb or KarnwAl, which claims Khatri descent; and (3) the

Kakkez*i. The Neb again have three sections or groups, PAl, Segand
and Bakhi which are said to be hypergamous. They avoid four gots in

marriage, employ Brahmans at religious as well as on ceremonions
occasions and marry at an early age, from 10 to 15. They are said to

take water from the hands of a Jhinwar or a T^rkhAn, but notffrom

those of a Chhimba or a barber.

NkcBARI, the phonetic spelling of Naturi, the modern broad school founded

by the late Sir Syad Ahmad KhAn of Aligarh. A few free-thinking

Hindus have also adopted the term for themselves. i The term/ writes

Mr. Maclagan/ is of course applicable to either religion, but in its special

sense it represents a MusalmAn school of thought, led by Sir Syad
Ahmad KhAn and Syad Amir Ali KhAn: the object is to adapt the
religion of Muhammad to the spirit of the age, to clear away the glosses

* The conception of the devotee as a bride or bridegroom is common to other religions ad

well as to certain Islimic sects. We may compare the Dulha Deo of Hinduism.
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of commentators, to get at the essential teaching of the Prophet, and to

show how this teaching has in it nothing inconsistent with the highest
non-religions philanthropy of to-day. Slavery, according to this

school, is abhorrent to the spirit and teaching of I si6m : polygamy is

indirectly forbidden by the Quran
;
Muhammadans have never prosely-

tised sword in hand ;
and the future life indicated by the Prophet is as

noble and pure in aspiration as any prefigured in any religion. This
'school has returned to the fountain-head of lsl6m, just as the Aryas
- among the Hindus have returned to that of Hinduism, and in either

case the original scriptures are taxed to produce results compatible with
the latest achievements of science and social philosophy. The efforts

of the Nature School are, however, if not of a higher order than those

of the Aryas, at any rate of a kjpd more intelligible to European
thought and very much in accordance with the similar tendencies

among the broader schools of thought in modern European Christianity.

The leaders of the school are men of great intellectual power and
thoroughly conversant with the points of view adopted by European
critics of their religion ; and the foundation of the Aligarh College in

the North-West Provinces has done a great deal to establish their

authority. The Necharis advocate most social reforms, and in politics

they are generally ranged on the side of the constituted authority. They
belong, however, to a movement which has had its rise outside the

Punjab ;
and as they are not an organized society, there is nothing to

Bhow how far they are represented in this province. The importance

of the movement is not to be measured by figures, and even if we had
a full return of professed followers of Sir Syad Ahmad Kh£n, we should

still be far from judging the strength of the principles he represents/

Nkbra, a J&t tribe found in the B&wal nizdmat of Jind. They claim to be
an offshoot of the Chhatrias who left Gadgajni when it was the scene

of conflict. They worship the devi and Bandeo, whose shrine is about

a mile from Bdwal. Bandeo was the son of a Brahman and they do not

Bmoke.

Nekokara, Kukdra, lit.
‘ doers of good/ The Nekokara like the Jhandir are

a sacred clan. They are chiefly found in the Jhang district and claim

to be Hdshami Quraish, who came from Bahdwalpur some 480 years ago.

They hold land in Gujrdnwdla also, but are not a very important tribe.

In Gujrdnwdla many of them are faqirs, and they generally bear a
semi-religious character. But in Multan they are ranked as a J&\ clan

(agricultural).

Nen (f Nain), an Ar^ip clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Neola, a clan (agricultural) found in Multdn. The word appears to

mean mungoose, neul or neula. Panjabi Dicty., p. 812, Cf. Nol.

Neoru, Neru, a name applied to Kanets claiming descent from the Mawis,
and also to the childreu of Brahmans or R&jputs by Kanet women.
In the former sense it appears to be synonymous wifch^Khund, the

• term applied to Kanets of the first class, tracing descent fpom the

Mawis, in Bashahr. /

Nepal (? Naipal), a Rdjput clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Nbr, a Kumboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. •

Nuik, one versed in the Niai Shfotra,
t
Panjabi Dicty,, p. 813* .
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. V.-;. mria—Nifai. !

NiXali, -ti, fem. -Iran, a washer of gold and silver filings, a refiner ;

i$P.-'

precious metals (fr. niara, f separate *). He is called Sodhain the ;

south of the Derajdt and Soni in Ambdla and Siratir.

In the .west of the Punjab he seems to be known as Shodar or Sodar ;
1

and as one of the Sunar clans is called Sodari, it may be that the
Nidria is generally or always a Sundr by caste. The Nidria however is,

unlike the Sundr, generally a Musalmdn
; though, curiously enough, he

is returned as Hindu only in Peshdwar.

Nils i, NiIzai, *a Pathdn tribe, descended from Nidzai, one of the three sons
of lbrdhim, surnamed Loddi. They are thus Lodi Pathdns and akin to

the Dotannis, Prangis, Stirs, etc. Originally chiefly Powindas or
nomads, they were expelled from the district of Shilgap, south of
Ghazni, by the Anday and occupied the eastern skirts or Ddmdn of the
great Sulaimdn range, holding the territory subsequently known as
Tdk or Tdnk. There they continued to lead a ncttnad life, and
gradually spread further north-east towards the Indus, occupying the
thal or steppe now held by the Marwat, who drove them to the north*
west. They are still fairly numerous in Kohdt and are found in small
numbers in Dera Imail Khdn.

The Nidzais, now in the eyes of their own people, the most abject of
the Afghdns, once played a great part in the history of northern India.

One of the most trusted officers of Sher Shdh, Sur, king of Delhi, was
Haibat ,Khdn, Nidzai, and his brothers, Isd Khdn and Sai’d Khdn also

held high office. The former was hdjih or royal chamberlain. At the

defeat of Humdydn at Ohaunsa in 1540 Haibat .Khdn greatly dis-

tinguished himself and Isd Khdn carried on the pursuit of the routed
Mughals to the banks of the Indus. Haibat Khdn and Isd Khdn, with
other amirs

,
were left by Sher Shdh in charge of the Punjab, and

eventually Haibat Khdn became sole governor of the province, with
instructions to recover Multdn from the Baloch invaders. For his

services in this charge Haibat Khdn received the title of Azam Humd-
yun, Masnad-i-Ald, “ the most august, the occupant of the exalted seat.”

lsldm Shdh, the successor of Sher Shdh, however, distrusted the power
of his Afghdn nobles and though Haibat Khdn remained loyal fora time

he was compelled to revolt when Sa*id Khdn fled to him for refuge.

With 40,000 horsemen, Nidzais, Yusufzais and Mandarns, of whom no
less than 12,000 were Nidzais, Haibat Khdn marched to join the

disaffected nobles who had found an asylum in Kumdon, and enconnt- -

©red the royal army near Ambdla. Here the defection of Khwds Khdn,
one of his allies, led to his complete defeat, and he fled to Dhaukot
beyond the Indus, hotly pursued by a large force under the Khwdja
Wais, the Sarwdni Afghdn. The Nidzais found an asylum in the Gakhar
country north of Rdwalpindi, but eventually were compelled to seek

refuge in Kashmir. Headed off on that road they turned towards

Uai&uri, only to fall viotims to a Kashmiri force whioh destroyed the

tribe, all the four brothers* being killed. Before this event, whibh
occurred in or about 1550, Haibat Khdn had all but exterminated the

Sumbals, a branch of his own tribe. Another branch is $he Isi

Khbl. I

- ——- -**

* The fourth brother was Shihbiz.



tfih&lke--Nilcalsaini. ' i($

- 4 In appearanp# i&e Ni&seas of KohAt resemble ibe Bangash rather
than the Khatak, but in the matter of shaving the head som& take a
middle course, only shaving the front.

NiHliiKS, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery*

Nihano, ( free from care/ a title of the Akali Sikhs.

NihAni, a fern. NAi or
#
barber, q. v.

Nijar, a clan of J&ts with whom certain Sunar sections claim a common
origin.

NiJHAB, a clan of Jafs found in Kapurthala and elsewhere.

Nijjab, see Najjar.

Nikalsaini, or Narangkaria, a sect of faqira whose origin is thus

described*

“After the battle of GnjrAt and the pursuit of the enemy by Sir Walter
Gilbert, the KbAlsa (Sikh) army surrendered at Rawalpindi, and giving

up their arms and receiving a gratuity of a rupee each, th«-y were
peimitted to disperse to their homes. A great panic prevailed among
the Sikhs of the District : very many cut off their kes or long hair, and
were in great dread of being forcibly converted to Christianity, Some
months after three men were seen going about the cantonments of
Rawalpindi, dressed up in the cast-off clothe* and hats of Europeans,
and with shaven heads and faces. The eldest gave himself out to be
the mahant or chief of a sect, and the others to be his chelas or
disciples. The mahant played upon a two-stringed instrument known as

the dutara
, and he and his chela * sang songs in praise of the English

in general, and of John Nicholson in particular, whom they declared to

be their guru. It should be borne in mind that during the Sikh rule it

was by no means uncommon for faqira to receive, through the g«»od

offices of the kdrddr8 or district officers, assignments of land-revenue

from the central government at Lahore, for the maintenance of religious

or gwasi-religious institutions. John Nicholson was well known to the
people of Rawalpindi. Ho had waged in the neighbourhood a guerrilla

warfare during the hot weather of 1848 with Sird&r Chatar Singh and
other rebels, and when by the proclamation of the Governor- General,
dated the 29th March 1849, the Panjab was annexed, John Nicholson
was appointed the first Deputy Commissioner of Rawalpindi. There-

fore these men, by calling themselves Nikalsaiui/agtrs, were under the

idea that the Deputy Commissioner of the District would feel flattered

at being associated with a new sect, whose guru he was acknowledged
to be, and would no doubt get them a handsome jagir or free

grant with which to establish a dharmsdla or monastery all to

themselves ! But when they found that they were uncared for by
Nicholson (I have been told that he had them flogged once), and
got nothing for their pains, their enthusiasm cooled down, and after

#
two or three years they were heard of no more. /I often sa^ them
and once or twice spoke to them in 1850, and, as far &9 I can
remember, they had not a particle of an idea concerning any of the

* By J. G. Delmerick in P. N Q„ II, § 953,
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doctrines of Christianity, They affirmed that the Bible was true, like-

wise the Quidn and the Granth ! Indeed, I fancy that they were the

originators of the Narangk&rias, Nirankari, a sect of schismatic Sikhs,

which sprang up in the Rawalpindi District about that time, and which
20 years ago, promised to bring every Hindu in the Sind Sdgar Dodb
into its fold; but afterwards, for some unknown reason, a considerable

number of tbe converts slid back into orthodoxy, and I believe there are

few Narangkarias in the Rawalpindi District now. The monument to

General Nicholson is at the head of the M&rgala Pass, about 16 miles

from Rawalpindi, on the Pesh&war road. I never heard of any Nikal*

sainifagirs there :* indeed, I never heard of the existence of any
since 1852 or 1853, certainly never since the Mutiny.”

Nikki Ravi, the ‘
little Rdvi* tribes, as opposed to the c great R&vi* tribes.

The latter are pastoral rather than agricultural, and include tbe
Kharrals, K&thias, and many of the great tribes of Muhammadan J*4s.

They look down upon the ‘little Rdvi* tribes who live within their

limits, and who are agricultural rather than pastoral, consisting of

Ardfns, Kamhohs, and similar tribes common in the eastern Punjab.
The ‘great Rdvi* tribes are notorious for their propensity to cattle-

stealing, and among them a young man is not allowed to wear a turban
or to marry a wife till he shows by stealing a buffalo that he is able

to support her, while a headman who has not a number of dependents

ready to steal for or with him is popularly known as u an orphan,”

NfLARi, Nilabi, fem, -an, -n1. Nir&li, Nilgar, a dyer, see Lfl&ri.

NIma-nandi, one of the four main orders of the Bairdgis. See also under
Nimbarki.

NiMBARKi.-—A sect or sub-order of the Bairdgis.

The orthodox accountf of NimbarkdorNfmbadifcya, who founded the
sect, is that he was so named because he once stopped the motion of the
sun on the top of a nimba tree. He also promulgated an abstruse

theory of the Dualistio Aduality of the soul. But the popular idea of

the Nfmbarkis is that they reverence the nim tree because their dsota
is incarnate in it. The Nimbarki would thus seem to be the same a9 the
Nima-nandi or Nima-Khark-Swdmi, mentioned by Mr. Maclag*n,J and
it may further be noted that Nim N&th is given as one of the twelve
disciples of Gorakh N&th. The facts may point to the existence of a
sub-sect, worshippers of the nim tree, upon which the philosophical

doctrine of ‘ Nimbarka 9 was grafted.

NfMCHA, f half-breed/ a term applied to the Pashto-speaking people on the
left bank of the Indus and in the lateral valleys to the eastward (include

ing the people of the Pakhli and Agror valleys in British territory)^ by
the pure-blooded Afghans of Yfisufzai who refuse all matrimonial or

other alliances with them. The Nimchas in their turn refuse to asso-

ciate with the tribes in their north. Probably descended from P<ath&n

settlers from Sw&t and aborigines the Nimchas are easily distinguished

* The s(§st was supposed to have connected itself with the monument.

J

Psychological Tenets of the Vaiehnavas , J. A. S. B., 1884, p, 108.
Punjab Census Report, 1892, pp. 128 and 114 (footnote).
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from pure Pa{h&as by their acoent : Biddulph, Tribes of the Eindoo
Koosh, p. 7. .

Ningmapa, ^old one/ The sister order of the Buddhist Drukpa (q . v.),

Therr head is Gsungsprfil (pron. Sungtriil) of Lotraglalung Gonpa be-

. tween Kh&ms and Lhassa. They hold the monastery of Pin in Spiti*

Certain of the buzhen families—descended from Ningmapa monks—
became manepas or wizards. Their witchcraft consists chief!) in

breaking stones on their stomachs, swallowing knives, and other more or
less common conjuring tricks. They travel widely, but even in Spiti

tbeir powers aFe not greatly believed in and they do not pretend to the
blaok magic of the Bonpas or Black Caps. They accept the rgiut or

Book of Mystical Doctrines, called in Sanskrit Tantra, which Tsong-
khapa eliminated from the Kagiur : see Gelukpa.

Nibali, an indigo dyer (Multdni) : see LiMri.

Nibankabi, a Sikh sect. The term nirankar,* "incorporeal ” is old in

Sikhism, dating back to Bab& N&nak himself, who was originally railed

N&nak Nirank&ri. The sent, however, is a modern one, having been
founded by one Bh&i Di&l Pds. a Khatri of Pesh&war, who established

it at Rawalpindi about 1845. On his death in 1870 his son Bh&i Bhara
or Darbdra Singh succeeded him, and then Bh&i Rattd, anotlier son.

The Nirankarfs worship one invisible God as a spii it who is a hearer
of prayer, avoiding idols, and making no offerings to them, to Brahmans
or to the dead. They abstain from all flesh and liquor and reverence
truth. Pilgrimages are regarded as useless, and neither Brahmans nor
cows are to be reverenced. The first day of each month is to be kept
holy by attendance at the temple, reading the Granth

,
repentance for

sins, and almsgiving. The Adi-Granth of B&ba N6nak is their sacred

book though they also respect the later Guru* and their writings. Wed-
dings are celebrated according to the Sikh rites, by a granthi and not hy a
Brahman : the bride sits unveiled in public and the pair circumambulate
the Adi-Granth, instead of fire. Widows mav remarry. At funerals

also they dispense with Brahmans, and instead of mourning the event

is regarded rather as an occasion for rejoicing. The sect has an amrit -

ear of its own on the Lei stream near the park in Rawalpindi, and
their dead are burnt there. At their darbar or meeting-place in

Rawalpindi town is a shrine of the A fH-Granth
,
where Bhdi DidTs

slippers are kept and revered. The sect recruits all classes.

t

But caste and social status are not affected by conversion. The
JNirank&rfs also inculcate belief in the transmigration of souls; rever-

ence and honour towards parents. Lying, cheating, and using false

weights are peculiarly heinous crimes. Smoking is forbidden, but

Nirankfirfs may sell or deal in tobacco. They are said to have curious

rites on the birth of children, described as a little reminiscent of Jewish
ceremonies. The use of wine and flesh is prohibited

;
'indeed a Niran-

, k&ri, except in the course of duty as a soldier, may not deprive a
sentient being of life. The Nirank&ri doctrines are exoteric and they

gladly explain them to inquirers. Polygamy is prohibited.

* Sanskr. nirMir, “ formless,’

f Maclagan, § 95,
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NibmalA.*—

T

he Nirmald Sddhfis, or “ pure saints,” are a Sikh order*

They originated, like the Ak&lls, in the time of Ghirfi Govind Singh,
but the history of their foundation is obscure. According to one story

a water-carrier was seized by the Gurfi’s soldiers for supplying their ene-

mies with water during a battle, but the Guru declared him stainless

(nirmala). This account, however, undoubtedly arose out of a con-

fusion between this order and the Sewdpanthis, and the more probable

vet sion is that Gurfi Govind Singh sent^ three disfoiples to Benares to

learn Sanskrit and designated them, on their return, the a stainless/
1 as

being the only learned men among the Sikhs. At first they took the pahul
and wore white raiment, but they have adhered to the study of the

orthodox Hindu scriptures and thereby lost touch with Sikhism. They
now wear the ordinary saffron robes of the Indian faqir, possibly to

facilitate begging, which they proiess to avoid as they claim to subsist

on offerings voluntarily made. They retain the Ices. The NirtnalA

form a well-disciplb ed and highly respected organisation. Each mo-
nastery is under a guru, while a council or committee periodically visits

their societies throughout the Province. Almost always celibate they

bear a far higher reputation for mora'ity than most, of the other religi-

ous orders in the Punjab. Their principal Akhdra is at Hardwdr, but

they also have foundations at Amritsar and elsewhere.

NishAnia, the second of the Sikh misls or confederacies. It was recrnited

from Khatris «nd Raugrethns or converted sweepers and the name is

said to mean € standard bearer’ from ni^han, a standard.

Nisowana, a Jat (?lan f agricultural) found in Shdhpur, wh^re they held a few
villages, and aNo m Jhang wh re they are described as pure J&t tribe

though in the Census of 1901 thev returned themselves as R&jputs.
They hold the northern corner of Chiniofc tahsil in Jhang between the
Ldlis, Gilotars and the *h&hpur border. They are sometimes Rpoken of

as it they had a dialect of their own, called Niss »wA*d or Nisw&ni and are
a fine body of men. fearless and hold, wir.h a gre *t reputation for thieving,

but formerly describe! as a prosperous, thriving clan, rich in flocks and
herds with scarcely any debts.

NizamI, see Ohishti.

NohAna, a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,

Nohil, a tribe of Muhammadans found in Montgomery.

Nohilke, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
i

Nol, Naul, a J&t tribe, found in Jhang tahsii and, like the Bhanga, early

settlers in that tract. They occupied the lowlands of the Chenab round
Jhang before the Sidle. Swarthier than the generality of the people

and speaking a more uncouth tongue, their traditions carry them back
to Dhan, a Rdjd of Bikdner who settled in Jhang while the country was
under a Brahman dynasty. Naul was the son of Dhan. The«Sidls
were for some time, after their arrival in the country, subject to the
Naul and paid tribute through them. Always a turbulent and lawless

race, thfy used to be great cattle-owners preferring cattle-breeding to

g——— — — - - - ... —

—

- - .

* Bitterly opposed by the Ak&lia.—Haclagan 108, Trumpp’s Die Beligionder 8ikh$
f
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agriculture and cattle-lifting to either.* Nols have also settled in the
Chen6b Colony.

Nonabi, (1) a tribe of Muhammadans found in Montgomery; (2) a 3&\ clan
(agricultural) found in Mult&n : see also under NfinSri.

Nono, the title given to any male member of the four noble families of Kuiling,
Mane, Pin and Gyungul in Spiti. The title is retained for life, but
would be forfeited if its bearer married ont of his own rank—an unheard*
of thing. The nonos rank with the jos of L&hul and with the royal
family of Lad&kh (l.addkhshi (r)yalrigs). The head of the Kuiling
family is recognised by Government as the Nono of Spiti, but he is never
known in his own territory by any other title than that of Gyalpo or king.
Princesses of the blood are called shemo

,
and the queen is apparently

addressed as shemd.

The marriage laws are most rigid. The king and the princes must
marry in their own rank and, if a bride is not available in Spiti, must
ride to L&hul or Laddkh to procure one. The present Nono's (Gyal-

po's) great-grandmother, for instance, was a Lad&khi princess. By a
special dispensation th* daughter of a nono may espouse a commoner
and yet retain her rank as shemo, but it i* open to doubt whether, as

%tated in the article on Chahzang, a morganatic union of this kind
would confer the courtesy title of jo on the commoner husband.

NoapAHA, a clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

NtfHARNi, Luh^rni, Nuhani, Nohant, etc.—A branch of the Lodi Path&ns,
descended from Nuh&rnai or Nuh (Noah). He had six sons, Mamd,
Maya, Tatanr, Shaikh or Patakh and Hud (Eber) by one wife, and by
another, Marwat. The descendants of Shaikh and Hud appear to have
mostly migrated into Hindustan and the remnant has been absorbed
by the other Nuhanis. Mamd, had three sons: (l) Ydsin or Yunas,
progenitor of the Daulat Khel Pawindns and their kinsmen of T&nk,
with their several branches, and of the H*s<an Khel: (2) Haidar or

Khizr, founder <*f the Lake, Bnr&, Ibrahim and Kod Khels ; and (3)

Ya’kub, founder of the Khel named after him.

Maya, progenitor of the Maya Khel Pawindas of Draband had two
sons, Lot and Son or Y&srn, who founded two tribes of those names
with 6 and 7 sub-sections respectively.

Tataur had two sons, Aso and Mus&, founders of the Khels named
after them.

Ntfaf, (1) a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan, where they are prominent
in the north of Shuj&bad tahsil. Also said to be a branch of the
Bhattis and to have migrated from some place called Thdnewdhan
* near Delhi.* Converted to Isl&m by the Makhdfim of Uch Jah&ni&ii

or Sayyid Jal&l they retain the title of R&na. The genealogy repre-

sents Nun, Cthera, Kanjar and Kuli&r as sons of Rdjwa<Jdan and epo-
nyms of as many tribes : another makes Jai and Utera brothers of Nfin

•and *7hakkar son of Jai: see also under Channar. .The Nfin are also

found in Montgomery
; (2), a Rdjput clan (agricultural) found in

Sh&hpur ; (3) a Gdjar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.—
1—

The Panjibi Dicty. gives Nolo, «.f, (nc> as a tribe whioh answers this description.
Clearly Nol is meant. The word appears to be identical with neola and nauh a munffoose.
The latter form is found in Potohfri.

* f



Nur^Nyingmd*

Ntia, a tribe of Rdjputs, now apparently extinct. They are said to have
migrated into the Punjab from the Deccan in early times and to have
founded K&ldnaur,* in the Gurd&spor District. . K&hna, a Nfir, is also

said to have founded Kahnfiw&n in that district, but Sher Sh&h 8fir

settled a body of Afghans in the place and they held it under him.
Akbar gave Salho, a Barchand R4jput, charge of that part of the
country with a grant of 360 village?. The Harohands dispossessed the
Afgh&ns of Kahnfiw&n and still hold it, the N&rs apparently having
disappeared.

Ntfa-BAKHSHf, a sect found in Bfiliist&n and described by Biddulph {Tribes

of ihe Hindoo Koosh
, pp. 123-5). Vigne called them Kelucchah.

NtJBEKE, Nurke, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Nutkani (NodjyakAni), are a Baloch tribe peculiar to Dera Gh&zi Kh&n,
which holds a compact territory stretching eastward to the Indus and
between the Northern Khosa and the Kasr&ni. The tribe once enjoyed
considerable influence and importance, lidding rights of superior

ownership over the whole of the Sanghar country. But it no longer
possesses a political organization, having been crushed out of $ribal

existence in the early days of Ranjit Singh's rule. But the event is so

recent that it still retains much of its tribal coherence and of the cha-
racteristics of its race.

Nyahia, see Ni&ria.

Nyxkpa, see CMhzang.

NyingmI (? Nyimapa), see Dukpa.

* Kilfaaur however is more probably a corruption of KAlA-ragar and doubtless derives
its name from KAleshwar (Shiva) whose temple stands on the old citadel.
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0
ObbMj a J6$ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

OpH, Up, Op OB Beldab,—

B

older is properly the name of an occupation
merely ;

it is derived from bel, a mattock, and it denotes all whose calling

it is to work with that instrument. But though the common coolie of
the Province will often turn his hand to digging, the 04 is the pro/es-

iional navvy of the Punjab
;
and the word Belddr is seldom applied, at

least as a tribal name, to the members of any other caste, though it

Beems in more common use in the west than in the east, the 0<i of the
west being generally known as Beld&r.* In some places, e.g. in Gujrdt,

the 04 or Beld&r styles himself a Shaikh, if he is a Muhammadan.

The Od are a wandering tribe whose proper home appears to be
Western Hindustan and R&jputdna ; at least the Ods of the Punjab
usually hail from those parts. Thev are vagrants, wandering about
with their families in search of employment on earthwork. They will

not as a rule take petty jobs, but prefer small contracts on roads,

canals, railways, and the like, or will build a house of adobe, and dig a
tank, or even a well. They settle down in temporary reed huts on
the edge of the work

;
the men dig, the women carry the earth to the

donkeys which they always have with them, and the children drive
the donkeys to the spoil bank. In the Salt Range tract they also

quarry and carry stone
;
and in parts of the United Provinces they are

said to be wandering pedlars. They eat anything and everything,

and though not unfrequently Mu salmans, especially in the west, are
always outcast. They have a speech of their own called 04ki or in

MulUu Otjakki, which is very probably nothing more than the ordinary
dialect of their place of origin. They wear woollen cloths, or at least

one woollen garment. They claim descent from one Bhagirat who
vowed never to drink twice out of the same well, and so dug a fresh

one every day till one day he dug down and down and never came up
again. It is in mourning for him that they wear wool, and in imita-

tion of him they bury their dead even when Hindus, though they
marry by the Hindu ceremony. Till the re-appearance of Bhagirat
they will, they say, remain outcasts. They are said to claim Rdjput or
Kshatriya origin and to come from M&rwdr. They worship R&na and
Sivat like the Pushkarna Brahmans who are sometimes said to be them-
selves 04s by descent. The 04 are, for a vagrant tribe, singularly free

from all imputation of crime. They are distributed pretty generally

throughout the Province, but are most numerous in Lahore and along
the lower Indus and Chenab, and least numerous in the bills and sub-

montane districts. But a writer who gives a good account of their

methods as * professional navvies’ says they are principally found in the
Jumna tracts.} *

.

* Mr. Christie, however, was assured that there are large communities of professional

Beldirs who are not Ods. They are generally Mus&lmta in the Punjab proper and Hindu
* in the eastern districts ;

they are not outcasts, have fixed habitations, and work as carriers

with their animals when earthwork is not forthcoming. It may be that Jthe Musalmins
returned in our Census tables belong to this class

;
as Od and Bddir have been confused,

f Wilson's Indian Caste, II, pp. 114, 139, 169*

+ P.NO.DLS634.
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At an 04 wedding in Multon branches of a janfo tree are out, and
the bridegroom is made to touch the bride’s knee with his own on the

spot. An ornament called chandan hdr is tied round the pair's knees,

which are then touched with a club. No Brahman is called in on this

occasion, but Brahmans are said to be employed on all ceremonial

and religious occasions, the parohit getting a rupee at a wedding.
04s in Mult&n wear the cho\», but nojaneo. They are said to abstain
from eating an animal called girah (kira

,
snake), but may eat everything

else lawful to Hindus.

In the lower part of Outer Sar4j, in Kullu, on the north bank of the

Sutlej the 04b appear to form a separate caste. They are a menial

class, higher than the Loh&rs, with whom they will smoke and drink
water, but will not intermarry, and higher than the Barehfswith whom
they will smoke, but will not drink water; and lower than the Thavfs
who have no social intercourse with them. The occupation of the 04$,
however, is the same as the fh&vfs, namely, house-building. They are
not appai’ently found in the adjoining parts of the Simla Hill States,

south of the Sutlej, or elsewhere in Kullu.

0$h£na, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Oasi (? Waisi), a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

OgAB, see under Jogi.

Ojala, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan ; also in Kapurthala.

Ojh, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

OlflA, a Hindu school-master. (Mulfcani). Panjabi Dicty., p. 832.

Octal.—A J&t tribe found in Jmd. They offer a piece of coarse sugar, bheli,

to their jatherd at marriage.

OnAKH, a clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. See Aulakh.

Olab, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Omasa, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Obakzai, Wkukzai.—A Path&n tribe. Like the accounts of many another
Pafhdn tribes, an account of the Orakzai is rather curious reading, the
bulk of it being often devoted to showing that the tribe is in the main
not Pathdn at all, but something else. The Orakzai have several foreign
sections, e.g. the Sheikhan (No. 10 in the appendix below), and several
aboriginal or c Tir&hi ' sections. If indeed we exclude all the sections

whose Path&n origin is doubtful, the pure Pathdu element is very
small. «

* The origin of the Orakzat.—The Orakzai is a tribe of obscure
origin, and it is doubtful if they are true Afghans, though they are

said to belong to the Karlanrai race, being descended from Kadi, the
younger son of Karran, as are the Dilaz&k. The tribe itself claims

descent from a Persian prince, Sikandar Sb&h who was exiled, (tcryjizai,

lost or exiled) from his lather's kingdom, and took refuge with the
* Muhammadan king of Koh&t by whom he was employed to subdue tbe

Tir&hisjof Tirdh, who were then Hindus or non-Afghans, ruled by
various rajas, and divided into two branches—Dilaz&k and Parbalt.

Sikandar Sh&h conquered the Tir&his, and on the death of the l£oh&t
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'

king claimed that region as his son-in-law, but was opposed by Banga,
a pum or musioian of the Persian court who had been despatched in
search of the prince, but had passed himself off at Kohdt as his brother,
and obtained the second daughter of the king in marriage. Failing to
conquer Banga, Sikandar Shdh returned to Tirdh and married a Tirdhi
woman as his second wife. After his death his descendants waged
constant wars with blie Bangash or descendants of Banga, until the
plain country was allotted to the latter and the hills to the Orakzai.

Bellow assigns a common origin bo the Orakzai, Afvidi, Bangash, etc.,

and says tho Bangash were ousted from Zurmafc in Waziristdn by the
Ghiljis (sic) and driven into Kurram, and thence into Mirdnzai and
Kohdt, whence they expelled the Ghabris, Sails and Mangaris—three
non-Afghdn tribes, of whom the first may be the modern Ghebas of
tahsil Pindi Gheb in Rawalpindi. The Orakzai include, however, several
tribes such as the Shaikhdn, of Gardez in Waziristdn, the Mishtias
and Ali Khols, both originally Yusafzai, and the Malla Khels, of Ghilzai
descent, who are not true Orakzai. These tribe*, however, are not
Shies, for that sect is practically confined to the Muhammad Khels, who

Bar Muhammad Khels.
Man! Khel.

included the tribes shown in the margin,
though the Tazi, Bar And and Lar

Sip&yas.
Abdul Aziz Khel, of the Kamal Khel

section.

And—three ham»tiya or vassal sections
of the Tirdh Sturi, or Afzal Khels in
Tirdh, are also Shias. The Muhammad

Khels are descendants of Bdzid according to the tribal pedigree, and
it is interesting to trace their connection with the shrines of the
South-West Punjab, for the Sindvas have two shrines, one at Usi, a
zidrat of Pir Kamdl Shdh, a grandson of Makhdum Jahdnian of Uch in
Jhang, and the other a shrine of Pir Saiddn Shdh, a cousin of
Makhdum Jgd of Bilob in Dera Ismail Kkdn.

I.—Organisation.

Sectarian groups .—The most important principle would appear to be
the religious or sectarian one. The Shia Muhammad Khel appear lobe
quite distinct from the other Orakzais, who are thus divided into two
main groups, Shta and Sunni by religion. But the religious principle

operates also to split up the main groups into religious sections, a good
example of this being given by the Isd Khel (No. 4 below), who now
form a distinct section. Lastly within each section we find still smaller

sections or sub-sections with names which show that they have

been formed owing to sectarian differences, at least this is tho only way
in which we can account f<»r names like Naqslibund Kor in No. 6,

Bdbd Nmdsi in No. 8, Khwdja Khel in No. 12, and some others. Thus
it seems clear that religious or sectarian influences are constantly at

work to split up the natural divisions of the tribe.

# Territorial groups ,—There are only a few of these among the

Orakzai, viz . the Sweri and Pitdo divisions of the Alisherzai, No. 14,

and the Bdrdh and Tirdh Sturi Khels, of No. 19. Bizoti (No. 18) is

also apparently a territorial section. *

Ethnic groups .—These again are not very numerous. There is a
Hmdki Khel in No. 2, and Tirdhi Khels in Nos. 10 and 20.
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It seems probable however that these are not the only principles on
which groups are formed. The Lashkarzai clan and the Sip&ya sec-

tion (No, 22) may point to a by-gone feudal or military organisation

in certain clans. Still the fact remains that by far the most important

factor in the organisation of the Orakzai is the religious or sectarian

one,

II.—Social Customs.

Houses and villages .—Dwellings are usually constructed of stone in

mud with courses of timber at intervals. In Tir&li the houses are, as

a rule, of 2 or 3 storeys, e&ch storey being not more than 10 ft. in

height. Cattle are kept in the lower storey : while the second is the

living room. The uppermost is a tower for defence, though sometimes

it is only an open verandah on the roof, where the women sit and spin.

In many oases there is only 'one room in each storey, in which case all

the inmates sleep together lu the houses of the richer classes there are

2 or even 3 rooms on the ground floor and second storey. Almost
every house has large corn-bins of baked earth, usually wholly or partly

under ground. Orakzai villages generally consist of houses built

together, whereas, in Maidtin, the Afridis reside in scattered hamlets,

each man living apart with his immediate relations and dependents.

Afridi houses are, as a rule, much better built than those of the Orak-
zai. The Orakzai villages have the houses facing inwards, and these

are entered from outside by small openings.

Food .—Two meals are taken, one in the morning, the other at even-

ing, The staple food is maize bread, eaten with dal
y

vegetables or

butter-milk. Wheaten bread is a luxury. Rico is used on all cere-

monial occasions, when it is eaten mixed with mung . Meat is only

eaten occasionally, e.g. at the Id, or to do honour to a guest. The
Orakzais are not so particular about their food as the Afridis.

Dress.—The Orakzai garb is that of the ordinary PathAns among
the men. There is not much difference between Sunnis and Shias

or between Orakzais and Afridis, but the Shia Orakzais generally wear
clothes of a dark khaki colour, while the Afridi Shias wear white.

Shoes are almost unknown. Sandals made of dwarf-palm are worn.

An Orakzai woman wears a head sheet, a khat and trousers. The khat>

presented to her with her trousseau, is used only on ceremonial occasions.

It is a long garment like a night gown extending from the neck to the

legs, and is made of country cloth, dyed dark blue. It is tight to the

waist and loose below. Red chintz of country manufacture striped with
yellow, or white, is stitched over the back and sleeves of the khat, the

front and skirt being covered with an embroidery of red and white

wax-work (chikan). Younger women also stitch silver coins on the

front of this garment. The trousers are made of coarse country cloth,

dyed black with red spots. This garment is loose to the knees, below
which a piece of striped red clofcb (pacha), six feet long, with an em-
broidered edge of red, yellow or green silk, is sewn. These pachas are

turned over and over three or four times to form a kind of tight gaiters,

and tbislperformanoe often occupies a quarter of an hour. The pachas
last longer than the upper portion of the trousers, which have to *be
renewed much oftener.
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Among the Daulatzais the women do not use the pachas, and wear
instead loose trousers with a string or button to fasten them over the
ankles. The better classes wear a khat and trousers of long cloth, or
markin, in summer, but use coarse cloth for these garments iu winter.
The head sheet of the younger women consists of a piece of country
cloth, dyed black or dark blue, 2£ yards long by 1J yards broad, with
a broad border of yellow and red silk on the narrow side. Elderly
women wear a striped black and white head sheet with a narrow border
of red silk. In the case of poorer women fine red cotton thread is sub-
stituted for silk in the borders. Unmarried Orakzai girls wear white
trousers without gaiters (pachas). There is not much difference in
dress between Afridi and Orakzai women. The former use more
wax embroidery than the latter, and the Afridi women's trousers
are dark red in colour without spots. They also fasten these garments
lower down in the waist, and wear longer pachas than the Orakzai
women. The use of henna, or antimony, is not common among Orakzai
women, except with the Ali Khels and Alisherzais. Generally speaking,
Orakzais are much more slovenly in their dress than Afridis. An
Afridi can be distinguished from an Orakzai at a glance by his dress,

except perhaps the Aka Khel Aiiidis, whose mode of dress closely
approximates to that of the Orakzais.

Jewellery.—Orakzai women do not wear jewellery, and their orna-
ments do not differ much from those worn by Path&n women in British
territory. The following are the principal articles :

—

Large ear-ring*, deodi
, silver.

Small ear-rings, skanri, silver.

Small nose-ring, chdrgul
,
silver.

Small nose-ring, ndta
,
gold.

Large nose-ring, pizwan
,
gold.

Neck ornament, haiqal, silver.

Necklet, ogi, silver.

Frontlet, chingakh
, silver.

Bracelet, wakhi
, silver.

Chain, garewan, silver.

Necklace, nimboli
,
gold.

Rings, gutti
,
silver.

A few of these ornaments require special notice. The deodi is worn
in the lower lobe of the ear, and the skanri in the upper portion.
Thejpizwan and ndta are only worn by the richer classes. The ndta is

worn on the right side and chdrgul on the left bide of the nose, and
the pizwan below, in the nostril ridge. The haiqal consist of three
flat, roughly decorated, silver ornaments, about an inch and a
half square, which are strung together and worn over the breast.

The chingakh is an ornament of fretted silver worn over the forehead by
women of means. The gasrewan which is a distinctive Orakzai orna-
ment is an arrangement of silver coins and chains with tasselled ends,

# and looks very effective, especially on a gala dress of wax-embroidered
cloth. The nimboli consists of a gold cylinder, which is strung with
beads, and worn round the neck. The haiqal is presented to a girl by
her fiance on betrothal, and at the time of her marriage the ogi is given
to her by her parents. The ghretcan and wakhi are generally supplied
by the husband just before marriage. The girl usually acquires the
skawri and chdrgul in her parents" house in childhood.’ The other
ornaments are supplied by her parents or husband, a'fe their means may
admit. All the ornaments are worn by the bride at the wedding, and
generally for a period of five months after the ceremony* Then they
are laid aside, and only used on occasions of rejoicing, exdbpt the wakhi,
ogi, and skanri, which are always worn.
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Birth,* naming ,
and circumcision,—A pregnant woman among the

poorer classes does not desist from her menial duties of bringing grass

and wood from the hills until the last month of her pregnancy, when she

generally remains at home. The period of confinement is very short,

and child-birth is as a rule easy among these tribes. After delivery

the lying-in woman remains in bed for only three days, but she refrains

from doing any work for a week. After the lapse of forty days she

resumes her usual occupations. No notice is taken of the birth of a
female child, but the advent of a boy is made the occasion of rejoicing.

Drums are beaten by pums, who receive a present of Rs. 5 (K&buli)

and gur and raisins, to the value of from Rs. 2 to 8, are distributed

amongdhe friends, who come to congratulate the family. Among the

Sunni clans the custom of drum-beating is dying out owing to the re-

strictions of the Mull&hs, who taboo this form of amusement, but it still

flourishes among thn JShia sections. Female children are named by
their mothers, or grandmothers, without any formal ceremony. Names
are given to male children from 10 to 20 days after the birth in con-

sultation with mullahs
,
Sayyids orfaqUs. Boys are circumcised between

the ages of two and four. This ceremony is celebrated by a feast of

rice and ghi in places whete rice is abundant, as among the Daulatzais.

In other localities, as among the Ali Khels, gur and raisins are distri-

buted among the friends, relations and neighbours of the parents.

Betrothal and marriage.—As a rule among the Orakzais, children

are not betrothed until they attain puberty, and marriage quickly

follows betrothal. Marriages are usually determined by consider-

ations of family convenience. It is a common practice for a man
to marry his first cousin, in which case an exchange of betrothals

is generally effected. The rasmdna for marriages between relations is

fixed at from Rm. 100 to Rs. 240 (K&buli). Besides this, food, clothes

and ornaments have to be supplied. The quantity of food to be sup-

plied, which consists of ghi
,

rice, gur
,

maize, wheat, mung
,
salt and

henna, varies according to the number of guests to be fed. Clothes to

the value of Rs, 10 and ornaments worth Rs. 60 are also furnished.

When a girl is not married to one of her kinsmen, the following

arrangements are made preliminary to the betrothal. Some women of

the boy’s family first visit the house of the girl’s relations, and return
after satisfying themselves aB to the suitability of the match. Over-
tures are then made by the boy’s family, and, if these are favourably
received, the marriage settlements are made. Some elders from the

boy’s village, accompanied by a few women of his family, next proceed
to the girl’s house on a night appointed for the purpose, and the terms
of the marriage settlement are announced. This deputation, which
is feasted at the expense of the boy’s parents with gu? or, in the case

of well-to-do people, with goat’s meat, generally succeeds in procuring
some redaction of the rasmana demanded for the girl, which varied

from Rs. 200 to 700 (Kdbuli) according to the position of the parties

and the attractions M the girl, Rs. 300 being the usual amount. • In
addition to this, food, clothes and ornaments have to be supplied, the

* “ The Blokes in the sun's disk are compared to brands
; and it used to be the custom

with the Afghun tribes to brand the forehead of a child born in an unfortunate or unlucky
hour, to drive misfortune away.” (Raverty's Poetry of the Afghdns, p, 816.) gur*

rivals of such customs or ideas are reported,
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Cost of which also depends on the means of the parties. The amount
of rasmana agreed upon is either paid at once, or in moieties, half at

the betrothal, and half at the time of the marriage. The betrothal is

then considered complete. The marriage, which may, or may not,

immediately follow the betrothal, is not usually celebrated until the
full amount of rasmana has been paid up. Boys are generally married
at 18, and girls at 15 years of age. On the day before the d«te fixed

for the marriage it is obligatory for the families of both bride and
bridegroom to feast the residents of the village or quarter in which
they reside.

There is nothing special to note in the marriage ceremony, which is

the same as that which prevails among Muhammadans in British terri-

tory. As, however, ponies are scarce among the Orakzais, the bride-

groom generally travels on foot to the bride’s house and not on horse-

back, as elsewhere. The bridal procession moves along to the music of
pipes and drums, and, at intervals, guns are discharged. At the wed-
dings of well-to-do persons dancing boys, lakhtai, are also employed.
Among some Sunni tribes, such as the M&mozais, in which the influence

of the mullahs is preponderant, the wedding is performed without
dancing or music. On reaching the bride’s house the marriage party,
as well as the people of the bride’s village, are feasted on food previ-

ously supplied by the bridegroom. If the bridegroom’s village is not
at too great a distance, the bride is generally taken home by him on
the day of the wedding after the ceremony. At weddings the wo-
men of the village assemble in the bride’s house and sing epithala-

mia, called sandras.

Orakzais have no objection to marrying Afghan women, but of

course would not marry one of their daughters to a non-Afgh&n. In
the same way it is said that they object to giving daughters in mar-
riage to Afridis, though they take Afridi women as wives without hesi-

tation. The lower Orakzais such as the Mishtis, Mulla Khels, and
Sheikh6ns are generally reluctant to give daughters to the Upper
Orakzais, such as the M&mozais and Alisherzais, though the reverse is

often the case. The reason assigned for this is that the former are

supposed to be better oft.

In the case of the remarriage of widows, the rasmana varies accord-

ing to circumstances, but it is as a rule less than that demanded for a
virgin, and no ornaments, food or clothes

(
kharch khordk), are sup-

plied. In the case of a widow the rasmana becomes the perquisite of

her late husband’s heirs, who often marry her themselves. An Orakzai
usually marries one wife at a time, though, if he is rich enough, he
may indulge in a plurality of help-meets. A man with a childless wife

often takes another wife to bear him sons.

• The sale of wives is uncommon among the Orakzais, and is regarded

as a disgrace. If the husband cannot put up with His wife on account

of her misconduct, incompatibility of temper, etc., he sells her to some
one living as far off as possible. Again, a widow is sometimes sold

when her husband’s heirs are unable to come to an amicable arrange-

ment about the disposal of her hand.
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A dultery and divorce.*—Adultery is not common and is avoided as
being a fruitful source of feuds. If the guilty pair are caughtflagrante
delicto

,
both are generally killed. In other casep a feud arises, the in-

jured husband is entitled to take two lives, and the woman becomes
the property of the seducer, or his family. If the family of the injured

husband is too weak to prosecute the feud, tho wife is divorced and
sold in some distant place, and compensation is exacted from the

seducer.

A settlement can only be effected on the following terms. If the
seducer is not kiiled

>
he has to pay the value of two lives at the rate of

Rs. 360 (KAbuli) each, plus Rs. 75 as sharmdna. In the case of the
seducer’s death, the value of one life, or Rs. 360, plus Rs. 75 as
tharmana

,
is taken from his heirs and the feud is ended. Among the

Mishtis no sharmana is exacted, and, if both the erring wife ana her
paramour are killed, no feud results, and no further demand is made
on the latter’s heirs. In some cases, where the seducer is poor, the
amount of compensation is reduced by mutual consent, but is never
less than Rs. 240 (K&buli). The custom, however, of accepting com-
pensation for a wife’s dishonour is rare among the Orakzai, who regard
it as a disgrace. Divorce is not common and is only resorted to in

exceptional cases, and never for purposes of gain. The practice is

said to be rare among the less civilised tribes, like the Ali Khels, but
fairly common with the Sheikh&ns and other sections, who have more
frequent intercourse with British territory.

Dower.—The amount of dower varies from Rs. 15 to 101 among the
Orakzai, and is invariably paid in full before the celebration of the
marriage. The usual dower among Shias and some of the Sunni
clans is Rs. 101 for a virgin, and Rs. 50 for a widow (Kdbuli). In
poor families, and in some exceptional cases, the dower of a virgin is

reduced to Rs. 50. Among the Ali Khels, who are a poor tribe, the
dower is fixed at Rs. 26 or 81, or in rare cases Rs. 60 (Kabuli).

Burial.—The funeral ceremonies are the same as in British terri-

tory. The jandza or funeral procession, however, is only preceded by
mullahs carrying three Qordus, and never more. Guy also is substitut-

ed for sweetmeats at the burial of children. Skat or alms are dis-

tributed to the mullahs
,
and a feast is given to the friends of the de-

ceased after the jandza ceremony, but not generally on such a large

scale as is the custom in Kohdt. The Orakzai cemeteries are not so
neatly kept as those in Afridi limits, where blue, white and yellow iria

flowers are planted over the graves. This pretty custom is* only
occasionally practised among the Orakzai clans. The body in the grave
is covered with a layer of short sticks, shami, the interstices between
which are filled up with wet mud. The grave is then built up on four

sides with three layers of dry stones, the spaoe within being filled up
with dry earth. The head of the corpse is always placed to the north,
and the grave of a lemale is dug deeper than that of a male. Over the
grave tombstones are placed, carved or plain, according to the per-
son’s means. Occasionally, pieces of wood, 2 feet long by 6 inches
broad, Jure substituted for tombstones, and in some cases these are
rudely oarved and decorated on the top with the figures of birds* A
man’s grave has only two tombstones, one over the head and the other
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over file knees, the first with its edges faoing north and south, and, the
second similarly turned east and west. A woman’s grave has three
tombstones over the heart, navel, and knees, all of which are parallel,

and face north and south with their edges east and west.

The graves of mullahs are distinguished by a white flag stuck on a
stiok at the head and a huza

> or water pot, in the middle. Shahids, or
martyrs for the f^ith, are also admitted to the privilege of a flag on
their graves. These are mostly white, or red and white.

Inheritance.-t-The rule of primogeniture does not obtain, all the sons

being entitled to an equal share in their father’s property. The
father has a right to will away his whole property to one son to the

exclusion of the rest, but this is very rarely done. All the sons are

bound to join in the funeral expenses of their father, and, if any
fails to do so, his share of the property, moveable and immoveable,
is reduced by this amount The rules regarding succession are

generally the same across the border as in British territory, devolution

of property being regulated on the pagwand system. The only

important difference is that a widow has no interest in her deceased

husband’s property, which devolves integrally on the next of kin,

whose transferable property she becomes. If she is young and attrac-

tive, the heir weds her himself, or marriea her either to one of his

relations, or to an outsider. If she is old, and without any marketable

value, she is maintained by the heir, and in return is bound to perform

household duties. There is a curious custom, however, in vogue
among the Khadizais, under which women have equal shares with

men in the property of a deceased relation.

Partition .—Among the Orakzais the following clans still preserve

the system of vesh or periodical partition of land :

—

(1) Khadizais. (4) Lar And Khels.

(2) Isa Khels. (5) Shaokanris.

(3) Bar And Khels.

Among the Khadizais the custom of khula vesh is in vogue,

by which every person, male or female, is entitled to a share in the

land. Women, when married within the tribe, carry their shares with
them, but should they marry into another tribe, their shares revert

to their own clan. The lands of the Khadizais are generally divided

every third year. The other clans named pursue the system of band
vesh by which the male members only of the tribe possess shares. The
lea Khels divide their lands every five years, the Bar and Lar And
Khels every three years and the Shaokanris every 8 to 15 years.

Hospitality .—The Orakzais regard hospitality as a sacred duty,

Sunni Orakzais having no hujras put up a gnest in the village mosque.

Shias however have hujras. The inviolability of a guest is strictly

observed, a matter in which the Orakzais contrast favourably with the
\Vazfrs.

Amusements and festivals.—The Orakzais observe the usual Mu-
hammadan feast days, and the Nauroz which is essentially a Shia
festival. On some occasions, e. g., the Shab-i-Bar&t, large bonfires

(jkatamirs

)

are kindled by boys, to the accompaniment of volleys* Op
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festive occasions the lulbula is also danced round a bonfire, as among
tbe Bangash. Drum-beating is another common form of displaying

joy, though the mullahs discountenance it. Drums and sarnais are the

chief musical instruments, the rabab being rare, Their games are

sakki, palaghunai,
chindro and huni

,

the last alone being played by
adults.

Shias smoke tobacco in a chilam
,
but among thq Sunnis the mullahs

disoourage smoking. They also discourage tha use of charas. Opium
and bhang are unknown.

The blood-feud .—The usual rules appear td be in force. Kanrai
Tcegdan ,

lit.
‘ to place a stone/ is the term for a truce.*

War-flags.—A\\ Orakzai lashlcars are accompanied by standards which
form rallying points in battle, and which are never allowed to fall into

the hands of the enemy, if this can be avoided. A flag is triangular in

shape, with tasseled ends, and is usually made of calico of the size of a

head sliest, cut diagonally across. They are made by women, and are

embellished in the centre with different designs, such as a cross, swas-

tika, or the prophet's hand, the last being sometimes provided with six

fingers and sometimes with five.t

These designs are commonly worked in cotton (red on a white ground,

or vice versa), or more rarely embroidered in silk. As a rule, the flags

are not ornamented with the Jcalima or verses from the Kor&n, nor is

the flag blessed by a mullah .

Clientship.— All Hindus live as hamsdyas under the protection of a
powerful malih

,
railed their ndik or patron. When accepted as a ham-

»dya a Hindu slaughters a sheep or goat as an offering to the naik
,

this ceremony being called lokha uarkawal or hhanda dena, lit.
* to

give a vessel.* Ndiks are seldom changed and even a widow may suc-

ceed to the position of a ndik. One of the duties of a hamsdya is to

lend money to his patron at reasonable interest. The loan is scrupu-
lously repaid.

Hamsdyas pay the following dues :

—

(0. Gang, on the occasion of a marriage in the hamsdyas family—Bs. 20 or 30
to the permanent ndik.

(n). Danodza , or door tax : Rs. 5 to the nfiik in, or near, whose house the hamsdya
is living, on a similar occasion.

(in). Henna is offered to the ndik at the Id and some meat given in return.
At a marriage in the ndik’s family the hamsdya presents sugar or sweetmeats,
receiving a present in return.

t

The Hindus .—The Hindus speak Hindki in their own families, using
Pashto in conversation with Muhammadans. They wear red stripes in
their white trousers, silk or cotton needlework of the same colour on

The origin of the phrase cannot now be traced but there used to be an analogous custom
in Raj put&na, which may suggest an explanation. In Rijputana, in ancient times, whan a
boundary dispute was settled, a stone was set up on the line agreed upon with an inscrip-
tion detailing the terms of settlement, and calling down curses on the party who was guilty
of infringing it. In former days inter tribal quarrels most frequently related to disputed
boundaries, tod it is possible that the phrase in question recalls a time when a stone was
actually erected to mark the settlement, or temporary cessation, of such a feud.

t The spread hand is supposed to denote the Panjtan, and thus to be a 6hia emblem.,
(N, I. N. Q. §§ 42 and 747.) The significance of the hand in this case is not explained.
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the collarsfand sleeves of their shirts, and a red fringe to their turbans*
The Hindus generally marry in their own castes, as Kbatris with
Khatris, and Aromas with Aromas, and inter-marriage between Hindus
and Sikhs is not uncommon. Brides are scarce and cost Rs. 500 to 400.

There is however no divorce.

The Hindus are sewaks or followers of the Jogi ascetics. Some
Sikhs are kesadhfiri or followers of Guru N&nak and disciples of the
Bedi families, but they seldom receive the pahul or observe Sikh rites,

and they eat meat of animals killed by kutha, i.e., halaVd in Muham-
madan fashion. Other Sikhs are sahjdhdri or mona and followers of

the Sodhi families, but differ little from the others.

Dependants .—The Hindus and Sikhs are mostly shopkeepers or
pedlars. The Orakzais have also the following kdrigars, artizans who
are non -Afghans :

—

] , Potters, too few to supply the demand.
2 # Dyers, chiefly among the Mishtis and Ali Khels.
3. Goldsmiths, one or two families in each clan. The Mamozais have a separate

kandi or sub-division of goldsmiths.

4. Blacksmiths and carpenters. Almost every village of any size has its own
blacksmith and carpenter, but in some places the same man discharges both
functions.

5. The Dum or barber, who has several functions to fulfil, being a drummer at
festivities, etc., and a go-between in feuds.

0. Weavers, who are all Orakzais, as weaving is an honourable calling. They
also clean cotton.

All the above classes, except the last, are, as a rule, hamsdyas. Only Nos. 4 and 5 how-
ever are paid in kind, the rest being paid in cash.

It will be observed that there are no scavengers, workers in leather, or midwiveB.

Appendix of Orakzai clans .

Ismailz

A

f
.— 1. Rabia Khels.* This clan has six sections or khels :

—

1. Payao Khel. iv. FarukhshAh Khel.
it. Babbi Khel. v. Ay&z Khel.
m, Afzal Khel. vi. Brahim Khel, a hamsdya section.

This clan is noted for its fair complexion, blue eyes and brown hair.

The first 5 sections alone are true Kabia Khels. The Payao has 4
nmasis,

the Afzal and Farukhshah 3 each, while the Babbi Khel has 4
sub-sections called Dallak Beg, Haidar Beg, Waz Beg and Khan Beg*

2. Akhel : with three main sections :

—

Masan Khel. I Mandra Khel,f and
Sarki Khel, Wazfrs, not true Orakzais.

|
Hindki Khel, a sub-section.

, The Masan Khel contain 3 kors. The other- sections being divided
into khels or nmasis.

3. Mdmazai : with five main sections :

—

t. Machi Khel.

it. Miro Khel.
in. Sikaudar Khel.

• The Mdmazai are also called Darrad&r, ‘ the people holding a- ravine *

data, or serrated ranges in the form of a jaw (idarrah). Each khel
is divided into several nmasis.

1
1

" 1 — * "‘ l 4 »

* ZiArat Makhadi is the reputed ancestor pf the Rabia Khels. »

t ZiArat Akhan SAhib, the ancestor of the Dallak NmAsi, a sub-section of the Mandra
Kfcfl, is held in high repute by all the neighbouring tribes,

tv. Khwas Khel.
v. Khadi Khel.
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4. Isa Khel :* also called Faqfr. They are inviolable and their cane
is much dreaded. They have four main sections:—
Gmr Nm4si.

|
Kali Khel.

Ban Khel.
|

MiruKhel.

This division has no sub-sections.

5.

Khadizai : with seven sections :

—

i. Nur Sher Kandi. v.

it. Malam Nmisi. in.

Hi. Ahmad Khel. vii.

iv. Ramdad Khel.

No sub-sections.

Mira Khel.*

Bah&dur Khan Nm4si
Tarkhan Khel.

6.

Sadda Kbels : with five sections :

—

t. Naqshband Kor. I iv. Farfd Khel.
ii, Kabir Khel. v. Mohammad Khel.
Hi. Sulem&n Khel.

|

No sub-sections.

7. Brahfm Khels :

—

i. Zare Nm4si \ Bamsdyas of the I in. Shah Mansur Khel ) BamsAyas of t

it. Tal „ J Rabia Khels.
|

iv. Madda Khel ) Ali Khels.

8. Ali Khels ;t with seven sections :

—

i. KhwSja Hawas Khel.

ti. Jasrat Khel.
in. Aira&l Kh4n Khel.
iv. Zanka Khel.

v. Matanm Khel.
vi. Tskarai Khel.
vii. Baba Nm4si Sayyidin,

Bamadyaa.

The Ali Khels are Ydsufzai by race. The Matanni came from
Kufa, and are closely connected with the Khalil village of Matanni in

PeshAwar. The Tskarai are by origin Ghilzais of Wardak. The BAbA
Nmasi are Sayyids who are Shias, as are also said to be the Sarwar
NmAsi, Brahim NrnAsi, with half the KhwAja NmAsi sub-sections of
the Churi Khel,* KhawAja HawAs Khels. This tribe are all weavers by
trade, and will only give daughters to weavers or to men conversant
with some useful trade or to soldiers.

The KhwAja HawAs Khel section has six sub-sections called khels.

Nos. ii, iii, iv, v and vi are also divided into nmasis or khels ; and vii

has three sub-sections, Mir Niydmat, Mir ShAhwali and Mir Karim.

9.

Mishti :% with six sections

i. Darui Khel. iv. Drewandi (Wandgrai).

iim Hassanzai. v. Utm4ni } „ .

Hi. Khumarai (Haidar Khel). vi. Mimizai )
HamsdVa8-

The MAmizai were originally a sub-section of the MAmazai DaradAr
tribe, but were expelled by the Ismailzai division for flaying a calf

alive, whence they are known as the Khichan or dirty clan. Each
section contains two or more khels or sub-sections, but the Drewandi
have three sub-sections, Mamarzai, Dad Khel and Bahlolzai. The
Drewandi appears to be a sectarian division. •

* The shrine of their anoestor at Ziarat Jhandasam is the principal shrine of the Rabia
Khels. No. i supra.

{
Ziirat Panjtan is reverenced by Sunnis and Shias alike. Vqws are made formm
Ziirat Mullih Hosain,
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10. ShaikMn

:*

with three sections :

—

f. B4zfd Khel. I Hi. Umrzai, including a Tfr4hi or abori-

H Samozai.
| ginal sub-section.

The ShaikhAns are said to have come originally from Garden in

WaziristAm The Shaikh&n sections are also divided into khels.

1 1 . Malla Khels :t with three sections :

—

*. Qutab Khel.
|

Hi. Char Khela. Zakri KheL
it. Aziz Khel. ]

This tribe is of Ghilzai origin, or according to one tradition descend*
ed from a ShirAzi mullah by a Bizoti woman.

Like No. 10,

12.

Massozai ij with three sections

f Mastu Khel.
i. Landizai

] Abdul Mizzi.

(. Asha Khel.

it.

in.
Khwaja Khel.
Alizai, with three khels and one %ai

%

with four hors and one khel.

Lashkarzais.—13. Mamozais:§ with five sections :—

*

i. Adu Khel. I tv. Abdurrahfm Khel.
it. Sipoh. v. Mir Kal4n Khel.
Hi, Abdurrahman Khel. I

14. Alisberzais : with two main divisions, sub-divided thus

1 .

2.

Sweri or Northern.
Pitao or Southern.

i

Umar Khan Khel.
Masar Khel.
Mir Ahmad Khel.
Kaisa Khel (Sweri only),

Bain Khel now hamsdyas, though once a separate section.

There is a Kh&n Khel in the Pitao division, and the first KhAn is said

to have been Sa£dat Kh£n, son of Wil&yat Kbdn, Wazfr of YArkand.

15. Bain Khel :|j now incorporated in the foregoing and rapidly
becoming extinct.

Daulatzais.

—

16. Utm&n Khels with two sections :
—

t. Fateh Kh&n Khel.
|

n. Baranka Khel.

* Ziarat Shaikh Mahmat Nikka, the ancestor of the Shaikhins
t Zi4rat Karm I14hi or Nikka Tang, on the hill so named.

% Zidrat Jao D<*rtcth.~This shiine is believed to be the tomb of the prophet Lam
(Lamech), and is much venerated by the surrounding tribes. To make seven consecutive
Visits to it is said to be a specific for rheumatism.

§ Zi4rat Bain Nika near Bain Khel is much venerated by Sunnis : and a horseman must
dismount When passing it. Produce may be deposited here in perfect security, as a thief
would be punished with paralysis. This is the shrine of the Sweri Alisberzais. The Pitaos
have the Zi4rat of Ali Safi, the ancestor of the Ghurbinais, which is venerated by both
Sunpis and Shias, and at which vows are made for sons.

||
Zidrat Shah Danvesh „—This shrine is held in much respect by Sunnis. A stone taken

from the shrine is said to bring instant relief in cases of fever.

Zidrat Outa Khel.— On the bank of the Khanki. This shrine is said to be visited by
both Muhammadans and Hindus, and like many others is much used for the safe custody
of grain or other property.

Zidrat Midn Wall Bdba.—This is a venerated shrine, a visit to which is 'believed to cure
madness. Such, indeed, is the respect inspired by the departed saint that even wolves and
leopards come to pay obeisance at the shrine, and depart without causing .any injury to
their human fellow-worshippers.

^ Zidrat Shaikh Babarki at Balandar.—It is stated that the Utm4n Khels on proceeding
to their summer settlement leave all such property, as they do not require for their immedi-

. ate use, within the precincts of this shrine, and find it intact on their return next winter,
’the people believe that any one violating this - shrine by appropriating property deposited
themn is sure to die. Even birds picking up grain inside the sacred precincts meet this
fate! This holy man is said to have been a Hassan Khel AJridi and to have settled in
JSalandaxa 200 years ago. ,

~
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17. Firoz Khels

:*

with two sections

t. Jaisal Khel. J
w, SarangKhel.

18. Bizofcis : with four main sections

t. Kambar Khel. I iii, Chawar Khel.

ii. Yar Kuli Khel. 1 iv. Mir Kuli Khel.

Bizoti : from, apparently, Bizot, one of their settlements.

t9. Alizais,
or Sturi Khel : divided into—

X. Tirah Sturi Khel.
2. Bara „ „

The real Sturi Khels had two sections

1. L61bi Khel, descendants of LAI Beg (now almost extinct).

2. Afzal Khel, settled in BAra.

The Tir&h Sturi Khels have now three hamsdya sections

t. Tazi Khel )
u. Bar And Khel

[
All Shias, except the Anjanni sub ’Section of the Lar And Khel.

iii, Lar And „ )

The Bdra Sturif or Afzal Khels have eight sections

i. Karam Khel,
ti. Mitha „
in. BAra ,,

tv. Mulla

v.

vi.

vii.

via.

Shkundai
Sayadan
BAra Anjanni
Chamkanni 1

HamB&yaSi

The Sturi Khel was at first only a branch of the Alizai clan,

but its collateral branches have died out and so the Alizais are now
called Sturi Khel, The organization of this clan is very obscure, but

it has clearly been affected by the Shia-Sunni strife and possibly by
the Roshania movement which convulsed Tirdh in Mughal times.

Muhammad Khels (Shias).—20.

sections 2
—

i, KhoedAd Khel. I

ti. AllahdAd „

Bar Muhammad Khels: with five

iii. MirAzi Khel. }
iv. Baba NmAsi.± > Eamsdyas,
v. Tirahi. )

This is the most powerful of the Muhammad Khels. The B&ba
Nmdsi are Shia Sayads, from Shiraz. The Tir&hi are aborigines.

21. Mani Khels§ (Shias) ; with eight sections.

* Zidrat Sayyid Khalil Bdbd,— Khalil Bab* was the ancestor of the B&bA NmAsi Sayyids,

who are now settled in the Bar Muhammad Khel country. He is claimed as their patron
saint by Shias and Sunnis alike. The shriie is held in high respect by the surrefanding

tribes, and is much visited by people desiring the birth of a son.

Zidrat Mulldh Qhanu Khan.—This shrine is much resorted to by Aka Khel Afridis,

Mishtis, the Daulatzai clans and Sturi Khels.

Zidrat Tor Faqir —Is another shrine in the same village. This miracle-working saint is

held in high esteem by the Sunni clans in this neighbourhood. Cf, Malik Tor, No. 23
below.

, . , _

t The BAra Sturi have a shrine called the owo laithah or sitting place for seven men, the
uidrat of Shaikh Bayazid ShAh, who was asked to prove his sanctity by taking hold of*a bar
of red-hot iron. This he did, but he burnt the village, which was, thenceforward called
Swaikot or the burnt fort.

1 Divided into NizAm NmAsi and Mutakki NmAsi.

§ Zidrat tfanawat.—This shrine, which is much respected by the Mani Khels, was built

on the spot where on ancestor of Sayyid Gul BAdshAh stopped to rest on his way through the
valley. There are several springs in the vicinity of this pleasantly situated shrine, and
pleasure parties resort to it from all the neigbouring villages.
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22.

t.

Sip&yas : with four main sections

;*

Mitha KhAn Khel
Sultin Khel.

i

Hi.

iv.

Ambira Khel.
Lashkari „

This tribe has two shrines, Zidrat Pir Kamfil Shah,, 'at Dsi :* and
another of Pir Saidan Shah.t

23. Abdul Aziz Khels;J with three sub-sections *

•*. Kamil Khel, Shias. I in, Azar Khel.
u. Kadam „ |

A second Kh&nship is vested in the Kamil Khel, in the descendants
of Malik Tor,§ once a zealous adherent of Ihd&d. The chief and his
immediate family are Sunnis.

24. Sult&nzai or Astinzai : now almost extinct though once an
important Shia clan.

25. Brahimzai.

Oria Khel, see TJria Khel.

Oswal, see under Bhibra and Jain.

Otar, a clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Otara, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mulfcdn.

OfHi, (1) a camel driver : (2j a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar
and Montgomery.

Othwal, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Othwal
,
not pronounced Untw£l in the Clien&b Colony, is a tribe

of the Jhang Bar. It has nothing to do with the Baloch who as a

camelman is often called untwdl. The 0{hwdl have two branches,

one on each side of the R&vi : and the tribe is not apparently found
elsewhere. They say they are Chughattns and came from Delhi.

SiAlwAla is their head-quarters in these parts. Another version says

they are Punwars and came from the Multdn direction : they came in

the time of Ndrang, previously known as Nar Singh (a Sikh ? according

to the mirasi ), who was converted by Bah&wal Baq. They are said to

give their daughters to the Kharrals, but not to intermarry with either

the Baloch or the Chaddrars.

* Zidrat Pir Kamdl Shah Ust.—This saint was the grandson of Makhd-dm JahAnian of Uch
in the Jhang district, and died about 1< 0 years ago. He was unmarried and went by the

name of Qalandar. This shrine is held in high esteem by the SipSyas.

A Zidrat Pir Saidan Shah Bukhari,—At Toi Mela. This s lint was a cousin of ITazrat

Makhdum IsA of Bilot in the Dera Ismail Khan district. He settlcd'in the Sipaya country

about 200 years ago, and died there. His remains were taken to Bilot for burial, the

present shrine, being built over temporary resting plac e

J Zidrat Ma*t Mir Kdsim.—Mast Mir Kasim is claimed as their patron saint both by the

Sunni Daulatzais and the Shia Muhammad Kheis, and his shrine is held in profound respect

by both clans alike. A false oath taken at this zidrat lays the perjurer open to severe

pains and penalties. Sayyid Mir Askar of Kalaya regards this saint as* his progenitor.

§ Malik Tor (or the Black Chief), is a curious title for a Sunni Khan, ft can ofcly have

teen borne by the Malik as long as he was an adherent of the Boshanias. •
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Paohada. -pHa, Paohh^da.—-A tribe of doubtful status, but generally known

as Rajputs, found in Hissdr. Without exception all are Muhammadans!
and their name*,at>d local traditions point to the western rivers, Indus,
R&vl and Sutlej as their original seats. They are divided into four
clans, (i) Sohu claiming Chauhdn ancestry through L&l, a son of Jat4
who founded Bhirr&na after migrating from Rawalpindi (I), via
Bhatner and Rdnia, but tradition also says they oame to the Rdvf
from Jflopattan near Jaipur

: (ii

)

Sukhera, descendants of Sukha,
son of Thirpal, a Tunwdr of Bahuna who married a J&Jni and lost

sfcatust : (tit) Hinjr&on, claiming to be Siroh& Rdjputs and inter-

marrying with the Sohus : {iv) Chotia or Bhaneka, claiming Chauhdn
ancestry, but probably more immediately descended from Dandiwdl
J&ts, q* v ,

The facial type of the Pachb&da, according to Mr. P. J. Fagan,
points to a closer connection with the tribes of the Western Punjab
than with the R&jputs of R&jput&na or the J&ts of the Punjab.
Wretched cultivators and typical cattle-thieves they are indolent to

a degree and utterly improvident. Cattle-raising is their tribal occu-

S
^tion, but agriculture is gradually taking its place. During the
utiny of 1857 they seized the opportunity for a turbulent outbreak

and owing to their hard, unrelenting temperament are sometimes
called RtfthJ (ruthless) by their neighbours.

The Pachhddas cannot be classed under the head of good cultiva-

tors. They are pastoral in their tendencies. Prior to British rule

they were professional plunderers. The booty they used to divide

(setting aside a portion for tho heirs of the slain, which was known as

Jcardh), allotting two shares to cavalry and one to infantry. When
British rule began, they turned cultivators, not from choice but from
necessity. But they had no idea of what their rights were, therefore

all the people of a village used to combine to cultivate their lands.

This combination was known as a land . Tho produce of the land

used to be divided according to the following rates -

Share.
(a) Two men with two bullocks 1

(b) One man with one bullock, or only two men or only two bullocks ... i

(c) One man or only one bullock ... ••• ••• ... * ... if

When, however, after a time they became more used to their work,

this system was superseded by another mode of distribution called

chaubacha or fonr kinds of division as follows

laf.—Per house; every chula or fire-place was looked upon as a
house. This division was called Kurhe-ka-bach/ and was

* adopted because the people used to burn village jungle for.

fire-wood.

* Doubtless derived from Pachhim
,

1
west.* J

t In spite of this misalliance the Sukherss will not condescend to marry their girls to

otherPaohhidas.
,

•

$ For Rithi see under OhauhAa, .
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2nd.—»Per every head of cattle, because they grazed in the village

pasture. This was known as aug^shumdrulach and was col-

lected according to the following rates :

—

Share.

(a) Each buffalo ... 1

(b) Each cow aDd bullock not used for the plough (which were excluded) $

(c) Each grazing call ... ,.\
# i

3rd.—Per pagri
,
or on every individual above 12 years of age. This

was the rule, but when hard pressed for money, lads under 12

were also included. This went by the name of pagrubach.

This was done because they used to cut grass or collect paid .

4£A.—On the land ; under this was included only that portion wbioh
was cultivated during the harvest.

5th ,~There was no fixed rule by which they were guided in collecting

the chaubacha . In favourable seasons when the harvest was plentiful

,

' the rate on the land used to be increased ;
otherwise it diminished and

the other rates increased, which was productive of one principal evil, viz.

the levy of government revenue from those who had no share whatever in

the land, such as Bdnias and others. Besides this, the system had an-

other defect, in that it made the cultivators careless, indifferent and
lazy, for they knew that whether they cultivated their land or not, the

Government demand would be paid by a proportionate increase of other

dues. Some J&i villages had also adopted this chaubacha system,—
Hiss&r Settlement Report 1895, p. 10.

Pacheda, or Jbun, a tribe of aborigines found in the Rachna Dodb, in the

vicinity of Nainakot and at the foot of the Jammu hills in Si&lkot,

according to Prinsep.* He adds that the originvil tribes are also known
as Yahars or Yeers in the Jech and the Sindh Sdgar Do&bs and that

the Yabars were a pastoral race, living in juris (fjans) or rude mat huts,

chiefly aloDg the banks of rivers. They were numerous and powerful

tribes and in this time the whole country was studded with thick

forest.t The Jhuns may be represented by . the small sept of Jhun
J&ts found in Jhun and a few other villages of Sidlkot tatail and in

Jammu,

PApAH, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n and in Kapfirthala.

. PAdhA, fern. PadBiani, a Brahman who directs ceremonies at weddings, etc.

See Panjabi Dicty p. 839.

PApf, a Pogar clan (agricultural) fouud in Amritsar,

Pagal panth, a sect or order of the Jogis, so called after a bird which like

a bat hangs itself by the feet downwards (? a swift), in allusion to the
habit of its members of worshipping God while standing on their
heads. Three mahants of this sect are buried in the Kala Mahfcl of the
Jogi monastery at Bohar in Rohtak. •

PAhal, a tribe of Bdgri Jd$s, probably found in Hissdr.

* Settlement Report, 1865, §136.
tjbid.,|184. A solitary Megh of Chak Chibh^O. in Si4k#t is said to be* £ Pachftida by*
but the Meghs return no such got.
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PA&Xff, fern. 4H, a mountaineer, a bill man.

Pisan, an alum miner; fr. pah, alum. Dera GhAzi Khan Gazetteer, p. It.

Piston, a Jit clan found in KablrwAla tahsll, MulfcAn district, and reputed
to be one of the four most ancient tribes in that tract. See Khak
Also found in Montgomery.

PahulIa, pXh-, fr. pahul, pdhul. A Sikh who has been baptized.

Painda Khel, see under Wazir.

Paxlai, see Badhan.

PakhawajI, -aujI, fr. pakhauj, a drum or timbrel ; a drummer.

PakeIwaea.—A criminal and vagrant tribe found chiefly in the SiAlkot,

Ferozepore and GurdAspur districts. Since they were registered

in the first named district, in 1878, they have Bhown a tendency to

migrate into the two latter. The PakhiwAras found in the Lahore
district are not usually criminal, but live by selling vegetables and
are thence also known as Kunjras. They are also called ChifimArs,

because they are hereditary hunters and fowlers. From LudhiAna it

is reported that the PakhiwAras are undoubtedly an offshoot of the

HArol tribe and are also known as MaohhlinAr (fishermen), Meo (with

probably a similar meaning), ChirlmAr and even ArAfg.

Their own tradition is that a soldier of rank was sent on an ex-

pedition by a
,
Mughal emperor, but meeting with defeat he sought

an asylum in a Kingra’s hut and eventually espoused his daughter.

He went through the ceremony wearing a blanket, like those still

worn at weddings by the PakhiwAras in SiAlkot. When all danger

was over, the soldier returned to Delhi but the emperor taunted him
with being apakhi-wara or dweller in a shed ,* and drove him away.

He then settled in SiAlkoL The PakhiwAras have a paroh it who lives

in Garh Ranba near Delhi and often visits Ko( Mokhal in SiAlkot.

By occupation the PakhiwAras are bird-oatchers, hawkers of vege-

tables, watermen and last, but not least, skilful thieves and burglars.

Their women are often prostitutes.

The male PakhiwAras are wheat-complexioned and strongly built, with

large eyes, to which they frequently apply collyrinm. They often

wear a gani or small rosary round the neck and affect the appearance

of peasants. They dress like HArnls except that they give a wal

to their turbans, i. e., twist the folds in tying them. Like HArnls their

women wear the petticoat.

The PakhiwAras are all Muhammadans and are divided into 15

septs

UaKm. fftmnati

|
Hokhe.

Balfan. Chanan
'

Bb»W. Jagre
BhfitA. Pibd

,

PawAr,
Dhodhs. Sombre.
Dholar. Varball.

Khokhsr. Varyi.

KotpiL

*MfKOB» a Jit okn (agricultural) found in Multin.

Another but ton prohibit derivation is from fankhimira at panchfopdra, bird-killer or
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PixBABHANi.—A Muhammadan sect dr order and a branoh of (he Neuab4h£s

(g. v.j. Followers of Sh4h Bakmiu, who is buried in Gojrinwile,,tbpir

practices are the same as those of the Naushihis, except that when
subject to religious frenay (voajd) they hang themselves dn trees with

head downwards and sway their bodies violently backwards rad

forwards, shouting Jllallahu till they faint from exhaustion. They
explain this custom by a story about Pik Bahmin ascending to heaven,

ana on being recalled by Naushab, thinking it respeotful to hip tutor

to descend with his head foremost. These practices are, however, said

to be confined to the illiterate members of the sect.

Pill, (1) a cattle*herd (fr. pdlnd to nourish) in the Eastern Punjab. {2) In

the Multin Division and the Derajit, the Pili is said to be identical

with the Teli. But other observers say that they are a separate caste,

rad carry on all sorts of trades as well as that of oilman. They are'

reoent converts from Hinduism; and their marriage customs used to be

as much Hindu as Muhammadan, but they are abandoning the former.

PauSdXb, (1) a group of the Sheikhs, (2) P&had&r or palltdar is a oooly

who is disengaged and waiting for a job—fr. palhi, leisure.

Fata, a Jit got found in tahsil Jfnd. It claims descent from an ancestor

named Palu.

Pu,uhan, an agricultural clan found in Shihpur.

PAXtti, PahmXn, a name given to Brahmans, by Sikhs and others, in deri-

sion or displeasure.

Pahaioh, a tribe of Jits found in Ludhiina. It observes both the fathera
and jantfidn rites. At the latter the bridegroom cuts the jan${ tree

with his own hands, and worships at the spot of their ja^hera which is

dedicated to this purpose. The pair play at the kangna game on re-

turning home. The first milk of a cow or bnffalo is given to a Brahman
before it is used.

Pah, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

Piiupi, fern. -J, a fortune-teller : a learned man, the title of a branch of the
Kanauj Brahmans ; a Hindu priest on ray pilgrimage.

PiHpiT, fern. -Xtff, a learned man : a title bestowed on Brahmans. See
Pandit.

PiHQAtt, a Jit olan (agricultural) found in HabirWila tahsil, Multin
district, and reputed to be one of the four most anoient tribos in that

tract ; see Khak.

PiKDBsaf, a Jit olan (agricultural) found in Multin.

PiHpai, a school-master or Brahman who direots the weddings rad other

ceremonies of a family : a teacher of arithmetic or of the Lapde script—
i.q. Pddhd. See also under Parohit.

PahphsXua.—The name of a fiijput family which once held Pandhril or
Bamnagar in the Januni hills. Bhnp Dhar Deo was driven from his
territory by Mabiriia Baniit Singh and finally settled At Sh&hsitlput
in AmmUa. The sumx of the eldest son and heir-apparent is Dee, rad
the family claims descent from BijiTarwsr.

PlMWt, a Hindu Kambob olan (agricultural) found in Montgomery. f
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fttafi, a basaT ooolyraPallebdfir. (Ibbetson). See Palledir.

a.«T$f olacn (agricultural) found in Mnltfa.

Pakpit, a title applied to any Brahman who is well versed in Sanskrit
Grammar (viyikaran). This qualification, however, does not in any
way exalt Us; social standing in his own brotherhood. Thns if an
Aoh&mj becomes a pandit by acquiring a knowledge of Grammar, he is

not regarded as superior to a K&eani, or an uneducated Brahman.

Nowadays the term Pandit is generally applied out of courtesy
to any Brahman, illiterate or literate, though, Btrictly speaking, only
one versed in the Bh&atraa is entitled to be so called.

Titles used to be bestowed upon educated Brahmans according to

the extent of the education they had reoeived, and there were three*

grades of educated Brahmans, vix. .—1, Yed-p^hi ; 2, Shath Shdstri ;

and 3, Pandits.

The Ve<J-p6fhi was well versed in the four Vedas and could recite
them by heart, he was a master of all the Sutras and Upanishads. A
Brahman! who only knew the six Shdstraa was called a Shath Shfistri.

PIkdu, a K&fir tribe according to Baverty.

Panihad, a tribe of Jdta found in Lndhidna. It observes the same customs
aB the Panaich.

Panqwal.—An inhabitant of P&ngi in the P&ngi wixarat of the Chamba
State.

This generio name includes the following high castes—Brahmans,
Rdjputs, Th&kurs and R&thls

; and the following low castes—H&lis,
Loh&rs, D&kis and Meghs. There are also a few Tibetans in the
side valleys in Pdngf, who are oalled Bhotg, bnt the Pangw&ls proper
do not eat or intermarry with them. The high castes have no
restrictions on food or marriage among themselves : the low castes
are all endogamons. Among the high castes marriage is prohibited
between kinsmen within five degrees on the mother’s and ten degrees
on the father’s side.

The observances at betrothal are simple. The boy’s father, accom-
panied by a friend goes to the bride’s house and opens negotiations.

Ifthe girl’s parents consent the hoy’s father presents the girl’s father with
a rupee, an observance called phdkhi diti, t.e. assent. 'Hie boy’s father
most go to the girl’s house again within a year to confirm the alliance,

and this is known as chahkhdni, literally, to eat food. The boy and a
friend accompany him and the boy presents the girl- with a pair of
earrings (b&lu) and a bracelet (hcmgan), which collectively are oalled
bandha and the observance isspoken of as bandha dena. The bridegroom
&1bo brings with him luchis or cakes which be puts down in the chula on
birds baric, and on these he places Rs. 12 as a present to the girl’s

father, oalled aididli in Kil&r and Darwas parganaa
,
and bgnna in Bfioh

pargana. He also does obeisance at the feet of the
>
girl’q. mother -and

presents to her Rs. 3, called thilrnl in Kil&r and Darwas and gud mi in

Stfoh. The betrothal is then irrevocable, and if the boy. annuls . it he
anal pay the girl Rs. 6 for her man (consent) j whereas -if the girl

annals it, the-boy, prhisguardiap, if he is a minor, camelauc u^nuted
damages in oourt. Betrothalmay be at asy age.
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Two forms of marriage are in vogue of which the superior fors^ is

called jdnji or janL The bridegroom with his friends goes to the
birde’s house and all the wedding guests are assembled in one room,
the bridal pair sitting side by side, the bride being on the left*

In S6ch pargana three totus* (cones) of sattu (gram parched and ground
and then mixed with water) about a cubic high are prepared, with a
hollow at the top into which ghi is poured. The four sides of the

room and the two door posts are touched with a little of the sattu on
one finger, and then a portion is presented to the bridal pair by the
bride’s maternal uncle with his arms crossed, and afterwards to eaoh
of the guests. A feast accompanied by singing, dancing and drinking

follows.

Next morning the bride’s parents and friends present the sudj

or marriage gifts to her, consisting of sheep, utensils, money, etc.,

according to their means.

The marriage procession then departs to the bridegroom’s house,
but the bride’s parents do not go, only her brother and other relatives.

There also totus of sattu are prepared, one in Kil£r and Darwas and
seven or more in S&ch. On arrival at the door the bridegroom’s
mother meets the bridal pair with a totu, a lota full of water, incense
and a sheep, and does the warna ceremony with the sheep by passing
it three times round their heads.t All then enter the house and the
totu or totus are divided among all by the bridegroom's maternal uncle,

a portion being first presented, as at the bride's house, to the bride
and bridegroom. A feast with songs and dancing follows, and the
feasting is continued over the next day when tumbol or wedding presents

are presented to the bridegroom. On the third day the bride's relatives

take their departure, but before going th*y are given a ball of sattu

with honey, and each receives a present in money, varying from three

to ten rupees, some of which is often returned. Fifteen or twenty
days afterwards the phirauni ceremony takes place. The bride,

accompanied by her husband, goes to her father's house taking with
them some sattu

,
luchis or other things as a present, and remains three

or four days.

The bride is often taken home by her husband after the betrothal

has been completed without any ceremony whatever. This is gene*
rally done privately and, if the girl is of age, without the know*
ledge and consent of her parents. The bridegroom first goes to them
and asks them to name an early day for the wedding, and if they
reply that it cannot be for a year or more, he oomea to an understanding
privately with the girl and when a favourable opportunity offers, they

slip away quietly to the husband's home. If the bride is a child the

consent of her parents must first be obtained, and the husband often

carries off his wife on his back. A jdni is held in the bridegroom’s
house fifteen or twenty days afterwards at which tambol may be
presented to the bridegroom, but none of the bride’s friends are present.

The phirauni ceremony takes place by the couple going to the bride’s

house after a marriage with a present to her parents, while a rupee is
#

* In Kilir and DanriWno totu. aie made at the bride'i bourn,

t The iheep i» then killed and giren to the Edit.
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girm tothe bride
9
* mother by the bridegroom. Am inferior form of

marriage {topi lam) and the procedure in divorce resemble those in

vogue among the Churdhis,

Death observances are simple. Lepers and children under a year
old are buried lying on the back and with their hands folded on the
breast, and their head to the north* All others are burnt and the ashes

collected the same day and thrown into the Chandrabhdga. The
pyre (chi) may Be made of any kind of wood and upon it the body
is placed on its left side, with the head to the north and the face to the
cast. The shroud (masru) is tom into two pieces from the middle-
one piece being placed under and the other over the corpse. Ohi is

sprinkled over the wood and the pyre is usually lighted from the head
and the feet*

For three or five days after a death only one meal called upas is

eaten in the house by the relatives of the deceased. On the ninth day
or later a fitr is generally erected. This consists of a piece of wood
or a small slab of stone on which is carved a rough effigy of the deceased.

The pitr is set up near a spring or stream by a Brahman in the

presence of a brother or other relatives of tlie deceased and a young
girl. A sheep is killed in the bouse and some mantras are repeated
at the stone, and a tokri or basket containing some articles belonging

to the dead person is thrown into the stream. On their return to the

house clothing is given to the Brahman and the young girl A feast is

then given to the near relatives of the deceased. The piir is some-
times placed in a small hut near a stream, or near the village and then

it is called a war.

For a year the date of the month on which the death took place is

observed every month as a fast, and only one meal, also called upas, is

eaten. At the end of a year the house is cleansed and the mourning
comes to an end.

Those who can afford it erect a dhaj in memory of a deceased rela-

tive, but this ceremony is so expensive that few can afford to perform

it. A long slab of stone is brought to the village, and on an appointed
day all the people of the neighbourhood assemble. A sheep is sacrificed

over one end of the slab as it lies on the ground and under the direction

of a Brahman it is then set up on end—one end being buried in the

ground. The relatives go round the stone three times from right to

left. Sometimes a rough figure of the deceased is cut on it and over
this ghi is rubbed—while the Brahman repeats certain mantras, A feast

, is then given to all who are present, and this is the chief cause of

expense. This ceremony usually takes place a year after the death.

Sometimes Bs* 600 are spent*

The family traditions of the Pangwdls point to their having emigrat-

ed from the lower Chendb and the Rdvi and Bids valleys, and also

from Ldhul.

The festivals in Pdngi are as follows :-*• *

1. The Bishu or Bisoa cn 1st Baisdkh, when sauj (small whe&ten
cakes soaked in ghi), ghi, incense, vermilion, flowers, rice and gur axe
offered to the Devis and relatives and friends are feasted, lugri, a kind
of liquor made from ailo or barley, being freely indulged in*»
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% The Antarain or M&ghi oa lit MAgh is held with similar obeerv-

ftQitei m memory of their ancestors! to tfhoro offerings are made*

3. The £fcauJ on the puranmari or full moon of MAgh, when a large

toroh called dalputi or chajgi is carried by the head of each hamlet
and waved before the nearest idols. Feasts are given as at the
Bishu mela, and boys make small torches called ghadnhu or ghiunk
which they swing round their heads in play and then throw at the
walnnt trees! iu the belief that if the torch gets caught in the branches
the thrower will have a son.

4. The Shoraeh (Shiv-rAtri) called ShiwrAt in Darwas, ShorAt or

ShaurAt in KilAr, on varying dates in PhAgan, is observed as a fast.

Bdbtis, milk, ghi, and honey are offered to Shiva and then eaten to

break the fast.

5. The Sil mela is observed on the new moon after the Shiv-rAtri

in MAgh or PhAgan. It is a day of rejoicing to mark the departure of

winter and the advent of spring. In every house there is eating and
drinking at night. They make a Mn of sattu with ghi and flowers

on the top. Rising very early, before daylight, they worship the
various objects in the house, including the family god, and touch all

of them with a little of the sattu . The younger members of each
family do obeisance to the elders. At daylight they go to the houses
of their friends that are near with a bit of sattu or chapati and make a
salAm and eat and drink a little with them, the younger in age always
first, and say bhala dhada (may you be well) to one another. As soon
as the snow clears from the roads they visit their friends and relatives

in more distant villages to offer similar congratulations.

Jdtras are also observed in PhAgan accompanied by eating and
drinking. The salutation among all castes in PAngi is Ruar—Rular.

The HAlis say RuAr to the high castes and get the answer “RAm
RAm.”

Panhal, a sept of RAjputs found in SiAlkoJ. It is said to give brides to

the Bajju RAjputs.

Panjqahhia, or Karora-Singhia—the third dera or military order, sometimes
described as the eleventh misl or confederacy of the Sikhs, The dera
was sub-divided into the ShAm SinghiAn and Kalsia groups; and the

latter was in turn further sub-divided into the LaudpindiAn and BarA-
pindiAn or Birk and JahAliAn.*

Panjovaeah, a JA$ clan (agricultural) found in MultAn,

Panjuttha, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in ShAhpnr.

Panni, a sept of the KAkar PafchAns, but settled among the UtmAazai in

PeshAwar, Raverty, however, says they are not KAkars, but only a

collateral tribe, being descended from Pamai, one of the four sons of

DAnai, KAka?, NAghar and DAwai being the other three. Parnai had
18 sons who founded as mauy sub-tribes, viz., MfisA, Langa or SAnfc,

Sot, MarghozAnai, Jadfin, SAfai, Shorn, Adi, Mandu, Mi^ghastAn,

DilpAl, Yfisai, QAsim, Khajzak, Lawam, Umar! Jantai am KbatAnai,

* R,



^5*^ i*st*named and two others, probably Umar and Jbntai were
•woptedjw jitiB. Some of these, «.p. the Ytisai, have died out, but the
G-AOtfN* Sam, Mtfsi Khel, Ali Kiel, and the descendants of Shorn and
Dilp&l are still numerous. Shorn had two

.
sons, TJsmAn and Shadai,

progenitors of the UtmAn Khel and Shadi or Neshadi Khel respective-
ly* DilpAl had five sons, founders of the Matnizai, Mardo Khel,
Utnarzai, Mulfzai and Bu-Bikrz&i. Ali had four sons, three of whom
founded the Haibat Khel, BAhajrzai and Ughzar Khel, the three septs
being called tlfe DreplAri, or ‘ sons of the three fathers.

1 The MusA
Khel, Sots, Khajzaks or Kajzaks, and others hold the country about
Sfbf,

PannXjhan, a JAJ clan found in ShujAbAd tabsil, Multfin district
;
probably

immigrants from the south.

Panhun, see Punnun.

Panohan, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

PA50N, a JAt dan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

PaksIbI, pan-, PA8AB1, a druggist*

PauthI, pa*j-, a sectary, Fanjabi Dicty p. 862 .

Panwab, a JA$ clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Panwab, (1) a RAjput clan (agricultural) found in MutfcAn
; (2) a tribe of

JAts, according to the Panjabi Dicty., p. 862-, See under PunwAr.

PanwaeI, see TambolI.

Panwabia or Pubia, a Jat tribe or got found in Jind tahsil. It derives
its name from pur or hemp, because its progenitor cultivated that
plant, and it still points to the johari purwdli or hemp tank near
ufigAheri in Rohtak as the tank used by its ancestor.

PIoli, the western PanjAbi term for the JulAha or weaver, he is a
Muhammadan and in Jhang the following sections of the caste are
returned ;

—

1. Ahfr.

2. Badhaf.
3. Bhatti.

i. Bhutta.
S. Baloch.
A. Bcfoafc.

7. GhadhAf.
A. Ghana*.
9. Chauhan,
la Oh^hftt\i.
it Dab
12. DA4h(.

18.

Gonf.
*

14. Hamshfra.
15. Jhamat.
16. JopA.
17. JoiyA.

18. Kharral.
19. Khfchi.
20. Khokhar.
21. Lakhfsar.

22. Langah.
23. Manstfr.

24. Mohini.
25. OWnbar.
26. Moth*.

27. Panwar,
23. Qadiini.
29. ^ RfmA
30. Behar.
31. Sihal.

32. Solgf.

33. Vains.

34. Mtarih.

35. • Nani,
36. wtm.
37. Pharwih.

The
,
caste Is unquestionably made up of fractions-of various tribes

• which have adopted weaving so that Mfrilsis, Mullins, fishermen, dyers
, QassAbs (cotton-combers), sweepers and even Sayyide are? found among
tbs weavers; having adopted their occupation. 'But the Paoli is not
invariably a weaver. He is sometime*, a held labourer, a cultivator or
ht sendee erf some kind. Paoli womeU.also earn something by spinning
and stretching the woof. As regards the Bohat or Bohta Motion, it



* Par&cha;

derives its name from its eponym Bohta, and was onee a landholding
tribe, according to its Mfrfsia. The Behf or Rehre were origisaUy
Khokhars, who, driven oat of Delhi under Muhammad Shdh, while they
were yet children, were named Rehy, ( one who crawls/ Marriage
within the section* is preferred, but it is admissible with any other sec*
tion ; and in all respects Muhammadan law and usages are observed*
At Pdkpattan in Montgomery there are two ( castes

9
of weavers, one

called Bhakri, whose women weave, the other Paoli, whose women
consider it a disgrace to do so.

Paracha, PaeJLicba, PaeInoha, Parachi, PARicHAar, Paraichi, and Ricsf,
synonym tattar in Peshawar. The term paracha is used on the
frontier, and in the central districts of the runjab also, for any petty
Muhammadan trader. The Pardcha, as a trading caste, is sometimes
called Pardcha-Khoja or Khokar-Pardcha. Indeed paracha and khoja
appear to be virtually synonyms, though, as Ibbetson said, the fact

seems to be that in the Rawalpindi and Peshdwar Divisions (i.e., in

the north-weat of these Provinces) where Pardohas are a* recognised
and wealthy caste, Khoja is used for miscellaneous Muhammadan
traders, chiefly hawkers and pedlers, or at least petty traders; while
in the eastern Districts and in the Derajdt, where Khojas are commer-
cially important, Pardoha is used for the Muhammadan pedler* He
added :

—

c< The Pardohas of the Salt Range tract require a word of
separate notice. Their head-quarters are at Makhad in Pindi, and there
are also large colonies at Attook and Peshdwar, whence they carry
on an extensive trade with the cities of Central Asia, chiefly in cloth,

silk, indigo and tea. They say that their place of origin is the
village of Dangot in the Bannu district, and that they moved to
Makhad in Shdh Jahdn's time ; but another account is that they were
Khatris of Lahore, deported by Zamdn Shdh. They have seven clans
and give their daughters only to Pardchas, though they will occasion-
ally take wives of foreign origin. They still retain the Hindu title

of Rdjd. They will not marry with Khoj6s and have dropped the
Hindu ceremonial at their weddings, which they say the Khojds of

those parts still retain. They account for their name by deriving
it from parcha “ cloth,” one of the principal staples of their trade.

Some of the Pardohas of Ambdla seem to call themselves Pardcha
Khel.” The present account of the Pardchas of Makhad is that
they are descended from Naushirwdn, the famous king of Persia, in

the female line. In Attock they say they are descended from one*

of his two daughters, Mir Nigal and Mir Afzun, and that their first

known ancestor was Aziz Yamni who lived two oenturies after Nan*
shfrwdn. Originally settled in Persia, they are said to have migrated
subsequently aod settled in Dhangot on the Indus, near Kdlabdgh and
11 miles south-west of Makbad, as a ruling race, but after a time
they were subdued by the Delhi Kings, and all of them left the place

ana settled in Attock, Naushera, Kohdt, Peshdwar, Delhi, Ahmaddbdd,
Lahore, Bhera, Shdhpur, Khushdb, Kdldbdgh, Makhad, Rdwalpindi,
ghekhan in Peshdwar and Jaldldbdd, Kaman and Kdbul in Afghdniatia.
Dhangot is now deserted, but its ruins exist and all the Pardohas regard
it as their original home. Unlike the Khatri and Arofd converts to

kidnap they are not called Shaikh in Makbad, nut file title

of BAj* or Midn is prefixed to their names by courtesy* In
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Attack they jay they were originally fire-worshippers, bat
were converted to Islim by one Muhammad Muetafft and ' then
became curpet-makers, wbenee their name, pardcha from finish, * a
ctarpet. They deny that they were Hindus. AH Partfchas out ofMakhad and Kdl4Mgh are called Mi&o, though sometimes they are
addressed as Shaikh. Those resident in Makhad and Kdlabdgh are
called B&jtf, because their original seat at Makhad was independent
and the title clung to them even after their expulsion from it. The
following clans of Pardohas reside in Makhad:—Mdhfin, Ranydl,
Pachdngla, Bdtf, Sdwal, Kela} Knlsidl.* These names are derived
from the names of their ancestors. No other clan of Pardcha is found
in Makhad, but iu Attock there is a Sukhdal clan. Intermarriage
between the clans is common and all are regarded as e jual. After
their expulsion from Dhaugot, the Pardchas took to commerce. They
trade according to their means in Bokhdrd, Kdbul, Peshdwar, Bombay,
Calcutta and other important places. Parachas in poor circumstances
earn a living by keeping petty shops in Makhad, whils some pursue
agriculture. In Attock most of the cultivating Pardchas are Bdtis.
The Parachas know the Hindi character and nearly all of them keep
accounts in Hindi like Hindus, though s'»me of them can read and
write Urdfi and Persian which they learu for religious purposes.

The Pardchas wear ordinary clothes. They live within their means
and are, on the whole, a most economical and industrious people. They
are very strict in keeping accounts. A too economical person in the
northern Punjab is sometimes nicknamed pardcha, i.e. a miser. They
do not indulge in extravagance or in liquor. Their women aie kept in
strict parda, so much so that in Attook a woman is never allowed to see
any male relative except her father, husband, son and her paternal
and maternal uncles. The quality of their dress generally depends
upon their means, but they are comparatively better dressed than the
men. By religion they are all Sunnis and are mostly the followers of
the Chishti family of Taun*a Sharif in Dera Ghdzi Khdn, while a few
of them belong to the Qddria sect. Generally speaking, they observe
the rules of Isldm somewhat more rigidly than their neighbours, the
Pathdns and even than the Awdns. Th^re exists some party feeling
amongst the Pardchas themselves. The Bdtis form one party and
the wealthy and intelligent Pachdnglas another. Until the last

few generations it was not the custom for the Bdti Kheli to
intermarry with other Parachas. This khel is said to have only
come from Kohdt six or seven generations ago. Their ancestor in the
8tb generation was a Rdjd of Khwarra Zira and the fiist of his family to

be converted to Jsldm.

The Pardchas contract marriages among themselves, and do not

marry their girls to other clans. A girl, as a rule, cannot be married
without her guardian's consent, i e* she is bestowed by her father,

uncle, brother or some other near relation. Without stjoh consent
ilia bridegroom's parents have to pay about Bs. 1,000 as a penalty to

ttijd bride's guardian. Two feasts, consisting of meat and halwa (a

preparation of flour, sugar aud ghi) are generally given at a wedding.
sort is permitted on such occasion*. Nearly

not appear to occur is any other casta

i .1 1 11
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,
*»U ikt fcs*t« at weddioga are given with the previous consent ol the

hmils of the seven clans already mentioned,

These heads are called mutabar or chifddhria,

'

grey-beard/ They are
authorized to fix the number of guests on Bueh occasions according to

/' the means of the parents of the bride and bridegroom. Thos they
may direct that the dinner be given only to the petkot (descendants
from one grandfather) or to the kabila, (other near relatives), or to the
pirchun (all the Pardichas of Makhad). Ho Pardcha is permitted to

borrow money on such an occasion and he is considered to have done
all that can be expected of him if he keeps within the limit of his

savings. The dower is fixed at Bs. 350, whioh is equal to 500 rupees
Makhadi and one gold mohar. The Mulldh of the mosque reads the
nikdh and is given a rupee for his services. A few Pardebas have
married Bokhdrd. women, and the children of such wives share equally

with those by Pardoba wives.

Pi*A Chamkanni or Chahkanni.—A small tribe of obscure origin, but
claiming to be Gbobca Khsl Pa(hdns. They inhabit the Kirmdn valley

in Kurram and the head of the Thahai Darra, a tributary of the Khar-
mdna, but are said to be connected with the Chamkannis or Chak*
mannis of Keraia, a village west of Kharldchi in Dera Ismail Khdn and
with the village of Chamkanni near Pesbdwar. For the most part

Bunnis, they respect their chiefs more than Pathdns usually do and set

apart lands to enable them to exercise hospitality, but pay no taxes.

Otherwise they are described as democratic, ignorant and poverty-

stricken. They have 4 main sections, thus

—

1. KhiniKhd.
( Mahmud Khin Khel.

1 Bilazawai Khel.
r Darya Khin KahoL

3, Bill Khel ? Khambar Khel
(.Hussain Khel.

A Mirza km j
Collectively called Khvrija KahoL

But in Kirmdn live the Budb or Budha Khel who are Shias and

(tome Sunni Chamkannis who also look up to the Sbia, chief. He is to

all intents and purposes a l'uri.

pAJtiiaHA, see Pardcha : Panjabi Diety., p. 864.

pABABftiMt, a sect or group of Brahmans found in the Simla Hills. The

cult of Parasu Rdma is 6aid to have been first established in the hills

at five ethdne or places, viz., Kao and Mamel in Snket, Nirmaud in

Knlu, Nirth ana Nagar in Bashahr, and bhunda* sacrifice w&s first

performed at them. The Parasrdmi Brahmans subsequently-formed

branches of the cult, called a(7nm,t at Shingld, Shaneri, Larsa and

Danse, all in Bashahr, and introduced the bhunda sacrifice there.

• For an account ol the bhunda sacrifice see the Simla Hill 8tates Qazetteert Bashahr

tm. Sr
>, 81. It is said that the bhunda, shdnd and some other ceremonies are only performed

at villages where there are Khund Kanets, i.e. descendants of the old Miwi families, ibid,

p% 81. But, it is also said, the rite was extended to any place where a Parasr&mi Branman
settled, and it came too to be celebrated in honour of other deities besides Paras Rto,

t 'ihe Correct word appears to be thairi or (Hm, which means a kind of platform used in

worship* Pan$H Tika him Joshi gives the 4 ffteria as Lindas, Dindsa, §ingar an&Saner
and makes the 5 sth&n* as in the text: J. A. 8. B., 1911, p. 683. The Simla Hilftates

$0g§t$*r elsewhere makes the fHain more important than the $th4n

:

see Bashahr, p. 30,
'
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PASBirf, -fi, a mountaineer : Panjdbi Diety., p. 86?.

Pabbb, Parbhu, fem. -an!, a patron j a term applied by pi&ma to those whoso
families they serve. Panjabi Diety., p. 867. It literally means 'lord/

as in Parbh-datt, * given of the Lord/

Parchckia, a dealer in grain and groceries.
#<

Pans, a Ji( clan (agricultural) found in Mnlt&n : Panjdbi Diety., p. 868.

Pabbab, (I) a Muhammadan Jilt clan (agricultural)
; (2) a Balooh dan

(agricultural)
j (3) a Mahtam clan (agricultural)—all three found in

Montgomery.

Pabbab, a J&t sept found in Dera GMzi Kh4n : see under Dah&. Cf. also

M(r4si at page 118, supra. The Parhdr is also found as a
clan (agricultural) in Multdn. If the word is a contraction of Parihir
the Parhir Jdts are the only representatives of the Pratihtfra Rdjputs

in the Punjab.

Pabhebha, see fiangrez.

Pabw}jLI or Fabu6li, a Tdjik tribe according to some, but Afghans according

to others, and descended from one of the 21 sons of K&kar. The
Parmul are maliks of the Ghilzai and appear to derive their name
from the Parmfil or Farmfil darra.

PabnamI, see Chajju-panthl.

Pabobit.#—A Brahman appointed as priest to a family. The office is here*
ditary, A parohit must attend his patrons at festivals, and on social

occasions, such as weddings and deaths. He receives all the dues of
the first class which are given in charity, the remaining dues being
distributed to other BrahmanB. In the event of a parohit being illiterate

he engages a substitute to officiate on his behalf and he is paid half hie

does.

If a parohit negleots to attend his patron’s house at a death or wed-
ding he is liable to dismissal from his office. It is his client’s duty to

inform him of any important occasion, if his house is situate at a die*

tanoe. The women of the parohit’

s

family are regarded as his patron's

own mother, sister, eto., and they are held in the same estimation as bis

women folk. Similarly a parohit treats his patron’s womankind with as

muoh respeot as his own. If either party is guilty of adultery with a

woman of the other, for instance, if the wrong-doer is a parohit, he is

dismissed from the priesthood and if the offender be a patron, the in*

jured parohit goes to the wrong-doer’s house and curses him. He also

fasts for two days, and as it is considered a heinous sin, the wrong-doer

propitiates the parohit by giving him a fee (nazrdna) in cash or kind.

The doer's brotherhood also imposes a penalty of somedcind on hint by

way of fine. If a man die childless his kiria-karm or death ceremonies,

are performed by his parohit. And if his heir is unfit to' perform his

funeral rites, the parohit performs them iu hia stead. The parohit is

• The true P&njtbi form appears to b* 'parakat, fem. -on, aiU
) or faro
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also deputed to officiate for the heiri at the celebration of a jag and

* , thr&dh. There are two classes of parohits
(1)

. Those employed on all auspicious occasions. They are rarely

appointed to act at a kiria-karm
,
and in this case, all alms given in the

name of the dead, are given to the Acharaj.

(2)

. Those who are deputed on occasions of mourning such as a

death, kiria-karm
,

shrdah, etc. They receive all the alms given in the

name of the deceased. But in all the matters of ritual parohits of the

higher grade are employed and paid their dues in cash, after the puri-

fication has been effected. The parohits of both parties are called in

to decide all disputes arising in connection with weddings or death

observances and their award is regarded as absolutely final. Their

duty consists in reading (jap) from certain books, and in finding out

the auspicious time for every observance. If a parohit does not Know

the science of fortune-telling, he arranges with the one versed in the

science to do so on his behalf.

The pddha is the assistant to the parohit and serves under him on all

occasions, at weddings, deaths and festivals. The pddha is employed

to assist the parohit in the worship of the gods, and in supplying all

materials required to prepare the c< chauk ”

The pddha also interprets all the verses orymantras rt cited on any

occasion. He also has hereditary claims on his patrons.

Pabofia, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Parsi, the Zoroastrian class who came from the Bombay Presidency into

the Punjab as merchants and shopkeepers. They are also called

Zardanhfc, Zartnsht, or Zurtushti, apparently the Indian form of

Zoroaster—and Sh&hinsh&hi.

Pasari, fr. pasdrnd ,
ip spread out

;

t. PansArf ; Panjabi Didy p. 880.

Pahabyk, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Pas!, Pans*, (1) a low caste closely allied to the Kbatiks, who indeed

are said by some to be nothing more than a PAsi tribe. They are said

to be the professional watchman and thief of the United Provinces and
to derive their name from pasa, a noo3e. Their original occupation

is said to be climbing the toddy-palm by means of a noose and making
toddy. They are a very low caste and great keepers of pigs, ana
in the cantonments of the Punjab are often employed in collecting

and selling cow-dong for fuel
; (2) a section of the Kh&tris*; and *(3) a

sob-caste of Brahmans.

Paso!, a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

PassakI, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Patari yaw, a RAjput clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. Of. PathAqia.

* Or P&shi. They were »U residents of Rbatinla but a fire broke out and all fled, leaving

a chiefs sou behind. The fee who remained to look after him were called Pisi to din*

ti&guish them \tom the Apisi or Aspisi who had left the place; Pb* Census Rep, 1911,

p. 471. For customs s#e Voi. I, p. 69$, *•
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PATfliN.~The term Pa^hAo is popularly applied to the members of any tribe
bailing from the north-west frontier borderland of India,* A synonym
is the well-known term Rohiila (Rohela, i.e. an inhabitant of the roh or
mountainous country). Another synonym is Afgh&n (obsolete plural
Af&ghina) but an attempt has been made to distinguish Afghan from
Path£n* On the nortti-west frontier of India the term Path&n is applied
to^ any member of the tribes which speak Pashto as opposed to the
Hin"ki (Indian) speaking subject races, and in the northern Pafh&n
countries such as Dfr and Sw&tthe term Pathfin is not invariably a racial
term, and even the P&th&ns properly so called are not a homogeneous
race, but a corgeries of dominant tubes containing affiliated Hindkf
(Indian) and probably Turkish elements.

Language .

The language of the Pathdns, with the exception of the UBMABiswho
apeak BargastA, is the Iranian Pashto or Pakhto, the former being
apparently the original form of the name.

According to Mr. Longworth Dames Pashto or 'Afghani* is the
language of all the Afghans. It extends throughout their territory

whether within or without the existing Afghan State. On the north it

is bounded by the EAfir and Dard languages, on the east by western
PanjAbi or Lahnda, on the south by Balochi and on the west by
Persian. The total numbers of speakers of Pashto may, perhaps, be
3.500.000 of which 2,000,000 may be in Afghanistan proper and
1.500.000 in British and independent territory. The east Iranian
character of the language is clearly established, although it has under-
gone many alterations and corruptions, and has been so strongly
affected by Indian infiu* nee as to lead Trumpp to believe that it should
be classed as an Indian language. Geiger gives the following distinc-

tive points as indicating its origin clearly

1. Original Aryan dental s (except before t) becomes h
; often lost altogether in modem

pronunciation,

2. The Aryan aspirates become spirants, as in Old Iranian.

8. The Aryan surds Jc
t

f, p, before consonants become spirants, and often disappear in

later forms.

4, Before t Aryan dentals become *, as is usual in Iranian.

5, Aryan s becomes 8, as in Iranian
;
the group $w becomes spt

8. Aryan *, zh
,
answering to Indian j and h appear as *.

A change which is peculiar to Pashto is the general change of d and often of t to l.

•The Indian aspirates do not exist and Pashto speakers are unable to pronounce them.
R is frequently dropped in conversation. Indian cerebrals t

,
d, f and n exist, but in Indian

words only.

The borrowed element is large. Indian loans affect not only the vocabulary but the

P
rammar ;

even the infinitive termination in ai is of Indian origin. Loans from modem
ersian are numerous, and through the medium of Persian a large number of Arable words

have come in, and even a few Turkish.

•There are two principal dialects, which maybe called (1) thg north-eastern (With its

centre at Peshawar) and (2) the south-western (with its centre at Qandal 4r). They are

41 Other terns are in local use, e g.Rishi is used in the Central Punjab trfdenote a Patbin
of the labouring class. The word is probably derived from the Orasn plain in tht Basils
District, the ancient Urasha.
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distinguished from each other by the pronunciation of certain consonants which are? gut-

turals in (IV and sibilants in (2). These are shin or Mn pronounced kh in (i) ana *h

in (2), g in (l) and * in 2) ; also sometimes dx in (2) becomes % in (1) but this is not

uniform. Thus

(1) Khadza or khaza
,

“ woman ” becomes (2) shadza (L) ghwag, u the ear,’* becomes <£)

ghuat.

As the same character is used in writing whatever the pronunciation, these spoken van*
ations do not affect the written language) and they are nowhere sufficient to make one
dialect unintelligible to the speakers of the other. A very distinct dialect, however, is that

spoken in Bannu, Dawar and WaafrfsUn, a branch of (2). In this a complete system of

vowel change is found, according to which ;

a becomes o
|

u becomes i

o „ e or o
|

u ,, i <

as in ploiina for pldrdna, pi. of pldr, “ father, * mer for mor

,

“ mother ;

** mxzh for muzh
'‘we." Among the Afridis also a is often pronounced o.

The language in its more cultivated forms nr ay be studied in the works of Dorn, Raverty,
Vaughan, Bellew, Trumpp and Darmesteter.

The word Pakhto certainly Fuggests some connection with the
Paktyik6 of Herodotus, but the identification of Paktyik6 with modern
Afghdniatdn, apparently assumed by McCrindle/* is quite untenable.

Steint identifies Paktyike with the territory of Gandh&ra, the present
Peshawar Distrcfc. This identification suggests a possible solution

of the problem. A conjecture may be hazarded that a race, calling

itself Afghan, invaded the anpient Gandhdra and found there a domi-
nant race called Pathdn, or dominant tribes which bore that title as a
local equivalent of Rdjput and a host of similar terms—and adopted
it as an alternative to their own designation of Afghan. In this

connection the following account of the Pathdns in Dir, Swdt (the

ancient Wdy&na; and Bdjaur, which is condensed from notes by Sir

Henry MacMahon, may be of interest :

—

In Dir, Swdfc and Bdjaur a shareholder or daftari, is entitled to the
name of Pathdn as long as he retains his share

(daftar

)

of the tribal

land. A man who alienates his dajtar or loses it is no longer entitled

to be called Pathdn, but becomes a FaqirJ and has no longer a voice in

the village or tribal councils.

The Path&ns of Dir, Swdt and Bdjaur differ little from the other
Pathdns except in that they possess a spirit of discipline, especially in
Dir and Swdt. This spirit is, however, much les3 marked among the
Utm&n Khcl. It has doubtless been inculcated by their long-standing
system of communal government and the periodical redistribution of
tribal lands. In treachery they may well be given the first,, place
among Pathdns, but in courage and hospitality they do not compare
unfavourably with them. Superstitious and collectively fanatical they

* Invasion of India, p. 841.

t Memoir on Maps illustrating the Ancient Geography of Kashmir
, 1899, referred to by

McCrindle in hifl Ancient India, p. 42. McCrindle speaks of the ethnic name Pakhtdn, but
there appears to be no such name. But the usages of pukhtunwali, a code (unwritten),
framed on the principles of equity and retaliation, governs the decisions of the tribal jirgas
in Pesh&war : Gazetteer

, 1897-98, p, 130. Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul, O.I.E., suggests that
Path&n is derived from Pratisthina * well-established ; lb. Census Rep., 1912, p. 471.
This suggestion commends itself to the present writer.

1 In Peshiwar also fagir is almost, if not quite, synonymous with hamsdva ' dependant
’

or vaslfcV—Peahiwar Gazetteer, 1897-98, p. 134.
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are by no means fanatical individually aud cases of ghazd are practically

unknown amon^ them, but their innate spirit of discipline makes the

collective fanaticism, of which they are capable when roused, a remark-

able trait in their character.
:

The tenures among the Path&ns of Dir, Swat and B&jaur are strongly
analogous to their political systems. When the country was first occu-

pied all lands were divided into tappas between the septs of the tribe.

Each tappa was further divided into daftars, one to each fc/teZ^and each
doftar was further subdivided into brakhas or bakhras, the individual

shares. Any person possessing a share, however small, in a da/tar is

called a daftari,
and in order to equalise the shares of each daftari} as

far as possible, the lands of each khel were classed according to the

nature of the soil into vands or wands each bearing some distinctive

local name. Thus a dajtari's share was not necessarily a compact piece

of land, but was often composed of scattered plots in several wands
It was calculated by some recognised unit of measurement, which varied

in different localities, such as pucha
,

rupaiya
,
paisa

,
tura

,
ghonayc

,

nimkaiy tirao, pao, etc.

Part of the land of the community used, however, to be excluded
from this partition, and allotted to the use of those who had served the

lchel or village by sword or prayer. Such land is called seri and is ex-

empt from redistribution or khassure which is otherwise universal,

save in Sam R&nfzai. Seri lands are held sometimes by a powerful

Kh&n, sometimes for the use of the village or tribal jirga, but more fre-

quently by the village tnulla or some member of tlie priestly classes.

As a rule, they lie on the border between two communities, or are

lands in dispute, and thus form buffers between villages. The periodical

redistribution occurs every 5, 10, 15 or 20 years, and extends to the

lands of whole septs, occasionally even to the tappas
,
while exchange of

the daftars of hhels and individuals is universal. It says much for the

discipline of the community that redistribution is accomplished down to

the smallest fraction of a sub-share of each individual share. At the

end of the 1st year the whole khel casts lots for aud redistributes all

the rice lands : at the end of the 2nd year this is repeated : at the end
of the 3rd fresh lots are cast for the rice lands and also for the double-

crop rain lands : in tlio 4th year lots are cast again for tlie rice lands

and also for the single-crop rain lands ; and at the end of tlie 5tli year
lots are cast for the rice lands alone. At the end of the 6th year the

khel moves off en bloc to a new dajtar. The results are disastrous as

no one has the slightest interest in improving the land, developing irri-

gation or building permanent houses. No orchards* no gardens, few,

if any, trees save in the sacred precincts of a ziarat exist.

Literature.—The existing literature of Pashto commences from the
1 6th century, and is mainly poetical, especially histories, such as Akhfin
Darweza's Makhzan^i-Pashto and Makhzan-i-Islam

, and* Afzal Khdn
•KbataFs Tarikh-i-Murastsa. The principal poets are Kbushhdl Khdn,
the Khatak chief, who was for some time a prisoner at the Court of the
•emperor Aurangzeb and wrote a Diwan after the Persian model) Mirza
Khdn Ansdri, a poet of the Sufi school, and the popular poets Abd-ul-
JRabmdn and Abd-ul-Hamid who have both left Diwana ot a mystical
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character, also Abd-ul-KAdir Khajak and Ahmad Shih, the greet
Durrdni king. Abd-ul-Rahmdn is considered by Afghans to be tieir

best poet, but Europeans probably will give the highest place to the
snore simple and energetic verse of Khushh&l EMn. On the whole
the literature must be considered as artificial and imitative, and cannot
claim to be more than a reproduction of Persian models.

Popular poetry .—But side by side with it there is the genuine
popular poetry which has till lately attracted little attention. Barmes-
teter's collection of these poems has rescued them from oblivion ; they
are the genuine expression of popular feeling in war, politics or love.

Tborburn has also recorded some ballads, riddlea and proverbs and
some spirited ballads in the Wazfr dialect have lately been published
by Mr. E. B. Howell.* None of the popular poetry is of ancient date,

there are no heroic ballads relating to the great migrations and
conquests of the Afghan race except one relating to Ahmad Sh6h.
Most are of the 19th century. There is nothing to compare with the
fine heroic ballads found in Balochi.

Religious literature .—Religious writings both in prose and verse
abound in Pashto ; a great number of works of this type are litho-

graphed at the presses of Pesh&war and Lahore. Most of these have
no great merit as works of literature. Mir Hamza, a long pot m, by
Mi&n Muhammad Sahh&f, may be mentioned.

Alphabet .—Pashto makes uso of the Arabic characters in the Naskh
form, and has adopted certain modifications to express the peculiar
sounds of the language.T

2he Afghans in History . Ferisfcta hazarded a conjecture that the
people ot the hills between Kdbul and Kaudh&r, who united with the
Khokharst and ‘Chowbea/ the ancient zamtndirs of the Punjab, under
Durga of the tribe of Bulh&s, governor of Jammu, to expel Kid&r R&jA
from the Punjab, were the people called Afghans in his days, but this

theory appears untenable. § No doubt Ferishta sp< aks of the Afghans
as known in year 683 A. U. or even earlier. He cites a lost work, the
Matld-ul-Anwar as authority for saying that the Afghans are Copts of
the race of the Pharaohs who refused to embrace the Jewish faith when
Moses led the Israelites out of Egypt and, leaving their country, came
to India and eventually settled in the Sulaitr.an mountains where they
bore the name of Afgh&us.|| When Abraha marched against Mecca
a body of Afghfos accompanied him, but were annihilated. ®The
AfgjWns had already been converted to IslArn when Muhammad bin
QAsim invaded Sind and Mult&o, and in 6$2 (A. H. 63) they issued

from their hills and laid waste KirmAn, ShiwarAn and Peshiwar,
They defeated the forces sent against them by the RAjd of Lahore,

• Bome Border Ballads of the North* West Frontier.—J. R. A. 8., 1907, p, 791,
t Knc%eloi«udia of hldm, s . v. Afghanistan.

t Ferishta has Gakkars, but he almost certainly mistook the Khokhars for the Gakkart.

(

Briggs’ Trans, of the Hiet. of the Rise of the Mahomedan Power in India. I, p. bail,
Briggs : op. cit.

t 1, p. 6.
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and compelled the Indians to retreat on Lahore. The Afghans also
made aa alliance with the Khokhars* and compelled the B&ja of
Lahore to cede them certain territories in perpetuity. They also

settled the Khalj in Lamgh&n, agreeing to protect the frontier against
Muhammadan invasions, but the Muhammadan Afghans, notwithstand-
ing this treaty, continued their depredations, advanced to Pesh&war and
built a fort in the hills which they named Khaibar, They also sub-
dued the province ,of Rob. which extended from Swfit and B&jaurto Siwi
near Bhakkar in Sindh and from Hassan-Abd&i to K&bul and
KandahAr. Under the Samanides the Afghans formed a buffer state

between the kingdom of Multan and Lahore, thus confining the
SAm&ni inroads to Sind. But, despite their efforts Sabuktagin, governor
of Seist&n, repeatedly invaded Mu ltd a and LamghAn. Jaip&l, the Jtt&jA

of Lahore, and the Sharia RajA then took counsel together and ap-
pointed Shaikh Hamid, Afgh£n,+ as governor of Mult&n and Lamghgn
in which districts he placed Afghan garrisons. Hamid, however, went
over to Sabuktagin t and thus saved his own territories from invasion,
but his son Mahmud of Ghazni made furious war on the Afghans and
compelled all the tribes to submit to him.

KhAlid bin Abdulla, superseded in the government of Kabul, and
afraid to return to Arabia by the route of Persia, retired with a number
of Arab retainers into the SulaimAn mountains. There he settled and
gave his daughter to an Afghan chief, a convert to Isl&m. From two
of their many children descended the tribes of Lodi and Sur.

At the battle of PesMwar in 1008 A. D. 10,000 horse, Turks,
Afghans and Khalj, pursued the defeated Hindus and in 1010 Muham-
mad, Sur, who appears to have held Ghor, was attacked by Mahmud
in his entrenched camp and taken prisoner. Ferishta then contradicts
his previous account and says that the sovereigns of Ghor and its

people were only converted after this disaster. This is stated on the
authority of the Tawdrikh-i-Yamini.§

After this Ferishta has little to tell us about the Afghans whom he
mentions incidentally under the year 1040 A.D., when the prince
Yazfdy&r was sent with a detachment to keep in check 1 the mountain
Afghans near Ghazni/

1|
Then in 1049 we read that Ali bin Rabia

and Mirak Husain, being joined by the natives, raised a great army at
Peshawar and. having reduced Mult&n and Sind, subdued the Afghans
who had declared their independence in * that country* (sic). This
nation had taken advantage of the public disturbances to plunder
those provinces.^ Here Ferishta seems to locate the Afghans on the
frontiers of MulfcAn and Sind.

* Ferishta has Gakkars, as before.

t Later on, at p. 40, Ferishta calls him Shaikh Hamid, Lodi. *
.

t Briggs : op. cit.
t pp. 6—10. On p. 19 Ferishta adds that the Afghans and Khalj who

reBi<|ed among the mountains, took the oath of allegiance to Sabuktagin add that many of
them were enlisted in his army.

§ Ferishta says that the Tabaqdt.i-Ndsiri and Fakhr-ud.Diu Mubarik Shah, Lodi, author
of a history of the kings of Ghor in verse, both affirm that they were converted in the time
of Ali and were the only Moslems who remained true to his cause under the Onjmayyid*,

]|
Briggs, p. 111.

*

p. 180.
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Sulfcdn Araldn Ghaznavi, when expelled from Ghazni a second time,
sought an asylum among the Afgb&ns.*

About 1118 A. D., Muhammad Bahlfm, who had built the fort of
NAgaur in the Siw&lik province, raised an army of Arabs, Persians,
Afghans and Khalj, with which he ravaged the territories of the
independent Indian prinoes.t He aspired to sovereignty, but was
defeated by Bahr&m Ghaznavi near Multdn. The victorious king
soon after executed Qntb-ud-Din Muhammad Ghori, Afghan, to whom
he had given his daughter in marriage, bub Saif-ud-Din Sdri, prince
of Ghor, brother of the deceased, drove Bahrain into Kirm&n (? Kurram)
a town which had been built by the Afgh&ns to guard a pass in the
mountains between Ghazni and India. Saif-ud-Din attempted to
establish his rule at Ghazni but failed, and he was captured and the
forces of Ghor were defeated. His brother Ala-ud-Din, in revenge,
invaded Ghazni, In the battle which ensued he owed his victory over
Bahr&m to the prowess of two gigantic brothers, called Kharmil or
Firinil.J Ala-ud-Din plundered and burnt Ghazni, thereby earning
the title of Jah&nsoz, and carried off many of its most venerable and
learned men to Firoz Koh where he plastered the walls of his native
city with their blood. After this lie returned to Ghor, and soon lost

Ghazni to the Ghuzz Turkmans, but soon regained it, only to be expelled
from it again by Assamad, a general of Sult&n Khusrau, some time
before 1160 A. I). Ferishta next proceeds to make Shah&b-ud-Din,
Muhammad of Ghor, a brother of Ala-ud-Dfn.

It is now time to .pause for a moment and consider whether Ferishta’s

detailed and circumstantial, if somewhat fragmentary and confused,

account of the origin of the Afghans is correct. According to
: Raverty, a very high authority, it is not. He states that Ferishta was
misled by the misreading of 1 Lawi 9 for ‘Lodi* as the name of the

* ancestor of theQuraish rulers of Multdn, who were of the Bani Usm&n,
descendants of Sim, son of Lawi, and who were overthrown by Sult&n
Mabm<id.§ Raverty has further pointed out that Ferishta had jumped
to the conclusion that the Stir Afghans were connected with and
descended from Muhammad-i-Suri, but the Afghan tradition is very
different. According to it, Shih Husain was descended from the younger
branch of the Ghorian race, while Muhamraad-i-Suri, said to be the
great-great-grandfather of the Sultins Gbiyis-ud-Din and Muizz-ud-
Oin (Muhammad of Ghor) was descended from the elder branch, with

whom the sovereignty lay. Sh&h Husain by one of bis Afghdn wives

hid three sous, Ghalzi, Ibrahim sumamed Lodi, and Sarw&ni: The
Afgh&u tribe of Stir was founded by Stir, son of Ismail, grandson of

Lodi.
||

In the absence of all knowledge of the sources whence Ferishta

draw his history of the early Muhammadan period it is impossible 4o
say that the Afghans were unknown till 1024 A. D. (as stated on p. 3

* Ibid., p. 147 .
* a

J
r
Ibid., pp. 151—6.

t For dfa Fanmnl Maliks of the Ghilzai, see Pabm^li.

I J. AA B. 1892, p 825. Of. pp. 190-1 on which the late Major Raverty id a copy of hiB
ide off the Mihrdn of Bind and its Tributaries has corrected Luwai to Lawi.

1)
Raverty’s Trans, of the TabaqdUi-Kdsiri, pp. 610-511, notes. Raverty also points out, on

p. 820, ‘that only once (and that towards the end of his wort) dees the author of the Tabaqdt
mention the Afghans.
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of Vol. 11/ supra,*) but the history of their migrations makes it

doubtful if they were even then known within the limits of what is

now Afgh&nist&n, and they had certainly not penetrated into the
valley of Pesh&war or any part of the plains at the eastern foot of the

Snlaim&n range. *

This is virtually the conclusion arrived at by Mr. Longworth Damest
who observes that

"The first mention of the Afghans in written history is in the
chronicle of al-’Otbi known as the Ta'rikh-i- Yamini (the author was
secretary to Mahmfid of Ghazni), and an almost contemporary mention
by aJUBirfinf ; Al-Idrfsf in his account of K&bul and Qandah&r (end of

11th and beginning of 12th centuries) does not even mention them.
Al-’Otbi records that Sebuk-tegin enrolled Afghans in his army, and
that Mahmtid in his invasion of TokhAristdn led an army consisting of

Indians, Khalj, Afghans and Ghaznawis, and that on another occasion

he attacked and punished the Afghans. Baihakfs Chronicle, only a
little later in date, confirms this. Mahmfid's attacks on the Afghans
took place in 411 (1020-1021) and 414 (1023-1024). Al-Birfinf

mentions the Afghans once (ed. Sachau, i. 208), saying that in the
western mountains of India live various tribes of Afghans who extend
to the neighbourhood of the Sind (i.e., Indus) valley. Thus in the

11th century when the Afghans are first mentioned they are found
occupying the SulaimAn Mountains now occupied by their descendants,
the very tribes which the advocates of the exclusive claims of

the Durrdnfs will not admit to be true Afghans. Al-Biruni no doubt
also alludes to them in the passage (Zoc. cit.

} p. 199) where he says
that rebellious, savage races, tribes of Hindus, or akin to them, inhabit

the mountains which form the frontier of India towards the west.

There is no record that at this time any Afghans were found west of

Ghaznfn nor in the KAbul valley and Gandh&ra which was occupied by
a Hindu kingdom. Confusion has arisen through the error of modem
historians who have, as Raverty has pointed out, mistaken TAjik Ghoris
and Turkish Khalj for Afghans. Raverty considers with good ground
that the Afghans were at this time found only in the mountains south
of the Kurram and east of Ghaznfn. The most persistent mistake is

that regarding the Ghoris. Thu3 Malleson (History of Afghanistan,

p. 93) speaks of Qutb Al-Dfn Ghori Afghan, where Ferishta, who is bis

authority, does not use the word Afghan at all, but calls him Ghorf
Sfirf, i.e. a descendant of Suri, and not a member of the Sur tribe of

Afghans. Even eo accurate a writer as E. G. Browne (Lit. Hist . oj

* Persia, ii3 v. 305) speaks of the “ kings of Ghur, those fierce and hardy
Afghans of Firuz-kfih.” It is evident that throughout the Ghaznawf
period' the Afghans continued to be an obscure mountain race. We
occasionally hear of them, but as adventurers and hill rebels only.

In 431 (1039-1040) Mas’ud sent his son Amfr into the hill country
near Ghaznfn to subdue the rebel Afghans. (Malleson, Zoc. cit., p. 86
turns this into Afghans, Abddlis and Ghalzai^, the.two latter names

See Baverty, op. cil, t p. 86, note. He says :
“ Id 414 H. (A. D. 1024) Mahmud came

an accommodation, in a distant part of Hind, with Beda (or Nanda in other works) . . .

after which he returned to Ghazni and in the same year made a raid into the moon am
inhabited by the Afgh&nidn, plundered‘them and carried o5 much booty.*

t Encyclopaedia of Islam, «, v, Afghanistan.
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being absolutely unknown at that time). In 512 (1118-1119) an
army composed of Arabs', Ajam, Afghans and Khalj, was assembled by
Arskn Sh&h. In 547 (1 152-1153), Alfi says, Bahrdm Sh&h assembled
an army of Afghans and Khalj. With the rise of the Ghori power
the same state of things continues. In 588 (1192) according to

Ferishta the army assembled by Muizz-abdin Muhammad bin Sdra

consisted of Turks, T&jiks and Afghans, and his Indian opponent
Pithorai (Prithwi Rdja) assembled a force of 4 Rdjput and Afghan
horsemen. Thus in this great war between Mussulmans and Hindus
Afghans are represented as fighting on both sides, which probably
indicates that they were not yet completely converted to Mam,
although the manufactured legends represent them as having been
converted from the days of Khdlid. It is not clear whence Ferishta

obtained this statement. It does not appear in the account of this

war given by Minh&j-i-Sir&j in the Tabaqdt-i-Nasiri. This author does

not mention the Afghans throughout his account of the Ghaznawi and
Ghori kings. His first and only mention of them is in his own time
in the year 658 (1260) in the reign of N&sir-al-dlu Mahmud of Delhi.

He there says that Ulugh Kh4n employed 3,000 brave Afghans in

subduing the hill-tribes of Mewdt in B4jpdt4na. During the next
two centuries we find occasional mention of Afghans in Indian history.

For instance *n the reign of Muhammad bin Tughlaq, Barani says in

the Tarikhi-Firoz-Shahi that there was a rebellion at Mult4n of a
body of Afghans headed by Mult4u Mall (this name means iu the
Mult&ni dialect “ the cham pion of Multdn,” and is probably not the

proper name of an Afghan). Again Makh Afghan was one of the

foreign amirs who rebelled at Deogir. In 1778 (1376-1377) the fief

of Bih4r was given to Malik Bir Afghan
(
Tarikh-i-Mubdrik-Shdhi).

The amir Timur found them still hill robbers, and in the Malfuzat-i•

Timuriy the Zafar-ndma and the Malta?-al-sadain it is related that he
ravaged the country of the Awgh&m (or Aghani) who inhabited the

Sulaira&n Mountains. Thus except as occasional soldiers of fortune they

remained a fierce race of mountain robbers until the rise to power in

India of one of these adventurers made them famous. There can be
no doubt that the collapse of the Delhi monarchy after Timur's
invasion gave them their opportunity. This lender was Daulat Kh&n
Lodi who was faujddr of the Do4b in 808 (1405) and many other

Lodi* are alluded to as holding important posts. He rose to be one
of the most ;mporfcant persons in the empire, and held Delhi for

some time against Khizr Kh&n and is by some classed as one of

the kings, but never took the title of Sultan. He surrendered
to Khizr Khan in 817 (1416) and died in confinement soon after.

Under the succeeding kings another Lodi Sult4n Sh4h, alias Isl4m
Khdn, rose to power and his nephew Bahlol first became governor
of the Panj&b, and in 855 (1450) he dethroned the last of the feeble

Sayyid kings and became Sulfcin of Delhi. He was succeeded by his

sou Sik&ndar who was followed by Ibrahim, but the Lodi rule, at first

vigorous, had failed to revive the moribund sultanate of Delhi ^hich
fell before B&bar in 932 (1525). The Afghans, who had become
numerous and powerful in India, succeeded, however, in driving out
the Moghals for a few years, and founded another Afghfo dynasty
under the brilliant leadership of Sher Sh4h Sur. The Sfir clan were
Hear connections of the Lodis, both being branches of the Ghalz&i stock*
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Many families of the Pr&ngi and Sur clans settled in India at this

period, indeed they seem to have migrated bodily, *nd, at the same time,

the related Ni&zi and Loh&ni clans moved down from the mountains
into the Indus valley. In the preceding century the Ytisufzais, a
branch of the great Sarbani family of Afghans (to which the Durranis
belong) had moved from the neighbourhood of K&bul, where they had
been settled for some time into the Pesh&war valley and the mountain
tract of Bajaur, Bw&fc and Buner. They gave the valley the name of

Yusufzai which it still bears, and many of them are believed to have
accompanied Babar into India. Their descendants are found scattered

over Hindustan. The names of the Pr&tigis and Surs are not now
found, and they have probably merged in the Lodis. These settlers

were generally known in the Ganges valley by the name of Kohela
or Rohilla (from the Western Panj&bi word roh, a mountain, rchela,

mountaineer), and have given their name to the province of Hohilkhand.
At the present day the Afndf, Orakzai, Bangash, Tarin and B&rakzai
are strongly represented there. A population of over 1 00,000 in the

United Provinces of Hindustan is classed as Ghori, and this probably
includes the descendants of the miscellaneous followers of the Ghori
kings, whether Tdjik, Turk or Afghan. There are many K&kars also,

both in the United Provinces and Punjab. The Zarnand tribe settled

in Mult&n and Kasur in the Punjab and a large number of Abd&lis,

driven from Qandah&r by the Glialzais in the early part of the 18th
century, joined them at MulUrn. From these sources spring the Mult&ni
and Knsuriya Path&ns. The Afghans thus colonized northern India
largely, and their descendants there are still distinguishable, although
greatly assimilated by the surrounding population. They have lost

their language and tribal organization.

In their own country the Afghans never succeeded in establishing an
independent rule until the 18th century. They remained, like the rest

of the country, nominally subject to the powerful rulers of the day:
the Mughals, the Timuris, the Mughal emperors of India, or the Safawi
kings of Persia, until the rise of the Ghalzais to power under Mir
Wais, and afterwards of the Abd&lis (Durranis) under Ahmed ShAh.
It was at this period, when the Afghans became the ruling race over a
large population, that the name of Afghanistan was extended to the

whole country, including a large part of what had till then been known
as Khor&san, a name still in popular use for the plateau country above
the Sulaim&n Mountains.”

Ethnic origins .

It is as difficult to unravel the racial elements of the Afghans as it is

to obtain a trustworthy estimate of their numbers. At a Census such
tribes as Tan&oli, Jadun, Dilaz&k, T&jik, Khetr*Sn, and even Mughals
return themselves as Path&ns. And as the late Col. Wace wrote :

“ The tribes in the west and north-west of the Punjab, who, during the last throe centuries,

were frequently raided upon by Afghans, got into the habit of inventing histories of Afghan
origin as a protection aeainst ill-treatment

;

** and even where this motive was absent, the
general tendency to claim kinship with the dominant race would produce the same effect.

Moreover the origin of some of the tribes on the Pesh&war frontier is doubtful, and their

affiliation, with the Path6ns incomplete, and thus they would set up a claim to be Pathin
which the true PatMn would indignantly, repudiate Mr. S S. Thorburn Jhoticed the many
and bitter disputes caused by the preparation of the genealogical trees auripg the Banna
Settlement, and the attempts made by Jat clans to be recorded as Path&ns. He wrote i

1 A low-caste man bom and brought up in a Pattan country, if serving awsy from his
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home, invariably affixes Khan to his name and dubs himself Path&n. It goes down if he
can talk Pashto, and his honour proportionally goes up.' Still the great mass cf those
returned in our Censuses as Path4ns are probably really so, and the figures represent very
fairly the general distribution of the race.”

We may now turn to the late Sir Denzil Ibbetson’s account of the

Pathdn nation and, though we may regret that he accepted Dr. BelleVs
theories, we shall still find that his views were based upon a singularly

penetrating insight into the heterogeneous elements in the race.

He wrote:—
There is great conflict of opinion concerning both the constitution and origin of the

Path&n nation. Not a few deny that there is any distinction whatever between the original

Afghan and Path&n stocks, though these are for the most part officers of our frontier who are
not brought into contact with the original Afghans. I have, however, been obliged to adopt
some one theory of the constitution of the nation as a basis for my classification of tribes

;

and I have therefore adopted that of Dr. Bellew, who probably has a greater knowledge of

the Afghans of Afghanistan as distinct from the Punjab frontier, and especially of the old

histories of the nation, than any other of the authorities who have treated of the matter.
• The constitution and early history of the nation according to Dr. Bellow's account are

discussed in the paragraphs presently following. But whatever the origin of the Afghins
and Pathins proper may be, the nation to which the two names are now applied indifferent-

ly in Persian and Pashto respectively, occupying as it does the mountain country lying
between the Persian empire on the west, the Indian on the east, the Mongol on the north,

and the Baloch on the south, includes as at present constituted many tribes of very diverse
origin. They are wsthout exception Musalmans, and for the most part bigoted followers of
the Sunni sect, hating and persecuting Shfas, or as they call them Rafazis.*

Constitution of tin Pathan nation.—The words PathAn and Afghan are used indifferently

by the natives of India to designate the nation under discussion.f But the two words are
not used as synonyms by the people themselves. The original Afghans are a race of pro-
bably Jewish or Arab extraction

;
and they, together with a tribe of Indian origin with

which they have long been blended, still distinguish themselves as the true Afghans, or since
the rise of Ahmad Sh&h Durrani as Durranis.J and class all non-Durr&ni Pashto- speakers
as Opra. But the\ have lately given their name to Afghanistan, the country formerly
known as Khorasan, over which they have now held sway for more than a century, and
which is bounded on the north by the Oxus, on the south by Balochistan, on the east by the
middle course of the Indus, and on the west by the Persian desert

;
and, just as the English

and Scotch who early in the 17th century settled among and intermarried with the Irish

are now called Irish, though still a very distinct section of the population, so all inhabitants
of Afghanistan are nowin common parlance know# as Afghan, the races thus included being
the Afghan proper,’ the Pathan proper, the Ghilzai, the Tajik, and the Hazara, besides tribes

of less importance living on the confines of the country.

The true Path&ns are apparently of Indian origin. Their language is called Pashto or

Pakhto and they call thomselves Pukhtanag or Pakhto speakers ; and it is this word of

which Pathin is the Indian corruption. They held in the early centuries of our sera the

whole of the Safed Koh and Northern Sulaiman systems, from the Indus to the Helmand
and from the sources of the Swat river and Jalalab4d to Peshm and Quetta. The Afghans
and Ghilzais spead into their country and adopted their language and customs ; and just

as Irish, Scotch, and Welsh speaking the English language are commonly called English-
men, so all who speak the Pakhto tongue came to be included under the name Pathin.
Thus the Afghans and Ghilzais are Path&ns by virtue of their language, though not of

Path&n origin ;
the T&jiks and Hazaras, who have retained their Persian speech, are not

. Path&ns ; while all five are Afghans by virtue of location, though only one of them is of

Afghfin race.

* There are several Shxa clans among the Orakzai of Tir4h on the Koh4t border. The
people of the S4milzai tapah of the Koh6t district, which is conterminous with the territory

of these clans, are also Shias. All own allegiance to the Shia Sayyids of the Orakzai Tirih

:

while everywhere many of the tribes which claim Sayyid origin are Shias,

t In Hindustan they are often called Rohill&s or Highlanders, from Kohi the mountain
country of the Pathans (roh—koh, a mountain). «

X Either from Durr^i-daurdn “ pearl of the age” or from durr-i-dauran M pearl of pearls.”

The title was adopted by Ahmad Sh&h Abdali when he ascended the throne, in allusion to

the Abd&li custom of wearing a pearl stud in the right ear.

§ Dr. Bellew and Major James identified them with the Pactiyans of Herodotus, and seem-
ed half inclined to connect them with the Piets of Britain, as also the Scyths with the Scots,

end certain Pathin and Brahui tribes with Cambrians and Ligurians 1
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Origin of the Path&n.—The Afghans proper claim descent from Saul the first Jewish king,

and there is a formidable array of weighty authority in favour of their Semitic origin. The
question of their descent is discussed and authorities quoted in Chapter VI of the Pesh&war
Settlement Report, and in Dr. Bel lew’s Races of Afghdnist&ns.* Mr. Thorburn quoted in

support of their Jewish extraction, “ some peculiar customs obtaining among the tribes of

purest blood, for instance, the Passover- like practice of sacrificing an animal and smearing
the doorway with its blood in order to avert calamity, the offering up of sacrifices, the
stoning to death of blasphemers, the periodical distribution of land, and so forth

;

" and he
points out that most of the learned men who reject the tradition of Jewish descent have no
personal acquaintance yith the Afghan people. The Afghan proper is said still to call

himself indifferently Bani-Afghan or Bani-Isr&il to distinguish himself from the Pa$h&n
proper who is of Indian, and the Ghilzai who is probably of mixed Turkish and Persian
extraction.

Early history of the Afghans .—The origin and early history of tho various tribes which
compose the Afghan nation are much disputed by authorities of weight who hold very
different views. I have in the following sketch followed the account given by Dr. Bellew,
as it affords a convenient framework on which to base a description of those tribes. But
it is said to be doubtful whether the distinction which he so strongly insists upon between
Path&n proper and Afgh&n proper really exists or is recognised by the people

; while the
Jewish origin of any portion of the nation is most uncertain. But the division of the
nation into tribes, the internal affinities of those tribes, and the general account of their

wanderings are all beyond question
;
and the theories which account for them are only

accepted by ;ne to serve as connecting links which shall bind them into a consecutive story.

The traditions of the true Afghans who trace their name and descent from Afghina, the

son of Jeremiah, the son of Saul, and Solomon’s commander-in-chief and the builder of his

temple, say that they were carried away from Syria by Nebuchadnezzar and planted as
colonists in Media and Persia. Thence they emigrated eastwards into the mountains of

Ghor and the modern Hazara country. The Afgh&ns early embraced the creed of Isl&m,

to which they were converted by a small body of their tribe on their return from Arabia,
where they had fought for Mahomet under their leader Kais. It is from this Kais or
Kish, namesake of Saul's father, who married a daughter of Khalfd-ibn-Walid a Qureshi
Arab and Muhammad’s first apostle to the Afghans, that the modern genealogists trace the
descent alike of Pathans, Afgh4ns, and Ghilzai, or at any rate of such tribes of these races

as we have here to deal with
;
and to him they say that the Prophet, pleased with his

eminent services, gave the title of Path&n
,
the Syrian words for rudder, and bade him

direct his people in the true path. Meanwhile,' about the 5th and 6t,h century of our sera,

an irruption of Scythic tribes from beyond the Hindu Kush into the Indus valley drove a
colony of the Buddhist Gandhrtri, the Gandari of Herodotus and one of the four great

divisions of that Pactyan nation which is now represented by the Path&ns proper, from
their homes in the Pesh&war valley north of the Kabul river and in the hills circling it to the
north ;

and they emigrated en masse to a kindred people on the banks of the Ilclmand,
where they established themselves and founded the city which they named Gandh&r after

their native capital, and which is now called Qandahar.

It is not certain when the Afghans of Ghor moved down into the Qandahar country where
the Gandh&ri colony was settled

;
but they probably came as conquerors with the Arab

invaders of the 1st century of the Mahometan aera. They soon settled as the dominant
race in their new homes, intermarried with and converted the Gandh&ri, and adopted their

language ;
and in course of time the two races became fused together into one nation under

the name of Afgh&ns, as distinguished from the neighbouring Path&ns of whom I shall
presently speak, though the original stock of Ghor still called themselves Bani-Israil to

mark the fact that their origin was distinct from that of their Gandh&ri kinsmen. It is

probable that this tradition of Jewish origin was little more distinct than is the similar
tradition of Norman descent which some of our English families still preserve. Thus the
Afgh&n proper includes, firstly the original Afgh&ns of Jewish race whose principal tribes

are the Tarin, Abd&li or Durr&ni and ShirAni, and secondly the descendants of the fugitive

Gandhari, who include the Ydsufzai, Mohmand and other tribes of Pesh&war. These Tatter

returned about the first half of the 15th century of our sera to their original seat in the
Pesh&war valley which they had left nearly teD centuries before

; while the original Afgh&ns
remained in Qandahar, where in the middle of the 18th century they made themselves rulers
of the country since known as Afghanistan, and shortly afterwards moved their capital to

TC&bul. The tribes that returned to the Pesh&war country we;S given by Ahmad Sh&h the

* Dr. Bellew suggested that the original Afgh&ns were the Solymi of Herodotus, and were
Qureshi Arabs who lived in Syria and there became intermingled with £he Jews, or who
migrated "to Ghor where the fugitive Jews took refuge with them. This supposition would
explain the name Sulaim&ni which is often applied to the Afgh&ns, and their own assertion
that Khalfd ibn W&lid the Qureshi was of the same stock with themselves.
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title of Bar or “upper” DurrAni, to distinguish them from the AbdAli DurrAni ypho re-

mained at QandahAr. *

I have said that the Gandhari were one of the four great divisions of the Pactiy® of
* Herodotus. The other three nations included under that name were the Aparyt<B or Afrfdi,*

the Satragyddas or Khatak, and the Dadicee or DAdi, all alike of Indian origin. At the

beginning of the Muhammadan sera the Afridi held all the country of the Bated Koh, the

Satragydd© held the Sulaiman range and the northern part of the plains between it and
the Indus, while the Dadi held modem Sowestan and the country between the QandahAr
province and the SulaimAns. These three nations constitute the nucleus of the PathAms
proper. But around this nucleus have collected many tribes of foreign origin, such as the

Bcythic KAkar, the RAjput Waziri, and the many tribes of Turk extraction included in the

KarUnri section who came in with Sabuktagin and Taimur ;f and these foreigners have so
encroached upon the original territories of the Pactyan nation that the Khatak and Afridi

now hold but a small portion of the countries which they once occupied, while the DAdi
have been practically absorbed by their KAkar invaders. The whole have now become
blended into one nation by long association and intermarriage, the invaders have adopted
the Pakhto language, and all alike have accepted Islim and have invented traditions of com-
mon descent which express their prosent state of association. The Afridi were nominally
converted to Islam by Mahmud of Ghazni

;
but the real conversion of the Pathan tribes

dates from the time of Shahab-ul-d<n Ghori, when Arab apostles with the title of Sayyid
and Indian converts who were called Shaikh spread through the country, and settled among,
married with, and converted the Pathans. The descendants of these holy men still preserve
distinct tribal identity, and as a rule claim Sayyid origin.

The GhiJzai are a race probably of Turkish origin, their name being another form of

Khitali the Turkish word for ‘ swords man,’ who early settled, perhaps as mercenaries
rather than as a corporate tribe, in the SiAh-band range of the Gbor mountains where they
received a large admixture of Persian blood. The official spelling of the name is still

Ghaleji at KAbul and QandahAr. They first rose into notice in the time of Mahmud Ghaz-
nawi when they accompanied in his invasions of India. Not long afterwards they conquered
the tract between JaUlAbad and KelAt-i-whilzai, and spread east and west over the country
they now hold. In the beginning of the 18th century they revolted against their Persian

rulers, established themselves under Mir Wais as independent rulers at QandahAr, and
overran Persia. But a quarter of a century later they were reduced by Nadir ShAh, and
their rule disappeared, to be succeeded not long after by that of the DurrAni.

With the remaining races of the TAjik and HazAra which form part of the PathAn nation
in its widest sense, we have little concern in the Punjab. The former are the remnants of
the old Persian inhabitants of Afghanistan, and the word is now loosely used to express
all PathAns who speak Persian and are neither true Afghans, Sayyids, nor HazAras. They
are scattered through Afghanistan, Persia, and Turkistan, in which last they hold some
hill fastnesses in independent sovereignty. Tho Hazaras are Tartar by origin, and are
supposed to have accompanied Chengiz Khan in his invasion. They occupy all the moun-
tain country formed by‘the western extensions of the Hindu Kush between Ghazni, Balkh,
HirAt and QaodahAr. I have included in my account of the PathAns a few allied races,
who, though not usually acknowledged as Pathans, have .by long association become closely

assimilated with them in manners, customs, and character. They chiefly occupy Hazara,
and are caUed Dilazak, Swati, Jadun, Tanaoli and Shilmani

With reference to the foregoing excerpts from Sir Denzil Ibbetson's
classic report Mr. Longworth Dames* pertinent observations are best
quoted in extenso and almost verbatim , He observes that modern
writers have attempted to distinguish between Afghan and PathAn, and
aver that only the Durrfinis and some tribes akin to them are entitled

to be styled Afghan, while the name Pathan (an Indian corruption of

the native form PakhtAna or PashtAna, pi. of Pakhtun, Pashtfin)

includes all tribes, whatever their origin, which speak the Pashto
language. This distinction, however appears to be a modern invention.

Pashtfin or Pakhtfin is undoubtedly the true national name and it is

universally used, while the word Afghfin seems to be of literary origin
and like manymother national appellations was first applied to this

people by foreigners, and in modern times it has been adopted as a

• The Afridi still call themselves Aparidi, There is uo / in Pashto proper.

t The various accounts given of Karlen’s origin all recognise the fact, that he was not a
PathAn by birth ; and even the affiliation of the Karlapri is doubtful, seine classing them as
gfkrbA&i and uot Ghurghuahti.
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polite designation by educated persons and those who are proud of
their descent. The theory restricting it to the Durr&nis and their
kindred tribes first appears in Bellew’s works and it has been accepted
by other writers without sufficient reason. According to this theory
great tribes like the Ghilzai may be called Path&n, but not Afghan, and
this applied also to the Afridi, Bangash, Khatak, Wazfiri, K&kaf,
GancUptir, Sherdni, Ustar&ni and many others without any sufficient

justification. Bellow accepted the tradition of the Hebrew origin of
the P&th6ns and supposed them to have come into the Kandahdr
province from the west, and there to have met the Indian colony from
Gandh&ra (the present district of Peshawar), which had been driven
thither by Scythian invaders in the 5th or 6th century A. D. Prom
these Indians they are supposed to have acquired the Pashto language,
regardless of the fact that Gandhdra was .purely Indian and the language
spoken there a form of Prakrit and not an Iranian idiom from which
Pashto could be derived. The Afghan settlement of the Yusufzais dates
only from the 15th century. Bellew supposes without a particle of
evidence that they were only returning to their original home. The
name Qandah&r he supposes to be identical with Gandh&ra, and to have
been carried to the Arghanddb valley by these colonists. It may be
noted here that Qandah&r is historically a modern place and we hear
nothing of it before the 14th century. The Ghalzais are identified by
Bellew and others with the Turkish tribe whioh he calls the Khilichi,

i. e. the Ehalj. Darmesteter (Ohanta des Afghans
, p. clxiii) supports

this view, and it may be admitted that the GhalzaiB have probably
absorbed a good deal of Turkish blood, although the actual identification

of names is doubtful. The tribes of the Sulaimdn Range are supposed
by Bellew to be aboriginal Indians and he follows Lassen in identifying

them with the Paktues
,
who are stated by Herodotus to have occupied

Paktnike on the Indus. Among the other identifications made are those

of the Afridi (or Aprfdai) with the Aparutai of Herodotus, and the

Khattak with the Sattagudai. Of these the first is prima facie correct,

although it is by no moans certain that the Aparutai occupied the

country of the modern Afridis. That of the Khattak with the Sattagudai

cannot be accepted. The name given by Herodotus appears as

Thatagush in the Achaemenian inscription of Behistun, and the initial

sigma of the Greek form evidently corresponds to this Th} and could

not represent a guttural as in Khattak. The identity of Paktues,

Paktnike with Pashtun, Pakhtun (mentioned above as first advocated

by Lassen) has been more recently supported by Trumpp and Grierson

but is considered very doubtful by Spiegel and Geiger. Grierson

considers the connection between the Persian pusht, pushla (back,

mountain), Vedic- paktha, the Paktues of Herodotus), and the Parsuefcai

of Ptolemy very probable. Darmesteter considers the latter form the

most likely to be near the original, and thinks that tho Paktues of

Herodotus may stand for some form like Parshtyes. It must be
remembered that in the modern language the form with &h is older than
that with kh* It seems improbable therefore that

#
a form like Paktnike

(which we know only through the Greek) could give rise to a modern
Pash or Pakht. Raverty thought that Paktuike might be represented

by the town of Pakhli* on the Upper Indus, and this is n£>t impossible

mL -
* Its name Is probably derived from Sultta Pakhal. .See under Shilmlni. •
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considering "how frequently an ancient dental passes into % in Pushtu,
But the tracts round Pakhli were not conquered by PathAos tilt the
17th century, when the SwAtis drove the Turks tint of it.

The combination rs

,

in Avesta or Sanskrit frequently becomes eh
in modern Iranian languages. Thus the Pers. pusht Pashto puehti
represent Avesta parsti, Sanskrit prs^ha

;
Pashto kshal — Ay. here 9

8 ;

Pashto pws/t-tedal, Persian purs-idan — Av. pares, etc. ParsuAtai or
Parshtyes therefore may well be represented by Pasht-Pukht. The
Parsuetai nre mentioned by Ptolemy among the five tribes comprised
under the head of Paropenisadai (the others being the Bohitai, Aristopha-
loi, Parisoi, and Ambautai), who occupied the southern and eastern
slopes of the Hindu-kush. A native tradition derives the name from

The form Pa^hAn certainly came into use in India, though it is now
used to some extent in Afghanistan, and in BaloehistAn it takes the
form Pa^hAn, with the accent on the first syllable. Grierson finds a
form PaithAn in use in the East Gangetic valley to denotea Muham-
madan RAjput, not an Afghan. This name PaithAn (from the Sanskrit
pratisthana) is also the name of two well-known towns. It seems
possible that some such vernacular term may have influenced the form
taken by the Indian adaptation of Pashtana as PathAn.

The name Pat^hAn first appears among the writers of the 16th century
and Ni’mat Allfih finds an imaginary derivation for it in the name
Pa^An said to have been bestowed by the Prophet upon Qais Abd-ul-
Rashid. The word is said to mean the keel of a ship, in what language
is not specified, as it is not Arabic.

The name AighAn was used much earlier, and is the only name
applied to the race by the older chroniclers from the 5th to the 10th
centuries of the Hijra (11th to 15th A. D.). It was originally suggested
by Lassen, and again by Crooke that the origin of the name may be
looked for in the Assakanoi or Assakenoi of Arrian (AstakAnoi of

Strabo), and the Aspasioi of the same writer (the Hippasioi of Strabo),

and that these names are identical with the Ashwaka of the MahAbhArata,
who are associated with the GandhAra (vi, S 651), It seems that the

identification of Ashwaka with AssakAnoi may be justified as a PrAkrit

form and Aspasioi might be the Iranian equivalent and Hippasioi a
Greek version (as Skr. ashwa = Av. aspa = Gr. hippos), but the modem
name AfghAn cannot bo deduced from it, as the combination sw, ep, am
never gives rise to a modern p or ft

but rather to sh, ss or sp in North
India and AfghAnistAn (see Grierson, Pndca languages

, pp. 293, 810)*

This origin is on these grounds rejected by Grierson, also by Darmesteter

(Chants dee Afghans, pp. clxiv, clvi). Belle w’s suggesticfti of an
Armenian origin (ayhwdn )

has met with no support. It may therefore

be stated that no satisfactory origin of the name AfghAn (often pro*

nounced AwghAn or AogbAn) has yet been found.

The theory of Hebrew descent of the AfghAns, especially of the

DurrAnis, who, as stated above, are assumed to be the only true AfghAns,
which many modem writers such as Bellew, Yule, Holdich and to. some
extent Raverty have advocated, is of purely literary origin and may be

traced back to the Makhzan-t-Afghani compiled for KbAh Jah&n Lodi
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in the reign of the emperor JahAnglr, and does not seem to have been

teeordod before the end cf the 1 6th century. It is an example of the

widely spread practice among the Musalman races of Persia, India and
Afghanistan of putting forward a genealogy claiming connection with

the family of the Prophet or descent from some personage mentioned

in the Kordn or other sacred books. Thns the Baloch claim descent

from Mir Hemza, the D&ud-potras and Kalhoras from Abbds, etc., and

the chroniclers,, anxious to glorify the Afghans, who had risen in the

world and become the ruling race under the Lodis and Burs, found an
ancestor in Malik TAlut or King Saul. This legend is paralleled by
another which Firishta (p. 17, Lucknow text) quotes from the Matla

*

al-anwdr, to the effect that the Afghans were descended from certain

nobles of the Court of Fir’awn (Pharaoh), who refused to accept Islam

when preached to them by Moses, and emigrated to the Sulaim&a

Mountains. There is absolutely no historical evidence in support of

either form of the tradition ; both forms were unknown to the early

chroniclers.

Whatever the real origin of the Path&ns may be the true Afgha-

nistan or country of the Afghans only extends from Kasigbar*

to the boundary of the Qandah&r province as constituted under

the Safawiya dynasty, as the Tazkirat-ul-Mulvk defines it. In

this sense the term is used, according to Raverty, by the earlier

Muhammadan chroniclers. The great range of the Sulaim&n hills,

between Qandah&r and the Deraj&t and extending from the Khaibar

and Jaldl&bad on the north to Siwi and D&dar on the south, a distance

of some 300 kuroh't or kos
,
or nearly 610 miles, is the earliest traditional

seat of the Afghans, and more especially is the Kawighar regarded as

the cradle of the race. The breadth of this territory with its offshoots

is about 100 kuroh. Ibbefcson thus described its people:—

Description of the Pathdns.—The true Path&n is perhaps the most barbaric of all the

races with which we are brought into contact in the Hunjab. His lire is not so primitive

as that of the gipsy tribes. But he is bloodthirsty, cruel, and vindictive in the highest

degree ; he does not know what truth or faith is, insomuch that the saying Afghan oe %man

has passed into a proverb among his neighbours; and though he is not without courage

of a sort and is often curiously reckless of his life, he would scorn to face an enemy whom
he could stab from behind, or to meet him on equal terms if it were possible to take advan-

tage of him, however meanly. It is easy to convict him out of his own mouth; here are

some of his proverbs :
“ A Pathan’s enmity smoulders like a dung-fire. —* A cousm s

tooth breaks upon a cousin,”
—

“ Keep a cousin poor, but use him. When he is little, play

with him: when he is grown up he is a cousin ;
fight him. *®Pea^ 6°°n words

enemy very softly
:
gradually destroy him root and branch At the same time he has his

code of honour which he observes strictly, and which he quotes with pride under the name of

Pakhtfinwali. It imposes upon him three chief obligations, nanawatai or the right of asylum,

which compels him to shelter and protect even an enemy who comes as a suppliant ;
oadai or

the necessity to revenge by retaliation
;
and melmastia or open-handed hospitality to all who

may demand it. And of these three perhaps the last is greatest. And there is a sort of charm

* Kasi- or Kashi-ghar or Shuwal is the name ©ven by the Afghans to the TaUit-i-

Sulaiman, a lofty peak of the Koh-i-Suleiman or Koh i-Sy&h on whose summit is the place of

pilgrimage known to the Afghans as the ziar&t of SulaimSn. -

, f Raverty defines the kuroh as the third part of a farsakh of *2,000 gat (or league of

• 12,000 yards). He makes: l gat = 32 angusht or fingers oreadtlr, or 1 ^*-24 fingers

breadth— 1> fists or the hand with the fingers doubled up, each angusht~~Q barley corns and

each barley corn=6 hairs from the mane of Turki horse or a camel s tail. The karoh aver*

ages somewhat less than 2 miles. The karoh is also termed gau kos—*.e., the distance at

* which a cost’s lowing can be heard at midnight on a calm night.
*

„ „ .

t Ihe Pashto word tarhur is used indifferently for “cousin or fpr enemy ; spd
tarluncali either for *' epusiuhood ” or for “ enmity.
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about him, especially about the leading men, which almost makes one forget his trea-

cherous nature. As the proverb says—“ The Pathan is one moment a saint, and the next
a devil.*' For centuries he has been, on our frontier at least, subject to no man. He leads a
wild, free, active life in the rugged fastnesses of his mountains ; and there is an air of

masculine independence about him which is refreshing in a country like India. He is a
bigot of the most fanatical type, exceedingly proud, and extraordinarily superstitious.

He is of stalwart make, and his features are often of a markedly Semitic type. His hair,

plentifully oiled, hangs long and straight to his shoulder ;* he wears a loose tunic, baggy
drawers, a sheet or blanket, sandals, and a sheepskin coat with its wool inside ; his fav-

ourite colour is dark blue,! and his national arms the long heavy Afghan knife and the

matchlock or jazail. His women wear a loose shift, wide wrinkled drawers down to their

ankles, and a wrap over the head
;
and are as a rule jealously secluded. Both sexes are

filthy in their persons.

Such is the PatMn in his home among the fastnesses of the frontier ranges. But the
Pathins of our territory have been much softened by our rule and by the agricultural life

of the plains, so that they look down upon the Pathins of the hills, and their proverbs
have it—“ A hill man is no man,” snd again, “ Don’t class burrs as grass or a hill man as
a human being.” The nearer ho is to the frontier the more closely the Pathin assimilates

to the original type ;
while on this side of the Indus, even in the riverain itself, there

is little or nothing, not even language, to distinguish him from his neighbours of the same
religion as himself. The Pathins are extraordinarily jealous of female honour, and most
of the blood feuds for which they are so famous originate in quarrels about women. As
a race they strictly seclude their females, but the poorer tribes and the poorer members
of all tribes are prevented from doing so by their poverty. Among the tribes of our terri-

tory a woman’s nose is cut off if she be detected in adultery
;
and it is a favourite joke to

induce a PatMn won »an to unveil by saying to her suddenly, “ You have no nose 1
** The

Pathin pretends to be purely endogamous and beyond the border he probably is so ; while
even in British Territory the first wife will generally be a PatMn, except among the poorest
classes. At the same time PatMn women are beyond the Indus seldom, if ever, married to

any but Pathins. They intermarry very closely, avoiding only the prohibited degrees of
Islim. Theirrules of inheritance are tribal and not Muhammadan, and tend to keep pro-
perty within me agnatic society, though some few of the more educated families have lately

begun to follow the Musalmin law. Their social customs differ much from tribe to tribe,

or rather perhaps from the wilder to the more civilised sections of the nation. The
Pathins beyond and upon our frontier live in fortified villages, to which are attached stone
towers in commanding positions which serve as watch-towers and places of refuge for
the inhabitants. Small raids from the hills into the plains below are still common ; and
beyond the Indus the people, even in British Territory, seldom sleep far from the walls of
the village.

The Pathins are the dominant race throughout the whole tract west of the Indus as far

south as the southern border of the tahsil of Dera Ismail Khin, which roughly divides the
Pathin from the Baloch. East of the Indus they hold much of the Chach country of Hazira
and Rawalpindi, they have considerable colonies along the left bank of the Indus till it

finally leaves the Salt-range, and they hold the northern portion of tho Bhakkar that. Be-
sides those tracts which are territorially held by Pathins, there are numerous Pathin
colonies scattered about the Punjab, most of them descendants of men who rose to power
during the Pathin dynasties of Dehli, and received grants of land-revenue which their
children often increased at the expense of their neighbours during the turmoil of the 18th
century.

Mr. Longworth Dames writes :
—“ Physically the Afghan race belong

in the main to the Turko-Iranian type with a considerable admixture
of Indian blood among the eastern tribes. There is great variation

of type, and the absence of anthropometrical observations over the
greater part of Afgh&nist&D renders certainty unattainable at present.

It may be considered as established, however, that the proportion of
braohycephalic heads is larger than among the Indo-Aryans of the
Punjab, and probably larger than among the pure Persians. Among
the southern tribes such as the KAkaps of Zhob and the Tarfns fend

Achakzais of Pishfa and Chaman the type resembles that of the Baloch

* This is not true of the northern Pathins, who shavo their Heads, and often their beard
also.

t The colour and cut of the clothes vary greatly with the tribe.
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with broad heads, while, among the tribes of the Indus valley, heads are
narrower. Figures are wanting for the great central body of Durr&nis
and Qhilzsis. Noses are generally long and often curved and this is

perhaps the origin of the idea which some have entertained that the
Afghans are of Hebrew origin. Ujfalvy has noted that this peculiarity

is very marked in the portraits of the Kush&n kings on the coins of the
1st century (A. 1>.) and it is certainly not confined to the Afghans but
widely spread among other races of the country as well as among1 the
Biloch and in the North-western Punjab and Kashmir. The Afghans
are a tall and well-built race, often fair in complexion in comparison
with their neighbours, brown beards and even blue eyes being occa-

sionally seen, but in these points there is great variation even in

neighbouring tribes.”

Tribal organisation of the Pathans.—The tribe is probably far more homogeneous in its

constitution among ihe Pathans than among the Baloch. Sayyid, Turk, and other elans
have occasionally been affiliated to it ; but as a rule people of foreign descent preserve their

tribal individuality, becoming merely associated, and not intermingled, with the tribes

among whom they have settled. Even thon they generally claim Path6n origin on the
female side, and the tribe is usually descended in theory at least from a cofcmon ancestor.

The hamsdya custom by which strangers are protected by the tribe with which they dwell,
is in full force among the Path&ns as among the Baloch. But with the former, though it

does protect in many cases families of one tribe who have settled with another, it seldom
accounts for any considerable portion of the tribe; and its action is chiefly confined to

traders, menials, and other dependants of foreign extraction, who are protected by but not
received int^ the tribe. Thus a blacksmith living in an Utminzai village will give his clan
as Utminzai ;

but his caste will of course remain Loh&r. The nation is divided genealogi-
cally into a few great sections which have no corporate existence, and the tribe is now the
practical unit, though the common name and tradition of common descent are still carefully

preserved in the memory of the people. Each section of a tribe, however small, has its

leading man, who is known as Malik, a specially Pathan title. In many, but by no means
in all tribes, there is a Khdn Khel or Chief House, usually the eldest branch of the tribe,

whose Malik is known as Khan, and acts as chief of the whole tribe. But he is seldom
more than their leader in war and their agent in dealings with others ; he possesses
influence rather than power ; and the real authority rests with the jirgah

, a democratic
council composed of all the Maliks. The tribe is split up into numerous clans, and these
again into septs. The tribe, clan, and sept are alike distinguished by patronymics formed
from the name of the common ancestor by the addition of the word zai or Jchel, zai being the
corruption of the Pashto zoe meaning “ son,** while khel is an Arabic word meaning an
association or company. Both terms are used indifferently for both the larger and smaller
divisions * The stock of names being limited, the nomenclature is exceedingly puzzling,
certain names recurring in very different tribes in the most maddening manner. Moreover,
the title which genealogical accuracy would allot to a tribe or clan is often very different

from that by which it is known for practical purposes, the people having preferred to be
called by the name of a junior ancestor who had acquired local renown. The frontier tribe,

whether within or beyond our border, has almost without exception a very distinct corporate
existence, each tribe and within the tribe each clan occupying a clearly defined tract of
country, though they are in the Indus Valley often the owners merely rather than the
occupiers of the country, the land and smaller villages being largely in the hands of a mixed
population of Hindu origin who cultivate subject to the superior * rights of the Pathans.
These people are included by the Pathans under the generic and semi-contemptuous name
of Hindki; a term very analogous to the J&t of the Baloch frontier, and which includes all

Mahomedans who, being of Hindu origin, have been converted to Isl&m in comparatively

recent times,t

“ The genealogies recorded in the Makhzan-i-Afghani,” writes Mr.

,
Longworth Dames. “ are the foundation of those found in more modern
works such as the Hayat~i-Afghani. In their Igter parts they .are

• When our ill-fated Resident Major Oavagnari was living at Kabul under the Amir
Yaktib Kh&n, those who favoured the British were known as Cavagnarizai, and the national
party as YAkubzai. The ending zai is never used by the Afrfdi. *

t The DilazAk are often called Hindkis by the true Pathans, as bavipg come from India,

end not from AfghAnfotAn,
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historical, in the earlier they are valaabte only as a guide to beliefs

entertained 300 years ago as to the relationship between the tribes*

According to these almost all Afghans are descended from Qais ’Abdul
Rashid, who was converted to Isldm through the intervention of the

victorious Klidlid, and who was himself descended from Afgh&na, son of
Irroiya, son of Malik TAhitor S&rtil (Saul). He is supposed to have
derived his name from Kais (Kish), the father of Saul* From Kais

**

’Abdul-Uashid the alleged descent is as follows

Kais 'Abd-ul-Rashid.

Sarban. Batan. Ghurghusht

These three sons are the eponymio founders of the three main
branches of the Afghan race, the Sarbanis, Batanjs, and Ghurghushtis.
Sarban had two sons, Sharkhbun and Kharshbun, and from them we
find that a large number of the most important tribes claim descent.

Thus from Sharkhbun we have—

Sharkhbtin.

Sherani

(by a Kdkar wife),

ancestor of the

Sher&nf, JalwAnl,

HaripAl, Babar and
UstarAna tribes.

Tarin. Miyana,
ancestor of the

MiyAna tribe.

Barech,
ancestor of the

Barech of Shora-
wak.

Urmur
(an adopted son),

ancestor of the
Urmuris of

Kaniguram and
Loghar.

Tor (black), ancestor

of the Tor Tarins.

Spin (white), ancestor
of the Spin Tarins
and Zaimukht.

Audal, ancestor of the
AbcUlis or DurrAnis.

From Kharshbfin we have

—

Kharshbun.

Hand,

f

Jamand or Zamand,
ancestor of the

Muhammadzai- Kasuriya
of Kasur.

I

Kasi, ancestor of the
ShinwAri tribe.

Ghorl or Ghnra, ancestor of

the Ghorfya-Khel, including the

Mahmand, Khalil }
DAAdzai

and Ohamkanni tribes.

Khakhai or Khashai, ancestor of
the TarklAni, Gugiani, MandAn

and Ynsufzai tribes.

Returning to the second main branoh, the Batanis, we have-

Batan.

IsmAil,

(no descendants).

Warspun. Kajin.

(The two branches of the Bacanis).

f

I

Mato, daughter,
ShAh Hussain Ghorij

Mat! tribe. *

;

Ghalz&i tribe.

Kharotis > A *

Niairs J
doab^- Sdr. Lohani*

Saxwfni
vnow broken up)*
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Prom the Lohfini stock the present Daulat Khel, Mf&n Khel, Nidzi,
Marwat, Kbasur and Tator tribes are derived. It will be seen that the
only tribe claiming to belong to the Batani section in the male line is
the small Batani tribe, while the great Ghalzai tribe, almost a nation
in itself, and the numerous Lodis and Lohdnis are believed to descend
only from Bataa’s daughter, by her marriage with Sh&h Husain, a de-
scendant of the Ghori kings. This probably means that a large T&jik
or Ghori element* is to be found in these tribes. The legend of the
illicit connection between Sh&h Husain and Bibi Mato, afterwards
sanctioned by her father, and the birth of a son named Ghalzoe (thief’s
son), no doubt conceals the adoption of some such element as Afghan.
It has been thought by some that the Khalj Turks are the tribe thus
absorbed, and that the name Ghalzai is simply Khalji. This is very
doubtful, bat it is probable that there is a Turkish as well as a Tajik
element in the tribe.

The Ghurghushti branch is also not very widespread. The pedigree
is :

—

r
Danai.

Ghurghusht.

Bdbai
mixed with Durrini.

Mandu
Mandu-Khel of Zhob.

Kakar Naghar tribe.

The Kakar tribe.

I

The Gadfin tribe of the
upper Indus are by some

connected with the Kikars,
but this seems improbable.

Pani
The Pani tribe contain-

ing the Panis of Sibf,

Mus&-Khel Isot,

Zmarai or Mzarai,
Dephal and

others.

Dawai
mixed with the

Kakar.

There remains a group of tribes which are jointly as Kar^dni or
Karl&ni supposed to be descended from Karrdn or Karl&n, whose origin
is disputed :

—

Kary&n.

Kodai.

!

Wardak
Dilazak
Orakzai
Mangal

* tribes.

Afrfdi
Khatak
Jadran tribes

Utm£n Khel
Khugiani
JAjU Turi ; aiid probably
the Shftak which includes
the D&waris and Banntichis,
and the KJiostw&ls.

According to Raverty theKarl&ni Path&ns were not only of disputed
descent, but also unorthodox. They were, generally, disciples of the
Pif-i-Roshan, particularly those of- Bang&sh, who even up to the pre-
sent day, either openly or secretly, continue to follow his doctrines.
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though probably with some modifications. As regards the question.
Who were the Kartinis ? Raverty records several traditions

la* tradition—
Yahuda.

Ban! Makhzum.
I

I

Walid.

I

KMlid.

Kais-i-’Abd-ur-Raahid, the Path&n, married Sarah.

Sajuban.
I

Sharaf-ud-din.

Amar-ud-din or Amfir Din.

Aormar.
I

f
Abdulla

adopted KarUnai.

2nd tradition—
Sharf-ud-din, Sh&rkabun.

Aormar.

I

Zakariah.

Amar Din, Tarin.

adopted Karldni, by descent a Saraban.
Miana.

8rd ithe Khatdk) tradition—

4>th (the Dilazak) tradition—

6th tradition—

Honai- brother of Urmur.

Karlanai.

The Khalifah AH.

Thelm&m Husain.

Sayyid Ja’ifar-i-Sidik.

Ismail.

Kh&tim.

Eij'&l.

Kib.

Karl&ni.

Ismdil.

Sayyid Ki*in (P Khitim).

Bij&l.

Umar.

Ghur.

Muhammad Gisu-Daraz, 1 of the long lock's

i

—-

—

Wardag. Hosri.
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Briefly, RaverfcyV theory appears to be this

Two persons of Urmur’s family found a child of the family of Ism&il,

the descendant of Ali, and adopted it. It was named Karlani, * be
of the iron vessel/ and several myths have arisen to explain why he
was so named.

The story goes that Abdulla was childless while Zakaria had a large

family and was indigent. One day they found a deserted camp and
Abdulla found a karhdi or shallow iron cooking-vessel, while Zakaria
found a boy newly born. They exchanged their finds and Abdulla
adopted the foundling whom he named KarMmai* (from karha) and
married to a girl of his own family. The legend probably means that
the Karldrnai are not of pure descent but descendants of P&thdn woman.
The Khatak version, however, makes Karl&rnai sou of Honai, a brother
of Urmar. As a babe Karl&rnai got left behind in the march and Urmar
went to look for him. He brought him back in a cooking pot and adopt-
ed him. Bub Honai was nob Urmar’s brother, he was like Wardag, a
sou of the Sayyid Muhammad Gfsu-daraz by a Karldraai wife, according
to the Khatak account, but they appear to confuse this Honai with the
son of Sayyid Q&b of the Dildz&ks.

These genealogies look like a mythological way of saying that the
descendants of Urrnur, i. e . the fire worshippers, adopted the Ismailian
doctrines.

In addition to these the great Wazir tribe, divided into Mahsud,
and D&rwesh Rhel,andthe tribes of Ddwar are separate, and are not
included in any of the genealogies.

Certain sections of tribes claim to be Sayyids by origin. Such are
found among the Sheranis, Kdkars, Karrdni, Dowai, Tarfn, Midna and
Batani. The Ganddpur and Ushtar&na tribes also claim this descent ;

they were originally sections of the Sher&nis but are now separate
tribes. The Bangash claim to be Quraish by origin.

All these tribes were recognized as Afghans in the Makhzan-i-

Afghani with the exception of the Bangash and Wazirs and the Kar-
Mnis of the Kakhai branch including the Afridis and Khataks, and
the tribes of the Kurram valley and Khosfc, the Ufcmdn Khel with the
Jdjls and Turis and the Jadr&ns, as well as the tribes of Dawar and
Bannu. These were probably unknown to the author as they lived in
obscure and inaccessible mountains. His omission of these tribes

must have been due to ignorance, as he mentions other tribes such as

the Farmdlis only to reject the idea of their being Afgh&us.

Social Observances.

The social custom and observances of the Pathdns are, within certain

limits, very variable, but they do not appear to be either strictly tribal

or consistently local. The following notest do nob profess to be a com-

•.Another version makes Karl&rr?ai a Sayabarn by blood and Urmar’s ‘adopted* brother.
Urmar’s father one day went out hunting with his brothers Mianai and Tarin and found the
child. The essential features that Karlarnai was a foundling and adopted into Urmar's
family are the same in both versions.

t Incases of difficult confinement, the midwife brings water to the husband, who wapbea
his hands and feet. Then this water is drunk by the mother, and the confinement is facili-

tated.

Jf the after-bi?th does not come away, they bring the hushed a (lump rj c i wepd (r.cfat)
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plebe account of them but are given here as typical, if incomplete,

examples of looal and tribal usage.

Birth customs.—In Dera Ghdzi Khan after 8 mouthB of pregn&noy
female relatives visit the expectant mother, the midwife puts her hand
on the woman's abdomen and a feast is given to all the assembled
women. Among the Jafir Pa^hfins on the completion of the 8th month
boiled grain, called ghungni

,
is distributed among all the women of the

brotherhood through the midwife, and she in feturn gets something
from each house. This ceremony is called kanji.

In cases of difficult confinement water is brought from some pious

elderly man, who recites over it the words dam karta hai
,
and given to

the mother to drink with a view to facilitate delivery.*
i

In parts of Bannu outside the Marwat if it rains during a confinement
and there is thunder, a fire is kept burning and a pewter plate beaten so

that the thunder may not be audible to the lying-in woman. It

is believed that the woman risks catching a disease called gazak
,

which is fatal. All the deaths that occur during confinement are be-
lieved to be due to gazak. If the mother suffers any inconvenience

during delivery, the midwife gives her a cup of water in which the
right toe of her husband or his beard has been washed. This dimin-
ishes the pains. On the birth of a boy the midwife congratulates the

child's relations and gets Re. 1 from each of them in return. If the

father or relations be at a distance information is sent to them through
a barber or pum. He congratulates them and gets a lungi or some
cash from each of them. Whatever the sex of the child, the bang is

recited immediately after its birth. The mullan gets Re. 1 on the
birth of a boy and supplies a paper on which charms have been written

to guard against demoniacal influences. This paper is fastened to a

stick placed towards the child's head. An iron instrument is also

placed near it. If the mother carries the child to any place she takes

with her this iron instrument as well as the paper. Ghutti in this dis-

trict is administered in different ways. It is sometimes given by the

midwife herself and at others by the oldest and most respected matron
of the family. The mother is given a bath

(weham

)

after seven days.

This is considered to be the first
c marriage ' of the child. The nearer

female relations are each given a dopatta on this occasion. After bath-

ing the mother puts on new clothes and uses a charpoy to sleep on.

For these days she is given white zira, ghi and jaggery to eat.

The child is wrapped in a cloth and tied to a string. In rashtu this is

styled sajnai , After the expiry of 40 days (chhila) the mother purifies

herself and takes a bath, the jhand of the child being also performed.

On every Sunday during this period the child's thighs and belly are

made to bleed with the edge of a razor and in same cases this practice

is continued up to the age of twelve. In order to escape the evil eye
amulets are made in the form of a garland and suspended round its

neck. People also visit their Pirs after the expiry of 40 days.

No age is fixed for circumcision. This ceremony, too, is regarded as

a marriage. The poor are fed on this occasion and rejoicing and
—— —1—

—

1 —* — — —— — 1 - - - — — — — —•

‘which he has to throw on the roof, £o long as he does not hit the mark (? what mark) the
pains continue : once it is hit delivery ensues.-^-

(From Daraesteter’s Chants populirea dea Afghans, p, 257).
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merriments of every kind prevail. In the afternoon all the relationa

Btand round the child who is seated on an earthen plate. Underneath
which a rupee, some wheat-flour and a little jaggery are placed. The
persons present on the occasion give wel to the barber, and sometimes
they give him a turban each. Circumcision is performed on Thursdays
and Mondays.

But in Marwat no particular ceremony is performed whether it be a
first or any subsequent pregnancy. The mother’s head is kept towards
the north and her feet towards the south. Only near relations are
allowed to go near her at delivery. In Lakki town on the birth of a
boy women visit the mother to congratulate her and the child’s father is

congratulated by the males of his brotherhood in the chauk or village

meeting place. In return he gives them each a small quantity of jag-

gery. In villages the people congratulate the child’s parents three days
after the birth : some people also sacrifice a he-goat or a ram and distri-

bute its raw flesh among the brotherhood. A woman suffering from
a$hrah is not allowed to go near the mother. On the birth of a girl

people offer no felicitations and no jaggery is distributed. The child is

wrapped in a white cloth called badhna in order that its limbs may be-
come straight. In villages a midwife is called a bari sidni

,
and she is

displeased if called a midwife. She gets a rupee on the birth of a boy
but only eight annas on that of a girl. She also gets her food for

seven days, but the relatives give her nothing as wel. On the seventh
day the mother is given a bath regardless of its being Friday, and so on.
Boiled grain called ghunganian is distributed by way of charity. Imme-
diately after the birth the midwife severs the child’s navel-string with
a knife, and it is then buried by the mother in a pit dug for the pur-
pose. No name is given to the child for three days, but after that a
mulldn is sent for to name it. The bang is recited in its right ear.

The custom of whispering the bang is extinct in rural villages and in

these the name is given to the child by the eldest representative of the
family, but when previous children have died in infancy the name is

given by the mullan , who get eight annas or a rupee for this service.

In some places Qur&n is placed near the child and its mother for seven
or forty days. The knife with which the navel-string was severed is

kept turned towards the child’s head.

The custom of ghutti is not found iu the Marwat. The child is

given its mother’s milk. But in one family in Maina Khel the child
is fed at the breast of a Kut&ni or sweeper. When a woman is purified

she bathes on the 40th day. She also washes her old clothes herself,

and they are not given to the midwife. The custom of weham is not
known in Marwat. When the mother has bathed on the 40th day she
takes the child to her parent’s house for a few days, and on her depar-
ture they give her bangles or bracelet worth 4 or 5 rupees as well as
a chola.

Thejhand is removed on the 40r.h day or eight days lateV. The child

is shaved at home by a barber, and the hair is buried outside or ’thrown
away. Silver equal to it in weight is given away in charity. The
custom of aqiqa is extinct in Marwat, and no lock of hair kept on the
child’s head. In cases where children have died, if a vo\f has been
made a he-goat is sacrificed. The child’s head is pressed by .the mid*
wife for seven days so that it may grow round.
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Circumcision is called sunnatan in Marwat. No age is fixed for this

ceremony. Some people circumoise the boy within seven days of his
birth, while others do ifc at any time before *he attains his majority.
Pathdns do not sing soDgs on this occasion, but Jdfcs and other tribes

make merry. The members of the brotherhood are feasted and tarnbol
is realised from them. The foreskin is buried at a place where, pitchers
full of water are kept. Circumcision is effected by a barber, and he
gets a rupee or so from the child’s parents. A boy born circumcised is

called Paighambar Sunnat, and is not circumcised a second time,
though in order to fulfil the behests of the Shar’a a very little piece is

cut off.

Among the Nidzi Pa^hfins of Mi&uwali fcahsil, a marriage proposal

is generally made and accepted by the parents or other elder rela-

tions of iho contracting parties. Sometimes a trusted friend or a
holy man is requested to conduct the negotiations. At betrothal

some cash and clothes are given to the parents for the bride’s use.

The money is converted into ornaments. When everything is ready
for the wedding, the parties mutually agree upon a date for its cele-

bration. Generally the bride’s parents accent a present of money as a
help towards defraying its expenses, including the girl’s ornaments
anti clothos. Poor parents nowadays accept money as the price of

the girl. For aeven or eight days before the wedding both bride and
bridegroom have to perform m&iyan

,
during which time they enjoy

absolute immunity from work, and are fed sumptuously while their

bodies are rubbed with a sweet scented batna. When the biradari
and friends assemble at the bridegroom’s house, they are feasted and
veondra is collected. This is a gift of money generally not exceeding
five rupees. A careful record of it is kept so that the same amount may
be given in return when a marriage is celebrated in the giver’s family.

After this the janj or procession goes to the bride’s house. It consists

of the biradari and friends. It is accompanied by the village menials ;

the with' $hoi and sharna (a long flute) being prominent, and to

complete ifc camels as well as horses are almost indispensable as the

former carry the women. The horsemen must perform tent-pegging

during the wedding and sometimes have to unearth a peg driven deep
in by villagers of some village in the way, who stop the procession and
will not let it pass until the peg has been taken.

The bridegroom is accompanied by a friend called sabala
,
and

the corners of their sheets are tied together. The sabala ia always at

the bridegroom’s elbow, to assist him in the part he has to play.

The procession is timed to arrive in the evening. When it nears the

village the <fums play and the women sing and on approaching the

brides’s house the janj is opposed, clods being thrown at ifc and abuse
freely given. This resistance may or may not become serious, ifc is en-

joyed juat the same. Then a village menial, generally a M&ehhi (a

woodcutter and baker), or a $um appears and stops the janj with a
rope stretched across the road and will not allow it to proceed until he
is paid a rupee or two. The procession then enter and is aoeommodated
and feasted. At bed-time or at dawn the nikdk is performed.*

• Among,the Paikheis and the Tajakhels of Saw4ns and Mochh the nibth is performed
in the bridegroom’s house on the return of the janj ; but this custom is now' declining and
it is considered derogatory to hand over a damsel without first performing the nik&K
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After the nikaih the bridegroom has to don new clothes made
for him by hiB pareuts-in-law, and the bride does the same. At
night mehndi is applied and the bridegroom with his Sabala has
to play with the girls and women (sahelia)

of tbe bride’s party. The
toys used are generally made of kneaded wheat-flour and are caricatures
of members of both families. They cause an immense amount of mirth
and sometimes the bridegroom and his sabdla receive severe blows
from the merry damsels with whom they play. At the same time the
girls also try to test the physical strengths of the bridegroom, they
will, for instance, give him a heavy gharra (pitcher) full of sand and
bid him lift it with his teeth. Among some clans the bridegroom has
to pick up his bride and carry her from one place to another, generally
a distance of 10 or 12 feet.* Woe be to the bridegroom who cannot do
so. While the toys are being played with, the bride is seated at a little

distance with her burqa over her face but, of course, able to watch the
whole fun. When the game is over the bridegroom goes to saldnt his

mother-in-law : he touches her feet and presents a rupee, this coin is

sometimes presented to his sister-in-law. Next morning the daj (or the
bride’s dowry) is shown to the assembled biradari. It comes from the
following sources :

—

(1) Presents—i.e., ornaments, clothes, cooking utensils, beds, etc.,

from tbe parents.

(2) Presents—i.e., ornaments, clothes, etc., from the paternal re-

lations.

(8) Presents—i.e., ornaments, clothes, etc., from the maternal re-

lations.

(4) Presents— i.e., ornaments, clothes, etc., from such relations as are
connected by marriages alone.

(5) Presents from the friends of (1), (2), (3) and (4).

When the bride is fully attired and ornamented, the procession returns
with her. She rides on a horse either by herself, supported by some
other person, or else behind the bridegroom. The hor&e carrying her
leads the procession. Sometimes she is put in a kachdva on a camel.
Among Wattu Khel and Balo Khel Path&ns the bride is put into a
blanket and its four corners are seized by four men who carry her
away. If the distance be great she is carried in this way for a few
paces and then put on a horse or a camel.t At her departure it is

customary for the bride to weep aloud hoo-koo. On reaching tbe bride-

groom’s house she should cling to the door and refuse to enter the room,
until she is given some present, such as a coin, etc. She then stays

with the bridegroom for seven days ; after which one of her brothers or

other male relations takes ber back to her father’s house. She is then

brought back by the bridegroom or his father.

These ceremonies are deeply rpoted but nobody can tell their origin.

It is not certain whether the Pathdns adopted them when they came in

contact with the Hindus of the country or brought them from their

own homes.

* This is a general custom in Hindustan,

t No body can tell what this custom means.
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Pathdn marriage customs in Hazara.—Among the Sw&tis the father

or brother or some other near relation of the youth goes to the girl’s

parents. If they consent to her betrothal, then a jirga of five or six per-

sons, or a janj, goes to the house of the bride’s parents but the bride-

f
;room does not accompany it. The nikdh is performed then,

f the girl is of age, two men go to her to obtain her concent to its cele-

bration but, if she is a minor, her father gives his consent and the
bridegroom’s father accepts the girl on his son’s behalf. Some parents
exact large sums for their daughters and the money is paid at this

time. The 4 urn, ndi and other menials are also paid small fees. The
mulla who performs the nikdh gets a rupee on his return home. The
bridegroom’s parents send clothes and sweetmeats to the bride by a
4um or ndi . On the Id festivals also clothes are sent to the bride, but
this is not essential.

Before the actual wedding, a ceremony called frikan has to be per-
formed. The bridegroom’s father goes to the girl’s father taking with
him some people of his own village, or of the girl’s village, to settle

how much rice and ghi and how many goats, etc., the girl's parents

demand for the entertainment of the janj and of the people of the
bride’s own village. The day for the wedding is then fixed. The
marriage party i* accompanied by the bridegroom. By the people of the
girl’s village in the Pakhli plain of the Mansehra tahsil, no resist-

ance is oSered to the janj, but in the Bhogarmong glen small stones

are thrown at it by young boys. In the Pakhli plain the janj is fed
both at night and in the morning by the bride's parents, but in Bho-
garmong it is fed in the morning by tho people of the bride’s village,

each house holds feeding one or more of its members. In the early

morning, the girls of the bride’s village take the bridegroom’s friend

to a spring or stream and make him cut the water thrice with his

sword. The women meanwhile abusing him. On their return to the
bride’s village the nikdh is performed a second time but the first nikdh
at the betrothal, is also held to be valid.

Among the Gadfins the boy’s parents send a ndi to the girl’s father

to enquire if he agrees to his daughter’s betrothal. He says that he
will give a definite reply after consulting hi3 friends. A few days later

the boy’s sister, brother, or other relation goes to the girl’s father. If

he consents to the betrothal, a man is sent to him to fix a day for its

solemnisation. In case it is agreed that the betrothal jirga is to be fed

by the girl’s parents, this man takes with him also some rice, ghi, etc.,

whioh he gives to the girl’s parents. On the day fixed, the boy’s father

or brother with some five or ten other persons goes to *the girl’s house
at night. After they have eaten, the ndi or 4dm of the girl’s village

places thal or chauki before the boy’s father, brother, uncle or

other relation who has come to arrange the betrothal. The ndi or

4um says that a certain amount which he mentions, e. g., Bs. 100, 200,

800, or 400 may be put into the ?7iaZ. He generally demands a sum
larger than what is to be paid by the boy’s parents. The boy’s father

then puts a certain sum in the \hal . Some parents only take Bs. 5
out of this for the girl’s sisters and other female relations and return the
rest to the boy’s father. Others keep the whole amount, but when the

thdl is taken they give back a few rupees to the boy’s relations aapagri.

When the betrothed takes place among near relations the girl’s parents
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accept whatever is put into the that, but when the girl belongs to another
tribe then whatever is demanded by the girl’s parents has to be paid.
After the th&l has been removed, the jum brings sharbat and mehndi.

The boy’s nearest relation takes a little sharbat and dips the little

finger of his right hand into the mehndi . A rupee is put into each of
the vessels containing the sharbat and mehndi for the and ndi of
the girl’s house. The girl’s father then says that he has betrothed
his daughter, whom he mentions by name, to the son of so and so. The
jirga then returns home. No nihah is performed at the betrothal. If the
boy’s and the girl’s houses are both in the same villago, the jirga returns
home tlio same night, otherwise they return next day, but the morning
food is not taken in the girl’s house. Some parents do not undertake
to feed the jirga, in such cases no grain, etc., is given them, the jirga
take their food in their own homes.

When the girl attains puberty a ndi or dum is sent to the girl’s

parents to fix the day. On the day fixed before starting for the
bride’s house, the wedding party is fed by the boy’s parents, not by the
girl’s. The marriage party loaves for the bride’s house in the day time
and also returns by day. No resistance is offered to it. The bride-

groom accompanies the marriage party. The nihah is performed
in the bridegroom’s house. No relations of the girl are present at

the nihah . Her dower is fixed by the man authorized by her in this

behalf. She is taken back on the seventh, ninth, or eleventh day after

her marriage. If taken back on the seventh she is brought back to her
husband’s house on the ninth, if on the ninth she is brought back to his

house on the eleventh. On the third day after the marriage the bride-

groom goes to the house of his father-in-law to saldm and is given a
rupee and a yagri.

Among the Tanaulis a near relation of the boy, such as his father,

uncle, brother or maternal uncle, with some other persons, goes to the
girl’s house to arrange the betrothal. If her parents agree to it, the
head of the jirga is given sharbat first and his companions after him.
The nihah ceremony called Ijdb-habnl is also performed. The ndi and
4um are each paid one rupee. Sometimes the jirga takes one or two
suits of clothes for the girl with them, but sometimes the clothes are
sent after the betrothal. For fixing the day of the marriage, the
boy’s father, uncle or other relation goes to the house of the girl’s

parents. If they demand anything for the wedding expenses such
as rice, wheat, ghi3 gujr, mehndiy etc., these are paid before the day for

it is fixed. The day for the wedding is usually Thursday or Friday.
The marriage party is fed by the girl’s parents, but often at the expense
of the bridegroom's parents, but sometimes the former feed them at

their own expense. Neondra is also levied by the girl’s parents from those
invited by . them to the wedding similarly when the boy’s parents feed
the men invited by them, they also levy neondra . Thd amount however
is not fixed. The nihah is performed in the girl’s house. ’At the time
of the nihah the money demanded by the girl’s father is put into a that
but the jirga usually reduces its amount. Resistance is very rarely
offered to the marriage party. The girl’s parents give clothes to the
bridegroom’s relations. The dower given to the bride fcy her parents
is shown to the people. Part of it is B$nt with her when she is tfdten
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aWay and patt is given her when she returns to her parent's house.

The rnulla who performs the nikah is given one' rupee.

FathInah, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

pAfHANiA, the R&jput tribe to which the ruling family of Nurpur in K&ngya
belonged. It took its name from Patb&nkot in GurdAspur, "the
first possession which the family occupied on their emigration to this

neighbourhood from Hindustan.” Pathfinkot, formerly PaifchAn, with
Man was held by JetpAl, otherwise RAna Bheb, who was not a Kafoch
but a Tunwar from Delhi and who established himself there about 700
years ago.* The first acquisitions of the family were in the plains at

the head of the BAri Do&b. They afterwards withdrew into the hills

and Nfirpur, named after the empress Nur JahAn, became their capital.

For a history of the downfall of the dynasty see the K&ngra Gazetteer.

1904.

Patbae-patore, see SaugtarAsh.

Pathera, a brick-maker : Panjabi Dicty., 885.

Patoha. a olan (agricultural) found in MoltAn.

Patohu, -ya, patoi, -in, a stringer of pearls, a maker of silk fringe, or tape,

a worker in Bilk : Panjabi Dicty., p. 888.

Patoi, a weaver.

PatoLkheL, see under Hatikhel.

Paton, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Patphiea, Panjabi Dicty., 888,

Patba, a Hindu dancing girl.

Pateano, -gga, a silk-dyer; see Rangrez.

Patbe, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Patwa, Silk-spinners, who also put silk cords into jewelry, and make silk
cords in general: Sanskrit patta sutra kdsa, silk-twister, mentioned
in the Tantras, which are ancient (Colebrooke’s Essay, p. 275).

Pitfiif, a weaver (MultAni), Bee Paoli.

Pacngas, a JAt dan (agricultural) found iu Amritsar.

Pawania, see Pfiniya.

Pawab, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

PawI$, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Pawinda.—To the Ghilzai and Lodi, and especially to the former, belong
almost all the tribes of warrior traders who are included under the

* It Is difficult to reooneile the above story with the Mnhiil legend given on p. 183 mpra.
01 Pai

'
h6n frol°^^Pnrti8th*p» see the Arch. Bvrv&y Rep., l«;4-5, p. hi

;
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term pawindah,# from parwindah
, the Persian word for a bale of goods

or, perhaps more probably, from the same root as powal, a Pashto word
for “ to graze.” They are almost wholly engaged m the carrying trade
between India and Afghanistan and the Northern States of Central
Asia, a trade which is almost entirely in their hands. They assemble
every autumn in the plains east of Ghazni, with their families, flocks,

herds, and long strings of camels laden with the goods of Bukhara and
Kandah&r ; ana forming enormous caravans numbering many thousands,
march in military order through the Kdkar and Wazirai country
to the Gomal and Zhob passes through the Suleimans. Entering the
Dera Ismdil Khan district, they leave their families, flocks, and some
two-thirds of their fighting men in the great grazing grounds which
lie on either side of the Indus, and while some wander off in search of
employment, others pass on with their laden camels and merchandise
to Multdn, Rdjputdna, Lahore, Amritsar, Delhi, Cawnpore, Benares,
and even Patna. In the spring they again assemble, and return by
the same route to their homes in the hiUs about Ghazni and Keldt-i-

Gbilzai. When the hot weather begins the men, leaving their belong-
ings behind them, move off to Kandahdr, Herdt, and Bukhara with tho
Indian and European merchandize which they have brought from
Hindustan. In October they return and prepare to start once more
for India. But the extension of the Railway system is changing all the
conditions of the traffic.

The principal Pathdn clans engaged in the Pawinda traffic are or were
the Muh&ni, the Mu^hi and Maf hel clans and some of the Kundi clan of

the Nidzi are also engaged in the trade. The B&hars, with their two sub*
divisions Anjir and Sanjar ;

the Ndair, Dotanni, Luni, Panni, Bakhfcidr
and Gandapur, with the Ghilzai Sulaimdn Khel, Tarakki and Kh&roti
and many others, are also engaged in the traffic.

Pawr£, a Muhammadan J&\ clan (agrfcultural) found in Montgomery.

PbnjA, also called Pinj&ra (see under Qassdi), Panjora, Panjwdra, Punji or
Pinjld, is a cotton-scutcher, who striking a bow with a heavy wooden
plectrum uses the vibrations of the bow to separate tho fibres of the
cotton, to arrange them side by side, and to part them from dirt aod
other impurities. He is often returned as Nad&f, Dhuni&, Panbakob,
Kaldf, Pumba, etc.

Pbbna, fern. •£, a vagrant tribe of gipsies, exceedingly similar to the Nats
or Bfizfgars. But there is said to be this great distinction, that the

Pernas habitually and professedly prostitute their women,* which the

Nats do not.t It is believed that Pernas sometimes entice low-caste

women, who have no protectors, into joining their fraternity. Tho
Perna women are said to be jugglers and tumblers, and generally

perform their acrobatic feats holding a sword oi; knife po their throats

These Pawindah tribes speak the soft or western Pashto, and have little conneetion with
the settled tribes of the same stock.

•*

The Pavrindaha are well described at pages 103/ of Dr. Bellew’s Races of Afghanistan
,

and at pages 18/ of Priestley's translation of the Uaty&t’i-Afghdni, while Tucker gives much
detailed information concerning them at pages 1 84/ of his Settlement Report of Dera
TutraAfl Kh&n. • t

t Other good authorities say the exact converse is the case. The Kanjars pride them*
selves on only prostituting their daughters, and on keeping their wives in even stricter

seclusion than many pardanathin families. Of, Nichi.
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but their characteristic occupation is dancing and singiiig rather than
tumbling. Tiie men apparently do not perform, but merely play the
drum for the women to dance to. It is not quite clear that the word
is anything more than the name of an occupation like Bfifcigar, for

some Pernas are said to be Chulira by caste. It is possible that they
are a true caste, but like many of the vagrant tribes Will admit
strangers to their fraternity on payment. They are almost all

Musalmdns, and are said to marry by nihaK. They are said to be
divided into two classes, baratali and teratdli, from the sort of music to

which they dance, tdl meaning a “boat” in music. If so, the music
with thirteen beats in a bar must be worth listening to as a curiosity.

They are probably found almost all over the Punjab, but not on the
frontier.

PuAGAfl, a J?ogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Phage, an Ariiiii clau (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Phagpa, Phakpa, " The Holy,” a term applied to the Buddhist religion
and to shrines and other objects held sacred by Buddhists. The word
therefore in our Census returns merely means that the person returning
it is a Buddhist.

Phakiwab, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Phalak, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Phalron, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Phalyon, a J&t clan ^agricultural) found in Mult4n.

Phanlep, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Phapiira, a small tribe of J&t status, occupying a compact area of about 25
square miles at the foot of the Salt Range, east of Pind D&dan Khan
in Jhelurn ;

and to this small block of 10 or II villages they are al-

most entirely confined. They were described by Mr. R. G. Thomson
as a “semi-JAt tribe,” but have long claimed to be of Mughal descent,

and of course have no difficulty in producing a pedigree showing their

descent from Taimur : the only other evidence adduced forward is a
sanad of a hdrddr of Mughal times, conferring an assignment on the*

headmen of Mauza Dhudhi. still one of their principal villages, in

which the grantees are referred to as “ Mughal zarninddr ”
: but ex-

amination shows the word Mughal to be a clumsy interpolation : and the

interpolator has also thought fit to alter the year from 1133 to 1033 H.,

overlooking the fact that the document bears a seal with the date
1*133. The sanad thus proves no more than that the tribe was well

established in its present location in 1133 H., or 1720 A. D., and tends

to prove that in Mughal times they were considered to be zamind&rs

not Mughals. For the rest, their Mughal origin is not admitted by
the surrounding tribes : and they intermarry with such tribes as the

Lilias, Gondals, Waraicli, etc., who are almost certainly J&ts. Their

claim must therefore be rejected, and they must be regarded as pro-

bably of J&t origin, though it should be added that in popular estima-

tion they rank somewhat above those who are admittedly J&ts. They
state that they came to Jhelum from the direction of Faridkdt, and
settled in that District as traders and agriculturists : the name of their
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leader at that time is said by some to have been Pbaphra, from whom
the tribe derived its name, but by others Nitth&ran, Borne fifteeo genera-
tions back according to the pedigree-table, while Phaphra is shown
nine generations earlier. In character, customs and physique they do
not seem to differ from the other minor agricultural tribes of Jhelum,
they are good farmers. The earlier part of the pedigree table npw
produced by them is worthless ; in those forming part of the earliest

settlement records the first fourteen generations are as follows : Har,
Bah or Sh&h BirAham, Tilochar, Sh&h, Mai, Phaphra, Pheru, Vatr&,
Jatri, H&rsh, or Araf, Tulla, N&do, Har Deo, M&hpal, Nitth&ran: they
all trace their descent from Nitthdran, who had five sons, Gharfb,
Samman, Ichhrdn (whose son S^u’s descendants are found in S&uw£l),
R&fi, and Dhndhf. Some of the earlier names are clearly Hindu, the
common descent from Nitth&ran, whose date according to the tree

would be about the middle of the 15th century, is in favour of the
account which makes him the first settler in those parts. The PhaphrS
are also found as an agricultural clan in Sh&hpur. Cf. Phiphra.

Pharera, the name for a Hindu Rangs&z in Jullundur.

Phiphra, a Muhammadan J*4 tribe, found im Gujrdt. It claims Chaughattai
Mughal origin, and says that its eponym came from the south to

settle in Jhelum. Cf

\

Phaphra.

PhiraI, Pjrahin, a devotee of .S&khi Sarwar. The Pir&hin go about with a
drum, begging, and accompany pilgrims to the shrine in Dera Ghdzi
Kh&n. The great offering to Sakhi Sarwar is a rot or thick flat cake
of bread, which the Pir&hin cook with ghi and sugar, divide part, and
eat the rest. But it is doubtful if the Pir&hin are necessarily connected
with Sakhi Sarwar. They are essentially players on a dhol

;

and they
also circumcise children. Drummers are always taken with pilgrim* to

Sakhi Sarwar, but the Pir&hin may be mainly or even solely employed
as a circumcisor. They are majdwars of his shrine at Kaithal, and
probably elsewhere, they may be of various castes, e.g., Mir6si, Dogar,
and even Baloch. Phir&i or Pir&hin appears to be the Western Panjabi
form of Bharai. It is said to mean * a drummer/ though the drum is

called dhad
}
and it is most probably the same word as Pariah in South-

ern India.

Phoghat, a J&t tribe which possesses some importance in Jind, and has
spread into the neighbouring portions of Gurg&on and Rohtak. They
will not intermarry with the Desw&l ; but the reason is not explained.

They own twelve villages in the D&dri tahsil of Jind. They claim
descent from a Chauh^n Rajput of Ajmer who first settled in Sanwar, a
village in Dddri, but Mahi Bhallan, son of Sangat Rai, his descendant,

abandoned Sanwar and founded a village or 1 kahera/ whence he
expelled Kundu, J&t, and took possession of the twelve villages held by
him. The Kundu J&ts are now found in Jind tahsil.* The Phog4£
derive their name from phog,* a plant (used as fodder for caibels and
also eaten by people iu the B&gar), which grew* abundantly in the
village which was also named Phogdt. The got worships its sidhrli&bi»

Shami Dy&l, a BairSgi faqir, whose shrine is at Dddri, on Bh&don badi
• •*

U., - ' —
The phog is the Rathor's pet shrub for some reason. It is of value as fuel. P. N. Q

XV,M1. * ‘ ^
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8th. He inspired an ancestor of the tribe to build this shrine and
promised him his blessing. The got does not worship a jafhera, but at

weddings the pair make offerings to the bhvmia, the spot set aside in

memory of its ancestor who founded the village. The offerings are
taken by a Brahman.

HOB! (1) a synonym of Dhaltwal, in Karndl
: (2) a J&t elan (agricultural)

found in Mult&o. C/. Porw&l.

PHtfLKiAN,oneof the four or militant orders of the Sikhs, and sometimes
described as the twelfth misl or confederacy.

Phullarwan, a sept of Suraj-bansi R&jputs found in Gujr&t, claiming de-
scent from R&j& Karn through their eponym. They also hold 12
villages in Sidlkot where they claim Stiroa king of Delhi as their ances-

tor and say that they were once called Suroa, but Phuloru, their

eponym, came from Delhi in the reign of Feroz Sh&h and settled at

Thirw&n or Bhirw&l in Jhang. Fifth in descent from him Bngah or

Tdoga escaped the destruction which threatened the tribe and fled to his

grandmother. They intermarry with the Bhatti and Khokhar. They
are found as a R&jput and Pushkama J&t clan, both agricultural, in

Montgomery.

Phulsawal, a tribe of Jfys, found in N&bha. They derive their descent
from Bechal, a famous warrior, whose four sons were sent in turn to
defend the gate {]phulsa ) of a fort, whence the name. They ordinarily
worship the goddess (sic) Bhairon, and perform the first tonsure of their

children at Durg&’s shrine in the Dahmi ildqa of Alwar.

PlPA, or more politely Piling, is the term applied to the 1 outsider 7
or menial

classes in Spiti as opposed to Chajang. It is also applied to Muham-
madans and Christians, and the pipa as a class find themselves excluded
from the church, as well as outcast from society, since they cannot
become monks ; but they may run round a mani wall, turn a prayer-
wheel and listen to a service at a little distance from a chapel. Thus
they may acquire merit and even earn re-incarnation as nonos. Four
classes of menials are recognised

(<) the Shing khan or carpenter,

(») the Gar(h)a or smith,

(«») the Thag khan or weaver,
(iv) the Bhbda or musician.

Each craft is endogamons and marriage in a lower craft involves de-
gradation to its ranks and a carpenter is reluctant to entertain a
weaver.

Pnttf, a drummer, i. q ,
Bhar&f : Panjabi Piety ., p. 926. Reference is also

made to Para&i, but that word is not given in the Dicty. Another and
commoner form is PirAhin, a non-descript kind of faqir who acts as a
circnmoiBor.

Pirokk, an impure sept of the Kharrals also called Chuhrera : see JAlahke,
It is also found as an agricultural olan in Montgomery.

Pooal, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mulfc&n.

PohIdite, a
r
n Ar&n olan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Pohxa, a Jfit clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. - •
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Poxhwat, a tribe of Jd^s, found in Gurgaon.

Polandar, a tribe found in Bahdwalpur. The Ldng claim to be one of

its four septs, the others being the Dalle, Lile and Kanjur. Hey
say they came from a far land with Sher Shdh Sayyid Jaldl,

Ponar, a clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

PonI, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar,

Ponita, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in Multdu.

Pontah, a J&% clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Pob, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Pobawal, a synonym for the Her Jd^s.

Posla, a got or section of the Mirdsis. In Sidlkot they are attached to the
Jajja Jathol Jd$s.

Pote, a clan of Jd^s found in Hoshidrpur.

Prahu, according to Oust, ‘ a tribe of hillmen who descend each season from
the [Jammu] hills, cultivate the land and return to their homes with
their portion of the produce ’ in Gurddspur. The Prahus, however, are
not a tribe of hillmen, but immigrant tenants from the low hills and
Gujars from the Shakargarh tahsil,* and the correct form of the word
is uprahu, a tenant who tills one crop and then disappears. He is

called opra in the Bajwantt and in Kdngra opahu%

Pbangi, said to be derived from prang,
meaning f leopard/ A branch of

the Lodi Pathdns, descended from Prangai, son of Sidnai, son of
Ibrahim Lodi. Like the Mahpdl and Sur branches of the same tribe,

the Prangi are generally known as Lodis, and have almost disap-

peared from the Afghdn territories, having mostly taken service under
Afghdn rulers in Hindustdn and settled there.

PrIt-pala, lit.
1 feeder of the departed spirit/ A Brahman selected on the

death of a Rdjd. He is fed with hhir (rice and^jnilk), touched with
the hand of the dead Rdjd very shortly after his death and thence-
forward entertained for a year with all the pomp and splendour of the
Rdjd. All the articles used by the Rdjd are given to him and it is

believed that through him the dead Rdja’s soul is nourished in its daily

journey to the higher regions which occupies a full lunar year. At
the end of the year the Prit-pdla is supplied with clothes, money, etc.,

for life and expelled the state, never to re-enter it. Having been
excommunicated he cannot re-visit his home and must retire from the
world.§ In Bashahr he is styled Prfth-pdlu, and is regarded as of
similar status to the Achdrj, but some of the latter refuse to marry
with him.

||

Ptfj, (1) a Balochclan (agricultural) found in Montgomery;. (2) a class of
Jain priests.

PtfjAX, a worshipper.

—

Panjabi Dicty ., p. 934.

• Gurddspur Qr„ 1891-92, p. 3.

i

Sidlkot Sett. Rep., 1865, p. 98.

KAngra Sett. Rep, (Lyall), p. 8.

See Mandi Gazetteer, 1904, Appendix III, and c/. pp. 133-4 of Vol, I.

Simla Hill States Gazetteer, 1910, Bashahr, p. 44. ,
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Pomba, eee Penja.

Pokpib, a Rrijput tribe which would appear to belong to the Dahlmi* royal
race of wbioh Tod says :

—“ Seven centuries have swept away all

recollection of a tribe who once afforded one of the proudest themes
for the 6ong of the bard.

” They wore the*most powerful vassals of
the Chauh&n of Delhi, and Pundir commanded the Lahore Frontier
under Pirthi Rflj. The original seat of the * Punjab Pundir was
Th&nesar and the Kurukshetr of Karndl and Arotala, with local
capitals at Pundri, Ramba,t Hdbri, and Pundrak ; but they were
dispossessed by the Chauh&n under Rana Har R&i, and for the most

f
art fled beyond the Jumna. They are, however, still found in the
ndri pargana of Sarndl and the adjoining portion of Amb&la.

Pungab, see Rangrez.

Puni, a tribe of J&ts : Panjabi Dicty., p. 936.

PtfNiA, a Jot tribe of the Shibgotra branch descended from its eponym,
the eldest son of B&rh. They claim no R&jput origin but say they are
by origin J&ts having been made so by the pun or favour of Mah&deo.
Another account derives their name from a ‘ title of Mabddeo/ They
once held 360 villages in, or on the borders of, Bi kdner, and are now
found in Hies&r and the adjacent parts of Rohtak, Jfnd (D&dri and
Sangrur tabsils) and Patiala.

Pumj Banco, a sept of Brahmans, clients of the Muhi^l Brahmans, whose
parohits they are, in Jhelum.

Punk, a tribe of J^s claiming Solar R&jput origin through R4j& Diram.
Found in Si&lkot.

Ponnon.—

A

Jdt tribe, claiming Solar Rsljput ancestry. They are chiefly
found in Amritsar aud Gurd&spur, but they also own five villages in
Sidlkot. They say that their ancestors came from Ghazni

; or accord-
ing to another story, from Hindustan. In Amritsar they say their
first settlement was Arab Rot, out they do not know whore it was.
According to the following pedigree they are akm to the Aulakh.

Raghu.

4
Jasrat.

Him okandar.

Laiu.

Parickhat.

Talochar.

Shah.

Aohraj.

Dhanich.

Pimnun.

* Of. VoL I, p. WO. The Dahiya Kshatnyas recognise Dadhmati devi, as their family
goddess, just as the Dahfma Brahmans do. Her temple is near Gotha and Manelod two

in Nagaur (Jodhpur State). As goddess of the Dahfma Brahmans she is called Sri
Dadhunatl Mataji. 8ee I»d. Ant, 1812, pp. 87, 88.

+ The Earnil Gazetteer of 18»0 has Churangar or Ohami for Bamba and ears it must
have been a place of great importance as it lay in a great bend on the -old bank of the
Jumna. Here the Pundir made their last stand against th« nhyQfrn i §g tgj, 1jjf

UBfV UUVU » VA I

Jumna. Here the Puna
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The Chhayan, an offshoot of the Punnun, do not intermarry with
them, because the daughter of Chaudhri Rastil was married to a
Sindhu. Her brother offended the Sindhds and this led to a feud in

which only the Sindhus and Punnuns of Sirbdli Kaldn took part—-not
the whole of the two tribes. The boy’s descendants were known as

Chhuttan (discarded) and have now founded a new village. The
Punnuns founded Bdrd Punnudn in Amritsar.

The Punnun are also found in Montgomery as a Hindu Jdt clan
(agricultural).

They are found too in Ludhidna, where at weddings the bridegroom’s
uncle or the elder brother cuts a jantfi twig with an axe or sword.
The bride and bridegroom then play with the twigs, the bridegroom
first striking the bride with them and she afterwards doing the same to

him. The puja articles are given to a Brahman. The Punnun worship
Gfiru Ram Kdi. The first milk of a cow or buffalo as well as ghi is

given on the 10th day to a Sikh, in the name of the Gfiru, whose $,era

is at Kiratpur. Previous to this not even chhachh may be given to a
Muhammadan.

a

Punwar, a Rdjput tribe of the Western Plains. The Punwdr or Pratnara
was once the most important of all the Agnikula Rajputs. “ The
world is the Pramara’s ” is an ancient saying denoting their extensive
sway ;

and the Nau hot Marusthali, extending along and below the
Sutlej from the Indus almost to the Jumna, signified the maru asthal
or arid territory occupied by them, and nine divisions of which it

consisted. But many centuiies have passed since they were driven
from their possessions, and in 1826 they held in independent sway only
the small State of Dhdt in the desert. The Punwdr are found in

considerable numbers up the whole course of the Sutlej and along the
lower Indus, though in the Derajdt and in the Multan division many
of them rank as Jdp3. They have also spread up the Beds into

Jnllundor, Gurddspur and Sidlkot. There is also a very large colony
of them in Rohtak and Hissdrandon the confines of those districts;

indeed they once held the whole of the Rohtak, Dddri, and Goh&na
country, and their quarrels with the Jdtu Tunwar of Hissdr have been
noticed under Jatu. A few Punwar are also found in the Pabbi in

Jhelum.

According to local tradition in Rohtak the Pnnwdrs immigrated
from Jilopattan or Darnndgri and intermarried with the Chauhdns
who gave them lands round Rohtak and Kalanaur. In Sidlkot they
say that Rdjd Vikrdmajib was a Punwdr and divide themselves into

four branches : Bhautidl from Bhota, Mandila from Mandidl, Saroli

from Sirdli and Pinjaurid, from Pinjaur,* all names of places.

In Bahdwalpur the Punwdrs have the following 15 septs :

—

i. Dhfindd ; mostly goat-herds who live by selling milk*. A fdw hold land.
ii. Gachchal.
iii. Pahna-Rue : a small sept.

iv. Ran : a small sept, mostly agriculturists, but in Ahmadpur East washermen
v

t vi, & viL Jaip&l, KirAra and Waran.

• This cannot well be the Pinjaur near KAlka. All four places appear to lie in Siilkof.
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RAI KHANGAR.

RAja Jag-deo.

R6ja Mongra.

I

Baran or WAran.

Ciraru. *Jaip41. Kiri

The Jaipils and Kirirus originally came from Mdrwar, but the Waran had their home
at DMra-nagri.

viii. Wasir : a small sept.

ix. Tangri : also a small sept ; some are tenants and others are proprietors.

x. Batthus : tenants and cattle-breeders.

xi. Butt : chiefly found in Ahmadpur, but there are also a few in Khairpur
peshkdri. They refuse to give daughters outside the sept and usually

intermarry.

xii. Lakk : chiefly found in the peshkdri of Khairpur East.

xiii. Labina : the Muhammadan Labinas claim to be Punwars from Delhi.

xiv. Parhar, divided into three sub-septs, (i) Dangar, (ii) Nachna, and (iii) Mahpa.
A branch of the Parhars, called Burarna, lives in the Rohi and tends
camels.

xv. Dhuddi : a widely spread clan found both in the Lamma and Ubha and com-
prising several septs, of which the principal are

(i) Kadar, (iii) CJhanan. (v) Pannan.
(ii) KatAri. (iv) „ pakhiwdr. (vi) Wake.

To these may be added the Buhars,* who are akin to the Parhars, and the Dah&g who
are dohtras or daughters’ sons of the latter, DahA, a faqir, having married the daughter of a
Parhar R&jput and founded this sept.

PArahwal, a tribe of JAts which claims to be descended from RAi Pfirah,

a Solar RAjput, and settled in the NArowAl pargana of SiAlkot in

Akbar’s reign.

Purba, see under Hati Khel.

Purbera, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Pubbbi, a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

PdfifWAli, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Pushkarna, a sub-caste of Brahmans who take their name from the

sacred lake of Pushkar or Pokhar near Ajmer. One section of them

is said to have been originally BeldArs or Ods who were raised to

Brahminioal rank as a reward for excavating the tank. They still

worship the pickaxe. They are the hereditary BrAhmans of the RAj-

pufcfina BhA^ias, and are more strict in caste matters than the SArsfit.

They are found in some numbers in the western districts of the Punjab,

and in the town of BAwal in Jind there are a few Pusbkarnas, belong-

ing to the SahwAria sdsan. They engage in no occupation save

priestly service in the temples to Puskharji and assert that they

had been specially created by Brahma to worship in his temples,

and hence they are so named ;
they dp not associate with the Guars

in any way, though the existence of sasans among them would indicate

a Gaur origin.

* For certain Bohar or Buh&r shrines so© Pb, C» R. 1902, § 58 on p. 157.



APPENDIX.
The late Sir Denzil Jbbetson’s account of the Afghan tribes is repro-

duced here owing to its value for administrative purposes. It follotos
the geographical location of the tribes from south to north.

Pafhdn tribe* of Dera Ismdil Khdn .—The tribes of our lower frontier belong almost
exclusively to the -lineage of Shaikh Baitan* third son of Kais. His descendants in the
male line are known as Bitanni, and are comparatively unimportant. But while, in the
eaiiy part of the 8th century, Baitan was living in his original home on the western slopes
of the ci&h-band range of the Gfhor mountains, a prince of Persian origin flying before the
Arab invaders took refuge with him, and there seduced and married his daughter Btbi
Matto.

;
From him are descended the Matti section of the natioh, which embraces the

Ghilzai, Lodi, and Sarwini Path&ns. The Ghilzai were the most famous of all the Afghin
tribes till the rise of the Durrani power, while the Lodi section gave to Delhi the Lodi and
Sur dynasties. The Sarwani never rose to prominence, and are now hardly known in
Afghinistan. To the Ghilzai and Lodi, and especially to the former, belong almost all the
tribes of warrior traders who are included under the term Pawindah, from paruindah, the
Persian word for a bale of goods or, perhaps more probably, from the same root as powal,

a Pashto word for * to graze. ’t They are almost wholly engaged in the carrying trade
between India and Afghanistan and the northern States of Central Asia, a trade which is
almost entirely in their hands. They assemble every autumn in the plains east of Ghazni,
with their families, flocks, herds, and long strings of camels laden with the goods of Bu-
khara and Kandahar

; and forming enormous caravans numbering many thousands, march
in military order through the K&kar and Wazir country to the Gomal and Zhob passes
through the Sulaimins. Entering the Dera Ismail Khdn district, they leave their families,
flocks, and some two-thirds of their fighting men in the great grazing grounds which lie
on either side of the Indus, and while some wander off in search of employment, others
pass on with their laden camels and merchandise to Multan, RAjputana, Lahore, Amritsar,
Delhi, Cawnpore, Benares, and even Patna. In the spring they again assemble, and return
by the same route to their homeB in the hill about Ghazni and KeUt-i-Ghilzai. When the
hot weather begins the men, leaving their belongings behind them, move off to Kandah&r,
Herit and Bukhara with the Indian and European merchandise which they have brought
from Hindustan. In October they return and prepare to start once more for India. These
Pawindah tribes speak the soft or western Pashto, and have little connection witlr the
settled tribes of the same stock.]:

It is not to be wondered at that these warlike tribes cast covetous eyes on the rich
plains of the Indus, held as they were by a peaceful Jat population. Early in the 13th
century, about the time of Shah&b-ud-dfn Ghori, the Prangi and Stir tribes of the Lodi
branch, with their kinsmen the Sarwani, settled in the northern part of the district immedi-
ately under the iBulaimins, the Pr&ngi and Sur holding Tank and Bori, while the Sarwini
settled Bouth of the Ldni in DrAban and GhandwAn. With them came the Biltich, Khasor,
and other tribes who occupied the branch of the Salt Range which runs along the
right bank of the river, and still hold their original location. In the early part of the
16dir century the Niazi, another Lodi tribe, followed their kinsmen from Ghazni into
Titok, where they lived quietly as Pawindahe for nearly a century, when they crossed the
trans-Indus Salt Range and settled in the country now held by the M&rwat in the south
of the Bannu district, then almost uninhabited save by a sprinkling of pastoral Jits, whom
Bihar mentions them as cultivators in 1505.

During the reign of the Lodi and Stir Sultans of Delhi (1450 to 1555 A. D.) the Pringi
and Sir tribes from which these dynasties sprang, and their neighbours the Niazi, seem
to.have migrated almost bodily from Afghinistan into Hindustan, where the Niizi rose to

#

* Dr. Bellow points out that Baitan has an Indian sound ; while Shekh is the title given,
in contradistinction to Sayyid, to Indian converts in Afgbinistin. Thus, the Ghilzai (the
Turk term for swordsman) are probably of Turk extraction, with Iqdian and Persian
admixtures*

J
The pronunciation is Powindah, rather than Pawindah,
The Pawimdahe are well described at page 103 ff of Dr, Bellew’s Races of Afgkdnietdn.
at of Priestley’s translation of the Haiy&t-i-Afghdni, while Mr; Tucker

icfegmatiee > concerning them at page I84jf of his Settlement Report #!
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great power, one of their tribe being SdbahdAr of Lahore. These last waxed insolent and
molted in alliance with the Gakkhars, and in 1547 SultAn Salim ShAh Sfiri crashed the
rebellion* and with it the tribe. At any rate, when in the early days of Akbar's reign the
LohAni, another Lodi tribe, who had been expelled by the SulaimAn Khel Ghilzai from
their homes in Katawaz in the Ghazni mountains, crossed the SulaimAns, the Lodi tribes

were too weak to resist them
; and they expelled the remaining PraDgi and Stir from TAnk,

killing many, while the remainder fled into Hindustan. The LohAni are divided into four
great tribes, the Marwat, Daulat Khel,* Mian Khel and TAtor.f About the beginning of

the 17th century the Daulat Khel quarrelled with the Marwats and MiAn Khel and droVe
them out of TAnk. The Marwats moved northwards across the Salt Range and drove the
NiAzi eastwards across the Kurram and Salt Range into Isa Khel on the banks of the Indus,
where they found a mixed AwAn and JAt population, expelled the former, and reduced the
latter to servitude. The MiAn Khel passed southward across the Luni river and, with the
assistance of the BakhtiAr, a small Persian tribe of Ispahan origin who had become asso-

ciated with them in their nomad life,J drove the Sarwani, already weakened by feuds
with the Sdr, out of their country into Hindustan. In this quarrel the Daulat Khel were
assisted by the Gandapur, a Sayyid tribe of UshtarAni stock (see next paragraph) ; mid
the latter weje settled by them at Rori and gradually spread over their present country.

The ShibAni AfghAns had been settled from of old in the mountains about the Takht-i-
SulaimAn. They are by descent SarbAni Afghans

;
but their ancestor, haying quarrelled

with his brothers, left them and joined the KAkar from whom his mother had come
; and

his descendants are now classed as Ghurghushti and not as Sarb&ni. About the time that
Hie LohAni came into the district, the Babar, a ShirAni tribe, descended from the hilla

into the plains below and subjugated the JAt and Baloch population. Finally, about a
century ago, the UshtarAni proper, a Saiyad tribe affiliated to the ShirAni Afghans, having
quarrelled with the Mcsa Khrl, acquired a good deal of the plain country below the hills

at the foot of which they still live, subjugating the Baloch inhabitants and encroaching
northwards upon the Babar. These are the most recently located of the trans-Indus tribes
of Dera IsmAil KhAn. Thus the Pathans hold a broad strip of the trans-Indus portion of
the district, running northwards from the border of the KhetrAn and Kasrani Baloch (see
p. 480 of Vol. II) along the foot of the hills and including the western half of the plain
country between them and the Indus, and turning eastwards below the Salt Range to the
river. They also hold the trans-Indus Salt Range, and the SulaimAns as far south as the
Baloch Border. But while in the extreme northern portion of the tract the population is

almost exclusively Pathan, the proportion lessens southwards, the Pathans holding only the
superior property in the land, which is cultivated by a subject population of JAt and Baloch.
East of the Indus the Baluch who hold the north of the Bhakkar thal are the only PathAn
tribe of importance. Their head-quarters are at PaniAla in the trans-Indus Salt Range,*and
they seem to have spread across the river below MianwAli, and then to have turned south*

* wards down the left bank. Although living at a distance from the frontier, they still talk
Pashto and are fairly .pure PathAns. The other PathAns of the Khasor hills, though trans-
Indus, are, like all the cis-Indus Pathans, so much intermixed with JAts as to have for-

§
otten their native tongue. The MiAn Khel and Gandapur were deprived of many of

reir eastern villages in the beginning of this century by NawAb Muhammad KhAn Saddo-
zai, governor of Leiah,

The Pathdn tribes of Dera Umdil Khdu continued.—I now proceed to give a brief de-
scription of the various tribes, beginning from the south

f Hannar
\ Amarkhel
< Gandapur
J Marere
l Shekhi

> GandApur.

The Ushtarani.—The UshtarAni proper are the descendants of Hannar, one of the sons

of UstaryAni, a Saiyad who settled among and married into the ShirAni section of AfghAns

;

' Hannar UshtarAni. and whose progeny are shown in the margin. They
V Amarkhel

*” were settled with the ShirAnis to the south of the
UstaryAni < Gandapur (.Gandipur. Takht-i-SulaimAn, and till about a century ago they

i shekhi )
were wholly pastoral and pawindah. But a quarrel

v with their neighbours, the Mdsa Khel, put a stop to

their annual westward migration, and they were forced to take to agriculture. Their de-

scent into the plains has been described in section 400. They still own a large tract of hill

country, in which indeed most of them live, cultivating land immediately under the hills

and pasturing their flocks beyond the border. Their territory only includes the eastern

slopeB of the SulaimAns, the crest of the range being held by the Mdsa Khel and Zmari.

* The Daulat Khel is really only a clan of the MAmu Khel tribe j but it has become so
prominent as practically to absorb the other clans and to give its name to the whole tribe.

t Wrongly spelt JAtor throughout Mr. Tucker's Settlement Report.

% They are & section of the B&khtiAri of Persia. They first settled with the ShirAni
AfghAns ; and a section now lives at Margha in the Ghilzai country, and is engaged in the
paufindah trade, but has little or no connection with the Bakhtiir of Dera IsmAijL
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They axe divided into two main clans, the Ahmadzai or Amazai and the Gagalzai, and
these again into numerous septs. They are a fine manly race, many of them are in our
army and police, and they are quiet and well behaved, cultivating largely with their own
hands. A few of them are still pawindahe. They are much harassed#by the independent
Bozd&r (Baloch). They are all Sunnis. The boundary between the Ushtarani and B4bar
was originally the Ramak stream. But in a war between them the former drove the latter

back beyond the Shiran stream which now forms their common boundary.

The Babar are a tribe of the Shifani stock whose affinities have been described in the
preceding section, though they are now quite separate from the Shirani proper. They are
divided into two sections, one living wholly within our border, wfcile the ether holds the
hill country opposite, but on the other side of the Sulaim&ns. The two have now little

connection with each other. The Babar of the plains hold some 180 square miles between
the Ushtarini and Midn Khel, Chaudwan being their chief town

;
- and include the Mahsud

and Ghora Khel clans of the tribe. The result of their quarrels with the Ushtarini has
just been mentioned, while their advent in the plains has been described above—see also
Vol. II, p. 81.

The Mian Khel are a Lohani tribe whose coming to the district and subsequent move-
ments have already been described. They hold some 260 square miles of plain country
between the Gandapur and the Bibar. With them are associated the Bakhtiae (see above
also) who, though of Persian origin, now form one of their principal sections. The greater
number of them still engage in the trans-Indus trade

; and they are the richest of all the
pawindah tribes, dealing in the more costly descriptions of merchandise. They are divided
by locality into the Drtban and Musa Khel sections, the latter of which hold the south-
west quaiter of their tract. They are a peaceable people with pleasant faces, and more
civilised than most of the pawindah tribes. They seldom take military service, and culti-
vate but little themselves, leaving the business of agriculture to their Jat tenants. They
have a hereditary Kh&n who has never possessed much power.

The Gandapur.—The origin and the manner in which they obtained their present country
of the Gandapur have been described above ; see also Vol. II, p. 277.

The Bitanni or Bhittanni include all the descendants in the male line of Baitan, the
third son of Kais. They originally occupied the western slopes of the northern Sulaimins

j

but being hard pressed by the Ghilzai, moved, in the time of Bahlol Lodi, through the
Gomal Pass and occupied the eastern side of the north of the range, as far north on its junc-
tion with the Salt Range and as far west as K&niguram. Some time after the Wazfr drove
them back to beyond Garangi, while the Gurbufe contested with them the possession of
the (Jhabbar mountain. They now hold the hills on the west border of Tank and Bannu,
from the Ghabbar on the north to the Gomal valley on the south. In their disputes many
of the tribe left for Hindustan where their Lodi kinsmen occupied the throne of Delhi, and
the tribe has thus been much weakened. Shaikh Baitan had four sons, Tajfn, Kajin,
Ism&fl and Warshpun. The tribe consists chiefly of the descendants of Kajfn, with a few
of those of Warshpdn. Ism&il was adopted by Sarban, and his descendants still live with
the Sarbani Afghans. The Taj in branch is chiefly represented by the clans Dhanne and
Tatte, said to be descended from slaves of Taj In. A small Sayyid clan called Koti is affi-

liated to the Bitanni. Till some 80 years ago they lived wholly beyond our border
; but

of late they have spread into the Tank plains where they now form a large proportion of
the Pathan population, occupying some 550 square miles, chiefly south of the Takw£ra.
They also hold some land in the Bannu district at the mouth of the passes which lead up
into their hills. They are a rude people just emerging from barbarism, but keen-witted.
They are of medium weight, wiry, and active, and inveterate thieves and abettors of
thieves; and they have been called the jackals of the Wazfrs. They have no common
chief. The proverbial wit of the country side thus expresses their stupidity and thrift-

lessness.
—" The drum was beating in the plains and the Bitanni were dancing on the

hills ;
” and ** A hundred Bitanni eat a hundred sheep.’* At pp. 106—7 of Vol. II is re-

produced Tucker’s accodht of this tribe which differs in some respects from the above.

The Daulat Khel.—The coming of this tribe to the district has already been described.
Their principal clan was the Katti Khel ; and under their chiefJCatal Khan the Daulat
Khel ruled T&nk and were numerous and powerful about the middleof the 18th century.
They accompanied the Durr&ni into Hindustan, and brought back muc.h wealth. But since
that time the Bitanni and other tribes have encroached, and tb&y are now small and.feebla
The Xawib of T&nk, the principal j&girdar of the district, is a Katti Khel.

The Tatar have been mentioned above. They were very roughly treated by N&dir Shih
and the Daulat Khel completed their ruin. They are now almost extinct. Their
two dans, the B4ra Khel and Dari Khel, hold a small area on the link and Kolichf
frontier.
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Pawindah Border and other fri&sa.—The tribes not possessing solvent importance to

merit detailed description are—

The Zarkanni, a small colony of Shaikhs, who settled some 600 years ago in a corner
between the Gandipur and Miin Khel country, under the foot of the Sulaimans.

The Baluch, a small tribe of uncertain origin affiliated to the Lodi tribes.* They Beem
to have come in with the earliest Pathin invaders. They hold the country round Paniila,
at the foot of the Salt Range where it leaves the Indus to turn northwards, and are the
dominant race in the north of the Miinwali district.

The Khasor, with the Nur Khel and Malli Khel form a small tribe which claims kinship
with the Lodi, who repudiate the claim. They hold the Khasor range, or the ridge of the
lower Salt Range which runs down the right bank of the Indus.

The Ghorezait a petty clan of the Tabarak Kaka, and the MiXni an insignificant pamndah
dan of the Shirani tribe, hold lands in the Gomal valley, the former lying south and the

latter north of the Loni river. They graze their flocks during summer o&4he western
slopes of the Sulaimins. A portion of the Miini are independent pauindahs , but dosely
allied to those of our plains.

The Kundi are a small pawindah clan who claim descent from the ancestor of the Niizi.

They settled in Tink with the Daulat Khel Lohini, and originally held the tract along the
SubeU stream in the north-east corner of Tink. But within the last 80 years Marwat

- immigrants have encroached largely on their eastern lands. Macgregor says they are quiet
and inoffensive and the unfavourable description of them given in Vol. 31, p. 671, is probably
out of date.

The Pawindah Tribes .—These tribes, which will be described generally on p. 240 below
although not holding lands in the district, are of considerable administrative interest, as
enormous numbers of them spend the cold weather in the pastures on either side of the
Indus. The principal tribes are noticed below

The Nabar claim descent from Hotak, a grandson of Ghilzai; but the Hotak say that
they are a Baloch clan, and merely dependent on them.f They speak Pashto, but differ

from the Ghilzai in physique. They are the least, settled of all the pawindahs
,
and winter

in, the Deraj it and summer in the Ghilzai country, having no home of their own. Their
chief wealth is in flocks and herds, and they act as carriers rather than as traders. They

: are a rough sturdy lot, but fairly well behaved.

The Kharoti say they are an offshoot of Tokhi mother of Hotak mentioned above. But
the Tokhi say they are descended from & foundling whom the tribe adopted. They hold the
country about the Kources of the Gomal river in Warghun south by east of Ghazni, and they
winter in the Tank tahsil. They are a poor tribe, and many of them work as labourers or
carriers. Dr. Bellew identifies them with the Arachoti of Alexander's historians, and points
cut that they still live in the ancient Arachosia. He considers them and the Nisar to be of
different origin from the mass of the Ghilzai.

The Sulaim&n Khel are the most numerous, powerful, and warlike of all the Ghilzai

tribes, and hold & large tract stretching nearly the whole length of the Ghilzai country.

Those who trade with India come chiefly from the hills east of Ghazni and winter in the
northern trans-Indus tract. They bring but little merchandise with them but go down
country in great numbers when they act as brokers or iall&ls between the merchants and
other pawindah8. They are fine strong men and fairly well behaved, though not bearing
the best of characters.

The Midn Khel* have already been described. The trading and landowning sections are
•till along connected, and in fact to Borne extent indistinguishable.

The Dautanni inhabit the Warrah valley and the country between the Wazir hills and
Gomal. They are a small but well-to-do tribe, and trade with Bukhara.

The Tokhi were the most prominent of all the Ghilzai tribes till the Hotak gave rulers to
Kandahir about 1710 A. D. They hold the valley of the Tarnak and the northvalley of the
Argandib, with Kelit-i-Ghilzai as their principal centre. •

The Andar occupy nearly the whole of the extensive district of Shilg&r sooth of Ghazni.
With them are associated the Mfisa Khel Kik&r, who are descended from an Andar woman
and live south and west of Bhilgar.J

• It is not perhaps impossible that these may be of Baloch origin. The Khetran, perhaps
of Pathin origin, have become the nucleus of a Baloch tribe.

t One story makes them the descendants of a gang of bl&oksmiths who, in the 14th century,
accompanied the Miin Khel on one of their return journeys to Khnri^ir

a

nd:ypttM there.
1 In 1881 some of the tribesmen in Dera Ismiil Khin cetmmed ibemaelrei^ae Baloch

Andar,
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. th# XataJM wiotax aboutfiwidahir. They ara largelyoomad.

The Border Tribee.—The most important tribes on the Dera Ismiil border are, beginning
from the south, the QaarAni Baloch and the Uahtarini, already described on page 224
and page 225, the Shirani, and the Mahsud Wazlri. The Wazfri will be described when
I come to the border tribes of Bannu.

The Shirini have already been mentioned and their origin described. They occupy the
country round the Takht-i-Sulaiman, bounded to the north by the Zarkanni stream and to
the south by the Ushtar&ni border, their principal habitat being the low valleys to the east
of the Takht. They are divided into the Shirani proper who hold the greater part of the
tract, the Bibar of our plains described above, and the small tribes of Harip&l and
Jalwini lying to the south of the Shirani proper. They are of medium height, wiry, and
active, and wild and manly in their appearance. Their dress consists of a couple of coarse
blankets and their principal occupation is agriculture.

The Pafhdn tribes of Bannu.—.On the southern border of the Bannu district, marching
with Dera Ismiil, we find the Marwat and the Niizi, the northernmost of the Indian
descendants of Baitan, while further north lie the WazIr and Bannuchi, of the great
Karlinri section of the Pathans. The migration of the Ni4zi from T4nk across the Salt
Range, and how the Marwat followed them and drove them across the Kurram, have already
been described. Their ancestor Ni&zai had three sons, Bahai, Jamal and Kh&ku. The
descendants of the first are no longer distinguishable

;
while the Isa Khbl among the Jam61,

and the Mush&ni and Sarhang clans among the Khaku, have overshadowed the other clans
and given their names to the most important existing divisions of the tribe. The Isa Khel
settled in the south and the MushAni in the north of the country between the KohAt Salt
Range and the Indus, while the Sarhang crossed the river,* and after a struggle lasting
nearly a century and a half with their quondam allies the Gsikhars and their JAt and Aw&n
subjects, finally drove the Gakkhars, whose stronghold on the Indus was destroyed by
Ahmad Sh4h in 174,8, eastwards across the Salt Range, and established themselves in
MfltowAli.

Towards the close of the 13th centuryj* the Mangal, a tribe of the Kodai KarUnri, and the
Hanni, an affiliated tribe of Sayyid origin left their KurhAnri home in Birmil, crossed the
SulaimAns into the Bannu district, and settled in the valleys of the Kurram and GambAla
rivers. About a century later the Bannuchi. the descendants of Shitak, a Kakai KarlAnri,
by his wife, Bannu, who with their Daur kinsmen then held the hills lying east of the Khost
range in the angle between the Kohat and Bannu districts, with their head-quarters at
Shsw&l, were driven from their homes by the Wazfr, and, sweeping down the Kurram
valley, drove the Mangal and Hanni back again into the mountains of KohAt and Kurram
where they still dwell, and occupied the country between the Kurram and Tochi rivers
which they now hold in the north-western corner of the district. At the same time the
DAwari, a tribe of evil repute in every sense of the word, occupied the banks of the Tochi
beyond our border, which they still hold. Some 400 years ago the Bangi Khel Khattak,
occupied the trans-Indus portion of the district above KalAbAgh and the spur which the
Salt Range throws out at that point. This they have since held without disturbance.

When the Darvesh Khel Wazfrs (see above), moving from their ancestral homes in

Birmil, drove the Bannuchi out of the ShawAl hills, they occupied the country thus vacated,

and for 350 years confined themselves to the hills beyond our border. But during the latter

half of last century they began to encroach upon the plain country of the Marwat on the

right bank of the Tochi, and of the Bannucbi on the left bank of the Kurram. At first their

visits were confined to the cold season
;
but early in the present century, in the period of

anarchy which accompanied the establishment of the Sikh rule in Bannu, they finally made
good their footing in the lands which they had thus acquired and still hold.

The latest comers are the Bitanni, who have within the last 00 years occupied a small tract

on the north-eastern border of the Marwat at the foot of the hills. Thus PathAns hold all

trans-Indus Bannu, and as much of the cis-Indus portion of the district as lies north of a line

joining the junction of the Kurram and Indus with Sakesar, the peak at which the Salt Range
eaters the district and turns northwards. The trans-Indus Pathans, with the partial excep-

tion of the NiAzi, speak Pashto of the soft and western dialect ;
the JtfiAzi speak Hindkc,

especially east of the Indus.

• The Kalid-i-Afgh&ni says that they held Lakki and were driven out across the river by
the This seems improbable.

4 The KaUd-i-Afgh&ni fixes this date at the middle of the 12th century, and that of the
Bannfichi invasion at about 1800 A,D«_
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I now proceed to a detailed description of the different tribes, beginning from the
south :-~

The Mabwat hold almost the whole of the Lakki tahsil, that is to say, the south-eastern

half and the whole central portion of the country between the trans-Indus Salt Bange and
the WaZfr hills, Within the last 80 years they have begun to retrace their footsteps and
have passed southwards over the Salt Range into Dera IsmAil, where they occupy small
tracts wrested from the Kundi in the northern corner of TAnk and along the foot of the
bills, and from the Baluch in the FaniAla country. Their most important clans are the M6sa
Khel, Acha Khel, Khuda Khel, Bahrain, and Tapi. With them are associated a few of the
NiAzi, who remained behind when the main body of the tribe was expelled. The Marwat
are as fine and law-abiding a body of men as are to be found on our border. They are a
simple, manly, and slow-witted people, strongly attached to their homes, good cultivators,

and of pleasing appearance. Their women are not secluded. Their history has been
sketched above. Their hereditary enemies, the Khatak, say of them :

“ Keep a Marwat to

look after aBses
;
his stomach well filled and his feet well worn.*’

The Bannfichi hold the central portion of the Bannu tahsil, between the Kurram and
Tochi rivers. Their history has already been narrated. They are at present, perhaps more,
hybrid than any other PathAn tribe. They have attracted to themselves Sayyids and other

doctors of Islam in great numbers, and have not hesitated to intermarry with these, with the

scattered representatives of the former inhabitants of their tract who remained with them as

hamsdya
,
and with the families of the various adventurers who have at different times

settled amongst, them
;

insomuch that, “ Bannuchi in its broadest sense now means all

Mahomedans, and by a stretch, even Hindus long domiciled within the limits of the irrigated

tract originally occupied by the tribe.” The descendants of Shitak, however, still preserve

the memory of their separate origin and distinguish themselves as Bannuchi proper. They
are of inferior physique, envious, secretive, cowardly, lying, great bigots, inoffensive, and
capital cultivators. Sir Herbert Edwardes says of them :

” The Bannuchis are bad
specimens of Afghans -.can worse be said of any race ? They have all the vices of PathAns,

rankly luxuriant, their virtues stunted.” Their Isakhi clan, however, is famed for the
beauty of its women. ” Who marries not an Isakhi woman deserves an ass for a bride.”

The Niazi hold all the southern portion of Isa Khel and the country between MiAnwAli
and the hills

;
in other words, so much of the Bannu and MiAnwAli districts as is contained

between the Salt Range on either side the Indus, and Kurram and a line drawn from its

mouth due east across the Indus. Their history and distribution have already been related.

They are indifferent cultivators, and still retain much of the PathAn pride of race. The
cis-Indus branch is the more orderly and skilful in agriculture. The Isa Khel is the
predominant and most warlike section

; but they all make good soldiers. A section of them
is still independent and engaged in pawindah traffic, spending the summer above KandahAr
and wintering in Dera Ismail. They are strict Sunnis. They seem to be a quarrelsome
people, for the proverb Bays— ‘‘The NiAzi like rows.”

Minor tribes are the Mughal Khel clan of Yusufzai who conquered a small tract round
GhoriwAl some seven centuries ago, and still show their origin in speech and physiognomy.

The Gumwjz, an unimportant tribe, have now returned to their original seat west of the
Khost range, and north of the Dfiwari.

The Wazirs are one of the most powerful and most troublesome tribes on our border,

the Mahsud being pre-eminent for turbulence and lawlessness. They are exceedingly

democratic and have no recognised headmen, which increases the difficulty of dealing with
them. They are tall, active, muscular, and courageous, and their customs differ in several
respects from those of the PathAns in general. They are still in a state of semi-barbarism.
They are well described in the Haiy&t-i-Afgh&vi (pages 227# of the translation). Mr.
Thorburn estimate the Wazir population of the purely Wazir border villages alone at 13,523,

and there are always many members of tribe scattered about the district * in search of work
or of opportunities for theft/ especially during the spring months.

The Pathdn tithes of Koh&t*—*The PathAns of Kohat belong almost entirely to two great
tribes, the Khattak of the Kakai section of the KarlAnri, and the Bangash, a Qureshi tribe of

Arab descent. The original home of the Khattak, in common with the other sections of the

KarlAnri, was the west face of the northern SulaimAns, where they held the valley of ShawAl
now occupied by the Wazirs.* Towards the close of the 13th centuryf they, with the Mangal

* Dr. Bellew says that the Khattak held all the plain country of the Indus as far south as
Dera IsmAil KhAn till driven out by the Wazir who being in their turn driven southwards
by the pressure of Biloch tribes moving up the Indus valley, passed onwards into the BH1«
then held by the Bannuchi. He gives no authority for this account, which does not agree
with the tradition of the Khattak themselves as related in the Kalid-i-Afgh&ni.

t The*KaUd-i-Afgh&ni places the migration in the middle of the 19th century, and the
Pannuchi migration at about 1300 A. D.
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laid Hanoi, two tribes of the Eodai section of the Karlanri, moved eastwards, the two last

descending into the Bannu district and settling? along the Kurram and Gambila, while the

EKn.tt.Rk held the hills to the west of our border. A century later the Bannuchi drove, as

already related the Mangal and Hanni out of Bannu ; and not long after this the Khattak

quarrelling with the Bannuchi, moved to the north and east and occupied the hilly country,

then uninhabited, which stretches across the centre of the Kohit district to the Indus, leav-

ing behind them the Para Chamkanni, a tribe (perhaps of Persian origin) who had taken

refuge with them, and the bulk of whom now occupy the north-east corner of the Kurram
Valley, while another section still lives in a state of barbarism about KAnfguram as subjects

of the Wazir. At this time the Orakzai, another tribe of the Kodai Karlinri, held all the
'

valley of Kohit in the north and north-east of the district from Resi on the Indus to Kohdt

;

while theBangash, already alluded to, lived in the country about Gardez in Zurmat. But
in the latter part of the 14th century the Banga&h, increasing in number and being pressed

upon by the Ghilzai, emigrated eastwards en masse and settled in Kurram. Being presently

driven out by the Tuai* and JAji, tribes of doubtful origin who claim descent from Kbugi-
Aj\i

i
son of Kakai, but who are perhaps of Awan stockf though now Pathans for all practi-

cal purposes, and who still occupy the valley, they joined with the Khattak who had quar-

relled with the Orakzai, and drove the latter out of Kohat. The struggle was prolonged for

nearly a century j but by the clQse of the 15th century the Orakzai had been driven into the

lower of the ranges which form the eastern extremity of the Safed Koh and lie along the

north-western border of the Kohat district. The Khattak and Bangash then possessed them-

selves ofall the northern and central portions of Kohit and divided the country between them,

the former taking all the southern and central portions while the latter took the northern and
north-western tract consisting of the Kohit and Mirinzai valleys up to the base of the Orakzai

or Samfina range ; and the hills between Gada Khel and 11a chi were then fixed and still remain

as the boundary between the two tribes. In the time of Akbar, Malik Akor was the leader

of the Khattak, and he was granted an extensive tract of land south of the Kabul river

between KhairabAd and Naushahra on condition of his guarding the high road between
Attockand Peshawar. This brought him into contact with the Mandanr of Yusufzai who
held the country opposite on the left bank of the Kibul river. Their quarrels were conti-

nual ; and at length in the time of Sh6bjah&n the Khattak crossed the river, possessed

themselves of the strip of land along its north bank from the junction of the Sw&t river to

the Indus and for a short distance along the right bank of the Indus, and also pushed across

the plain and acquired a position about Jamalgarhi to the north of Mardin, in the very

heart of the Mandanr country, which commands the approaches to Sw&t on the one hand
and Buner on the other. They have also encroached on the Mobmand and Khalil who lie

to the west of their PesMwar territory. Meanwhile they had gradually spread southwards

to the trans-Indus Salt Range and the Bannu border, and across the Salt Range to the Indus

at Kilibigh ;
and they now hold a broad strip running along its right bank from a little

above the junction of the Kibul river to KaUbagh
;
all Kohat save the portion occupied

by the Bangash in the north and noith-west of the district and the western half of the

Lundkhw£r valley in the north of Yusufzai. They crossed the Indus and are said to have
at onetime conquered the Aw&n country as far east as the Jhelam. But about the middle

of the 17th century they relinquished the greater part of this tract
; and now only hold

M&kh&d in the Attock district, and the left bank of the river as far south as Mari in Bannu.

There are other Khattak holdings scattered about the cis-Indus plains ; but their owners
have no connection with the tribe.

About the middle of the 1 8th century two parties grew up .in the tribe. They temporarily

combined to accompany and assist Ahmad 8hih Durrani in his invasion of Hindtistin

but after his departure the division became permanent, the eastern or Akora faction hold*

ing the north-eastern portion of Kohat and all the Khattak country of Peshiwar, with their

capital at Akora on the Kabul river, whilelhe western or Teri division hold all the le-

. mainder of Kohit, including the south-eastern corner occupied by the.Sighri clan, and the

adjoining territory of the B&ngi Khel Khattak of Bannu. The western section have their

capital at Teri south-west of Kohit, and in the centre of the hills they first occupied.

Thus with the exception of a few Awin villages in the Bangash country, and a Sayyid

village here and there, the whole of Kohat is held by Patbins, and with the exception of a
narrow strip of land stretching along the northern border of the Teri Khattak from Togh
to Dhoda which is held by the Ni6zi, the whole is in the hands of the Bangash and Khattak.

The Nawib of Khattak holds the Teri tract in j&gir, possessing exclusive revenue jurisdic-

tion, and large criminal and police powers.

* The Ttiri were originally ha msayahs of the Bangash, but rose in rebellion against their

masters.
"*

t Mr. Mark, however, tells ms that the KttUgiani claim Durrini origin
$ ahd that the

^ admitted by the Durrini, and supported by their genealogies.
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The K&mK^The history of the Khattak tribe has been sketch# Abdtre ladhia mot*
detailed account had been given on pages 626—80 of Vol.,II. They are descend# trdto

Luqm&n sumamed Khattak, son of Burhin, son of Kakai.* Luqm4n had two sons Ttten
and BulAq. The descendants of the latter are still known as the Buliqi section

; while

Tarai, son of Turman, rose to such distinction that the whole section, including two main
dans, the Tari proper and the Tarkai, is called by his name. They have absorbed several

small tribes of doubtful origin, the Muglaki and Saminif belonging to the Buliq, while the
Jalozai, Dangarzai, and Una Khel belong to the Tari section. The most important clans

of the Tari section are the Anokhel to which the chiefs family belongs, and which includes

the septs of the upper and lower MohmandiJ who hold the right bank of the Indus below
Attock, and the Mir Khel who hold the Chauntra valley in the centre of the Teri tract

Among the BulAqi the most important clan is the S&ghri, with its practically independent
Bangi Khel sept. These hold the right bank of the Indus above KAl&b&gh, while the

Sftghri, with the Babar family of the Bangi Khel, also occupy the cis-Indus possessions of

the tribe. Most of the Khattak in Y&sufzai are also Bulaq. The K&ka Khel section of the

Khattak are descended from the famous saint Shaikh Rahim Y4r, and are consequently

venerated by all northern Path^ns. The Khattak are a fine manly race, and differ from all

other Pathins in features, general appearance, and many of their customs. They are the

northernmost of all the PathAns settled on our frontier who speak the soft or western

dialect of Pashto. They are of a warlike nature and have been for centuries at feud
' with all their neighbours and with one another. They are active, industrious, and “ a moBt

favourable specimen of Path4n,” and are good cultivators, though their country is stouy
and unfertile. They are also great carriers and traders, and especially hold all the salt

trade with Sw&t and Buner in their hands. They are all Sunnis. The M&rwat, the

hereditary enemy of the Khattak, says :
“ Friendship is good with any one but a Khattak '*

:

may the devil take “ a Khattak,*’ and ‘ A Khatak is a hen. If you seize him slowly he sits

down; and if suddenly he clucks.' Another proverb rims thus : “ Though the Khattak is

a good horseman, yet he is a man of but one charge,"

The Bangash.—The early history of the Bangash has also been narrated above. Since
they settled down in their Kohat possessions no event of importance has marked their
history. They claim descent from Khalid ibn WAlid, Muhammad’s apostle to the AfghAnB
of Ghor,§ and himself of the original stock from which they sprang

; but they are PathAns
“ as regards character, customs, crimes, and vices." Their ancestor had two sons G&r and
Simii, who, on account of the bitter enmity that existed between them, were nicknamed
Bunkash or root destroyers. These sons have given their names to the two great political
factions into which not only the Bangasb themselves, but their Afrfdi, Orairzai, Khattak,
Turi, Zaimusht, and other neighbours of the Karlanri branch are divided, though the
division has of late lost most of its importance.

||
The GAri are divided into MirAnzai and

Baizai clans. The Baizai hold the valley of Kohat proper
;

the MtrAnz&i lie to the west of
them in the valley to which they have given their name

;
while the Samilzai occupy the

northern portion of KohAt and hold Shalozan at the foot of the Orakzai hills, where they
are independent, or live in PaiwAr and Kurram under the protection of the Turi. The
Bangash Nawabs of FarrukhAbAd belong to this tribe.

Border tribes.—The tribes on the KohAt border, beginning from the south, are the
D&rvesh Khel Wazfrs, the Zaimusht, the Orakzai, and the Afridi. The Wazfrs have already
been described. The Zaimusht are a tribe of Spin Tarfn Afghins who inhabit the hills

between the Kurram and the Orakzai border on the north-west frontier of Kohit* They
belong to the Samil faction. The early history of the Orakzai has also been given above.
With them are associated the Alikhel, Mishti, the ShaikhAn, and some of the Malla Khel,
all of whom are now classed as Orakzai of the HamsAya clan, though, as the name implies,

distinct by descent. The Orakzai hold the lower south-eastern spurs of the Safed Koh and

* K&k&i was son of Karlin, founder of the K&rlinri division of the Afghins.
t Dr. Bellew interprets those names as meaning respectively Mongol and Chinese (!)

Z The Mohmandi of the Khwarra valley of the Kohit district are quite distinct from the
Mohmand of Peshawar.

§ Dr. Bellew thinks that they and the Orakzai are, perhaps, both of Scythian origin^ and
belonged to tbe group of Tark tribeB, among whom he includes all the K&rlinri, or, as he
calls Siam, Turklinri, who came in with the invasion of Sabuktagin in the toth and Taiixmr
in the 16th century of our ©ra.

ll Dr. Bellew is of opinion that these names denote respectively the Magian and Buddhist
religions of their ancestors. The present division of the tribes is given as follows by Major
James : Half the Orakzai, half the Bangash, the Mohmand and the Malikdin Khel,
Sepib, Kamr, Zakha Khel, Aka Khel, and Adam Khel clans of Afridi Gtar.—Half the
Orakzai, half the Bangash, the Khalil and the Kuki Khel and Qamb&r Khel clansofAilfil
The feud between the two* factions is still very strong end hitter, and is supnletneA®i by
fte sectarian axriwiit^lbetweenShfah and Sqngi.

^
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the greater part of Tfrih. They aie divided into five gfreat elans, the AUezai, Massozai,

Daulatzai, Ismifkai, and L&shk&rzai, ot which the Daulatzai and Massozai are the moat
numerous. The Muhammad Khel is the largest sept of the Daulatzai, and, alone of the
Orakzai, belongs to the Shiah sect. They are a fine manly tribe, but exceedingly turbulent.

They are divided between the Simil and G&r factions. There are a considerable number
of Orakzai tenants scattered about the Koh&t district. The present rulers of Bhopfil belong
to this tribe. The Afridi will be found described below among the border tribes of

Peshawar.

The Pathdn tribes of Peshdwar.—The Pathins of Peshiwar belong, with the exception of

the Khattak described above, almost wholly to the Afghins proper, descendants of

Sarban ; and among them to the line of Karshabun or the representatives of the ancient

Gandhiri, as distinguished from the true Afghins of Jewish origin who trace their descent
from 8harkhabfin. I have already told, how during the 5th or 6th century a Gandh&ri
colony emigrated to Kandah&r, and there were joined and converted by the Afgh&n stock

of Ghor who blended with them into a single natiori. Their original emigration was due
to the pressure of Jit and Scythic tribes who crossed the Hindu Kush ana descended into

the valley of the Kabul river. Among those tribes was probably the Dilazfik* who are

now classed as one of the Kodai KarlAnri, and who were converted by Mahmud Ghaznavi
in the opening of the 11th century. They extended their sway over the Rawalpindi and
Pesh&war districts and the valley of the Kabul as far west as Jalilibid, driving many of the

original Hindki or Gandhiri inhabitants into the valleys of Sw6t and Buner which lie in

the hills to the north, and ravaging and laying waste the fertile plain country. Amalga-
mating with the remaining Hindkis they lost the purity of their faith, and were described as

infidels by the Afghans who subsequently drove them out.

The Kandahar colony of Gandh&ri was divided into two principal sections, the Khakhai
and Ghoria Khel, besides whom it included the descendants of Zamand and Kinsi. I give

below the principal tribes which trace their descent from Kharshabun for convenience of

reference

r

Khakhai

Kand ...«{

" Mandanr Hold the Pesh&war plain
north of the Kibul river
called British Yusufzai, the

Yusufzai ..A Chamlah valley on thePe.
shiwar border, and part of
the Haripur tract in Haz6r&.

...<{ ^Yusufzai proper... Hold Swift, Buner, Panjkora,
and Dir ; the hills north of

the Yfisufzai plain.

Gugtfni ... ... Hold Do&ba ; the plains in the
angle between the Kibul
and Swat river.

’JTarkUnri Hold Bajaur tract west of
Swat.

f Plains Mohmand Hold plains of Peshiwar on
fMohmand ... < right bank of B&ra river.

I (Bar Mohmand ... Hold mountains north of K&-
Ghoria Khel i bul river and west of the

Swit*K4bul Dodb %

1 D&udzai Hold Peshiwar plain on right
bank of K&bul river to
little below the junction of
the Bira river.

1

1. ... Khalfl ... ... Hold the Peshiwar plains be-
tween the Diudzai and the
Khaibar.

/ Muhammadzai Hold Hashtnagar, the plains

Zamand
]

east of Swit river in Peshi-
war.

( Others Scattered.
#

/‘Shinwfiri ... ... Hold part ’of Khaibar moun-

Kinsi ...
3 tains and th‘e northern

(others
Slopes of the Safed Koh.

Scattered.

• Dr. Bellew seems doubtful whether 'the DLiaz&k were of Jit or of mi put extraction
J&sa^rs the nnmf i* of Buddhist origin.

' *
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. About tbe middle of the 13th century they were settled about the headwaters of tbeTamk
and Arghasan rivers, while the Tarin Afghans held, as they still hold, the lower valleys of

those streams. As they increased in numbers the weaker yielded to pressure, and the Kha-
khai Khelj accompanied by their first cousins the Muhammadzai descendants of Zamand,
and by their KarlAnri neighbours, the UtmAn Khel of the Gomal valley left their homes,
and migrated to KAbul. Thence they were expelled during the latter half of the 15th
century by Ulugh Beg, a lineal descendant of Taimur and Babar's uncle, and passed east*

wards into Ningrahar on the northern slopes of the 8afed Koh, and into the JalAlAbid
valley. Here the Gugiani settled in eastern and the Muhammadzai in western Ningrahar,
the TarklAnri occupied Lughman, while the Yusufzai (I used the word throughout in its

widest sense to include both the Mandanr and the Yusufzai proper> and UtmAn Khel moved
still further east through the Khaibar pass to PeshAwar. Here they settled peacefully for
a while

;
but presently quarrelled with the Dilazak and expelled them from the Doaba or

plain country in the angle between the SwAt and KAbul rivers, into which they moved.
They then crossed the SwAt river into Hashtnagar and attacked the Eastern Shilmani, a
tribe probably of Indian origin, who had only lately left their homes in Shilman on the
Kurram river for the Khaibar mountains and Hashtnagar, These they dispossessed of

Hashtnagar and drove them northwards across the mountains into SwAt, thus acquiring all

the plain country north of the KAbul river and west of HotiMardAn.

Meanwhile the Ghoria Khel whom they had left behind in the Kandahar country had
been following in their track

;
and early in the 16th century they reached the western

mouth of the Khaibar pass. Here they seem to have divided, a part of the Mohmand now
known as the Bar Mohmand crossing the Kabul river at Dakka, while the remainder went
on through the pass to the plain of PeshAwar lately vacated by the Yusufzai, where they
defeated the DilazAk in a battle close to Peshawar, drove them across the KAbul river into
what are now called the Yusufzai plains, and occupied all the flat country south of the
KAbul river and west of Jalozai This they still hold, the Daudzai holding the right bank
of the Kabul river, and the Khalil the left bank of the BAra river and the border strip

between the two streams facing the Khaibar pass, while the Mohmand took the country
Bouth of the BAra and along the right bank of the Kabul as far as Naushahra, though
they have since lost the south eastern portion of it to the Khatak. Meanwhile the Bar
Mohmand made themselves masters of the hill country lying north of the KAbul river as
far up as Lalpura and west of the Doaba, and possessed themselves of their ancestral capital
GandhAra, driving out into KafiristAn the inhabitants, who were probably tbeir ancient
kinsmen, the descendants of such Gandh&ri as had not accompanied them when, two
centuries earlier, they had migrated to Kandahar. They then crossed the KAbul river,

and possessed themselveB of the country between its right bank and the crest of the Afridi
hills to the north of the Khaibar pass.

While these events were occurring, the Gugiani, TarklAnri,f and Muhammadzai, who had
been left behind* in NingrahAr, moved eastwards, whether driven before them by the
advancing Ghoria Khel, or called in as allies against the Dilazak by the Yusufzai. At any
rate they joined their friends in DoAba and Hashtnagar, and attacking the DilazAk, drove
them out of Yusufzai and across the Indus. They then divided their old and new
possessions among the allies, the GugiAni receiving DoAba, the Muhammadzai Hashtnagar,
while the Yusufzai, UtmAn Khel, and TarklAnri took the great Yusufzai plain. During
the next twenty years these three tribes made themselves masters of all the hill country
along the Yusufzai, Hashtnagar, and Bar Mohmand border, from the Indus to the range
separating the Kunar and Bajaur valleys, the inhabitants of which, again the ancient
Gandh&ri who had already Buffered at the hands of the Bar Mohmand, they drove east and
west across the Indus into HazAra and across the Kurram into KAfiristan. This country
also they divided, the TarklAnri taking Bajaur, and tbe UtmAn Khel the valley of the
SwAt river up to Arang Barang and its junction with the P&njkora, while the Yusufzai held
all the hills to the east as far as the Indus and bordering upon their plain country,

including lower Swit, Buner, and Chamlah. Some time later the Khatak obtained from
Akbar, as has already been related, a grant of the plains in the south-east of the PeshAwar
district. Thus the Khakhai and their allies held all the country north of the KAbul river

from the Indus to Kunar. including the hills north of the PeshAwar but excluding those

lying west of Doaba which were occupied by the Bar Mohmand ; while all the plain

country south of the KAbul was held, in the east by the Khatak and in the west by the

Ghoria Khel. These last attempted to cross the river into Yusufzai, but were Bignally

defeated by the Yusufzai, and have never extended their dominions. How the Khatak
pushed across into the YAsufzai plain has already been told. The Dil&zAk, thus expelled

• Another story makes the UtmAn Khel descendants of one UtmAn, a follower of Mahmfid
Ghainavi, 'who settled circa 1000 A. D. in the country which they now hold.

*

f A sootion of TarklAnri remained in Lughmin, where they still dwelt
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-from their territory, made incessant efforts to recover it ; until finally, aa the cause of
tumult and disorder, they were deported en masse by the emperor JabAngfr and scattered
over the Indian peninsula. When the Yusufzai settled in their possessions they divided
the hill and plain country equally between their two great sections, the Mandanr and the
Yusufzai proper. But feuds Bprang up amongst them which were fomented by the
Mughal rulers

;
and early in the 17th century the Yusufzai expelled the Mandanr from

SwAt and Buner, while the Mandanr in their turn expelled the Yusufzai from the greater
part of the Ytisufzai plain. Thus the Yusufzai now hold SwAt, Buner, and the LundkhwAr
and RAnizai valleys in the north-west of Yusufzai

; while the Mandanr hold Chamlah and
the remainder of the plain country.

The Pathdn tribes of Peshdwar continued.—The Plain Mohmand.—I now proceed to
describe the tribes in detail. Passing from Koh4t into Peshawar through the country of
the Khatak, who have already been described and turning west, we first come to the lower
or Plain Mohmand, who occupy the south-west corner of the district, south of the BAra
stream. They are divided into five main sections, the MayAzai, Musazai, Dawezai, Matanni
and Sarganni. Their headmen, in common with those of all the Ghoria Khel, are arbAb

, a
title meaning master, and conferred by the Mughal emperors.* They are good and indus-
trious cultivators, and peacefully disposed except on the Afrfdi border. Their relation with
the Bar Mohmand, from whom they are now quite separate, differing from them in both
manners and customs, is described on page 264.

The Khalil occupy the left bank of the BAra, and the country along the front of the
Khaibar pass. They have four main clans, Matuzai, BArozai, I*hAqzai, and Tilarzai, of
which the BArozai is the most powerful. They are not good cultivators. There are some
of the tribe still to be found in KandahAr.

The DAudzai occupy the left bank of the KAbul river as far down as the junction of the
BAra. The Mohmand and Daudzai are descended from a common ancestor Daul&tyar, bob
of Ghorai, the progenitor of the Ghoria Khel. Daud had three sons, Mandkai, Mamur and
Yusuf, from whom are descended the main sections of the tribe. Mandkai had three sons,
Husain, Nekai and Balo of whom only the first is represented in PeshAwar. Nekai fled into
Hindustan, while Balo’s few descendants live in parts of Tirah.

The Gugiani hold the DoAba or plain country in the angle between the KAbul and
Swat rivers. They are descended from Mak, the son of Khakhai, by a hamndya shepherd
who married Mak's daughter Gugi, whence the name. They are divided into two great
sections, Hotak and Zirak. Macgregor says that other Path&ns do not recognise them as
of pure Pathan blood.

The MuHAMMADZAif hold Hashtnagar, a strip of territory some 13 miles broad running
down the left bank of the SwAt river from our border to Naushahra. They are deaoended
from Muhammad, one of the sons of Zamand ;

and with them are settled a few descendants
of his brothers, from one of whom, Kkeshgi, one of their principal villages is named. Their
clans are Pr&ng, Charsadda, Razar, UtinAazai, Turangzai, Umarzai, Sherpao and Tangi
with its two septs Barazai and Naaratzai.

The Baizai.—The Yfisufzai proper are divided into the BAdi Khel (now extinct), IsAzai,

IliAszai, Malizai and Akozai. The Akozai are further divided into three claus, the EinizaiJ
who hold the western portion of the hills between Yusufzai and Swat, the KhwAjazai who
occupy the country between the SwAt and Panjkora rivers, and the Baizai. The last origi-

nally held the LundkhwAr valley in the centre of the northernmost portion of the PeshAwar
district, and all the eastern hill country between that and the Swat river. The hills they
still hold ; but the Khattak have,$ as already recounted, obtained all the western portion

of the valley, while the Utmfin Khel KarlAnri, whom the Baizai called in as allies in a feud

with their neighbours and kinsmen the RAnfzai, have obtained its ’ north-east corner, and
the Baizai now hold only a small tract to the south of these last. They are divided into

six septs, Abba Khel, Aziz Khel, BAbozai, Matorezai, Musa Khel, and Zangi Khel. The
last lies south of the Ham range which divides Swat from Buner. The other five originally

held the Baizai valley and the hills to the north ; but since the irruption of the Khatak
and UfcraAn Khel, only the first three hold land iff our territory.

* ArbAb is the plural of the Arabic rab or lord ; a term often applied 16 the Deity,

t The tribe is often called Mohmandzai or MAmanzai, and their ancestor, Mohmand or
MAxnan.

t The Haiy&t-i-Afghani calls the Rinizai a sept of the Baizai. This seems improbable,

m they descend from different wives of A\o,

§ Borne say that the Khatak, as well as the Utmin Khel, were called in as allies against

the RAnlzsi.
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’Tht Mdndanr bold the remainder of the Pesh&war district Th«y are divided into ruin
don as follows

9’ %

fUsminzai ...

f Kam41zai
... j

CAm4zai

( Mishrinzai.
1 Kishrinzai.

f Daulatzai.

llsmiOzai

( Alfzai.

Mandanr J Utm4nzai
... \

i

... < Kan4zai.
(Ak4zai.

|
Saddozai.

fM4nezai

I
|
Malakzai.

''•Bazar 1 Ako Khel.
I Khidrzai.

VMAmuzai.

The Saddozai are by origin a branch of the Utminzai by a second wife of Utm4n, but they
are practically separated from them. The Usm4nzai occupy all the northern and western
portions of the Mandanr tract, the Kam&lzai lying to the west immediately south of the
Lundkhwar valley and stretching as far down as the border for the Bul&q Khatak, while
the Amizai lie to the east and south-east of the same valley. Of the septs, the Kishrinzai,

who hold Hoti and Mardan, and the Daulatzai lie to the north, and the Mishr&nzai and the
Ism4fizai to the south of the respective tracts. South of the Am4zai, and between them and
the Khatak territory, come the Bazar

;
while the Utm&nzai and Saddozai hold the extreme

east of the district on the right bank of the Indus, the Saddozai lying to the west and the
Utm&nzai to the east. These latter also hold a small area in the south of the independent
Gad4n valley, and early in the I8th century were called across the Indus by the Gdjars of

Haz4ra as allies against the Train Afghans, and appropriated the Gandgarh tract from
Torbela to the southern border of Hazira. In this tract all three of their main septs are
represented, the Tarkheli section of the Alizai holding the southern half of the tract, and
stretching across the border into Attock. The Khudu Khel, a Saddozai sept, occupy the
valleys between Chamlah and the Gadun country. The valley of Ohamlah, on the Pesh&war
border and north of the Gadun country, is occupied by a mixture of Mandanr clans, in
which the Am&zai, whose Ismailzai sept hold the Mah4ban country, largely preponderate.
The Mandanr, living almost wholly within our territory and long subject to the rulers of
Pesh4war, are perhaps more civilised and less impatient of control than any other Path4n
tribe.

The Pathdn tribes of the Peshawar border.—The Afridi.—Dr. Bellow gays that the Afridi,
whom he identifies with the Aparyt© of Herodotus, originally held the whole of the Safed
Koh system between the K4bul and Kurram river, from the Indus to the headwaters of the
Kurram and the Pew4r ridge. But since the great Scythic invasions of the 5th and sac.

ceeding centuries, they have been successively encroached upon by tribes of very diverse
origin

;
first by the Orakzai and Bangash to the south, and later by the Wazfri and Turi

to the south-west, the Khatak to the east, and the Ghilzai, Khugi4ni and Shinw4ri to the
west. They now hold only the central fastnesses of the eastern extremity of the Safed
Koh ; namely, the Khaibar mountains, the valley of the B4ra and the range south of that
valley which separates Kohdt from Pesh4war, and the northern parts of /Tir4h, which they
recovered from the Orakzai in the time of Jah4ng(r. The Pathdn historians trace their
descent from Burh4n, son of Kakai, grandson of KarKnri, by his son Usm4n sumamed
Afridi, and say that in the 7th century the Khaibar tract was held by B4jputs of the Bhatti
tribe and Yidubansi stock, subjects of the R4ja of Lahore, who were constantly harassed
by the Afghans of Ghor and the Sulaim4ns; and that about the end of the century the
Afridi, then in alliance with the Gakkhars, obtained from the Lahore government all the
hill country west of the Indus and south of the K4bul river on condition of guarding the
frontier against invasion. The Afrfdi are divided into five clans, of which the Ula Khel
and in it the Zakha Khel sept is the largest, while the Mita Khel are no longer to be found
in Afghanistan and the Mfri Khel have been amalgamated with the Maljlrdin and Aka Khel.
Some of the principal divisions are shown below

1. MftaKhel.

8. Mfri Khel.

*j
( Bassi Khel.
\ Madda Khel.

j Sultin Khel.

iMiro Khel.

Aha Khel ...
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4. Ula Khel
(Khaibar Afrfdi),

]

5. Adam Khel

” Maimana Khel

. Zakha Khel .

f Hasan Khel.
\ JawAki.

“ 1 Galli.

t, Ashu Khel.

Ffroi Khel

Mfr Ahmad Khel

V 8epdh. *

( X4M Khel.
'*VRaniar,Khek

? Mqlikdin Khel.

IQambarKhel.

But for practical purposes they are divided at present into eight clans

—

viz., Kuki Khel,
Malikdin Khel, Qambar Khel. Kamar Khel, Zakha Khel, Aka Khel, SepAh, and Adam Khel,
whose names are printed in itaUcs in the above table.

The Adam Khel, who include the Hasan Khel and Jawaki septs so well known on our
border, occupy the range between Kohat and PeshAwar, from Akor west of the KohAt pass
to the Khatak boundary. The Hasan Khel hold the land along the southern border
of the PeshAwar, from .Akor west of the KohAt pass to the Khattak boundary. The
Hasan Khel hold the land along the southern border of the Peshawar and the north*
eastern border of the KohAt district. Next to them come the Aka Khel who hold
the low range of hills from Akor to the BAra river, the Bassi Khel sept lying nearest
to British territory. These two clans occupy the south-eastern corner of the Afridi
country, and lead a more settled life than their kinsmen, being largely engaged in
the carriage of wood and salt between Protected Territory and British India. The other
tribes are in some degree migratory, wintering in the lower hills and valleys, while in the
hot weather they retire to the cool recesses of the upper mountains. But their general
distribution is as follows : North of the Bara river is the Kajuri plain, which forms the
winter quarters of the Malikdin Khel, Qambar Khel, Sepah, and Kamar Khel. The Qambar
Khel pass the summer in Tfrah. The SepAh's summer quarters are in the BAra valley

;

while the Kamar Khel spend the hot months in the spurs of Safed Koh between MaidAn and
BAra, and are better cultivators and graziers and less habitual robbers than their kinsmen.
The Zakha Khel are the most wild and lawless of the Afridi clans. Their upper settlements

are in the MaidAn and BAra districts, and their winter quarters lie in the BAzar valley

north of Landi Kotal, and in the Khaibar from Ali Masjid to Landi Kotal. Their children

are christened by being passed backwards and forwards through a hole made in a wall after

the fashion of a burglar,! while the parents repeat “Be a thief ; be thief an exhortation
which they comply with scrupulously when they arrive at years of discretion. They are
notorious as liars and thieves, even among the lying and thieving Afrfdi. The Kuki Khel
hold the eastern mouth of the Khaibar, and the pass itself as far as Ali Masjid. In summer
they retire to the glen of RAjgal, north of MaidAn, in the Safed Koh. They trade in fire-

wood, and offend rather by harbouring criminals than by overt acts.of aggression. The
Afrfdi is the most barbarous of all the tribes of our border. All the KarlAnri, with the
single exception of the Khatak, are wild and uncontrollable ;

but most of all the Afrfdi.
“ Ruthless cowardly robbery and cold-blooded treacherous murder are to an Afrfdi the salt

of life. Brought up from earliest childhood amid scenes of appalling treachery and merci-
less revenge, nothing has yet changed him : as he lives, a shameless cruel savage, so he
dies. Yet he is reputed brave, and that by men who have seen him fighting ; and he is on
the whole the finest of the PathAn races of our border. His physique is exceptionally fine,

and he is really braver, more open and more treacherous than other Pathans. This much
is certain, that he has the power of prejudicing Englishmen in his favour; and few are

brought into contact with him who do not at least begin with enthusiastic admiration for

his manliness.”* He is tall, spare, wiry, and athletic ;
hardy and active, but impatient of

heat. His women are notoriously unchaste. He is only nominally a MusalmAn, being
wholly ignorant and intensely superstitious. The Zakha Khel-removed the odium under
which they Buffered of possessing no shrine at which to worship, by inducing a sainted man
of the KAka Khel to come and settle among them, and then murdering him in order to bury
his corpse and thus acquire a holy place of their own. The Afrfdi are intensely democratic,

the nominal chiefs having but little power.

The -MulCiAGobi.—

N

orth of the Afrfdi come the Mullagori, a small and inoffensive tribe
who are associated with the hill Mohmand but whose PathAn origin is doubtful. They
hold the Tartars oountry north of the Khaibar range. They arenotedThieves, but confine
themselves to petty offences. «

The Sbinwari are the only branoh of the descendants of KAnsi, third son of Karshab*dn,t
who still retain a corporate existence as a tribe. They lie west of the MullAgori, hold the

* Macgregor’s Gazetteer of the North • "V[estern Frontier, 8uh voce Afridi. *

t Dr. Sallow says they came from Persia in the time of NAdir Shih, tad settled among
the Pathins.

^
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hill* *9 the north of the western end of the Kh&ib&r pass, and thenoe stretch along the
jribrtbeni slopes of the Safed Kch np to the KhugiAni territory. They ere divided into

foor greet clans, Sangu Khel, Ali Bher Khel, SepAh, and Mandozai. The Khaibar ShlnwAri
belong to the Ali 8her Khel, and live in the LoArgi valley at Landi Kotal. Their princi-

pal septs are Pfro Khel, Mir Bid"Khel, Khdga Khel, Shekh Mai Khel, and 8u1em£n Khel.

They are largely engaged in the oarrying trade between Peshawar and KAbul $ and are

stalwart, hardworking and inoffensive, though much addicted to petty thieving. They
probably came up to this part of the oountry with the Ghoria Khel (see page 250).

The Bab Mohmand.~The history of the hill or Bar Mohmand has been related in section

409. Thev hold the hills to the west of the DoAba between the Kibul river and Bsjanr
and Utman Khel country, the southern portion of Kunar, and some of the northern hills

of the Khaibar. They have also spread across our border along the Kibul river, between
the two branches of which the Halimzai clan hold a small area lying between the DAAdzai
and the Gugiini. Their principal sections are Baizai, KhwAezai, Bawezai, Utm&nzai,
Kukozai, and Tarakzai, the last of whioh is divided into Halimzai, Isa Khel, Bnrhin Khel
and Tarakzai proper. The Halimzai and Tarakzai proper hold land on our border, the
others living further west. The Kbin of LAlpnra, Chief of the Mohmand, who belongs to

the Tarakzai clan, probably enjoys more real power than any other tribal chief among
the PatbAns of our immediate border. The Mohmand is almost as great a savage as the
Afrldi, while his venality is even greater. “ You have only got to put a rupee in your
eye, and you may look at any Mohmand, man or woman/* They formerly gave much
trouble on <»ur border.

The Utman Khkl.—

T

he history of the UfcmAu Khel has already been sketched. They
occupy both banks of the SwAt river beyond our border as far up as Araug BArang, and
have* as stated in section 410, obtained a portion of the Baizai valley of Lundkhw&r. The
two chief clans are the Umar Khel and Ab(1 Khel, the former of which hold the hills on
the PesbAwar frontier, while the latter who live on the 8wat river are more powerful,
“ They are described as tall, stout, and fair, often going naked to the waist. The women
labour like the men, and everything Bhows the absence of civilization. They are
a sober people, with none of the vices of the Ydsufzai/’* They give us but little

trouble.

The Yusufzai proper.—The history of the Ydsufzai has already been related. Their

B4di Khel .. (almost extinct). main divisions are shown in the margin. The holdings of

{

Hasan/ai. the Akozai cl*ns have already been described in section

AkAzai*
161* 410. The IsAzai hold the north-east slopes of MahAban,

IliAszai.
and the mountainous oountry on both sides of the Indus

rDaulatzai. in HazAra and the Gadun valley. The Mnlizai hqld
Malizai ... s Chagbwrzai. eastern and the IliAszai western Buner. The KAnizai and

f RAnizqi

* Baizai septs of the Akozai hold all the bills beyond the
Akozai ...4 Khwijazai. northern border of Ydsufzai, the former to the west and

t Baizai. the latter to the east. Beyond them in Buner lie the
Salirzai sept of the IliAszai, and again between them' and the Ohamlah valley axe the
Ndrazai of the Malfzai clan, which inoludes the Abazai section. The Ydsufzai are
incredibly superstitions, proud, avaricious, turbulent, merciless, and revengeful. But they
are of a lively, merry, sociable disposition, fond of music and poetry, and very jealous of
the honour of their women. Their tribal constitution is distinctly democratic.

The JadUn Country.— South of the Ydsufzai territory come Ohamlah and the Khuda
Khel territory already noticed. The southern parts of the country between PesbAwar
and HazAra constitute the Gadun or Jadun country. The holdings of other tribes in this

valley have already been noticed. The Jadun themselves occupy all the eastern portions

of the valley and the southern slopes of MahAban down to the Indus, as well as a con-
siderable area io HazAra.

The Pcithdn tribes of Sazdra

,

—The Hazara mountains on this side of the Indus were from
a very early date inhabited by a mixed population of Indian origin, the Gakkhars occupying
the portion to the south and having authority over the RAjputs of the eastern hills, while a
Gdjar population held most of tbe northern and central parts of the district. Id 1899 A D.
a family of Karldeh Tdrks came into India with Taimur, settled in the P&khll plain in the
north and centre of the district, and established their rule over the whole of we district

then known as the kingdom of Pakhli.f 1 have already related how, about the middle of the
16th century, the DilazAk were driven out of PesbAwar across the Indus, and were presently

* Macgregor’s Oazetteer
}
tub voce UfcmAn Khel

t Colonel Wace said they were a dan of the HazAra Turks. But the Tdrks who gave
their name to the district are supposed to have come with Changiz KhAn and not with
Taimur. fyrhaps they were the same men, and have confused the two invaders in their
traditions.
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followed by the representatives of the o]d GandhAri, the present inhabitants of Swit and
Buner and the mountains north and east of Peshawar* As the Afghans who had possessed
themselves of the trans-Indus tract opposite the HazAra district increased in numbers and
extended their rule, successive bands of the old inhabitants crossed the river and settled in

HazAra. About the end of the 17th century* a Sayyid named JalAl Baba ,
ancestor of the

famous Sayyids of KAgAn, came with a heterogeneous following from SwAt, drove out the
Karligh, and appropriated the northern half of the district, including the valley of KAgAn.
About the same time the TanAoli crossed the river and occupied the hill country between
AbbottAbAd and the river, now known by their name as Tanawal ; while the Jadtin came
over from their original seat between Peshawar and HazAra and possessed themselves of the
tract south of AbbottAbAd, the Tarin drove out or subjected the G6jar families of the
HazAra plain, and- the UtmAnzai, called across the Indus by the Gtijars as allies, appropriated
the Gandgarh tract along the bank of the river from Torbela to the boundary of the district.

During the first 20 years of the 19th century the Durrani lost their hold on the district,

something like anarchy prevailed, and the distribution of tribes gradually assumed its

present form. This may be broadly described as follows. AfghAns hold the country
between the Gandgarh range and the Indus, and the plains for some little distance south-east

of the junction of the Siran and Dor. Tribes of Indian origin hold the whole south-east of

the district and the eastern bills as high up as Garhi Hablbullah opposite MuzafiarAbAd,
the Gakkhars holding the south of the tract along both banks of the Haro river, while
above them the Dhtinds, Karrals, and SarrAls, occupy the hills in the south-eastern
corner of the district, and the adjoining Harfpur plains are held by a mixed population of

AwAns and Gujars. The remainder of the district, that is the northern and central portion,

is held by tribes which, whatever their origin, have by long association become assimilated
with the Pathans in language and customs, the Jadnn holding the Dor valley from B&gra
upwards to MAngal, the TanAoli holding the Tanawal tract in the west centre of the district

between Abbottabad and the Indus, much of which belongs to the semi-independent Nawfib
of Amb, while the Swatis hold the whole mountain country north of Mansehra and Garhi
Habfbullah.

The Utmdneai have been already fully described among the PeshAwar tribes. The
Tarkheli is one of the principal Utmanzai clans in Hazara, and occupies the Gandgarh
country. A few Tarin AfghAns, first cousins of the Abdali, wrested a considerable portion

of the Harfpur plains from Gujars early in the 18th century, and ^till live there, but are now
few and unimportant. The Mishwani are descended from a Sayyid father by a KAkar
woman, and are allied to the KAkar Pathans. A small number of them came across the
Indus with the UtmAnzai, to whom they were attached as retainers, and now occupy the

north-eastern end of the Gandgarh range, about Srfkot. With the UtmAnzai came also a
few Panni, a KAkar sect, who are still settled among them.

Non.Frontier Pathdns.—During the Lodi and Snr dynasties many PathAns migrated to

India, especially during the reign of Bahlol Lodi and Sher Shah Sur. These naturally
belonged to the Ghilzai section from which those kings sprang. But large numbers of
PathAns also accompanied the armies of Mahmud Ghaznavi, 8hahAb-ud-din, and BAbar, and
many of them obtained grants of land in the Punjab plains and founded PathAn colonies
which still exist. Many more Pathans have been driven out of AfghAnistAn by internal
feuds or by famine, and have taken refuge in the plains east of the Indus. The tribes most
commonly to be found in Hindustan are the Yusufzai, including the Mandanr, the Lodi,
KAkar, SarwAni, Orakzai, the K&rlAnri tribes, and the Zamand Pathans, Of these the most
widely distributed are the Yusufzai, of whom a body of 1,200 accompanied BAbar in his final

invasion of India, and settled in the plains of Hindustan and the Punjab. But as a rule the
PathAns who have settled away from the frontier have lost all memory of their tribal

divisions, and indeed almost all their national characteristics.

The descendants of Zamand very early migrated in large numbers to Multin, to which
province they furnished rulers till the time of Aurangzeb ; when a number of the AbdAli
tribe under the leadership of ShAh Husain were driven from KandahAr by tribal feuds,

took refuge in MultAn, and being early supplemented by other of their kinsmen who were
expelled by Mfr W&is, the great Ghilzai chief, conquered MultAn and founded the tribe well
known in the Punjab as MultAni Pathans. NawAb Muzaffar KhAn of JIultAn was fourth in
descent from ShAh Husain. When the Zamand section was broken up, the Kbweshgi clan
migrated to the Ghorband defile, and a large number marched thence with BAbar and found
great favour at bis hands and those of HunfAyAn. One section of them settled at Kastir, and
are now known as Kasuria PathAns of GuriAni and GohAna in Robfak are KAkar. They are
•aid to have settled in the time of IbrAhim Lodi. Those of Jhajjar in the same district are
•aid to be YAsufzai. In the time of Bahlol Lodi, S&rhind was ruled by members of the

* This is the date given approximately by Colonel Waoe. It should, perhaps, be put a
eeutury earlier.

f
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Pr&ngi tribe from which he sprang, and many of this tribe are still to be found in Lndhi&na

,

Rupar, and the north of Anb&la. The reigning family of Maler Kotla belong to the Saripal
clan of the Sarwani Afghans, who, as already related, were driven out of Afgh&nisUn by the
MUn Khel and Bakhtiar in the time of Humiytin. Jah&ngfr, for what reason I do not know,
deported the Mfta Khel sept of the Afridi to Hiodustin

;
and some of the Afghans of

P&nfpat and Ludhiana are said to be descended from this stock.

Races allied to the Pathan.

Tanaoli.—The Tan&oli are said to claim descent from Amfr Kh&n, a Barlis Mughal, whose
two sons Hind Kh&n and Pal Kh&n crossed the Indus some four centuries ago and settled

in Tan&wal of Haz&ra ; and they say that they are named after some other place of the same
name in Afgb&nistin. But there can be little doubt that they are of Aryan and probably of

Indian stock. We first find them in the trans-Indus basin of the Mah&ban, from which they
were driven across the Indus by the Yuaufzai some two centuries ago. They now occupy
Tan&wal or the extensive hill country between the river and the Urash plains. They are
divided into two great tribes the Hindwal and Pall&l, of which the latter occupy the
northern portion of Taniwal, and their territory forms the jdgir of the semi-independent
Chief of Amb. Of the 40,000 Hazara Tanaolis, 8,737 returned themselves in 1881 as PallAl,

1,964 as DafrAl, a sept of the Pallal, and only 1,070 as Hindwal. It is probable that clans

were not recorded in the Amb territory where the Hindw&l, and indeed the great mass of

the Tandolis dwell. They are an industrious and peaceful race of cultivators
;
but their

bad faith has given rise to the saying

—

Tandoli be-qauli
,

“ the Tanioli’s word is naught.”

Dilazak and Tajik.—The Dilaz&k are distinct from the T&jik. The origin and early

history of the Dila z&k have already been noticed in Vol. II, pp 241—2. But according to

some authorities they were the inhabitants of the Pesh&war valley before the Pathin inva-

sion, and are apparently of Scythic origin and came into the Punjab with the J&ts and Katti

in the 5th and 6th centuries. They soon became powerful and important and ruled the whole
valley as far as the Indus and the foot of the northern hills. In the first half of the 18th

century the Y6eufzai and Mohmand drove them across the Indus into Chach-Pakhli. But
their efforts to regain their lost territories were such a perpetual source of disturbance,

that at length Jahingfr deported them en masse and distributed them over Hindust&n and
the Dakhan. Scattered families of them are still to be found along the left bank of the

Indus in Haz&ra and Rawalpindi.

The T&jik are apparently the original inhabitants of Persia
; but now-a-days the word is

used throughout Afghanistan to denote any Persian-speaking people who are not either

Sayyid, Afgh&n, or Hazara
;
much as J&t, or Hindki is used on the upper Indus to denote

the speakers of Panjabi or its dialects. They are described by Dr. Bellew as peaceable,

industrious, faithful, and intelligent. In the villages they cultivate, and in the towns they

are artisans and traders ;
while almost all the clerkly classes of Afghinist&n are T&jiks.

Hazaras.—Our Census figures certainly do not represent the whole number of Haz&ras
in the North West Frontier Province and probably most of them return themselves as
Path&ns simply, without specifying any tribe. The Hazaras of Kabul have already been
noticed. They hold the Parapomisus of the ancients, extending from K&bul and Ghazni to

Hir&t, and from Kandahar to Balkh. They are almost certainly Mongol Tartars, and were
settled in their present abodes by Changiz Kb&n. They have now almost wholly lost their

Mongol speech, but retain the physical and physiognomic characters of the race, and are
“as pure Mongols as when they settled 600 years ago with their families, their flocks, and
their worldly possessions.” They intermarry only among themselves, and in the interior

of their territory are almost wholly independent. They are described at length by Dr.
Bellew in Chapter Kill of his Races of Afghdnistdn, Sir Alexander Cunningham said that
in Bibar’s time the Karluki (? Karl&ghi) Haziras held the country on both banks of the
Bohan in Rawalpindi ; and he refers to them the well-known coins of Sri Hasan Karluki of the
bull and horseman type, which he ascribes to the beginning of the 13th century. But the
descendants of these people are apparently returned as Turks and not as Haz&ras. Their
history in the Hazara district has been sketched above. Dr. Bellew describes the Haz&ras
as a

41 very simple-minded people, and very much in the hands of their priests. They are
for the most part entirely illiterate, are governed by tribal and clan chiefs whose authority
over their people is absolute, and they are generally very poor and hardy. Many thousands
of them come down to the Punjab every cold season in search of labour either on the roads,
or as well-sinkers, wall-builders, etc. In their own country they have the reputation of being
a brave and hardy race, and amongst the Afghans they are considered a faithful, industrious
and intelligent people as servants. Many thousands of them find employment at K&bul and
Ghazni and Kandahar during the winter months as labourers— a the two former cities

mainly ir> removing the snow from the house-tops and streets. In consequenoe of their
being heretics, the Sunni Afghans hold them in slavery, and in most of the larger towns toe
••mnt-maids are purchased alavea of this people” They are all Shifts.
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Qaim Khan!, a sept; of ChauMo R&jputs found in the BAwal nizamat of
Jind and in Jaipur State and descended from Q&im Klidn, a famous
convert to Isl6m. They are said to abstain from using planks of wood
in their doorways.

Qaim-makam, lit. a locum tenens* A small group of Muhammadans who in

Hiss&r claim to be Mughals, and owe their institution to the Mughal
emperors. But in Rohtak they say they are Path&ns.

Qalandarj, the Kalender of the Arabian Nights, is properly a holy
Muhammadan ascetic who abandons the world and wanders about
with shaven head and beard. But the word is generally used in
the Punjab for a monkey-man. Some of them have a sort of pretence
to a religious character ; but their ostensible occupation is that of

leading about bears, monkeys, and other performing animals, and
they are said, like the Kanjars, to make clay pipe-bowls of superior
quality.* The numbers returned are small except in Gurg&on, where
Mr. Canning suggested, the Qalandars of the Census returns of 2881
may be the faqirs of the shrine of Sh&h Chokha, a saint much
venerated by the Meos ; insomuch that the abduction of a married
woman from this saint’s fair is held to be allowable, Sh&h Cliokha
being held to have given the woman to the abductor. The Qalandars
have a secret vocabulary, which includes a number of pure Persian
words. They settle most of their disputes among themselves, and conduct
their debates with great orderliness and dignity. The most famous
Qalandar shrine is that of Abu Ali or Bu Ali Qalandar who is

buried at P&nipat.t Another Qalandar, Shah B&z, a notorious heretic

from Khui4s£n settled in the Samah tract on the Peshawar border.

QalharI, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Qan(jngo, lit.
( an expounder of law.’ The title of a family in Karn&l

who were originally modis or store-keepers and also engaged in

commerce at Joli. One member of the family was appointed Q&nfingo
of Karnd.1 and th$ family then settled there. Originally Mahtljan by
caste, its founder Maidi Mai had a son Rai Mai, ancestor of the present

Q&nungo family, but he subsequently embraced IsBtm and his sou
Shaikh Tay&b by a Muhammadan wife is said to have risen to the

rank of wazir at the Mughal court and to have obtained his brother’s

appointment as Q&nungo. Q&nungo families are also found in Hoshi&r-

pur, where a family of Jirath Khatris were once qanungos of Bajw&ra
in Mughal timesj : in Gujr&fc : in Jullundur, at which town there was

* As in GurdAspur where their speciality is said to be a pottery i^ade by mixing goat’s

dung with clay. According to Garnett (Mysticism and Magic in Turkey), .the founder of the
Qalandari Darwesh was Qalandar Yussuf Andalusi, a native of Andalusia, who was for long a
disciple of Shaikh HAji BekMsh. He was, however, expelled from his brotherhood on account

of his overbearing temper and arrogant conduct. He then tried* to gain admittance to the
Maulavi order, but eventually founded a brotherhood, the rules of which prescribe perpetual

wandering and eternal hatred against the orders which had rejected him. The title of

Qalandar means 'pure ’ and is not confined.to the order. *

f Macaulifle, Sikh Religion
,
I, p. 62, For his legend, see KaraAl Gazettes, 1890, p. 100.

J Tatcdrikh Qaum Khatridn, p. 29.
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an old Bahgal Khatri family* wbiob bold tbe office and is now partly
Muhammadan : in Kdngya at Kotla :+ at Palwal in Gurgaon

; ana else*
where. The family last mentioned affects the shrine of Shaikh Ahmad
Chisliti whose shrine is at Sajw&ri in Palwal tahsil. One of their
ancestors died at this shrine and such was his attachment to the saint
that until one of his fingers was cut off and buried at the shrine his
body could not be removed and taken to the Jumna to be burnt.

QABLtJGH, Qar-, or Qabl^q, a well-known Turk tribe wjiose malik or chief*
Saitmd-Din Hasan and his son Ndsir-ud-Dln Muhammad appear in
the account of the Mughal invasions of the Indus territories in the
period from 1221 to 1260 A.D. The former held Ghazni, Karmdn and
Banldn, the latter a place between Karman (Kurram) and the Jhelum
and not far from the banks of the Indus, but hitherto not identified.

To it Saif-ud-Din retired when driven from Ghazni and Karman, and
his son became a vassal of the Mughals, retaining the khitfah of
BaniAn which Raverty located on the east bank of the Indus. The
khiflah probably extended as far north as Pakhli in Hazara where the
Qdrlughs were probably reinforced by Timtir’s ming or hazdrah. The
Q&rlughs declined before the Afghan inroads, but in 1786-7 Timfir
Sh&h Durr&ni reinstated the headman of the Turki patti and M&nakrai
in those possessions and a few of this Turkish race were at the British

annexation still settled at Manakrai, a little to the east and south of

Haripur, and in Agror.

Qa&i, a cotton-comber. The Qas&is have several sections, Arbi Bhat(if

Bhatta, Khokhar, Gor&ha, Thahim, Thahim-AmAri and Suhal. The
Bhatta say they used to be mullahs until their territory was invaded
when they said they were Qas&is. 'Hie ‘ caste 9

is further cross-divided

into two occupational groups, the B&karit who sell goat's flesh and
deal with Hindus, and the Pinj&ras or cotton-cleaners. These two
groups do not intermarry or hold any social intercourse with each other
hs a rule. The Qasai almost certainly overlap the Qassab, if indeed
the two names are not identical. See also Penja. The Persian trans-

lation of Qas&i is Nadd&f.

Qasnana, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Qasbani, Qaisakani : See Kaer&ni (Baloch).

Qassab.—A butcher who slaughters after the Muhammadan fashion, dresses

,
the carcase and sells the meat. But in Karn&l the Qass&b is often a
market gardener. In Rohtak the butcher class is the very worst
in the District, and is noted for its callousness in taking human life,

and general turbulence in all matters. A proverb says :

“ He who has
not seen a tiger has still seen a cat. He also has not seen a Thag has
still seen a Qassab.”

In Kapurthala the Qass&bs have two territorial groups, (i) the Lahore
who immigrated there under Rai Ibrahfm, (ii) the Shaikhopuria who
came from Shaikhopur under R&jd, Fateh Singh. The village or Do&bia

* This appears to be distinct from the Q&ndngo family at R&hon, originally Khi Khatris

but now Muhammadan by creed : P. N. Q. I, § 478.

t Taw&rikh Rdjay in i-K&ngra , by Dlwnn Sarb DiAl, KAngfa, 1883.

X Fr. balcra, goat. Also termed 8haikh out of respect. The QasAis who do not kill cows
call themselves Sikkhu, or to distinguish more exactly mekn-sikkhd (from meknt, a goat)

as opposed to bhakkar sikkhu (from bhakkar, a bull, cow or buffalo). They have a secret

vocabulary.
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QassAbs form a third group, rarely connected With the two former
by marriage. The Lahori were originally Bhattf RAjputs, converted
4o Isl&m under Akbar: while the Shaikhopuria were Khokbars.
Both are in practice endogamous. No outsiders are admitted into
the caste-—not even an apprentice who has been taught butchering.

The QassAb would certainly appear to be sometimes identical with
the QasAi. Thus the Bhatti (or Bhu(ti) QasAbs of Jhang are cotton-

combers. They observe the jhand ceremony in front of a mosque, gur
worth five annas and 2^ sers of churl (bread baked with ghi and sugar)
being distributed. In Gurgaon the beopdri or s dealer

*
in cattle is said

to be a butcher also. These dealers are very numerous about Firozpur
Jhirka in the south of that District. They are probably Meos by origin.

Qawwal, See under Mirasi.

Qizi, a Muhammadan law-doctor who gives opinions on all religious and
legal questions. The descendants of a famous QAzi often retain the
title and there are several well-known QAzi families. In Dera GhAzi
KhAn the QAzis are said to be all AwAns, and the more important among
them call themselves UlamA. The QAzis do not claim descent from one
and the same ancestor. During the times of the MusalmAn kings of
Delhi some men were appointed judges of * the Muhammadan Law, and
their descendants continue to practise as expounders of its tenets.

Qizi Shaikh Razo (-rajo), a Jat clan (agricultural) found in MulfcAn.

Qizil- or Qazal-bash—(Turki qizil
‘ red/ and bash, c head/)—The Qizil-bAsh

are supposed to be descendants of the captives given to Shaikh
Haidar the Safawi* by Timur. They wore the red caps assumed
by those captives as a mark of distinction and were considered the
best troops in the Persian armies. Ibbetson described them as a
tribe of Tartar horsemen from the Eastern Caucasus, who formed
the backbone of the old Persian army and of the force with which
NAdir ShAh invaded India. Many of the great Mughal ministers were
QizilbAsh and notably Mir Jumla, the famous minister of Aurangzeb.
The red cap of peculiar shape, which they wear, was invented by
the founder of the Sophi dynasty of Persia, an intolerant Sh!A, as
the distinguishing mack to that sect, and which his son ShAh
TahmAsp compelled HumAyfin to wear when a refugee at the Persian
Court. There are some 1,200 families of QizilbAsh in the city of

K&bul alone, where they were located by NAdir ShAh, and still form
an important military colony and exercise considerable influence in

local politics. They are not uncommon throughout AfghAnistAn. See
also under GhulAm. Ferishtat appears to assign to the KazilbAsh a
much earlier origin than any other writer, for he mentions the
“ TfirkmAns of KandahAr, called KazilbAsh, owing to their wearing red

caps,” under the year 1044 A.D,t

* The Shaikh Haidar alluded to must be the Safavid who was fourth in descent from
Shaikh Safi and added the role of warrior to the profession of saint : 8. Lane-Poole'«
Mohammadan Dynasties

, p. 255.

t Briggs* Mahomedan Power in India, p. 121.

J Kizzilb&sh is also described an ( offensive nickname * given by the Turks to the Bekttoh
of Cappadocia, Shias in faith, or with a curiously composite religion. The Bekt&shis are
followers of H&ji BekUsh who blessed the. Janissaries when that corps was enrolled by the
Amir Orchan and it remained closely associated with the order found by that famous saint;
Garnett’s Mysticism and Magic in Turkey, pp. 18 and (for the doctrines of the MrtAsh)
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Qom, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Qubaisbi, Quhaish, was the tribe to which the Prophet belonged. The word
is said to mean trader.* But a learned maulavi in Jhang declares that

the name is derived from qarsh, a marine animal hunted by the Quresh
or Quraish. Owing to its lofty origin the Quraish is a favourite

tribe from which to claim descent, and it is to be feared that

comparatively few of those who return themselves as Quraishi have
any real title to the name. The true Qureshis of the south-western

districts, however, are often possessed of great influence, and hold

a high character for sanctity. Such are the descendants of Bah&*ul-

haqq the renowned saint of Multan, who are known as H&shmi
Qureshis, and whose family is described at pages 490jf of Griffin's

Panjab Chiefs. They are chiefly found in the Multan, Jhang, and
Muzaffargarh districts. Among those who style themselves Quraish

many belong to the Faruqis or descendants of Umar, the second
Caliph, or to the Sadfqis or descendants of Abu Bakar, the first Caliph,

both of whom belonged to the Quraish tribe. But the term Sadiqi is

often confused with Sjdqi.

In Jhang the Quraishis are divided into the following eight families

or septs

H&shami, from Hdsham. Shaikh.
Bodla, q. t\ Abbdssi, from AbbAs.
Mir&n. AMhbeli.
Shah Ana. H&rsi, from H&ris.

The All&hbeh were so named by a faqir who blessed them with the
words : Alldhbeli, ‘ may God be your friend.' The HAshamis take
wives from the other septs, but do not bestow daughters outside their
town sept. Similarly the Shahdna and Abb&ssi only give daughters to
the Etashami and take brides from the other septs, but otherwise give
none in return. The Quraishi give daughters to Sayyids. The
Btarsis' claim to be Quraishis has been disputed, but those of Haweli
Bahadur Sh&h and Garh Mah&taj or Pir Abdur RahmAn are of some
importance. The flArsis too sometimes claim to be endogamous.

The Quraishi in Multan are confined mainly to the families of Batawal
Haqq at Multan, the guardians of the shrine at Makbdum Rashid, and
their immediate connections.f Several tribes, e.g.

f the Langrial
claim Quraish origin. The Quraishi appear to have entered Molt&n
in the 18th century A, D. and their proselytizing movements throw
some light on the tribal arrangements of the day.J

* Amir Ali, Spirit 0/ Isldm, p. 61, derives it from qarasha
,
to trade. The sanctity of the

tribe dates from 440 A.D., or nearly two centuries before the Prophet's power reached ita
zenith, in which year Koshai acquired for hia-family the guardianship of the Ka’bah -the
four-square sacred stone at which the gazelle was sacred—at Mecca. Before the birth of
Muhammad two rival factions were formed, the Hashmites and the Umawiyah, and the feud
passed on from generation to generation. Muhammad was a descendant of TUUhiw? and hia
bitterest opponents were the men of the Uxnawiyab party, who after hia death re-opened the
feud and eventually killed the sons of Ali.

r

{

Multin Gazetteer. 1902. p, 128 and p, 186.
Ibid., p. 144.
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The U&ns in Montgomery also claim to be Qaraishi bat the history
of the tribe shows how the claim arose. Under Alamgir Shaikh Qutb
H&nSj a learned man and apparently a teacher of some of the nobility

at Delhi obtained a grant of several villages in tdluka Qutb&b&d. The
H4ns were then simple land-holders, living a little to the north-west
of P&kpattan. Shaikh Qatb became powerful, owing to his ability and
influence at court, and wealthy, as the P&ra, Soh&g and Dhaddar
streams flowed through his lands. The tappa or tract of the H6n3
was transferred by Alamgir from the pargana of Kabfila to that of
Alamgirpur. At the downfall of the Mughal empire Shaikh Qutb's
descendant made himself independent and about 1764 Muhammad
Azfm was chief of the clan. He seized as much of the country round
Malika H4ns as he could, but in 1766 the Sikhs overran it and took
him prisoner by treachery. His brother is said to have called in the

Bahrw&l Sikhs to assist him, promising them half his territory, but
instead of helping him against his rival, the diwan of Pdkpattan,
they put down cow-killing and the call to prayer, and so he called in

the Dogars, and drove out the Sikhs. But about this time the streams
which watered his lands had dried up and he was unable to resist the

Sikhs when they returned and he had to seek refuge with the diwan of

P&kpattan. But this account is far from satisfactory as it is irreconcil-

able with the received chronology of Sikh historians. However this

may be it is clearly possible that the H&ns are, as they claim to be,

Quraishi by descent and that Shaikh Qutb owed his position at Delhi
to that fact, and obtained a grant for his family or tribe on that

account.11

Certain holy clans also claim Quraishi descent. Such are the

KnAOQAf and the Chishti. The latter claim to be Faruqi Qaraishi

as descendants of the Caliph Umr. The most illustrious descendant

of Abu Izh&k, their founder, was B&M Farid Shakarganj, the saint

of Pdkpattan, and his descendants are the diwans of that shrine.

The Bodlas also claim Quraishi origin.

Qubejah, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Qubesht, an Aw&n clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

* Monty. Gazetteer. 1899, pp. 35—38 and 86.

f See Vol. II, p. 489. Khagga means a kind offish, but ghag also means a ‘stream,’

according to Purser, Montgomery Sett. Rep., p. 14.





Rabab^(a), ft player on the rabdb (a violin with three strings) : sea under
MfrdsL

RabIna, an agricultural clan fonnd in Shdhpur.

Rabbba, one of the principal muhina or clans of the Kharrals, with its head-
quarters at Fatehpur in Montgomery : classed as agricultural,

IU9, a J6t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Ra Dbo, Raja Deo, the people of Maldna, a village in Kullu, separate from
the main valley. The village gives its name to the valley, the Mal&na
N61, in which it lies. Maldna is said to be so called from Maldnu,
a Th6kur, brother of J&na (Jdna is a hamlet in Nagar Kothi), who
ruled over Maldna some time after its foundation.

Tradition says that a band of hunters came to the valley, and having
eaten food on the spot where the temple now is, went on to hunt.

The fragments of bread left behind sprang up into a crop of corn,
and seeing this on their return the hunters knew that the deota had
taken them under his special protection. They remained and founded
Maldna. It is a large village of some 300 or 400 souls, lying in a
remote valley east of the Beas. The village consists of two main behra

or quarters, the first called Sara behr, on the east, and the second
Db£r& behr, on the west side. Sara behr again really includes two
smaller but ill-defined behra, and is occupied by the Nagw&nis (from
Nagoni in Kothi Naggar)* and the Sarw£las (from Sar in Kothi Kais).

The Nagwdnis are the pujdris of the temple, and the Sarw&las are the

guardians of the sar or baoli of the Deota Jamlu, their behr being close

to it. They carry loads and do other work for the R£ Deo. Dhark. behr
also consists of three minor behrs, those of the Thamiani, Pachidni and
Dhar&ni chugs or families respectively. These came from Thale, in

B&rdgarh Kothi, from Pos in Kan&war Kothit and from Dhdrd in Kais
Kothi. The Thamidni correspond to the Bh&ts or lower grade of

?
ujari8 in Kullu and usually intermarry with the Nagw&nis. The
achi&nis are tenants of the deota and the Dhardni are bearers of the

silver maces, in common use in all ceremonies, which they carry before

the deota.

Sir James Lyall writes :

—

" The hamlet consists of two quarters, one of which lies rather higher up the hill side

thfrii the other, which contains the buildings sacred to the god. The men of the upper

quarter take brides from the lower, and vice versd. This custom of intermarriage they

allege to be due not to exclusiveness on their part, but to their inability to pay the consider-

ation for a betrothal which is demanded by the parents of girls in the other parts of Kullu,

while there is no demand for their own marriageable girls among the marrying men o f

Kullu.”
' *

The Mal&na people admit themselves to be Janets, but they are

too much under the deota'

8

protection to intermarry with any Kullu
Kanets, though occasionally they take wives from Rasol, not, however,

* The kothi in Kullu is a collection of ttemlats rather than a village.

| This Kaniwar Kothi in Kullu must not be confused with K&n&ur in Bashahx.
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giving women to the Rasol men in return. Rasol is a remote village

not far from another Mai&na in Kan&war Kothi. In Rasol there is a
large mafi of Jamlu. It is carious that the Dh&r& behr people
admit themselves to be Rao or inferior Kanets, the Sar& behr men
alone claiming to be Khash or superior Kanets.

The only exogamous rule is a vague one, the idea being that relatives

within seven degrees may not marry. But this only applies to agnatic

kinship, regard being paid to the haddi ka nathaf <
not to the dudh Tea

natha.

Widows can take a man to live with him, but do not marry a second

time. An informal feast is held to celebrate the occasion. Adultery

is not, of course, severely punished, Rs. 20 being the usual price

being paid for another man’s wife, or Rs. 40 if there is enmity

between the husband and the seducer. It may be noted that there are

fixed rates for all dealings between Maldna men, and these can only

be exceeded when trading with outsider^.* A woman who escapes into

the Nagwdn behr or Thamian behr canuot be arrested. If a wronged
husband refuses to accept Rs. 20 as damages for losing his wife the

seducer can take refuge in the Nagwdn or Thami&n behr . If he does

this he must be protected by the R& Deo who deduct Rs. 5 from the

fine of Rs. 20 and credit it to the god's account, the husband being

given only Rs. 15 instead of Rs. 20, because he has refused to aot in

accordance with rule.

Each class burns its dead separately in defined spots. The ashes are

simply left there. The Brahmans of Harkandi are the prohits of Mal&na,
and in every respect their customs seem to tally with those of Kullu
generally. They do not know the Maldna tongue. The lohare of Mal&na
village itself, who beat the drums in Jamlu's band, do not understand the

Mal&na language.

The whole concourse of the men of Mal&na are themselves an em-
bodiment of the deo: such concourse is called the Ed Deo , The
kardars, chelae

,
pujdrie

, etc., in fact all the office-bearers, are all

MaUna Kanets, who are appointed from time to time from among
themselves by the Maldna men. This body of officials, when they go
.their rounds to collect revenue fees, etc., are known as the bari, in

distinction to the grand host of Mal&na, the Ed Deo.

The deota has first a karmisht (= the Kulu kardar or Bteward), and
this term seems peculiar to Jainlu's managers, second, a chief and
assistant pujari and a gur or chela . In addition there are eight
jatherasj electedf every one or two years, who call the villagers to
work for the deota . Any one absent a whole day is fined annas 4 (or

twice the amount imposed for refusing to do Government work). The
signal for the closing of the attendance roll is the throwing down of

a small stick (kandiali).

* These are old rates and it is stated have never been changed. Wheat is bhar per rupee.
Barley and buckwheat 2 bhar per rupee. A bhar is a seed measure containing 16 pathos and
a patha is roughly a ser and a quarter of barley and a ser and a half of wheat.
t According to Sir James Lyall the R£ Deo appoint the council of 8 ja\hwa* , or jurymen,

and they decide all disputes which arise among the people of Mal4na, their decision if
never questioned, and our courts are never troubled with cases from the village.
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All the Rd Deoy except a few men, old women and children, cross the
pass in the end of Maghar or beginning of Poh9

and spend more than a
month in the villages in Kulu containing land assigned to their god,
billeting themselves on every house. In the same way at other times
the Rd Deo visits for a few days Bnladi and Bishna, two villages in
Kothi Kais, where it borders on Mal&na, which are held by the deo9

and at other times the villages in Harkandi which are assigned to it.

The bari $ i.e . the band of office-bearers, pays separate and more fre»

J
uenfc visits, the Rd Deo only visits large villages which can support it,

bring these visits all the Mal&na men feed free at the expense of their
hosts, but no doubt their food is considered in the accounts of the
revenue taken with more or less accuracy. Some of the Mal&na men
are detached in parties to visit the other shrines of Jamlu in Kulu,
which are separate from the Mal&na shrine. These parties get food
free for a few days. The bari also makes rounds to the other Jamlu
temples ; when it comes a goat is killed and a feast held, and some eight
annas are paid as a tribute. The zamfnd&rs of all this part of the
country commonly put aside a few sers of rice to give to the bari when
it comes round, none of the Malana men can read or write, they profess

to keep accounts from memory only. Some of them come with the bari
as porters to carry the rents, which are paid in grain back to Mal&na.
The Mal&na karmisht keeps Kulu accountants in the Kulu villages

where Jamlu has mudfis and these keep the rent rolls in the various

mudfis. The Malana people do not give any accurate detail of how their

grain is expended, but at the fairs
(
melas

)

held at Mal&na all comers
are fed free as long as the fairs last.

The Mal&na folk have good flocks of sheep and goats, which they
barter for rice at an annual fair held at Naggar. They are not liked,

but dreaded to some extent as uncanny by the other Kulu people.

Since the approach to their glen from the Beas valley w«s so far im-
proved in 1883 under the influence of Mr. L. W. Dane, Assistant Com-
missioner, as to be traversed by a mule battery, they have become much
more amenable to authority. Jamlu is said to be the bhai (not

necessarily brother) of devi Hirma, of Gyephan, the god of a snowy
peak in L&hul, visible from parts of the Beas valley, and of Jaghtham
deota of Barshaini in Kan&war, but as to the parentage of any of the
three history is silent. Hirma, Gyephan and Jamlu are supposed not
to have divided their property. Bub Jaghtham and Jamlu have sepa-
rated their joint property having been partitioned, Jamlu taking the
ildqa west of Manikaran and Jaghtham the ildqa east of that place, a
curiously modern fable ! There is a peculiar custom in connection with
the worship of Jamlu, namely, the dedication to him of a handmaiden
(called Sita), taken from a family of the Nar caste resident at Manikaran.
The handmaid is presented as a husband to the god at a festival (kaika)

t

which occurs at irregular intervals of several years, on the first of Bh&-
dron. On dedication to the god the girl, who is four dr five years old,

receives a gift of a complete set of valuable ornaments from thp shrine.

She remains in her parents’ house, getting clothes and ornaments at
intervals. If she goes to Mal&na she is fed. She does nothing in the
way of worship of Jamlu. When she is 15 or 16 years old a new hand-
maiden is appointed in her place*. She is supposed to be realty a virgin
while she is Jamlu’s w£fe.
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.

Jamlu was much, feared in the RdjVs time; on his account Mal&na
was a city of refuge, whence no criminal could be carried off if he got
there. Ag*dn, Jamlu neither paid tribute to the Rugn&th temple at
Sult&npuruor attended at that temple his respects on the Dasehra, as
most other Kulu deotas were compelled to do. Again the Mal&na men,
who are all under his special protection, were allowed great license,

they used to say that the other deotas
9 temples were their deo

9
s dogris

,

or out-houses, and help themselves to anything they admired in them.

Their god has strong prejudices against use of liquor, even for medi-
cinal purposes, and also against vaccination, but the village was more
than decimated by small-pox early in the decade 1880— 1890, and in

1889 all the inhabitants cheerfully submitted to be vaccinated. Since
then they have got vaccinated regularly, but only because Government
wishes this. To get vaccinated was considered, however, a sinful thing,

though it is now denied by the karmisht that this prejudice ever existed.

The buildings of Jamlu are all said to face north-west, but this is

doubtful.* The pindi or image is a high rounded stone. He-goats and
rams (even though castrated) are sacrificed to him, but she-goats, etc.,

are only offered to Ranka Devi, his wife. Jamlu is said to be the Hindu
Jamdaggan. Mr. G. M. Young records a theory that Jrnnlu is Jaimal
Khan, the Mughal general. He has temples in Spiti, Lad&kh, and in

many places iu Kulu, but most of the latter are simply resting places of

the Malana Jamlu.

The chief buildings are a granary for storing the grain rents of the
land assigned to the god, a house entered only on the occasion of one
of the annual fairs and kept barred during the rest of the year, a
building within whieh barley is sown fifteen days before that fair, so

that the blanched shoots may be offered to the god at the fair (this

offering, called jari, is made to other deotas as well as Jamlu, and the
young shoots are worn by the men in their caps at most fairs), and an
edifice built for the custody of a golden image of an elephant, which
image was presented by the emperor Akbarf according to the tradition

in recognition of an oracular revelation of the god that led to the cure
of a deformity in the person of the emperor's daughter. There is thus
no temple, in the proper sense of the word, at Mal&na, though there

are temples dedicated to Jamlu in many villages throughout Kulu ;

the god is supposed to dwell on the inaccessible mountain at the head
of the glen, whence he rarely, if ever, descends. It is for this reason,

perhaps, that there is no idol repressing the deota.

In case of the slightest injury to the building, it must be entirely

rebuilt within eight days, the workers not coming into contact with

outsiders or women and eating but once a day. A Thawi or mason

* Mr. G. M. Young says :— The main buildings are arranged round three sides of a square,

all facing inwards as far as I remember. There is a flat low stone in the grave where the

great puja takes place, from which the snow is swept away first before the puja. Jamlu is

supposed to come to this stone to receive Akbar’s homage. There is no image, or stone, I

believe, in the temple. There is a very similar stone, called Jagatipat, in Nagar Castle.

t I he image is a statuette of a male figure, supposed to be Akbar. It may be gilt, but
not I should say gold There is a building into which it and a number of tiny images of

horses, fejephants, (said to be Akbar’s gift) are placed on the night before the great puja.

In the rest of the year these images are all kept by the pujiri in the bhand&r where he lives,

M.Y.)
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lias to be got elsewhere, bat he mast have been guilty of no immorality
(with a lower caste woman).

Two ceremonial feasts are held in his honour, the first in Ph&gan
and the second in S&wan, each lasts about a week. The first is when
the chief puja takes place and the second is the Mal&na jatra or regular
fair at which there is a large attendance of pilgrims, many of whom
present offerings, the prescribed form of which is a small silver model
of a horse or of an elephant. These offerings* are afterwards melted
down, and shaped into larger statuettes of one or other of these
animals or into whistles or other furniture for worship. There are now
5 elephants, 1 1 horses, 1 deert and an umbrella in the storehouse. The
sheep and goats sacrificed at the fairs are slaughtered in a style

resembling that followed by Muhammadans rather than the Hindu
fashion, and this has given rise to a belief in soma parts of Kulu that
the deota is a Musalm&n.

Once a month and sometimes more, there are uchhabs
,

or feasts,

which are attended mainly by the Mal&na men alone. Any sddhu or
beggar who visits Mal&na gets food and a blanket if he wants it. * Such
visitors are not very numerous, owing to the difficulty of the roads.

The Mal&na people, in common with all the Kulu tribes, are also

firmTbelievers in demons, etc. There are many in tho valley. D&nu
Bhut signifies his wrath by a gale of wind. He dwells on the
mountains west of the valley, and waylays men in the shape of

a bear or an ox or a tree, and once a man has seen him the
man's heart is filled with a growing fear which kills him in time most
certainly, even if a goat is sacrificed to the Bhub.

Banu Bhut lives in the Dugher thach%. About 1892 he came down
with such force that he brought down a large devididr or juniper tree
which is still shown, and damaged Jamlu's temple. Jamlu has a sheep
sacrificed to him.

Jogni is a devi who attacks men who go up to the high ranges with
too many flowers in their caps or in gaudy clothes, illness follows,

and to cure it a chelu (kid), not black in colour, must be sacrificed

very early in the morning on the roof of the house. (This is the
regular Jogni Deota of Kulu).

The Mal&na people have the usual Sulu household gods, viz., the

Bastar Deo or Dwelling god of the founds tion stone, before whom a

sprig of yew (rakhal) is placed, and the Th&n Deo, outside the house,

to whom pinds of flour, etc., are offered on the first day of harvesb.

In certain villages, e. g. in Kanawar, there are Th&n Deotas with

regular temples. Lastly, there is the Patal Deota, who is also placed

outside the house and goes with the sheep to the Alpine pastures. He

* Jamlu Deota has many other fairs, a Phagli in Ph&gan, a Shami jdtra early in

Bh&don, a Jitrvirshu in Chet and a Kaurvirshu (on 17th Baisakh)— *. e
,
the great and

small virshus or festivals. In addition there is the fair of Ranka Devi, Jamlu's wife; on
17th Chet. These, of course, do not include the fcais or expiatory sacrifices, which take
place mostly by the Deota’s special orders. A very great one took place in 1883, after the

mountain battery marching through the valley had killed some cows. The people of Mal&na
(and of Nagar too) made images of cows and paid huge sacrifices to them.

I

The Jearmisht told Mr. G. M. Young that he did not khow the exact number. *

Thdch, a gathering place for flocks in the upper pastures.
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is worshipped by the phwdls f or shepherds under the form of a trident

(tarshul )
on first going to the pastures and on returning home.

In a few other details the MalAna people differ frdnqythose of Eftlu.

They are not compelled to wash their hands, before touching food
because they scrupulously avoid contact with low castes. The kardar
and chela do not plough land, do not smoke tobacco, and must not
remain near any corpse even if the corpse is one of the family, and will

not use skins to cross rivers. The ceremony of dedicating the hair of
the bead ('mundan

)

is called pas in MaiAn a, and the Karmisht, pujaris
and gur have been exempted from it. Similarly there are no cere-

monies at betrothal or marriage, the Deota’s consent being merely
asked and Re. 1 paid to the girl’s father at betrothal. Marriage
occurs when the girl is from 15 up to 25. The MaiAna people only

performs the SrAdh ceremonies on the last of the 16 days of the
Krishnapaksh in Asoj. The DAgis* in the village are forbidden to

approach the temple.

The Malana people are by some considered to be superior physically

to those of Kulu, but there are a lew lepers among them, due
probably to inter-breeding. It may be that their physical qualities and
their exclusiveness are due to the fact that they (and the Rasol
people) have never been contaminated by intercourse with the Sikhs,

etc., who overran Kulu, and whose invasion brought venereal diseases

into the hills. It seems curious that Kulu women are so despised by
them. They resemble the Kulu people in admittedly allowing two
brothers to possess a common wife. They say, however, that more than
two do not do so.

The dialect spoken in Malana has some affinities with that spoken in

Kanaur, but little with the dialects of Lahul or the Tibetan of Spiti.

It is called K&nashi. The land revenue of all the hamlets in the MalAna
valley is assigned to the temple of Jamlu. „

RiFizf, pi. Rawafiz, ‘ forsaker/ ( deserter/ a term properly applied to a sect

of Shfas who deserted Zaid, the grandson of Ali, because he refused

to curse the first two Khalifas
;
but in the Punjab, at any rate, it is a

general term applied by outsiders to any class of Shia.

Ragha, a sept of RAjputs, closely akin to the JAtus (g. v.). Eissar Gazetteer.

RaghAba^sI, Raghbansi, ‘ a descendant of RAghu/ a branch of the RAjputs.

They are, perhaps, most numerous in the eastern part of the United
Provinces. In the Punjab they are chiefly found in the Hill States

and the sub-montane of GurdAspur and SiAlkot, though there are a few
in the Jumna districts also. But the name would appear to imply little

more than traditional origin. Thus the Kaghbansi in GurdAspur and
SiAlkof are now ManhAs by tribe. In HoshiArpur the BohwA Rajputs

call themselves Raghfibansf, and say they came from Jaipur and
Jodhpur.

RIoi, a Sikh title : a musician : fr. rag, a mode or time. Also described as

a JAt sub-caste .t

* They aannot speak the Malana tongue, although they can understand it. They are not
forbidden W speak it. Foreigners who graze their flocks with the Malana flocks otn
understand and speak the Malana language.

| Punjab Census Report, 1912, p. 431.
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RaoyIl, a IWjput dan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Rahal. A JAt clan found in N&bha. It claims Rdjput descent, having
become Jdt by adopting widow remarriage. Their ancestor was born
on the way {rah) when his mother was taking her husband’s food to
the field. They wear a janeo at marriage, but remove it afterwards,
and reverence a sati’s shrine at Hallotali in Amloh nizdinat.

*

RabIn, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Rahbari,* a caste of Hindu camelmen, hunters and drivers. Their story is

that when Shiva created the camel he made a man out of his sweat to

look after it.T When he grew up the man demanded a wife, so Shiva
bade him bring a fairy’s clothes from a bank where Indra’s pans were
wont to bathe. The man brought him the clothes of two fairies, so

Shiva gave him one to wife, and bestowed the other on a charan (Bh&t).
The camelman’s wife bore him 7 daughters and a son named SAmap.
The girls were given to BAjput husbands who founded as many RahbAri
gots and the son founded the SAmap got. The Rahbaris have two
groups—MAru and PitaliA. The latter is found in Jaisalmfr, whence the

RahbAris originally came,J and owes its name to the fact that its women
may not wear ornaments made of any metal save brass.

The MAru RahbAris do not even smoke with thePitaliA, as they regard
them as their inferior. Still less do these two sub-caetes intermarry.

RahbAri women wear a distinctive dress : their ivory bangles§ recall

their Rajput origin, silver bangles being a sign of widowhood
; their

gowns are of specially stamped cloth, of three varieties, matra, lasdri

and qaichi, no other being used
;
the head is covered with a chtnddri,

not with coloured or white cloth. Ud married girls alone wear the

kurta, women the angia.

The Rahbari gots in Jfnd include :

—

Al. Bhunhalia. Haun. LAngas.
MahiwAn.BAr. Chaulana. KAlar.

Bh&ti. CbubAn. Kangal. MakwAnA
Bhfm. 1 Dhdgal. KhAtAna. PAjhka.
Bhokia. Gaihar. Kiramta. PaswAla.
Bhoku. Ghangar. KohlA. Pokha.

SAmaj.

In NAbha, however, the gots of each group are said to be separate.

The MArfi are said to have 120 gots, including the Rajput sept-name

of Bhatti* ChauhAn, Panwar and Tandr, which indicate a RAjput
origin.

• Probably from rahwdr
,
quick-paced, active.

f Another version is that Shiva made PArbati look after it until one day she Tefused to do
so any longer, so he made a doll of dab grass, put life into it and entrusted the camel to his
care.

| These are presented to the bride by the bridegroom’s father.

§ The RahbAris probably came from BikAnfr and Jodhpur with RAjput princesses who
married Mughal princes. They were skilled camel-keepers, which the Muhammadans were -

not, and a story goes that once, when camel’s milk was prescribed for s Jodhpur princess
at Akbar's court, no one could milk a she-camel except a BahbAri.
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The goU are divided into nakfa named from ancestors.

Got.

CM
Nakfa.

Bhattit
\ Koja*

,
.,

*"
y
Mehun

V. Raslat
Bhim ... (none).

Ghangal ... j.

Songra

Tanur

C Beka.
... < Gujar.

tGhia,
i Chaupanf.

... < Madhdnf.
{ Pardnf.

All found in Ndbha.

Generally 4 gats are avoided in marriage and widow remarriage is

allowed. J No janeo is worn, but Rdjputs, Ahlrs, Jdfcs and Gujars may
drink water at their hands. Rdjputs, however, do not smoke with a
Rahbdrf.

Cults .—A Rahbdrf boy is baptised either at birth or marriage by a
Bairdgf, who ties a hanthi round the boy’s neck, is fed and given a
rupee. Thenceforward he is the boy’s guru

.

The first tonsure is

performed at a place chosen by the barber.§

The Rahbdris of Jind and Sangrur tahsils are followers of Bdwds
Mast Ndth and Chait Ndth, the famous Jogis of Bohar near Rohtak,
which shrine most of them visit on Chait 9th badi. The wealthy present
camels, others money to the shrine.

In the Bagar the Rahbdrfs affect Pabupdl, brother of Bupd, Ra(hor
Rdjput, aud sing his saha or epic.

Unlike most other Hindus Rahbdrfs will lop leaves from a pipal to

feed their camels. They do not reverence their animals on the Dfwdli
night, but light lamps at the place where they are tethered.

Wedding ceremonies.— Tho Rahbaris have few distinctive observances
at weddings. At betrothal a barber, a rnirdsi and a Brahman are sent
to the bridegroom’s father to apply for tilak. This is followed by the
lagan and then the wedding party sets out and generally arrives next
morning. It waits for the bride’s father to arrive with his brotherhood
outside the village gates, and he brings boiled rice and sugar with
which the bridegroom’s party is feasted. The bridegroom’s father pays
Rs. 7 at this visit of which Re. 1 is given to a mirdsi, Re. 1 to a barber
and Rs. 5 are kept by the bride’s father. A ceremony, called tahurti

chatan chdti, is performed before the pheras
,
at which the bride’B father

pays Rs. 20, or as much as he can afford, to the bridegroom.

At night the wedding party is entertained with porridge in which ghi
is poured when eaten.

* Ihia nakh will not wear a silver waist-belt, as other Rahb&ris do, because their
ancestor who wore one died on a pilgrimage to the Ganges,

t This should be Bh&ti according to the Rohtak note.

1 The Rahbaris of Nibha observe it at Bohar in Alwar, at the shrine of 84dd faqir.

j| But only with the husband's younger brother, not with the j*th or elder.—(Rohtak).
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On the departure of the party, which takes place after three days,
the bride’s father puts a necklace of camel-dung on the bridegroom
and also gives him a rosary of the same material. In return for this

the other party gives cash, etc.

Ra&dab{, an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur.

Rahela, Rahella, se6 Rohilla.

Risi, an Ardin clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

RABiMEKK, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Rahitwa, -ba, fern.-f-, a foundling : one who enters into a state of voluntary
slavery: a term applied to certain prostitutes and their descendants:
Panjabi Dicty % , p. 945.

Rahmanke, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Rahola, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Rahtor, * spine,’ a Rdjput clan. Cf

\

Kachhwaha 'tortoise, ’and Sisodia, ( hare.’
P. N. Q. II, 654.

Rahu, a sept of Kanets, which holds Karmher pargana in Dhdtnf State.

Rahu, a class of Kanets which is also called Kuran in Bashahr. In Kulu
they are called by both names.

RaI, (1) a Jd$ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar, and also in SidlkoJ

where they claim descent from Jogra, like the Kang; (2) an agricul-

tural clan found in Shahpur; (3) see under Bhat and MirSsi.

Raibdar, a tribe of Jdts found in Gurgaon. It is famous for its stupidity

and other Jd$s tell many amusing stories at its expense.

Rain, (1) = Arain : (2) a tribe of Jdts found in Jind. Mansa Ram is their

sidh . His samadh is at Burid, and they offer him 4 loaves and sweet
porridge at a wedding and also the first milk of a cow on the 2nd,
10th and 15th sudi of each month. Also found in Ludhidna, in which
District they cut the jandi tree at a wedding, and play with the twigs

—

chhitian. A barber woman puts a rupee in a tray
(
pardt), and

whichever gets it first is considered lucky.

Raj, the title given by the guilds of bricklayers and masons of the towns to

their headmen, and is consequently often used to denote all who follow

those occupations. Mihmdr is the corresponding Persian word. It

is probably the name of an occupation rather than of a true caste, the

real caste of these men being said to be almost always Tarkhdn. The
Rdj is returned only for the eastern and central districts, and seems to

be generally Musalmdn save in Delhi, Gurgdon and Kdngra. Batahra
appears to be a synonym for Rdj in Jullundur and Amritsar, but in

Ohamba the Batahra seems to be a true caste, working generally as

stone-masons and carpenters, and not unfrequently cultivating

land. In Kulu, however, the Batahra is said to be a Koli by caste

who has taken to slate quarrying.

RajIdeke, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Rajar, an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur.

RIjab, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Rajihans, Rdjkumdr, Rdjshdhi or TThdkar.

Rajoa,—(Multdni), ? an independent clan. Panjabi Dicty p. 948.

<?/. Rajwa. * •
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RiiPirr,* fern. -n{. In the Vedic literature the term RAjA-pntra, r aon of

a fi&jan' or king, was apparently used in its literal sense, though it

may also be capable of a wider interpretation. Later the Rdjdpntra
degenerates into a mere * landowner ’t and possibly is identifiable

with the RAjanya or noble. As stated in the article on the Ehatris
the BAjput was a later development than the Kshatriya. { Indeed,

if a conjecture be permissible, the rise of the Rdjpufc represents the
change from the ancient Vedic system of administration to a ruler

and more feudal type of society under which a hereditary nobility

replaced the more bureaucratic Kshatriya. In the article on the JA$ are

reproduced Sir Denzil Ibbetson's views as to the identity of J&t and
R&jput stock as it stands at present, and as to bow the Rajputs really

consist of the royal families of that stock. It might perhaps be said

that a R&jput tribe is not necessarily descended from a ruling chief or

sovereign, but that the rise to political power or independence of a
member of a tribe tended to promote his collateral kinsmen as well as
his direct descendants to the status of Rajput. Sir Denzil Ibbefcson

might well, as he thought, have gone further and said that a tribe of

any caste whatever, which had in ancient times (or even in com-
paratively modern times) possessed supreme power throughout any
fairly extensive tract of country would be classed as Rajput. It seemed
to him almost certain that that some of the so-called RAjput families

were aboriginal, and he instanced the Chandel. A very similar process

has gone on all thruugh the Himalayas from ChitrAl§ to NepAl,||

especially in the K&ngfa and Kulu hills. In the latter tract the

Thakcb is often an ennobled Kanet, or even, in Lahul, a Tibetan. In

K&ngra the R&thi is a debased R&jput or a promoted Ghirth. On the

other hand, the Kanet may be a degraded RAjput, as occurs in the Simla
Hills, where some Kanet septs are unquestionably descended from cadet

branches of ruling families. The use of the term ‘ debased 9 and
* degraded ' ,

is however apt to be misleading because the gradual
merging of a younger brother's descendants into the ranks of the
commoners does not connote any lo?s of

‘ caste/ but only such lessening

of social rank as is found under similar circumstances in Europe.

A.- THE RAJPUTS OF THE JAMMU BORDER OR DUGGAR.
We have already seen how, along the Jammu border and beyond it

into GurdAspur, the RAjputs are confined to the hills and the JA$s to

* The pronunciation of the word in the Punjab is Rijput or RAjputt, and I have therefore

in this work been content to accent the first syllable only.

f Macdonnell and Keith : Vedic Index
,
IT, p, 218. Rijanya was the regular term for a

man of the royal family : it may also have been applied to all the nobles irrespective of

kingly power. Later the term Rshatriya normally takes the place of R&janya as a
designation for the ruling class : ibid, p. 216. Hence the chronological sequence was
RAjanya, Kshatriya, and Rajput. But, even in modern times the term Kshatriya retains a
shade of superiority oyer Rajput and in 1 888 ? in the Hill Stntes, the late Sir Denzil Ibbetsan

found Rijputs of proximate royal descent entered in the Census schedules separately as

Kshatriyes, as being above ordinary R&jputs
, and he noted that Rajdputra not only denotes

Kshatriyns or sons of kings, but is also the name of a mixed caste, and of a tribe of fabulous

origin. The Tantra says; ‘ R&jdputras spring from a Vaisyaon an Ambashtha (physician).

Again, thousands of others sprang from the foreheads of cows kept to supply oblations

"

(Colebrooke's Essay, p, 272).

t Vol. II, p. 605, supra,

J

See th^article on OhitrAli at p. 174 et seqq . of Vol. II.

Hodgson's Essay on the Military Tribes of Repdl. 3me of tha distinctive features pf
the Punjab Khatri organisation appear to be reproduced in I Nepal.



the plains,* but the line is not perhaps as rigid in other districts

along the Jammu border as it> is in Gurddspur. The Rdjpufc tribes being
found in the plains interspersed among the Jdt tribes which appear to

have gradually confined them to the hills and sub-montane tracts.
But betwee'n the Rdjput system of the hills and the Jdt system of the
plains, there is a very clear line of demarcation. The Jdt tribes in the
plains are essentially democratic.t The Rdjpufc tribes of the hills are
classified on a loose and ever-shifting system into hypergamous grades.
Thus in Jammu itself the Rdjput table of social precedence is thus
described^ :

—

“By special precedence the Rajputs stand as follows :

—

1 8t Class ?—Original Rdjputs (Solar race).

(a) Jamw&l,
|

(b) Jasrotia.
| (c) Mankotia.

(a) Bandr&l.
(b) Bhadw4l.
(c) Bilauri. $

(A

)

Hantal.
(e) Bhoti^l,

One family.

(/) Bhadarw&b.

(Lunar race).

(g) Kishtw&ria.
(h) Katoch.
(i) Goier.

(j) Sabba,
(k) Jaswal.

< l

)

Suket.

(m) Mandi.
(n) Kullu.
(o) Kalerie.

(p) Guleria.

(q) Sarmorie.

The above two stand almost equal to each other in superiority.

2nd Class ?—Half Rdjputs, 2nd class (Solar race).

(a) Manhds.

(Lunar race).

(a) Ambarai.
|
(b) Chib.

|
(c) Jardl.

| (d

)

Bhao.

3rd Class (Lunar race).

() Rakwdl. 1 (c) Charak.
|

(e) Langeh. 1 (g) Andotra.
() Salaria (Salehria). § |

(d) Bdghal. I (/) Bajidl.
| (h) Jaj.

4th Class (Lunar race).

(a) Mandal. (d) Samsdl. (g) Kdtal. (j) Bajju.

C&) Rasidl. (e) Jaggi. (h)
Bhulwal. (k) Balwdl,

(c) Kharakhatr. (/) Lalotre. (i) Hans. (l) Gori.

(m) Seroch.

These Rdjputs are considered first class Thakkars now-a-days.

Rdjputs of Solar and Lunar races intermarry ; while the Lunar race
with the exception of their own caste, intermarry with other castes!
Rdjputs of Solar and Lunar races receive their wives from half Rdjputs
of both the races. Bat Jamwdls do not take their wives from Manhds
because of their being descended from the same ancestor. Rokwdls
give their daughters to Jamwdl and Manhds only.

Manhds, Ambarai, Chib, Bhao and Jardl intermarry and give their
daughters to first class Rdjputs.

* Vol. II, p. 361.

f This statement is subject to several qualifications— see the arfc. on Jats in Vdl, II but
it is in the main correct.

.

*

% By the late Khdn Bahadur Munshi GhuUm Ahmad Khan iq* the Kashmir* Census
Rep., 1902, pp. 79-80. The value of the account is much impaired by the many typocraDhi
cal errors in it and I have only ventured to correct a few of them.

® F

$ It is usual to speak of the Salehria Rajputs as a tribe, but the term appears to merelv
mean ‘low-lander* and it is possible that tfce Salehria ‘tribe* is really composed of a
number of septs or fragments of tribes which happen to be settled in the

.

saUhr a*
sub-montane tract : H. A. R.

r
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Rokwdl, Salehria, CLarak, Bagh&l, Langeh, Bojw&l, Andotra and Jaj
intermarry and give their daughters to R&jputs o£ first and second
classes, and receive their wives from half Rdjputs of class IV.

Half Rdjputs of class IV who are considered as first class Thakkars,
intermarry between themselves, and receive their wives from other
Thakkars, but give their daughters to third class R&jputs only.

Thakkars of lower class, not coming under the. category of R&jputs,
now intermarry and give their daughters to Rajputs of fourth class, but
cannot take their wives from out of them because the customary widow-
marriage among these has degraded them. ”

The Manhds* appear to have been a nomad tribe, averse to settled

abodes and the late Mr. J. T. Chrietie recorded the following account
of their separation from the parent stock :—Samman Deo, eldest son

and heir to the family estate quitted Jammu in dudgeon and founded
Gamrola, a village in the Chamdl thana of Grurddspur. Thence sprang
22 Manhds villages in that District, Sidlkot and Jammu. Not one of
these contains a brick or stone building. On his father’s death a de-
putation waited upon Samman Deo to beg him to return and assume his

rightful place, but he refused and, for some unknown reason, invoked
a curse upon those of his race who should live in masonry buildings.

Recent instances of the curse working are cited .t

It will be seen that in Jammu itself the Jamwdl, who are naturally
placed first in the Rdjput peerage as the clan of the ruling house, are
treated as quite distinct from the Manhds. Ibbetson’s view was that ;

“ Jamwal was the old name of the whole tribe, but is now confined to

the royal branch who do not engage in agriculture, and look down
upon their cultivating brethren who are commonly styled Manhds.
The Manhds intermarry with the Salahria and othor second class

Rdjputs of the neighbourhood. They call their eldest son Rdjd and the
younger ones

1

Midn, and use the salutation Jai ! In Sialkot 765 Manhds
have returned themselves also as Bhatti, 741 as Salahria, and 755 as

Raghbansi ; while in Gurdaspur 2,080 are also shown as Raghbansi.
So, of the Jdt Manhds of Gujrdnwdla, 1,325 are Virk who have shown
themselves as Manhas also. The Manhd3 are real husbandmen, and
therefore occupy a veiy inferior position in the local scale of Rdjput
precedence.” These facts and figures go far to show that ManhdB is

an old term for cultivator (possibly meaning ‘ middleman’ or tacksman),
and that its original significance is still vaguely remembered.

In the Una tabsil of Hoshidrpur the Manhds are said to have a
synonym Sagnai, derived from the village of that name, Manhds being
derived from Marn Hans Deo. The ancestor of the tribe came from
Ajudhia, settled in Lahore, and then in Jammu, which Pars Rdm,
another ancestor, re-peopled, and his brother, Autdr Deo, founded the fort

of Bdhu. Pars Rdm’s son, Harm Deo, had several sons, Marn Hans Deo
* An account of the Mantas tribe has already been given at p. 67 supra, but variants

might be added almost indefinitely. Thus in Gujrdt their tradition is that Jodh Deo had
two sons, Mai Deo and Jakhar Deo. The latter’s descendants took to cultivation, which
the Rajputs despise, and so were sarcastically dubbed Manhds. They date their settlements

in Gujrdt to Hum&yun’s time, when Pargo came to Jammu and founded Pargowal where
their firsUonsure is still performed. One of his 22 sons, Mahi, served under Akbar, turned
Muhammadan, and obtained a grant of land on the left bank of the Jhelum. Hence the
Muhammadan Manhds regard the Mahi sept, as well as the Salahria, Jardh and Bhao, as
their offshoots, but too completely separated from them to allow of intermarriage.

f P- N. Q., I, § 765.
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being one. His descendants Dharm Deo and Karen Deo founded the
fort of Dharbgarh in Mangarwdl, west of Sagnai. Rdjd Abhi Chand
of Datdrpur killed Karm Deo in battle whereupon Dhartn Deo aban-
doned Dharbgarh and founded Sagnai 17 generations ago. /The ruins
of Dharbgarh still exist. The Malkolid, Sitmanidl, and Lakhan Pnr
appear to date from the same period. Some years ago, the Manhds
assembled at Sagnai and decided that they were entitled to the saluta-

tion jai-dia
,
but this form is not conceded to them by the Rdjputs of

the first grade. The tribe claims to have erected the temple of Tirkatd
Devi and the fort of Sabanu at Jasrota in Jammu, and also the fort of

Dhupgarh since demolished. The Manhds cannot obtain wives from
the Rdjputs of the first grade nor will they give daughters to the
fourth or fifth grades except the Dhongotar, a tribe of the fourth
grade, but daughters are taken from fourth grade tribes and even
from the fifth grade, but only in case a wife is not obtainable from the
second third grade : for example a** headman of Sagnai has married a
girl of the Dhantidl, a fourth grade tribe. At marriage feasts or other
occasions the order of precedence is according to ago and if there be
men of a higher grade present they sit above those of lower grades.
There are said to be eight tribes of the pecond grade. Aifc^r the
Manhds come the Dud, Jaridl, and Sonkhld. The Manhds and Sonkhla
came from the West and claim to bo superior to the Jaikdria Rdjputs
in Kdngra. But their status varies with their locality . Thus the
Manhds are regarded as the highest class in Ilamxrpnr and the Sonkhla
as the highest class in Dera tahsil.

On. the eastern part of the Jammu border lies Gurddspur in which
District the Rdjput system was thus described by Sir Louis Dane*

“The hilly tract of Gurddspur is peopled almost entirely by Thakkars
or spurious Rdjputs, the sub-montane is mainly Rdjputs, and plains

population is principally Jat. There are very few true Jaikaria Rdjputs,
as the Pa^hanias and Manhds, who might lay claim to this rank, have
lost grade by turning personally to direct agriculture. Practically, all

of these tribes come under the generic torm of Saldmias, and many of

them hardly deserve the name of Rdjputs at all, and would be called

Rd^his in Kdngra, who aro repudiated by the true-blood Rdjputs. The
lowest clans of all are known as Rdm-Rdmias. Leaving the classification

based on the method of salutation adopted, and arranging the Rdjputs
by the traditional races of Surajbansi and Som-bansi, wo have tie

following results :

—

Chandar-bansi.
I|

Suraj-bansi.

Guleria. Ghandar.
Jamwdl.
Ja8notia (? Jasrotia).

ThakUl.
Bhadiar.

Path&nia, Makhotra. Janglotia . Salehria.*

Samria. Rakw£l. Manhds, Gahotra.
Khokhar. Chauh£n. Harehand . Malotra.*

Koh&l. Madar. Jarrdl . Manj.*
Bhatti. Kanauch. Sin . Manjri&l..

Bhamrotra. Awan. Indauria. ftidl.

Lamin. Samanch. Chibh. Jhaggi*
Kakotra. Jhanjua. B&gal.

Tangral.
Sanauria.

Ndru. Dhamdiil. Mahotra.
Ladlt. Balim. Sarock. Katy.

Thakkar. LaUtra.

* Gurdaspur Gazetteer
,
1893.-2, pp, 68-70,
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Those shown in italics call themselves Jaikarias, but except the first

two Chandar-bansi, and the first three, Suraj-bansi the other clans have
really lost their claim to the salutation of Jaideya in this District. The
clans against whose names an asterisk has been placed are all locally

known as kahri* or those who only take from or give wives to a parti-

cular clan, and the others or dohri, or those who take and give wives

in the same clan. The former class are considered superior. The five

true Jaikaria classes give and take in marriage amongst themselves,

and take from the order Jaikaria and kahri clans. The dohri clans

intermarry, except with their own clan or that of their mothers and
paternal or maternal grandfather. Amongst the inferior Jaikaria

and kahri clans there is a regular order of precedence, and they take

from a lower and give to a higher clan. Thus the Tangrdls take from
the K&tils, Lalotras and Kohdls, and give to the Jarr&ls, Salehrias

and Indaurias, the Kohdls take from the K£tils and hill Thak«
kars, and give to the Tangrdls, and the Salehrias give to the Manh&s
and take from the Gahotras, Kdtils and Lalotras, A tendency is,

however, observable amongst them to level away these distinctions to

some oxtent, and if this extends it will be an excellent thing. The
Thakkars in the hill occupy the very lowest rung of the ladder, and so

have not been shown in the list. They have innumerable subdivisions

amongst themselves, and practice widow remarriage. The custom of

karewa is also not uncommon amongst most of the dohri clans. This
classification into gots or clans is not only interesting as an historical

and ethnological study, but is also of considerable importance from the

baser points of view of the revenue assessing officer and vital statisti-

cian. A curious feature of the race is that the lower classes appear to

be dying out. Their estates are undermanned, so far as the proprietors

go, and badly farmed ; all sorts of reasons based on poverty of soil,

climate, and general impoverishment are adduced by the people
themselves to .explain this, but, in my opinion, none of these are Buffi-

* The term kahri appears to be derive! from ek 'one,* and dohri from do, 'two.* Appa-
rently the latter claRS make reciprocal betrothals, while the latter only arranse unilateral

ones. This conjecture is confirmed by the Kashmir Census Rep. of 1912, which says :

—

“ Among the Rajputs, even as between the sub-castes of undisputed nobility of birth, there
are minute distinctions as to which can give and which can take girls in marriage and
these limitations are adhered to with great pride. It is this practice that, has led to the
distinction that exists between the ekehra and dohra clans. The former (i. e. the ekehra,

clearly) sections of a caste or sub-caste are those which can contract only » one-sided match,
that is to say they can accept only the daughters of the other party for marriage with their

eons, but, because of their superiority in the social scale, cannot give their own daughters in
marriage to the sons of that party. The dohra classes exchange sons and daughters without
any restriction. In fact marriages amongst them are settled only on a system of exchange.
A, for instance, marries his son to B’s daughter only if he has a daughter to give to B’s son.

0:;e of the evil consequences of this is that the eke hras have to pay cash by way of compen-
sation to dohras when taking girls from the latter for marriage to their sons. This has led
to making marriage a merely mercenary affair. On the other hand the ekehra classes may
sometimes have to pay for boys from higher families (though this custom is denied by the
higher classes). That is, too, why such mea of these classes as cannot afford to pay the
bride-price remain unmarried.”
The hypergamous grading appears to be :

—

i. Jai-Kiria ) ... ..

ii. Kahri j
av01^inS widow remarnage.

iii. Dohr«j, who exchanges brides apparently and certainly practise widow remarriage.
iv. Thakkar, corresponding to the R&this of Kangra, but probably including ii and iii.

The Jai-K4ria further have two grades, hvpergamous inter ee, one the true or acknow-
ledged Jaj.lC^ria, the other with a doubtful right to that title.
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cient to entirely account for the results noticed. The first: two affect
all tribes alike, and yet amongst the higher classes there is a general
tendency to increase, while, where the Rajputs have embraced Isldm,
they are just as numerous as any other race. The last result probably
lends the required clue. The marriage law amongst the Hindu Rdjput
ordinarily requires that a higher clan should not give its daughters in
xharriage to a lower, though they may take from the lower class. The
lower, therefore, .they descend the tribal ladder the more difficult it is

for a man to. obtain a suitable wife : and the climax is reached in the
case of the Thakkars, who are here at the bottom of the scale, and
amongst whom the deterioration of race and generally dwindling ten-

dency are most marked. The daughters leave the clan, and the men
must either remain unmarried or take their brides from sub-tribes

which, though not regarded consanguinous, have so frequently in-

termarried during past centuries as to ruin the physical prospects of
the progeny. On embracing Isl&m the strict rules of the marriage
law are much released, and though outside marriages are preferred,

there is nothing to prevent general marriages even within the clan. As
a consequence we find that, while the Muhammadan Manh&s, K&til and
Salehria Rajputs have so multiplied, as to have reduced their aver-

age holding 7 acres in Shakargarh, the Hindu have dwindled until each
proprietor owns as much as 13 acres, and in the case of the lower clans

the contrast is much more striking.”

Going still turthur east we have the R&jpub system of the Punjab
Himalayas which is imperfectly described below.

B.—THE HINDU RAJPUTS OP THE EASTERN HILLS.

In the eastern hills, which lie in the north-east corner of the Punjab,
we have a type, and undoubtedly a very ancient type, of Hindu society

which has been practically untouched by Muhammadan influences,

though possibly Buddhism may at one time have affected its develop-
ment. This society has an exceedingly complicated organization,

based on the two principles of natural descent and social status inde-

pendent of that descent, which we have found to exist, in a compara-
tively simple form, among the Khatris. Caste, in the accepted meaning
of that term, may be said not to exist. The highest stratum of society

is composed of a number of tribes whioh are split up into several groups
of different social status, and which are geoerically called R&jputs. Below
these R&jput tribes are the cultivating classes, the Kanets and Ghiraths,

and below them again the artizans and menials.

The R&jputs consist of numerous tribes, divided into still more nu*
merons septs or als, both tribes and septs being based on natural descent.

The al does hot appear to bo necessarily exogamousj for in some cases

thb term is used as practically equivalent to family, and .what the
exogamous unit really is I am unable to say.*

* “ It is worthy of notice that there iB some vagueness of idea, and probably indefinite,

ness of custom, about the prohibited degrees’
1 among the Jats and Brahmans of the south*

east Punjab (Code of THbal Custom Gurgaon, p. 20). •
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The tribes are split up into six status-groups in the manner shown
in the table on pages 278—280, so that the order of social precedence
stands thus :

—

I.-Mian. II.—Rajput, in.—Tfaakur
{ gnd

81

^
6 R4na9‘

IV.-Rathi ...{^
fc

d
gr

^

de R
^

aS *

These terms require some comment. It will be observed that the
term Rajput appears to be UBed in a restricted as well as in a general
sense, and as this two-fold meaning has led to confusion I propose to

call these groups, collectively, the R&jput-R&thi groups. It will further
be seen that each of the terms used denotes status, not race, or caste,

or tribe. Barnes*, for instance, says :

—

e Two of the old royal and now
essentially R&jput families (of K&ngra) are said to be Brahman by origi-

nal stock.’ Mi&n literally means c prince,
* and as the members of that

grade are entitled to the salutation jai dia they are also called Jaik&ra,
but this group is also called, vaguely, Rajput. Of the other terms Th&-
kur, or baron, and R&n& or chief, are simply titles denoting status or rank,
while it is suggested that R&fchi is derived from rakhebi (which is an equi-
valent of karewa, or widow reinarriege). However this may be, R&thi
is a term which implies loss of status and so is rarely used by the R&this
themselves. Thus all the terms in use denote status and nothing else.

Lastly, it will be seen that the tribes are not graded according to
status, for we find that even some Katoch septs are quite low down in

the scale, though for the moBt part the Katoch are Mi&n of Jaik&ria

status. Status depends mainly on the strictness with which certain

social rules are observed. Thus f the Midn and the Th&kur must not
permit widow remarriage.’ Further a Mi&n should not plough, give

his daughter in an inferior, class, nor take a wife from it.t He may
not accept any price for a daughter, and his women-folb must observe
strict parda. The chief distinctions between a Mi&n and a Thdkur
Beem to be that the latter may plough and also may take a wife from a
R&thi. The Jaik&ria are not supposed to eat kachchi, or smoke except
with one another, but in practice it is regarded as a venial offence if

they do so with the grade next below them. The Rathi practises

karewa;, and that distinguishes him from the Rdj put. They also accept

a bride-price, but are in thi3 respect only on a level with the Tb&kurs,
who often do the same, or effect exchange betrothals.J

But in former times, if not now, status could also be gained by royal

favour, for a Raja might promote a Gkirth to be a K£thi, or a Th^kur to

be a R&jput, for service done or money given. By giving a daughter
to an impoverished raja a rich R£thi may raise his clan—not merely,

it would seem himself or his family—lo Th&kur R&jput status. If a
raja takes a P&tial girl, whom he has seen herding cattle and fallen in

love with, the girl’s whole clan begins to give its daughters to Mi&ns
and gains a step in the social scale. On the other haiid, by practising

widow remarriage or giving a daughter to an ^inferibr grade, status

oould be diminished or lost.§

* Kangra Settlement Report, § 73.

t But he may take a wife from an inferior status-group. Tin term * $l$ss * here seems,
to be used loosely for caste.

% Ly&li's Ktngra Settlement Rep., $73* I § Ipid, §§ 73 and 66,
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The effects of this system are seen in the varying status of the septs

*in each tribe, bat the complexity of the system is not fully brought out
in the table, for there are degrees of social status, even within the sept

based on proximity to its original home. Further we find that in each
status-group some ah or septs are hypergamous, while others are not,

for they refuse to give daughters to the next highest group. Lastly,

the status of a tribe may vary with the locality in which it is settled.

In fine, Rrtjput society is in a state of chaos and it is hardly possible

to give any clear account in detail of its various ramifications. Moreover,
any such account would probably be obsolete in a few years, for society

is in a state of fiux, but the fluctuating units are the septs or ale, or at

least the families, not the individual members of the tribe.

The relations of the Rajput-Rathi groups to the lower castes.—As we
have seen the R&this give daughters to the Th&kurs and they in turn to

the Midn, a system which apparently finds expression in the saying:—
* Ghauthi pirhi Rdthni ki rani banjae or in the fourth generation
the Rdthi's daughter becomes a queen/ This is to be explained as mean-
ing that a Rdthi’s daughter, the first generation, may marry a Th&kur
in the second generation. In the third her daughter may mariyr a
Rajput and her daughter again may marry a Midn or a ruling chief. At
least this is the only way in which the expression “ fourth generation ”

seems explicable. Thero is a similar saying regarding a Kanetni, or the
daughter of a Kanet, who may in the fifth generation become a queen.
Lastly, there is the saying :

—
‘ Satvin pirhi Ghirthni ki dhi rani hojai

or in the seventh generation a Ghirth’s daughter becomes a queen/*

But even this does not close the circle of marriage relationships.

The R&thi may contract a jhanjrara or second marriage with a woman
of another caste, such as J&t or Jhiwar, and the issue by such a
marriage are deemed legitimate. Thus we arrive at once at the obvious
conclusion that there is no endogamous Rdjput * caste * at all, and
moreover thpre are no sub-caBtes, but a series of status-groups each
more or less hypergamous.

Results of the Rajput social system .—The Rdjputs of the hills exhibit

some of the usual features of a society organized on a system of hyper-
gamy. 'Rdjputs of high family are heavily bribed to marry owing to

the feeling of pride which forbids a R&jpufc to marry a daughter to

any but a man of equal or rather superior family but his own/ Here
we have Kulinism in full force. The Rdjputs of the third grade or

TMkurs are thus placed in a peculiarly uufortunate position. On the

one hand, they have to buy husbands for their daughters. On the

other hand, the R&this will not give them daughters without exacting

a price so that they are mulcted both when marrying and when
giving in marriage.

Rdja Jai Chand, R&ja of Lambagraon, thus classified the R&jputs of

K&ngra, but it is doubtful whether all his septs (als) are in fact exogam-
ous, and there is some uncertainty also as to the exact nature of the

groups here called clans.

Pandit Hari Kisheo Kaul gives the steps thus : (1) a Ghirath girl may marry a
Kachcha Rathi, and <2) her daughter a Pakka B&thi. Their daughter in tnm may marry
(3) a Th&kbvr, and (4) a lhakkar may give his daughter to a Rijput, he (5) to a Miin
and (6) a Itita’s daughter may be married to a Bija, and so become a r&ni.
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The ohief clans of R&jputs found in the Simla hills are shown below
together with the place whence they are said to have come.

Pramir or Panwari Ujjain.
Ohanhin.
Solanghi.
Prahir.
Gaur ... Bengal.
Gyiru ... Gaya.
Katal ... N&han Sirardr.

Viahal ... Kanchananagar
(Deccan).

Mabtali
Loh&kri
Ranglifini
Trondi
Ght&ni
Nir41
Th&kur
Rdni
Path&nia
Padw41
Kshatriya

[ M&rwdr, etc., different

. {
districts.

***

|
M&rwir,

'.

7. Delhi.

... M&lwa,
... Descended from Pan

Rdm.

Many of these clans are said to have come when the R&jputs were
massacred by Balr&mji

;
the Gaur is said to have come in 1267 Bikr-

majit, and the Path&nia about three centuries ago, but no precise date
can be assigned to tbe R&jput invasions, and they appear to have come
in small numbers winuing their way to sovereignty over the country
rather by their superior civilization than by conquest on a large scale.

All the chiefs of the hill States are Rdjputs and their ancestors are
mentioned in the Bhagvat and the Mahdbharafc. The R&wats and
Rathis may be classed also as R&jputs. They however plough and
cultivate land with their own hands, and their rites at a wedding or a
death are not according to the Sh&stras. Sartoras are those born of

a R&jput father and a Kanet or some other low caste mother. Rajputs
do not intermarry with them nor eat food prepared by them.

The writer of the above paragraph then goes on to say that the first

four sections of the Dashdls—Gonds, Theogs, Madh&ns, Darkotis, etc.—
were for a long time after their migration to the hills, considered to be
low caste like the Ranets, and did not wear the sacred thread nor
perform the orthodox death ceremonies. Gradually, however, they
mixed with the R&jputs, and began to give their daughters in marriage
to wealthy R&jputs. Afterwards the Rajput also condescended to

marry their daughters to them. The history of the migration of the
Jdr Gi&rus and J6r Ratals is very much the samp. In reality they were
Brahmans, and Brahmans of their brotherhood are still to be found.

But they gave up their Brahmanical functions and, adopting the

marriage and death ceremonies of Rajputs, mixed with them. For
example the states of Kot Khai, Kumhiirsain, Karangla, Delath,

Kanethi, Jubbal, R4win, Sairi, Taroch and Rhash were full of low

castes of Ranets, but now they have adopted the ceremonies of the

superior Ranets. The Sarsut and Gaur Brahmans did not intermarry

but now they do so.

The writer, it will be observed, does not tell us who the Dash&ls are, but
he apparently means that they were immigrants from the plains who
founded the baronies of Gond, Theog, Madh6n and Darkoti, with others

not specified. These baronies are now ruled by R&n&s owning a more
or less nominal allegiance to their suzerain stated. The Gi&ru (from
Guya) and the Katdl both appear to be called J&r, but the important
thing about them is that both are of Brahman origin, but adopted
R&jput avocations and usages, and so became amalgamated with the
older R&jputs, just as the Ranets of Kot Khai and the "other States
specified got mixed up and the Gaur and S&rsut Brahmans intermingled.
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The writer is quoted verbatim because what be writes is not only

interesting in itself, but his way of writing illustrates the mental* pro-

cesses by which Brahmans come to be accepted as Rdjputs by caste,

and so on.

Descending from the K&ngfa Valley and crossing the range which
running parallel with the Siw61iks forms the Jasw&n Dfin or valley

and is inoluded in the Dna tahsil of Hoshi&rpur, we find the following

elaborate classification of the R&jputs put forward
4
:

—

1. First grade containing 13 classes.

2, Second „ „ 8 „
8. Third „ „ 24 „
4. Fourth „ „ 40 „
5. Fifth „ „ 109 „

I.—Rajputs op the First Gbade.

1. Katoch,

2. Goleria,

5 . Dadhwdl,

3. Jasw&l,

4. Sibia,

but the last four are mere offshoots of the first. To these are added
Kahlfiria, Kotiehria, Hinduria, Sirmuria, Mankotia, Mandidl and
Dhadw&l.* Sip6hia is a modern form of 4.

The original settlement of the Jasw&l was at Bhir Jasw&n in Th6na
Amb, and remains of buildings, wells and fountains still exist on a
hill at that place. They acquired the name of Jasi&l or JaswAl from
the Jaswan Dun in Hoshi&rpur.

The Sib6ia were settled at Siba or Sivia in tahsil Dera, but they
may have derived their name from Rdjd. Sapfiran Chand who founded
Siba, or indeed Siba may have been named from him. Sapuran Cbaud
became a r£j& four generations after Rfrj6 Hari Chand who founded
Haripur.

The Dadhwdl appear to have been undoubtedly first settled at Dadh,
but possibly they derive their name from the Dadwa Latta tract which
comprises parts of H&jipur, Dat&rpur, and certain villages in Amb,
Gayhdiwdla and Harifina : or perhaps the tract takes its name from
the tribe.

Although the Goleria, Sibdia, Dadhw&l and Jasw&l were originally

only branches of the Katoch they intermarry amongst themselves but
not with the Katoch. This is the more remarkable oecause Goleria is

an older branch than the Katoch and still performs the r&j-tilak. The
four septs mentioned may however take wives from the second and
third grades except that the JaswAl may not intermarry with the
Jasi&l of the second grade. Certain villages held by these septs
appear to be regarded as of lower status, for example the JaswAl of
Phadsale Wasoh are of the first grade, those of Pandogah of the

• All these are clearly territorial designations. Thus :

—

Kahlum—of Kahldr or BiUspur
;
Kotiehria—of Kotlehr, tbei_

Hinduria—of Hinder or NAl&garh ;
Sirnrfiria—of Sirmur or Hlhan ; Manko

Ifankot, and Mandiil of Mangi ; Dadhwil—of Dadh (and so on).
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second and those of Amb, Una, Kalwa-badoh and Kothra, or of Devia,
Phore, Amalhar, Pholar and Amb-Tallu are even below (junior to)

the second grade and so on. f

The Katoch,* etc., have a similar classification and these gradations
are scrupulously observed on all occasions.*

II.

—

The Rajputs of the Second Grade.

Manh&s. Dud.
Jasrotia. Jari&l.

Sonkhla.

The origin of the Dud is ascribed to Garhmukfcsar, whence they went
to Bindraban, thence to Garhi M6nasw61 in tahsil Garhshankar and
thence to Kungrat aud Batin in Una tahsil. Finally they settled in

Salvi, etc., in TMna Amb.

The Jari&l (or Tamfir, a synonym of unknown origin), are also

called R6jauri from R&jaur, a province of Jammu. Their ancestor
Nih&l Singh was defeated and killed by one of the Mughals. His
daughters committed suicide, but one of his ranis escaped to K&l&naur
accompanied by her parohit and gave birth to a son named Jtir&, whence
the name of the tribe. She took refuge in Chamba with a merchant
who acquired great wealth owing to the boy’s good fortune, in conse-
quence of which he changed his name to Bhdg Singh and his descen-
dants settled in Nangal Jari&lan and other villages of Amb.

The Sonkhla, or Sankhudh&ra, the name of their original home, are
descended from R£j&s Bhoj and Vikramaditya. Their ancestor R£j&
Jagdes came to the hills to worship at Jaw&la Mukhi. He was
accompanied by various retainers, including his parohit. Having
married into the Katoch family he settled at Jaltfri near Nddaun.
A faqir gave one of their ancestors, by name Sangu, the bar or power
to cure small-pox and this gift was inherited by Sangu’s descendants,
one of whom practised inoculation of the right hand, using a certain

herb. In order to practise this inoculation the tribe settled in various

villages, especially in Nagholi in tahsil Una. They are also Rpread
over the Simla hills and Kangra. Sati worship is common amongst
these tribes. Amongst the Jarial five women of the bride’s brother-

hood must take part in the gotkunala, which is not the case with the
ManbfiB or tribes of the first grade. It is also said that the whole of
the brotherhood and lagis should attend a wedding. Amongst the
Sonkhla on the samohat day, before a wedding, a feast is given to the
brotherhood of the bridegroom, that is to say this feast is regarded

as a part of the samohat

;

other tribes feast the members of the
marriage procession at the bridegroom’s house.

The Jari&l regard Shiv-ji as their Isht or patron deity. The Jari&l

and1 Sonkhla appear to perform no sacrifices. 'The Dtid consult a
Brahman and leed him before sowing.

* For example the Hemat-or Hem-Ohandia Katoch of Bijapur in K&ngra ’will not smoke
with the Katoch of certain other villages simply because the former, line oloaa to Lamba-
pimu tto origin*! mUmoe of
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Hie remaining fonr tribes are Laddn, Gboreb&hft, Chand 1b, and
Bhanot.

III.

—

Rajputs of the Third Grade.

This grade comprises eight tribes :*•

Name. Synonym ,

JasiAl.

Pdti41 ... Pathinia.
PhadUrtakhi ... Taschak.
S4ndal ... Chaudhri.

Name.
BariA It
PAtiAl

Bhamnauria
Chanwaria.

Synonym.

Chaudhri.
Raghu-bans.
NAru.

The Jasi&l say they came from the South and conquered the Jaswta
valley, but were all exterminated by an invader Purab Chand (who bad
married their king’s daughter), except one boy who escaped. R£j&
Purab Chand was afflicted with a disease on account of bis cruelty to the
Jasi&l, until he sought out the boy and made him enter the K&shab
got ,

hitherto the got only of the Kafoch.

SAndal’s ancestor Jadhbir abandoning Chhalkdkra took refuge from
Muhammadan oppression with his mother’s father in Arni&la*Sh&hpur
in tahsil Hoshi&rpur and was given 5 villages for maintenance, includ-
ing Arni&la-Sh&hpur, which the tribe still holds.

IV.

—

Tribes of the Fourth Grade.

Name

.

Rajan
DhantiAl
Ladol
Bangwai
LAori
Malputh.

Synonym.
Khokhar.
RAnft.

JamwAl.
Kaloth.
Punwar.

Name.

Sihanda.
BadhmAnia
Salohar.

BanAwat.
Dangoher

Synonym.

PunwAr.

JaswAl.

1 . Many years ago the ancestor of the RAjan came to R&jni Devi in
Hoshi&rpur and settled there—whence the name R&jau. Khokhar
is said to be their original name.

The RAjan of RAjni went on a wedding procession to Hindur but were
attacked by the RAjputs and all save one woman exterminated. She
had a son whose three sons Adu, Santu and Bagga founded the villages
of those names in Amb in their mother’s country.

2. DhantiAl derives its name from M. Dhontha in tahsil Dera.
RAnA was a title bestowed by a RAjA on an ancestor.

8. The Ladol or JamwAl came originally from Oudh to Jammu
where they settled at LadwAra.

• The names of some of these tribes also are territorial, thus :

—

PnadiArtakhi from Ph&ndura. I Bhamnauria from Bhamnur in Dasuya tahsil.
PatiAl from Patna. I Chanwaria from GhawAsan Chanwar in Dera

I tahsil.

1 There is also a BariA II which claim* to be superior to BariA I, while Sandal and BariA I
are also said to be synonyms.

BariA II has 6 aU :

—

DhuriAl Irom Dharu village.
NahriAl from Nahri „
MatfAl from Main „

SuyiAl from Sun village.

Satotalia from Tila fltetilgarh in gQtfry*.
Ranawatfrom ArniAla.
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The Ladol tradition is that they are descended thus -

Rim Ohandr.

Litu Kashu
(founded (founded Kashiwar,
Lahore). or Kasur).

Their descendants were Autdr Deo and Paras R&m and the latter
established six rAjadhdnis or kingdoms and 16 mandis or fiefs. Jam-
nast Deo’s descendants still live in Jammu, but Kala Deo left it on a
pilgrimage and settled at Ladoli, their present village, with Th&thal,
Katohar and Athm&nia.

4. The Bangw&i derive their name from Bangoi in Qoler.

The Kach Brahman are the parohits of the Bangw4i, because, as
usual, one of that Brahman section harboured the two wives of their
ancestor, who had been poisoned. Their sons settled, one in Bhnl in
H&jipur, the other in Bangoi. The latter’s descendants emigrated to
Abhipur, Patehpur, and thence to Goyandpur Nabhra, still holding the
last two villages.

5. L&ori is from Lawar, the locality of which is given as in Hindu-
stan.

The Lffore migrated from Lawar to Babhar, in Una, and thence to
Komer&n, a settlement of the Kulsu R&jputs (who seem to be extinct).

6. Malputh is derived from Multdn !

7. Sihanda—from Sindh.

8. Badhmania—from a place Badhraana.

9. Salohar—from Salwa.

10. Ran&wat—not explained.

11. Dangohar—a branch of the Jasw41 settled in Dangoh, but this
claim is not admitted by the Katoch.

The exact places of 10 and 11 are doubtful.

V.

—

Tribes op the Fifth Gbade.

Eleven tribes of this grade are found in Tahsil Una
1. Bringwdl (synonym Chandla) is said to derive its name from

Pingal or Bengal in Dasuya (?). Their ancestor Hardi&l Chand came
from Hindustan to Kahlur, whence his descendants emigrated to

Ghaw&san in Dera and thence to Bengli, in Una, near Amb and Lob&ra.

2. Masotha, or Thakkar, descended from Meda, came from Masti&ni
in K&ngra (whence the name) and thence to Nakroh in Una. Thakkar
appears to denote their rank.

3. Bajotha derives its name from R&j& Bhoj. It came from Katra
Th&napuri in Hindustan and thence as a ruling tribe to Delhi and
Bhatinda. After that it established itself in Birmur and then in Eatra,
in Dera, Ghamror, Mandholi, N&ri and Tohlo.

4. Pathw&l (Punwdr) is derived from bhathi

,

a 'still/ because their
progenitor was superintendent of a distillery.

Biie Sen is said to be the ancestor of the Pathwfil, BadHWnia, Gori
and Sonkhla.
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5. Gurtaye (Sdndal or Muqaddam) derives its name from Gagg&r-
garh, or Goret according to another tradition, where they once lived.

They emigrated from Sirmfir.

6. Chdngri, from Changar in Kdngja, near Jawfilamnkhi. Thence
they came to Nathdhi.

7. Dohal (Chauh&u), from the village of that name near Amb. They
also hold Karotia and Dbanofcia, ana hence the Karotia and Dhonti&l
are regarded as sul>divisions of this tribe.

8. Gang&et—from Ganga (Ganges). They first settled in Bit
Manasw&l and now occupy Amb and Mawa.

9. J&br& or Chambidl—from Jabar in K&ngfa. Migrating from
Chamba, they founded a state at Haripur but were exterminated with
the exception of a woman who escaped. Her descendants settled in

Jabar and Ghtiwai, and at Nakroh.

10. Bagwd.li, from Rugw&lgarh in Kdngjra where their ancestor
Katn Pdl settled after migrating from Delhi via Jammu. They have 4
branches

(1)

. Raghwdli, descended from Sucheta, his eldest son, living in
Chalar.

(2)

, Bani&li from Bania, living in Balidna in K^ngfa.

(3)

. Ti&liya, from Tija (also living in Kdngfa), besides BaghwAli.

C.—THE RAJPUTS OF THE EASTERN PLAINS.
Next come the Rajputs of the Delhi territory and the Jumna valley.*

They belong for the most part to the two great tribes 0 Chauhan and
Punwar which gave Delhi its most famous dynasties, but several other
tribes have to be added to these two and their origins are ascribed to
three different races. Like the Hill Rajputs these tribes all claim to be
ultimately descended from the few great tribes or royal races or kuls ,

as they are commonly called, of the Rdjpufc annals, and each of these
races is divided again into innumerable local clans called sachi or
gots. Thus according to the account given in the Phulkita States
Gazetteer

“ The Rajputs are divided into three races (bans) Sfiraj-bansi (eolar),t
Chandar-bansi (lunar) and Agni-kul or Baragh-bausi. Each bans is

again divided into khanps, each khdnp into nakhs and each nakh
, it is

said, into gots. The Agni-kul have four branches (? khdnps),
(i) the

Solankhi, or * 16-handed’
;

(ii) the S&nkbla, blowing sankh or shell •

(in) the Pramara or Punw&r (whose ancestor had no arms), and (iv) the
Ohauhdn, the ‘ four-handed also called the Chatr-bhuj. The eponym
of the latter had two sons:—Sikand whose descendants are found in

•According to Cunningham the term R&jput*na extended previous to the Mahratta
conquest from the Satlej on the west to the Chhota Sindh river of M4rw6r on the east. The
term Rajw&ra (?)

t The following is a carious scrap of Mirasi genealogy from Lahore

_____ ^

Baja, Ghang, Surajbansi.

I
!

ChauMn Daggle Nangra— four seqts which do not intermarry, except when Muhammadans.
The Cork. Mir&sis say that Ghang had 12 sons—one of whom was Goria. Seme of the

Goria are Telis, others horse-breakers. The Chima would appear to be the QxfmaJ&ts and
.the Nangra the Nagra Jits, but who the Daggle are it is impossible to say.
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fiiwaly and Bhfl whose descendants inhabit the Bigar. Sikand had 12
sons, each of whom founded a separate nakh, thus: (1) Alan Deojf,
eponym of the ChauhAn Rajputs in B&wal, founded the Alanot nakh,
(2) Hardalji founded the HAda nakh, (3) Deoji founded the Dew&ra
nakh

, (4) Suraj Mai founded the Adsongra nakh, (5) Bdlaji founded the
Balia nakh. The (6) Khenchi,* (7) Narman, (8) Bhag, (9) Bargain,
(10) Dasotra, (11) Basotra and (12) Kahil nakh* are named after his
other sons. The Chauhdns form an exogamous group. Those of Bdwal
nizdmat are Alanot by nakh and Bach by got , Bachash having been
their ancestor. Like Sikand’s descendants they worship Asawdri Devi,
whoso temple is at Samber in Jaipur. Bhdl’s descendants worship Jibbi
Devi of Knandela. The descendants of Sikand worship the Bhirgwaf
Goddwari stream, wear a three stringed janeo, and specially follow the
&ham Veda. Every khdnp of these Rdjputs has a tree as its dhdri, i.e. its

members do not cut or use it. Thus the Rajput^ of Bdwal nizdmat do not
out the asa pala tree. Prior to the period of Rdjput supremacy Bdwal,
including the modern tahsils of Rewari and Kot Qasim with a part of
Jaipur, was ruled by Bhagra, a J&t, whence it is still called Bhigota.
The Rdjputs of this tract are followers of a Muhammadan saint whose
shrine is at Nangal Teju in BAwal. They avoid the us* of liquor and
use haldl flesh, but preserve the belief in satis . A man may not; visit

his father-in-law’s house unless invited and given a present of orna-
ments. The mukldwa is considered unnecessary wheu the parties are
young.

Of the various branches of the lunar race the Badgujar, Kachhwaha
and Shaikhdwat khdnps have a common descent. The former claim
descent from Lahu, son of RAm and Sita, and the KachhwAhas’ ancestor
was created by BAlroik out of kush grass. KalAjf, a Kachhwdha, had a
son by the favour of Shaikh Burh&n-ud-din, the Muhammadan saint, and
so his descendants are called Shaikhswats. They have 36 nakhs includ-

ing the Ratnawat (descendants of Bhairon-ji), Dunawat, ChandAwat and
Khachhrolia, of which the first is found in NAbha, though only in

small numbers. RatnAwat women do not use the spinning wheel or

grind corn, and the men would rather starve than eat flour ground by
their women. Those who do so are excommunicated. All the Shaikh-
swats are followers of Shaikh BurhAn-ud-din, whose shrine is at

Jaipur. They bind a skin round a child’s waist and only use haldl
flesh according to the Shaikh’s behests. KaohhwAhAs and ShaikhAwats
do not intermarry, being descendants of one ancestor. The Badgujars
now marry with the KachhwAhas, but not so the Shaikh$wats. This
nsed not to be the case, but since they migrated to RAjputAna it has been
the custom. A Kachhwaha chief set the example by marrying a
Badgujar girl whom he met when hunting a tiger. Other Lunar branches
found in the State are the JAdu and Tunwar RAjputs. The former are
descended from Jaddu, one of the five sons of RAja JajAti, 5th in
descent from the moon. They have a number of nakhs, of which the
MuktAwat (so called because Sri Krishn, their ancestor,. wore.<a mukat
or crown) is found in NAbha. They are disciples of Atri, from whom
their got is derived, and avoid marriage with the Bh&ttis, who are
a branch of their tribe. Tar£s, the ancestors of the TunwAra was

# These appear to be the Khichi of Cunningham's A. S. R., II, pp. 294—301, *

t Or 4hargav&,
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the second son of Rdj4 Jajfiti; they are again divided into mhhs
and gois and though J&dd and Turiwar descend from a common
ancestor, yet they intermarry with one another, but Tfinwars and
Jdtus do not intermarry. Once a Tfinwar Rdjd had a son who
was born with long hair and the pandits warned him that the boy
endangered his life, so he was abandoned in the desert. A L&ta
Brahman, however, declared that the birth was auspicious to the Rdji,

so he had the child traced. He was found sheltered by a hawk's (chil)

wings: one of the followers of the Rdjd threw an arrow at the bird, it

flew away, and at the place where it alighted a temple was erected

to the bird as the goddess Chila. The boy was named J&tfi or

“longhaired/* and his descendants avoid killing a chil and worship
the goddess. Their special parohits are Brahmans of the L&ta got .

R&jputs pride themselves on the title of Th&kur. Those born of slave

girls are said to be of the Surefcw&l got and also called D&roghas.
Unlike other Hindus, Rajput women often wear blue clothes, but they
do not wear kanch or silver bracelets, only ivory ones. The women
avoid flesh and liquor, but not so the men. They will take water
from thn skin of a Muhammadan aaqqa or water-carrier. Marriage is

consummated without waiting for the muhUiwa and sometimes the pair

meet in the house of the girl's parents. The bride is not sent back to

her home three or four days after the wedding, and she is not allowed
to visit her parents until the bhora ceremony, which takes place some-
time after the wedding has been performed. But a wife goes to her
parents' house for her first confinement. Early marriage is no longer
practised.

The primary sub-division of the tribes is into thapas or thambas, i.e.

groups of villages bound together by common descent. Sub-feudal
ties are still recognised, the village occupied by the descendants of the
common ancestor in the eldest line being, however small or reduced
in circumstances, still acknowledged as the head. To this day, when
a headman dies, the other villages of the thapa assemble to install

his heirs, and the turban of the parent village is first tied on his

head. In old days the subordinate villages used to pay some small
chaudhrdyat to the head village on the day of the great Diwdli. The
head village is still called the ‘ great/ or 1 turban *

village, the tika

or village of origin, the tika being the sign of authority formally
impressed in old days on the forehead of the heir of a deceased leader
in,the presence of the assembled thapa. No village can change its

thapa. The imperial revenue system of the Mughals in adopting the
tribal thapa as one of its units somewhat modified its constitution, but
the revenue thapas generally coincided with those of the tribe. In
addition to the limitations imposed on intermarriage with neighbours
there is a further restriction, imposed by the R&jputs, whereby no
man can marry into any family living in the thapa into which his

father, grandfather or great grandfather married.* Thus if a Mandh&r
R&jput married a Chauh&n girl of thapa Jundla his son, grandson
and great-grandson would not be able to marry any Chauhdn of

any village in the Jundla thapa . But beyond this and the normal

* In Indri the Ohauh&ns say they avoid their own byong or uafcural sapt and got,

(Bachchas),and also their maternal grandfather's thamba in marriage. In Kaithal the
Maadh&rt avoid their own tribe and the maternal grandfather's thamba
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prohibition against marrying within the clan, the R&jpats have in

general no further limitations on intermarriage.*

The Rajput migrations.—The Rtijput traditions say that the Cbandsi<
once held Kaithal and Sam&ua and ruled the neighbouring tract from
Kokand, that the Baras Rajputs held the country round Asandh,
Safldon and Salwan, and the Pundirs that round ThAnesar and the
Nardak. The latter were however expelled by the Ubauban who
made Jundla fheir headquartors : and occupied a great part of the
Nardak together with large possessions in the Dotib.t

The two former tribes, i . e. the Chandel and Barah, were at appar*
ently the same time expelled by the Mandah&r who settled in Jind
and made their capital Kalayat, now in Pa{idla4

* Among the Ttinwar RAj puts of Kamil girls may be given to Mandhars, Chauhins
etc., but the idea is that the part of the country from which Ttinwars get their wives ought
to be avoided. For this purpose the Tunwar viiiages are divided into thamba 8 (pillars):
for instance, the thamba of Lufchi comprises the villages of Lukhi, Chanarheri, BnusthAla
and Jalberi : Pharal thamba includes those of Pharal, Bipur, Ohandlana, Sudpur, Kathwa i

Tangaur thamba has Tangaur, Kalsana and Dhakala. To take an example, the Tanwar
girls of Bhusthila are married in Rajauud to Mandhar Rajputs

; the Lukhi Rajputs cannot
then take girls from Rajauud. Moreover, the bhdnji (sister’s daughter) and dohiti
(daughter's daughter) ara avoided. If it be found that the girl is descende 1 however remote-
ly, from a Ttinwar woman of the thamba she cannot be taken in marriage. To take apxr ooncrete example, a Bhusthila girl was married at Bahtina

; her daughter was marrie l at
Baras

;
the Baras girl at Baragaun

;
the Baragaun girl was betrothed to a man in Lukhi ana

iillHl on this being discovered the Baragaun people raised objections and the nai came to say that
the alliance could not be completed ;

it had to be broken off.

In this case the origin of the rule seems clear. There is a danger of marrying a woman
- who may be descended, through females, from a common ancestor. The number of guts

amongst the Rajputs being few, only the father’s got need be avoided, but the thamba
.Jiat system appears to effectively prevent all risk of interbreeding.

Lukhi appears to owe its pre-eminence to the existence there of the tomb of ChAchu
from whom and his brother Singhan all the Ttinwars are descended. Chachu was made a
Muhammadan by some king but his tomb is in Lukhi, a Hindu village, and he is greatly
respected by the Hindu villagers of the place. When a wedding procession returns to the
village the pair visit the tomb before entering their own house, do obeisance to it and offer

a rupee. So too when any girl of the village is married a rupee is offered to it. Every
Thursday lamps are lit and vows made at it. When illness breaks out Ttinwars, both
Hindu and Muhammadan, offer the first day’s pickings of every cotton- field at ihe tomb

;

and it is visited by Ttinwars from Ohila Pattan, described as lying to the south-west in the
WilAyat Dea, or

4
home-land,’ towards MArwar. While Hindu Ttinwars, says Sir James

Douie, marry into got except their own, Muhammadan Ttinwars are only debarred from
marrying a paternal uncle’s daughter. The Markanda Bet is occupied by Muhammadan
Ttinwars while the Hindus hold villages further south in Thanesar ildqa where the land
is less valuable. All the Ttinwars of those parts are Biigarpat by got, Ttinwar being the
al or beong (original stock) of the tribe : P. N. Q., I, § 540.

t The OhauhAns in KarnAl all claim descent from Rana Har Rai. He had been bathing
in the Ganges and returned through the Kurukshetra, where he foil into a quarrel with
the Pundirs. He founded Jundla in 891 Sambat. = 834 A. D., bqt had to call in his uncles
to aid him in finally conquering the Pundirs, and they founded or acquired groups of
villages. The ChauhAns will take the daughters of Pundirs in marriage but will not give
them brides.

t The accounts however do not all agree, as it is also said that in very early days the
MandahAr were settled about Samina, for Firoz Shah chastised them and made many of
them Muhammadans. When they first came into what is now the KarnAl District, they
drove the Chandel out of Kohand and Gharaunda, but were obliged to relinquish them and
their final occupation of Asandh, Gharaunda and Safidon was probably effected from KaiAyat.
One bardic legend gives precise details. It makes the M^ldahAr 'descendants of Lao
Kumar, son of Ram Chand and adopted son of his uncle Laehhman. Lao ruled in various
places, including Ajudbia, and came to visit the Kurukshetr. At a tirath near Jfnd fctrwife
bore a son, Jindhra, who founded Jind in 891 Sambat^= 834 A. D. and his grandson
8idh wrested Kaithal from the Chandel.in 1093. SAdh’s son Bampra begot Alla and KAlu
who founded Kalayat and Rajaundh, and MAmrAj who settled in Kaithal KAlla’s son
RAna Gurkha took the forts of Asandh, Safidon and SalwAn from the BarAh RAjputa
settling in the first named in 1181 Sambat. ,
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The Tfinwars originally held PAnipat and the country ronnd, and
they do not seem to have been dispossessed till the early day's of the

_ Muhammadan conquest. They once held the whole Naili tract bat
were driven out of part of it by the MandahArs. They now hold the
Bet or lowland of the MArkanda, with many villages in the Pehowa
pargana of Kaithal and their country is popularly known as

TubarwAra.

D.—THE RAJPUTS OF THE CENTRAL‘PUNJAB.
The Rajputs of the Central Punjab are connected with the RAjputs

of RAjputAn a, at least by tradition. Although a legend preserved by
tradition states that after the MahAbhArata war Susarma Chandra, a
Somabansi RAjput who had held MultAn, retired to the Jullundur DoAb
and there founded a kingdom which comprised the Trigartta, i. e . the
country watered by the three rivers, the Sutlej, BeAs and RAvi, and
was also called* JAlandhara, the RAjputs do not look to the hills for

their origins, but to Udaipur or Jaipur, Mathura and Ajudhia. But
with few exceptions these traditions rest upon th“ slanderest of founda-
tions. No historical records link up the ancient history of the central

districts with the early history of the RAjput clans which have from
time to time set up a sort of semi-independence or acquiesced in feudal
recognition of a central authority. However fortunes may have
fluctuated the right of internecine war has almost invariably existed,

even if it was not formally recognised by the suzerain power.

It is impossible to say which is the oldest RAjput tribe of this area, so

vague and conflicting are the tribal legends. Thus the tradition of the
GhorewAha HAjputs is that in Sambat 1 180 or 1070 A. D., two brothers

AhwAha or Hawaha and Kachwaha, came from KofcKurmAn or Udaipur
and obtained a giant of territory from Muhammad of Ghor, but he
did not invade India till a century later. But the true KachwAba
RAjputs belonged to Jaipur, not Udaipur, and so Purser was driven to

suggest that Kot KurmAn was only a general term for the seat of the
KachwAba,* kurma and kachwa both meaning ( tortoise/ But Purser
also proposed to identify the GhorewAha with the HArA, a branch of the
ChauhAn not found in the modern Punjab, though they may possibly

have given their name to the HariAna, and it is noteworthy that their

bards, who still visit them periodically, come from Kotah and Bfiudi in

RAjputAna, where the HArA are to be found.

The GhorewAha have at least 12 muhins or septs of which the follow-

ing are found in Jullundur :—RajpAl, Sedsur, Bhinsi or Bhimsi, SahnpAl
(or Sahn Chand) and Dip. The Sard, Aju and RAjpur septs are found
in HoshiArpur, the Bbfip and Ladha in AmbAla, and the Maint and
Salkbo in LudhiAna. The original territory of the GhorewAha is said to

have been bounded in the north-east by that of the Jaswal, on the

south-west by the Manj and by the NAru,

The NAru RAjputs hold gome villages in Jullundur which form a
sort of intermediate zone between the Manj and GhorewAha, though

The Mandabirs held 380 lcheras or villages between Kal&yat and Gharaunda, but many
of them are now held by J&ts. Another story is that the Saffdon Blandabirs obtained the
villages noWVld by them in the Nardak by intermarriage with the Ghauhins ju compara-
tively recent times.

• KachchhwiH is a corruption of K&chchh&paghita.

f Thus tbe Ghorewiha have a Main sept, but the Manj have not
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they are mostly found in the north of the Jullundur tahsil on the
Honhiarpur border. A variant nf the account already given of them
(at p. 161, supra) makes RAja Tilochan, father of NihAl Chand
otherwise NAru ShAh, and says Tilochan having applied for help in a
civil war to th** king of Delhi was sent to conquer the Punjab, which
he did, and in return was made ruler of the country.*

The Manj RAjputs give the following table of their descent

SAlivAhan, 26th in descent from Krishna.

84 sons, including Bisals, ancestor of the Bhattis.

Rina Jundal, 7th in descent from Bisal, ruler of Bhatner.

JagpAl. Achhal, founded Jaisalmer.

f

I

^

Chun Sen. Sen or Phan.

Manj. Bhatti.

Mokhal 9th in descent from Manj, founded Hathdr in Ludhiana.

Wairsi (ancestor Mails!

of the Naw4bs I

of Kot Is4). The Manj of

Malsinn
with 27 villages.

1

Jairsi.

Tulsi D48, alias

Shaikh Ch&cho.

Rai Jft, founded
Tulwan on the Sutlej,

the head township
of 360 villages
in Jullundur.

An offshoot of the Ttlwan family held Nakodar with 227 villages.

The Manj also held BArApind, a group of 12 villages near PhagwAra.
The Grand Trunk road approximately separates the Manj or Manjki
country from the Dbak.t

But the Manj genealogists go further and include among the 84
sons of SAlivAhan Tavesar, ancestor of the Ttinwars, and Has Tavas,
ancestor of the TAonis in Ambala. But Hathfir or Athfir in LudhiAna
is universally regarded as the original seat of the race and Tulsi DAs
as the first to settle there. Hathfir, doubtless originally Arhatpur, may
have been a famous place in Jain or Buddhist times, but its occupation

by the Manj can hardly have been of very great antiquity for his

* The central Punjab is full of places associated with Rajput legends. Thus Shekhopur
near Kapurthala is said to have been the old * capital ’ of the Bhatti Rajputs. Phillaur

was originally called Ph&lnagar after Phul, a Sanghera J4t, who founded it. His brother

Hag founded Nagaura, now Nagar, near by. Subsequently Phillaur was occupied by a
N4rn Rijput, Rai Bhahr, whose territory extended from M4u to SelkiAna, and when Rai K&tn
P41 abandoned Mau and settled in Phillaur the J4ts left it. The R4jputs too eventtially

deserted it. But the N4ru tradition is that Ratn Pal was a son of N4ru Shih or Nihil
Chand. •

t In Jullundur the whole country to the east and north-east of Phagwira is . called the
Dardbak or Ddrdhsk : P. N. Q.» I. §182. In the reign of Al&mgfr the Dardak n*ahal
included two tarafs, R4hon and Phillaur : ibid, $ 478. Mr. D. G. Barkley, however, notes
that the Manj ki Dirdak of the Ain-i- Akbari evidently corresponded with what is now called
the Dh&k, comprising the RAhon talfsil, the eastern part of Phillauj tahsil, and part .of

Phagwira (in Kapdrthala) : ib, § 872. But elsewhere he states that the Dardak mahal
Mtmtm as its capital and included Nawashahr tahsil with parts of Phiilwir :m, § 578.
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descendants who founded Kot Isa Khdn and Raikot only rose to ooii-

sequence during the decay of the Delhi empire.

The Rajput tika
,
chhat and mahan villages.

The word chhat is explained as an abbreviation of chhatar and
an equivalent to tdj or * crown/ It may possibly be translated canopy.
The canopy used to be one of the insignia of sovereign power. A
chhat-makdn is a village which enjoys a pre-eminence over, or is held in
special veneration by, the other villages of the brotherhood {baradart).
It is generally called simply chhat. A mahan is a village of lower grade
than a chhat. Chhats and makans appear to be confined to the R&jputs.

The title of mahan is earned for a village by some person's perform-
ing a meritorious deed at a wedding or a funeral ana it is then said
of it that * village so-and-so is a mahan,' hoi lallu panju gaon nahin
hai—* it is not an ordinary village, but a famous place.'

Tika is the title of the heir-appareut to a reigning prince. Hence
it is applied to villages which are the seats of a prince’s rule. It

would appear that a chhat mahan was originally a tika, a tika being
a village which is the seat of a house still actually ruling or exercising
authority in some way.

The chhat or mahan comes into prominence at weddings. At the
wedding of a tika, bhdji is first distributed among the baradari . Then
a Brahm bhoj is performed and all the baradari feasted. In this feast

all the headmen of the villages, in which the tika haB taluqdari rights,

take part, and each then presents a rupee as nazr to the tika. During
the milni, 5 animals, including a horse, a shawl and some money are given
to the tika's father by the bride's father, who also makes presents of
cash and clothes to the near relatives of the tika, his more distant

relatives getting a rupee only. On the tika's part a sagi (ornament),
gandu (a check scarf) and other clothes are given to the bride.*

R&jputs resident in a chhat or mahan have to maintain their social

prestige by lavish expenditure at weddings, etc. If a leading member
of the village dies, a great deal is spent in feasting for 10 days all

who come to condole with his family. Mir&sis, Bhdts and barbers
from other chhat, mahan or tika villages also receive heavy fees at
weddings, etc., according to the status of their chhats, etc., e.g. the

Mir&si of a chhat will get a rupee, that of a mahan annas 8 while

those of ordinary villages only receive one or two annas.

The Ghorewdha Rdjputs have 9 chhat and 12 mahan, and these

villages do not seem to have any relation to the genealogical divi-

sions of the tribe, which is also divided into 12 muhins or septs,

depending on descent.

In Gurgaon each Rdjput tribe has its chhat, with one, or more,
apparently subordinate makans. The Deputy Commissioner furnishes

a list of 23 tribes which have numerous chhats or makdns, and states

that six months at least would be required to obtain a complete list

In Karndl and Hissdr the system appears to be unknown, but in

Ambdla, Ludhiana and Pafidla it is in full force. Originally there

were, it is said, six Rdj put darbars or (
courts,' at Kapurthala (of the

* Harfra, defined as a kind of pap made of flour and milk, also appears to be given.
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Bhaftis), Talwandi, Hathfir, Kot Isa Kh&n (Manj), Bhatner and Jaisal-

mir. In lieu of those, in the reign of Babur. 12 chhats and 24 makans
were constituted, but the numbers soou increased to 36 and 35 respec-

tively, and the lists obtained show that the present numbers must be far

larger. Each tribe has a certain number of chhat and makan and the
member of a chhat always pays twice as much to the mirasis at a daugh-
ter's marriage as the member of a makan* But the fees vary in each
tribe, thus the Bar&h RAjputs have 12 chhats (paying Re. 1 to each mi-
rd$i) and 24 makans (paying As, 8j. The Taonis have 14 chhats
(paying Rs. 7) and 24 makans (paying Rs. 3-8). The Chauh&ns have
12 makans (paying formerly Rs. 11, but now Re. 1 only), out no chhats,

and the Rao and Dehia too have, it seems, makans only.

THE TERM RAJPUT IN THE WESTERN PUNJAB.
It may be doubted whether the term R&jput is really indigenous to

the we*tern Punjab at all, and it is certainly a foreign word to the
west of the ludus. There the corresponding term is Pathan or Baloch
and any tribe which is lowly or middling status may be promoted to

the dignity of affiliation to the Path&n or Baloch tribe into which it is

incorporated, and it then acquires full status as such. East of the
Indus even in Bahdwnlpur,t which adjoins the R&jput&na descent on
the west, the distinction between R&jput and J&t is in truth unknown
and such tribes as the Sumras, ISammas, Sainejas, Dahrs and Kharis
might be with equal accuracy classed either as Jd$s or as Rdjputs.
The Joiyas and Wattus, who are almost entirely confined to the Ubha,
i.e. to Minchindbad and Khairpur East, are the only tribes in this State
which can be at all correctly styled Rdjput, because they belong to

the Sutlej valley, not to that of the Indus. In all the Districts on
the left bank of the Indus there is no marked line of cleavage between
Rdjput and Jat and it is only when we get to the Jheium hills that we
find the former term in popular use. Thus, according to Mr. W. S.

Talbot, 9 a small number of PanwArs, Chibhs, and Sohlans are found in

the Jheium tashil : the former live in the Pabbi, while the Chibhs and
Sohlans hold a few of the river villages above Jheium. All three claim

to be Rdjputs, and are so regarded by their neighbours : the claim is

probably correct. There are also a fair number of Bhattis scattered

about the District, who are probably of Rdjpufc extraction : but they
are here unpretentious hard-working cultivators, and little esteemed
socially. The Gondals along the river are a more doubtful case ; they
do not always say they are Rdjputs, and seem more like the ordinary

Jdts ; they are fond of cattle-lifting. There are few Si41s in the

south-west corner of the District, who are generally admitted to be
PunwAr RAjputs. A few others such as the Khi was have some pre-

tensions to R&jput origin, and locally rank rather above the J£{s ; their

origin is doubtful/ But these tribes are all immigrants from the
eastward. The term B&jput is replaced among the dominant tribes of

In pargana Narnaul there is a curious rule. When the father of the Iridegroom

gives a house full of all requisites to » mird*i it is called ty&g.l when he only gheaa fixed

sum for the house it is called lekh or account.

f Two sayings are current in this tract ;
one runs : ku,l chhit-putar-dd, satddr Abra

he, i.e
* of all the petticoat*wearing tribes Abra is chief, because the women of the Chichar,

Khokhar, Machhi, Mahr, Samma and Tarali tribes wear the petticoat. The other is : kuim

ghaghe da earddr Baloch he

:

i,«.
*

the Baloch are the chief of the tribes vfhose women wear*
the ghagho, or long shift.’

, _
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the District by Sahu. Even the tribes of middle rank, like the K&htit,
Kasar and Mair, who now belong to the Dhani country in Cbakw&l
tahsil, a part of the Salt Range, are sometimes* said to be Aw&n, but
never apparently R&jput. Their bards indeed claim for them a Mughal
origin, probably because they say that, although they came from the
Jammu hills, they joined Babur’s army and were located by him in

their present seats which were then almost uninhabited. Even the
more respectable among the Mair only aspire, according to Ibbetson,
to the title of Manh&s which is no doubt the same word as the well-

known Manhas tribe described at p. 274 above, and not to the title

of R&jput. In Rawalpindi the status of Rdjput is no doubt claimed
by several tribes, though Sahu is here too the term for

‘ gentry/
and though the claim to that status is expressed by saying that the
Dhunds, tor instance, are a hill tribe of RAjput origin and claim
such descent, yet they themselves assert that they are descended from
Abbas and they are certainly classed as S&htl. A similar remark
applies to the Sattis. Even the oldest tribes in the Murree hills do not
appear to claim a Kdjput origin. They resemble the Sattis rather than
the Dhunds, but do not aspire to the rank of Sdhu, as they do.

But as we go eastward into the heart of the Punjab we find not only
the term RAjput in general use but also that its traditional branches are
known. Thus the Chadrars of the Sandal Bdr claim to be Solar R&jputs,
like the Tunwars,* while the Wazirs and Rharrals, like the Punwdrs,
say they are Agnikul. The chap or ballad, given at p. 158 of Yol. II

which Sir E. D. Maclagan recorded, shows that the Chadrars’ claim
is not a mere afterthought, put forward in answer to an official demand
for information, but one preserved by their mirdeia or genealogists.

The following ballad describes the birth of Bhattu It comes from a
Bh»tti MiiAsi, or a mirdai of the Bhattis, of a village in Hdfiz&b&d
tahsil. It is curious to find that it mentions the name of J£d& under
the form JAdab or JAdam, as this adds support to the theory that the

J&dust represent the J&davas.

The following description of the birth of Bhafti is given by a Bhafti
Mirdsi of Pakkddalla (tahsil HAfizdbad) ;

—

Qorakh tapped te Jddab chela

Bans vjdre te rahe akela

Rdjd Nil Paiv&r dd
Qhar bhanna chord j

Khetr Ichddd mired ;

Sir di hard.

A pdpi, Jdddb
Thar edU ditta.

Sachchi jagga eachcha tole
%

Sdli ehafhda mdh na bole ,

Gorakndth was an ascetic and J*d4 was
his pupil

Be lived solitarily in the desert.

Thieves broke into
Nil Paw&r Rij&'s house

;

Deer ate his fields

;

The punishment came on others' heads.
The evil R6ja came : and
Seized and hung Jidti.

The place was good, his calibre was, good,
Even when being hung, he said not a word.

* The Kethwil have an old tradition to ihe effect that, at a time when they held the

whole of the Muriee hills, on * of the women, named Abh, eloped with a man to the other

side of the Jhelum. Nearly all the able-bodied men of the tribe went in pursuit. They
came to a frozen lake which they mistook for hard ground, and settled down upon it for the

night and lit their fires
;
this melted the ice, and they were all engulfed. In the meantime

the Dhunds came down upon their undefended homesteads and destroyed what remained
of the tribe. Henoe this proverb : Abh loro to eabh chhoro .

“ Go in search of Abh, and
give up all.”

t It may be*noted that J6d6 appears in the Shdhndma as. the. name of a Persian tribe and
JfcduatAa as a country distinct from Hindustan. But the possibility ofa connection cannot
he discussed See P. N. Q. I., f 709. •

.
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The R&j& hears that his daughter will bring forth a son who will

kill him : so he turns her out and tells her to marry the fagir who has
been hung*
Euhm hue

,
“ Qhatt Jcotha ,

Ban girdn
, chaun chaklee

Jad Jddam ddna,**

Jddam edli chafhea,
Kol di Rdnt.
“ Td Bdjd dd hi bharea
Jdi Tciti auTchi.* >

“ Jdtd vdhndi rdh :

Bdh Alldh nd sadpi.**

Suddh di .* jal khelea : vaddt vaddth :

Birchohea : pot hdmla : RAni jdea Antakh.

Rdni wdh chali tagir,

Shaihro tur peii.

Bart puttha Qerie

Chdr dohd pur.

Bhatti jammea Abohar Mahmddpur
,

Dud Kinmdwati
Rabb aachche agge .

fidrd baras guzare,

Lagg utthi dhande :

Pdh Parwar Rahmdna
Ralb parde kajje.

Ch&ti mart nir di

Ohore te munas gajje ;

Chattar charhaea Bhattid.
Takhadlo agge.

The Raj£ ordered : “ Make your house here,

Count this a village : on all sides

It will be called after Jddd.”
J&dfi was hanging.
The queen came up.

She said :
“ What have you done to the Rij£

That he should persecute you so ? ”

He said : “Sit you down,
I have given you to God’s hand.

1 *

She believed : his seed fell* : a wonderful
thing

:

It fell on her head : she conceived : the
queen brought forth Autakh (i. o„ Bhatti).

The queen went in distress,

From the city.

If a well were turned round the wrong way,
All the gear would break.
Bhatti was born at Abohar Mahmndpur.
Kinm&watit (the Queen) gave thanks
To the true God.
Twelve years went by.
She was occupied entirely in this task

;

God the Pure, Protector, Merciful,
Shielded her.

(The young Bhatti) threw a gharra of water
down.}

1 he (clay) horses§ and men gave a sound ;

The Bhattls raised their canopies
The year before.

The Bame Mir&si gave the following song about the Bhattis and
their kinsmen the S&mfl :

—

Bhattis are R&j puts,

Such as the princes in Delhi

;

They came after pilgrimage,
Sons of the Prophet.
The shadow of God is over the Bhattis,

They inhabit forts with virtue.

SAmilfl has the protection of God,
He has the help of the Five Pfrs

:

Buffaloes, cows, mares,
Ohi weighed in the balance

:

The S&mil’s fortune is such that people
come everywhere.

Lai milde RA Thanddl nd, To meet R& Thandil (S&mil),
Qal paggd te hatthi chhelid. With their turbans round their necks and

she-goats in their hands (as offerings).

Barwdea dallvich belid. In battle he trusts in his brethren.

Bhatti is said to have been a Musalm&n, but Shaikh S&mil is also

said to have been the first to convert the Bhattis to Isl&m. BA
Thand&l was a S&mil of Kot Bh&i Kh&n beyond Kir&na. The five Pirs
are given as : Shaikh S&mail, Sh&h Daulat, Sh&h Fateh Mi, Pir Fatteh
Kh&n and Sh&h Mur&d—all Bhatti saints.

Bhatti kaise Rdjput

,

Jaise Dilli 8aj6.de,

Ae hajj gujarde
Paighambar-zdde.
Bhattidn nd At eachche Rabbdi

,

Bharmi kot vasende.

Bdmil nd adm Khudd di
,

Panjd pird di pakkar :

Majjhi
,
gdi

,
ghorid,

Oheo tulle trakkar :

War Bdmil te nai mahelidn

* Of. N. I. N. Q., 1891, § 670.

f In Tod’s Rdjatthdn, ii, 189 (Cal. Edn.), Kamarwati is represented as ah ancestress,

some way back, of Bhatti, not as his mother.
± This is a stock incident in Punjab folk-lore.

f Bhatti is supposed to have created an army of real horses and men from clay images.

||
In the Bir the Simil, Mineke, Jalokq, Jandr&ke, Bhagai, Kah&r, MutameJ, Daohchi and

B&r are laid to be Bhattis. The Dachchi however marry with the Oh&dr ar, but not witl|
%

the Bhagai or Jendrikes although those two tribes are also Bhattis.
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THE RAJPUT GROUPS AND THEIR O&I&iftS;

The RAjpufcs of the Punjab may be broadly grouped, as Ibbetson
grouped them, into four territorial groups. First comb the R&iputs of
the Delhi Territory and the Jumna valley, for the most part belonging
to the two great tribes of Tunwar and Ohauh&n which gave Delhi its

most famous dynasties. Next come the RAjputs of the river valleys
of the Western Plains, many of them hardly or not at all to be dis-

tinguished from J&ts and belonging for the most part to the Bha(fi
of Jaisalmer and Bik&ner, and their predecessors the PunW&r. The
third group is the R&iput of the western hills, including the Salt

Range, including botn dominant tribes of proud position such as the

Janjua and Mongul R&jputs from the Jammu hills, and descendants
either of Y&dtibansi (Bhatti) dynasty of Kashmir and the mythical
R&jA Rasalu of Sialkot, so famous in Punjab folk-lore, or of a group of

tribes, apparently of Punw&r origin, which now hold the hills on either

bank of the Jh§lum. Finally we have the R&jputs of the K&ngva
hills of whom the Ka^och may be taken as the type, so ancient that

their very origin and advent to their present abodes are lost in the

past ;
and the R&jputs of the lower hills which fringe the Punjab

Himalayas. To these must, however, be added the R&jputs of the
Central Punjab, mainly represented by the Si&ls, Bhattis and kindred
tribes of the Sandal B&r, but these hardly form a fifth group.

Ibbetson expressly refrained from noticing the R&jputs of the Sikh
tract, of the central districts, and of the Phulki&n States. In the
latter the R&jputs are, however, of some importance, especially in

those territories, acquired by the States after 1857, which lie on the

borders of Rrijput&na. In the Sikh tracts, the districts round Lahore
and Amritsar, the R&jput is found in depressed communities, scattered
representatives of such tribes as are found upon its borders, though
the Khokhavs, the Manj and a few others have held their ground
fairly well in tracts where Sikhism was not so well established as it was
in the 34% tracts.

The Rajput elements are however by no means represented solely by
the tribes which style themselves R&jputs or are recognised as such.

In the territory about Delhi we find a number of tribes now 34,%, but
claiming Rajput origin, and besides those tribes like the Gaitbwa or

Gaur which terms appear to be merely a refinement of Ga$a, or half-

caste, as opposed to sdu or pure. In precisely the same fashion we find

tribes of impure descent recognised, more or less, as Gakkhars in the
Rawalpindi hills, where the Tbund take the place of the Gaurwah in

the south-east of the Province. The conditions in the plain country
along the Jammu border are much the same, but in the K&ag?a hills

we find the principles on which the R&jput system is based in full

working order. Below and yet belonging to the Rdjput as a f caste
1

stand the R&this or Thdkkars and even the R&wat, Kanet and Ghirth.

In the rest of the eastern Himalayas the Kanet is separated from the

RAjput by a more strictly defined line, but he is often of R&jput descent.

The sirtora represents the Trund or GdjA and re-appears in Sitikot as

the chhatrora of the Manhds.

To describe the various theories regarding the origins of the
R&jput would be iu itself a very heavy task, and it is impossible to

say what value should be attached to the attetapbk madetb dk^laiu
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the legends which make some of them Solar, others Lunar and others
again Agnikula. The origin of this last term is variously described.
According to the Rdjput bards the Chauhdn is one of the four Agnikula
or c fire-sprung* tribes who were created by the gods in the anali hund
or * fountain of fire

’ on Mount Abu to fight against the A suras or
demons. But, as Cunningham* pointed out, this claim must be of
comparatively modern date as the common gotra-charya of all the
Chauhdn tribes declares them to be of the Bats or Bach gotra and Fell's
inscription of Jai Chand of Kanauj records a grant made as late as
1177 A. D. to a Kshatriya, said to be of tbe Vatsa gotra with the five

ptavaras of Bhdrgava, Jamadagnya, etc. From this document then we
learn that the Chauhdns laid no claim to be sprung from fire, but were
content to be regarded as descendants of the sage Bhrigu through
Jamdagnya Vatsa. Similarly none of the numerous inscriptions of
the Chdlukya or Solanki family alludes to this fable of their origin.

The first appearance of the ‘ fire-pit * legend is in Chand’s Prithviraj-

raisa which claims to be contemporary with its hero who was killed in
1193 A.D. (J. R. A. S. 1909, p. 247).

Again according to a famous bard of the Khichi Chauhdns the
Solanki sprang from Brahma’s essence and so was named Chdluk
Rao, the Punwdr from Siva’s essence and the Pa.rihar from Devi’s, while
Chdhuwan sprang up from the fount of fire and wandered forth, of
chosen race This would make the Chauhdn the only fire-sprung race.
Cunningham also says that the Parihdr is universally admitted to be
one of the four Agnikulas, but as we have seen his place is taken in

Punjab tradition by the Sonkhla, and in Rdjputdna itself it is sometimes
ascribed to the Rathor.f

When however we come to history we are on much firmer ground
though the materials are as yet very fragmentary. There appears to
be very little doubt that the Tduwdr represent, in name, the ancient
Tomara,t a tribe or dynasty which was subdued by a Chdhamdna, the
son of Vdkpati I of Mdlava, about 950 A. D. About the beginning
of the 15th century the Tomara gave a dynasty to Gwalior.§ The
Chdhamdna were undoubtedly the predecessors in title of the Chauhdns.
They had founded a dynasty at Ajmer long before 950 A. D.||

With equal certainty the Punwdrs are to be identified with the
Paramdras who rose to power in Mdlava about 825 A, D, They were
probably a branch of the Paramdra rulers of Achalgadh or Mount
Abu. About 950 A. D. Sri Harshadeva, Siyaka II or Simhabhata
(Singh Bha( in modernised form), Paramdra of Mdlava conquered
a king of the Kshatriya Hjtyas.1T

* A. S. It., II, p. 263-4. It is less easy to follow Cunningham in his derivation of

Agnikula from Analwdra Pate or analu
, fire, because a Chauhin cow-herd named Anal*

pointed out its site to the Solanki king Vana R£ja.

t Op, cit„ p. 265.
A

j It is tempting to suggest a connection between the Tomara and TOramina* the leader,

with Mihirakula, of the Huns c. 200 A. But there is absolutely no warranty for any more
than a suggestion, though the Tomaras themselves appear to have advanced the claim : see
VoL n, p. 810.

$ Duff's Chronology of India, p. 306. The accepted belief in a Tomara dynasty of Kanauj
has been shown to be unfounded : J. R. A, 8., 1900, p. 64. •

*

lliwa.pp. 277-8,
-$ Ibid., pp; 74. 800 and 92.
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The foundation of the Chandel or Ohandella dynasty dates baok to

about the same period for we first hear of it in c. 831 A. D, whenN&oika
overthrew the Parihars of Mahola and founded the Ohandella dynasty,

which by 955 extended from the Jumna in the north to the Chedi
frontiers in the south, and from K&linjar in the east to Gwalior in the

north-west.*

The question of the origins of these R&jput tribes raises the most
difficult problems connected with the early ethnology of India. The
Chandels were probably of Gond origin, but claim descent from the

moon by its union with a Brahman maiden.t The suggestion advanced
in Vol. II, p. 152 supra, that they are of the same stock as the Chand&l
must be rejected for the very simple reason that a ruling tribe or dynasty
would speedily divest itself of any name likely to recall an out-caste

origin. But the other Rajput tribes are of much more certain origin.

Seeing that " the Gurjara origin of the Parih&rs has been proved con-

clusively/
1 writes Mr. Vincent Smith,} a strong presumption has been

made that the three other f fireborn
1
(agnikula) clans, viz., the Solanki

or Ch&lakya, the Paw&r or Param&ra and the Chauh&n or Ch&ham&na,
must be of like origin. To these Hoernle would add the Tomaras
(Tunwars) and Kachhw&has, for very good reasons. Hence we arrive

at the conclusion that the great mass of the Punjab R&jputs, excluding

perhaps those of K&ngra, are of Gurjara descent and as, Mr. Vincent
Smith says, no one could think of doubting the identity of the modern
caste name Gujar with Gujara, the spoken form of Gurjara. Strange
as this theory will appear to many it holds the field for the present.

It may, however, be pointed out that the mere fact that R&jput tribes

hear Gurjara names is not conclusive proof that they are of Gurjara
blood. We have just heard of a Kshatriya Runa and it is quite

possible that the indigenous tribes adopted Gurjara names when their

rounders were enfiefd by Gurjara rulers. With this suggestion the

question must be left where it now stands.

A still more difficult question is the origin of the Bhattis, Dogars,
Naip&ls and various other tribes which claim R&jput origins ana are

certainly of R&jput status. The word Bha(a occurs frequently in

compound names. For example a Ndgabhata I claims to have
conquered the Mlechha armies, probably the Muhammadan invaders
of Sindh, and he belonged to the race which bore the Pratihara
banner.§ The Bhat(i in Bab&walpur have a Pahor sept, which
looks like a variant of Punw&r, But the present writer is by no means
convinced that the Bhattis are a homogeneous class. They claim to be
Lunar Rdjputs, yet their kinsmen the S&mil, who are also described

as a class of the Bhaftis, are said to be Solar. To his mind the

Bhattis are a confederation of various stocks which formed itself like

* Ibid., pp. 75 and 92. For a full account of the Hist, and Coinage of the Chandel
Dynasty by Mr. Vincent Smith, see Ind. Ant„ 1908, p. 114 et seq .

t V. Smith, op. cit„ pp. 137 and 136.

i In J. R. A. S. 1909, pp. 53 - 75. Mr. Vincent Smith thus accepts Hoernle’s conclusions,
with one exception. He regards the Jits as identical in origin with the Gujare. But
Hoernle, with whom the present writer concurs, regards the Jits as belonging to an earlier
(lndo-Aryan) stratum of immigration : ibid. p. 142.
&J, R. A. 6., 1909, p. 58. Feriehta mentions a Bhattia Rija as an ally of Jaipil : p. 9
« Briggs* translation
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the Meos, the Gaddis of KAngja and the Kanefcs, and in precisely the
same way as the Path&ns and Baloch, out of the debris of various RAjpufc
and other affiliated tribes. The Dogar traditions are conflicting but
Purser is probably right in saying that one part of the tribe is PunwAr
and other Chauhan.* Like the NaipAis they are akin to the Lodies.
Anyone who will read the articles on Dogra, Gaddi, Kanefc, Meo and
others will see that fusion plays a very important part in the formation
of the so called Punjab tribes and that there is a strong tendency from
time to time for new federations to evolve in a more or Tees well defined
area under strong local chiefs aided by the pressure of circumstances.

It remains to call attention to one curious fact. The Punjab RAj-
put tribes owe their names to dynasties which all arose to power beyond
its borders. To some extent this supports the theory of their arti-

ficial origin. They do not appear to have settled in the present seats as
conquering tribes from the north-west, but to have sprung from feudal
or semi-sovereign chiefs who rose to power under the great kingdoms
which fell finally before the Muhammadan invaders. Even before that

epoch internecine warfare between rival local potentates had been
the normal condition of India, but the dominant dynasty appears to

have generally left the fiefs of conquered nobles in the hands of their

descendants, and the settlements of tribes, like the ChauhAnf in the
Jumna valley and elsewhere, doubtless date from the epoch of their

S
olitical supremacy at Delhi. No doubt the rise and fall of each new
ynasty led to tribal migrations so that the present seats of these

tribes are not identical with their original fiefs, and they have been
broken up and dispersed. Nevertheless they contrived to retain control

of fairly definite areas with some degree of tribal authority within them.

The chronology of the RAjputs' ascendancy at Delhi is preserved in

the well-known popular rhyme.

But latter-day erudition, in the Sandal BAr, has improved upon this

version, and the grandfather of the present faair of Shaikh SAbu { in

that tract made the following rhyme about the fortunes of Delhi

Aival Villi Tdri ghar apne pdi : First the Tunwars brought Delhi into their
possession t

pkir leiisi Oorid Jcuchh mudd vasdi : Then the Ghora took it and remained for
some time

:

Phir leii Pathdnd khushang lagdr : Then the PathAns took it and enjoyed them-
selves :

Phir leii Ohauhdnd ghar tije di i Then the OhauhAns, the third house that
came

:

Pkir leii Bdbar ke Chaughetted,
kar sdr Then Bibar’s ChughattAs, smiting with

Icutdi. sword in hand.*

Villi tu Shah&dded nittkhah hundi di : At Delhi princes have been ever at strife t

Villi eadd nawarnit
jis ratdi dhari lawdi : Delhi is always a young woman, who has

put on a coronet of blood

:

jKahefaqir Murid, jis yih chdp bandi, Saith faqir Murid, who made this poem.

• Vol. It, p. 246.

t These tribes are not of course wholly confined to the Jumna valley.. For example, the
Chauh&n are also important in the west of the Hoshiarpur District, holding a chaur.dsi ot
$4 villages round Shim Chaurasi and another about Zahdra. This settlement may represent
an old Ohauhin military colony settled below the Siwiliks to keep in check the tribes of the
Himalayan area, just as Afghin colonies were cantoned in this very tract at a later epoch,
or it may be relic of an unknown ChaUhAn kingdom of the Jullundur DoAb. *

% A place in the BAr where there is a celebrated graveyard. People With sick cattle tie

them up there at night, and Shaikh SAbfi comes out of his grave in the form of a tiger end
eats one of the cattle i then the rest get well.
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Hie poet appears to have an&cipafced
j
some of the

.
errors ef

,
modern

acfcolarahip in making the earlier kings of Delhi Patb^ne. They were
in reality Turks, and the Ghauh&ns came before, not after, the

' Gborian Suiting.

But whatever the facts of their history may be Ibbetson’s description

of them still merits quotation. As he wrote :
“ The Bijputs of the

Punjab are fine brave men, and retain the feudal instinct more strongly

developed than perhaps any other non-menial 6aste, the tribal heads
wielding extraordinary authority. They are very ten&oious of the

integrity of their communal property in the village lands, seldom
admitting strangers to share it with them. Pride of blood is their

strongest characteristic, for pride of blood is the very essence of

their R&jputhood. They are lazy, poor husbandmen and much prefer

pastoral to agricultural pursuits, looking upon all manual labour as

derogatory and upon the actual operation of ploughing as degrading ;

and it is only the poorest class of Rdjput who will himself follow the

plough. They are, in most parts of the Punjab plains, cattle-stealers

by ancestral profession but they exercise their calling in a gentlemanly

way, and there is certainly honour among R&jpufc thieves.”

% Dr. J. Hutchison of Chamba in a paper on the history of the Punjab Hill States

writes regarding the family surnames of the Rijputs of the Himalayan area that each clan

has numerous sub-divisions which bear distinctive als or surnames in addition to the

general clan-name Thus the Katoch has 4 great sub-divisions, Jaswil, Goleria, DadwAl
and Sib&ia, in addition to its generic appellation, and each of these comprises several aIs, so

that the Katoch have in all 24 als or so. The Jamw&l has 4 main sub-divisions, Jasrotia,

Mankotia, 84mbiAl and Lakhanpuria, each with its separate aU : in addition the Jamwil
elan has 24 als. The Pathinias have similarly 22 recognised sub divisions, the Balaurias

12, the Chambiils 12, and bo on. The number of als is a pretty sure indication of the

antiquity of the elan.



APPENDIX I-

Tbe following table of the Rajputs of the HQI IWjpnfcs is taken from

Bingley's Dogras
t
but its sources are not indicated

I.— JULLONDUE CIRCLE.

RinAs or superior class R&jputs of the 2nd grade—

Laddu (Luddu).
Dodh.

Chandleh.
Bhabauria.
Jariil*
Sonkla.

Bbanot (Banot).

DatiArach.

Habrol.
Ranaut. 1

Maile.

Indauria.

Minkotia.
Ghorewiha.

The Sonkla and MAnkotia clans are sometimes included among Mi&ns.

Inferior class RAjputs of the 2nd grade

—

Bangotra.
Bagsotra.
Qomra.
BaniAl.

Dhatwil.
TapriAl.

DhuriiL
Ranaut.

of the above, the Chauh&n, Ohangra, Malautar, and Ranaut clans are
by some classified as R&nAs. The exact position of the rest is hard
to define. The Officer Commanding the 2nd Sikhs describes them all

as " RAthis, pure and simple.” The following subsidiary list of R£n&
clans is furnished by the Bame authority

Taunia (Taoai).

Ohaubin.
SandhwAl.
Channauria.

Ohangra.
Guhaina.

Deh. BihAl. Malautar.
Raghubansi. Kopahtia. Bhandiri.
Jasiil. Dasoteh. Nanglo.
DatiAl. Samkria. Anotreb.
PadhiAr-Takhi. Pahria. Jaggi.
Harcband. Khanaur. KharwAl.
BariAha. Gori. Burial.

BarliAl, PathiAl. Sonkla.
NariAl. KanthwAl. Garl.

Handoria.
(JdriAL

Samauria.
PatiArach.

Gumne.
KaniAracb,

Bhurle,

Ohibh.
Bbau.

II.—Jammu oe Dogar Circle.

Superior class Rdjputs of the 2nd grade

—

I

Charak. '
i Langeh.

Salahria, I Sonkla.

Inferior class Rajputs of the 2nd grade—

Axnbaraiyeb.
BijiAl.

Jariil.
I

RukhwAL
Anotreh.
Bagal.

Harcband.

Raghubansi.
JaggL
Chaudri-Andotra,
KarAr-Khatri.

Jariil is tbe al of old ruling family of Kajauri, as MangrAl or MughrAl is that of Pinch.



APPENDIX II.

The following Rijput pedigree is printed as a curiosity. Its courageous compiler’s object
appears to be to dovetail into it every name famous in Punjab legend.

A Rijput pedigree table given by a Jigi Bhit or genealogist of the RAjputs in Kapurthala.

BAWA ADAM.

Kabfr.

Kap.

Kali.

Suraj.

Ptip.

Dheer.

GarpAl.

Haul.

Narais.

JAdu.

Bhatti.

Gaj.

Sut.

Kika.

Tuman.

RAji Salwin (got Pawfir).

Sankh. Anb
1

Puran Raja Pachh Rii Dod Tambas Tehar
(issue- Bhagat Rasilu (o, s. p.) (descend- (descend- (o. ». p.)

Jausar.
i

less). (acele- (o. 8. p.) ants in ants are

Dunbar. brated Jammu). theJioni

Mann.
hermit). RAjputs).

SakiL

i

(o. a,p.)

Jondhar.

Achal.

Jagp&l.

Dham. Chhan.

f T
Chauhin. Manj.

T
Bhatti. Ransi Wirsi Malsi Jirsi

nhUr (descendants (descendants (descendants (descendants

,
atRanyin at Athur, atJalAlabid). found at

Parm Rath. in Halwin, Kot Isa
LudhiAna). Ghilib, etc.). Shin).

BharuPAl
(at Ahmadpur).

Such Pil
(in tahsil

SultAnpur,

Kap&rthala).

Nibil
(in tahsil

Sultinpur,

Kapdrthala).

Guryil

Sing! Rii.

PatLra.

Digil
(descendants
atDogalpur

in Amritsar).

±
HanspiL Jasrii.
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Rai Purab.
I

“1

Harpal. Makhan Paul.

Nathu.

Sahan Sad Pal. Natikha. N4sir. Muhammad. Ahmad. Paroj. Sikandar. B&ju. Hakeem,

R&i Randeer.

R&i Ninak Chand Jaspaul. Urdin. Dalia,
(the first to settle in the i

| |

Punjab and embrace Islim);
|

Budha. Fata.

R&i Ghoka.

1

P4ndu.

Saroop (in tahsil Abul Khair
Bultinpur). (in Fatu Dinga).

I I |

'
i

Mansur. R&i ’Abdullah. Malik Sh&h. R&i Brahm R4i Rim Deo,
Khin. whose descendants

are found in

numerous villages.

Rajwa, a class of J&ts : ?= Rajoa,

Sh&h, Daud.
whose descendants

are found in
several villages.

Panjabi Ditty., p. 949.

Rajw^lna, a Jatclan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Rak, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Rakhya, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Rakshas, a sept of second grade Kanets found in Rirang, a village of the
Inner Tukpa pargana in Kan&war. Gf. Sanskr. rakshasa

, a demon,
and see MashAn.

Rakwal, a R&jput tribe claiming descent from RAjA RAm Ohandar through
its eponym whose descendants founded two villages in Sidlko$ tahsil
under RAj& Abta Deo of Jammu.

*

Ramaioa, a wanderer, fr. ramnd, to wander (c/. ramta
,

‘
peripatetic/ a faqir).

The Raraaiga of the eastern Punjab appears to correspond exactly with
the Bhdtra and to be the same person under a different name, Ramaiga
being used in Dehli and Hiss&r, Bh&tra in Lahore and Rawalpindi, and
both in AmbAla. But various accounts of them are given. Some
describe them as Shepherds, others as faqirs

,
who beg and pierce their

ears and noses, and are JuldhAs by origin. Some again say they are
Khatik, who dye leather, others that they are a class of Dakauts who
have taken to karewa

,
while in KarnAl they claim descent from MAdho

Bhat and go about boring other peoples' ears and no^es. They are
also pedlars, and some go so far as to contuse them with the RAmjania
or prostitute class, saying they came originally from RAjput&na.'

Raman, an Ar&iij clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Raman, an Ar&i$ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. „

RamanA, a Muhammadan clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,
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RImanandi,* a follower of Rimanand, whose four disciples founded aa

many sub-sects, eaoh divided into two classes, N&gas who are purely

ascetio, practising seclusion, and Samayogis who marry and lead,

domestic lives. Both may eat together. Mostly Sudras, some of the

sect wear janeo and style themselves Gau? Brahmans. All details of

the sect and its founder are kept a profound secret.t

RImanoji, a follower of R&manuj, a Sw&mi who flourished in the 11th

century A. D. His followers believe that Vishntf is the supreme Being.

Their sectsrial marks vary. On the forehead they have two vertical

streaks of gapichandan
,
a calcareous clay, and inside them is a vertical

red streak of turmeric and lime. The white streaks are connected over
the nose by a transverse streak which admits of several varieties. The
usual marks on the forehead denote that body, tongue and mind
should be kept under subjection. On the breast and upper arms
R&manujis paint white patches (to represent the shell, quoit, club and
lotus of Vishnu) and in these they enclose red streaks to represent his

consort or energy Lakshmi.

Ram ba, an Ar&fy clan (agricultuial) found in Montgomery.

Ramdasi, Rai- or RaodabI. These terms are loosely used with several

different meanings. In its widest sense Ramd^sf means a follower of

Guru R&m IMs, or indeed of any other Guru ; but it is more usually
applied to a Cham&r or Jul&hd who has taken the pahul. It is

generally explained that this Gurti first admitted Cham&rs into the

Sikh community, but this theory is untenable, and the name was. pro-

bably adopted because it closely resembled Raod&s, R&i- or Ravclfci, a
famous bhagat of the Cham&r caste.

“Bhagat Ravdds, Raid&s or Rahd£s, a saint of the Chamfir caste,”

writes Mr. Maclagan, “wa9, according to some accounts, a disciple of

R&m&nand-; according to others he lived in the time of AkbanJ He is

said to have been born at Benares, and his followers are men of lqjv

caste, mainly Cham&rs. The Census gives us no idea of the numbers of

the followers of Ravdds, because there are R&md&si or R&mdi&siCham&rg, as
wellasRavd&sf or Raidasf Cbam&rs, and the two have become hopelessly

mixed in the returns. Ibbetson distinguishes the two sects of Charp$rs

as follows: the Rdmd&si, he says, are true Sikhs, and take ibhe pahul

;

the Ravd&sis are not Sikhs, or, if Sikhs, are only N&nakpantfcis, and do
not take the pahul . Among the people themselves the two terms are

by no means clearly distinguished. For instance, not a few persons

termed themselves at the Census as followers of Jihagal Rdyridas” Mr.
Fagan wrote :

w As far as the Hiss&r district is concerned, the confu-

sion is, I think, an actual fact, the Hindu Chamirs are really Raljddsis,

% being so called after the Bhagat Rahd&s, The namp appears to have
been corrupted into R&md&si, probably from confusion with the name
of the Sikh Guru R6md&s. The Sikh Cham&rs are also R&md&pis, but
in their oase the name may imply a connection with the Gurfi Rimdis,
but my own impression is that it is a name which they had before tbeir

He is said to have had four disciples yet the names of ten are given,

t Mapanliffe : Sikh, Religion : FI, pp. 100, 105. RAmanuji’s Sectorial Marta p 0%
% The stories of the Bhakto Mila regarding him are given iaWHsoa'a Smtli of the

Hindu Bect*>
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conversion to Sikhism by corruption from Rahddsi or Raiddsi, and the
fact that there are Rdiddsi Sikhs as well as Rdmddsi Sikhs corroborates
this theory to some extent. On the other hand, it may be that the
Hindu Chamdrs after conversion changed the name of their sect from
Rdiddsi to Rdmddsi in order to claim some connection with Rdmdds, one
of the leaders of their newly adopted faith ”

The fact that the Raiddsfs, like the followers of Kabir or Ndmdeo,
must have held views very similar to those inculcated by Ndnak,
accounts doubtless for part of the confusion. Of the teachings of

Ravdds little is known, except that he believed in the unity of God and
forbade the worship of idols. Be is said to have compiled certain books
which are held in reverence, and he is quoted in the Adi-Granth. His
followers pay him worship by repeating his name as they count their

beads. The Satndmis of the Central Provinces are an offshoot of the

Rdiddsf Chamdrs.

RAhdasia.—According to Ibbetson in the north and centre of the Eastern
“ Plains a very considerable number of Chamdrs have embraced the Sikh
religion. These men are called Rdmddsia after Guru Rdm Dds, though
what connection they have with him I have been unable to discover.

Perhaps he was the first Gurfi to admit Chamdrs to the religion. Many,
perhaps most, of the Rdmddsi Chamdrs have abandoned leather-work
for the loom; they do not eat carrion, and they occupy a much higher

position than the Hindu Chamdrs, though they are not admitted to

religious equality by the other Sikhs. The Rdmddsi are often confused

with the Raiddsi or Rabddsi Chamdrs. The former are true Sikhs, and
take the pahul. The latter are Hindus, or if Sikhs, only Ndnakpantlii

Sikhs and do not take the pahul

;

~ and are followers of Bhagat Uav
Dds or Rab Dds, himself a Chamdr. They are apparently as true

Hindus as any Chamdrs can be, and are wrongly called Sikhs by con-

fusion with the Rdmddsias.

RaMGA$hia, the third of the Sikh mish or confederacies, which was recruited

from Tokhas or Bharais (carpenters) and Jdts. It derives its name
from Rdmgafh, a village near Amritsar.

Gammalt. In Arabic ramal means i sand/ There is a species of divination

in the East called ‘the science of sand %
(Ilm-ul rammal).-—

J. R. A. S,, XIII, p. 272. Among the Balooh there are professional

augurs called rammali, but they appear to divine from the lines on the
4 shoulder-blade * of a Dewly killed goat. Balochi, hardast, Ja(ki, binjri.

P. N. Q„ II, § 148. Cf. Rawal.

RAc RAii.—A Sikh sect which owes its origin to Rdm Rai, the eldest son of

Har Rai, the seventh Gurfi, to whom they adhered when Tegh Bahddur

become Gurfi. They have a considerable establishment near Hardwdr.

Rikts, an Ardig clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. ‘

.

R4n, a J&t (agricultural) clan, found in tahsil Multdn, where it settled from
Delhi in Mughal times, and in Shdhpur.

RiKi=rdjdnaka=almost a king : the title borne by the petty rulers of

the Western Himalaya izi ancient times, now a caSte-iiame for their

descendants. A Superior class of Rdjpiits.



$08 The Ranas or fhakurs.

Among the most interesting families in the Punjab Hills are the

R&nds and Th&kurs, whose ancestors ruled the country as petty chiefs %

previous to the advent of the R&j&s. At the present time few of them
retain, any influence, most of them having been reduced to the position

of common farmers, but the traditions and folklore of the people leave
no doubt that in former times their ancestors held independent sway
over a large part of the Western Hills. In the slab inscriptions and
copper plates they are usually indicated by the name rdjdnaka , and
referring to the origin of this word Dr. Vogel says :

—

“ This word is not found in the classical literature of India and seems, therefore, to be
a Sauskritized rather than a true Sanskrit word. Dr. Grierson has suggested a connection

between this word and the Prikrit title rdjana ( i.e„ r£janna = Skr. rdjanya) which occurs

on coins. 'lomoit seems more probable that the word rand is derived directly from
rdjan. Perhaps it is the oblique case of this word transferred to the nominative. In any
case there can be little doubt that the word corresponds with the modern rand, used either

as the title of a petty chief or as a caste-name. In the former meaning it is synonymous
with Sanskrit sdmanta and ihdkura. In one of our inscriptions (No. 32) we find the terms
rdjdnaka and samania applied to the same person. The word thakkura occurs in the form
thakura in the Markula image inscription (No. 48). It is not found elsewhere in the
Chamba epigraphs, but in the R6j4tarangini it is used in exactly the same sense as

rdjdnaka, to denote a feudal chieftain. I may add that nowadays the titles rand and thdkur

are employed promiscuously.”*

It is probable, however, that in former times, as at the present day,
the two names implied a difference of caste, the rands being of the

warrior caste and the
f
hakurs of the Thdkur or R&thi caste. The

B&nas seem to have been more numerous in some parts of the hills

and the Thdkurs in others. In Chamba, Bhadraw&h, Pddar and
Pdngi, for example, almost all the old rulers appear to have been
ranas. In the middle Chandrabhdga Valley, on the other hand, the
name rand is little known, and the ancient rulers, who are several

times referred to in the Rdjatarangini, bore the title of ihdkur . In
Kulu and L&hul also the title Ihdkur was most common, though there
were also rands in both of these tracts. In the outer hills, however, the
ranas seem to have been numerous aBd a good many Rdnd families are
still to be found in Kdngj*a, where their ancestors held rule in former
times. Mr. Barnes makes the following remarks regarding them :

—
** Another class of K&jputs who enjoy great distinction in the hills

are the descendants of ancient petty chiefs or ranas, whose title and
tenure is said to have preceded that of the Rdj&s themselves. These
petty chiefs have long since been dispossessed and tbeir holdings
absorbed in the larger principalities, still the name of rdna is retained

and their alliance is eagerly desired by the Midns. The principal

families are those of Chari, Giro, Kanhiy&ri, Patbi&r, Habrol, Gumbar
and Dadwd."

Till recently the rdjdnaka of the Punjab Hills were known exclu-
sively from the Rajataranginx or History of Kashmir, and the Baijn&th
eulogies. Speaking of the latter, Dr. Vogel says :

—“ The latter acquaint
us with a baronial house which ruled at Klragr&mn, the modern
Baijnatb, for eight generations and owned allegiance to the rajas of

Trigarta (K$i*gra). Their importance may be estimated from the fact
that the mother of Lakshmana Chandra, the R&n& of the time, was

1 —
* Antiquities of Chamba (Vol. I, p. 110) : by Dr. J, Ph. Vogel, Ph.D., Superintendent,

Archaeological Survey of India.
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a daughter of Hardaya Chandra of Trigarta. The inscription, how-
ever, does not say whether her mother was a rani. It is certainly

opposed to prevailing usage that the head of the illustrious house of

Trigarta should give* a daughter in marriage to one of his vassals.

How punctilious the Katoches were in matrimonial matters, even in the
expiring days of their rule, is shown by the example of Anirudh Chand,
the last ruling chief of K&ngra, who, rather than acquiesce in a
matrimonial alliance which he considered below the dignity of his
house, abandoned his state and everything.”*

Referring to the abovenamod R6n& the Baijn&th eulogy says:—
“ Even now exist such wonderful men, filled with devotion to Ishvara,
like that store of marvellous virtue, the ItH/j&naka named Lakshmana
Chandra, who after performing a pilgrimage to Ked&ra that cleanses

from old sin, made even this vow, f Henceforth shall all wives of others

be sisters to me.5 What wonder is it that in battle he was secure from
the assaults of warriors of irresistible bravery, since he, a Cupid at the
head ol the bowmen, was not to be subdued even by that (deity). At
present rulers, whoso commands are disregarded by their opponents,
because they deem them to be of small prowess, think the sovereignty

over a town as yielding its legitimate result only by the rape of the
wives of its inhabitants. Fresh youth, beautiful form, liberality,

sovereignty over a town, many flatterers, all these are his; if never-
theless his heart avoids the wives of others, what austerity is difficult

to perform after that ? ” Buhler rightly remarks that “ the picture

of the morals of the time which these verses unfold is certainly not a
flattering one.”

To the R&n&s we are indebted for most of the beautifully carved
cisterns and slab inscriptions so common in Chamba and other parts

of the Hills, a full account of which will be found in the Antiquities of
Chamba, Vol. I. These inscriptions convey to us a more favourable
impression of the ancient chiefs. Referring to them Dr. Vogel sayst :

—

“No doubt, like the knights of mediaeval Europe, they regarded love and war as the
great aims of life. But their love was often the devotion of the husband, and their warlike
spirit was not rarely displayed in loyal service to their liege-lord. Of the conjugal devo-
tion of these warlike barons wo have ample proof in these quaint fountain slabs, which
they set up for the sake of the future bliss of their deceased wives. And we find it ex-
pressed even more clearly in the solemn Sanskrit of those eulogies where, hidden under the
weight of rhetorical ornament, we still feel the pulsations of true love. Would it be just
to cast on the hero of the Sarahan eulogy, the reproach that his love for the beauteous
Somaprabha was inspired merely by her fair form, the beauty of which is sung in such
glowing measures, in that love song carved in stone ? Did he not prove its sincerity when,
to establish a firm friendship between her and the mountain-bdrn goddess (P£rvati), he
built a temple to the moon-crowned Shiva.

In the half-obliterated lines of the Mul-kih£r stone we still read of the tears shed by
the chieftain of that place and his children, when ‘ hostile fate separated her, his most
beloved, seated on his lap, the delight of his eyes and praised by all mankind, from her
husband, even as the passing of the parvan separates the Moon- sickle from the hot-rayed

Sun.

The no less sadly damaged eulogy of Devikothi speaks of yet another love, that of a
noble lady who, at her husband’s death being ready to follow him on the pyre, ' was kept
back by her two sons, and who ‘ henceforth, whilst by rigid vows of constant fasts she
reduced her body to meagreness, brought up her sons and increased her charity, her
compassion for the poor and her devotipn to Krishna. And at every step conceiving the

* Loc, cit. | t Op. cit
, pp. 111*2.
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world of the living to be unstable, like the crescent reflected in a garland of wans, restless

and trembling with the fleeting breeze, she caused a cistern to be made for the sake of the

bliss of her lord.

I know of no Indian inscriptions in which true human sentiment finds so eloquent an
expression as in those two, alas ! irreparably mutilated fountain slabs

;
nor would it be

easy to point to another group of epigraphical records in which the feminine element is so

prominent as in those of Chamba.”

In their relations with one another the Rdnds appear in a much less

favourable light. By each of them his next neighbours seem to have
been regarded as natural enemies, with whom the only possible re-

lationship was one of mortal feud. When not opposing a common foe

they were engaged in oppressing and despoiling one another, and in

the memory of the hillmen they are associated only with dissension and
stiife. Numerous incidents of those stirring times have been handed
down by local tradition, and are treasured in the folklore of the people.

One of them is worth recording. In Loh-Kkri there resided two ranas

at the neighbouring villages of Bdhnota and Siya, who were at con-

tinual feud with each other. At length the less powerful, being weary
of the harassing treatment to which he was subjected, entered into a

compact with a third rand, who promised to come to his help on
hearing the alarm-hoi n. Soon afterwards the signal was given and
the new ally hastened to the spot to find that the horn had been

sounded only to test his fidelity. The result was that when next the

alarm was heard, at a time of real need, it was disregarded, and the

weaker rand bad to submit to any humiliation his powerful neighbour

chose to inflict on him.

The period during which the Rands and Jhdkurs ruled in the hills

is spoken of as the ‘ Thdkuri ,
or 4 Thdkurain/* and in Chamba the

name ‘ Uanhui
5

is sometimes heard. This Thdkurain rul0 seems to

have been of ancient origin, but when it began and how long it lasted

are questions ,to which no satisfactory answers can be given. It

probably dated from a very remote antiquity
; and it continued in

force till a much later period in some parts of the hills

than in others. Sir J. B. Lyall points out that the traditions relating

to the Thdkurain are much older in Kdngfa than inKulu, owing probably

to the fact that the Rdnds were subjected at a much earlier period in the

former than in the latter. In Kulu they continued to maintain a
semi-independent existence till the reign of Rdja Bahddur Singh, A. £>.

1559, by whom most of them were finally subdued. In the upper Rdvi

Valley they lost their independence at a very early period, loir we have

the record of a feudatory chief, named Ashddhaof Guq, as early as the

reign of Meru Varma of Chamba (A. D. 680-—1

700) whose saiftantu 6r

vassal he styles himself. In the lower Rdvi Valley and Pdngi they were
probably independent down to the tenth or eleventh century when they

beoame subject to Chamba; The Thdkurs of Ldhul were ih ancient

times subject to Tibet or Laddkb, but in the tenth or eleventh century

those of the upper Chandrabhdga Valley came under the control of

Chamba. In Pddar the K finds rtiled the country till the seventeenth

Century when they were displaced by Rdja Ohatar Singh of Chamba,
A. D. i664— 90, but it is probable that, from the twelfth centfUry,

* Thdhtrai also means a 4
barony.

1
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(boy were dependent on Chamba. The TbSkurs of (he middle Ohand-
rabh&ga Valley retained their independence (ill a date later than
the tenth century when the Kashtwdr State was founded : while the
R6n&s of Bhadrawih seem to have been in power down to the sixteenth
century.

Indeed, all through the hills traces are still to be found of (he old
order of things, and local tradition can often point to the sites of the
Bangs’ forts. Or recall stories of their exploits, and even define the
boundaries of their territories. In the Chamba State there are several
ca^e9 in which their descendants retain possession to this day of the
whole, or a part of the old family domain, and still bear the old family
ti(le ; while many more who have sujik to the position of common
pijdtiyators are spoken of, and addressed as rand. In the Kulu Settle-

ment Report, Sir J. B. Lyall says: “ Many of the existing kothis and

Sas are said to have possessed their present limits from the day wh*n
of them formed the domain of a Thatur." The same is probably

(rue as regards some of the parganas of Chamba State, though, judging
from common tradition, the country would seem to have been more
minutely subdivided than was the case in Kulu. In former times,
however, these pcurganas were more numerous than at present, and may
then have represented, to a greater extent than they do now, the
ancient limits of the old ranhus. Some of the State kothis are said to

stand on the very sites formerly occupied by the Rands’ forts, and there
is hardly a locality where the villagers cannot recall the place of residence
of the local rand, andean often point out the very site on which his

house or fort formerly stood. In some cases in Chamba as *.t Mulkih&r
and Devi Kothi, the ruins are still visible, and in others, as at Kuthi-
ranhu, Sutker and Deol, the ancient buildings are, or till recently were
in actual use.

The baronies owned by theBe petty chiefs were called ranhu, and
were always of small extent often comprising only a few villages.

As regards their relation to the more powerful states in their vicinity,

Sir J. B. Lyall suggests that the small states of the Thdkurain period
oan seldom have been entirely independent. He says :

“ Without a
lord paramount, and with no bond of confederacy, such diminutive

states could never have existed side by side for any length of time. It

is pretty certain, therefore, that with short intervals of complete in-

dependence in periods of confusion, they must have been more or less

subject and tributary to some superior power." That in some parts of

the hills the R£n&s acknowledged the supremacy of a paramount
power seems probable, but that in others, especially in the olden time

they were free and independent rulers is fully borne out by local tradi-

tion, and the negative evidence of some of the slab inscriptions.

The earliest known inscription in which the title bajanaka occurs is

op the base of a stone Devi image at Svaim in the Himguri pargana
ofphamba, and it records tbat the image was ofade fey the order of
R&j&naka Bhogata, son of Somata, born in the district of Kishkindha.
It is not dated, but judging from the characters it must belong to the
eighth or ninth century. Neither in this inscription nor in that of
SarAhan of the tenth century, is any mention made of aif overlord, from
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which we may conclude that these rands were independent rulers. On
the other hand, the rands of Church and P&ngi, in the twelfth century,
dated their inscriptions in the regnal year of the ruling R£j&, For
several centuries after their subjection the Ednas continued to rank as

feudal barons under
f
the ruling chiefs, and the copper-plates of the

tenth, eleventh and twelfth centuries clearly prove that they then held
a prominent position in the State. They are mentioned immediately
after the Rd]d in the order of precedence, and at tjie head of all the
State officials. In the reign of Rdjd Soma Varma of Chamba (A. D.
1060—80) two Rdnds—Rihila and Kahila by name—filled, respectively,

the important offices of Prime Minister and Lord Chancellor. On the
fountam slabs the R&nds are rudely depicted as knights on horseback,
armed with sword and shield, and as feudal barons each of them bad
his own retainers with whom he accompanied his lord-superior, the
Rdjd, on military expeditions. In this relationship we see a close

analogy to the feudal system of modissval Europe.

The title rdjdnaka seems originally to have been held only by the
ancient petty chiefs, but in later times the R&j£s of Kashmir, Chamba,
and probably other States, were in the habit of conferring it on some
of their officers, as a personal distinction for special services. The title

was probably given along with Sbjagir or grant of land.

Several instances are found in the R&j&tarangini in which the title

was bo conferred, and Dr. Stein in referring to them says :

—

“ The title Rdjdnaka, meaning literally * almost a king,' used to be given for services
rendered to the king. The title has survived in the form R&zd&n as a family name of
very frequent occurrence among the Brahmans of Kashmir. As the designation of certain
high officers (Muhammadans) the term Raj&naka is often used by Shrivara and in tho fourth
Chronicle. Tho title was also known in Trigarta or K&ngya.”

Referring to the same subject Dr. Vogel says It appears from
the Rdjdtaraugini that in Kashmir the title rdjdnaka came to be given
to high officials as a purely honorary distinction. Thus we read that
Queen Didda (A. D. 980— 1003) called her favourite, Harawdhana, into

the council of ministers and conferred on him the title of rdjdnaka.

This practice apparently had become so common that in Kalhana’s days
the term was regarded as almost synonymous with "minister.” This
is evident from the following passage in which the chronicler says of

King Parvagupta:—"Displaying a conduct in which the royal dignity

was combined with the functions of a minister, he created the mingled
impression of RdjA and Rajdnaka,”—

-

Antiquities of Chamba, Vol. I,

p. 114.

" The old feudatory rands of the Punjab Hills belonged naturally to

the warrior caste. But the high officials on whom the honorary title

of rdjdnaka was conferred were often Brahmans, and thus the word has
survived in Kashmir in the form razddn as a Bralimanical family name.”
. . . It iB curious that in the later Kashmir chronicles the same title

is used to designate Muhammadan officers of rank. This accounts for

the use of the word Ran in Kashmir as a Muhammadan krdm name,
which, as Dr. Stein observes, corresponds exactly to razdan as a family
name of Brahmans.”

—

Ibid., p. 115.

On a slab inscription lately found in ©hamba a specific instance is

given in which the title of Rdjdnaka was conferred by Rdj4 Lalita Varma
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(A* Dt 1148—70) on a landholder, named NAga-p41a, who lived near
Debri Kofcbi in Church. This use of the title was probably in vogue
from the time of the R&jpub conquest, and a tradition exists in the
families of three of the R&n&* in the upper R4vi Valley—Ul&m, Gurola,
andSuai—that their common ancestor came baok from Kulu with
R6j£ Mushaa Varma (A. D. 820—40), when he recovered his territory

from the Kira invaders {vide page 72 of Chamba GaaefJeer), and received
his title along with a jdgir for services rendered on that occasion and in

the subsequent conquest of the R&vi Valley. It may be noted that
during Mughal rule, and probably from a much earlier period, an
analogous use prevailed of the title * R4j&/ which was often conferred as

a personal distinction—and this use still exists under British rule.

Of the R&nas in the Chamba State at the present time it is impossible

to say how many are descended from titular rands and how many from
the early rulers of the hills, but many of them are unquestionably of

ancient lineage. Few now hold jdgirs or exercise any authority,

most of them being common farmers, but it is probable that in almost
every instance their holdings are a portion of the old family lands.

The references to the R4n4s on the older plates and slab inscriptions

of Chamba imply that up till the middle of the twelfth century they
had lost nothing of their former prestige. Till then, indeed, it seems
to have been the policy of the R4j£s to retain their allegiance by giv-

ing them high positions at the Court and in the administration- After
this a break occurs in the continuity of our records and when the
narrative is resumed by the later plates, beginning with that of R4j&
Vairdsi Varma (A. D. 1330), all references to the K&n&s have ceased.

There is reason to believe that from this period they begau to deoline

in influence, and to lapse into the condition of obscurity in which we
now find them. The question arises as to the causes which brought
about their downfall, and the history of a similar class of feudal barons
in Kashmir may perhaps suggest an answer. From the R&j&tarangim
we learn that in tne beginning of the twelfth century the Ddmaras—who
were the great landholders in Kashmir, and held the same social and
political position as the R&n&s and Th&kurs in Chamba—had acquired,
during a long succession of weak reigns, so much power as to have
become a menace to the ruling house. King Harsha (A, D. 1089-1101),

therefore, determined on their destruction, and many of them were
accordingly massacred. This procedure, however, entirely failed of its

object and only resulted in a successful revolt which cost Harsha his

throne and his life. The succeeding reigns furnish a record of almost
• continuous strife between the central authorities and the D&maras or
between the various factions of the D6maras themselves.

There is hardly a State in the hills which does not possess traditions

of a similar conflict between the feudatory chiefs and their liege-lords—
the R&j4s

;
forcibly reminding us of the long struggle of the monarch*

of mediaeval Europe wi|h their powerful barons.

For a long period after their subjection by the R6j4s, the R&nis
seem to have clung to the hope of regaining their independence and
in almost every one of the Hill States an attempt was made by them
to drive out their new masters. In Kashtw&r such an.aMempt took
place in the beginning of the 13th century, when the R£j6 was coiq«
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pelled to flee from his capital and seek an asylum in tfca mountains

;

where he lived with a few followers for more than a year, before he
was able to recover possession of the State. In BhatJrawAh also

tradition tells of a powerful combination against the ruling chief as
late as the sixieenth century, and a decisive battle on the Chaugon
within the town, m which the RSnAs were defeated. From the Kulu
chronicle we learn that the strife between the RAjAs and their feudal

vassals went on for centuries, till at last the ThAkurs were finally

subjected by RajA BabAdur Singh (A. D. 1559).
•

Obscure traditions of a similar state of things exist in Chamba and
it seems probable that there too the RAnAs were a source of danger,

and safety was assured by their complete subjection. That some of

them wore almost indepen dou t of the central authority may be con-

jectured from the wording of some of the slab inscriptions ; and local

tradition has handed down many interesting and significant iucidents

which confirm this conjocture. One of these is worth recording. Be-

fore the conquest of the lower RAvi Valley by R6jA Sahila Varma of

Brabmapura the country in proximity to the present capital was ruled

by a RAnA who had his fort on the Bannu Bill overlooking the town,
and separated from it by the SAl stream. From this RAnA or one of

his successors tribute was demanded by the new rulers, and this de-

mand was persistently refused. The RanA in question may possibly

be identical with a RAnA Rihila, whose name, as also that of his RAni,

Balha,has beon handed down by tradition. On being summoned to

the presence of the RAja the RAnA is said to have laid aside his insolent

demeanour and meekly promised compliance with the royal demand ;

but on returning to the other side of the stream, he became as obstinate

as ever. Aftor consultation the conclusion was come to, in explanation

of this stiango conduct, that it was due to the influence of the soil. To
test this a quantity of earth was procured from Bannu Bill, and spread

on the floor ot the audience chamber, with a carpet over it, and the

RAnA was again invited to an interview. On arrival he took his seat

on the carpet as usual. But when in the coarse of conversation re-

ference was made to the matter ot tribute he sprang to his feet, drew
his sword, and demanded to know who had a right to ask tribute of

him. The result doubtless was his expulsion, or removal to another
place where the soil did not exert this baneful influence. A similar

tradition is found in Kulu, and other parts of tbe bills, and is signi-

ficant of the state of tension which seems to have existed between the

various chiefs and their over-lords. That this tension resulted in

open strife, and the complete subjection of the RAnfis, seems only too

probable, and to this we may attribute the fact that at the present

time bo many of them have nothing but their title to prove their

ancient lineage and the former importance of their families.

The title rand has now become a caste-name in Chamba and KAngfa
and at the la^t census in Chamba 94 males and 84 females were returned

under this name. The exact number of existing RAnA families in Chamba
State is not known, but they probably number not less than 20 or 30.

As a rule they marry among themselves or with guod HAjput families,

but most of those who have beeu reduced to the position of common
agriculturists marry in their own caste or with ThAkurs or RAthia.
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The most important Rdnd family in Chamba is that of Trilokndth
in Cbamba-Ldhul, which has held a portion of the Chandrabhdga
Valley from time immemorial. The family tradition is that their

ancestor came from Jammu, and settled in Tunddh, afterwards crossing
the Pdngi Range to Trilokndth before the idol of that name was set

up. The Rdnd is hjdgirdar and his son is addressed as u T£kd ”

One of his ancestors was called Hamir Bardhain, and his deeds
are sung in the local dialoct. He is reported to have defeated a
Kulu Rdjd who tried to carry off the idol of Trilokndth and was
subsequently invited to a feast and murdered after having laid aside
his armour. Though professedly a Hindu the Rdnd acts as manager
of the Trilokndth shrine and appoints the lama in attendance. At the
annual mi la connected with the shrine, on the last day of Sdwan, he
takes the leading part in the proceedings. His jagir includes the
villages o.t Tunde, Kisori, Hinsa, Shokoli, Salgraon and part of Shor
and Purthi in Pdngi, also the whole of the Miydr Ndld.

The Rdnds next in importance reside at Uldnsa, Gurola and Suai, in

Brahmaur, on the left bank of the Ravi, near its junction with the
Budhal. According to tradition these three baronies were originally

one fief, granted by Rdjd Mush an Varma to the Rana of Uldnsd—the
common ancestor of the three families. The areas of their ranhus are
as follows :—Uldnsa, 376 acres

;
Gurola, 274 acres ; Suai, 235 acres.

The present Rdnd of Gurola is an old man of 70 and has no heir to

succeed him. Till recently these Rdnds were under obligation to

render military service, and the ancestor of the Uldnsa Rand, is said

to have fallen at Nerti with Kdj Singh. This obligation was commuted
into a money payment by Rdjd SMm Singh, of Rs. 100 annually
in the case of Uldnsa, and Rs. 70 for Suai. The Rand of Gurola is

exempt from payment. There is also a Rdnd at Sdrnra in the Rdvi
Valley, whose ancestor is said to have come from Kaniydra in Rihlu.
He too is a jdglrddr. His ancestors were hereditary keepers of the
Prithvijor fort, having been appointed probably by Rdjd Prithvi Singh.
Another Rdnd holds a small jagir at Margrdon in Chamba- Ldhul.

The agricultural Rands in Chamba are found in the parganas of
Kothiranhn, Piura, Rdjnagar, Loh-Tikri, Dhund, Tisa, Baira, Sai,
Himgari, Kildr and Sach. They all enjoy exemption from begar or
forced labour, and most of them have the rank of Akkar. One of the
most interesting figures among the Rdnd farmers is the old Rdnd of
Sal hi in Pdngi. Near liis house is a huge fountain slab, containing a
long inscription, erected by one of his ancestors, named Rdjdnakd
Ludrapdla, in the reign of Rdja Lalita Varma (A. D. 1143-70). When,
some years ago, the stone was thrown down by an avalanche the Rdnd
took care to re-erect it as the embodiment of the departed glory of his
house.

All the Rand and Thdkur families who are jdgirddrs enjoy ijnmuuity
from State service, but are under^ obligation to attend upoti the Rdjd,
whenever ancient custom requires them to do so. On the demise of
any of the Rdnds who are jdgirddrs his successor has to come to
•Chamba in order to have his title verified

;
and a patta is then granted,

with a khilat in the cate if the Rdnd of Trilckrdth. On the accession
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of a Rdjd the Rdnd of Trilokndth tenders his allegiance in person and
.presents as hip nazrana a rmmber of hill ponies.

The Rev* A. H. Francke of the Moravian Mission has the following

note on the Rdnds of British Ldhul :
—“ In the Tibetan writings I have

met with the word only once, namely in the Tinan Chronicle discovered

by Miss J. E. Duncan in 1907. There the ancestor of the Princes of

Tinan
f
who came from Leags-rokar (Ice-castle) ih Guge, is oalled Rdna

Pdla. Pdld is certainly a Hinduized form of the common Tibetan name
Pdl. The family obtained the title of rani either from the Rdjaof Kulu
or from Chamba. Popular tradition asserts that at one time the Rdjd
of Chamba ruled over a considerable portion of Ldhul. Perhaps the

fountain slabs of Ldhul date from that period. The tradition of Gus
refers to the time when a Rand dependent on Chamba resided at that

place. It is even said that there existed a copper plate issued by a
Chamba Rdjd, which was carried off by the Rdjd of Kulu (possibly Bidhi
Singh or Mdn Singh) at the conquest of Ldhul. The fountain of Gus
is entirely enclosed in ancient stone slabs. There are also two inscrip-

tions which relate tu the Rdnds of Gus. Descendants of these Kdnds
live at Gus down to the present day, where they form a ( father-and-

brother {pha-spun
)
hood/ which perhaps corresponds to the caste in

India.”

The folk-lore of Kulu is full of traditions regarding the Rdnd and
Thdkur families of those secluded valleys which may throw some light

on their origins. The following notes have been collected by Mr.
G. C. L. Howell :

—

11 The only Rand family in the Kulu Valley is the Nuwdni family at

Aleo on the left bank of the Beas at the foot of the Hamta Pass. They
call themselves Kanet now, but are admittedly descended from a posfc-

humons son of Jfnna Rdnd by a concubine who was with child when the
Rdnd'e ranis performed satu She was in consequence spared and gave
birth to a son who was subsequently recognised by Rdjd Sidh Singh
Baddni* and granted Aleo in jagir. The loyal descent of the family

was discovered from the fact that they buried their dead under memorial
stones—a royal privilege. Until recently they feasted and sacrificed

goats on the death of a Baddni Rdjd and probably do so still.

The story of Jinna Rdna is thus told He had a groom (hhdsdar

)

named ‘ Muchidni ’+, the Ddgi, whose beard was nine hands long. Rdjd
Sidh Singh summoned him to the Aleo plain and commissioned him to

kill his master, the Rdna. As the Rdnd was one day riding to Msndan
KotJ from the rice-lands below Bashist, Muchidni shot him through the
thigh with an arrow at 300 yards range— the place is still marked by
an aura—and the Rdnd rode at him, but promised to spare his life if he
could hit a maina Bitting on a buffalo’s back without hurting the beast.

This the Ddgi did. Then the Rdnd rode on to Mandan Kt>fc, but at

Baira Kabtu he drank water and died. His horse galloped up to his

Btable and neighed, and at the same time Muchidni walked up the road
drumming a dirge on a sieve.

* All families in Kulu have surnames e g. the Rajas are Badini. The family of the Ddgi
who murdered his master is surnamed MuchiAni.

fThe
1 mouBt&chio'd.'

t One of his two forts. The other was at ManAli.
' t
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This warned the rani who burnt the fort and all her women, includ-
ing Muchi&ni’s wife. So the R&ni became a Jogni and not to be out-

done the Muchi&nis made the Ddgin, his wife, into a Jogni too—and her
temple is near Burwa. But Sidh Singh rewarded the Muchidnis with
the rice-lands of Kamdnu which they still hold, and the family still

flourishes, being the sheep-stealers par excellence of the valley, but they
are still not allowed near the deota . When there is no rain the people
send up the Muchidnis with a cow-skin which they burn near the Kot
and this so disgusts the ghosts that they send rain to get rid of the
nuisance.

It was Jinna’s own rani who taved the pregnant concubine and sent
her out of the fort before it was burnt. When he grew up he was
sent to herd buffaloes on the Gaddi Paddar. One day Sidh Singh saw
him and bade him shoot a buffalo which he bad brought to sacrifice to

Hirma Devi at Dungri. This the boy did and then the Rdja found out
who he was and gave him Aleo in jag tr.

Bhosal Rdnd had a fortified palace at Gada Dheg just below the
modern village of Baragraon which is approximately the site of his

capital, Sangor. His wife was Rupni, a Suket princess ; by her he had
an heir-apparent Tika Ghungru and a daughter Dei Ghudari, and his

wazir was a Brahman, Tifca Mahfca— so he was clearly a ruling prince.

But he was fatally superstitious and when his rani repelled the wazir'

s

advances, he persuaded the Rdna to bury his spouse alive lest the

channel which watered his rice-lands should fail. But the mason em-
ployed to build the living tomb was her dharm-bhai and he so designed
it that she could move about in it. The wazir

,
however, came to see

his work and finding the rani still alive tried to seize her hair, but she
crouched down. He then piled stones upon her till she died. But the

mason sent her children to seek aid from their uncle Rup Uhand,
apparently a chief in Suket, and he invaded the Rdnd’s principality,

took him and the wazir prisoner and put the latter to a cruel death.

But the Rdnd he would not kill, and so he dressed him in a homespun
kilt and a necklace of dried cow-dung and pelted him out of his State,

with pieces of the same substance.

In Kulu the Thakur families appear to be of somewhat diverse

origins. Thus the Thdkurs of Parsha in Kothi Nagar came to Kulu
from Kdngra as wazirs of Rupi when it was ruled by Suket, but they
fell out with the Rdja. Rdjd Hari Singh* made them wazirs of Parsha.

They now intermarry with the Thdkurs of Kot in Inner Sardi and with

Dogra Thdkurs from Kdngfa, but they are casual' about alliances and
the father of one of them whs married to a Rdfcliif Rdjputni, yet his

son calls himself a Thdkur and declares that he will only marry a
Thdkur’s daughter.

The Thdkurs of Barogi are descended from Bogr Thdkur who was
killed by Sidh Singh. The Rdjd also sacked the Barogi' fort— but he
gave the family a muaji.

In Kothi Kais eight or nine Thakur families are found, of these those
surnamed Dalldl, Rogidl and Kothidge claim descent frou^ the Karidl
Thdkurs, but the others Ldnidl, -Basdni and Chum&u (Kashauli) are

* No such R4ja is traceable in the Kulu or Svket dynastic lists.

f In Kulu it is always said of a man who has married ou; of his caste: 1 M&thi'hogya'
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vague as to their origin. The Thug and Kanddhrui families, however,
are descended from Bogi Th&knr, These two families only intermarry
with the Detu Th&kurs of Kot in Kot Kothi and a family of Bashahru
Th&kurs in Bashahr. They do not wear the janeo, but they will only
eat dal, etc., from the hands of one who does so. R&mp&l, a R&nA of

Nagar, conquered all these Th&kurs except the Kstrld.1 Th&kur who
threw in his lot with him and was spared. He had strongholds at
Kothiage, Daul and Rogi—whence the surnames of his descendants.

The Th&kurs of Saraj and Rupi are well off the beaten track and
have retained much more of the old caste spirit and traditions than
those of the Kulu valley itself. They have spocial caste marks, viz. a
single broad band painted horizontally across the forehead, a single dot

on the bridge of the nose, a line
(
binda

)
round the inner side of the ear

and a horizontal mark over the Adam’s apple. The family at Tung in

Kothi Sainsar is descended from Hul Th&knr who lived ten generations

ago. It wears no janeo. It is worn by only one member of the family
at Tali&raand he declines to plough. So, too, in the family at Kateaugi
in Kotfii Banogi only one member wears the janeo, the families at
Dashiar, and of Dali&ra (in K. Balkan) not wearing it at all. This latter

family appears to be of somewhat recent origin as it is descended from
Hdti who conquered Hul Thdkur for R&jd Bahadur Singh and com-
manded his tt oops all through the campaign in Saraj . The UAjft con-
ferred upon him a sdsan in perpetuity, with the ll&lis or ploughmen
settled on the land as serfs.

Other so-called Thakurs in Kulu were clearly merely Tibetan frontier

officers holding the left bank of the Beas. Above Jagatsukh was Piti

Thdkur whose kitna or portal and chautara or sitting- place are still

pointed out at the west and lower end of the fortified spur above
Bhar&ru. He drank women’s milk, and this caused him to bo so un-
popular that Sidh Singh was proclaimed Raja.

Piti Thdkuris temple was the Jamlu temple* at Prini—the only one
in which the Spiti people will worship. Jt^ chela always says the god
came from Mahabhotant, Mahd-chin or Pangu Padal Man^arowar,
and when really inspired he h supposed to speak Tibetan.

Under Piti Thdkur were the Dirot and Bhardm Thdkurs who not only

- milked women but even performed human sacrifice.

Ranah (History of Sidlkof, p. 56), see Rdnd

BpANAWAt, an al or sept of the Buridli clan of Rdjputs. The name appears to

be a patronymic—possibly meaning ‘ son of a Rdtia.’

Randhawa.—

T

he Randh&wa is a large and widely spread Jdt tribe whose
head-quarters appear to be the Amritsar and Gurddspur districts, but

* This temple i8 a place of sanctuary and in a dum or uprising of the people in Rdja Jit

Singh's time (1807—43) the wife of Tulsu Negi, who was the object of lie people’s hatred,
took refuge in it. The leader of the dum, however, violated it by having Tulsa’s womenfolk
dragged out^f it, and bad harvests in Saraj ensued until Rai Hira Singh with the Chini
deota (Baring rfbhi or Bikirni) and representatives of every Kothi in Sar6j got the curse
removed. This was done 20 years ago. All 11 e descendants of the dvmyas and a crowd of
gurs and chelas had to attend to do penance (chidhru) at the temple. Little dolls of grass
and birch bark with false pigtails were made, tied together and chopped to bits, while the
priests lectured the descendants of the offenders.



who are also found in considerable numbers frt Labels, J^uHulidur,

Hosbidrpur, and Pati&la.* Their, founder RandWwa, a J&Jtf b* Bhatti
Rajput,t lived in Bxk&ner some seven centuries ago ; and Kajjal, fifth

in descent from bim> migrated bo BafcAla which had some time before

been founded by R&m Deo, another Bhatti. Here the tribe increased in

numbers, possessed itself of a very considerable tract of country, and
rose to some political importance. The history of the Randh&wa family

is fully detailed in the Punjab Chiefs.% A few Randh&wa return them-
selves also as Bhatti in Gujranw&la and as Virk in Ferozepore.

In Gurd£spur§ the RandhAwas say that Randh&wa, a R&jput, sank
to J&t status by marrying SohAg, the daughter of Sanghar, a MAn JAt.

While living in the MAlwa they waxed rich and powerful, and their

neighbours, ChAhil JAts, became jealous of them, but they gave a

RandhAwa boy a girl in marriage and at the wedding feast burnt or

destroyed all the RandhAwas save tho children and the aged. These
escaped and settled in Amritsar tahsil, but to this day they do not in-

termarry with the Chahils. Their old home in the MAlwa, TAmkot, is

now deserted. They are connected with the Sidhu and Sarai clans

thus :
—

Jundar (P Chaundar).

Papattar (? Pippar) Walli. Batera.

i 1

Randh&wa. Sarai. Sidhu.

Yet they can intermarry with both those clans.

* The Randhawas of Mimsa in tahsil Amrgarh of Patiila settled there, because when the

tribe was migrating from Tamkot the axle of one of their carts broke, and this its owners

held to be an omen that they should settle at that spot. The rest of the tribe went on and
cursed those who remained, predicting that every 12 years they would be compelled to

migrate afresh. The Randhawas of Mimsa, to fulfil this prediction, make a journey with

a cart every 12th year to the spot where the axle broke and worship it: the uncle cutting a

look of hair from his nephew’s head. On their return home, they say, the axle of the cart

always breaks on the road.

t Two pedigrees are given in Amritsar :

—

Jadu. Sun.

Jad.

Salvahan.

Tawithar.

Mauan.

Chaundar,

Parbat.

Randh4w4.

Kashab.

Jadu.

Jad.

Bhatti.

Tanun.

Khetir.

Munir.

Man.

Chondar.

Pippar.

Randhawi.

Six centuries ago they came from Nimkot (sic) in the Mfclwa to J5akhu,Thikur on (?) the

Ganges.
1

This was during the ChaubAn supremacy. Kamal, fourth in descent from Ran-
clhAwa, settled in Amritsar where his descendants founded Thera and five pwdom.

X Baba BudbA, who installed the fourth and fifth Gurus, belonged to this tribe. See below.

§ The account which follows is taken from a detailed account of the tribe drawn up by
Mr. R* Humphreys.



Tbe Bandh&wae have certain oults whioh are, however, local rather
than triWl, being affected by several other J&t tribes and even by
people who are not J&Js at all.

1

Originally all Sarwaxias or Sult&nis they were gradually converted
to Sikhism, and their conversion was completed in the time of Mah&r&ja
Ranjit Singh. Thus after they had founded the village, the residents
of Bholeke* in Bat&la tahsil were at first Muhammadans of the sect of
Suhib&n Mihm&n. Those of Chak Mihm&n and Kot Khaz&n had em-
braced the worship of S&hib&n Mihm&n and Isl&m before settling in
their present villages. *

The Randhawas also affect the shrine of Guru N&nak, the mound
of Sidh S&hu, the shrine of S&hib Budha, the samidh of S&hib Mihm&n,
the darbdr of 8&hib R&mkaur, and the darbdr of S&hib Antip Singh.

Most of the tribe visit the mound of Sidh S&hu in the months of
K&tik and HSr to extract clay from the mound and offer sacrifices
there. These offerings aro received by the Brahmans and mirasis of
the got, but the goats offered are received by the people of the
Randh&wa got itself.

The story of S&hib Budha is as follows Bura or S&hib Bndha, son of
Sugga, was descended from the Malt branch of the Randhawas. From
his early youth he attended Guru Nanak. Bis father had entrusted
him with the tending of his cattle. One day he left the cattle untended
and went to the Gurfi. In his absence the cattle grazed in a cornfield
and bo owner of the field, in search of Bura, came to Guru N&nak, and
asked him where Bura was. The Gurli seeing his anger, changed the
boy into a white bearded old man and, in answer to the question said,
“ Brother, there is no boy named Bura here, but only an old man.”
Bura thereafter was called Budha, and became one of the favourite
disciples of the Guru. Be continued in the service of five gurus suc-
cessively from Guru N&nak to Gurd Arjan.

Ten gurus descended from S&hib Budha, whose names are as
follows S&hib Bhana, S&hib Jal&l, H&hib Sarwan, S&hib Jhanda,
S&hib Gurditta, S&hib R&mkaur (also called Guru Gnrbakhsh Singh by
Gurd Gobind Singh), S&hib Mohnr Singh, S&hib Sh&m Singh, S&hib
Kahn Singh, and S&hib Sujan SiDgh, son of S&hib K&hn Singh, who
died in infancy. The darbdr of S&hib R&mkaur is situate in Retan (f)

kot in Shakargarh tahsil, and that of S&hib Anfip, son of R&mkaur, is in

the village of Little Teja in Bat&la tahsil. These three darbdrs are in

the possession of XJd&si S&dhus. The line of S&hib Budha terminated
with S&hib Snj&n Singh.

* The story of Raj&da, son of Bhola, is as follows Rajida, eleven generations ago,
8tolc some of the royal horses. The trackers traced the horses to the neighbourhood of

Bholeke. Rajida, being apprised of this, killed the horses and buried them. The trackers

came and exhumed the horses. Raj 6da was arrested and brought before the king. The
Qizi ordered him to be closely imprisoned.

.

The culprit said that be would embrace Islim
if he was pardoned.. .The Qizi forgave him and made him a Musalmin

; for, according to

the precept of his religion, a prisoner is set free when he becomes a Muslim. But his

first wife and his son, named Amin Shah, remained Hindus
;
his second wife, however,

became a convert to Muhammadanism with him, or it may be that Rajida, after being
converted, married a Muslim wife. By her he had three sons^Ablu, Adli and Jamil—
Whose descendants settled m the villages of Bholeke and Ohak Mihmin
t Malaga wrestler or powerful man. It is used as a nickname in the Milwa,

*'
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Sifaib Mihm&n, a Deo 3&% by got, wa$ one of the favourite disoipfea

Of Gur$ Nfoak. He continued in the service of the gurus from Gurfi
N6nak to Gur6 Arjan, who was the fifth in descent from N&nak. He
founded Ghak Mihm&n, and hi9 grave is at that piaoe. Near this mound
is situate a tank, which is deemed as holy as the Ganges itself by the

people of this sect.. The story of the tank is as follows:—One of the
disciples of S&hib Mihm&n, Parma by name, a Khafcri of Kanjrur in

Gurd&spur, was going to bathe in the Ganges. S&liib Mihm&n asked him
to take his stick *and parna*(a small piece of cloth used »s a handker-
chief) with him and get them washed in the rivet*. Parma washed
the stick and hankerchief in the Ganges as he had promised, but by
chance they fell from his hands and were swept down the stream. He
sought for them, but in vain. After bathing, he returned to Sahib
Mihm&n, who asked him for his stick and handkerchief. Parma told

him that he had lost them in the Ganges. S&hib Mihmdn then told

him to dive into the tank, which he did, and the stick and pama, which
had floated down the Ganges, came into his hands. Seeing this

miracle the people became convinced of JMihmdn’s saintly nature. He
had a well dug in the village Uchalwali in Gard&spur. This well is

still called after his name. A Sddhu is stationed there, the Granth i«i

repeated, and a faif is held at the Aradwas every month. W.»men,
whose children die, bathe there in pre^nan^y at every Am&was fair

until their child is born. People also take cattle which have been sick

to wash them there when they have recovered. Adam, disciple of

Sahib M»hmdn and a Randh&wa of the Wik branch, was aKo famous
as a saint. Many people followed him after seeing his miracl-s ; he.

founded a new sect, which still exists. The follower-! of this sect, instead

of throwing the bones of the dead in the Ganges, throw them iato the

above mentioned tank. On the death of young as well as of old. kardh

i.e. halved, is prepared on the fourth day, and no pind is made, nor is

kiria performed on the thirteenth day, only the recitations fr *m the

Granth are made. A dinner is given to Sikhs, Brahmnas, and poor

persons. Clothes, couches and dishes are placed before the Granth
and ardd8 is performed. The head of the gaddi distributes some of the

clothes, etc., among such as he thinks deserving ; the rest he takes

himself. If a sin be committed by any person, he can be purified here

without going to the Ganges, Shrdah also is not observed on any
special tith (fixed day). S&dhns and Brahmans are feasted instead of

performing shradh during those tiths . There is no need of thdli

mandni, nor of observing any thai.

Fields are believed to be haunted bv whirlwinds.* A giant, Juma
Sh&h, is believed to be imprisoned in a village called KastiwdJ in tahsil

Bat&la. A fair is held every year at this place, and Juma 8hih the

demon collects corn on that day for his subsistence for the whole year#

No one brings corn to his house about the time of that festival, fearing

lest the giant be offended and take away the whole of his corn.

Eteno, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Rahera, a Kharral clan (agricultural) fonnd in Montgomery.

Bang Bahgita, see Chhabfhw&l.

0 Wa-ttfurola.



S22 Ranghar—-Rangi.

Rikqhar^RANGIE.—A class of Rdjpufs, usually Muhammadan, rarely Hindu.
The term is somewhat contemptuous and is applied in the eastern and
south-eastern Punjab to any Muhammadan Rdjput

—

at least by the
Hindus. If a Hindu Chauhdn Rdjput turns Muhammadan, lie would
still be a Chauhdn Rdjput, but his Hindu kinsmen would also dub him
Kdngar, a teim only a trifle lesi derogatory than chotikat, h term
applie I to those who have, ou conversion to Isldm, cut off ihe scalploek
(choti),

•

It follows from the above account that the Ranghars have the same
seciions ns the Rdjput-', and they aUo retain many Hindu customs.
Thus in Jind tahsil they claim descent from Firoz, son of Bburd, the

first Hindu Rdjput converted to Jsldrn under Aurangzeb. They still

avoid one get in marriage and they also retain their Brahman parohits
who give them piotective threads (pahunchi or rakshabandhan)

, to wear
on the wrist at the Salono, nurk or bailey seedlings which they stick in

their pagris at the Dasehia. These Brahmans receive fees at these

festivals, and at weddings. A Runghar bridegroom wears a sihra,* not
a maur or crown, on his forehead. Ranghars practise widow re-

marriage, although thoso who do so are looked d«»wn upon. Their
women generally wear blue trousers, a leurti or bodice, aud a blue and
red chddar or sheet. In the south-east the Ranghars are great cattle-

tliieves and have an organised system under which chiefs, called crowds,

t

take charge of stolen cattle and pa*s them on from one hiding-place

to another. When, and if, the re*l owner gets a clue, the agwas restore

the cattle to him for a sum, called bhunga

,

or black mail, which is divid-

ed between them and the actual thieves. They believe in Guga Pir,

but most of them put great faith in Devi fchnkti. Before starting on a
thieving exp* dition they often vow to offer a tenth part of the booty,

which is called dasaundh.

The following proverbs illustrate their turbulent and thieving

character :

—

» Ranghar fait nd Jcijiye, ui hanth n&dan
Bhukd Ttanghaf dhan hurt raja hare pardn.

44 0 1 Simple-minded husband, do not make friends with a Ranghar, for when hungry
he steals and when rich he murders.”

Ranghar Jchkd piydra le rok batdde ndrd :

No tin kd, n.cl hare bard le to le, nahin dikhdive taltcdrd.

11 A Ranghar, dear to no one, borrows in cash and pays in cattle. He asks Rs. 12
for a cow worth 8, bidding one take it or look on the sword.”

Another account,! of dubious authority, states that the original
issue of Rajput mothers and Muhammadan fathers are styled Rdngarhs,
and these intermarry. But if these Rdngarhs in turn marry out of the
caste

—

i. e., the r own, new caste, they become Snb-Rdngarhs, like the
Glidttas among the Bdnins. There is a body cf Hindu Rdngarhs, too,

the original issue of Rdjput fathers and Muhammadan mothers, andsub-
Rdngarhs similarly created.

Hanoi, a sept of Jd^s found in Jfnd : see under Jaria.

— JkA garland.

I

* r orwo.'<Lu,

s,* fr. dge wdld, or age sambhdlneutdla.
P. N. QVi, § 707. For the Gh&tjtas see under Sahu.



sgaBangret<z~~Rapdl.

Rangrrta.—-Used for a Chuhra bat especially of a Ohuhja converted to

.
Sikhism. It is very possibly a corruption of the English word ‘ recruit/

or it may be a diminution of Ranga^, Rangliaf. See under. Mazbi.

Rangrez. See Lil&ri. The word is merely the Persian equivalent of dyer.

Bangsaz.—Painters of wood, and other materials
; but not house painters,

. who come under MistrL Cj\ Kdmdngar, Pharera .

RanIdhar, a Jdt clan #(agriculiural) found in Multdu.

ItANiz&i, a heterogeneous community of Swdti, Bajazai, Khattak and Utin&n
Khel Pathdns who occupy the long narrow strip of country which
runs between the hills which form the southern boundary of JSwdt and
the border of British India. Of this strip the hilly part is called Garli

and the plain Sam. Till recent years the latter tract formed part of

the territory of the Rdnizai tribe of Lower Sw&t but that tribe preferred

ihe climate of Sw&fc and left Sam Ram'zai to its tenants and dependants.

These, however, soon threw off their allegiance to the Rsnizai and have
held the tract as owners, being known as Sam and Garh Rdnizai re-

spectively. Necessity has made the Sam Rdnizai a united people, and
they aie a fine manly community of good physique and valour. Their
land is not redistributed periodically.

Ranjha, -an, na, a tribe of Rajput status, chiefly found in the eastern uplands

of Shdhpur and Gujr&t between the Jhelum and O.en&b, though
they have, in small numbers, crossed both rivers into the tHielum

and Gup’dnw&ia districts. They are for the most part returned as Ja^s

except in Shdhpur and might, with equal accuracy, be described as of

Jat status. They are, however, Bha^i Rajputs; and though they are

said in Gujrdt to have laid claim of late yea*s to Qureshi oiigin as

descendants of Abu Jahl, uncle of the Prophet, whose son died at

Ghazni, whence his lineage emigrated to the Kirdna bdr
t yet they still

retain many of their Hindu customs. They were described by l olonel

Davies as " a peaceable and well-disposed section of the population,

subsisting chiefly by agriculture. In physique they tesemblo their

neighbours the Gondals, with whom they intermarry Jreely.”

Ranki-dotal, fr. rdnU, * private/ and dotal, smoke-maker; a class of de-

pendents in Spiti who have a hearth to themselves, but no other in-

terest in land, I hey hold land of a particular head of a family and
are expected to do a great deal of work for him. The term rdnki

denotes this dependenco on a particular landholder.

Ranotka, a title doubtless derived from Rdndputra* ‘ the son of a Rind/ as

Rdjput from Rdjd. It may possibly be identified with the caste-name

Rotar which occurs in Kashtwdr. The Kotar.% who are small in

number, are said to have held Kashtwaj* before it became the seat of n

Rdjd, and tradition says that they cnce ousted .the Rdja and for a shoit

time enjoyed their former independence.

Ransinh, one of the principal muhins or elaus of the Kharrals; with it*

head-quarters at Pindi Clieri aud Pir Ali iu Montgomery.

Rapal, a Pogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

* Qf. outer
, a Boniest man, from aputra : Vogel, Antiquities of Chamba % l,

pi 285.



m Bdkhi^hdthi:

Rabhi, Path&ns of the labouring class.

Ras6l SHAHf.—-One of the irregular Muhammadan orders, said to have been
founded by one Rasul bndh of B&walpur near Alwar, who in the

eighteenth century obtained his miraculous powers from a saint in

Egypt, who communicated them through a merchant of Alwar. They
wear a white or red handkerchief on the head tied in the shape of a
peaked cap : they also keep a handkerchief containing ashes, which
they rub on their bodies and faces ; they shave the head, moustaches

and eyebrows, wear wooden clogs and in the hot weather carry hand
tans. They not only see no harm in drinking spirits, but look on it as

a virtue, and it is said that they have or had till lately a special license

to manufacture their own liquor. Their taste for drink drew them into

close sympathy with the fchkh Siradrs of pre-annexation times and
Hanjit JSingh is stated to have allowed them a monthly grant of Ks. 200

for spirits. They are a small sect and not celibate. As a rule men
well-to-do, they are never seen begging

;
and many of them are men of

literary tastes, popularly credited with a knowledge of alchemy. Their

chief centre in the Punjab is a building near the Landa baz&r in Lahore,

and they have also a building in the environs of that city near Khui
Miran, but are also returned iroiu Jhelum.

(Utah, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Batal—

A

term used for a Dumnd in Gurddspur. The Rat&l, like the

Ratwdl, is a low Hindu caste

—

viz., similar to the Dumnd and Qhamdr.
His occupation is that of sepi or agricultural menial iu the village.

RatanPAL, a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

RATH, fem. -n{.—

(

l) A title given to Jdts, Gujars and Dogars : lit. fierce, cruel

or barbarous .—Panjabi Dicfy., p. 960. (2) A tribe, akio to the
Dhudhis, found in the Pdkpattan tahsil of Montgomery about 15 miles

south-west qf Pdkpattan town. They claim to be Punw&r Rdjputs, and
their ancestors settled in the Mailei tract of Mulidn when th<*y were
converted to Isl&m. In Chadhi Mash&ikh of that district H Aji Sher
Muhammad, a saint of this tribe, still has a shrine. They are men-
tioned in historical records as early as the first half of the 14th century.

When the Delhi empire was breaking up they left Multdn and settled

in their present seats. They are considered fair agriculturists, and
Rdth Panwdr is now returned as a R&jput clan (agricultural) from
Montgomery. See also under Pachdhda.

RATH*; (1) & tribe of J&ts in Rohtak who claim to be by origin Tfinwar
jEMjputs, and are among the oldest inhabitants of the tract. They are

descended from Bhdga, a brother of Jogi Dds, the ancestor of the Rohal

and Dhankar J&ts, end the three tribes do not intermarry. They are

found in Karn&l, Delhi and Ourg&on as well as in Rohtak, and apparent-

ly in Ludhiana, though it is, perhaps, doubtful whether these last are

the same tribe. In Karn&l their head-quarters are said to be at

Manama and Bal Jdt&n in which they settled from Bahddurgarh in

Rohtak. In Jind they claim descent from a Rdthor Udjput, who con-

tracted a harewa marriage. They revere Bandeo. (2) A class of

Rdjpifts found in the K&ngja HillB, and in Chamba. *

ThAkar, TUthi, and BAwat.—Those are described by Ibbetaon as castes allied to the Bij-

puts. The ThAkar tor, as he believed it more properly should be, Thakkar) snd >B*thi ««
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the lower classes of Hill RAjputs who, though they are admittedly Rajputs and give their
daughters to ftijputs who are styled by that title, do not reach the standard which would
entitle them to be called Rajput, but are, on the other hand, above the RAwat.* The line

between Rajput and ThAkar is defined, so far as it is capable of definition, in the following
paragraph. The line between Thakar and RAihi may . be roughly said to consist in the fact

that Rathis do and Thakars do not ordinarily practise widow-marriage ; though the term
Rathi is commonly applied by Rajputs of the ruling houses to all below them. Again the
line between RAthi and Kanet is exceedingly difficult t ) draw

; in fact, in Chamba, Rathi
and Kanet are considered identical and are said to eat and marry together, and it is said that
Rathi is in Chamba and Jammu only another name for the same people who are called Kanet
in Kulu and Kingya. • Thus no Kanets but numerous Rathis are returned from Chamba. On
the other hand, no other of the Hill States returns cither Thakars or RathiB, having probably
included the former with RAjputs and the latter with Kanets. Even Sir J. B. Lyall said :

“ Our Kangra term Rathi is a rough word to apply to any but the lowest class and
speaking of Kulu, he says :

“ The children of a Brahman or Rajput by a Kanet wife are
called Brahmans and Rajputs, the term Rathi being often added as a qualification by any
one who himself pretends to unmixed blood."

Mr. O. C. Barnes wrote thus of the distinction between ThAkar and Rathi The RAthis
are essentially an agricultural class, aud prevail throughout the Nurpur and NadAon
parganahs. The Rathis and ihe Ghiraths constitute the two great cultivating tribes in
these hilln

;
and it is a remarkable fact that in all level and irrigated tracts, wherever the

soil is fertile and produce exuberant, the Ghiraths abound
;
while in the poorer uplands

where the crops are scanty and the soil demands severe labour to compensate the hus-
bandmen the Rathis predominate. It is as rare to find a Rathi in the valleys as to meet
a Ghirath in the more secluded hills. Each class holds possession of its peculiar domain,
and the different habits and associations created by the different localities have impressed
upon each caste a peculiar physiognomy and character. The Rithis generally are a robust
and handsome race

;
their features are regular and well-defined

;
the colour usually fair ;

and their limbs athletic, as if exercised and invigorated by the stubborn soil upon which
their lot is thrown. On the other hand, the Ghirath is dark and coarse featured; his body
is stunted and sickly; goitre is fearfully prevalent among his race; and the reflection

occurs to the mind that, however teeming and prolific the soil, however favourable to
vegetable life, the air and climate are not equally adapted to the development of the
human frame.

“ The Rithis are attentive and careful agriculturists. Their women take little or no part
in the labours of the field. In origin tlxoy belong neither to the Kshatriya nor to the Sudra
class, but are apparently an amalgamation of both. Their ranks are being Constantly
increased by defections from the Rajputs, and by illegitimate connections. The offspring

of a RAjput father by a Sudra mother would be styled a Rathi, and accepted as such by the
brotherhood. The sects of the Rathis are innumerable

; no one could render a true and
faithful catalogue of them. They are as numerous as the villages they inhabit, from which
indeed their distinguishing names are generally derived. A RAthi is cognizant only of the

sects which immediately surround him. They form a society quite sufficient for his few
wants, and he has little idea of the extent and ramifications of his tribe. The higher sects

of the Rathis are generally styled Thakars. They are affronted at being called Rithis,

although they do not affect to be Rajputs, The best families among the Thakars give their

daughter* in marriage to the least eligible of the Rajputs, and thus an affinity is established

between these two great tribes. The Rathis generally assume the thread of caste. They
avoid wine, and are extremely temperate and frugal in their habits. They take money for

daughters, or exchange them, —a practice reprobated by the Shastras and not countenanced
by the highest castes. On the death of an elder brother the widow lives with the next
brother, or, if she leaves his household, he is entitled to recover her value from the husband
she selects. Altogether, the Rathis are the best hill subjects we possess ;—their manners
are Bimple, quiet, and unaffected

;
they are devoted to agriculture, not unacquainted with

the use of arms ;
honest, manly, industrious and loyal."

Here he makes Thakars first class Rathis. Sir J. B. Lyall, on the other hand, seemed
inclined to class Thakars as‘ second or third class RAjputs. Speaking of the caste tables

which he appends to his reports, in which ho classes the Hindu population under the heads
of first grade Brahman ;

second grade Brahman j first grade Rajput ; second grede Rajput j

Khatris, Mahajans, KirAr», etc. ;
first grade Sudras, ThAkars, RAthis, etc.

; pecond grade
Sfidras ;

he wrote

*

The Rajput clans of the second grade qdght more properly be called

first grade ThAkars : among the most distinguished and numerous of them are the

* But the Rawat do not appear to be found in the hills or in any tract where ThAkar* or
Rithis are settled. It is doubtful then’if the Rawat can be regarded 'as below either of'

those "groups. He is a caste of the submontane t see below p, 831.
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Habrols, the Patbttla, the Dhatw^ls, the Indaurias, the Singles, the Gtambarls, the
R4nes» the BaniAls, the Ranafcs, the Mailes. They marry their daughters jte the Mtens, and
take daughters iu marriage Irom the R&this. in the statements most of the Thakars have
been ontered as second class Rajputs, and a few as Erst class Sddras, Most of the Th&kars
entered iu this last class might more properly have been classed as Rathis. The Ntirpur
Thakars are ati no better than Rathis. A Thakar, if asked in what way he is better than a
R&thi, will say that his own manners and social customs, particularly in respect of selling
daughters, marrying brother's widow, etc., are more like those of the Mian class than those
of the Rathis are. The best line of distinction, however, is the marriage connection ; the
M»6n will marry a Thakar’s daughter, but not a RathL's. The Rathi’s daughter marries a
Thakar, and her daughter can then many a Mtiu. No one calls^hiniself a Rathi, or likes

to be addressed as one. Ibe term is understood to convey some degree of slight or insult

;

the distinction between Th&kar and Rafchi is however very loose. A rich man of a Rath!
family, like shib Dial, Chaudhri of Chetru, marries his daughter to an impoverished Raja,
and his whole clan gets a kind of step and becomes Thakar Rajput. So again a Raja out
riding falls in love with a Tatial girl herding cattle, and marries her, whereupon the whole
clan begins to give its daughters to Mians. The whole thing reminds one of the struggles
of families to rise in society in England, except that the numbers interested in the struggle
are greater here, as man cannot separate himself entirely from his clan, and must take it

up with him or stay where he is, and except that the tactics or rules of the game are here
stricter and more formal, and the movement much slower.”

The RA^hi does not seem to be a favourite in Kangra. Here are two
proverbs about him

—

Jau ghardtin. Rat hi ledthin .
“ Barley (is best) in

the water-mill and the RA^hi in the stocks ”
; aud “ a RA^hi, a goat, a

devotee, and a widow woman, all need to be kept weak, for, if strong,
they will do mischief.”

The status of the RA^hi in relation to the Kanbt and the Ghirath is

defined iu the proverb Chauthi pirhi Rdthni hi Rani banjiie : “In
the fourth generation a RA^hi woman becomes a RAni,” i.e . it takes
four generations to make a RAni out of a RAthui woman.

Of the ThAkur goU in KAngra the Phul and Jarotia are the most
numerous, but the Balotra, BarhAi, ChAngru, DharvvAl, GurdwAl, Goitai,

MangwAl, PhawAl, and Rakor are also strongly represented. In
(Jhamba the Ohophal appear to be the most numerous. The Balotra
are also found in GurdAspur, but in that District the PanglAna is the
strongest got nuninrically. The favourite gotra is KAsib. As a local

saying goes there are as many clans of RA^his as there are kinds of grass.

Dr. J. Hutchison contributes the following account of them :

—

“ The RA^his and ThAkurs or Th&kkars, are found in the outer hills

between the Chenab and the Beas. They include a large proportion of the

high caste population in this area and may be regarded as the common
people par excellence of the hills. No traditions exist among them, as
among some of the other caste3, pointing to migration from the plains,

and their great numerical importance and wide distribution seem to

indicate that, for a very long period, they have been settled in the hills.

In origin they are generally regarded as being the result of an amal-
gamation of the castes above and below them but it seems hardly possible

that such a large community can have come into existence wholly in

this way. A more probable explanation is given by Sir J. B. Lyall. He
says :

—

‘

There is an idea current in the hills that of the landholding

castes, the ThAkurs, RAfchis, Kanets and Ghirths are either indigenous

to the hills, or indigenous by th9 half blood ; and that the Brahmans,
llAjputs and others are the descendants of invaders and settlers from
the plains.* This popular idea probably gives us the clue to the true

origin of the Tk&kurs and RA(his. It is also in keeping with a common
saying in the hills which runs thus i—Chandl jethd , Rdfai kanethd9
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meaning : "The Chanfil is the elder brother ; the R&thi the younger.”
The signification attached to this saying by the people is that the high
castes are dependent on the Chandb (low castes), just as a younger
brother is on an elder one. No ceremony of any importance can take
place without their presence and help— at births, marriages and deaths
they are indispensable in one capacity or another. It seems improb-
able, however, that iliis was the original signification, which has be-
come obscured through the lapse of ages. It is more likely that the
saying is an unconscious expression of the general conviction the t the
Chandls were the oiiginal inhabitants of the hills. The Rtfthis came at

a later period
;
yet so long a time has passed since even they migrated

to the mountains, that they are generally regarded as having been
always resident there.

"There can be little doubt that, as a hill trijie, they are older than
the Brahmans and Rdjputs, who came from the plains at a Jater period

;

and we m»«y safely conclude that the oldest strata among them are
descended, either directly or by the lmlf blood, from the early Aryan
colonists of the hills. The first Aryan immigrants, as we now know,
intermarried freely with the aborigines, resulting in a fusion of the two
races from which may have sprung the various low e«ste tribes now
forming such an important parr of the population. But the complete-
ness of the fusion was not at all times uniform, and later waves of

immigration may have remained more or less isolated, forming the
nucleus of the community which now comprises theThiikurs and R&this.

But while this was prohnbly the 01 igin of the tribes it is certain that

the general opinion regarding them is also well founded. That they

have received large accessions from the other castes by defections from
the Brahmans and Rajputs and by amalgamation of these castes with
the Sudras, is hardly open to doubt. This is the general belief among
themselves and their family traditions all tend to confirm it. We may
therefore r?gard the Th&kurs and R6this as being now a conglomerate
people, representing the ultimate product of the welding together of

many different contributions to their ranks.

“The Thdkurs usually wear ihejanen, but the Rdthis, like the Kanets,
are divided into two sections, one of which has and the other has not
the thread of caste: hut no names are in use to mark this di*tinction.

Probably the majority are without tho sacred thread. The name
r R&thi 9

is most likely derived from the Sanskrit word r&shtra, meaning
* kingdom, subjects of a kingdom/

“In Kdngra and Jammu the proportion of Rdtbia to Th&kurs in the
tribe is small; and even tho name ‘ h’&thi

9
is regai ded as conveying

some degree of slight or insult. In Chamba, on the contrary the pro-
portion is large, the Thdkurs being found chiefly in tho low hills to the

south of the first high rrnige, while the Rrithis abound in the interior.

Nothing derogatory attaches to the name and the "high estimation in

which the Rrithi* are held in the State was found expression in the
following popular saying :—Kukari siyan-i-Rathi Spuchhiyan. * As the
Indian corn is the first among crops : so the Rd^his are the most
important among castes/ -

“ There are reasons for believing that some of the earliest rulers in

the bills of whom we have’any knowledge belonged to this tribe* That
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the rulers of ancient times were exclusively of the warrior caste seems
highly improbable. In the other castes also must have been men of
strong individuality, who came to the front and took their place as
leader* :

just as we know they have done in every age of Indian history.

The distribution of the existing families, descended from those ancient
rulers, as well as their family traditions, lend support to this conclusion :

which also explains the origin of the Th&kur section of the tribe. We
may assume that having gained authority over a small portion of
territory each of these R&thi leaders took or* was given the title of
Thakur, meaning ‘lord \ The various offshoots of the ruling families
would naturally seek a distinctive name for themselves and thus the
word Thdkur probably acquired the secondary meaning which it still

bears as the name of a distinct caste. An exactly analogous use of a
title is afforded in the word Rana. Originally applied only to the petty
R&jput chiefs it afterwards acquired a wider meaning as a caste name
to differentiate the R£n& families from ordinary R&iputs. It is still so
used and all the Rdnd families in the hills return themselves under this

caste name. Not only so but even the title Rajd is now in use in a
similar way in some of the old royal families of the hills.

u The Th&kur caste, however, is larger than can be satisfactorily

accounted for in this way and we must conclude that in later times it has
received large accessions from the higher castes, especially the R&jputs,
by intermarriages and other connections. It is probable, too, that in

the outer hills especially, many R&this have assumed the name of

Thakur, for in some parts the two names are regarded as almost
synonymous. The R&j&s also, in former times, used to confer the right

to wear the janeo with a step in social rank, in return for gifts or

special services.

“The distinction between Th&kurs an(l IWthisisa loose one. On the

whole, however, the Th&kurs rank a little higher than the R&this, and
their marriage affinitv with Rajputs tends to raise them still more in

the social scale. The Thakur families that form such marriage alliances

do not practise karewa or widow remarriage : but the custom is common
among all other Th&kurs and R&this. Perhaps the best line of distinc-

tion is the marriage connection, a Mi&n R&jput will take the daughter of

a Th&kur in marriage, but not that of a R&thi, and he does not give his

own in return. The R^hi's daughter, however, can marry a Thakur

and her daughter can then marry a Midn. Some of the Th&kur families

claim to be R&jputs but this claim is not acknowledged by the other

castes.

•« The Th&kurs* and R&this are essentially an agricultural class and

often speak of themselves simply as zamindar, and in their general

character and devotion to agriottlture they present a strong resemblance

to the J&(s of the plain*. They are strong and robust of frames, also

patient and industrious and inured to toil. At the same time they are

not unwarlike and many of them join the army. In the outer hills

their women are said to take little or no part in field labour ;
but in

Chamba, except among the higher ranks and better class families, even

* Tift line between the R&this and Kanet is also difficult to draw. In Chamba they aw
regarded ai one and the same caste as also in Jammu. In Ktngra the Kanets seem to raxur

below the Rictus, bat few <4 them a** fowd west of the Bets.
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the wom^n are not exempt from such work. The sects of tho Rathis
are as numerous as the villages they inhabit

;
from which, indeed, their

als or family names are generally derived, A Rdfchi is cognizant only

of the sects that immediately surround him and has little ideu of the
ramifications of his tribe. They take money for their daughters or

exchange them. On the death of an elder brother tho widow lives with

the next brother or if she leaves his household he is entitled to recover

her value from the husband she marries.

“ Mr. Barnes has the following description of the Rajhis and Girths in

K&ngfa :
—‘The R&this and the Girths constitute the two great cultivat-

ing tribes in these hills
;
and it is a remarkable fact that in all level

and irrigated tracts, wherever the soil is fertile and produce exuberaut,

the Girths abound: while in tho poorer uplands, where the crops are

scanty and the soil demands severe labour to compensate the husband-

man the Rdthis predominate. It is as rare to find a Rathi in the

valleys as a Girth in more secluded liilJs. Each class holds p >ssession

of its peculiar domain ; and the different habits and association of tho

different localities have impressed upon each caste a peculiar physi-

ognomony and character. The Rdf-his generally are a robust and hand-

some race : their features are regular and well defined : tho colour

usually fair: and their limbs athletic, as if exercised and invigorated

by the stubborn soil upon which their lot is cast Altogether

the Rdthis are the best hill subjects we possess; their manners are

Bimple, quiet and unaffected : they are devoted to agriculture, uot un-

acquainted with the use of arms, honest, manly, industrious ami loyal/

These words, in the main, are still true of the Thdkurs and Rdthis

throughout the whole area in which they dwell.”

In the Simla Hills Th«kur is little more than a title, equivalent or

nearly so to Rdnd, and the thdkurai is variously defined to mean the

epoch of thakur rule or the tract subject to that rule. The period of

[hdkur rule was later than that of the Mavis, but earlier than the

existing organization into large states with dependent baronies under

Rdnas or Thdkurs, sometimes still designated (hdkurais.

The ancient pargana of Kotdba, lying at the foot of tho hills east

of Kdlka, was once governed by fourteen thdkurs. To one of them,

by name Mdn Chand, the pargana was granted in jdgir by the Rdjds of

Sirrnur. When Rajd Jauat Parkdsh (1342— 55) came to the throne

he demanded Suwati, Mdn Chand’s daughter, in marriage but was

refused her hand. He accordingly attacked Man Chand who collected

the 22 Kaoet khels of the pargana to resist him but* was compelled to

flee to Delhi where he turned Muhammadan and gave his daughter

to the emperor Jahdngir. Under the name of Rdjd Momau Murad

he reconquered Kot&ha up to tho Bursiugh Deo range. Varying

accounts are giveu of his end, but on his death the pargana passed

into the possession of the Mirs of Kotdha. Morni, a hill in tins tract, is

said to be named after the wife of Moman Murdd.*^

BatH0R.—The Rdthor are one of the 36 royal races, and Solnr Rdjputs.

Their old seat was Kanauj, but their more modern dynasties are to be

found in ildrwdr and Bikdner. .They are returned from njany districts

in the Punjab, but are nowhere numerous. In Montgomery, they call

Wynyard, in Amballa Settlement Rep.- and P, N. Q. I, § 76lf ’
.

"a
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themsolves Rttyhor Chauhan and are still Hindus. Butrin Qigs&r the
Chauh&ns appear to be distinct from, or do not recognise, the R&fhor.
The Sanskrit form of the name is R&shtrakuta. See under Rahtor also.

Rathyah, a clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Rato, a Ja&t clan found in Ludhiana, where it cuts a jandi tree after a wed-
ding, Its worship is then performed along with t|ie bride, and a Brah-
ln an is given cloth and Mansuri pice.

Rattol, a Jtit dan found in Ludhi&na. It cuts the jandi tree at. a marriage
and the man who cuts it is given doth, etc., according to one’s means.
.Returning h»*ni9 th y play with the kangna which consists of a supdri
strung on a thread, an iron ring, a cowrie, a bit of majith, and a

E
iece of red cloth containing rice. This is tied to the bridegroom’s hand
y a Brahman, before the wedding procession starts, and a rupee is paid
him for it. In the same way a kangna is tied to the bride’s hand.
This is afterwards thrown seven times into a ttay full of water by a
barber woman. If the boy takes it oat first, he is deemed masterful,
but if the girl finds it first tho boy and his parents ate much ashamed.

Raul, Raul, fern. Rauliant, see R&wal. See Panjabi Dicty., p. 964, dim.
HerA lHlso=a precious boy), p. 964?.

Rauka, a Rohilla who speaks Pashbu, used disparagingly.

—

Panjabi Dictyn
p. 962.

Raut, fern. see Rawat.

—

Panjabi Dicty p. 962.

Rawaki, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Rawal, a Gujar tribe, which claims descent from Dhundpal, a R&jput from
1 beyond Lahore/ who married the daughter of Ghokhar, a Gujar.

It claims to belong to the Ghokharbansi clan, and is almost certainly of

Khokhar origin, driving its name from Run Saisa near Lahore. They
onco h< Id a barah and a satdisi

,
groups of 12 and 27 villages

respectively, in Karn&l, where they are still found in the Kh&dir tract.

Rawal.—In Amritsar it is said that the ancestor of this tribe, Ry&l, was in

the service of the Prophet. Once when alms were being given by the

Prophet no one came forward to receive them, whereupon RyAl
accepted them. Since then the members of this tribo have been sub-

sisting on charity. They are called Rawal after their ancestor Ry6l.

The term K&wal is, however, generally used a9 a synonym for Jogi,

though, strictly speaking, it denotes a Muhammadan Jogi, who is,

»nd- ed, gene i ally sf oken of as a * Jo&ri-RA" al.* In Rfijpntina and
( >h v\ 1 1 re H:i v\ «1 is 8 title, Snn kriti^ d ns Rajakula.*

hi ?

1

: s v\ h I <! tie »

v
iilU ( t Distti t are all Mu: »n»m l rs. ft nm be

c i

. j
c ui\ ha tli \ if d« >v danis o< « i te \ io. s Hi. du Jogis who

accept'd Js dm. A thorough knowledge of the lore of the Hin»«u

Jogis added to that acquired by Muhammadan /agrirs has enabled them
to acquire their present position in native society. They profess to be

beggars and most of them really «re so. A jogi will go about singing

pa hetic a> well theos«*ph»c hymns and very soon grows rich. S<>roe

of t Aw are hak>ms (physicians), though h^y * ave never been students

j ii i » in s« 'Ti tune o <-\e . tiny are geo
1
phyri ians.
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The? practise surgery and their eye operations oft*n cause injury to

the simple country-folk who submit to their treatment. Th y gene-
rally pass the rainy season at home and go out at the br ginning of

winter. Their skill in medicine is not much appreciated at home, but

they return from abroad laden with silver. They are also the heredi-

tary astrologers of the Punjab. In other parts of India they pose as
great physicians, saints or Hindu fakirs of some respectable order. It

is not difficult for a R&wal to pass for years as a Hindu, and it is

astonishing lio\y men of such low-birtli and training can deceive people

in other provinces and return home with thousands of rupees. They
spend money as easily as they earn it.

Some of the Rdwals of the Punjab are notorious cheats. One of

their favourite devices, says Ibbefcaon, is to personate along lost relative.

In the Province itself they seldom venture upon open crime; but they
travel about the Central Provinces and the Deccan and even visit

Bombay and Calcutta, and there pilfer and rob. They are often absent

for long periods on these expeditions
;
and meanwhile tho Binyas of

their villages support their families on credit, to be repaid with interest

on tin* return of the father. Some interesting information regarding

them will be found in Selected Papers, No. XVIII of 1^09 of the

Punjab Police Department. Tho town of Rawalpindi is named after

them. There they are said, in addition to their usual pursuits, to

recite at the Muharram stories of tho doings of Mahomet, accounts of

his miracles, and hymns in his praise. The criminal Rawals of Amritsar
are divided into jholi-hathas, who carry a wallet, and jog in. The latter

though Muhammadans are averse to circumcision and assume the

character of a Hindu monk. They regard themselves as more respectable

than the jholi-hatha ,
but are tho worse cheats.

Bawat, R&waut, R&nt, R&nwat, Rawdt, Raton t or Ront.* Ibbetson wrote :

“The R&wafc has been returned as a J&t tribe, as a Ihljput tribe, and
as a separate caste. The Rawafe is found in the sub-montane districts,

and down the whole length of the Jumna valley. It is very difficult

to separate these people from the Hd(hi-$ of the K&ngfa hills
; indeed

they would appear to occupy much the same position in the sub-nmntane
as the Rdthis or even the Kanets do in the higher ranges They are

admittedly a clan of Chandel R&jputs ; but they are the lowest clan who
are recognised as of R&jput stock, and barely if at all admitted to

communion with the other Rajputs, while under no circumstances

would even a R&thi marry a R&wat woman. They practise widow-
marriage as a matter of course. Ther.- can, I think, be little doubt

that' the Chandel are of aboriginal stock, and probably the same as the

Chand&l of the hills of whom we hear so much
;
and it is not impossible

that these men became Chandls where they were conquered and de-

spised outcasts, and Rajputs where they enjoyed political power. The
lldw-it is probably akin to the R4o sub-division of the Kanets, whom
again it is most difficult to separate from the R6(his ; and the Cliandel

R&jputs also have a R4o section. In Delhi « grofrp returns itself as

R&wat Gaure.” In Gurgnon the K4wat are a /large* Ja$ 'go*, holding

The word appears to be a patronymic like many others ending in -d*/a£ and -of. It may
thus mean * son of a Rao.* Or it may be a diminutive Hike squireen /r. square). In Banswar*
Among the Bhils RAwat is a title —‘headman *

: RAjputAnA Qa*etteer
9

p* 115,
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eight villages and shares in 27 others. There are a few Rdwat villages
in Ludhidna also. The following note comes from Gurgdon

°

" There lire two parties in Rijputtna. One of them is called R4wat. They are Hindus.
The other is called Merat, and they are Muhammadans. But in spite of the difference in
religion these two parties intermarry. If a R4wat girl is married to Merat she lives
like a Muhammadan and vice versd

Rawani, a Jd{ clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Rawanri, a synonym of gadba in Peshdwar. A shepherd or grazier.

Raya$, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. Seo Ridr.

Bazar.—One of the 8 branches
.
of the Muhammadzai Pa^hdus : see p. 233

supra .

Redhu, a Jdt got descended from its eponym, who founded Kandela in

talisil Jind and has hold 14 villages in that tahsil for 25 generations.
It migrated to Jind State from Hissdr.

Reha$, Kkhr orllEBi.— Rahir is incorrect. A low caste closely allied to the
Dumna but higher than the Chandl and lower than the Koli. Be
works in bamboo like the Dumna, but also travels about as a minstrel—
liko the Heusi. Found on iy in the hills he appears to be confined to

the Kangra and Simla Hills. In the latter he is described as a
shepherd, but he also makes bamboo baskets like the Dum. The two
castes, however, do not intermarry, though each can drink water touched
by the other, and can smoke the same pipe. They can also smoke
with the Ddgi and Chamdr, the only distinction being that they will

not eat food cooked by a Ddgi or Chamdr. The Her also work as
sweepers while the Duma do not. The Iters are not found in the lower
hills, or Chandls in the upper. It is doubtful if the Rehp is the same
asthofllHARA.

Rkhgar—Cf. Shordgar.

Reman, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Re^b, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Reya, a small Hindu caste found only in the Delhi district. They say they
were Rdjputs but were excluded from the caste because they took to
practising kareua or widow-marriage. They are now quite separate.

They eat and snioke with Jd$s and agricultural castes of similar stand-
ing/but will not marry them oxcept by karewa. They own 9 villages

in Delhi, and the names of their clans are sometimes Rdjpufc and some-
times not. They trace their origin from Mahrauli where the Qutb
pillar stands.

Riar, Riyar, a Jdt tribe found in Gurddspur. It gives its name to the
Ridrki tract.

Rip, a clan of Jdt status found in Shujdbdd tahsil, Multdn district.

Rihan, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Shdhpur.

Rihara or Rehara.—The Behara is an outcaste like the Dumna, Hdli, Sepi,

etc., but he is not a Pumna, with whom he will not eat. He has a
distinct calling, making trinkets of the base metals for the Gaddi
women. Like the RBHFt he is found in Kdngfa and also in Chamba.
He is a strolling minstrel but also makes bamboo baskets, plays on the
fife and arrfta at Gaddi weddings and other festivities, and works as a
navvy. Some people class him as a Ghirfch, and his powers of atmoy
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ing children by sorcery make the people pet as well as fear him. His
name’ li also spelt Kubara, but he appears to have no connection with
that tribe. In Chamba the workers in brass in the Barmaur wizdrat

are called rihdras. They make huqqas
,
anklets, bangles, etc., and also

play the senha at temples. The name is said to be derived from rihdra,

the characteristic brass anklet worn by Gaddi women.

Rijala (fr. riz&la, degraded', a term applied to the BrahmachAris, a sub-
order of the Jogfs. To it belongs the mahant of the Kanph&ra Jogi
astlial at Bohar in Rohfcak. It has appropriated all the endowments
of that monastery. The Rij&las abstain from flesh and liquor, wear
long ochre-coloured robes, do not marry, and only admit members
of the better castes. They are constantly at litigation with the

Nangas.

Rind, the most important of the main Baloch tribes and sometimes loosely

used to include others. Most of the tribes of Rind descent are known
by distinctive names, but the Rinds of Hand in Makr&n and Shor&n in

Kachhi adhere to the name and it is also used by large numbers of

Baloch outside the turnons in Dera Gh&zi Kh&n and in other districts

of the Punjab. The Tibbi Lund tuman also has a Rind clan. Indeed
it may be said that the term is now used in three ways :

—

(l) Asa general term by which all Baloch of pure blood are known
to distinguish them from others of inferior descent or mixed blood who
are still known as Baloch.

(2) Asa special tribal name borne by some Baloch many of these
belong to scattered or broken tribes and remember nothing of their

origin except that they are Hinds, and this probably accounts for most
of the Baloch described in tlio Punjab Census tables as Rinds.

(3) Rind is the name of one of the three clans, Lund, Khosa and
Rind, into which the Tibbi Lund tribe is divided.

The descent from Rind to Mir Sah&k is variously given. Generally
SaMk is considered to be the son of Rind, but Ahmad Kh&n Ludhianf
Lund gives the following :

—

Rind.

I

Razraan.

Nau-NAsir Din.

1

Mfr Ahmad.
I

Gilo.

I

Pheroz. K&im
(ancestor of the

)
MazAris,

Bahar q.v.)Ka(o.

|
(ancestor of the Gishkhauris).

Hu9ain.

Shan Ali

(married Mai Bino
who after his death
married a goatherd
(buzddr

)

t hence the

Bozdars).

Husain.

Naubat.
I-

BrAhim.

MubArak.

I

Klioh-phrosh,
afterwards'called
Leghari, ancestor
of theXegharis.

I
.

Pheroshib. • YAkub
|

(ancestor of the KasrAnis).
SahAk.
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Sah&k.

Shaihak,

Mir Ohakar, Hamal. Bhinari

I
(daughter).

Shdnzad. Shaihak,

1} 1

R6h4n. Jiand. Muhammad. Brahim, Mirhdn. Nohakh. Gydndir, Rdis, Hamal.
alias Khoh* (ancestor of ancestor

phrosh alias Leghar the Bughtis, ofthe-
(ancestor of the Leghdris, q.v.) Raisinis_ q.v ) (but these are

I generally classed

( I ) as Brahui),

Ali Shor Ali Bashk Ali

(ancestor of (ancestor of the (ancestor of the

the Lunds, q.v. «nd GhulAm Bolak Syah-ph4dh

of the Shambinfs, of Sibi). section of Durkani
q.v.) Gorchanis).

The- Binds of ShorAn, whose chief is SardAr KhAn, are generally recog-

nized as the purest in descent by Baloch everywhere. The wars between
the Rinds and the LashAris and the invasion of the Indus valley

form the subject of numerous heroic ballads, and have a historical

foundation.

Rindowana, an agricultural clan found in SJiAhpur.

RopA, Roppi, shaven, entirely shaved as to the head. RodA sadhu a faqir
who has his head entirely »haved.

—

Panjabi Dicty p. 990.

Ron®, an ArAin clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Roghan-gar, -kash.—

A

magniloquent Rynonym for Chdki, q> Teli, in Dera
GhAzi KhA’n.

Rohawe, an agricultural clan found in ShAhpur.

Rohela, Rahela, of a, belonging to a hill (MultAni, PotohAri).

Ruhella, a Rohilla, Khaibarf.

—

Panjabi Dicty., pp. 970, 975.

Rokhe, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Ronga, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Ro^gar, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

KopAl, an ArAfp clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Rop.—The real sctfb'of the Punjab Rors, wrote Ibbetson, is in the great

dhdh jungles s&uth of ThAoesar in KarnAl where they hold a chaurasi

nominally consisting of 84 villages, of which the village of Amin,

where the, PAndavas arrayed their forces before their last fight with the

Kauravas, is the tika or head village. But the Rors have spread

down the Western Jumna Canal into the lower parts of KarnAl

and, into Jind in considerable numbers. There is a Rof bdra or

group bf 12 villages, south of Kaithal, whose got is Tfirari. They
are said also to hold 12 villages beyond the Ganges. They are

884

Hasan.
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fine s^a^ait men, of very much, the iwmb type as the J&ts, whom
they almost equal as husbandmen, their women also working in

the fields. They are more peaceful and less grasping in their habits

than the J&($, and are consequently readily admitted as tenants
where the latter would be kept at arm's length. Of their origin
I can say nothing certain. They have the same story as the
Aromas, of their leaving been R&jputa who escaped the fury of Paras
B£m by stating that their casta was aur or “ another.'' The Aropas are
often called Ro$as in the east of the Punjab

;
yet I can hardly be-

lieve that the frank and stalwart Ror is of the came origin as the

Arora. The Amin men (who are Chauh&u Baohchhas by got) say that
they ca ne from Sambhal in Murdd&bAd

;
but this may only be in order

to connect themselves with their neighbours the OhauliAn* Rdjpufa, who
certainly came from there. But almost all the Rors alike seem to point

to BAdli in the Jhajjar tahsil of Rohrak as their immediate place of

origin, though some of them say they came from R&jputAna. Their
social status is idonticalf with that of J£{,s ; and they practise kareiva nr

widow-marriage, though only, they say, within the caste. Their sub-
divisions seem to be exceedingly numerous. A few of the largest are
the Sagwnl, Maipla, Khichi and JogrAn. The AmbdJa Roys would
appear to be mostly Sagw&l. The Rofs of Pipli (Th&ne^ar) are described

by Mr. Kensington as having a modified custom of chundavand . This
appears to be really a system by which brothers succeed their father

equally, but only uterine brothers inherit from a deceased brother, the

whole blood excluding the half.

Rora, see Arora.—The Panjabi Dicty . (p. 973) gives the meanings, ( a hard
clod, a fragment of stone, a lump of gur

,
the name of a caste.'

Roshania.—

F

rom the earliest times of Islam there have existed sects

professing doctrines not inculcated in the Qurd.11, or even condemned
by it. These doctrines appear to have been from time to time revived
in Persia, and in Khorassdn, which from the very first age of Isl&m
had been tl»e fruitful parent of heresies : there appeared the Ravendis,
who taught the doctrines of the transmigration of souls and the
successive incarnations of the Deity. With these were associated social

doctrines advocating community of women and the equai distribution

of property. In the middle of the 16th century there was in the Punjab
a revival of these doctrines, headed by Bayazid, an Ans^ri Shaikh, who
was born at Jullundurt where descendants of his family still live.

—

—

- ? — —
The Chauhin legend admits the descent of the Roy of Amin, etc., from Rina Har Rai.

The Rajputs, however, say th.it they were originally Ods who dug th* tanks at Ib&nesar.

originally in manv cases if not in all, they held their lands as dependants of ihe Rajputs,
without, much < oubfc.

| sir 1 M 1) ui* sayR they rank below Jits and that heir organisation is stronger

than that of the higher agricultural tribe-, the p nchdyat beinL? afrilr powerful.

X Bazid or ayazid was bom about a year before Bibar ove turew.the Afghan dynasty at

Panipat in 1526 His father Abdulla lived in Kaniguram in Waziristan, and his mother's

family in .lullundur, but the families wore related, Hiyazld’s maternal, grandfather and hie

paternal great-grandfather being brothers. The rise of tha* Mughal power drove hits

parents to seek refuge in Kiniguram. Eventually Abdulla divorced his mother and the*

boy was neglected by his father and ill-treated bi his step-mot er. Thus he wa^ driven to

seek instruction of an obscure kinsman, Shaikh Ismail, thereby deeply offending his

father, a relative of descendants and namesakes of Shaikh Babi-ud din ?akAria. B&yazfd
then became an itinerant horse dealer and at K^linjar became a disciple of MUUa Sul&imin,

a nlhid or U naiii&n of ultra-Shia tendencies upou wh se teaching he based the essential

doctrines of he se^t he was destined to found. »
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After a troubled youth Bdyazld settled in Kaniguram wtar§ he iived
the life of a hermit, dwelling in a cave, and devoting himsefi to religious
exercises. Here he evolved the eight precepts which he enjoined on his
followers. He assumed the title of Pir-i-Roshan, or * Saint of the Light. 1

His teaching, however, found no favour among the Wazfre, and
BAyazld was attacked and wounded by bis own father. Hardly was
his wound healed than be fled to Nangrabdr where he found a welcome
from Sultan Ahmad, the Mohmaud chief. Later he found firm sup-
porters among the GhoriaKhel, the KhaWs and Muhammadzais who had
recently overrun the PeshAwar plain of Hashtnagar. From his seat at
Kalidher BAyazld sent out followers on what were little better than ma-
rauding expeditions. These roused Muhammad HAkim’s government
to action and BAyazid was arrested, taken to K#bul and confronted
with the Ulama of the court. Freed at their intercession, but not it

would seem without a heavy ransom, BAyazid found a home in TlrAh,

The Pir-i-Roshan is said to have expelled the TirAhis from TlrAh
because they were suspected of backsliding from his tenets and intri-

guing with the Mughals. Having treacherously murdered 800 of them,
the remainder fled to Nangrahar and the Pir subsequently* invaded
that tract but was repulsed with great slaughter by Muhsin Khdn,
governor of Kdbul, at Baro which the Roshanias had sacked. Thence
he reached a village in Kdldpdni where he died.

After his death the sect languished. Its most active supporters
were the Afritlis of Tirdh, the Yusufzais having been re-converted to

orthodoxy, but in 1587 Akbar in person defeated JalAl-ud-din, the son
of Bazid, in an expedition against the Roshanias of Tirdh and the neigh-
bouring hills. Nevertheless in 1600, JalAl-ud-din, grandson of Roshan,
obtained possession, for a time, of Ghazni. In 161 1, however, the
Roshanias, having caused a revolt at Kdbul, were put down with great
slaughter and the sect died out, its tenets continuing to be professed
only by BazlcPs descendants in Tirdh and Kohat, and by some of the
Bangash and Orakzai PathAns.

In or about 1620 Mahdbat Khdn, governor of Kdbul, massacred 800
Orakzai Afghdns, hoping thereby to weaken the power of Ihddd, the
Roshania, grandson of Bdyazid, and then despatched a large force

under Gbairat Khdn into Tirdh. This force was overwhelmed at the
Sang-Paja Pass (1619-20). Some six years later Ihddd took advantage
of an IJzbeg invasion of Kdbul to sally forth from Tirdh and harry the
country but on the Uzbegs’ departure Muzaffar Khdn, governor of

Kdbul, turned on.ibdAd who fled to the Lowaghar range. In 1626, he
was killed and his head sent from Bangash to Jahdngir.t Abdul QAdir,

* He had been captured at Aghalah-Der in the Peshiwar district by Muhsin Khan but
effected his escape.

t Ihd&d was killed during the term of office of the Khwija Abul Hasan who was ap-
pointed subahd&r of K«bul in 1622 . Ihd&ds head was sent to Lahore and stuck on one of
the gateways. The family was thus descended

Bayazid, Pfr.i-Roshan, Ansdri.

* I

Shaikh Umar, Bdjazfd, and four other sons.

lhdad, wife Alai (and three other sons).

AbdulWif'

Jaldlud-Din.

Karam Dad,
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his soihand his beautiful wife Alai, who was beloved of all the Roshan-
ias, UWBwent into Tirfih and thence attacked Pesh&war when Muzaffar
Khdn md gone to Kdbul on hearing of Jahangir’s death, which was
the signal for a general rising of the Afgh&n tribes. Peshaw&r though
completely invested was relieved by Said Kh&n, the faujddr of
Bangash, and the Afglilns who submitted reluctantly to Abdul Qddir*s
leadership, were defeated with loss. Said Kh£n, now governor of
Kabul, induced Abdul Q&dir to submit, hut the Mughals hud to send
a force against his followers in Tir&h where the AtVfdis and Orakzais
offered a stubborn resistance and their leaders only submitted when
granted lands near P&nipat. Operations were also undertaken in

Kurram.

The Boshanias in Kurram .—The Turis of Paiwar are, or were a
century ago, Roshanias, and that sect once possessed considerable
power in Kurram as well as in Tfr&h. At the time of Jah&ngir’s death,

1627, Abdul Q&dir, the son of Ilidad, was in the Karm&n valley whence
he advanced into Tirali. In 1637-8 the tribes about Baghzan had
lately re-called Karim Dad, son of Jalal-ud-din, with his disciples who
had been driven out by the Mughals and compelled to take refuge in

the Muhfini country. From Baghzan the Roshanias advanced on
Tirdh which was disaffected io the Mughals. For the purpose of
reducing the Orakzais and AfrMis the subahddr of Kdbul, Muzaffar
Khdn, assembled 15,000 Afghdn levies, with the troops under Rdjd
Jagat Singh, thdnaddr of the Bangaslidt, and other leaders, and 2,000
cavalry of his own contingent, placing the whole force under Muham-
mad Yakub, Kashmiri. But before this force reached Baghzan from
Kdbul, the people had put to death a brother of Kuram Dad Kh&u and
a brother of Az&r Mir, Orakzai- The people of Lakan in Khost,
however, fled with Karim D&d Kh&n and his followers to their mountain
fastnesses and the Mughal force destroyed their villages. The winter
snows, however, soon Compelled them to surrender Karim D&d with the
family and dependants and he was soon after, under orders from the
emperor, put to death at Peshawar.

The family of Bazid itself, however, was not exterminated, for the
surviving sons of JaMl-ud-din received Mau SharasdMd near Agra in

jdgir,
through the influence of the Wazii of Sh&h Jah&n, Sa’ad-ull&h

Kh&n, who was himself, according to tradition, a disciple of Bazid.
But how far the doctrines of the sect survived is by no means clear :

that they have greatly influenced Muhammadan beliefs in these

Provinces appears certain, for a uumber of songs which commemorate
the miracles of Shaikh Darwesh and other members of Pir Roslian's

family are still sung by faqirs in the Punjab, and in these songs
allusions are made to the Sayads of Bokhara on the one hand, and on
the other to the spiritual influence of the family on Sher Shdh Sayad
Jaldl.* It would, indeed, appear probable that the .Rosbania heresy

was a Shia development. The name of the sect, its -persecution by
orthodox Isl&m, and its doctrines, all point to this.conclusion; bur, the

doctrine of metempsychosis, which, according to Bellew, B&zid pro-

fessed, is exceedingly common and may not be confined to the Shias.

It should, however, be noted that Raverty states that B&zid^was a Sufi,

* Legends of thd Punjab, lit, pp. 158—217 (p. 1G3 and p. 175).
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but, Laving been a disciple of Mulla Sulaimin, JalandharLhp beanie
initiated into the tenets of the Jogis and so converted to r<ne doctrine

of the metempsychosis, to which he added the dogma that the most
complete manifestations of the divinity were made in the persons of

holy men. Both these doctrines were, however, far older than the
Roshanias.

Bizid adopted the title of PirRoshao or the Apostle of

:

apparently in allusion to the * light of Muhammad^’ bat he was cclled

by his ‘ orthodox’ opponents Pfr Tarik or the Apostle of Darknesa-He
laid aside the Qurin, taught that nothing existed save Ood, and .that,

no set form of worship, but only implicit obedience to his Prophet, was
required. Be also preached communism of property,* and his followers

are said to have practised community of women.

Rotab, see under Rinotra.

Both, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

Rohal, a clan of Jits with headquarters at Beholi in Bohtak. ..

Buhaba, fem. -f, the white-eyed duck; a tribe of Jits (Multfini).-grP<wya6t

Dicty., p. 975.

Rae, a clan, found in Shujibid tahsil, Multiu district.

BtiKHAB, a class of Saniisf faqirs.—Panjabi Dicty., p. 976.

RtipNAUi, a Hindu sect.

Robi-watt. or -batt, a rope-maker, a caste so employed: Panjabi Dicty.,

p. 978 : cf. Rassiwat at p. 49 supra, s.v. Mahtam.

* The custom of veih or periodical redistribution of tribal lands is probably, alluded to
'tali Though older than the Roahanla movement that custom may have been supported by it and
[MB strengthened by Bistd’s doctrines.
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S
SababwIl, a family of agricultural Khatris found in Jhelum.

Si^ia Chishti, see Chishti.

BabbXbI, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

SiBtfuaAR, soap-maker : see Teli.

Saddekhbl, see under Isperka.

Saddozai, a clan of Pathdns. By origin a branch of the Utmdnzai by a
second wife of Utmdn, they are practically separated from that tribe,

but with them hold the extreme east of Peshdwar on the right bank
of the Indus, lying to the west, while the UtmAnzai lie to the east.

One, however, of its septs, the Khudu Khel, occupies the valleys be-
tween Chamla and the Gadun country. In Afghanistan the Saddozai
were supplanted by the Barakzai as the ruling family early in the 19th
century, but not before the Saddozais had enfeoffed many families of

their own and other tribes in the province of Mnlt&n. By degrees
these families, known as the MultAn « PathAns, absorbed a good deal
of power. The fief of ShujAbAd remained for some time in the hands
of one of them, and ultimately, under the famous NawAb Muzaffar KhAn
and NawAb SarfarAz KhAn, the MultAn Saddozais set up for themselves
a kingdom which was for all purposes independent.* The family of

the Saddozai NawAbs is not now connected with MultAn, but resides

mainly at Lahore. Saddozai families are, however, found in BahAwal-
pur and in jDera Ismail KhAn. As an agricultural clan Saddozais are
also found in Montgomery.

SXdekx, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Sadh, fern, -flf, dim. SAdhak, a practiser, a disciple of a faqir ; Panjabi
Dicty., pp. 982-8. According to Ibbetson sddh is properly nothing more
than the Hindu equivalent of the MussalmAn word pir , or rather sddh
applies only to a Hindu devotee, while pir includes any Muhammadan
holjr man. But the word is especially applied to a set of Hindu Uni-
tarians who are chiefly found in the Upper Ganges-Jumna doab

,
from

FarrukhAbAd upwards. The sect was founded by one BirbhAn (or

BirbAr) some 200 years ago. The Sddh do not smoke, and affect great

personal cleanliness, and their religious ceremonies consist in enting

together. It is a sect rather than an order, and the JAts of a large

village in KarnAl are SAdhs by sect, though JA(s by caste. (See

Wilson’s Hindu Sects, p. 227ff.) According to Maclagan the sect was
founded by one Udo DAs, one of the pupils of liail)4s. Sir James
Douie's account of the sect runs :t

“ They own the whole of one
village, Zainpur SAdhAn, and the half of another*in pargana Indri, and
a few families are to be found in tahsil PipH of AmbAla. Ihey are said

to be found also in Rohtak, to own two villages in SahAranpur, and to
*

•See Msdagan, Moltio Gazetteer, 1901-02, pp. 49—59, for its history, and pp. 162-8,

t P. B. 9. J., § 1038.
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be especially numerous in Farrukhdbdd. They say they are in religion

neither Hindus nor Muhammadans, but followers of the Guru Udho
D&s, who was doubtless a reformer of the type of Kabir and Nanak.
They worship no material object, pay no respect to the Ganges or

Jumna, have no idols or temples, and adore only the One Gol, uhd&r 4

the title of Sat or ' The True One/ Th« whole village community
—men, women and children—meets monthly on the day of the full

moon in a gurudwdra
,
when bams (the precepts of the sect) are recited.

Music is not allowed in their worship; they pay no respect to

Brahmans
;
and they do not employ them at their weddings or funerals.

At weddings the phera is presided over by a panchayat of respectable

members of the brotherhood; they are boand to salute no one, their

Guru having taught ihem to pay this mark of respect to the Supreme
Being alone Other do not eat or intermarry with them. A mela
(assemblage) of the whole sect is held yearly. Tim place of meeting
is changed froni^time to time. This year it took place at Delhi. Some
80 years ago the grandfather of the present headman of Zainpur was
carried off by the Sikh chief of Kalsia, and had all his fingers burnt
off, because he refused to acknowledge that N&nak was the true guru
(religious guide)/*

The priests of the menial classes are often called fc'ddh, as the

Chamarwa Sddhs of the Cham&rs, or the Charanddsi Sddhs and the

Kabiibansi Sddhs of the Juldhas. To these must be added the Diwana
Sadhs whose headquarters are at a place, apparently mythical, called
‘ Pir-pind,’ and the Nibmala Sfidhus or Sadhs. Lyall also mentions

Sddhs among the Gaddis, but these would appear to be sddhus or

Gosains.

Sadhana, a Jd$ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Sadbir, an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur.

Sadhnapanthi, a follower of a sect founded by Sadhna, a saint or bhagat
,

who whs born in Sehwdn in Sind. He was a contemporary of Namdeo
and a butcher by trade, but he never killed animals himself, confining

himself to selling the flesh of those slaughtered by others. The sect

does not appear to he numerous now, and it is confined to persons who
follow the trade of butcher. Its tenets are obscure, but probably con-

sist in worshipping Sad laid, as an incarnation of Vishnu,*

Sadeo, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Sadhba, a Muhammadan Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery: and,

as Hindus, in Ludhidna where their customs resemble those of the

Sanghera.

Sadhu, a monk or saint :+ apparently synonymous with sadh (q. v.). The—~4erm is applied to members of many Hindu orders and sects, especially

in the eouth-east Punjab. For instance, in Rohtak there are two sects

whose members are styled Sddhu. These are the Gharibddsi and
Ghisa-panthi. The former were founded by Gharib Dds, a member of

• Macauliffe. 8ihh Religion , VI, p. 84. For a life of Sadhna, see pp. 84—8. His tomb is at

Birbind. 1

t But to be distinguished from faqir : Kamil Gazetteer
, p. 123. For sddhu = edhu see

under S&hu.
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a well-known family of Dhankar J&ts, now resident in Chhudani, a
village of tahsil Jhajjar, which had migrated shortly before his birth

from Karauntha in Rohtak tahsil He was born in Sambat 1774 and
was noted for h»s piety and poetry. Himself illiterate, he dictated,

1 when about 23 years old, a book now known as Baba Oharib Dasji hi

postak,
or Gharib Das ha Granth Sahib

,
which consists of some 7,000

verses of the celebrated Kabir, followed by 17,000 of his own. He
died in Sambat 1835, and over his remains a handsome samddh was
erected. Four mahunts have died since him and the fifth is now on the
gaddi . The office of mahant is hereditary in his family. Hitherto
the mahants have all been garhasti or married men, but it has
been decided that the present occupant of the office, who is an adopted
son of his predecessor, who had only daughters, shall remain
celibate. He is a mere lad and possibly the decision will yet be revised !

The professed Sddhus of the sect are celibate and wear red ochre (gem)
coloured clothes. They differ from Kahfrpanthis chiefly in abjuring

the use of tobacco and all narcotics. It is a tenet of the sect that

Kabir and Rdm are identical

—

Ram men Rabir men huchh antar nahin .

u There is no difference between Rdm and Kabir,” Gharibddsis are
found in the Punjab as well as in Rnhtak

;
there are branch institutions

in a number of villages of the district. They practise) cremation, and
not burial. A somewhat similar sect found in Rohtak is that of the

Ghlsapanthis. Ghlsa belonged to the Meerut District and was canon-

ised on his death about I860 A. D. His followers abstain from meat,
drugs, and intoxicants, and wear ochre-coloured clothes. They worship

Ishwar (God), and not idols, but sing songs in praise of Kabir. They
discredit the Vedas, Brahmans, and the cow. They do not perform the

phera ceremony at weddings. Their gurus are buried, though laymen

are burned. The sect is now making no progress.

Sadhmargh, said to be a branch of the Shwetambari Jains : c/. S^dhupanthi.

Sadhupanthi, a group of the Jains, of uncertain classification : Punjab

Census Rep.} 1912, § 229.

Safi, Safi, a tribe of doubtful PatMn origin, vassals of the Mohmands

;

at least th »se east of Mit&i arid north of Kam&li, in particular the

Kandahari sections, are clans who hold their land by sufferance of that

tribe and are bound to pay tribute to the Kh&n of LAlpura and entertain

passing Mohmands, like the Mullagori.* According to Merk it is

almost certain that the Safis are converts to Isldm from the KAfirs.

Their fanaticism may be due to the recent date of this change. And
the position of the tribe from KohistAn and Tagao to BAjaur, on the

confines of KAfiristAn, the language spoken by them in Kashmung, and
the fact that they are certainly not Afghans nor of the Hindki class,

testify to the correctness of this supposition. They are divided into

the four following claus

Kandah&ri Sip&h, Kam&l Khel, Mirza K^hel and Amrohi.

Gurbuz )
Wader > Shamsho Kor, Aba Khel, Madur Kor and Ghilzai Kor.
Masaud ... )

* The Mullagoris of Tarfcara appear to be quite distinct from the SAfis. ‘Their clans are
the Tar Khel, Far Khel and Daulat Kiel
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Raverty, however, only divides the Sfifls into three khels, aa above, but
omitting the KandahiLri. He says they number nearly 20,000 families.

Some dwell in the hill tracts of Sanr Kamar, but the majority dwell in
the valleys of Lamgh&n or Laghmfin and Pich, and in Efinaf and
Kdm&n. Those in Saur Kamar used to p«y tithe to the cbifef dfl
Bdjaur, but those of the mountainous tracts of Lamghdn, Ktfmajr and
Kdmdn and of Pich pay no tribute. Though not under any single
chief the Sdfis are strongly united and all three elans are partners in

each village and its cultivated lands to a greater or less extent. Con-
federates in war they are remarkable for energy and perseverance.
Tradition says that a Sdfi, aggrieved with the ruler of B&jaur, migrated
to Badal, the first village wrested by the S&fis from the Tor K&firs.

1 hence, joined by other bold spirits, he drove the Tor Kdfirs out of
Pich. The Sdfis in 1738 A. D. suffered great cruelty at the hands of

Nddir Shdh, in whose time they were a numerous and powerful tribe

located in the districts of Shdh Makh, Chdriakdr and other parts of the
province of Kdbul, in retaliation for the part they had played during the
Persian king’s investment of Kandah&r and their attacks upon him dur*
inghis march to Kdbul. Left without support by the Mughal government
they submitted to N&dir Shdh,but only w have their eyes tom out and
carried in toaur.ds before the Persian monarch for inspection. These
facts, related in the Nadirnama

,
appear to disprove the theory that the

Sdfis are of purely Kdfir origin. According to the Ain-i-Akbari the

S&fi bad to furnish 35,000 men to the militia, but Raverty thought this

an error and proposed to read 300 horse and 5,000 foot instead. As
early as Akbar’s time they had settled in Panjhir, an ancient township
mentioned in the Masalik-wa-Mamalik .

Sagal, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Saggi, an Ardip clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Saggo, a Ja| clan (agricultural) found in Shdhpur.

Sagla, a Muhammadan tribe of Jd( status, found in the Montgomery tahsil

on the right bank of tho Rdvi near Idalwdla; originally Rajputs, claim-

ing descent from the Rdjd of Dhdrdnagar, they say they migrated to

their present seats in Akbar’s time, but their principal villages were
founded under Muhammad Slidh and Kamr Singh Nakkdi.

SAGNtf, an expounder of omens. Panjabi Piety ., p. 985.

SaqrI, the tribe of the Khattak Pathdns mainly found in Shakardarra,

Kobdt.

Sahan si, a Jd$ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. Probably Sansi.

Saharan, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Sahi, sometimes pronounced Chhdhi in Ludhiana. A J&% tribe which, like

the Sindhfi, claims descent from a Solar Rdj put who went to Ghazni

with «Mahmud, and returned to found the tribe, settling on the Rdvi

near Lahore. They are found in any numbers only in Gujrdi end

S&lko$ and in the latter district have two septs, Mutren descended
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from Golar and Deliru from A si, the two sons of BhAn, son of SAhf.*
Hindu SAhis are said to avoid marriage with the Jajja and Sindhu,
and Muhammadan SAhis to avoid it with the latter tribe only.
They have, in common with the Sindhu and Chima of these parts, some
peculiar marriage customs, such as cutting a goat’s ear and marking
their foreheads with the blood, making the bridegroom cut off a twig
of the jhand tree (Prosopis spicigera) and so forth ; and they, like most
of the tribes of the Si&lkot District, worship the jhand tree. Widow
remarriage is permitted, but only with the husband’s brother. If a
widow marry any one else she is outcasted.

Tho SAhi are also found as a JAt clan (agricultural) in MulfcAn, Shah-
pur and Amritsar, and in Montgomery they are described as a clan of

the Kharrals, to which Mirza, the hero of the legend of Mirza and
SAhibAo, belonged.

Sahibzada, a descendant of a mullah who gained a reputation for learning
or sanctity. The Sahibzadas of Jandol claim Arab descent.

Sabjdhari, ^ijhdharj, apparently fr. sahij

,

‘easy, gently’ so easy-going or
conforming, as opposed to KesdhAri, the Sikhs who wear the kes, i. e.

do not cut the hair at all, and refrain from smoking tobacco. Gene-
rally speaking the KesdhAri may be defined as followers of Guru Govind
Singh while the SahjdhAri may be roughly equated with the Nanak-
panthi or followers of Guru NAnak. Recent movements in the Sikh
fold have tended to u raise the status of the KesdhAri Sikhs, so much so
that while formerly KeedhAris and SahjdhAris of the same caste inter-

married without distinction, a KesdhAri will usually not give his daughter
to a SahjdhAri now unless he takes the pahul

,

although he does not
mind manying the daughter of a SahjdhAri. In other words, the Kes-
dhAris are beginning to establish themselves as a hypergamous group.”

On the other hand ; “the relations of Sikhs, whether KesdhAris or
Sahjdharis, with Hindus pure and simple are so close that it is im-
possible to draw a clear line of distinction. Even amongst the Kes-
dhAris who are the followers of Guru Gobind Singh, a large number-
ed the MAnjha JAJs in the Lahore and Amritsar Districts—aJJow boys
to have their hair cut, up to about 15 years, when they take the pahul
(receive initiation) and begin to wear the kes, but all the time the boys
are as good Sikhs as the parents. Then in one and the same family,

one brother may be a KesdhAri, another a SahjdhAri
; and the third

while wearing the kes may be a Sarwaria who smokes the hukka. In

numerous cases the father is a KesdhAri; the son does not wear the

Ices and the grandson is again initiated and becomes a follower of the

precepts of Guru Gobind Singh. In an office of the N.-W. Railway,

there is an Arora calling himself a KesdhAri Sikb, who wears the kes

* Bui the SiAlkot pamphlet of 1866 gives an entirely different account. While it makes
them Suraj*bansi and carries their descent np to Him Chand, it says that they c&me
from Gh*™ .with.Mahmud Sultan and remained in his service a long time during Akbar’s
reign ! Wazir took to agriculture, and fixed on Chak Dingai, about 14 miles from Lahore
on the banks of the Ravi : he had 6 sons, trit-> Ch(ma, Goraya, Saib, Sundoo (? Sindhfi), and
SAhi : the issue of each formed two separate clans. The clans were called Mandeo&nd
Veru ; the former holding 5 villages, the latter 16. They intermarry with tho BAjwa,
Ghumman and Chima. They worship the jhand tree, and on marriage occagiorfe, they slit

the ear of a nun, wiping the blood on the iim of the litter which conveys the bride. Chundo*
van* is the rule of inheritance in the clan.
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but shaves his beard. His brothers are Sahjdhdris. There are several

instances in which the wife of a Sahjdhdri Sikh vows to make her first

son a Kesdhari. The younger sons remain • Snhjdharis. A Kesdh&ri

marries the daughter of a Sahjdh&ri and the daughters of Kesdharis

marry Sahjdhdris. Indeed intermarriages between Kesdhdri or Sfebjf

dhdri Sikhs and ordinary Hindus are still matters of every day occur-

rence, although the modern movement has succeeded to a considerable

extent in confining the followers of Guru Gobind Singh in a water-tight

compartment, restricting intermarriage with* non-Kesdhatis and en-

forcing the initiation on all male descendants of Kesdharis. But to

this day, instances of Sahjdhdri sons of Kesdhdri fathers, particularly

in the educated community, are fairly numerous .

0—Punjab Census

Rep., 1912, §§ 215 and 216.

Sahnsak, Sainsar, a curious caste regarding which little information is

available. They are found in Hoshidi pur round Tdnda and Dasuja, and
say that they were originally Bhntti Rdjputs, but they may be an off-

shoot of the Mahtons or the Pakhiwdras. Another version is that in

other parts of the country they are called Hazdra and that Sahansar
is a translation of that name (sahane = 1G00 = bazar). If this is

correct they may be Hazdras and they are certainly Muhammadans.
But one tradition brings them from Pattehar, a place which is said to

be in Sahdranpur. By occupation they used to be weavers, but now they

make ropes, mats, etc., of grass, and mors or coronets for weddings. Folk-

etymology would indeed derive Sahansdr from sun, ‘ hemp , and ear or

sarhara
,

‘ grass/ in which they work. They are also called rassi-baf or

rope-makers. They usually intermarry, but can take the daughters of

lower tribes in marriage and give daughters in turn to other tribes.

Sahoka, a Kliarral clun (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Sahol, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Sahon, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Sahota, (1) one of the leading Jat tribes in Hosbidrpur. Its head-quarters

are at Garbdiw&la, where it ranks as the second of the three Akbari
families of 4he district. Its head is styled chaudhri : (2) a horse-breed-

ing tribe in tbe same district, said to be connected with the Kanjars.

Sdho[a is defined to mean c a young hare 9
in Panjabi Dicty ., p. 989.

SahrIwat, Sarot, a Jdt tribe which claims to be descended from Sahra, a
son or grandson of Rdjd Anangpdl Tunwar. They are almost confined

to Dahli, Gurg&on, Rohlak, and the adjoining Patidla territory, In
Robtak their settlements date from some 25 generations back.

Sahrwardia.—One of the regular Muhammadan orders, founded by
% Shahdbuddin,* a native of the small town of Sahrward in Irdq near

Baghdad, and a contemporary of Abdul Qddir Jilani. The first to

establish this order in the Punjab was Bahduddin Zakaria (died 1565

A. D.}, better known as Bahdwal Haqq, the celebrated saint of Multdn.f
The followers of this sect, according to the Census Report of 1881,
(( worship sitting, chanting at short intervals and in measured toned

the word Allahu, which is articulated with a suppressed breath and as

* Al90*sai£ to be followers of Hasan ttesri.: see p. 387 infra .

t A full account of Bah&wal Haqq and his connection with the shrine of Hujra Shih Moh-
kam is given in Punjab Notes and i^nes, HI, §§ 692, 643and 732.
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if ejaculated by a powerful effort. The devotee often faints with the

exertion.
15

It is stated that they carry out both the loud and the

suppressed methods of repeating the halima
,
and that they preserve an

indifferent attitude on the question of musical services. They regard the

reading or repeating of the Qurdn as an especially meritorious act. They
%re a popular order in Afghanistan, and contain a number of learned
men. Their chief head-quarters in the Punjab are at the picturesque
shrine of Muhammad Ismail (Mi&n Wadda), which lie* between Shdli-

naar and Mfan Mir. The Jaldlis are an offshoot from this order.

SiHfj, (1) a term meaning ‘ gentle \ as opposed to zamindar or low-born, in

Jhelum. In the eastern parts of Rawalpindi the use of the term is

similar. It depends entirely on the tribe. The poorest eooly belonging
to certain tribes would be recognised as a S&hu : the richest zamindar
not belonging to one of these could not call himself so and would not
attempt to. The term has been explained as derived from asl so that

8ahu would mean a man of asl khdndan or * good family \ The Gak-
khars and Janjfias are pre-eminently Sdhu and all the tribes claiming to

be converted R&jputs call themselves so. The hill tribes, Dhund,
Dhanhil, Kethw&l and Satti, also claim to be S&hu. While the zamindar
almost always cultivates his own land, the S&hu often does not, and
never if he can help it, but the majority are now compelled to do so by
their circumstances.* In Ludhi&na it is applied to the Garew&l J&fs.t

Among the Rajputs of Karn&l chaudhri is the title for chief, other pure
R&jputs being called sau, and impure ones gdrd . The story is, bow*
ever, that f the gdrd are the is*ue of slave girls of the royal palace at

Delhi/ and that sub-G&rda are created in the same way a* the sub-

Rdngarhs—see under Ranghar (2)
( patient 9

: a tribe of J&t>s, said

to be an offshoot of the Sidls, Panjdbi Dicty., p. 989 ; (3) a J&t clan

(agricultural) found in Kabirw£l& tahsil, Multan district. It had
already occupied the country round Tulamba when the Ain-i»ATcbari

was compiled, and is reputed to be one of the four most ancient tribes

in that tract : see Khak. Also found in Montgomery.

Sahwal, a clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

SaiAhy Balochi, s= Sayyid.

Saikb>
a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Rawalpindi Gazetteer 1898-4, p. 102. To the above tribes add the Jokdras and Jasgams.
Sayyids also are SAhu. For the rights of sons by wives of Sabu status see the Customary
taw of the Rawalpindi District, 1887, pp. 7, 81 and 32. Sons by wives of lower status

are often excluded from any share in the inheritance. Widows of non-SAhu status also

get a lesser share, as a rule : ibid. p. 49.

f In the east (of the United Provinces ?) the term is also said to be applied sarcastically

to BAnias : N I. N. Q. V. § 466. The fem form seems to be SuAni. ‘8hAb/ writes Prof.

D. R. Bhandarkar. *
is of course the same as sddhd * and in later inscriptions we get either

title affixed or prefixed to the names of wealthy n erchants as in Vimala ShAh SAdhu Gur>a-

rAja, etc. Monier-Williams
1

Dicty. gives for s&rihu also the sense of
4

merchant, usurer.’

Bddhu and shdh again are the same as shdhukdr
,
and in popular belief a merchant is called

ShAh or ShAhukAr only when he possesses coin of 84 kinds at least : Arch. Survey

1907-8, p 206. This suggests that sdhu really means 'pure* and is therefore applied to

one of pure blood or unmixed descent. ’’

.

£ P. N. <&, I, § 707. The writer says the same process is found among the QasAis or
butchers. His view is supported by a custom recorded by him of the BAnias. If a B£nia
marry a BAniani widow or any woman of another caste *he is out-casted and becomes a
GhAtta lit. cleft or broken. GhAttas intermarry. But if they in turn seek alien wives they

are driven out of the GhAtta sub-caste and form yet a third caste called GhAtta-KA-Gb&tta.

These sub-castes appear to. be formed in the United Provinces, though there is said to be a
large community of GhAttas about Khattauli, one of the Punjab Railway stations.
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Sain, a tribe of R&jputs claiming descent from the RAjput prince, Lakhmatt
Sain, of Mandi where the dynasty bore the title of Sam. It appears to

be confined to SialknJ. It is said to give brides to the Manh&s. They
settled in SidJkot tahsil under Jiu.

SainI, Sayan i, the market gardener caste of the Hindus in the easterh sijb* Z
montane districts, corresponding to the Mali of the Jamna zone and
the ArAic or BAghw&n of the rest of the Provinces. The Sainis, writes

Ibbotson, would appear to be only a subdivision of the Mfilis, and it

is probable that they are a MAli tribe : some of the higher tribes of the
same caste will not intermarry with them. In Jullundur the Sainis are

said to claim R&jput origin, but Purser says that, according to their

own account, they were originally M&lis and lived principally in the

Muttra district. When Mahmud of Ghazni invaded India their an-

cestors came into Jullundur and settled down there, as they found the

land suitable for cultivation. They did such wonders with it that they
wer* called rnsdini, fr. rasdi

,

‘
skill

, whence ‘ Saini.' Admirable
cultivntors they are surpassed by none in industry or ability. They do
more market-gardening than the J&ts or even than the Ardiirs, and this

in addition to, not in place of ordinary farming. They live all along the

foot of the hills between the valleys of the Jamna and RAvi, but have
not extended further westward to the Chendb. They are fairly numer-
ous in Ambdla. About 10 per cent, of them are Sikhs, and the rest

are Hindus, Some of their got designations correspond with those of

the ArAiijs # They do not appear to have any large clans, except in

Hoslii&rpur, but in Gurd&spur the Sdlahrit is a fairly numerous got.

The principal gots in Jullundur are the Badwdl,
Bhanga, Bhela,

Bhundi, Bole , Cheran, Daule, Dheri, Ghalar, Giddhe, Jandhir, Kaloti,

Malaria, Nugge and Tirnbar. Of these the two italicised are also found
iu Hoshi&rpur and in that District other large clans are the Alagni,
Bady&l, BarAyat, Gaddi, Hamarti, Mangar and PawAn, The Sainis

E
robably rank a little higher than the MAlis as they more often own
md or evfjn whole villages and are less generally more market garden-

ers than the MAlis. In GurdAspur the Sainis hold the Paintla tract in

Shakargarh tahsil, while the ArAiij* are namorous round KalAnaur
and Batala. Both are industrious and frugal in the extreme, but they
are exceedingly prolific and the excessive morcellement of their holdings
forces on them the system of petite culture for which they shew great

aptitude.

SajbI, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in MulfcAn.

Sakhra, a Jfit clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Sakyapa, fi Buddhist order named after their founder Sakya Hongma,! and
sometimes incorreotly described as a Gelukpa sect. Nominally celibates
they wear nothing but red. In Spiti, where they hold the Tangyut
monastery, they are chiefly distinguished by the fact that the cadets of
the four noble families have for many years been attached to that
community, and on one occasion—apparently during an interregnum—*a

* And those that do correspond are not always names of other and dominant tribes,
t Possibly identical in origin or meaning with Salahria, q. v.

I Ramsay calls the founder Phakspa Jamspal and it is said that there is an image of him
at the Hgor monastery. But this appears to confuse the founder with the Pandit i%gspa—
see infra, *
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cadet became its abbot.* The present acting 1 Nono 9
of Spiti, Chain (s)-

pa-Gya(m)tso was also a brother of this Order until he was called to

his secular office. The parent house of the Order is the Ngor monastery
at one day's march beyond Tashi Lanpo,

L. de Millou6,+ however, gives a very different account of the sect.

He describes it as formed by a mixture of the Nyigmapa and K&dampa
doctrines and named after the monastery of Sakj a (Saskya, ‘ Yellow
Land'), where it was born and which was built in 1071 by Kontcho-
Gyelpo (Dkon-mc’o^-rg^aJ-po) in the province of Tsang south-west of
Tashi-lhfinpo. This sect, founded at the beginning of the 12th century
by the son of Konsho-Gyalpo, played a considerable part in the re-
ligious and political history of Tibet by the great knowledge and the
intrigues of its monks, its incessant disputes with those of the Rachmg
monastery and above all by the supremacy which it exercised lor nearly
three centuries over the other Tibetan sects, thanks to the authority,
both spiritual and temporal,! with which it was invested in the person
of its superiors by the emperor Khubilhai in gratitude for the pro-
phecy of victory made to him some years befoie by the celebrated
Sakya, Pandit P’dgspa. Its cult, almost entirely borrowed from that
of the NyigmapHg, is principally addressed to the Tantric Yidams,
Kyedorje and Chaknadorje§ and to the tutelary demon Dorjepurpa. Its

founder is regarded as an incarnation of the Bodhisattva Manjusri and
its special precepts are 16 in number :— (1) to reverence the Buddhas,

(2) practise the true religion, (3) respect the learned, (4) honour one’s

parents, (5) respect the superior classes and the old, (6) to be kind-
hearted and sincere towards one's friends, (7) to be useful to one’s

neighbours, (8) to practise equality, impartiality, justice and right
under all circumstances, (9) to respect and imitate good men, (10) to

know how to use wealth, (11) to fulfil obligations, (12) not to cheat
over weights and measures, (13) to be impartial to all without jealousy
or envy, (14) not to listen to the advice of women, (15> to be affable in

speech and prudent in discourse, (16) to have high principles and a
generous spirit.

JThe Sakyapa L&mas have counted among themselves several eminent
men, among others the celebrated historian of Buddhism, Tdran&th.
They once had a reputation, well merited, it is said, for learning and
holiness, but they are now said to be lax in the observance of discip-

linary rules, not too severe in morals and inclined to drunkenness.
Their canon . allows matrimony and the dignity of Grand L&nm or

general superior of the sect is hereditary as aie tho headships of most
of their monasteries.

SIla&ah, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Salahria, a tribe of Sombansi R&jputs who trace their descent from one
fi&j& Saigal or Shal of fabulous antiquity, and from his . descendant

Chandra Gupta. They say that their eponymous ancestor came from
the Deccan in the time of Sultdn Mamddh as commander of a force

* Khripa (pronounced thripa),
* one seated in a high place.’ *

t Annalee du Umm Quimet, Tome wii me ;
'Bod.youl ou Tibet

:

Paris, 1906, pp. 183-5.

± In 1270.

§ 8anskr. Vajrapfai
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sent to suppress the insurrection of Shuja# the Khokhar, and settled

at Sidlkot ;
and that his descendants turned Musalm&n in the time of

Bahlol Lodi. They are for the most part Muhammadan, but* still

employ Brahmans, and do not marry within the tribe. They mark the
foreheads of the bride and bridegroom with goats’ blood at their wed-
dings. Their head-quarters are in the eastern portion of Si&lkot, but
they are also found in Gurd&spur and Lahore. The Tfh&kar returned
from Si&lkot are for the most part Salahria, but many of the Sldlkof
Salahria show themselves as Manh&s and some as Bhatti. In Gurddspur
a large number of the Salahria are shown also as Bdgar or Bh&gar
which is curious as salehr is said to mean ‘ low land/ like Bdgar. The
Saini have a S&Iabri got .

The History of Sialhot gives a different and more detailed account.

It traces the Salahria to Hdjd Singal, a prince at the time of Afrasiydb,

whom the Rdja propitiated with presents. It claims Chandra Gupta
as one of the family, but makes him contemporary with Alexander.
R&jd Jaigopdl opposed both Subuktigin and his son Mahmud, but
after a battle lasting 18 days the RAj&’s elephant fled and his army gave
way. The Rdjd then placed his son Anangpdl on the throne, and died.

Anangpal fled to the Deccan, but his descendants took service with the
emperors and Rdjd Sakat Bikr was sent to suppress Shuja the Khokhar.
He then founded a village, named after his father, R&ja S&1

,
who was

also called Salheria, where his descendants became independent.
Under Balilol Lodi R&j& Sambdl ( ? Sambal) turned Muhammadan and
they were confirmed in their dignities ;

but internecine feuds soon lost

them their independence and they sank to mere agriculturists.

SamMl.

Bhopal.

DunMl. Bhfoni.

Sajju (in 4th f ^ ^
generation). Shaju, B&lu.

(ancestor of the I

Salhrias.) 1

r i i i
Ganm, Jeo. Moju. Bhiru.

ancestor of
| | |

the Gani&thas. Jewathas. Majwfithas. Bhirw&thas.

The descendants of Rdj& Chut P&l, also a descendant of SamMl, are

still Hindus.

The Salahria intermarry with the Surkaeahs, Milotrah, K&til, Btitah

and Guddeah Rajputs, and, if necessary, brides are still given to the

Jamwdl, Sainp&l, Manhds and Jassoah clans. Mah&r&ja Ranjit Singh
was advised by his ‘pandits to marry Salahria brides as they would
bring him good fortune and he espoused three ladies of the tribe. One
of them committed sati with him. In Gnrd&spur the Salahria rank, as

Kahri: see under Rajput. They follow the rule of chundavand.

Quarrels about women are said to be frequent among them and the

fashion set by Ranjit Singh is still apparently followed for many
Salaima girls are said to be sold in Lahore and Amritsar.

* Shaikhs is the usual form of his name.
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Sills, a section of the Jaddns in Hazdra, formerly settled in the Mangal

tract, bat since 1830 confined to the Rajoia plain : see Gaddu and
Hassanzai.

Salika, an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur.

SalImshAhi, or ShershAhi, , a title assumed by the BhattiAras, who would
pass as PathAns (like the Kunjras who assume the title of NawAb
SAhib) and addihe title of KhAn to their names.* CJ. p. 43 supra

.

Salonb, an ArAl^ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

SalotbI, a Muhammadan J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

SalAthi, a sept of Brahmans, hereditary padhas of Keonthal.

SAmil ok SAmal, a frontier faction : see GAr.

Saman, a Hindu Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Samand Khel, a PathAn clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Samayogi, a class of devotees who marry and lead domestic lives : as opposed
to NAga. those devotees who are purely ascetic and practise seclusion.

Macauliffe speaks as if each of the four sects founded by RAmAnand's
disciples were divided into NAgAs and Samayogis: Sikh Religion, VI,

p. 105.

Samdar, fr. 8am, share : a co-sharer in cultivation, also called hali who
sows the crop and tends it, while the owner of the land supplies the
plough, cattle and seed : Rawalpindi Gazetteer

, p. 134.

SamDARANf, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Samejah, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Samil, a tribe of the Sandal BAr akin to the Bhattis, as the following
genealogy shows

Nauresh.

Bhatti.

Narpat (a/ag/r).

Gajpat.

Jaspat.

Salwin (SalivAhana).

Ddsar.

Mansur.

M^n.

Sel.

Jidndan.

Acetal.

Jagp&l.

Paaam.

Bhone,

Pati.
a

Bacherai.

1

( 1
1

Abar,
Bhagsm. Maui. 1,

• Samil.

* Punjab Census Rep., 1912, § 586*
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The S£mils marry mostly among themselves. They give daughters
to the Kharrals, but do not receive wives from them. The Bh&tffs of
Pindi BhattiAn do not give daughters to the S&mils.

There are also said to be Sdmils in the Kirdna Bdr, on the RAvi and
Nfli (Sutlej), at TArA on the ChenAb, and also in the direction of

Dera GhAzi Khdn. The SAmils of the Sandal BAr are said to have
come from MultAn.

Samitah, a small tribe found in the Leiah tahsil of MiAnwAli. It claims
RAjput extraction and tells the following story of its origin : RAm
Chandar and Gonda adopted IslAm under Ald-ud-din of Delhi and
assumed the names of Muharram and Variam respectively. The former
was appointed kardar or intendant of Sindh and, with his brother,

came to that country, where he married the old kardar*

8

daughter

;

but the people rose in revolt and made the son of their former kardar
,

Muhammad Akrarn, their intendant. Muharram and hia people fled

but were overtaken and captured, thereby earning the contemptuous
name of Shamtia or Sdmitah. Feuds ensued with the Balim and
Ghishkori, and later with the Siar J&ts, who took the western half

of their lands, one Sayyid Faqiru settling down as a buffer between the
two tribes. At weddings they observe Hindu customs but do not
employ Brahmans, and the nikdh is read in the orthodox way.

Samma, a tribe found in the BahAwalpur State when they are represented

by the following septs :

—

i,

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

viii.

ix.

x.

xi.

xii.

xiii.

xiv.

xv.

Abrah*

f i. Abreja.

I

ii. Khambra.
iii. Bangit (found in KArdArls KhAnpur and SAdiqAbAd).
iv. Jamra.

I v. Abbal.
I vi. Nangana.

(. vii. Bappi.

Sawentra.— (1) Sudr. (2) Silra, (3) Dandam.
Nareja, descended from pure SammAs on both sides.

Dhareja,
)

•

DhAri, > by Samma fathers, but by mothers of other tribes, (c/. dhi, daughter).
Warand,

)

Unnar, descendants of BAja LAkhA.
Ujjan.
Sahta.
Kala.
Gori.

LAkhA.
Eanuhja or Runj ha. This sept claims to be of the BAAdpotra tribe. They have a

sub'Sept called Tarechri.J a wild group, cattle-breeders by occupation. Accord*
mg to some Ranuhja and Runjba are separate septs.

KAhA.'

* The Abrahs are also called Phal-potras or * children of the fruit,
1

because they first in*
troduced agriculture into Sindh. Hence their motto

Lalcha lakh lutdiyo

,

Karan bakhshe hror

Te Abrah bakhshe hal di or
1 LAkhA (a Samma rdja) gives lakhs

, and Karam krors of rupees, in charity
but Abrah gives but what he earns by the plough .*

t The S&ngi branch of the SammAs has a tradition that in ancient times the SammAs had
two grades, one comprising the 30 families of superior or genuine SammAs, the other 13
inferior septs who were wazirs of the SammAs. To the latter belonged the KhohAnras. No
other sept of the SammAs has however preserved such a tradition,

t A mound so named in the OholistAn, near Pain MunAra, may once have belonged to this
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Sammekr, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,

Sammi, a group of Mdchhis, employed as fishermen, fishmongers, quail*

catchers, and poulterers. They are said to have come from Rori in

Sindh and are- mostly found in Lahore where they also make mats and
work as boatmen.

Samor, a clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Samba, a Hindu clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery and Mult&n*

Samrae, a J£t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and in Ludhidna. In
the latter district they cut the jhand at weddings and play with the
twigs. The offerings are given to a Brahman. Their ancestor,

Joanda, came from Sidlkot and his samadh is there. They cut the jandi
at weddings and the cutter is given either a shawl or a khes according
to one’s means.

San, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Sanbhal, a Muhammadan Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Sanda, a tribe of Jd{ status found in the Mulfcdn district. They had already

occupied the present mouth of the Rdvi when the Ain4-A kbari was
compiled.

Sandah, Sandah, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n. Sdnda is also

a branch of the Dhillon Jd^s.

Sandelah, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Sandhal, a Jdt clan (agii cultural) found in Mailsi tahsil, Multdn district.

Sandhar, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Sandhe, (1) an Araxn, (2) a Hindu Kamboh clan (agricultural) both found
in Montgomery.

SAtfDBf, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Sandho, a Jd$ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar, Montgomery and
Multdn. The name appears to be a mere variant of Sindhu.

Sand!, a tribe of J&t descendants of Sdnda, a Rajput of Bhatner and now „

found in Sidikot.

SandIla, a clan of Jat status, found in Multdn, They claim to have
come from Delhi in the time of Shdh Jahdn. It is also described
as a Muhammadan Jd$ clan (agricultural) and as a Baloch clan
(agricultural) in Montgomery.

Bandral, an agricultural clan found in Sbdhpur.

SandrIna, an (agricultural) clan found in Shdbpur. In Montgomery it ig,

described as a Muhammadan Jdf clan (agricultural), but it appears to

be Hindu.* '
.

Sa$d?e, (1) an Ardiii, (2) a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Sa^gah, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Sangah, a Rajput clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar*
,

* Montgomery Gazetteer, 1898*99, p, 90,
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Sang*, a clan t>r gat *>f ihe Lad (?) J^s, found in Hoebi&pur.* Cf.
Sanghe. ~

^
,

Sangere, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. Cf. Sanghera.

Sangh, SIngh, a wdkfinder. But see under Tob&. Cf. also Sekga. The
word appears to be derived from or connected with singhan {Panjali
Dicty p. 1057) and eungghand

,

to smell (p. 1080).

Sanghe, a Hindu Jdt tribe of Ferozepore akin to the Dhillon. It has what
appears to be a special custom at weddings in tfi&t after the bride’s

advent, the bridegroom goes out with his parohit and fetches home a
branch of the pannu, a bush used for making brooms, whioh he plants at

his house and Keeps watered for a year or six months iu order that it

may remain green. In Hoshi&rpur it is one of the principal. Jdt
tribe! : cf Sange.

Sangbera, a J&t tribe found in Ludhiana. They cnt the jandi after a
wedding and play with the twigs like the Samrai. They offer a oow
or buffalo's milk first to their ja\hera. Offerings are given to a Brahman
and the cutter of the jandian is paid according to one’s means.

SAnghi, a J&t tribe found in the Sangarh tahsil of Dera Ghdzi Kbdn.
Like the Arwdl J&ts it follows Baloch custom in marriage, etc.

Sanghowal, a sept of Rdjputs descended from Lakhmi Chand, son of Sangar
Chand, 16th Rdja of Kahlfir.

SAijai, a clan (agricultural) found in Multdn and Amritsar.

Sangoke, a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Sangrah, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Sangrota, a J&t got which claims descent from a Chauhdn R&jput who
killed a dacoifc with a sengar or quarter-staff. It now holds villages
in Jind tahsil but is said to have migrated from Karndl.

SangtarIsh, styled Pathar-patore in Ambdla, a stone-cutter or stone-
breaker.

BAngwAn, a tribe of J&ts closely allied to the Sheordns, q. v. They hold 40
villages in pargana D&dri of Jind and are also found in Hissdr and
Rohtak. In Jind they claim descent from Sarduha, a R&jput of Sarsu
Jangu. Sangu, son of Nainu, his descendant, migrated from Ajmer
and founded villages in Jind. He became a J&$. With him came
Mahta a Godajia Brahman, a Jhanjaria Nai, a Khurian Dfim, and a
Sahjlan Ohamdr, and these gots are still clients of the Sdngwdn,
who hold 57 villages in Dddri tahsil, 55 of these lying in the Sdngwdn

aa. From this tribe are descended the Jakkhar and Kadan gots,

of which holds 12 ids or villages in Rohtak, and also the Pahil,

Mdn+ and Kalkal gots. The Jakkhar got does not marry with the
S&ngw&n or Kadan gots, but the two latter may marry with each other*

Like the Phog&t the S&ngw&n reverence the ihtimia at weddings*

Sabi, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

* P. N. Q. Ill, § 588.

t But*the Min are also said to be allied to the Dallil, Deswil and Bewil : see under
Palltt.
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Saniasi. The term SaniSsi is derived from the Sanskrit sannyds, * abandon-
ment or resignation/ and is applied to those who having passed through
the BAnparasth stage of life and attained the age of 75 years renounce
the world and are cared for by others. Such bsanyasi wears bhagwa—
or salmon-colonrod clothes, but lie need don no janeo and wear no
choti. The process by which the term came to be applied to an order
of religious mendicants is readily to be understood, if obscure. Possibly
the Sanydsis, as an order, are older than the Brahminical institution of
sannyds as the fourth and last stage of life.

The Sani&sis often trace their order to Sw&mi Dit&tre, the Munf
Dattdtreya of Sanskrit works, who is sometimes said to have been
Shankar AchAry&’a precursor, and all Sani&sis, it is said, receive the
mantra in DitAtre’s name. The story of the contest between this Muni
and Guru Gorakhn&th would make the former much later, writes
Mr. Maclagan, than Shankar AchArya. Briefly, the history of the
SaniAsis is as follows :

—

The SaniAsi sect (to use the only term available) decayed in the
Buddhist period, and tlien split up into various sub-sects with hetero-
dox creeds. This led, after the fall of Buddhism, to the reforms of
Shankar AchArya, who had four disciples, each of whom founded
•maths or schools, which again split up into numerous branches,
Shankara AchArya himself founding the principal school :

—

Founder. School. Branches or Colleges *

Shankar Acharya.

1 . Sarupa AchArya

2. Balbhadra Budhiman
(Padman).

3. Naurotka Ach&rya
(Tarnaka or Tank).

4. Prithidh4ra Acharya
(Prithvi or Prithodar)

Sumer Math
,
in the centre

of India.

Sarada Math in the West ...
< 1.u

Govardhan Math in the East
j

(t: c

- it l

fS

Joshi Math in the North

Sangiri Math in the South...

(S:

A. B.

Tirath ... 1 . Ban.
Ashram ... 2. Aran.
Ban ... i. Tirath.
Aranya ... 2. Asrara.
Giri ... 1 . Giri.

Parbat ... 2. Puri.
S&gar ... 3. Bharthi
Giri ... 1 . Ban.
Puri ... 2. Aran.
BhArti ... 3. Tirath.

teacher of the elements

of gyan
,
who instructed the pupils of the Acli&rya.

The Saniesi sub-orders or pddas are given as follows, and are said

to be ten in number, yet eleven names are specified, viz .
:

—

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

Bharti or

Ban or

Arn or

1. Gir (? Sh&h).
2. Puri.

3. B&rti.

4. Ban.
5. Arn.

11. Jatti or

6. Parbat (hill) or

7. Sdgar or

8. Tirath (temple) or

9. Ashram or

10. Sarassati or
11. Jatti.

6. Bargat.

7. Rukar.
8 . 8ukar.

9. Dandi.

10. Surastf.

Of these the first two (Giri and Puri) are not celibate. . The other

nine, it is said, do not marry, yet the members of*the Ashram sub-order,

in which sub-order the Jatti, Dandi, Bargat and Rukar are included

* In lieu of the Sarada and Govardhan Maths Mr. Maclagan gives

l. NarfganiMath ...
{ Jg*

|

2, JirahmacMri ...
{f
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(sic) are described as marrying and living permanently in cities. The
same informant further notes that there are in each sub-order two
sections, one celibate, the other not. Again the use of meat and
spirituous liquor is forbidden to Nos. 8, 9 and 10 (Tlratb, Ashram
and Surassati) above, but in the other orders also many abstain.

These ten padas (each of which is called Dasndm) are also said to

include : J, the Sarswati, Bh&rti and Purl, three military branches,* 2,

the Girl, Parbat and S&gar, three branches famed for their knowledge
of the VecULnta: The tenth pada places its faith in jap, counting or

telling its beads, and in gyan
,
or knowledge.t

It is impossible to say precisely what the names of the ten padas
really are. Out of 8 lists of them Mr. Maclagan found that all con-

tained four

—

viz., the Girl, Purl, Aran and Bhdrthl, but for the

remaining 6 the lists gave one or other of the following names
AstAwar, Jatl, Bodla, Dandl, Anandl, Dat, Ach&raj, Kar, Nirambh,
or Pari. To these may be added Khdki, Jpagbar, Sokhaf in Mi&nw&li.i

According to some accounts only eight of the padas are true Sani&sls,

the Bh&rthis—who always appear as one of the ten padas being really

Jogis, and tbe JDandls Vaiuhnavds.

The Sani&sis are also cross-divided into four classes, or degrees (of

varying sanctity, it would seem), or ways of life. These are :

—

i. Kavichar iii. Hans.
ii. Bhodak iv. Param Hans.

i. Kavichars, who have renounced the world and live in forests,

occupied in religious contemplation and worship. They do not go
about and beg, but live on the alms of passers-by.

ii. Bhodaks are itinerant mendicants, who collect alms in kind

(never in cash), and never remain for more than three days in one
place.

iii. Hans are versed in the Veddnta philosophy. Remaining in one
place they live on charity. Believing firmly in the identity of Nature
and Soul they scrupulously follow the path prescribed by the Yoga
system.

iv. The Param Hans are Yogis who have attained perfect beatitude

and are merged in the Supreme, having command over life and death.

The Hans and Param Hans are opposed to idolatry, though some of
them worship Devi. They repeat the name of Parmeshyj&r with every

* Other accounts say that only the Nirambh, Asram and Saraswati are allowed to wear
or use arms.

t Just as the guiding principle of caste organization is cross-division, so the key to the
degrees and classes of a religious sect or order like that of the Sani&sis is unquestionably
to be found in the operation of that principle. The Sanydsis resembled the Nigas in that

at one period they became a militant body as well as a religious order, or oombined both
oharactei8. In 1763 they plundered Dacca and are described as " professing to belong
|o a religious fraternity. In the correspondence of Warren Hastings they ure frequently
mentioned under the name of Sanydsis or Fakirs, and he speaks of them as still a pest in

1773 and 1774.

J Aropnd Moch are found Didu-khel, Pdfkhel and Mixi Saniisis, while lower groups
ed Rukar, Sukar, Ktikar and Bhukar act as Mahd-Brabmans to the Saniisis and accep

their alms at funerals.
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breath—whence their designation. The title is applied more especially
to the higher grades of the order, particularly to the Pan<Ji Sam&sis.

Such is the popular account. A more scientific one is given in § 146
of the Punjab Census Rep., 1912—* Sanydsi/ writes P. Hari Kishen
Kaul, ‘ is an order originally prescribed for the Brahmans alone and is

the only name given for ascetics in Manu or earlier works. Four
classes of Sanyasis are recognized by the Samritis,* viz., Kutichak

,

Bahudak, Hansa ’and Parmahansa. The classification is based upon
the degree of vairdgya (aversion) which precedes the renunciation.
Vairdgya is said to be of three kinds, (1) manda (dull) which is only
temporary and is caused by the loss of son, wife, home, etc. ; (2) tibra
(acute) when the desire is not to have sons, wife, wealth, etc., in this

or the future life, and (3) $?&ra£ar*(intense) in which the person wishes
never to be reborn in any loka (world). Sanyas must not be taken in

mand vairdgya : tibra vairdgya entitles a man to initiation as Kutichak

,

Bahudak or Hansa. The Parmahansa type of sanyas can only bo
taken when the vairdgya is tibratar. A person may enter this degree
direct or after having entered one or the other of the three lower
degrees. Kutichaks and Bahudaks are tridandis, i.e., carry three staffs,

which represent the vdk-dand, mano-dand
, and karma-dand, i.e., vows

to control the speech, mind and action. A Bahudak is he who can
travel. He is not supposed to stick to one place, but a Tridandi who
is unable to undertake journeys becomes a Kutichak, and is allowed
to beg from the house of his son or relatives without taking any in-

terest in them. The Hansa and Farmahansa Sanyasis are ekdandis
(i.e., carry only one staff). The Hansa has only tibra vairdgya, but
wishes to obtain gyan (knowledge of the Supreme) in Brahmaloka.
Parmahansas are of two kinds (1) Vividusha, those who desire gydn
here, and (2) Gyanvan, those who have attained it. These kinds of

sanyas are not now in vogue, at all events in the Punjab.*

Below these are two new orders called Okhar and Phukar to which
KAnets, J&ts, Jhiwars, Bahtis and Grihastas or house-holders are admit-
ted. These perform menial duties and act as the Achdrjes of the

Sani&sis.

Yet another grouping of the order is based upon the degree of their

spiritual attainments or rather on their functions within the order, and
these groups are called after the three gunas or philosophical qualities,

(i) the Rajogunl who are principals of religious houses (akharas)
and

live in the world, (ii) the Tamoguni, ascetics .who live on charity,

begging for the day’s wants, and (iii) the Satoguni, who do not even
beg, but trust to Heaven—and their neighbours.

Other groupings, probably popular, are (i) Vidwat, or learned and (ii)

Yeoddsha or learners. Again we hear of Panel! Sanidsis—further sub-
divided into ek-4an4i, do-efandi and tri-4an<li, or thosd who carry 1,2 or

3 sticks to signify that they have subdued the body, the mind or speech

or two or all of these. Others again are designated Kotichas because
they live in huts (kotis), and others Bahudak, because they drink daily

from many a well or spring and are thus for ever wandering.

* See Pdrdthar Smiriti and Edrita Smiriti.
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‘‘Besides tho Panfis or Dashandmis, there are three peouliar classes
of Sany&sis, viz., (1) Atur Sanydsi, who embraces Sanyfis just before
death, (2) Manas SanySsi, who renunciates the world inwardly butnevor adopts any outward sign of the order, and (8) Ant Sanydsi, whoon adopting Sany&g sits in one place and determines to end his life in
meditation by not taking any food or drink.”

In order of precedence, and placed by Shankar Ach&rya himself
above all classes, stands the sampradaya. “ Shahkr&chiUrja organized
the Sany&sis into a regular religious order and established four mathas
(central institutions) where alone a person could be initiated into the
ashrama. He recognized the ten names (dashanima ) of Girt Puri
Bhdrati, Parvat,8dgara, Van, Aranya, Saraswati, Tirtha and Ashrama
for them, and distributed the titles over the four mathas. But be
conferred the privilege of bearing the staff

(4an$a) on only 8£ of the
10 classes, viz., on the Tirtha. Ashrama, Saraswati and half of the
Bhdrati. The other Sany&sis are called Dashandmi or Qosw&mi. The
Panii Sanyfisis enjoy the highest esteem amongst the Hindus, for it is
said that, QanQagrahana matrenn naro narayanah bftavet

’

(By the
mere fact of holding the staff, i.e. by being initiated to the degree of
Qan<ft, the man becomes God). The four mathas of ShankrdchtLrva
were established at the four ends of India* one of his disciples being
placed in charge of each.t The preceptor now presiding at each
matha is termed Shankr&chiirya. An explanation of each detail would
take up too much space. The Kedar Matha is not in existence, but
the ohankracharyas of the other three mathas are trying to revive it
Only Brahmans are initiated at the Shdrada (Dwiirka) and Shrinqeri
Mathas, while the Govardhana Matha will admit persons belonging to
the other varnas as well. Full discipline of the order is enforced
only at the mathas, but they have several branches where persons
wishing to enter the order are admitted into its folds.”!

1

* The peculiarities of the matha« are—
Brahmdm-

Dishd, or Matha, or Khshetra
, or Achdrya

,
1st chdrya ,

direction. institution. . locality. preceptor, order of

_ „ _ celibacy.
East ... Goverdhan. Purushottam. Hastam&lak. Prak&shak.
South ... Shringeri. R&meshwar. Sureshwar. Chetan.
West ... 8h&rad&. Dw&rika. Padmap&d. Sarfip.

North ... Jyotir. Kedar. Shrotak. Ananda.

Devta, Devi,
god. goddess.

Jagann£th. Vimali.
Adivariha. Kimikhyi.
Siddheshwar. Bhadra Kali,
Narayana. Punyagiri.

Dishd, Tirtha
,
or Veda

, subject Mahdvdkyo

,

Oan,
or direction. holy spot. of study. aphorism. epithet.

East ••• Mahodadhi
(Ocean).

Rigveda. Prajninam
Brahma.

Vdgvar.

South ... TungBhadrd. Tajurveda. Aham Brahra-
asiii.

Tattwamasi.

Varivar.

West ... Gomati. Samveda. Kitvar.

North .» Alaknanda. Atharva-veda. Ayami,tm£. Anandvar.

Ndm, title.

Van & Aranya

Puri, Bhirati &
Saraswati.

Tirtha and Ash*
ram.

Giri, Parbat and

t The distinction is similar to the assignment of the four Vedas to different^mons thn*
the Rig Veda, with its Chhandas and Brahmna* and its god AgTiU tmSSSd
theY.jur.yeds with its god V&yuk, to the (filament

,

"JSab C^uTC'! 1918
V

' g0d8 ““ RUhU to 10 directions.
;
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The Sanidsis have also cross-divisions or classes, based on their

various observances or customs. These are :— *

i. Bhog-bdr, who are indifferent to all earthly things, save those

necessary to sustain life

;

ii. Ket-bdr, who attempt to oat only a very small quantity of food;

iii. Anand-bdr, who are averse to begging and live on spontaneous

alms

;

iv. Bhur-bdr, who live on forest products, grass and ashos (?) pound-

ed, exclusively ;

v. Kanshi-bdr, who have no desires and live on air and water, in

continual beatitude.

Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul, C.I.E., thus describes the Sanydsi

groups

“ A number of minor groups of Sanydsis have been formed in conse-

quence of peculiar tendencies of individuals, not based upon the funda-

mental principles of the order, e.g (1) Avadhi'ita* (Tdntrio) who are of

four kinds :— (u) Brahmavadkt'da, (b) Shaivdvadhuta, (c) Bhahtdvadhuta

and \d) Eansdvadhuta. Bhaktdvadhuta are divided into (i) Puma
called Parmahansa and (ii) Apnrna known as Paribrdjaka.t Some
divide Avadhuta Sanydsis into Grihastha and Udasin.% (2) Ndngas

who go about naked. (8) Alikhya , called (a) Bhairon Jholidhdri;

(b) Gunesh Jholidhdri ;
, c) Kali Jholidhdri, according to the names of

their jholis or begging bags- (4) Dangali who are regular traders in

rudraksha rosaries and similar accessories of worship. (5) Aghori

or Sarbhangi, who will eat anything, are considered very degraded,

and are not touched. They are becoming rare now. (6) Urdhabahu,

who keep one arm up until it gets atrophied and stiffens to that posi-

tion. (7) Akashmukhi, who always keep looking upwards. (8) Nakhi

who grow their nails. (9) Sthadeshwdri, who always keep standing

and never sit or lie down. (10) Urdhamukhi, who tie themselves up

to a tree by their legs at the time of their practice. (11) Panchadhuni

or Panchagni,
who practise austerities with four fires kindled around

them and’ the fifth fire of the sun shining above. (12) Tyag Sanydsi,

those who do not beg but eat whatever is given fo them without the

asking. (13) Maunabrati, who maintain ligid silence. (14) Jalashayi

,

who practise austerities sitting in water. (15) Jaladharasparshi, whose

heads are continuously sprinkled with water, when they are in medita-

tion. (16) Kadalingi, who engirdle their waisto with an iron plate in

place of the usual waistband and langot. (17) Phaldhdri, who live on

fruits alone. (
18

)
Dudhddhari, who live od milk alone,—and so on.

^ The last but not the least important class of Sanydsis are the

Grihastis or Gharbaris (the married ascetics) who are a contradiction

in terms. The class is, of course, much looked down upon and is not

very numerous. At the same time there are female* Sanydsis called

Avadhidnis. The number of real female ascetics is very small, but

quite a large number of female beggars go about in the garb of Sadhnis

and oftener than not, describe themselves as BanyasansP

Bee Nirvana tantra Chap. XIV ;
Mahanirvana tantra

,
Ch^ps. VIII and^XJV.

f prantoshini Dhrita Mahanirvana tantra .

j;
Mundamdla tantra,
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The castes from which the Saniasis are recruited ,

Some of the SaniAsis, in order to oppose the Muhammadan invasions,

endeavoured to found a militant branch of ‘ their order, bub this was
opposed by other SaniAsis on the ground that the order was spiritual,

not secular. The Sangirf Math, however, at last agreed that, if Re-
pute were admitted into the order, SaoiAsls might bear arms, [This
seems to imply that Saniasis were formerly not recruited from RAjputs.
It may be that originally they were only recruited from Brahmans, as
is indeed expressly stated by P. Hari Kishen Kaul]. All the other
Maths concurred. Later on Vaisy&s were also admitted and managed
the finances and commissariat of the Order. Lastly, all restrictions

were removed and even men of impure castes admitted, hut they cannot
rise to the positions to which Brahmans and Rajputs may rise, and the
higher castes never eat food cooked by them, nor may they learn the
Vedas. In other words, caste restrictions hold good after admission
into the order.

Hence, it would seem, arose two classes within the order, the N&gd
Nanga or naked, militant members, and the Tapaswis or devotees who
practise the most Bevere austerities, sleeping on an iron bed, etc. But
this classification does not cover the whole order: see infra under ashes.

Thus, in theory, Sani&sis are recruited from all castes, but in practice

the order is mainly made up of Brahmans* and Khatris, and according
to some the true Sam&si will not eat in the houses of any other castes

save these two.

Sani&sis are recruited from two distinct classes, (1) those who, owing
to misfortune, abandon the world, and (2) those who deliberately elect

to follow the devotee's life. The former are not regularly initiated,

but simply go to a SaniAsf, offer him Re. 1-4, receive certain mantras
from him after feasting 5 or 7 persons, and then maintain themselves
by begging. The latter are however formally initiated.

Initiation .—Having obtained the consent of his relatives and trans-

ferred to them all his property, the would-be SaniAsi makes the round
of his village and goes to a distance of one hoe towards the north. He
also worships in all the temples and shrines of his village, praying for

aid to serve God throughout his life.

He then starts on a pilgrimage in search of a guru, who should be a
Brahman, eminent for spiritual learning. The Brahman dissuades him,
pointing out the hardships of the life ana so on, but, if he persists, he is

advised to acquire knowledge. To this end he goes to an Ach&rya who
teaches him the VedAnta, briefly and gives him a mantra containing

the name of Parmeshwar, which he must repeat day and night. He
has also to make a pilgrimage, taking only a kamindal or water-pot

and a jholi (a wallet or loose cloth). After this he returns to his guru
who satisfies himself as to his fitness and initiates him, thus:—

i. His head is entirely shaved,t and the sacred thread removed.

•Fivedi tfee pddaa, the Saraswatf, Ach&raj , Aran, Ban and Anand are said to be
recruited from Brahmans alone ; while the other five are open to the public,

t SaniAsfs either wear all their hair or shave it all. They do not wear the scalp-lcok.
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ii. He offers pin <2as to ancestors, so as to fulfil his obligations to
them.

#

iii* He must then offer tarpan or ablutions and performs three jajnas*
viz. $ the Shr&dh, Deva and Rishi karma.

iv* Next he must offer pindas to himself, aa being dead to the world,

and perform the baji hawan to show that he has severed all connection
with his relatives. He then worships the three gods, Brahma, Vishnd
and Shiva, and also the sun and the goddesses, and then aooounts
himself to be one of the gods. Lastly, the guru gives him a mantra and
advises him to join a math, sampradia

, etc.

Such is the popular version, but Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul gives the
orthodox rites :

—“ The ceremonies of initiation into sanyas have a
deep significance. When a person has made up his mind to enter the
order, he signifies his intention to the head of an institution of San-
y&sis and having received the permission goes through the following
ceremonies :— (1) The first thing he has to do is to perform the
shradha (obsequies) of all his pitras (ancestors, etc.). (2) If a khsht-

agniy i.e one who practises agnihotra (fire sacrifice), he performs the
prajdpatya ishti and if a niragni

,
i.e., non-agnihotr, then the birjd

havan, according to Vedic rites ; and gives away all that he possesses

except a kopin (loin- cloth), 4an4a (staff) and jalpdtra (water vessel).

(3) He then ha9 his beard, moustaches and head shaved, keeping
only the shikhd (scalp lock). This is called mundan. (4) The next
stop is to perform atma shradha, i.e

,
his own after-death rites, pre-

suming himself to be dead. (5) He then addresses himself to the
Sun and recites a mantra

,
purporting to give up the desire for sons,

wealth and higher life and resolving that no living being shall receive
any injury from him. (6) His shikhd is then cut off. He enters

water (the sea or a river) with his shikhd and yagyopavit in hand and
throws both away, resolving :—

*

I am no body's and no one is mine/
After that he recites the Preshamantra, whereby he adopts sanyas in

the presence and with the testimony of the three lokas (regions) and
renounces the world. (7) On emerging from the water, he starts

naked to the north for tapa (austerity). (8) The guru stops him,
makes him put on the kopin

,
gives him the danda and the jalpdtra

,

kept out of the initiate's personal property and advises him to stay
there and begin to learn what he can. He is gradually persuaded to

put on other covering as well.”

Ritual.—The Sani&sis worship Shiva, in the ordinary way, and
Shakti, with a special secret ritual called mdrag. These rites are con-

ducted by the elect and are often costly, They are held at night, and
last some 9 days. Outsiders are carefully excluded, only initiates being
admitted. The initiates are closely bound together by the bond of

their common beliefs and have certain pass-words by which they re-

cognise one another.

Discipline

:

—u The marks of a true Sanyasi are :

—

Kapalam brikieha

mulani ,
kuchailam asahayatd samatd chaiva sarvasmin

, etadmuktasya
lakshanam.* ‘ An earthen pot (for drinking water), the roots of trees

(for food), coarse vesture, total solitude, equanimity towards all, this

• Manu—VI, 44,
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is tile sign of one freed.’ Some of the rules of practice to be observed
by a Sany&si are:

—

(1) One cloth round ihe waist above the knees
and below the navel and another one over .the shoulders; with these

two coverings should a SanyAsi go out begging. (2) He shall eat

only one m**al (in 24 hours). (3) He shall live outside inhabited
quarters. (4) He shall beg from seven and not more than seven
housos (except in the case of a Kutichak). (5) He shall not stay too

long in one place (the Kvtichak excepted). (6) .He shall sleep on the
ground. (7) He shall not salute any one, nor praise or speak ill of

anybody. (8) He shall bow only to Sany&sis of a higher order or of

longer standing, and (9), he may not cover himself with a cloth except
of salmon colour. The Sanyasi is not cremated but his dead body is

carried out in a sitting posture with the face open and buried in the

same position. The shradha having already been performed by the

Sany&si himself, no after-death rites are necessary.

Ashes .—It is a sacred duty to smear ashes on the body, but only the
Niigri-s and Tapaswis smear the whole body, other SaniAsis only mark-
ing the tri pun4arik with ashes on the forehead.

Rosarie

a

.—As Shiva himself wears a rosary of rudraksh seeds, each
Sanidsi does the same. Bach berry has several lines on it called

mnkh8
,
and a berry with 1 or 1 1 rnukhs is of special sanctity, each

mukh having a mystic significance.

t

Thoso Stmi&sis who visit the shrine of Hingl&j wear rosaries of

thumraX getting them as token from the temples of Devi.

Ceremonial prohibitions.—As a Sanidsi performs his own shrddh, and
offers pintfas to himself he is regarded as dead, and so no Brahman,
Rdjput or Vuishya will eat food cooked by him, drink at his hands or
smoke with him. For the same reason no true Sanidsi wears the
sacred thread.

There are further prohibitions within the order. Thus the other
sub-orders do not eat, etc., with the Okhars or Phukars and the original

caste distinctions of the members are retained within the order, as

noted above.

Death ceremonies .—Saniasis like Jogis make a dying person sit

in an erect position, a wooden frame
(bairagan) being placed under his

arms to prevent his falling back. The corpse, along with the bairagan,

* This para, also is reprinted from P. Hari Kishen Raul's Census Rep., § 148.

t The mulch* signify

T. Param Brahma Param &tm&, i.e. He who created the world Himself wore this mulch.

2. Mah&cieo and P&rvati, who first wore it.

3. M4ya, a9 it is worn by the goddess.

4. The mulch which was offered to the four Vedas and Brahma.
5. That which was offered to the five Pdndus.

G. That which was given to the six Darshan yogis
,
viz. :—Yogi, Jangam, Seora, Sani&si,

Darwesh and Brahman.
7. That which was offered to all the gods.

8. That which was offered to the Nau Nath yogis. These yogis are as follows Okar
(Onk&r) Nath, Udii, 8&t, Santokh, Gaje Bhab, Chauracgi, Machhandar, Mast and Gorakh
Naths.

9. Th® mulch which was given to Das N&m Saniasf (alluded to above).
10. That <vhich was placed on the jata or matted hair of Mah& Budra or Mah* Deo,

X Said to be the dried fruit or seed of a tree. They resemble manka beads.
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is buried in this posture in a samddh, bhang and a hollowed gourd
being placed therein by the side of the body,* The Sanidsis bury

« their dead facing East, or North-East for this is
€ homewards,’ where-

as the Jogis appear to bury their dead facing due East.t

After this, salt and spices are thrown into the grave to hasten putre-
faction. The deceased’s clothes and bedding are given to the Okha^s
and Phukars of the order, and on a day between the 13th and 40th
after death, or even within 6 months or a year, his disciple performs
yajna, giving presents to Okhars and Phukars as other Hindus do to

the Achdrj. This is called 6handdra, and is confined to the wealthy
or influential members of the order. Poor Sanidsis are merely buried,
and their property quickly given away. Over the graves of pious
men or mahants of large means, mandirs or samddhs aro erected^ and in

these lamps are kept alight and daily worship offered.

Lastly P. Hari Kishen Kaul regards the Jogis as a branch of the
Sanidsis and says :

—“ Jogi is a corruption of Yogi, a term applied
originally to the Sanydsis well advanced in the practice of yogabhyas.

They are really a branch of Sanydsis, the order having been founded
by Guru Machhandar (Matsyendra) Ndfch and Gorakh Ndth Sanydsis,
who were devoted to the practice of Yoga and possessed great super-
natural power. Hatha yoga is the special study of the Sanydsis, and
they are called Yogis when they attain a certain degree of efficiency

in the practice. The followers of Guru Gorakh N^thJ are absorbed
more in the Yoga practices than in the study of the Vodas and other
religious literature, but between a real good Jogi and a Yogi Sanydsi
there is not much difference, except perhaps that the former wears the
mudra (rings) in his ears. The Jogis worship Bhairon, the most fear-

ful form of Shiva. Like all other sub-divisions of religious schools,

however, the Jogis have stuck to the details more than to the principles

and got sub-divided into numerous groups. The main divisions are

Darshani or Kanpatd, who wear the mudra (and are known as Ndths)
and Aughar, who do not. Then there are Oudar, Sukhar, Riikhar,

Bhukhar,
Kukar and TJkhar, as well as Thikamdth , who carry a broken

clay pot for alms, the Kanipas (snake charmers), Bhartriharis (follow-

ers of Bhartrihari), Bhringihar, Durihar, etc. There are also Jogins

or Joginis, i.e. females admitted into the Joai order.”

As a rule, the Saniasfs are of a better class than the Jogis, and their

morality is of a higher order, but scandals about their enticing away
wives of rich Hindfis are said to be not infrequent, though generally

hushed up,

BanIka, an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur.

Sanjogi, fern, -an, ‘one that effects a union.’

—

Panjabi Dicty., p. 1009,

Cf. Samayogi.

* The body is not burnt, because it is already dead—at initiationr Fancifully, too, it is said

to have been already- burnt with spiritual wisdom, and if it were burnt all its spiritual

knowledge would be burnt with it.

t P. N. Q. II, § 127.

X Styled Gorakhpanthi. A valuable account of Gorakhndfch is giv^n* ffy Sir George
Grierson in the Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics

,
Vol. 6, p. 329.
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Sahkhaian, a J&t got whioh claims ChauhAn RAjpub origin. It held a
village in Rohtak, where in consequence of some success gained over

ihe Muhammadans, who objected to the sounding of the scmhh or

conch-sheli, it acquired the title of Sankhaian. It is found -in* small

numbers in villages of Jind tahsil. Cf. the Sonkhla RAjputs at p. 285,

supra.

SAnmoranah, a J&\ clau (agricultural) found in MnltAn.

Sanonb, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in MuRAd.

Sanpal, (1) a RAjput clan : (2) a Muhammadan JA$ clan (both agricultural),

found in Montgomery.

Sltrst, Saonsi, Sansi.—

(

1). A criminal tribe. The Bdnsis are the vagrants of

the centre of the Punjab, as the Aheris are of its south-eastern portions.

They are most numerous in the Districts round Lahore and Amritsar
and are also found in considerable numbers in LudhiAna, KarnAl, and
GujrAt. They trace their origin from MArwAr and Ajmer, where they
are still very numerous. They are essentially a wandering tribe,

seldom or never settling for long in any one place.* They are great

hunters, catching and eating all sorts of wild animals, both clean and
unclean, and eating carrion. They keep Bheop, goats, pigs, and donkeys,
work in grass and straw and reeds, and beg ; and their women very
commonly dance and sing and prostitute themselves. They have some
curious connection with the JAt tribes of the Central Punjab, to most
of whom they are the hereditary genealogists or bardst > and even in

RAjputAna t hey commonly call themselves bhart or ‘ bards/ They are

Baid also to act as genealogists to the Dogars of Ferozepur, the RAjputs
of HoshiArpur and Jullundur, and the Sodkis of Anandpur. About
11 per cent, are returned as MussalmAns and a very few as Sikhs.

The reBt are Hindus, but they are of course outcastes.J They trace

their descent from one SAns Mai of Bhartpur whom they still revere

as their Guru, and are said to worship his patron saint under the name
of Malang ShAh. Their marriage ceremony is peculiar, the bride being

covered by a basket on which the bridegroom sits while the nuptial rites

are being performed. They are divided into two great tribes, KAlka
and MAlka, which do not intermarry.§ They have a dialect peculiar

to themselves ;
and their women are especially depraved.

The SAnsis are the most criminal class in the Punjab
; and they are

registered under the Criminal Tribes Act in nine districts. Still, though

* This is the case still, but a good many SAnsis now appear to be settling down in
villages and even in towns. There was a large colony of them near Ferozepur which lived
under the protection of the Muhammadan Jit and PathAn cultivators there and supplied
watchmen, coolies and the like to the town, but it fell under suspicion of crime. The BAgri
SAnsis are more gypsy -like in their habits than those of the northern Punjab as they
always live in hut9 or tents and move with larger encampments, accompanied by their
families and a host of donkeys, dogs and fowls.

t The Virk, Kahlon, GorAya, Dhillon, Varaich, Bhular, Her, Aulakh, Sekhon, Boparai,
and even the Randhawa and Butar JAts are said to be special patrons of the SAnsis, as are
the Chibh, KAtil and Salohria RAjputs, in Sialkot. Bhart appears to be an error in trans-
cription for bhAt : see notes on pp. 866 and 869 infra.

t SAnsis probably affect the creed of the village in which they are harboured. The Sikh
Sansis wear the fees, but do not enrol themselves among the Mazbis.

§ So Ibbetson, but Mr. H. L. Williams in his valuable monograph on the SAnsi* doubts
the correctness of the statement and with reason. The js a Ba&bia group

:

Vol II, p. 70, supra.
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the whole c&ste is probably open to suspicion of petty pilfering, they are

by no means always professional thieves.* The Punjab Government
wrote in 1881 :

“ Their habits vary greatly in different localities. A
generation ago they were not considered a criminal class at Lahore,

where they kept up the genealogies of the land-holders and worked

as agricultural labourers. In Gurddspur, on the other hand, they are

notorious as the worst of criminals.” Where they are professional

criminals they are determined and fearless, and commit burglary and
highway* robbery, though their gangs are seldom large. The thieving

S^nsis are* said to admit any caste to their fraternity on payment, except

Dhedhs and Mihngs ;
and the man so admitted becomes to all intents

and purposes a Sdnsi.

It would perhaps be more accurate to say that the Sdnsia should be

classified thus: (1) the settled Sdnsis, who are subject to the Criminal

Tribes Act, but who confine themselves to petty crime committed near

their own villages or in neighbouring districts, and (2) the. nomad
Stasis who have two main branches, (a) the Birtwdn and (b) the pure

nomads and vagabonds. The latter are often called rehluwdlds by

villagers because their women sing rehlus or ditties and dance, but

they are probably the most criminal of all the Sdnsis and their customs

are more primitive, for while other Sdnsis burn or bury their dead the

real vagrants expose them in the jungle. The Birtwdn doubtless derive

their name from birt,
an allowance made them by their Jdt patrons

in Hoshidrpur (and doubtless elsewhere). Those Sdnsis are said to

style their vagabond brethren Kikan or Bhed-kut,t but they inter-

marry with them freely and meet them at the annual festivals, so their

innocence of crime is rather uncertain. The Birtwdn also profess not

to eat cow or buffalo flesh and the settled Sdnsis claim still greater

purity for they say they eat kachhi only from the highest castes.

Various legends describe the origins of the Sdnsi caste. In Sidlkot

it is said that once a Rdjd of the Punjab expelled his daughter from

his city. Wandering in the wastes she gave birth to Sdnsi, who
became a noted freebooter and had two sons, Baindu and Mdhld, from

whom are descended the 23 Sdnsi gots.

Sehju.

SidlJcot.

Ghogbar. Suja.

Qujr&t .

Lodi?

Sarwani. Sbambir. Sarwini, Khokbar.

Bagaria. Sakru. 8eru. Shamir.

Nandu. Khushaliwal. Gawala. * Jair£m.

Biddu. Chetuw&l. Nandu. Khanu.

Lodi. Gil. Bhelad (? ra). Hiba and Ugi.

The gots descended from Mdhld are

8hera. Haibaw&l. Singewdl.

Kh&now&l. Massowil. „ Tafcwal

Batnaw&i. 8undarw&l. Mihdaw&l.

Kewalwil. Piddew&l.

# Thus in Shdhpur the Sansis are not a particularly criminaltribe, {hough they have no
fixed abodes in that District and are often found encamped in waste places where they

capture and eat jungle vermin of all sorts. In this District they have a primitive religion

of their own, not unlike that of the Ghuhras, but they have been largely affected by Islamic

ideas, and many style themselves Shads from an idea that the Imfan Shafi authorized the

eating of animals considered unclean by brthodox Muhammadans. <

t&aid to mean ' * sheep-killer '—because these Sinaia when they steal a sheep strangle it

instantly to prevent ita bleating.
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But in Gujr&t the Sdnsia claim descent from B4j4 Balms Mai, a
nomad of the Lakhi Jangal.* From M&hl6, his eldest son, sprang the

12 S&nsl gots ,
while Bbidu, his seoond sob, had 11 sons, from whom

are descended the Kikans and Bhedkuts. Sahns Mai, M&hl& and
Bhida are all propitiated as deified ancestors prone to exert an evil

influence on the descendant who incurs their displeasure. Bhalad’s

descendants are the wizards of the 8&nsis and they wear a long lock

of hair on one side of the head. This lock is mover cut. Bhalad’s

descendants are employed to cast out evil spirits; and they are

welcomed at weddings but do not appear to take any speoial part in

them, though a fee of one rupee is paid them, as their mere presence

wards off evil spirits.

According to an anonymous writert the S&nsis were suspected, just

after tbe annexation of the Punjab, of being affiliated to the Mazhabi
Tbags, but the fact was never proved.

According to the Jhang version the S&nsis are of Punw&r B&jput
origin and are chiefly found scattered over Western R&jputdna. They
are descendants of one Sansmdl, whose wife was barren, but obtained
from a faqir a promise of offspring on condition that she should beg
from Hindus and Mussalmans alike. She then bore Beda, three years
later Mdld, and lastly a daughter, Sansm&l was excommunicated for

begging, and bis son Beda followed his father’s calling, but M&1& took
to grazing cattle. One day Beda wished to cut a stick, but as he had
no knife M&1& cut it. The brothers then quarrelled over the stick,

whereupon one Dliingania, a Nat of the Jharia tribe, intervened and
decided that Mt11& should pay his brother 5 pice for the stick.}:

Sansm&l’s daughter eloped with Dhingania, and her parents refused

to receive her, but relented on his agreeing to furnish Jharia brideB to

Beda and-M&ld. In addition to their 23 sons the two brothers had
several daughters, but Dhingania’s 13 sons also founded 13 gotras,

so that there are in all 36 S&nsi gots. This version makes Beda's
eldest son Harrar and M&l&’s Sangah and says that the Sfinsfs of the

Punjab are mainly descended from these two sons.§ Beda’s and
MdJ&’s descendants intermarry.

* In Lahore Sahns Mai is reported to be a Rija of the highlands of Central India*
who was deposed and banished for leprosy.

The Gujr&t Sansis make Sahns Mai's mother a princess whose father ruled the T^irM
Jangal. One day, while in a boat, she saw a flower floating down a stream, she caught it as
it passed, inhaled its perfume and conceived a son. Her father drove her forth but,
protected by a /ag$r, she gave birth to Sahns Mai in the Jangal.
A legend current in Siilkot says that a Rijput girl became pregnant, and so her parents

banished her. She gave birth to a son in the jungle and brought him up on wild fruits.

He was called Sfins Balli (of powerful breath), lived in the wild and plundered wayfarers.
His descendants followed the same calliug.

t In P. N. Q. II, § 593.

Yet another account makes the Sinsis descendants of Bh&hpuri, queen of the wandering
spirits, who won Indra’s favour by her dancing and became by him the mother of Bins
Mai. P. N. Q. II, § 693.

t The point of the story is not apparent. Probably it explains some peculiarity in the
relationship of Mila's descendants to those of Beda.

§ In Rijputina, it is noted, the Sansia families are known by the naves of their women,
but in the Piinjab they are known to each other (? i.e, among themselves, not publicly nr
openly) as descendants of such and such a grandfather,
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In Bohtak the S&nsis are also known as Kanjjar-S&nsis, or
Kanjars simply, but they claim to be called Bh&ton, These Kanjars
have an occupational group called khaswala because they live by
selling khas grass and making brushes. According to their account
S6ns Mai had two sons M&14 and bhaendti* who married their
own sisters. Stos Mai was unfortunate that when he sank a well for
irrigation it yielded blood instead of water, and the grain sown by him
produced dhdk 4rees and ak or maddr plants instead of cereals. S&ns
Mai was thus expiating sins committed in a former life, but he wor-
shipped Bhagwdn and obtained forgiveness, with permission to live

by begging. He was bidden to make a drum and to accept from the
first man he met whatever was given to him. When he beat his
drum a Chuhya appeared and gave him a snake to eat, and his
descendants therefore still ept snakes. Bhagw&n then gave Sans Mai
leave to hunt for game. In and about Delhi the S&nsis havo five

mahals, of which Ganddla and Bilonw&la are criminal, while the
Kanjar-S&nsis are not. But the Kanjar-S4nsi are also said to be dis-

tinct from the 13 following groups, each of which is called Kanjar
with its group name affixed -Bhaton, Banjdra, Bauria, Gandb&la,
Gti£r, Julkid, K&kr&, Natli Sapald, Qalandar, Sikligar, Singhewala,
Udh, and Khaswdla, which last has seven sub-divisions, viz., Athw&r,
Bhagat, Ghillat, Hansam, Mallia, Sondit and Sonrd. Tho Khasw&la
affect the goddess as K&li Mni, and Guga Pir, while the other S£nsi or
Kanjar tribes only worship the Pir. Yet another Kanjar tribe appears
to be called Laungd. Tho Kanjar-Bauria disputes are all decided by
a panchdyat and rarely taken into court. The confusion of this account
probaby* reproduces with fidelity tho contradictory accounts given by
the heterogeneous Kanjars or S£nsis themselves.

Mr. H. L. Williams of the Punjab Police gives the following as the
six families or clans most frequently found in the Punjab. The S&nsis
hold in the rainy season an annual festival in which there is some
element of religion though its exact nature is uncertain. Intertribal

and personal disputes are ail settled at it and marriages arranged and
celebrated. The places at which each clan assembles is noted against
itB name :

—

I.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

Mahlas at Mahla near Dbarmkot and at Guru Har Sahai in
Ferozepore,

Arhar, at P&kpattan in Montgomery.

Langah
Bidu
Kopet
Tefcla

]
Pir Sakhi Sult4n at Nigdha, Jawdlamukhi in

**'
> Kdngfa, Bibrian in Bikdner, Phalaudhi in Jai-

I salmer, and other places in the United Provinces.

Other septs, mainly of the Birtwdns, are more rarely seen in the
Punjab. *

.

In Jind the Sdnsis have two territorial groups/Desi ‘and Bagri, which,
it is said, do not intermarry, and in that State their gots are

Bidhu, I Dhindse. Kalyine.
|

Bharw*l.
Khar*. ! Ghusar. Jhonjh. N*hal.
Puma, * m |

Mathu. S&hsar. 4 *

* Clearly the Beda of the foregoing account.
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The Sinaia of Gujr£nw61a and Gujr6t are Muhammadans as are
a few in SirfJkot; bat to the north, in Jammu, and south, in Lahore,
Amritsar, Gurddspur, they are Hindus*

In Gujr&t the S&nsis are especially attached to the Waraich Jdts,

whose founder, Chaudhri Jhetu, brought them to the District, apparently
in Akbar’s time. Sdnsis keep the Waraich pedigrees and visit their

houses at harvest-time, reciting the pedigrees and soliciting dues.

They do nob appear to render any other service t& the clan. In Jind
also they are said to be the genealogists to some tribes.*

Organisation.—The S&nsis are much under the influeno© of their

aged women and the traditions cherished by them are a great obstacle

to the reclamation of the tribe. Women whose sons have been im-
prisoned, died in jail or executed are said to boast of the fact. Next
in influence to these beldames are the hereditary mukhtdrs or leaders

who correspond in some degree to the gypsy kings of the Scottish

marches of a century ago. There are at least two families of these
mukhtars and to one of them most of the headmen of the Sdnsi kots in

Si&lkot belong, but members of it are also found in Ferozepur and
the neighbouring native States. The mukhtdr at Malla has or had a
than or chapel at which weekly sabhals were held on Saturdays, Saturn
being auspicious to burglars. These gatherings were attended by the
most criminal of the neighbouring Sdnsis to sacrifice goats to Devi,
divide booty and plan fresh crimes. Here too gambling and drinking
formed part of the regular rites.

Religion .—The worship of the S6nsis a* ascertained at the Census of

1911 in the eastern Punjab is as follows :

—

c They say R&m Efim morn-
ing and evening, and worship Gugd Pir. They cook rice in honour of
Jivalaji or some other goddess {Kalkd) on the 2nd of Magh sudi, and
promise offerings to Kalkd

,
Jwala or Sitald for the fulfilment of their

desires. At the birth of a child, they remain in a state of impurity for
10 days. On the lOth day the dasuthan ceremony is performed, which
consists of a general cleaning up of the house, the performance of
Havan by the priest, for the purification of the child and mother. The
girls of the same got are fed on the 3rd or 10th day and black sugar
is distributed on the birth of a son. For li months (40 days) the

mother of a baby is not allowed to cook, as she is not considered alto-

gether clean. After 1£ months, a feast is held and the daughters and
sisters with their sons, who are treated like Brahmans, are fed on
sweet rice. The household is then considered to be free of all impurity.

The head of a boy is shaved when he is 2\ months old. As regards
the death ceremonies, the dead body is carried on an arthi—wooden
bier—or a chdrpai and is cremated. The kapdl kriyd (i.e., the ceremony
of breaking the skull) is duly performed. The phul (burnt bones) are

picked up on the 3rd day and the persons who carried the dead body
are fed on sweet rice. The mourning lasts only three days. Kiryd
karam (after-death rite) is sometimes performed like other Hindus,

* The S&nsis in Jind are lag is of the Chuhyas, acting as their Mlr&sis and bhdts, or
bards, boating drams and reciting their genealogies once or twice a year as well as at

weddings and funerals, in return for their Idgs or dues, as they are their Idgis. They are
inferior to the Ohutgas and e&t their leavings, which the latter would not do, bpt they do
not eat dead afcim&ls as the Chuhras do and they burn their dead, while the Chuhfas bury
them. They are superiorto the Eanjars. *
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although the Ach&raj is not invited and the ordinary Brahman offi-

ciates, Earthen pitchers full of water are placed on dasa gatra
, and

gauddn is performed if possible (i.e», a cow is given away to some
S&dhfi). Virgins are also fed. The bones are thrown into the Ganges
or in some river or pond which may be within reach. The son has his
head shaved. Children up to 6 years are buried. On the anniversary

* of a person's death, the brotherhood is fed on puldo and meat.*

The betrothal ceremony consists of a visit from the boy's father to
the girl's bouse and the presentation of a rupee with some rice to the
girl and the distribution of sweets, and a corresponding visit from the
girl's father to the boy's house and the presentation of a rupee and a
little rice to the boy. The date of the marriage is fixed in consultation
with the priest (Brahman) . The marriage procession consists of the
bridegroom and some four or five men, who are entertained by the
bride's father. The marriage ceremonies are simple though in con-
formity with Brahmanical rites. Seven pheras (rounds) are taken
round the fire and mantras from the Vedas are recited. The father
gives such clothing and utensils to his daughter in dowry, as he can
afford.' If all these rites are strictly observed by the Sdnsis it is im-
possible, as P. Hari Kishen Kaul observes, to call them non-Hindus.

All S&nsis are said to worship the sword and so an oath sworn on a
talwar is popularly said to be binding on a S&nsi, but this may be a
fiction set going by the SAnsis for their own ends. In Si&lkot, however,
it is probably true to say that no SAnsi will ever take a false oath on
the sword. If he is asked to placo his hand on its hilt, he will not
touch it or pick it up if he is speaking falsely. He will only do so if

he is telling the truth.

Whenever a dispute arises between SAnsis, the parties call a gather-

ing of their brotherhoods and the appointed chiefs of the brotherhood.

They lay their case before this assembly and submit to the decision

given by the chiefs. The man heid to be at fault is punished with a
dand (a fine imposed by the brotherhood), its amount being fixed by
the chiefs. If the parties object to the decision and each still declares

himself to be in the right, another custom, called paun bhutti
,

is observed. Each party gives a rupee to the chiefs who send for two
divers. A bamboo is planted in a well and the divers are sent down
into it. They dive into the water, and the man whose diver comes to

the surface first is deemed to be false and the one whose diver comes
up last, is considered to be true. Their belief is that water will

not allow a false man to remain below its surface. This decieion

is final.

Fatha Shahid has a mart or shrine on an ancient mound in a
Brahman village a little north of Malla in SiAlkot. It is in the form of

i

• A writer in P. N. Q. I, § 055 suggests that the Gldias are a branch of the SAnsis. These
appear to be the Gidris, of Vol. II, p. 299 supra

, who closely resemble*the SAnsis. He also

asks if the Bhangis are in any way priests or spiritual advisers pf the Gidias, and says ‘they
undoubtedly assist and protect them.’ But as far as known the Bhangis or Sarbhangis are
not priests of the SAnsis, though the latter appear to have some connection with the Chuhras,
as they said to intermarry with a class of Ghuhras, called Barela, who are found in Lahore.
The Barela may be connected in turn with the Babab.
The SAnsis undoubtedly intermarry with the BangAlis (II, p. 50, supra), but their best *

known septs are Banli, Gharo, Lodar, Ma(n)dahar, Qalandar, Teli and Kha^ecfiar
; whereas

those of the SAnsis (in addition to those named in the text) are Gh&uhAn, &hagi, Bandir,
Gahlot and Sam(b)har.
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a cupola and contains a niche with a rude image of Devi, Paths was
one of the muhhtdrs of Malta and while standing sentinel during a
burglary was killed by his sister’s son or- husband in the confusion
caused by an alarm. So he is reverenced as a shahid or martyr. Be-
fore setting out on a thieving or begging expedition the Stasis make
offerings at the shrine and the Brahmans say that Stasis of both sexes
assemble at intervals at the monnd and celebrate by night rites in
which drinking and gambling play a conspicuous part. Betrothals and
other contracts are also made at it, but there appears to be no regular
incumbent.

At Othian, a village in Daskd thana in that District* are the shrines

of Hem* and Toto, two Stasis, who lived in the time of Rdja Ranjlt
Singh. Their father’s name was Shunaki. They gave up plundering,
became faqirs (ascetics) and devoted themselves to God. Their prayers
were accepted and their prophecies always came true, so the Sands
put great faith in them. Both died at Obhian and the Stasis built

tombs to them there.

At Tatli, a village in KAmoki thana of Gujrtaw&la is the shrine of

M&i Lakhi, a Stasi virgin, who renounced the world and remained
chaste. She lived as an ascetic in the jungle and there she died. The
Stasis worship at her tomb.

It is also claimed that Babd Malang Shta was a Stasi. A son of

Basu Stasi, he lived in the jungle long ago as a pious faqir whose
prayers were accepted by God. He died at S&rtaki in thana Sambri&l
and his tomb there was built by the Stasis who worship at it.

No Stasi ever takes a false oath in any case on the name of any of

these saints, and will go to jail rather than take such an oath.

Whenever Stasi's cow or buffalo calves, he takos its milk or the ghi
made from it to one of these shrines and pours it into a hole made in

the tomb for that purpose ; so that dogs, crows, etc., may feed on it.

Language .—Stasis have a peculiar guttural accent. ‘ The linguistic

interest of the Stasis/ writes the Revd. T. Grahame Bailey,t *is

paramount, Being criminals they conceal their language with
scrupulous and extraordinary care. Many are the stories they tell

of Panj&bis and Europeans, who attempting to become conversant
with their speech, relinquished the project in despair, being baffled at

the unforeseen magnitude of the task they had undertaken* Such
stories are, needless to say, exaggerations. The Stasis’ Dialect may be
subdivided into two, the main dialect and the criminal variation.

While the former will certainly repay time spent on it by students of

language, the chief interest lies undoubtedly iu the latter. Here We
have the remarkable phenomenon of a dialect which owes its origin to

deliberate fabrication for the purpose of aiding and abetting crime.

Stasis themselves are unaware of its source
; yet in the presence of

strangers they unconsciously use a dialect which is not a natural

* Apparently also known as Hetam. The Sinsis are also said to afiect Rimdeo. the
legendary Rijput progenitor of the Baurias ill, p. 73, supra), Jambhu, Kukla and Sidhfena
of whom the last-named was 4th in descent from Sinsmal, Attention to a godling called
Mifa (probably Guga) secures immunity from snake-bite. +

f«ee his article bn the Sinai Dialect in J, A S. B., LXX, PtI 1, 1. 1901, p. 7.
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growth bufr a conscious manufacture. So much has this become now
*|?art of themselves that S&nsis from any district in the Punjab will

Speak the same dialect and be ignorant of the fact that what they call

their language is originally a conscious imposture, a deliberate fraud
a carefully laid plot to keep in natural darkness deeds which would
not bear the light.

The main dialect is used by all S&nsis, both children and adults, in
ordinary conversation. It closely resembles Panjdbf, though sometimes
more like Urdti, and if spoken with a clear and deliberate enunciation,
might be partially understood by a Panj&bi. I be criminal variation is

absolutely unintelligible except to the initiated. Even S&nsi children
understand it very imperfectly. It is used in speaking in the presence
of aliens. The fact, above alluded to, that the S&nsi dialect resembles
sometimes Panj&bi and sometimes Urdfi, is worthy of attention. The
1st and 2nd pers. pron. give a good example of this. The singular is

closely allied to Panj&bi, but the plural is even more closely allied to
Urdu. All S&nsis can speak Panj&bi, but do so with an accent and
intonation peculiar to themselves.

Main Dialect.—In pronunciation the vowel sounds are the same as
in Panjdbi. Consonants vary only in so far as they extend the use of the
gutturally pronounced aspirates. In Panj&bi initial bh, gh, jh, dh, dh*
have a pronunciation entirely distinct from that which they receive in
Urdu. In Sdnsi we find in addition to these mh and nb, of mhard=
hamard, and nhdrd=sdrd (criminal dialect), cf. Panj&bi nherni. This
peculiar guttural sound is traceable, as in Panjabi, in vowels, but here
no rule can be laid down. Experience alone wiil bring accuracy. The
grammar greatly resembles Panj&bi and Urdu.

Criminal variation.—-This i8 a thought out and deliberate attempt
of surpassing interest, to disguise the ordinary dialect. S&nsis call it

F&rsf, ( Persian/ and many really believe that it is connected with
Persian. Of course this is erroneous. One of the chief difficulties in
deciphering (so to speak) the S&nsi dialect is the existence of these two
varieties side by side. The criminal variety is marked by two distinct

features, (1) a number of words not found in the other, (2) a series of
semi-systematic changes of already existing words. These changes
vary, the same word being sometimes changed, sometimes unchanged,
sometimes changed in one way, sometimes changed in another. Sub-
joined is a list of the principal changes.

8 changed to n, ndb=sdb (sdhib) ;
nat=8at

,
seven.

8 „ nh, nhdra-^sdrd, all.

p ,, n, ntichn&==piichna, ask ;
nais4=pais4.

ph „ nh, nhittd=phittd (abuse),

bh „ nh, nhi^bhl—phirt then, etc,

bh „ ch, Chattii=Bh*U'&*=& 84nsi ; chatdnf—bhatdni, woman,
bh „ jh, jhtikhd^bh&khd, hungry,

b ,, c, catdnd—batdnd , shew, * •

ch „ nh, nhodnd—chddnd—chornd, leave,

n „ kh, khigalnd^nigalnd-^nilcalnd, emerge,

d t« kh, khas—das, ten.

1 „ k, kdhnd~ldhnd
t
mtimd, cf. Kashmiri Idyun.

• This would make Bhattu, with soft tt
,
a synonym of Sinsi, but it indicates no connection

with Bhatti or bhat (bard). In Rohilkhand the f&nsi is called Bhattu or Bba&tu, but the
meaningof the latter word does not appear to be * bard.’ It is not in Platts

1
Bind. Victy

apd the usual word for bard is bh&t while a jester or mimic is bhdnd.
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Changes formed by additions of letters, sometimes with vowel change

b prefixed to vowels, hn=u», bM=4&
t
bdthi~6tM.

k ,, „ kodmi^ddmi^ man kdth=dth
t eight ;

kodh<fc=ddh&
t
half; kun*

dar~andar.

kh • „ consonants, khardju-~rdji=rdz{, satisfied
;
khadithd—dtihd—'Pmi* dith.

tha
t
Urdu dtJchd, seen.

dha „ „ dha bdn~~~hdn~ bahin (Urdu) sister; dhagal—gala, neck.

Verbs whose roots end in a vowel havo sometimes p inserted after the root :

—

dcpnd—ddnd. give
; l6pnd~Und, tako

;
hopvd—ho'nd, be.

f

Verbs whose roots end in ah, change ah to aug.
Kav.gna,~~lah'nd

t
say

;
raugni-~-rahnd, remain

;
dnd come, and jdnd, go, becpme asarnd

and jnmmd
, respectively.

jdnd has two criminal past participles, one regular jasarid
,
one gaugd, formed from gayd

on the analogy of kaugnd, raugnd, etc.

Birth .—The only custom appears to be that a feast is given to the
people of the community on the birth of a child.

Marriage*—A curious custom is practised at the time of marriage,
which seems to show some incipient understanding of the universal

principle which governs the reproduction of species in both the vege-
table and the animal world. On the marriage night, before daybreak,
some sharhat is mixed in a pitcher. A pit is then dug in the courtyard
of the house and the branches of a fruitful tree planted in the four
corners. Some of the sharhat and a pice are placed in the pit and the
bridegroom, taking the pitcher on his head, walks seven times round.
The bride follows, accompanied by her mother’s brother. After this,

the bridegroom gives some sharhat to the bride, and the remainder is

then dividod amongst the men present. This practice seems to indicate

some comprehension of the universal law of reproduction. The same
god or godde ss, embodying the principle of reproduction, who causes
the trees to be fruitful and bring forth, is being asked to bestow the

blessings of children on the marriage, which ha 4
* just been celebrated*

The S^nsis themselves are quite unconscious of the meaning of this

rite and could give no reason for its practice. I think, however, that

its significance is obvious. Some forgotten S&nsi, of a greater degree

of intelligence and imagination than his fellows, probably recognised

the similarity between the fruitfulness of the tree and the fruitfulness

of the individual, and originated this rite in honour of the deity of

fructification. This is the only instance that I have been able to trace

in which the Sansis have any religious customs, apart from the most
degraded form of ancestor worship.t The deity invoked in this rite is

evidently quite distinct from the tribal ancestors Sahns Mai, Mahla and
Bhidu. The pouring of some of the sharhat into the pit as an offering

to the god or goddess and the subsequent distribution of the remainder,

amongst the men present appears to have something of the nature of a
sacrament.

The other customs and rites practised at betrothal and marriage are

as follows :—At the time of betrothal, the father-in-law gives five pice to

his prospective daughter-in-law, and subsequently makes her presents

of clothes at various intervals. At the time of marriage the bride*

* The rest of this article is from a valuable account of the S4nsis in Gujtttt prepared by
Mr. J. Misick of the Punjab Police.

t But ife Jipd the Sansis elect one of their own caste as their pnrohit or priest to perform
their marriage and death ceremonies. He is called the masand or bhagat of Sinsi Mai atpf

he receives offerings made to him,
(
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groom*s parent gives seven sheep, an ass, and some wheat to tlioso of the
bride. The value of the presents to bo made is, however, not fixed, and
varies according to the circumstances of the parties concerned. The
gdna (sacred thread for the wrist), snlu (a red cloth), mahndi (leaves of
a bush used for colouring hands and feet) and one rupee are sent to
the girl’s parents a few days before the wedding. On the dny of the
ceremony, the procession halts on tho way to the bride's house and
arranges the lafcha

}
that is to say, what amount should be paid to the

girl’s parents. After this lias been settled the procession proceeds to
the girl’s house.

A ram, which the bridegroom’s party have brought with them is

now killed, and some of the blood is thrown up in the air as tho portion
of the tribal deities, Mahla and Bbidu, Water is then sprinkled on
the ram and Mahla and Bhiriu are called upon to bestow peace with
the words, thand pdna. A pitcher, a cup, a c/toha (digging instrument)
and some gur are also brought by the bridegroom’s party for tho cere-
mony of the fruitful tree, which has already been described. Tho liver,

feet, and head of the ram are cooked, apart from the rest of the body,
and are eaten by the bride and bridegroom.*

I do not know why particular significance is attached to tho number
seven by the Sdnsis, and kindred races. Mr. Williams, in his account

* With this may be compared the account received from Jhang. On arrival at tho
bride’s house the bridegroom slaughters (with a knife he h is boon provided with) tho goat
which his people had brought with themselves and as the blood gushes out people o£
both the bridegroom’s and tho bride’s parties take some of it in their hands and ex-
claim, as they throw it on the ground, ‘May there bo union and good will among the
bride and bridegroom’s people ! May there bo union and peace betwoen the bride and
bridegroom.” The slaughtered goat (loss its head, liver, kidneys arid legs which are put
aside) is afterwards equally divided between tho bride and bridegroom’s parties and
they feed their respective people on its flesh. A rod tinted thread is wound round the
bride’s wrist. It is called kanyna and is a mark of her brideiiood. Tho bridegroom
and the bride’s parties sit in two separate groups in front of the bride’s house and some
sharbat is prepared in the earthen vessel and from the sugar brought by the bride-
groom’s people. The bridegroom’s father gives a little of it to the bride and her father
to drink and the bride’s father then gives some of it to the bridegroom and his father.

The rest is kept apart for use later on. Two of tho women who accompanied tho bride-
groom’s party take some flour, sugar and clarified butter to tho bride to make halwa
which is put in an earthen vessel and is called the cup of chastity. This is afterwards
eaten by the bride and other women.

The bride’s father gives that day a dinner to tlie bridegroom’s party. The bridegroom’s
best man digs a small hole in the earth and puts two Mansuri pice (-- about \ anna) in

it. Some green twigs of a klkar tree are also planted therein and a red tinted thread
is tied around it. Some of tho remaining Hlmrbnf. is poured in this hole. Tho vessel

containing the remainder of tho shariat is put on the bridegroom's head and to a corner
of the piece of cloth tied round his waist is knotted a corner of Uie bride’s dopath? (a

sheet worn by women to cover tho head and upper part of tho body). Tim bride’s

maternal uncle takes hor in his arms and with the bridegroom following thorn they walk
seven times round the hole (dug for the purpose as above mentioned). On completion

of this ceremony the bridegnoom gives the piece of cloth that was tied round his

waist with the money in it to the bride. Tho slaughtered goat’s liver and kidney which
were put aside are now grilled (this food is prepared without salt) and given to tho pair

to eat. On the following day the head and legs of the goa^ that were also kept apart are
grilled and eaten by the newly manned couple. The brid•groom then receives his dowry
and with his newly married wife the party starts on their return journey. On arrival at

his house the father of the bridegroam and his people present ornaments etc. to the bride,

who stops there usually for 7 days. The kavgna that was tied round the bride's wrist at
the time of her wedding is now removed. The one rupee and live pico (that were tied in

the red-tinted cloth worn by the bridegroom round his waist at the tijne M marriage) are
given to the bride, but the piece of cloth itself is preserved by the bridegroom’s people.

Some few days after her return homo tho girl is fetched back by her husband,
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of the Kuchbands, writes that the marriage ceremony is performed by
the bride and bridegroom circling seven times round a pole and blowing
seven times on a coal of fire. The choice of the identical number for
the S£nsi marriage ceremony is curious. The bride and bridegroom
walk seven times round the pit in which the branches of the fruitful tree
are planted.

Funeral rites.

At the time of burial gux is divided amongst the men present.

Seven days after the burial a feast is given to their friends by the re-

latives of the deoeased. The continual recurrence of the number seven
is curious. When consigning the body to the ground the tribal Ances-
tors are invoked and propitiated. In this the malignancy of motive
attributed to the deity is again apparent. To ask a just deity to be
merciful to a man who has lived a virtuous life, according to the ideas
of the society, of which he was a member, is superfluous and unneces-
sary. To ask a just deity to forgive a man who has transgressed against

the laws of society and left the effects and evil influence of his actions

behind him is inconsistent, absurd^and contrary to every law of justice

and equity. Since to attribute such a perverted system of justice to

the deity would be to credit him with a procedure which no man of

sane miud and sound judgment could endorse, it is apparent that the
ultimate origin of such an idea is based upon superstition rather than
upon reason. The elementary train of thought which gave rise to the
custom of worshipping and praying fco the deity at time of birth,

marriage and death, is present amongst the S&nsis, untouched by sub-
sequent developments and additions of the human intellect. The sole

object of the propitiatory rites of the Sansis is to induce their tribal

godlings and evil spirits to refrain from exercising their malignant in-

fluence on the fortunes o£ the person or persons for whom intercession

is made. By gradual stages and oorrelatively with the forward moves
of the human intellect, it appears that this fundamental conception of

supernatural beings, as spirits of evil influence, has been enlarged upon,
and embroidered, until malignancy has become magnanimity and
propitiatory rites have become moral duties.

The method of disposing of their dead by burial has been borrowed
from the Muhammadans, and is an innovation of reoent years. Pre-
vious to their settlement in various villages, where the majority of the
inhabitants are Muhammadans, their dead were disposed of in a manner
similar to that of the Hindus. It is probable that they will adopt the
Muhammadan religion altogether in the course of time, or that the
Muhammadan’s gods and saints will be added to their own demonology*
The so-called conversion of a S4nsi to the Christian or Muhammadan
faith is merely a verbal phrase. The only result of suoh a conversion

x is that the Christian and Muhammadan deities are degraded into occu-
pying positions in the S&nsi demonology similar to those held by Sahns
Mai, Mahla, and Bhidu. The intelligence, which left to itself, can
evolve a deity of no higher type than Sahns Mai; which can watch
the inception of new lives, and the extinction of old, without feeling
any cuigosity regarding the mysteries of life and death/ is utterly
incapable of comprehending the higher ideals and aspirations of the
Christian and Muhammadan religions.
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Sansi metaphysics .

No attempt has been made to explain or account for the working of
Natore. The origin of gods amongst primitive races is often to be found
in the endowment of natural phenomena, such as thunder and lightning*
wind and rain, with human and personal attributes. The S&nsi, how-
ever, can see and hear, unmoved, such striking and often awe-inspiring
manifestations of nature’s working. The faculty of taking things for
granted allows him to feel the force of the rain and the violence of the
wind without experiencing any stimulation of the brain, prompting him
to enquire into, or meditate upon, the causes and meaning of these phe-
nomena. The most natural and simple explanation that the thunder is

the wrath of any angry god, that absence of rain is the displeasure of a
powerful deity, has not even occurred to him. It is most conclusive
proof of his degraded and inert intellectual state, that he can look upon
the forces of nature at work, without any derangement of his habitual
stolidity, beyond a little personal inconvenience.

Exorcism .—Amongst the S&nsis almost the only indications of the
existence of religious beliefs are contained in the ceremonies ob-
served at birth, marriage and death. Although these are of a very
primitive and elementary type, yet the first dawnings of a belief in

the supernatural and the immortalising power of death are apparent.
The common belief amongst Indians is that the S&nsis have neither

gods nor religion. This is however incorrect. Religion in the ab-
stract, as it affects the conduct of man towards his fellows, is cer-

tainly almost non-existent. Superstition, however, has gone a step

further and has resulted in the deification of the tribal ancestors

Sahns Mai, Mahla and Bhidu. These have been magnified by the

lapse of time into spirits of power and prominence whom it is right

to propitiate at time of birth, marriage, aud death. The powers in-

vested in these deified ancestors appear to be rather of an evil-

working than a benignant type.* For instance, they are not con-
sidered to have any power or inclination to reward the good or

{

>unish the wicked for deeds done on earth. Their sole importance
ieB in their ability to exert an evil influence on the fortunes of their

descendants, provided that the due ceremonies for propitiation are not
performed at important events, such as births, marriages and deaths*

These ceremonies have their counterpart in all other religious observ-

ances where the blessing of the deity is invoked on similar occasions.

The fundamental idea of the deity amongst all the races appears to be
that of a malignant spirit who is naturally predisposed to 6xert his evil

influence on the affairs of human beings unless he is duly appeased and
propitiated. Otherwise the motive is not apparent which would cause
him to refrain from blessing the marriage-union between parties who
may have been of exemplary conduct and behaviour. If it may be
taken for granted that the blessings and goodwill .of the-deity follow

as a matter of course, upon a man conducting* himself as a just father

* This is in accord with the Jind account which says j—

“

In honour of Sinsi Hal the Sansis
distribute kafhd or halwd (a kind of sweet porridge) and offer do ghats

, two sm^p earthen
pots, filled with water, sad put cowries in them on the Holi and Dewali and Other festivals

to pacify Kim."
They also believe in L&l Beg, guru of the Chuhfas, in Jind and offer loaves of bread and

yux to hjm, distributing them among children, etc., at his marhi (monument).
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and a faithful husband, the necessity of asking for these blessings is

superfluous. When a man is conscious of having performed the duties
which are expected of him by the society of which he is a member, the

logical sequence is that the deify will reward him accordingly, unpre-
judiced by the fact of his having performed or not performed certain
propitiatory ceremonies. The underlying reason for the ceremonies
^appears to be an innate belief that the deity is a malignant spirit

who desires propitiation lather thau good conduct.

It is interesting to. note how entirely distinct and disconnected
his theological system and his conduct appear to the S&nsi intelli-

gence. His gods are merely the spirits of his tribal ancestors invested
with powers for working evil, aril as such do not concern themselves
with the question of his having led a good or a bad life according to his

own lights. The sum-total of their demands is that certain propiti-

atory rights should be performed on important occasions. The in-

fluence of a man's conduct during life on his destiny after death,
and the exaltation of demons and evil spirits into celestial beings
who judge a man according to his* works are subsequent developments
of the human intellect.

The question of what happens to a man after his death is still an
unsettled one amongst the S&nsis, and the germs of inquiry have
not yet led him to formulate any definite theories on the subject.

The spirits of women who die during childbirth are supposed to lin-

ger on in this world and torment living beings. Persons who die

while in an unclean state, or in an unnatural manner are said to

become evil spirits after death, in the same manner that in ghost
stories the spirit of the murdered man rather thau that of the
murderer is generally supposed to haunt the scene of the crime.

The character and conduct of a man during bis lifetime are not
considered to bo factors which determine the perpetuation of his

existence after death—his immortality as an evil spirit is determined

only by the outward manner and circumstances of his death. Spirits

possessing a kindly and benign influence are held to be non-exist-

ent. The inhabitants of the immaterial world are entirely spirits

of a malignant type who, by the unclean or unnatural manner of

their death, are condemned to haunt their former abodes and enter

into the bodies of living beings. The outward signs of such de-

moniacal possession are insauity and vacancy of mind. In order

to terrify and exorcise the evil spirit into leaving the body of

his Yictim, the services of a sorcerer or wizard are requisitioned.

The latter have the common characteristics and stock-in-trade

with which the priestcraft in ail ages have performed their offices.

By means of mystic symbols nnd ceiemonies, and by the length,

vigour, and potency of their incantations the evil spirit is sub-

dued and cast out. Insincerity is by no means a necessary adjunct

to these operations. The representative of the priestly caste from
whom enquiries were made stated in all good faith that hs had
in person subjugated and turned outnumbers of# evil spirits. The
deocendants of Bhalad, one of the sons of^Mahla, are the sorcerers

and Wizards of the S&nsis, and the progenitors of what would be
the priestcraft iu a more advanced stage of society.
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There are only three families of the descendants of Bhalad resi-

dent in Gujr&t. Two of these live in the Parianw&li Police jurisdic-
tion, and one in the Sadr thdna of Gujr&fc. Several families are
stated to live in Gujr&nw&la. All men belonging to this caste
wear a long lock of hair on one side of their head. This lock of
hair is never cut from the time of birth, anti grows to about a foot
in length, becomiug a matted and tangled mass. The S&nsis were
unable to state What particular significance is attached to this
distinguishing mark. Beyond exorcising and casting nut evil spirits

theRe men have no other duties to perform in any way connected
with the supernatural. T hey are genet ally welcome and invited
to the marriages of other S&nsis, but take no particular part in the
ceremonies. One rupee is generally given to them when they attend
a marriage, as their mere presence is considered to be of service in

warding off the attacks of evil spirits. These spirits are considered
to be quite immaterial and intangible. It is curious that no Sitnsi can
testify to having ever seen any of these spirits in material shape and
form. As a rule, vagaries of the imagination or defects in vision are
sufficient to conjure up innumerable ghostly beings.

The method employed by the sorcerers for the purpose of casting
out evil spirits is as follows:—A diagram in the form of a square is

drawn on the ground. The linos of the square are traced with flour

and a red pigment called sandnr. The angles and sides of the
square are joined by lines intersecting at the middle point. A second
and a smaller square is then formed by joining the points at which
the sides of the larger square are bisected. Lamps are then placed in

the four triangles formed at the corners of the larger square, and the
sorcerer sits on one side of the diagram, the possessed by the evil

spirit on the other. A long incantation is then recited with great
rapidity and repeated as long as the evil spirit remains obdurate, and
refuses to quit the body of its victim.

This incantation has been taken down at full length, and a copy is

appended hereto. It is a curious and partly unintelligible medley
of words and names taken from every available religion and my-
thology, and is of a potency calculated to intimidate even the most
daring and obstinate of evil spirits.

An incantation used by Sansi sorcerers.

Mardan Bhah alike dhanak kbinch ban mar

.

Sultan Saiyad Ahmad Kalrike zangir tan mar.
lya Bhah Sharf ka sab hi se niahan tan mar.
Vstad gur ki ahir se afsar me san mar,
Hanuman Nar Singh ko patdk kar packer mar.
Ourgiyan ki putli jadu gha* tamam men kache masan Rahte the Ram Ram

.

Jab se nayie hua murshad kc labka pia jam.
Jannat deo bir bhut khidmat mangta hain madam .

Hawant ka dum palet ke bhairow ke kanmar.
Mundran pakar kar hath se band karun aur sare sab bhagat.

Nanah hamari taraf gur ki kya lagat.

Zangir tubak dalkar qaid kar sab lagat.

Kya surma bachara bhainsa surma pat .

Bdhhdid rakhji ki pakarkar zaban mar.
Raman pakar kalawe sis das rukhta hub.

Aryan bir pando. kete but parast.

Marmi zabar men thokar jaun zamin men das ,

* Aisi lagaun zarb jaisi bage ki dhanak .
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,
Bam te Lachman 8ita ha dhiyan marde.
Bhamsher bandh de tir tafang §® bandh de.

Khanjar teak Jcitdr bhawala phirefarag ha sat ha sotha mother bendh de*

Banka bana neza pata ha dhar bandh de,

Kete sets jharaf varun hete hi tan marde,
Pon pant ho bandh de howde se sowar hathi se mahabhat ho bandh de
Parbat wah pahar rabab wah tambura turki tar sab hi bandh de,

Bhati narabda ganga hi nan mar de,

fiadi se bandh de uale ho darya he lair bandh de.

Atune se bandh de totha jab usse sher bandh de.
t

Zalam hi ehasham bandh de choghal hi zaban chahi he chal bandh de.

Bichu ha dhag paharhe bandh de dandan zahr bandh de.

Bab aur ghari ghari pair pair bandh de.

Tunbe ho pakarhar hath se bandh de.

Ghat ghat paran bandh de jal jogana ha sati jal jogana patal hain.
Chaunsath jogana aur chattar as pas naron palam ho bandh de.

Bdbay hagh phunh dhol hi tambura chattis rag ho bandh de.

Ait horan hi assts nang ho bandh de.

Jjahore zanjir ha malia shaitan ho mar de.

Ashaq pari shah chher pari ho bandh de.

Bah Biyah mor siyah sitai pari ho bandh de.

Bewa ho bandh de jumna ho bandh de.

Barsawti ko bandh de hishna narabda gumairti ho bandh de.

Buraj samundhar seti sulan kalam landh de.

Barhat kalame pah hi sath ga harwar mahamda nar singh ho bandh de.

Jain Khan sadhu daryan singh ho bandh de,

Kul tha harin bawanian mozian bhairon ho mar de.

Khurshad aini fo> chhoti churel churhi ho bandh de.

Kya mantri man masani mantri sab mantri ho bandh de.

Bahral Sudan se ema halal bandh de.

Nafri ha fareb s$ bal bal bandh de,

Mundra mohamad he nam ha sultan eaiyr.d ahmad.
Kalri he nam ha mundra hazrat jandb pir dastogir ghaus asklan karam tute,

Sattar san hilar bahaten san haUibar zanjir ta halaba.

Bah afat chute barhat holme par he sath.

All efforts to obtaicTa translation of this incantation have failed

The S&nsis themselves do not know it, and the Sayyid of the Khdngah
of H&fiz Hayfit, who taught it, is dead. It is however published here
in the hope that a translation will eventually be found.

An interesting legend is related regarding the parentage of 8ahns
Mai, the founder of the S&nBi race, and the principal deity of their

religion. His mother is said to have been a princess: the daughter
of a great king who ruled over the countries in the neighbourhood of
the Lakhi Jangal. While crossing a river in a boat one day, she saw a
flower come floating down with the stream. As it passed the boat,

she picked it out of the water and inhaled its perfume. The genesis
of her son Bahns Mai was thus performed. When advancing into a
state of pregnancy, her father the king noticed her condition, and,
inoenaed at her want of purity, cast her out from his home. She fled

to the Lakhi Jangal, and sheltered by a faqir gave birth to a son
who was Sahns Mai, the common ancestor of all the S&nsis.

Numerous instances have been quoted in standard works on com-
parative religion showing how intimate a relation the idea of an
immaculate conception bears to that of godhead. Illustrations prov-

ing the universality of this connection are found in the religion of

almost every race. It is possible that this legend of the S&nsis may
be an example of the same universal train of thought, the exhalations
of a flower being substituted for $ie divine spirit. It is, however,
difficult to credit the limited intellect of a Sinai with the iittagi*

native faculty and a certain poetic sentiment implied in this legend.
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I am, therefore, inclined to think that it may have been grafted
on to the person of Sahns Mal

v
after the Sansis came into contact

with higher and more advanced races, possessing a greater wealth of
tradition and legend. The possibility of its having been borrowed
from another race does not, however, controvert the theory that, at
a certain stage of civilisation, all races have natural tendency to
look upon their gods as having been immaculately conceived.

\

The S&nsis have framed certain laws and penalties amongst them-
selves to deal with offences which appear to them to be deserving of
punishment. Periodical gatherings are held at which tribal disputes,
marriage complications, etc., are settled by men chosen from the tribe
for their intelligence and impartiality. These men are called Num-
berdArs and the parties in all matters under dispute agree to abide by
their decision. Such a thing as a S&nsi taking his case into a regular
court of law is entirely unknown, and reports to the Police are equally
unheard of. Private settlement of cases by reference to the lambar-
dars of the tribe is invariably preferred to the trouble, expense and
inconvenience of a trial by law* The punishments inflicted upon
offending parties generally take the shape of fines varying from five
to twenty and thirty rupees according to the seriousness of the offence.
It is a significant fact that burglaries and thefts are not included
under the heading of offences. To murder, to assault, to abduct one's
neighbour’s wife is an offence according to Sdnsi ideas, but to steal and
pilfer is merely a legitimate and natural means of obtaining the
necessaries of life. Theifcs amongst themselves are rare, partly due to
the feeling that a common bond of brotherhood unites all S&nsis and
partly due to the fact that it is very seldom that they ever possess any-
thing worth stealing. Beyond a few simple cooking utensils nothing
of value is retained. Any excess on the requirements of the moment
is allowed to remain over for future use, in pursuance of the same

* “ The Sinsis do not usually resort to Government courts of law for redress of their
grievances. However grave a crime may be, they settle it among themselves. Tho com-
mon practice is that the aggrieved party lays its complaint before a punch of the community
which the panch sends for the other party, inquires into the matter and endeavours to brine
about an amicable settlement. If it be unsuccessful in it, it invites other punches and
members of their community. The contesting parties have to deposit Rs. 5 each towards
expenses of the meeting and are made responsible for any further expenses that mav
occur. The punches and others on assembling, hear statements of both the parties and in
the event of their being successful in bringing about an amicable settlement, proper indemnity
is caused t<7be made to the aggrieved party. If not, the following are the usual wavs
of determining the guilty person :

y

1. The patties are made to spit on the holes where insects reside. This is considered
a serious oath and the person at fault is supposed to desist from doing so.

2. They are made to swear by Devi and Lakh-D&ta, the objects of their worship
3. A rupee and a pice are thrown in boiling oil and the person considered *

guilty is
asked to draw out with his hands the silver coin. If he is guilty he would shrink from
doing so, on account of the consciousness of his guilt. If innocent he* readily does so
This method is, however, now very rarely practised. •

u*

4. A bamboo is erected in water and the person considered guilty is .asked to d™
holding the bamboo all the time in his hands. If he comes up-immediately he is
judged guilty, whereas if he can remain in water for some time he is considered ianenm*

5. A rupee and a pice are covered (separately; with flour-paste and thrown intn
^

vessel filled with water. The person considered guilty is required to take out o»a #
the two pasted articles. If the article he takes out is found to be the pice he is mnoT, °5

guilty ; whereas if it be the rupee, he is held innocent. * .
ered

The panches have the right to inflict any punishment they like on the party adiudm»*
guilty apd their decisions are accepted and submitted to without demur or objection
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instinct which induces a dog to bury a bone, and unearth it on the
following day ; but definite economy and foresight are never practised.

I have heard that S&nsis are occasionally employed as labourers in the

cultivation of fields. The proportion who attempt to obtain a living

by manual labour is, however, almost negligeable. Several villages

have employed SAnsis in the capacity of chaukidars or watchmen. It

is- said that the remainder consider it a point of honour not to rob a
village in which a Sdnsi is acting as chaukidar.

The physique of the race is exceptional, and the men are possessed

of phenomenal powers of endurance and insensibility to fatigue. A
journey of twenty-five or thirty kos in one day is by 110 means an
impossibility for a SAnsi, and they are known to have committed
burglaries in villages seven or eight kos distant from their homes, and
to have returned to their villages before daylight on the next morning.*

Degeneration of the race through intermarriage with near relations is

strictly interdicted, and no SAnsi is allowed to marry in his own gqt.

It is only very recently that the SAnsis have settled down in

fixed homes and abodes. Their own statements show that up to the
last thirty or thirty-five years ago, they used to wander indefinitely

about the district living in pakhis or temporary shelters of straw
matting or thatch. During this life, their sole means of existence

must necessarily have been either alms or theft and the thirty or
thirty-five years which have elapsed since their settlement in various
villages have been insufficient for them to fully recognise the fact

that society does not permit its members to obey the promptings of

nature, by which a man is naturally inclined to utilize anything and
everything for his own sustenance, regardless of ownership. The SAnsi is

still in the suckling stage of human progress, where he expects to receive

the means of sustaining life direct from the parent nature. To ask a
SAnsi to work and labour for his daily necessaries is as much an anomaly
as to ask an infant at the breast to earn the nourishment it receives by
personal effort. The stage in the life of the individual corresponds with
the stage in the evolution of mankind. During his wandering life of a
few decades the SAnsi was perfectly at liberty to entrap the ownerless
creatures of the jungle and to gather any fruits, plants or leaves grow-
ing in a wild state. His brief acquaintanceship with a domiciliary

civilisation has not been sufficient to impress him with the fact that the
same liberty cannot be extended to his neighbour’s cattle and crops.t

* The Handbook of the Criminal Tribes of the Punjab says that Sinai males are generally

dark in complexion with bright sparkling eyes, while the females are more often fair. Their
faces are oast in the aboriginal mould and are very * foxy ' in expression. The hair of the

face or bead is grown or removed according to the custom of the country in which they

most usually reside. They are often to be found with shock- heads of hair and often, again,

shaved with the exception of the Hindu tuft which is sometimes the only evidence of their

Hinduism. The fairness of complexion which a great number of the SAnsis undoubtedly
possess is to be attributed to admixture of blood due to the kidnapping of children of

higher castes, the introduction of outside elements, and the illicit connections formed by
BAnsi women with persons of decent status. The fleetness and agility of the males has
always been notice^, as has the Amazon-like nature of their women-folk. But the BAnsi
though wiry, active and no mean-athlete is not big-boned or exceptionally powerful.
SAnsis, it is said, can always be detected by their smell which is described as a combination
of musk-rat and rancid grease.

t One of their favourite maxims illustrative of the manner of their living is—Bo* bdfri hoi
rffc, ah boi so tin tal&fr.
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Dress.—-S&nsis wear the tragi , a cotton cord round the loins, and said

not to be used by any other class. Paoj&bi S&nsis usually wear the

hair long and keep twisted within its coils a small sharp knife,

called kapu
,
used for purse-cutting. The nails of the right thumb and

index finger are kept long for similar purposes. S&nsi women dress

elaborately for festive occasions, but the usual attire of both sexes is

rarely anything more than a langoti.

Two septs in Si&lkot, the Sochibh or Lochibh and tho Tatta are said

to be half S&risi by descent. A sub-division of the Wattusin Ferozepur
is also said to go by the same name and to be in all respects similar to

the S&nsis, though it is recognized as belonging to the Bhatti brother-
hood and is, nominally at least, Musalm&n. The Barela c Chuhras
of Lahore and the Lamma are also said to be closely assimilated

to the S&nsis of Gurdaspur and Si&lkot, as they actually intermarry
with them and conceal their outlaws. Tho Barar of the upper M&njha,
the Gandhilas and Bang&lis can hardly be called akin to the Sansis

save by their habits.

(2). A Hindu Mi clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery and
Amritsar. In the latter District R&jd, Sdnsi, a village 7 miles from
Amritsar is the ancestral home of the Sindbanwdlia family which
claims Rdjput descent and belongs to this got. They are also found in

Gujr&nwala.

In Gujranw&la they are described as an offshoot of the Bhatti clan

and they take their name from one S&nsi, whose great-grandson, Udrat,

came from Bhatner in Hindustan 18 generations ago, and adopted a
pastoral life ib that district. His sons, Jatri and Sundar, took to

agriculture. They intermarry with the Goraya, Wirk, and other J&t
communities. Adoption is common t The custom of pagrivand pre-

vails. When a S&nsi introduces into his brotherhood, a wife from a
different tribe, all the women of his tribe dine with her. This ceremony
is called got kundla . None but S&nsi women and the new bride aro

admitted to this meal. Though the wife is thus admitted into the

tribe and from the date of her marriage observos all the ceremonies

of the S&nsis, she continues to be called by the name of her own parents’

caste. The original priests of the S&nsis belong to the K&lia sub-caste,

who reside in Sugar ohak iu the Bhatner province, but none of them
now reside in Gujr£nw&la. The rank and influence of tho Sandh&nwalia
family, who belong to this tribe, and the renown of their representa-

tive the great Mah&r&ja Ranjit Singh, have given lasting political

notoriety to the Sdnsis.

Sansial, a Rajput clan of the 2nd grade, found in the Dugar or Jammu
circle, according to Bingley : Dogras, p. 27.

Sansoi.—

S

ee under DAolf. *
.

Sant, Sant, fern.

-

an! , a saint, a devotee. The Panjdtyi Dicty., p.’ 1011,

derives it fr. the Latin sanctus.

* A tribe not elsewhere alluded to. But the Vangalis or Bangilis of the upper Bar, who
eat the snakes they kill, are said to be a class of Sansis. Itinerant snq^c-charmers are
doubtless often of Sinsi origin.

f It is said that the adoption of a boy who has been betrothed cancels his betrothal.
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SAnwal SeiHis,—In the Indus valley is found a Sikh sect oalled SAnwal, or
Some ShAhis, from a guru Sanwal Shah,* a disciple whom BAbA NAnak
deputed in 1489 to preach his doctrines in the south-west Punjab.
The title ShAh appears, however, to have given rise to other stories,

according to one of which SAnwal ShAh was an Aro?a of Amritsar
whose father supplied Gurfi R&m DAs with funds for the building of

the Golden Temple. 0 nder Gurd Govind Singfh SAnwal ShAh Singh
preached Sikhism on the frontier, and Some ShAh was his brother.

The sect, or rather the followers of SAnwal Shah, Some Shah, and the

former’s descendant BAwA Sh&h, are found in Dera IsmAil Khan,
MultAn and Muzaffargarh, and even beyond the frontier.

SApadha, a sub-caste or group found, like N&g and NAgla, in many castes

including the Musaliis. The term indicates dexterity in the art of

snake-catching rather than a totemistio origin : Punjab Census Sept.,

1912, p. 431, § 574.

Sapaila, fem. -an, a keeper of snakes, a snake-charmer. Panjabi Dicty.,

p. 1012: see next.

Sapasa, a snake-catcher or keeper. Panjabi Dicty., p. 1012.

Safela, Sapbra or Sipada, a snake-catcher or charmer. In the Hill States

the NagAl&t and Naglu are said to be snake-charmers, like the Sapelas.

SapAndl, SapAda, SapAd, SapAhda, Sapiade are other forms of the

word. The Sapelas or Sampelas claim to be an offshoot of the Jogis—
see Yol. II, p. 409, supra .

Sapra, a J&tr clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

SapkaI, a Dogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

§aqqa, Arab., a carrier or vendor of water : a cup-bearer. The SaqqAs are
Muhammadari watermen. They claim to be RAjputs by origin, as
their several sub-castes—Bhatti, ChauhAn, PunwAr, Tur and Bhalim-—
show. The PunwAr SaqqAs claim to be descendants of RAja Jagdev.

The RAjput SaqqAs used to avoid four gots in marriage in former
times, but now-a-days they follow the Muhammadan law. They practise

karewa and polygamy. Some of them also claim to be Gorya Pa(hAns,

from gor, a Persian word for grave, as their ancestor is said to have
been born in his dead mother’s grave. Originally PathAns they after-

wards took to carrying water and so were called SaqqAs.

There are also Chirim&r SaqqAs, who were originally fowlers or bird

catchers, but took to carrying water in skins and were so called SaqqAs.

As regards occupation they are simply watermen, but some of them
are also agriculturists. The caste is more strongly organised in Rohtak
and Gurgaon than elsewhere, for it has caste panchayats in those two
districts. In the latter the Saqqa panchayat has a chaudhri or presi-

dent, a munsif or arbitrator, ana a sumner or footman (pidda) in

addition to the members who vary in number from 20 to 50 according

to the number of villages included in the group.

* The d&cendants of this gurti are known as Sanwal-8hih-potra. Their disciples are

tyled NAnak-shAhis. ^

f But the Kag&lu is also described as a worker in bamboo, from nirgdlt
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In Loh&ru they return the following yots in addition to the Bhalfm:
Sayyid, Qureshi, Khokhar, Turkman and Khainchi, and just as th6
Bhalim and Khainchi claim RAjput origin, so the Sayyids and Qureshi
claim descents from those castes. The Gori, as they are called in this

State^ claim to be Path&ns. They specially affect Khw&ja Khiar and
when a rat gnaws a hole in a waterskin they attribute the misfortufte

to his displeasure.

Saba, a tribe, partly Hindu, partly Muhammadan, found in Montgomery*
Doubtless the same as the Sarai.

Saraf, fem. -Nf, a money changer or banker. Panjabi Dicty.> p. 1015.
Arab. Sarr&f.—The Sarr&f is the agent for the distribution of the
precious metals, as the Sundir is the worker in them. Sometimes
a customer will ornaments through a sarraf who employs a gold-
smith, but is responsible for his work. Occasionally too he keeps a
stock of ready-made jewellery made for them by journeymen gold-
smiths. He also supplies bullion to be made over to the Sundr,
and tests and weighs the ornaments when made up, but for this

purpose it is advisable to employ the sarraf of another village. He will

also value gold or silver for a commission, and settle the price of
an article. In the same way every goldsmith has his sarraf. He
watches the market and imports bullion, as well as being a wholesale
dealer in old jewellery, so that he is practically the Sundr's banker. He
advances him bullion, charging interest on loans overdue, but only
allowing a meagre discount on loans paid before they fall due. He
is generally trustworthy but as he lends to the goldsmith on little or
no security and is subject to some temptation as arbiter between him
and his customers he is reputed to connive with the former at times
to the latter's detriment. Occasionally too he is implicated in melting
down stolen ornaments.* The Chopra Khatris are said to have an
al called Sarrdf in Jullundur, while the Sioni section or got is said to

mean a ‘ dealer in gold/t

Sabahi^a, a tribe,—Panjabi Dicby .
,

p. 1015. Doubtless the same as the
Sarbra.

Sarai, (1) a Pathdn clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Sarai.—*(1) A Jdt tribe found in Amritsar and Gurddspur, in which latter

District its members are sometimes called Shaikhs, as being leaders of

the Sultdnias or followers of Sakhi Sarwar. As such they receive small

offerings, though they are rather shy of admitting the fact. It is not
certain that this tribe is distinct from (2).

(2) A tribe of J6$s chiefly found in Gurddspur and SiSlkof, though
there are a few on the upper and middle Sutlej also. There are said

to be Sardi Rajputs in Sidlkot, who are Bh&ttis descended from an
ancestor called Sardi who settled in the Hdfizdbdd fcahdil. Sardi is

also said to be a well-known Jdt clan in Jullundur an£ the heighbouring
districts. Tod makes Sehrdi the title of a race of Panwdr Rdjputs who
founded a dynasty at Aror in Sindh on the eastern bank of the Indus
and “ gave their name Sehl or Sehr as a titular appellation to the coun-

* For some further details as to the sarraf8 interest and profits see N I. If. Q„L § 946,

tP.N.Q*!•*«. -
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try and its princes, and its inhabitants the Sehrais ” The Sar&i of
Gurd&spur returned themselves in 1881 as tribe Sindhu, dan Sartfi, but
the Sindhu appear to have no such sept. The-Sar&i may however be
an offshoot of the Sindhu and they certainly do not intermarry with
that tribe.

(8) The title of the Kalhora family of R&janpur in Dera Gh&zi
Khdn, which is known as that of the Mian S&^ib Sar&i. According
to Mackenzie the Sar&is have a>holy reputation and retain an uncut
lock on the crown of their heads—whence the title (fr. air, ‘ head*).
But the Dera Gh&zi Kh&n Gazetteer ( 1 898) says that males of the Sar&i
family do not cut the hair or moustache, and that Sardi is a common
term for a native of Sind,

The Kalhora family is related to the prophet Ibrahim and descended
from Ism&il. Its ancestors were directly connected with Hazrat Abb&s,
uncle of the prophet and so a Quraish by tribe. It is therefore called

Abb&si. About 100 H. its members dispersed over Arabia, Ir&q and
Persia, but its head-quarters were at Baghdad, and it played its part

in the early Muhammadan invasions of Aleppo, in which place it settled,

remaining till 1068 H. In that year Adam Shdh with 8,000 men of his

own tribe marched down to Haidar&b&d in Sindh from Aleppo owing
chiefly to dissensions among his brothers. The Abr& family was then

ruling in Sindh and its chief evinced groat respect for Adam Shah
Abb&si, granting him land for his maintenance, and so on. The system
of making disciples or murids was instituted by Adam Shdh in Sindh.

Adam Shdh died soon after and was buried at Sukkur, where his shrine

is still visited annually by his followers, Tukri Adam Shah in that town
being named after him. Dd,ud, his eldest son, succeeded to the throne

and reigned peaceably for 7 years. On his death Midrn Jli&s was in-

stalled on the gaddi, and was acknowledged as the first supreme spirit-

ual guide. Thousands of all sects became murids in his time and his

spiritual influence extended to Sindh, the Punjab, and elsewhere. Mi&n
Ili&B lived for 5 years and was succeeded by Mi&n Nasir Muhammad,
who is called the star of the family, owing to his popularity, preaching

and righteousness. In 1 102 H. Y&r Muhammad, the first chief of the

Abb6ai family, attempted to establish his rule in Sindh, which at that

time was under the domination of the Punw&r family. He succeeded in

taking the country and expelling the Punw&rs out of Sindh where he

reigned for 15 years. Records now in possession of the Sar&i family

show that he ruled it well. In 1 1 17 H. Y&r Muhammad died and his

son, Nfir Muhammad, the first Kalhora) king, was installed on the

gaddi. He nltimately succeeded in forming a state, bounded on the

west by the territory of Bhagnari, on the north by Kot Sabzal, on the

sonth by Karachi and on t>ie east by Umrkot Marviwfila. After a

reign of 50 years he died and was succeeded by GhuMm Sh&h, who
extended his territory as far north as Kfil&b&gh. He had always been

in contact with the Mirrdnis and Muhammad Kh&n Gujar at Dera

Gh&zi Kh6n and the Sikhs at Mult&n. He also fought several battles

with the Patb&ns on the Dera Ism&il Khdn border. Shortly after this

rapid rise to power he died about 1 172 H. Midn Muhammad Sarfar&s

succeeded his father. He died childless, and his territonr fell into the

hands of Mi&n Abdul N&bi, brother of Ghul&m Sh&h Kalhora. Abdul

$Tabi’s fickleness and incapacity led to revolt. Mir Bahr&mKhfo T&lpur
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was Ghulatn Sh&h’s chief minister and the courtiers, owing to a grudge
against him, informed Abdul Nabi fchut BahrAm Kh£n was stirring up
civil war against him. To remove this suspicion Abdul Nabi demand-
ed BahrAm Khfin’s daughter in wedlock, but the Mir, acting upon
family usage, refused to accede to the request, whereupon the MiAn
secretly murdered him. His son, Mir Bijjar, bad at that time gone on
a pilgrimage to Mecca, and on his return the MiAn appointed him> wazir.
But, as the people were at heart opposed to the TAlptirs, they continued to

complain to the MiAn that Mir Bijjar was fomenting disturbances in the
country. Mir .Bijjar had however considerable influence among the
military officers and chiefs and the MiAn ronld not get rid of him open-
ly, so had him treacherously assassinated with the aid, it is Baid, of the
MahArAja of Jodhpur. The TAlpur and Leghari Baloch then in Sindh
having seen two ot their chiefs put to death in succession fell upon the
MiAn and drove him out of Sindh. Abdul Nabi fled westward and
appealed to Ahmad ShAh DurrAni. With the aid of a Durrani force

he reconquered Sindh but had hardlv reigned for two years when the
Baloch again revolted agninst him and finally usurped his territory*

The MiAn was obliged to flee to Kola Makhdum, a village near RAjan-
pur, where he remaihed for a long period. He had with him a large
number of men consisting entirely of his followers, and they persuaded
him to march to Leia and Mankera, now in MiAnwAli. That territory

was then in the possession of the JaBkAni Baloch and the MiAn easily

succeeded in conquering it. Settling in it he despatched representatives

to do homage to the king of KhurAsAn, and the DurrAni king, pleased
with his submission, bestowed upon him the territories of Leia and
Mankera at a quit-rent. There he spent 6 peaceful years, but he cele-

brated the marriage of his son, MiAn Fazl All, at such vast expense that
he was unable to pay the quit-rent. ShAh Muhammad KhAn and
SarfarAz KhAn Baddozai seized their opportunity aud induced the
authorities in KhurAsan to grant them a sanad of his territories. The
MiAn had a considerable force, but he first tried to conciliate his enemies.
The Pa(hAns, however, stubbornly refused to listen to his envoys and
so the MiAn sent out his eldest son, Muhammad Arif, with a number of

men to check their advance. Between Bhakhar and Kahror the two
armies met and a regular battle was fought. The PathAns were at

first defeated, but the MiAn's troops, instead of pursuing them, fell

to looting. A Sikh caravan then in the vicinity fired in self-defence

upon his men and a stray bullet killed Muhammad Arif. His shrine is

at Leia.* When the Path&ns got the news of his death they attacked

the MiAn’s force and defeated it. In his sorrow at the death of his son

and the defeat of his army he left Leia and went to Jodhpur, where
MahdrAja Bhim Singh received him with respect and entertained him
honourably, granting a jagir to the descendants of Muhammad Arif

which is still held by the family. The MiAn continued to send petitions

to Ahmad ShAh DurrAni for the restoration of Sindh and at last the

DurrAni king sent Muhammad KhAn with a sanad granting him heredi-

tary rights in the RAjanpur jagir, then estimated to bf^ worth Rs. 4,000.

MiAn Abdul Nabi then went to RAjanpur and eventually settled at

* This probably explains why we find Sarj&f or Sir£f, defined also as ‘*a title of the
murids ot MiAn Nur Muhammad and Muhammhd Arif of some place near Hftakkar.” These
murids are scattered over %e Thai.
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Hrtjipur, which had come into the family in this wise -When Mirtn

Nor Muhammad was ruling in Sindh he had espoused a sister o£ Mir
Nasir Khrtn, the Brahui Nawrtb, so when Miau .Abdul Nabi fell on evil

times he sent his youngest son, Fazl Ali, to Mir Nasir Khrtn for pro-

tection and the latter granted his guest a third of the income of Hrtjipur

for his maintenance. The Dajal and the Harrand tracts were then
under Brahui rule.

But the Sarai conquest of this territory may have been much older.

According to Mackenzie Kamrtl Khrtn Mirrrtni was killed and succeeded
by one Nur Muhammad Sarai who, with Ghulrtm Shrtb, a Kalhora
Abbrtssi, came from Umrkot in Sindh. Nur Muhammad enlarged the

boundaries of the tract lately under Mirrrtni rule as far as Mahmdd Kot
on the south. He met the Sirtls on the Jhelum, pushed back the
Jaskrtni Biloch on the north and took possession as far as Darya
Khrtn. Pollock dated Ghularn Shrth’s advent as late as 1767-8 A. D.,

when he dispossessed the Dera Ghrtzi dynasty of the Derajrtt. But'
Mackenzie believed that the Sarai had held possession of the Sindh
S£gar country long before Dera Ghrtzi fell under their rule. This, he
observed, would reconcile the two accounts in all points, except the name
of the first Sarai, Ghulrtin Shrtb, a name which does not appear to have
been transmitted as a title, after the manner of Ghrtzi Khrtn, Ismrtil

Khrtn and Kamrtl Khrtn. The Saddozai undoubtedly conquered the

country in 1792 and, if Ghulrtm Shrtb and Nur Muhammad only came
from Sindh in 1768, there would bo no room tor the Gujar and Jaskrtni

rulers between that year and 1792. Pollock states that Muhammad
the Gujar was the Ghrtzi Khrtn’s wazir, and that he incited the Sarais to

wrest the southern Darajrtt from his master, then a minor. This the

Sarais did and then put Muhammad into power under themselves.

If this be correct, Muhammad must have held the Sindh Srtgar country

from the Sarais, but the current version is that he wrested it from
them armed with a sanad from Delhi, and his death at Sirhind lends

colour to this story.

The customary rule against cutting the hair has led to a story that

the founder of the Kalhora family was a disciple of Brtbrt Ndnak, and
there is a couplet which says

Sikh Sarai donon Bhai, Baba Ndnak put banai.

“ The Sikhs and the Sarais are both brothers, Brtbrt Nrtnak made them
his sons. Another account is that Adam Shrth, to keep up his attention

when at prayers, used to tie himself by the hair to a beam, and wore

his hair long so that it might be useful for this purpose. Hence arose

the habit of never cutting the hair. The Sarais are all Shirts, and have
many followers in Sindh. They tie their hair in a knot on the crown of

the head instead of at the side of the head as the Sikhs tie it. The
Sarai abjure the use of tobacco. The head of the family still maintains

its dignity by sitting on a gaddi
,
and never rising whoever enters the

room. Till the death of Trtj Muhammad a pair of kettledrums were
always played whilst the Mirtn Sdhib remained upon the gaddi, and the

present Mirtn, who bears the title of Shrth Nawrtz Khrtn, is still called

barker by the people.

Sialr, fem. -id, a saddler : one who embroiders silk and tinsel on shoes.

Arab. $arrij, a saddler. Panjabi Dicty., p. 1015.
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Sab£jIj an inhabitant of the Saraj or highlands of Kulu and Mandi.

Sabah, a J6$ got which claims R&jput origin. Its ancestor migrated from
Sah&ranpnr and lost status by marrying a Jat widow. It is found iu

Jind.

Sarangia, fr. sarangi or sarangi, a player on the sarangi or fiddle. Panjabi
Dicty., p. 1016.

Sabao, a J&t tribe found in Jind. It worships ancestors, having bakhuhas*
at Ballamgarh, near a pond, where their jatheras or ancestors ar-e

worshipped at weddings.

Sabas, a very small caste or sub-caste found at Banur in Patidld. They
travel with merchandize on pack animals. They appear to be found

also inFerozepur in which district they work as labourers on roads, etc.

Sarawan, a camel-driver. Panjabi Dicty.
, p. 1017. See Sarw&n.

Sabawat. Sabot, a Jit tribe found in Jind. It claims to be Tur R&jpufc by

origin. Its ancestor conquered a small tract in that State in Akbar's

time and thus obtained the title of Surbirt or chieftain, whence the

name Sar&wat or children of Sar (Sur).

In Gurg&on it is called S&rot and holds 24 villages, including Hodal,

in that District.

Saraye, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Sarban or Sarban, a camelman in Dera GMzi Khan, where they are all

Jdta. In fact Jat is very often used as an equivalent for Sarban. In

Lahore Sarbin=Baloch.

Sarbanggi, fem. -an, from sarbang: one who eats indiscriminately from the

hands of all castes alike: a class of faqir. Panjabi Dicty., p. 1017.

Cf. Sarbhangi.

Sarbhangi, (1) see under Nanga : (2) a synonym of Aghobi : see under

Saniisi
: (3) Among the Chuhras, Sarbhangi appears to mean a priest

of some kind.

Sardi. See under Ufcminzai.

Sabdiye, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Sabbra, Sarehra, Sarrahra, or in Amritsar Sadara. A low caste only

reurrned from Kangra and the adjacent territories.^: In K&ngra they

are for the most part general labourers, and they specially scutch cotton

like the Penja or Dhunia of the plains and aro also said to make stono

* A bakhuha consists of a pit and a pillar formed of the earth dug out of it. As thero

axe generally three or four together the word is commonly used in the plural. They
form a place prepared in memory of and used for the worship of departed ancestors;

Panjabi Dicty., p. 82.

t One account is that the title was conferred by Akbar
! „

t Hutchison says the Rihiras are native to Brahmaur and the * Seriras * to the outer hills

Chamba Gazetteer, p. 163. Sareras, however, teem to be found as far west as HazAra fer

E. Molloy says that the KarrAls of that district are regarded by everybody but themselves

as' a tribe of low origin, a view borne out by the fact that no tribe will marry with thorn

but Sareras : P. N. Q.,11, § 282. But this accdunt is irreconcilable with W&ce’s account of

the Kar&alb.
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mortars, but they are likewise largely employed in field-labour. They
are outcastes of much the same status as the Cham&rs and almost
all of them are Hindus, The correct spelling seems to be Sarah

j(a.

Saresar, an Ar&in clan (Agricultural) found in Montgomery,

SiRBUBi, Sarbwara, a Jaigi, a Jain devotee who wears a cloth over his
month to avoid inhalation of animalcules. Panjabi Dicty., p. 1018, Of.
Seura. c

,

Sargana, a Muhammadan clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Sarhani, a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Sarqari, a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Sari Karigar, a carpenter (=tarhhdn) in Pesh&war.

SARfN. A group of the Khatris. See also under Seth.

Sarlah, a J4t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Sabora, a KAjput tribe from which the Ghatwal JAts of Rohtak claim
descent. Cj\ Saroiah.

Saroiah, (1) a J&tclan; (2) an Aw&n clan, both agricultural, found in

Amritsar; (3) a tribe of R&jputs apparently extinct in the Punjab
as a separate tribe. Descent from it is claimed by the Dhillon and
Gor&ya Ja^s,* by the Hinjra (i)t, Badechh and Dhindsa J6ts,t and by
the Phularw&n Rajputs.§ A village in SiAlkot is, however, owned by
baroah R6jputs.|| Of- Baroha and Tak Seroah.

Sabot, a tribe of J&ts, found in Gurg&oo. See Sarawak

Barbara, a tribe found in Haz&ra which belongs to a race inhabiting Chibh&l,

or the hill country of Kashmir on the Haz&ra border, and, according
to Wace, akin to the same ethnic group as the Dhund, Satti, and
KharrAl of the same tract* They are chiefly found iD the Abbott&b&d
tahsil, where they are purely agricultural. They are all Musalm&n
and are probably quite distinct from the Sarera of the eastern hills.

Sarbar, 0) a J&t clan found m Multan: (2) an Ar&igi clan found in

Amritsar (both agricultural),

Bartora, literally (it is supposed) f of diminished head/ The son of a R&jput

by a maid-servant. Bee under Mauh&s also.

Sarwan, -awan, fem. -ani, a camel-driver. Panjabi Dicty., p # 1024.

SarwanI, a Pafhan clan (agricultural; found in Amritsar,

Sabwani,H a Pathd.n tribe, recognized by Ibbetson aa akin to the Ghilzai

and JUodi tribes of the Matti branch of that race. It never rose to

prominence and is now hardly known in Afghanistan, but it settled

south of the Luni m Drahan and Ghandhwan in the northern part of

the traot immediately under the Bulaim&n range* Weakened by

feuds with the Sdr, however, it was driven out of that territory into

• Bin. Bidlkoi p. 25, t Ib. t p. 26. iI6.,p.27. §I6., p.28.
II

~

% The SS&rwini tribe must not be confused with the Sarbani branch of the Pathins* The
name has of course nothing whatever to do with varwkn, a cameiman.
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Hindust&n by the Mi&n KheL Sarwdni Pathfina are now to be found

in the Punjab, e. g. in Gurd&spur, in which district they are styled

Maleria* and give the following account of their origin : —They claim

descent from Sh4h Hussain, who was driven from Ghor in the time of

Walih bin Abdul-mulk bin Mirwan Haj&j bin Yusaf Saqfi who
overran the country. Sh&h Hussain took refuge with Shaikh B.utan

(Baitan), the son of Iyfiz Abdur-rashid. His pedigree is given

in the Mujama-ul-an$ab, a history of Afghanistan, and traces bis descent

to Nodh through Bahram ibn Shansab, the ancestor of Shahdb-ud-din,

Ghori.

Sh&b Hussain fell in love with Mato, the daughter of Shaikh Butan,

who sent one Kagdur to enquire into Sh&h Hussain’s antecedents in

his native land. This Kagdur did and finding out all the facts as

to his ancestry returned homeJuit, before informing the Shaikh, he

went to Shdh Hussain and exacted from him a promise that he would
marry Mati his own daughter first. In consequence Sh&h Hussain

first married Mati and then Matu, the Shaikh’s daughter. She shortly

after gave birth to a son who wasnamed Gilzai, the son of a concealed or

secret birth, gil meaning a thief. The son of Mati was named Sarw&ni

and Matu’s second son, Ibrahim, was nick-named Lodhi. ThusLodlii,

Ghilzai and Sarw&ni were the sons of the same father.

The tribe was probably given to fire-worship, but was converted

in the time of Ali. The Sarw&ni’s are Sunnis in the Punjab, but are

said to be Shias also in Persia.

The social observances of the Sarw&ni do not differ in any material

respects from those of other Muhammadan tribes of similar status.

After the betrothal, Rs. 11 are given by the parents of the boy
to those of the girl in the morning after the date of the marriage has

been fixed. The fixing of the date is called gan$h pdnd (lit. * to knot

a thread’). The gift is called mithi rakdbi or i sweet dish’ and is

intended for the girl’s jholi or purse, as pin-money.

The got kunala used to be celebrated, bub it is said to be now obsolete.

It consisted in the women of the boy’s family eating with the bride.

This ceremony was meant to admit the wife into the husband’s family.

The women of the family sat down and ate from one dish with the

bride. A wife does not mention her husband’s name, nor those of his

elder male relatives.

Sabwar, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult4n.

Sabwabdia.—One of the Be-naw& or irregular Islamic orders* and c followers

of Hasau B5sri of B&sra near Baghdad. They worship seated, chant-

ing at short intervals and in measured tones thn*word dlldhu, which is

articulated with a as if ejaculated by a powerful

effort. The devotee often faints with the exertion.’ See Sahrwardia.

Sarwaria, a follower of Sakhi Sarwar : see Sult&nia.

Sarwarke, a Kharrai clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
'

SarwI, a clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
,

.
. . »

« The term Maleria is said to be derived from Maler Kotla, the State VS the |south 0f
T.nAbiina which is ruled by a PathSn family.
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SataedaeI, a Sayyid clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Sategrah, a Jdt clan (agricultnral) found in Amritsar.

Bathand (1) an Ar&fji clan and (2) a Kamboh clan (both agricultural)

found in Amritsar.

SAihar, a term of unknown origin. The hill people of Sirmur, especially

those of the trans-Giri country, are divided into two great factions

called S&thar and Pdsar, who are believed to be'the descendants of the

P&ndavas and Kauravas or of their followers and disciples. These
factions do not intermarry with each other, nor do they care to eat and
smoke together, indeed until quite recently they were at feud with each
other. Though open fights have long since ceased to oocur yet the old

enmity still subsists. Neither faction has any leader. Formerly all the
people of a bhoj, or group of hamjets, belonged to one and the same
faction but owing to the advance of civilization this principle is not
now strictly adhered to, though generally speaking the villages and
khels (clans) observe this rule though there are numerous exceptions.

Even the rule against eating and smoking together has almost
disappeared. The menials of a village belong to the faction of their

landholders. Immigrants from a village where people belong to the

other faction generally attach themselves to the faction Of the people of

their new abode, but they are not compelled to do so and this freedom
seems to have led to the bhojes being divided between the two factions.

Besides this division there are smaller parties in every place or clan

but they are not established factions. They rise and sink as their

founders or leaders rise and sink. These small cliques are both
individual and collective.

Sathae, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Sathar, an Ar&ln clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Sati. See Satti. ,

SatiAb, a J&t tribe : Punjab Census Rep., 1912, § 585.

Satn^hI, -1a, a class of Hindu devotees. Satnam literally means ‘the

•'''true came
7
. It was the initiatory word given by Ram Singh Eiika to his

disciples, but the Kfikas never appear to have been so called.* The
Satn&mis of the Central Provinces are said to be an offshoot of the Rai-

d6si Cham&rs. But they may have a much higher origin, for in the

15th year of the reign of Aurangzeb (1675), we find the Satn6inis or

Mundihs mentioned and the chroniclet says :
—“ It is cause for wonder

that a gang of bloody, miserable rebels, goldsmiths, carpenters, sweep*
ers, tanners, and other ignoble beings, braggarts and fools of all des-

criptions, should become so puffed up with vainglory as to cast them-

* It is not quite clear who the Satn&mis of our census returns are. Any Sikh may be called
a Satn&mi, or they may be Diwinas, or they may belong to the sect of Satn&mis, of

Chattisgarh, who form so conspicuous a feature in the religion of the Oentral Provinces.

These last were founded in the beginning of the century by a Gham&r called Gh&zidis and
his son BAlakdas, the names of both of whom appear in our returns. But it is to benoted
that none of those who have returned

(< Chamir” as their religion have entered any of
these names as representing their sect. The Satnimis of the Central Provinces are describe
ed as Unitarians and qre said to pay excessive reverence to their gurus : E. D. M.
t Ma'toir+Mwngirt, Elliott Mistory qf India, FIX, p,lS5.
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selves headlong into the pit o! self-destruction. This is how it came to

S
ags. A malignant set of people, inhabitants of Mew&t, oolleoted sud-
enly as white ants spring from the ground or loonsts descend from the

skies. It is affirmed that these people considered themselves immortal ;

seventy lives was the reward promised to every one of them who fell in

action. A body of about 5,000 had collected in the neighbourhood of
N&rnaul, and were in open rebellion. Cities and districts were plun-
dered.” The emperor was obliged to take the field against them in

person.

The insurgents showed a bold front and though totally unprovided
with implements of war made good use of what arms they had, and the
people of Hind have called this battle Mahdbhdrat on acoount of the
great slaughter of elephants which occurred. After a desperate strug-
gle the rebels broke and fled but were pursued with great slaughter. The
Muntakhah-ul Lubab describes the Satn&mis as men who dressed like

devotees but carried on petty trade an I agriculture. They were not
allowed to acquire wealth in any but a lawful calling and would not
submit to oppression at the hands of authority. Their rising began
with a squabble between a Satn&mi and a man who was keeping watch
over the harvest, probably an appraiser. The shikhdar’s forces were
overpowered and even the faujddr of N&rnaul was defeated and slain

and the town fell into the hands of the rebels, who proceeded to collect

taxes from villages and establish posts of their own. Swords, arrows
and even musket-balls were said to have no effect on them and they
were credited with magical powers and witchcraft. Their wooden
men were supposed to form an advance guard mounted on magic horses

made of wood.*

The Satnfimi sadhs, found in Rohtak, are described as a sect of free-

thinking Jdts, founded by one Noe D£s of Farrukh&b&d. They observe

no ceremonies even in the disposal oFfKb dead, but it is said that they
used in that district (and still use in Jaipur) to set a corpse up against

some tree in the jungle and leave it to be devoured by wild animals.

But they now burn it without ceremony and observe no annual or other

rites. The ashes are not taken to Hardw&r. Sometimes the body is

thrown into the Jumna or Ganges. At weddings they sing a song of

their own, and make the pair walk round the chair seven times, but a
Brahman only attends if the marriage is with a non-S&dh. Jd^s will

cat from their hands, but they eat only from a S&jJh’s hand, without
distinction of caste among themselves. They do not smoke tobacco.

The S&dhs of Rohtak are chiefly J&$s and B&nias. On the last day bat
two of PMgan at the village of Mirzapur Kheri and once each new
moon they eat together. They keep the choti but wear no janeo, and
have no ceremonies when the head is 6rst shaved.t

The methods of burial look like a revival of primitive usages.

Satbaula, a sept of R&jputs, closely akin to the JAttjs.

Bath.—The largest and most important of the hill tribes m Rawalpindi.
/They occupy the hills in the Murree tahsil, south of the* Dhfinds, and
also those in the north-west corner of Kahtita tahsil, including the

*
* Elliot, op, cit. t p, 294,

tiHoht&k Gazetteer, 1910, p. 60,
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Narrar mountain. Probably of the same origin as the Dhtinds, who
pretend to look down on them, they are similar to them in physique
and general characteristics, but are distinctly of a superior class.

They make excellent soldiers. The Dhtinds* theory of the Satti is that

they are descendants of one Kalu Rai, a Dhfiud, by a slave-girl. Her
son . was born at the foot of the Narrar hill and abandoned by his

I

jarents, who had lost their way, and found three days later by a fabu-

ous Brahman who called him sat or penance—whence Satti. This
genealogy is of coarse repudiated by the Sattis and they are generally

accepted as sahu or i gentle.* In sincerity and general character they
are distinctly superior to the Dhunds. Tribal feeling is stronger among
them than it is with the Dhunds aud they look up to their headmen
more. According to Cracroft they claim descent from NaushirwAn,
possibly a way of saying that they are of Iranian extraction.

Satwahan, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Sauna N (?), an ancient J&t tribe found in Gurgaon. It is said that—w The
Saunan and Tevlfc& J&ts are two groups which were formed of the
issue of Jadun Rajputs and women of lower castes.” The Tevita appear
to be the Tewatiya.

Saunch, a J&t tribe which claims descent from Hari Singh, a Chauh&n
R&jput, wiio lost status by marrying a wife of another tribe. They are

found in the B&wal nizamat of Jind.

Sauba-Patia, a worshipper of Surya, the Sun-god.

Saubia, or Dasauria, a class of Brahman exorcists : see p. 140 of Vol. II.

Sawag, a small tribe in the Leiah tahsil of Mx&nw&li, claiming to be an
offshoot of the Khokhars. One Mi&n Sag oh, of that tribe, left H&jipur
in Dera Gh&zi Kli&n and settled as a hermit on the east bank of the

Indus. One of the Mirrdni Baloch rulers to test him bade him subdue
a tiger. He did so and earned the title of sinh-vag, € tiger-rein/ by his

act—whence his descendants are called Sawag. The Sawags bear the

title of Mian, and have been licensed by the Mi&n of Saroi, who is a

. Shia, to admit murids or disciples. The Sawag were once almost

exterminated by the Hot Baloch. Marriages are usually adult and
arranged within the tribe, but intermarriage with Jajs is permitted.

The Sawag do not cut the hair in any way.

SiwAtAHj an Ar&in clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Saweba, a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Sawne, a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Sayad or, more correctly, Sayyid.—The true Sayads are the descendants of
Ali, the son-in-law of Muhammad, and, strictly speaking, the word
includes only those descended from him by Fdtiina, Muhammad's
daughter. But there are Ulavi Saiyads, who are said to be descended
through other wives. Our Census tables show about a quarter, of
a million Sayads in the Punjab and North-West Frontier Provinces,
but it is impossible to say how many of these are of true Sayad stock.
Certainly, an immense number of those returned as such have no real
claim to the title. The saying is,

“ Last year I was a Juldha ; this year
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I am a Shaikh; next year* if prices rise, I shall be a Sayad; ” and, if
t€ generation ” be substituted for “ year/ 1

the process is sufficiently com-
mon. The Sayads are found scattered throughout these Provinces. In
the eastern half of the Punjab they form a comparatively small element
in the population, except m Delhi itself. These men for the md&t part
came in with the Muhammadan conquerors or under their dynasties, and
were granted lands or revenue which their descendants still hold and
enjoy. The B$ra Sa'dd&t of the Jumna-Uanges dodb, with whom many
of these Eastern Sayads are connected, enjoyed considerable political

importance during the latter d^ys of the Mughal empiro. But directly

the meridian of Lahore is passed, the Sayads form a markedly larger

portion of the population, being largest of all on the Path&n frontier

aud in the Salt Kange tract, and only slightly smaller on the lower
Indus. Many of the Pa$hdn tribes, such as the Bangash of Koh&t and
the Miehw&ni, claim Sayad origin. The apostles who completed the

conversion of the Pathdns to IskLm were called Sayads, if they came
from the west, and Shaikhs if from the east, and it is probably to the
descendants of the former, and to false claims to Sayad origin set up
most commonly in a wholly Musalm&u tract, that tho large number of

Sayads in the north-west is due. At the same time the Baloch,* who
were originally Shias and were called “ the friends of Ali,” reverence
and respect Sayads far more than do those bigoted Sunnis the Parana ;

and yet Sayads are more numerous among the latter than among the

former. The Sayads of K&g&n who came into Haz&ra with Sayad Jal&l

B&ba hold the whole of the K&gan valley, and those of the Mult&n
district who occupy a prominent position will bo found described at

length in Roe's Settlement Report . Sayadst and other holy men hold

the frontier races in an abject state of bondage. The Sayad is, no less

than the Brahman, a laud-owner and cultivator on a large scale.

Indeed, whilo the Brahman is by birth a priest, or at the least a Lovite,

the Sayad as such, is neither; though he makes use of his supposed
saintliness, at any rate in the west of the Punjab, to compel offerings

to which the ordinances of his religion give him no sort of claim. The
Sayad of Karnai is thus described in ibbetson's Settlement Report :

“ The Sayad is emphatically the worst cultivator I know. Lazy, thrift-

lesB, and intensely iguorant and conceited, he will not dig till driven to

it by the fear of starvation, and thinks that his holy descent should save

his brow from the need of sweating. At the best he has no cattle, he has

no capital, and he grinds down his tenants to the utmost. At the worst

he is equally poor, dirty, and holy. He is the worst revenue-payer in

* In Dera Ismail Khan where the number of Sayads is considerable, they have as usual

seleoted the pleasantest parts of the district for their residence. They abound in the

fat villages of tho Rug-Paharpur tract. They own all the rich villages forming the northern

portion of the Bhakkar Kachi, known after them as the Sayaddt Midni. They are

tolerably numerous all through the Bhakkar Kachi, generally holding an influential

position. The proportion of Sayads in the Leiah Kachi is much tho same as in Bhakkar,

but there are fewer well-to-do men among them, and their general position is weaker.

In the Thai and in the Daman, where life is comparatively hard,* the proportion of

Sayads is generally small. The lands held by them were generally acquired- by grants

from old Baloch rulers, and to a less extent by gifts from individual zamind&rs. Sayads

own very few villages in the Pathan tracts.

t Among the Pathans of Swat and Dir the Sayyids, owing to their large number and
varying circumstances, are not, as such, given precedence over other spiritual denomi-

nations, but a Sayyid who becomes prominent as a religious mag takes precedence

over other religious denominations.
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the district ; for to him a lighter assessment only means greater sloth.”

Mr. Thorburn thus describes the Sayads of Bannu :

—

“ As a rule the Sayads are land-owners, not tenants* and bad,' lazy, land-owners they make
to* In learning, general intelligence, and even in speech and appearance, they are
hardly distinguishable from the Pathins ot Jats amongst whom they live. Hefre and there
certainly honourable exceptions are to be found. The way the lands now held by them were
originally acquired was in most cases by gift. Though many of them still exercise
considerable influence, their hold as a class on the people at largp is much weaker than it

was thirty years ago. The struggle for existence caused by the increase of population since
annexation has knocked much of the awful reverence the P&than zaminddr used to feel

towards holy men in general out of him. He now views most matters from rather a hard
worldly than a superstitious standpoint. Many a family or community would now oancel the
ancestral deed of gift under which some Sayad's brood enjoys a fat inheritance. But for

* the criminal consequences which would ensue from turning them out neck and crop, the
1

spiritual consequences would be risked willingly enough.”

In Afghanistan the Sayads have much of the commerce in their

hands, as their holy character allows them to pass unarmed where
other Path&ns would infallibly be murdered. Even the Baloch do not
love the Sayad : they say, “ May God not give kingship to Sayads and
mullahs” The Sayads, as a rule, follow the Muhammadan law of inheri-

tance, and do not give their daughters to other than Sayads. Bat in

the villages of the east many of them have adopted the tribal customs
of their neighbours, while in the west the Hindu prejudice against
widow-marriage has in many cases extended to them.

Divisions of the Sayads .—The Punjab Sayads are primarily divided
into: Hasani descended from Hasan and Husaini descended from Husain,
the sons of Ali

;
Hasan-Husaini, the descendants of Abdul Q&dir Jilfori,

who sprang from an intermarriage between the two branches
; TJlavi

descended from Ali by other wives than F&tima; and Zaidi who are
descended from Zaid Shahid, a grandson of Husain. But they also have
a second set of divisions named after the places whence their ancestors
came. Thus the descendants of Abdul Q6dir are often known as
Jildni ; so the Gardezi or B6ghd£di* Sayads are an important branch of
the Hasainis, and once owned a large portion of the Sarai Sidhu tahsil

of Multdn, while the Zaidis are said to be a branch of the Gardezis.
The Bukhdri Sayads seetn to be of the Husaini section. The Sayads
of the Western Plains are chiefly Bnkhdrit and Husaini; the Gildni
Sayads are found chiefly in the centre of the Punjab and the Salt Range

• and western sub-montane, the Shirdzi iu Jhelum and Sh&hpur, the
Jdflri in Gujr&t, the Husaini in Jhelum, the B&khari iu Rdwalpindi,
and the M&shaidi iu the Salt Range tract. The Sayads of Ludhi&na
are either Bukh&ri or Sabazd&ri, the latter being the more numerous.
Sabazd&r is a town in Persia. The Sabazd&ri are descendants of
Moses, one of the 12 imams. They are usually endogamous, but
if they cannot find a suitable match iu their own group they seek
one from the Bukhdri. Widow remarriage is deprecated bat not
prohibited.

* To ft Bukhiri Sayyid and others Batila owed its reputation for learning. His tomb still

exists in the quarter still occupied by his descendants. He flourished in the time of
Aurangzeb and later, under Farrufchsiir, Sayyid Muhammad Fazl Jilini founded a college in
the town, but it was destroyed by Banda and the town lost its reputation for piety as well
as learning.

t Shaikh Bedr-ud-Bin Baghdadi has a shrine at Masinian in Guxdispur. Gurdlspur
Qmstimr, p, 68.
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In Mult&n the immediate ancestor of the Bagd&di Sayjids was
Shfih Habib, who founded a village, Baghdad, at the commencement of
the Bidhnai reach in Kablrw&la tahsil. Bis shrine is still the scene
of a considerable fair in August. His family is also known as Hasan-
Husaini or Jil&ni, as is that of the Sayyids of Musa P&k Shahid, son of
Shaikh Jah&n Bakhsh or Muhammad Ghaus, who was 10th in descent
from Abdul Qddir Jil&ni and migrated from Baghdad to (Jch in the
middle of the 15th century.

The Bara Sa’adat.

The origin of the Sa'&dat-i-Bdra or Bahira is assigned to the Sayyid
Abul-Parah W&siti, son of Sayyid Da;ud or Sayyid Husain, who came
to Ghazni from W&sit at the invitation of Mahmud of Ghazni in 389 H.
He had four sons who settled in Ghhat-Banur (now in Patiala), and
other villages in that part. These four sons founded as many clans,

viz., the Ohhatrodi, Kondliw&l, Thhenpuri and Jajnori—from the names
of the village assigned to each. Some of their descendants settled in
Delhi, but some of these again left the court to live on their estates,

owing to their love of sport, and their present seats date from 600 or
601 H. The Sayyids who remained at the capital were called shahr-

ioala and those who lived outside were called bdhirwdla or bahira
,

whence B&ra. When encamped with the emperors the Sayyid or

sirddr of each camp had his palwal or countersign, and in after times
those words began to be used in jest e,nd applied to the men of

P
articular villages, so that every village is now held by a group which
as its own nick-name.

The nicknames of the clan of each village or basti are given
below* :

—

Name of Basti. Nickname.
Sanbhalhera ... Kafandoz or sewer of shrouds.
Mojhara ... #|> ... Confectioner.

Miranpur ••• ... Sheep.bufccher.

Kethorah ... Butcher.

Tandhera • • ... Bhufcni (she-ghost).

Khojerah Ml •M ... Ghost.
Kakroli ... ... Dog.
Behra Ml f|| ... GhamAr.
Morn? ... • Ml ... Camel.
JatwAri ... Ml III ... Pig.

Nagla ... • II ... Barber.
JAnsath ... ... Chirimdr or bird -killer.

Chitora ... • •• ... Comic.
KawAl ... • •• ... Jariye (setter of glass or pebbles in ornaments).
Jauli §#i ... Teli or oilman.
Tasang ... ... Dum.
Salarpur ... ... Chutiya (fool).

Ghalibpur ... He-ass.

Sedipur ... Ml • •• ... She-ass.

Kelaodah IM Ml ... Kunjrd (green grocer).

Bahari ... Ml ... Goldsmith.
BahAdarpur ... Kungar or rustic.

Bilaspur ... Khumra.'f *

Pain ... M| ... Kamdngar (bow maker) or oe$ who colours bows.
Saudhawali Ml ... Dar-ul-Him&qat (house of foolishness).

• Somewhat similar nicknames are said to be found among the Awans, e.g, Kanrina
* mean,* Khota, a * donkey * and Thag, a * cheat,* but these are taken by P.° Hari Kishen
K&ul as indicating low status, and apparently as sub-castes,

t Mijl pecker.
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Name of Baeti, Nickname,

Pimbora ••• Ilf mum
Sarai Bathy&ra.
Ohuriyala ... * Manih&r*
Tassar Sweeper.
Sakrera ., ... Owl.
Muzaffamagar Eunuch.

. These names may possibly be relics of a system of initiation into

the degrees of a secret order, and in Turkey 'they are paralleled in

the order of the Maulavis, in which the novice is called the scullion,

and so on. Such degrees were known to the Assassins, and their 6th
degree was that of the Mukallabi or ‘ dog-like who sought out
subjects fit for conversion for the missionaries (dais), as hounds run
down game for the huntsman.t The explanation that the names were
originally pass-words appears to lend support to this theory.

The Sayyids of Kurram are Shias and divided into four branches,
viz. the Fakhr-i-Alam Kaul of Kirm&n, the Mir Ibrahim Kaul of

Ahmadzai, the Bayyid Ish&q family of Mahura and the LAla Gul
Kaul of Kharldchi. The first two are attached to the Saragalla

branch of the Turis and the last two to the Chardai branch. The head
of the branch of the Fakhr-i-Alam is Mir Akbar Tir&hi whose followers

are designated Mi&n Murids or the Ting Gundi—the ‘ firm faction
9

;

while the other three families and the other branch of the Fakhr-i-Alam
constitute the Drewandi or triad group and their followers are styled

Bust Gundi or ( loose faction.*

It is unusual to find low castes making free with the term Bayyid

as they do with that of Shaikh, but the Pums or Mirdsis, though not

ranked as sharif in Moslem society, arrogate that term to themselves

and aspire to the title of Mir.

Sjsoau, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Ssorah, a J&t olan (agric tural) found in Multan.

SuHi, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Sbho, a Muhammadan J&t tribe found in Montgomery.

Srkan, a J£t olan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Sjbkhu, a J4t tribe found in Amritsar, Ludhi&na, Jind,etc. In Gujr4n-
w&la where they hold 20 villages, they are described as R&jputs,

claiming descent from Pewar, through an eponym Sekhu, whose great-

grandsons, Hambu, Prithu and Chahar, came to that district 17
generations ago from the M&lwa country. They intermarry with all

other tribes except the ‘ Gonda and Bals/ which they claim as sub-

divisions of their own. They never enjoyed any political importance,

but one or two were notorious robbers till about 1794.

In Ludh&na however they claim descent from Tej P61. He had
4 sons, of whom Sadlakhan and Lakhan were twins. The former
resembled a serpent. Their mother took them with her to a cotton

field and seated Lakhan on a cot and Sadlakhan on the ground.
* - - - - - - - - ——— - - —

• * Bangle maker.

t Von Hammer's Hiet, of the AsBaeaim, p. 68.
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While she was picking cotton two travellers arrived, and seeing
Sadiakhan beneath Lakban's cot they killed him with a spear. When
their mother retnrned and sought Lakhan, she found that he too was
dead, so both were boried at one place. Diw&n Singh, one of their

kinsman saw them in a dream so they were regarded as martyrs,
and a matt was built at Chhapp&r to commemorate their death on the

spot where an annual fair is now held. After a marriage this tribe

worships the mattand plays with twigs. A sihra is also offered. The
bridegroom's forehead is marked with the blood of a goat's ear. The
offerings of the mdri are given to Brahmans. But in Jind they are

said to have a ja\hera f one B&hi Mohan, who is desoribed as a sidh,

He used to watch his cattle at night in a jangle near Sangrfir, /resting

his chin npon a stick. But once sleep overcame him and a gang of

robbers detected this and stole his cattle. They killed his dog when
it barked, but he awoke and began to fight with them. They cut off

his head, but his headless body reached Sangrur town and so he was
considered a sidh. The tribesmen worship him at weddings and distri-

bute chapdtis, cakes and porridge among the poor. His shrine, called

math , stands where he fell. They also offer the beestings of a cow or

buffalo on Monday and light a lamp at the Diw£li there and present

a bheli, or piece of coarse sugar, at a child’s birth. The Sekhu are also

called Sekhon or apparently Shekhon.

A branch of the Sekhu, called Sekhuke, has a sidh called Bd.b&

Parmanand, whose math is at Sangrur outside the N&bha gate. It

is said that the B&b& used to graze cattle in a jungle and once some
boys and men followed him there, calling him a mad man, whereupon

he told them to bring two cotton wicks which he put in his eyes and
bade them look at them attentively. They did so and saw them burning

like lamps. The fame of this made him a sidh. He is said to have

been buried alive in a samadhi

.

They offer the first milk on Sundays and
sweetmeat at weddings and worship him at the Diw&li.

Skkun, a Hindu J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

S*Mi, a J&tclan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Sbnga, a class of men who had a peculiar instinct for discovering old wells.

Ferozepur Sett. Rep., 1860, p. 18. Cf. sengha, one who tells about

buried treasure : Panjabi Dicty
, p. 1086. Cf. also Sangh, singh.

Ssni, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Sjbsnsral, a tribe of R&jput status fonnd in Attock. It ranks high as it is

said to receive daughters from the Alpi&ls and Grhebas.

»

Seosi, a seotion of the Khatris. It had the management of the country

roundBajw&ra* in Hoshi&rpur under the Mughals np to.Sikh times.

It venerates three persons, B&ba Chanat, Alii Jalli parohitdni, and
Jh&grd Nai. Chanat or Khidarla Brahman was the parohit of the

i

•— 1

' ' *V— »

* But the office of Q&rongo of Bajw&ra was held by a family of Jfraih Khatris : see

under Q&rfingo.
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Seoni and Alii Jalli was his wife. Once upon a time a bridal procession
left the bride’s trousseau behind and he went back to fetch it, but
the procession, fearful of letting the propitious hour go by, went on
without waiting for him, leaving the barber to bring him on. The bar-
ber soothed his anger for the time being, but he declined to act as their

S
riest any longer and handed that office over to his daughter’s descend-

ants who were Charaun Brahmans. He bade them however worship
(or propitiate ?) him at weddings, with Jh&gra Nai who had prevented
him from cursing them. Alii Jalli became sati when he died, so she is

worshipped too. The B&ba’s temple is near IT&lew&l. All three always
get a share of all charitable gifts. The Seoni boast that they have
never had a widow of their own commit sati

,
ill-treated a daughter or

committed female infanticide.

Sepi, fr. sep, service rendered to the village community. The sepi or ghair
muldzim are those who work for all, not for any one in particular,
except in so far as they maj be attached to a special sep or to a number.
They do agricultural work. They are the Kumh&r, Chuhra or khdkrob

,

scavenger, sweeper or field labourer, and Mochi. Besides specific

payment for any work they do they got certain payments and allowances
in pice and in a share of the produce. Panjabi Dicty ., p. 1036.
Prinsep* thus distinguishes between the sepi and the kamin in Si&lkot

“ The position and perquisites of village servants have been defined.

The carpenter, blacksmith aud potter are paid in grain at fixed though
varying rates s The barber and washerman by a rate on ploughs and
wells in the Charkhari

;
elsewhere in grain. They are called kamin,

in contradistinction to the Chuhras or sweepers and Cham&rB who
supply the leather, and do all menial offices, and are termed sepis ,

Bazar dues or dhart are nob levied in these days
; but thdnapati, a fee

of lie. 1, is the right of Brahmans and village bards (Mir&sis) on
occasion of marriages. Sometimes house rent at the rate of 8 annas a
house is taken by the zamindars. All other dues and cesses exacted
in Sikh times have been now abandoned.”

Ser, a Qujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Serah, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n,

SARAt Rajputs, (1) a branch of the Bhatti Rajputs whose ancestor Serai
settled in Hdfiz&b&d, where they founded several villages. They are
also found in Si£lkot; (2)—or Sirai, a uative of Sindh, especially

northern Sindh. See Sarai.

Seth, feni. Sethan, -ani (J) a wholesale merchant or banker, (2) a title

applied generally to Persia, M&rw&ris and others, (8) a section of the
Khatris : cf. Panjabi Dicty., p. 1037. Fr. Sanskr. sre$bhin, e a man of
consequence or president of a guild/ The authors of the Vedic Index
appear to connect it with sri,

‘ prosperity
9

: II, pp. 402-3. But it may
be connected with sreni, a line or row whence probably SabIn.

Set!, a clan (agricultural) found in Mult6n.

ftiilkot Settlement Report
, 186&, § 897,
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Sjbtyah, an ArAfn clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar,

Sxu&Aj a faqir oi the Jain sect : cf. Sarhura, and seori, offerings to Brahmans
and Sayyids : KarnAl. Panjabi Dicty p. 1039.

Sewa-dar, a bard : a faqir or a Brahman, who levies contributions on
individuals and ceases not to worry them till payment is made : Panjabi
Dicty., p, 1037.

SfiWAEj see RAthi.
.

The word $ewak, seoh means a servant, worshipper,
votary or disciple ; Panjabi Dicty., p. 1037.

Sxwak Darya.-—River worship is common in the south-western Punjab
and the priests of this cult are known as Thakkars. They believe
in DaryA ISAhib and pray to him for all they want. In the matter
of customs and ceremonies, they differ little from other Hindus. The
corresponding cult in the eastern Punjab is that of Khizr Pir, who is

worshipped equally by Hindus and Muhammadans, as the water spirit.

The worship of Zinda KaliAna is connected in some way with river
worship

; indeed some maintain that DaryA SAhib was a chela of Zinda
KaliAna, while others hold that Zinda Pb* was a personification of the
river god, DaryA Sahib. The largest number of river worshippers is

found in MultAn.

S^waPA NTFjXy' a Sikh sect. Guru Tagli Bahadur had a personal follower,

^“OTe^Kanhayd; LAI a Dhamman* Khatri of Sod hrA in GujrAnwAla.
Originally an officer in the service of the Mughals, he became a drawer
of water to the Guru’s horses and to all with him and a menial at his

table day and night. The Guru taught him and invested him with the
aeli and topi. On Guru Tegh Bahadur’s death KanhayA LAI remained
in Govind Singh’s service and was with him at the siege of Anandpur.
One day he heard some one say : “O heart, love God,” and accord-
ingly in the battle that ensued he gave water to the wounded on either

side, justifying his act by a Sikh text. From his personal service

(sewa) or more probably from SewA RAm, his first disciple, his followers

are called SewA-panthis : but in Amritsar they are known as Adan-
ShAhls, from Adan ShAh, another disciple of Kanhaya LAI, and tc a
rich banker who devoted his wealth and leisure to the propagation

of their doctrines.”t Their charity to travellers and persons in distress

is proverbial. KanhayA LAI is said to have been commissioned by
Guru Govind Singh to preach Sikhism in the south-west and he founded

his first dharmsald in the Thai or steppe of the Sini SAgar DoAb.

His followers are mainly Khatrfs and Aroras of that tract and the

disciples are styled NAnak-ShAhis, make ropes for a livelihood, refus-

ing all alms and oblations.f Some Sewapanthis are said to shave,

others not. They are celibate and eat and share property together.

Flesh, liquor and hemp are avoided. Their dress is white. .Macauliffe

describes them as an orthodox and honourable sect who live by honest

labour.

* For the meaning of Dhamman see Punjab Census Rep., 1912, § 584. St appears to

be the same word as DhAman or Dhiman (‘ wise ’), a sub*caste of the LohAr*TarkhAns.

I
Macauliffe, Sikh Religion, V, p. 174.

Mflolagan, § 103.
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Another version is that S&nwal Shdh was the grandson of one Some
Sh&h, a Cbdwala Aroya of Dera Ismdil KMn who was treasurer

(,shah

)

to Guru Arjan.

Skwaeah, a clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Sewaki, a J^t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
•

Shapia, one of the four great schools of doctrine of the Sunni Muhammdans.
Described by Mr. Maclagan as “ founded by Muhammad-ibn-Idris-ash-
Sh&fi (died A.D. 810), though found more generally in North Africa,

Arabia, Ceylon, and the Malay Peninsula, but also not uncommon in

Northern India. The founder of the sect was noted for his opposition

to the scholastic divines and drew a distinction between the funda-

mental traditions and others. In practice, however, the difference

between his school and that of the H&nifis is mainly that in prayer

the former place their hands on their breasts, and the latter on their

navel. Im&rri Sh&fi is also said to have declared the alligator to be
lawful food (ihaldl).” Three hundred persons who returned their

religion as Sdnsi for this reason gave their sect as Shafi in 1891. See
also Kkhal.

Shah, fern, Sh&hnl, (1) a rich merchant, usurer, banker, trader, etc.
; (2) a

title assumed by certain orders of faqirs ,
and especially by Sayyids ;

(3) a king. In the Punjab the word is used in the sense of financial

overlord and a cultivator speaks of his shah as his banker and master.

Cf. the proverb Shah bin pat nahrn
,
guru bin gat nahin, i No credit

without a shah and no salvation without a guru.’ See Panjabi Dicty

p. 1039. The word is possibly connected with Sahu.

Shahbasi, an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.

Shah Daolatana, a Sayyad clan (agricultural) fouud in Montgomery.

ShahId, as applied to Sikhs the term Shahid means “ martyr/' just as it

does in the case of Muhammadans, but among the former it is confined
to the disciples and followers of Dip Singh and Sad£ Singh. Dip
Singh was a Kh&r& Jat of Pohovind or Pohupind in Lahore and became
one Pf the Kh&lsa's earliest adherents. At Damdama he acquired
learning, and Sad& Singh became liis disciple. At this time the
imperial governor of Lahore had set a price upon the Sikhs' heads
but Diw&n Kaura Mai KhatrS* warned them of an impending attack.

Dip Singh dismissed all his followers who had earthly ties and but
sixty men remained with him. With these lie encountered the imperial
troops till all the Sikhs had fallen, Dip Singh continuing to fight even
after his head had been struck off. Thereby he earned the title of
Shahid, and the imperial governor, alarmed by a dream, sought his par-
don and bestowed Pohupind in jagir upon his sister IM&l&n. The place
where she burnt the bodies of the fallen is still known as the Shahid
Bfingd, at Amritsar. Other accounts connect the story with Sad&

* Made Dfoin by ShAh NawAz Khan in 1747, confirmed by Mir Mannft in 1748 and
lolled in battle in 1752.
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Singh and make Karin Singh and Dbarm Singh. Sindhu J6$s, his

disciples.*

Among Muhammadans the term is applied not only to a martyr for

the faith, but also to anyone killed or executed, provided he does not
speak after receiving bis death-stroke.f In popular hagiolatory the
term is frequently confused with Sayyid.

Shahikhel, a sweeper or grave-digger (also called musalli) in Peshawar.
In Chach Hazara and along the banks of the Indus he is a gypsy
who lives by making mats and baskets of reeds and wioker-work.

Shahye, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Shaikh.—Shaikh is au Arabic word meaning an elder or ckiof, and probably
corresponds very closely among the tribes of Arabia with chaudhn
among those of the Punjab. Thus the title should properly be confined

to, and is very generally assumed by, tribes of true Arab doscent. But
it has beer degraded to a much more vulgar use. If a K&jput or J£%
turn Muhammadan he retains his caste name, and is still a R&jput or

J&t; though Sir Denzil ibbetson had known Musalmto R&jputs who
had fallen m life and taken to weaving call themselves Shaikhs, though
still recognized as relations by their brethren of the village whence
they came. So if an outcast or man of impure calling becomes
Musalman and retains his occupation, or at least substitutes for it

another only slightly less degrading, he also retains his caste name
or is known by au entirely new one, such as Dindar or Musalli. But
the class which lies between these two extremes, and are neither so

proud of their origin as to wish, nor so degraded by their occupation as

to be compelled, to retain their origiual caste name, very generally

abandon that name on their conversion to Islam and adopt the title ot

{Shaikh. There is a Persian proverb :

( The first year I was a weaver
(Julaha

)

;

the next year a Shaikh. This year if prices rise I shall be
a Sayad.* Moreover many of the inferior agricultural Musalmiin
tribes of Indian descent have, especially in the west of the Province,
set up a claim to Arab origin

; and though they are still known by
their tribal name, probably or almost certainly return themselves as

Shaikhs in a Census.J

Shaikhs do not bear the best of characters in some parts. In

Rohtak they are said to
,c supply recruits to our armies and jails with

praiseworthy indifference,” and in Dera Ismail Khan the Naurnuslim
Shaikhs are described as “ a lazy thriftless set of cultivators.” The
Shaikhs thus described are of course to bo sharply distinguished from

the true Qokaish of the south-west Punjab.

According to Monckton the term Shaikh is applied loosely to an
extraordinary number of Musalman artizans and others of similar

status in GujrAt. The following list contains all these miscellaneous

* D. G. Barkley in P. N. Q. II, § 1110 ; cf. Griffin’s Punjab lldjas
, pp. 4G and 47, and

Wynyard’s Amb&la Settlement Report S3.

t P. N. Q. I, § 517.

J A village of Gaur Brahmans in Gurgaon, who are said to have been forcibly converted

to Isl4m by Aurangzeb, call themselves Gaur Shaikhs but are known to their neighbours

as GAra : P. N. Q. I, § 25. In that District a family of BAnias beats the title of Shaikh
because one of its members adopted it to. save its estates from confiscation under the

Mughals, but his descendants were re-admitted into Hinduism : ib. § 11. It is also affected

as a title by the Methla Jats of Mandoswala in the Lower DerajAt : ib, II, § 9,
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Shaikhs. They are mostly residents of the town, or are village

servants

No. Oaste or designation. Remarks.

1 Batwil or Vatw&lt

r

Hind. Baldhar.

2 BhaU* ... • • • •

3 Beld4r or Od* •••

4 Kashmiri ... ...

6 Q&ntingo • •• Ml

Leather tanners (Khatik).6 Ohamrang *•« Ml

7 1

Chiroa ... ... Rod dyers.

8 OMpegar ... ... Cloth printer.

9 Ohlmba* ... ... ... Hind. Dhobi, washerman.
10 Darzi • •a mi

11 Dtihi* ... Hind. Gaddi or milkman.
12 Dohli Drummers.
13 Btari ... •M Mi Bards.

14 Dabgar ... ... ... Mako knppas, Hind, kuppawala.

15 Fllwin ... ... ,i. Elephantmen.

16 Gagra ... ... Hind. Boriabdf, mattress.

17 Ghari&la .. e 6 #|| Moulders.

18 Hajam ... ...

19 Halw&i ... Sweetmeat men.

20 Jatk&ta* ... • • • Ml Fr. jat
,
wool or body hair, and katta

,
spinning.

21 Jhfwar* ...

22 Jul&h&* ... Ml • Ml Some remain Hindus, and are called Megh, Hind. Koli
(weavers).

23 Khoja ... ... Formerly Khatris.

24 Kakezai ... • •• IM Also called Bulledee (Bile ladle).

25 KaBii , |# # ^ ; Butchers.

26 Khattik ...

27 Khusra ... *«• ;i , Hind. Khoja (eunuch).

28 Kalaigar ...

Kharishi ...

... Tinmen.
29 •M ••• Millers (khardeh, a large corn grinding stone turned by a

bullock).

30 Kumhir ... Ml Ml Brick makers.

31 Kanjar ... •M Ml

32 Kamboh ... Green-grocers,

33 KaUvat ... Ml Ml Fiddlers.

84 Koftgar ... •M • • • Enamel workers or gilders.

34} Qalandar* Mf | M A class of itinerant beggars.

35 Kasaera ... a a a • • (Mostly Hindus), ka&i workers, brass workers, old pot buyers.

36 K&ghazi ... Ml M« Paper-manufacturers.

37 Loh&r* ... Iron-workers.

38 LllAri ... Hind. Rangrez.

39 M4sm* ... aaa Mt Hind. Bhisti or Saqqa.

40 Musalli •41 ill Proselytized Chuhyas.
41 Mochi* ... Ml »M

42 Machi or N&nwai* Ilind, Bhati&ra, a section of the Jhiwars.

43 MMsf. ... (Hindus). Bhat or Rai or Dorn.

44 Mihm4r ... ... Hind. R&j, masons.

I, 46 Mallah ... ... «•* Boatmen.

46 Musaver ... ... Painters.

47 Niyfcria ... Refiners.

48 Naichaband Hind. Nechagar, hooka-tube makers and binders.

t In Mandi the batw&l is oae who puts weights in the scale when salt is being weighed

—

apparently a weighman : Gazetteer, p. 61.

* The classes marked with an asterisk are not admitted by others as Shaikhs, some of
them wfii assert themselves to be Shaikhs, some are only emerging from obscurity and
beginning be styled Shaikh. The rale in fact has no limits. I have therefore included
all the miscellaneous Muaalm&n classes in the above table.
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No.

'

Caste or designation. Remarks,

49 Nakirohi* NakAra, musician.

60 Ulma ... , ... Mu’allam, Maiwana, Maulavi, Musjid officials.

Hind. GAndhi.51 Phuleri or Attir
52 Perna* .... Occupation of BAzigar, juggler. Hind, madari.

53
64

PakkiwAJA
Penji* *

... Hind. Dhunna, cotton cleaners.

Hind. Patwa silk-weavers, cordings, etc.66
1

Patfoi

56 BAin* ... Formerly Hindus, MAlis or BAghwAns.
67 BabAbi* Fiddlers.

58 RAwal Hind. Baid or Hakim, Doctors.

69 ShAnAgarh Combmakers, Kangigars,

60 Sarw&n* ... Camelmen.
61 TarkhAn Carpenters.

62 Teli Oilmen.
63 Thathiar Hind, Tathera, metal workers or braziers.

64 VangAli* Make vanga or bracelets. Hind, manidr.

66 Zargar
i

Goldsmiths.

Shaikh, a title among Tarkhans in Dera GMzi Khdn.

Shaikh Bhanqi, or Sbaikbba. A class of Muhammadan Chuh^s found in

Delhi who say that they accompanied the Moslem invaders from
Arabia. But see Ldlbegi,

Shaikh Kbel, a non-Pathdu sept found, with the Mandezai, Senzai and
Khwdzdzai in Jandol (Bajaur), said to be of Kdfir descent, but now
reckoned as Path&ns.

Shaikh Simlani, a Sayyad clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,

Shajra, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in the Shujdb&d tahsil of Multfin

and said to be akin to the Bhuttas, q . v.

ShalmAni, Shilmani.—A Tdjik tribe, erroneously styled DihgAn (lit,

husbandman) found in the Peshawar valley. Baverty says they came
from ShalmAn (now Shalozdn) and Kapndn in the Kurram valley, and
obtained the district of Ashnagbar, now Hashtnagar, becoming subjects

of the Jfbh&ngfri Sultdn, Awes, of Sw&t. This tract they lost when
the Yfisafoais and Mandaj* Pathdns overran it and they are now reduced

to a few small villages in the hills round the Taht&ra Koh and chiefly

employed in navigating rafts between JahUSbfid and the Peshawar

valley. Baverty says they were divided into 8 septs, Gabari (not from

pair, a fire-worshipper), Mutr&wi and Mumi&li, Their rulers were

descendants of the Jah6ngiri Sultfos (Bahrdm and Pakhal) who held

all the country north of the K&bul river from the Tag&o to the Pir

Panjdl range and likewise some parts on the south bank of the Kdbul

as far south as the Snfed Koh. Sult&n Awes was the Gabari Sulr&n

of Sw&t.+ In BaaAra the Shilmdni appear to have adopted the name of

# classes marked with an asterisk are not admitted by others as Shaikhs, some of

them will assert themselves to be Shaikhs, some are only emerging from obscurity and
winning to be styled Shaikh, The rule in fact has no limits. I hare therefore included

> i5fE eSwellaaeeusMuaalmAn classes in the above table.

f TdbatfUi'N&iiri, p. 1044, *
t
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Snlaim&ni. They live mostly in the Khdlsa tract of that District, and

are closely connected with the Utm&nzais.

Shaloli, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

ShambXni, a small Baloch sub-twnan, classed also as a clan of the Bugti.

It occupies the hills adjacent to them and the Maz&ri.

Shamdasi, a follower of Sh&rn D4s or Sh&mji, the BairAgi revivalist of the

South-West Punjab : see under Chhabllw&la, VoL II, p. 158.

ShAmI, a corruption of Swami> Sansk. for “ Lord.” It is used as a term

of respect for Bair&gi elders.

SbammozaI, a Pathfai clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery. It appears

to be a Yusufzai sept.

Shamor, a Muhammadan clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery
and Multan.

Shamsi. (1) A curious sect, followers of Pir Shams Tabriz, the great

saint of Mult&n. This saint has a reputation in all parts of the

Punjab and among persons of all creeds, more especially for having

been flawed alive and being able to walk about with his skin in his

hand. But there is in the north of the Province a sect which is in

some special way devoted to the cult of this saint. It gives alms in

the name of its Pir
;

it worships no idols, but reverences the Bhdgavat
Oita, and is usually held in abhorrence by orthodox HinduB. It is

popular among the Sun&rs, ThathiArs and Jhinwars, more especially

among the Sun6rs who give to the sect the same flavour of seorecy

and uncanniness which they give also to the Shaiva rites so

common among them. There is reason to believe that the sect is

closely connected with that of the Khojas of Bombay, of whom the

Agha Kh&n is the spiritual head. The Shamsis are not found in any
numbers east of the Jlielum. It is worth mentioning in this connec-
tion, though it has little or nothing to do with the sect of Shamsfs as

such, that a remarkable fair is held every year in honour of Sh&h
Shams at Shekhpur, near Bhera, in the Sh&hpur district, where the

sick and ailing from all parts of the Province present themselves at

the appointed time to be bled by the barbers of Bhera. These worthies

are said to do their work with great efficiency, and the whole neigh-

bourhood is soon reeking with horrid rivulets of human blood.*

P. Hari Kishen Kaul says that the Shamsis follow the Im&zn,
for tho time being, of the Ismailia sect of Shifts, their present

leader being H. H, the Agha Kh&n of Bombay. They belong mostly
to the Sun&r caste and their connection with the seot is kept a
secret, like Freemasonry. They pass as ordinary Hindus, but their

devotion to the Itn&m is very strong, and it is said that it is based
on an unspeakable faith in the efficacy of the blessings of the

Im6m by way of enhancing illicit gain in the customary practices o£

the goldsmith guild. The goldsmith alloys his gold by night. The
Sun is, therefore, supposed to be the expoter of his misdeeds. Shah
Shams Tabriz is known to have had the Sun under his control and the
eagerness to please his suooessor may, therefore, be due to the desire to

be* soreened from the adverse attitude of the Sun to their professional

* Thi# is Maclagan's account.
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tniscondoot. The instruction# of the creed are issued in a novel

alphabet (which is probably a secret code) by H. H. the Agha Khan,
who is said to represent an incarnation of the Hindu Trinity. The
Shamsis appear to be most numerous in Si41kot. The followers of the
sect are looked down upon by both the orthodox and advanced Hindus,
because it is believed chat their secret teachings aim at a gradual
subversion of the very instincts of their original religion, and it is

possible that some of the Shamsis may have concealed their connection
with the sect.

'

Ibbetson says that the Shamsis also reverence Sakhi Sarwar
; but in

spite of a strong leaning towards the tenets of Muhammad, they
conform to most of the observances of Hinduism and are accepted as

Hindus by their Hindu neighbours. They are chiefly drawn from the

artisan and menial castes, though a good many Khatris are said to

belong to the sect. They bury their dead instead of burning them.

Some time ago, when the Agha Kh&n, the spiritual head of the Bombay
Khojas, visited the Punjab, some of this persuasion openly owned
themselves his disciples, and declared that they and their ancestors had
secretly been Musalmdns by conviction for generations, though con-

cealing their faith for fear of persecution. These men were of course

promptly excommunicated by the Hindu community.

(2). A Sayad clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar,

ShJLmy®, a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Shank!, a Path&n clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Shekhon, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar, doubtless the same as

the Sekhu or Sekhon.

Shbkh&a, a clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Sheikh.—The only Muhammadan tribe in the hills are Sheikhs who carne

up from Basi, Rupar and Kharar. The reason of their migration is

said to be this, that originally they were Hindus, but the king who
ruled at that time converted them to Muhammadanism by force. Some
members of a family remained Hindus, while others turned Muhamma-
dans. The converts gave up their share of the property in favour of

their brothers, and they themselves came and settled in this part of

the country, and lived by trade. Their settlement in the hills does

not seem to be older than twenty-two or twenty-four generations.

Sheokan, a tribe of J6ts. It holds 42 villages in the Dttdri tahsil of Jind

and its canton is called the Sheoran tappa . But it holds a number
of villages in Lob&ru and a few in Hiss4r also. The Sheoran got claims

descent from Sheora and Samathra, two Ohauhdn RAjputs who migrat-

ed from Sambhar and settled at Sidhu in Loh&ru State. They founded

villages and their descendants held a chaurdsi or a group of 84 villages,

52 in what is now the State of Loharu and 32 in tahsil D4dri, but the

number of villages is now about 100 all told. Prom the Sheoraa are

descended the Dhankar, Dh4ka, Tokas, J4bar, jCundu, R4mpuria,

and Phogat septs of the J4fs.

The Loh&ru account of the tribe is more detailed and differs in some

respects from that given above,, which comes from Jind. « According
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to it the Sheor&n are also styled Chauh4n Teli. Mim, a Cbauhdn
RAjput, left Sambbar with his sons, Lumra and Sheora, owing to a
family quarrel and went to DarerA, a village in BikAner State. After
a time the Sungra Rajputs, who were rulers of Darertf* drove Mim
out of their lands, so he settled in HissAr. There another quarrel

ensued with the JAtfi RAjputs, the original inhabitants of that place,

beeanse a bullock belonging to Mim had damaged the JAtua’ fields

and they wounded it with an iron weapon. Sheora and Lumra qpme
to Sadhanwa, in LohAru, which was then desolate; while in that
desert a wheel of the cart loaded with their luggage broke and so
Sidhn&th, a Hindu sage, who lived there and spent his life in medita-
tion bade them settle in that place and told Sheora to look all

around him. Casting his glance to the east he saw a hill now in

DAdri, to the west a pipal tree where the town of Bhal now stands,

to the south a pipal where Chhapra a village in Jaipur now lies.

The sage promised him the conquest of all the country extending
up to tne hill and pipal trees. Sheora then asked how they were
to get children as their women had all been Blain in the light with
the JAttis, so the sage bade him take his rosary to a JAt of the
SfirA tribe who dwelt in Balsamand, a village in HissAr, as he had a
blind daughter whom he would marry to Sheora on seeing the rosary.
Sheora in due course married the blind girl, and their descendants are

\ the SbeorAn JA^s, though Sheora was a Rajput. Lumra*s descendants
were also called SheorAn. This occurred about 31 generations ago.
The tomb of Sidh NAth is inside the walls of Sadhanwa and it is

said to bo at the very place where Sheora and Lumra first met
the saint. Faqirs of Sidh Nath’s family live there and the JAfs put
much faith in them, paying them a rupee at every wedding and
supplying them with food. Widow remarriage is allowed, but a widow
cannot marry her husband’s elder brother. They worship all the Hindu
gods, but the Sun is their highest deity, and they believe that he saves
them from all calamities. They also worship RAma, HanumAn, Bbatfen
Sidh, MasAnf and ShAmji. No day is sacred to RAma, but HanfimAn is

worshipped on Tuesday. Chiirma (a kind of food made of jaggery, ghi
,

wHbeaten flour, etc.) is offered in his worship. A Hind 6 faqir is first

fed with it and then the Sheoran themselves eat of it. fihatian is

worshipped on the 1 4th of the lunar month, food made of the same
ingredients being first given to a £)um. Bhatian ia believed to protect
them from epidemics such as cholera, etc. Sidh is worshipped on
Mondays, porridge of bdjra made on this occasion being given first

to a KurnhAr, a KumhAr being in high favour with Sidh because the

ass is used by the codling as his conveyance. Asses too are fed at the
worship of Sidh. He protects children from small-pox.* MasAni is

worshipped on Wednesday, large cakes of wheat flour, jaggery and
ghi being first given to a KumhAr. The offerings made to MasAni are
also taken by KumhArs. ShAmji is worshipped on the 12th of the
lunar month. Khir (made of rice and milk) and porridge are given
first to a Brahman, who also takes the offerings made to ShAtnji ; all

the milk that the cattle yield is used in making the khir . Those who

* This reads like a confused account of Shiva worship, Shiva being personified in a
Kumhdr because be creates things out of earth, and of Devi worship, she wing the goddess
Of small-pox.
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tworaUp BhAmji abstain from flash and wins. The worship of Bbatian,
Masini rand Sidh is peculiar to women and children.

Sb*»ani, sue Shiranni.

Sherani, see Shiranni.

Sh brick, a Kharral clan (agricnltnral) found in Montgomery.

ShbrkhXnana, a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Shbbuana, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

ShIXLj a sept of the Aw&tfs, descended from Malik SMh£n (latter hall of
the 18th century), found in Pind Dfidan KMn tahsil.

Shikari, a tribe found only in the Sadiq&b&d K&rdari of Bahawalpur. They
are Muhammadans only in name, though some observe Muhammadan
rites, for they eat food disallowed by the shard, even the flesh of

dead animals and pork. They make small huts in the environs of

towns and live by hunting, protecting crops, labour and occasionally
cultivation.

Shin, a tribe widely spread throughout the Indus valley, in the Kohist&n,
and as faf to the north as Bdltistdn* The part of the Indus valley

below Gt>r to the Afgh&n limits near Ghorbaud is called Shin-kXri and
in its lower part the purest Shin community is probably to be now
found, but the name Shin-k4ri still exists in Pakhli aod their original

borne was possibly* in that valley.

The Shins form the majority of the population inGor, Childs, Tangir,

the Indus valley below Bazin, and the upper part of the Gilgit ^valley

above Ponydl, but they are not found at all in fcbe higher and less fer-

tile parts till one gets further up the Indus valley beyond Haramosh.
Though numerically inferior their language is established to the ex-

clusion of others where they have penetrated and they doubtless repre-

sent a conquering race.

Shins give daughters to Ronos and Sayyids, but cannot obtain wives
from them. On the other hand, they marry Yeshkun women, but do
not give them daughters, though they do so to Nimchas in the lower
Indus valley. Those of the Indus valley below Sazin are small clean-

limbed men, with dark eves and complexion, and sharp features of a
type not uncommon in North-Western India. A rare type is small

and slight with thin sharp features, prominent noses and narrow chins.

It is possibly dne to degeneration caused by long and close inter-

marriage.

* The Shine probably had once an internal organization which is preserved.by the Brok*paa
of B&ltiatin, who are undoubtedly Shins by origin and speak vacfous dialects of Shma.
The BAltis term all classes of the Brok-pas Shma or Shinalok, but they call, themselves
.Bom and say they belong to the Shin 'caste

1

of Gijgit, Astor, etc. They at® divided into
fonr sub-castes :—8harsipg, Gabur, Boro and Yfiday, which all

jn
every respect. The Roms will not however, intermarry with the Yeehitttf. SfoMulph's
Tribu of tbs Hindoo Koo$h

t p. 72*4, c
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Though no longer, even traditionally, a separate race the Ships
regard themselves as an aristooracy, considering it a disgrace to

curry loads and only condescending to hunting and agriculture. But
in B&ltistdn they are subordinate to the Tartars, who style them
Brok-pas or highlanders because they cultivate the highest and least

fertile lands.
*

In all the Shink&ri republics slavery is a recognised institution-

prisoners taken in war and children of slave parents forming the servile

class.

Among the Shins marriage between first cousins, or other relatives

within that degree (such as uncle and niece), is strictly prohibited,

though allowed by Muhammadan Law.

The most remarkable characteristic of the Shins is their feeling with

regard to the cow, a point to which Drew first called attention. In
spite of their conversion to Islam this feeling is still maintained in

Nagar, Gilgit, Astor, and the Indus valley above Bunji. In that valley

below Astor the feeling has died out, but in the places mentioned
orthodox Shins will not eat beef, drink milk or touch a vessel contain-

ing it.* A sucking calf, or any portion of a dead animal, is especially

unclean, so that purification is necessary if even the garments chance
to touch it. It is not unusual for a Shin to make over *his cow and
calf to a Yeshkun neighbour, to be restored to him when the calf is

weaned. Shins also regard the domestic fowl as unclean.

Of the Shin names a great number have the suffix
‘ Singh/ which is

retained in spite of their conversion to IsUm. Biddulph gives a list of

the names used with the suffix and also of women’s names which some-

times have the suffix * Bai.’t But few of these names are now found in

the Punjab.

The Shins are noted for their miserly habits which they carry to

extremes. Every man has a secret hiding place in the mountains where
he keeps his money, metal pots, wife’s jewels and all his most valuable

property. This treasure is never taken out for use, except on festive

occasions. Ho feeling of honour exists as to the appropriation of

another’s treasure if it is discovered by chance. A treasure is frequently

lost altogether by the owner’s sudden death before he has had time to

confide the secret of its hiding place to his son, and the Shins have

many legends of lost treasures guarded by demons.

In the Indus valley about Shinkdri the men wear turbans and tight

fitting clotheB, and retain the curious leather leggings called tauti

which are peculiar to the Shioa-speaking tribes and those of Torw&l

and Bashkir.

* This feeling regarding the cow exists also among the Brok-pas of Biltistin and points

to their kinship with the Shins of Gilgit. It is also incumbent on a dainydl or witch, of

whatever caste, to refrain from cow's milk ; Biddulph, op. cit., p. 98. Nave says that the

Brokpa consider it contaminating to touch a cow.

t Biddulph, op. cit., p. 99.
*
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Biddulph suggested that the Muhammadan Brokpa whose seats are
lower,down the Indus than the other Brokpas, settled in the Dah-Hamt
tract

;
are descendants of Shin captives settled there by R&ja Ahmad

Sb&h of Skardo in the 17th century after his wars with the Shfn
peoples of Gilgit, but Neve agrees with Francke in regarding them as
Dards, like the Buddhist Brokpa of that district.* Their dialect; how-
ever, proves an.age-long separation from the Dards of Astor and Gilgit,

The Buddhist Brokpa have a kind of caste system. First come the
Lhabdak or priestly caste;t then the Riishens, then the Ruzmets.
Eating with people of a different caste causes ceremonial uncleanness

which is removed by fumigating oneself with the smoke of the oedar

before re-entering one's house. The goddess Shiring is a great spirit

dwelling in the mountains, and to her are given the first-fruits of the

fields and apricot-trees. But Hanu has a special god in Zan Dap
Lha-mo, and Garton village in Kan Lha-mo. These Brokpas were con-

verted to Buddhism only half a century ago by Lamas sent by the king
of LadAk, and their annual festival is both unlike the Bon festival of

that* country and anything in Hinduism, though the dancing, in which
the sexes are separated, reminds one of similar festivals in Kulu and
other Himalayan tracts. The people gather round a stone-altar under
a walnut-tree, and on the altar a small tire of the sacred cedar is kept

burning while the dancers perform. Shiring is worshipped at this

festival. It appears to be the Taleni or torch festival described by
Biddulph as celebrated at the wintsr solstice.

Shinwabi, a Patb&n tribe, already described at p. 236 supra.

The eastern Ali Sher sections are the Khuja or KhwAja, Shaikhmal,
Asha, Pirwal and Pisafc.J "The Manduzai are divided into 3 hheh,

Hamza, IliAs and Hagan, and the Sanga and SipAh thus :

—

(Ghani Khel,

Haidar Khel.

I

Kachkoh.

Sanga ...«{ Mir J£n.§

Tsalorph&ra.

Mullagori]

'• Karmn.

rMai Khel.

Sanga ... { Khani,

[_AdiL

r Haidar Khel.

Sipih ... { Bahar Khel.

Uah&utd Khel.

Shibanni, Shir&ni, SherAni, Sheor&ni, or As it prefers to call itself Martini,—
a Pashto trib*», whose history has already been given at p. 224 supra
As stated on p. 227 they occupy the country round the Takht-i-

SulaimAn. Mr. L. White King divides them into two main groups, the

Bargba or highland and the Largha or lowland. The origin of the

name is obscure but Farishta mentions ShiwarAn as. a country on the

* Thirty Tears in Kashmir
, pp. 103—5. *

f The priests are Mongolian and seem to be connected with the monasteries at ’ SJdr*

bichan, having little to do with the Brokpas of Dah-Hanu beyond collecting alms from them

:

ibid.jp. 106.

% The Ali Sher sections are also given* as Khuja Khel, Mirdid Khel, ^Shaikhmal, Asha,
Piro Khel, Pisat, Ahotar or Watar and Pakhal.

$ The Mir Jin are said to be Ghilzai by origin and vassals of the Sanga*
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borders of the Punjab.* They occupy one of the earliest, i

earliest seat of the 'Afghans. Their pedigree is given below
if not the

Ismail Gborgasht.

Dalai.

Kikar.

I r~
Daughter, mother of Sherfa.

Qais, Abdur-Rashfd.

Ibrahim! Sarban.

Sbarf-ud-Din, Sharkhabun.

1
•

I

Tarin. Mi&na. Baraich. AmiMid-Dln
(Urmar).

Dzir f a sacrifice or oblation or a thing consecrated.

Bom or Dam. Jalwani. Harpiyil, corrupted into Harip&l (also said

to be a grandson of D*6r).

aar. Saidini. Mi4na, the widow of Sayyid Ish&q.

Six sons, including

Hamfm or Jamfm
Aiso adopted Kapfp.

Kapfpzai.

Daughter married Muhammad-i-Qfsu Daiiss Daughter married Sayyid Ish&q
of (Tsh.

6
ofUsh.

1

I

Ushtar&nas. Habib, Abu Sai’d, Bakhtyir.
I

|

Gandapur. Ato.

Sayyid Muhammad.

£bw«ji Iliis.

Makhddm-i-Alam, the KhwAja.

Yahya-i-Kabir, Bakhtyir, died 784 H.
I (1883-4) A.D.)

Shaiknzais.

White King gwos the following list of the Shiranoi olans

Division. Sub-divisions. Sections. Sub-sections.

Bargha

HassanShel

Ub&Khel

Obohar Kbel

Ahmadtai
| |

AQffll

i Hezai

Earmanzai.

Khiddarzai
Mamaizai
Ahmadsai

| fttUdmlotat

r 1. Yasinzai.

\ Karamxnaizai.

( 2. Arozai.

( 1. Sherhezai.

i 2. Saksai.

Yahyatai.
Sen&itai.

BarakzaL
1

1
Kudanwd.

' ^ 1 Hassansai
Selikanzai.

’BriggY'ifcWrfWa, I, p. 7.
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Jttrittaa. 8nb-divisions. Sections. Sub-sections.

( r ( 1. Shozai.

1

2. Mirufzai,

Hezai J
3,

4.

Deaalzai.

S&kzai.

1
6. Barakzai.

l 6. Khalilzai.

Hassan Khel f 1 . Ismailzai.
I 2. Hassanzai.

Ahmadzai
3.

4.

Daulatzai.

Istarakzai.
1 5. Jamilzai.

V 6. Haidarzai

Mi&ni
|

1. Hassan Khel.
2. Brahim Khel.

f

-
X. Shakarzai.
2. Brahimzai,

Land Ahmad ...<
3

4.

Qadazai.
Mirzai.

5. Anizai.

L 6. Tukaraizai.

/
1 . Niyamatzai.
2. Shadizai.

3. Muhammadzai.

Lar^ha ...4
Isazai -

4.

5.

Shibizai.

Bakizai.

6. Waryazai.
7. Hezai.

.
8. Bibizai.

Mamanzai Sul&nzai.

i

Sayads of Khaisara, Bukh&ri.

Uba Khel
[

1 . Pirakzai.

Shibizai . [ 2. Bibarzai.

l 8. CMkarzai.

( 1. Hazarzai.

1
2. Kamardinzai.

Muhammadzai 8. Salim Khanzai.

1
4. Jihain.

l 5. Hezai

(
1 . Hezai.

Isazai and Mamezai < 2. Mdsazai.

l 3. Ismailzai.

Akhmad ... ...
| £

Sheikh.
Shiddarzai,

/ 1 . Sultanzai.
'

Mamai ... .. <
2.

8.

Muhammadza

.

Umarzai.

t t ( 4. K&nunzaL

B

•

j .— ...
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Division,

Largha

r

Sub-divisions. Sections.

r

BahrAmzai

Sub-sections.

r l. BahrAmzai.
2. LAlakzai.

3. KhAnz&i.
4. JamAlzai.

5. Mamanzai.
6. Karozai.

7. Naurozai.

L 8. Baiz&i.

-{ Ohuhar Khel

AllahdAdzai

r
1. Ababakrzai,
2. SuleimAnzai.

8. Bezai.

4. Baizai.

5. AllahdAdzai.

^ 6. Payozai.

Marhels

Ibrahimzai.
AbdurRahminzai.
HArbnzai.
KamAlzai.

Social Customs.

Birth .—The birth of a son is announced by the firing of guns. Sheep
are slaughtered and the meat distributed on the third day, as a rule, in

the mosque or village chauk . The infant receives its name on the third

day, as a rule, and in exceptional cases on the seventh day. The child

is named either by the eldest male member of the family or by some
friend nominated by the father. The bang or formula of faith is not

repeated in the child’s ear as is the case with other Muhammadans.
The child is generally given a cap or turban to wear after he has com-
pleted his seventh year. Circumcision is, as a rule, performed when
the child is ten years old. No rejoicings of any kind take place on
the birth of a female child.

Betrothal .—On the child’s attaining the age of puberty the father
looks out for a suitable match for him. The father or legal guardian of
the girl sought in marriage fixes the amount for which he is willing to

bestow her hand, and if the parties agree, the contract is made. Should
a difference arise mutual friends are called in to use their good offices

and bring about a settlement. Some Rs. 3 or 4 are generally paid as
earnest-money, the balance being given afterwards. The marriage,
however, cannot be celebrated until the whole amount is paid up. An
exchange of girls is also sometimes* effected, in which case no money is

passed on either side. The Shirfinnfs have a saying that by reoeiving

money for their daughters they sell their flesh, but not the bones, or in

other words, that the husband is entitled to chastise his wife or inflict

anjr bodily injury upon her, but is not at liberty to kill her. The amount
paid for a girl varies a good deal, as follows •

SultAnzai Bs. 80 to 240
Other Uba Khols „ 100 to 600
HassanKhels ... ... „ 200 to 700
Ohuhar Khels .. „ 100 to 400
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1

In deciding the amount the personal attractions of the girl and the
position and wealth of the parents are taken into consideration.

Marriage.---The marriage i^ not celebrated until the betrothed
parties are fully grown up, or generally until the bridegroom is 20 and
the bride 16 years of age. An exception to this rule is said to be
unknown. The relations and friends of the couple are invited to the
wedding. Some of those that can afford it bring sheep and thus con-
tribute their quota to the marriage feast. In return they are given
a lungi or Its. 3 or 4 in cash on leaving. The drum and sarangi are the
only instruments used on the occasion.

The women sit apart and sing songs while the male guests perform
the sword dance, tihe jhummar, round a bonfire. The marriage expen-
diture is not excessive, not amounting to more than from Rs. 10 to 120,
according to the position of the parties. It is curious to note that
among the Hassan Khels the girl is given no voice in the marriage
contract, though in other sections of the tribe she is nominally consult-

ed and generally names the mullah as her representative.

Dowry .—Household utensils, clothes, and cattle to the value of

from one-fourth to one-half of the amount received from the parents of

the bridegroom are given as a dowry with the bride.* But haq-mahr,

or the bride’s dower which is settled on her, does not exist. At best

it is agreed in rare cases that one-fourth of the alms given by the hus-

band shall be considered as the wife’s gift.

Divorce .—Is usually a repurchase of the wife by her father or
guardian, who repays, as a rule, not more than one-half the net sum
(leas the dowry) received for her. If the parent or guardian declines

to take back the woman, the husband divorces her and drives her
from his house. She is then not allowed to live in the tribe, and must
go elsewhere. Butifanyone else remarries her he must pay compen-
sation to her parents (Rs. 40 and two bullocks or cows), and also pay the

husband what he would have received had her parent or guardian
repurchased her. Divorce is consummated by throwing three clods of

earth after the woman.

Widow marriage .—On the expiration of three months after her hus-

band’s death a Shiranni woman is at liberty to remarry with the con-

sent of her husband’s representative, who is entitled to a sum of from
Rs. 60 to 300 on the celebration of the marriage. Her parents are

also bound to get Rs. 40 or two bullocks. If the widow marries a
member of her late husband’s family, his representative is entitled to

Rs. 80 or 100 by way of compensation. If this is not paid the repre-

sentative can claim the amount paid on the marriage "of
.
any female

child born of the second union, and in default of such a. child, being

born the husband of the woman is bound to procure-a wife for him or

his heir as the case may be. The parents of the woman in this case are

not entitled to anything.
• •

* They differ from other Afghans in this respect, that the bride's father give$ a dowry
instead of receiving a bride-price.
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Funeral ceremonies.—These are the same as aw in vogue amongst

Muhammadans generally, with a lew uniinpotkftft e^oepiteia :***

(1) TheShirannis do nob entertain persons who come to condole

with them on the death of .a relation,

(2) Water is nob sprinkled on tombs of the departed during the

Muharram. «

(3) No alms are given to the poor on the 7th or 40th day adfter

death in the case of a woman or a child.

(4) A post with a top rudely-carved to represent A tnrbati is placed

at the head of the tomb of a male (a general eastern it Turkey), While

over the tombs of a celebrated mullah, a martyr or a chief, a T-shaped

pole with pendant tassels is set.

Inheritance.—On the death of the father his sons are considered his

legal heirs and divide his property equally amongst them. The eldest,

however, is usually given a slightly larger share. In default of male

issue, the brother, or nephew, or any direct descendant in the male line

succeeds. In case of failure of any such direct heir* all the male
members of the branch to which the deceased belonged divide the

property equally between them. The females of tine family are not

entitled to anything.

Bight of refuge.—An offender who is unable to protect himself ffrom

hia enemy or, in other words, when his own territory is too hot to hold

him, generally takes refuge with a Chief or other powerful personage

belonging to some other section or tribe. The custom (riahorto'it is

called) is to take a sheep and slaughter it at the door of the person's

house whose protection is claimed, and who is bound to give blta refuge.

The offender then becomes the protector's hamsaya or neighbour, and

is bound to make good to the latter any loss incurred by him in

consequence of * the responsibility he has undertaken. In the event of

the hamsaya9
a death the protector's claim forms the first charge on the

deceased’s property. Another method of claiming protection Consists

in the offender’s tying the end of his chadar to that of the Wife of some

E
awerful personage, when the latter generally affords him the sttefcour

e requires, though he is nOt bound to do so as in the former case.

The custom of nahora is also employed when one main begs any great

favour of another. The slaughtering of a sheep at a person’s door

marks the urgency of the case, and is something like the Hindu custom

of sitting dharna.

Dress.—The dress of the Shir&nnis differs but little from that of

other hill tribes. The dress of a common Shirdnni consists of a coarse

black blanket tied round the waist, and another thrown over hie shoul-

ders j
sandals, whose soles are made of bullock’s hide, rudely tanned

with ashes of tbe tamarisk tree, and a few yards of white cotoon doth

loosely twisted round the head. Women of the lower classes generally

wear only a shift and a sari made of khaddar cloth, which is imported

from the D&n&n. Well-to-do women of course make a more elaborate

toilet, wearing paijamas
, a bodice and a sari. The burka or veil is not

used at jail. The women in most of the bhirinni villages are kepfc»well

out of sigl*t, bat in the Hassan Khel country they seem mo b more
civilised and were at all times in evidence, 'they seembeUe* pressed
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to&, and wore more jewellery than their less favoured sisters in other
fWrts- of the country. The men generally wear a chddar, a loose

uhitt, baggy paijdmas and a turban, though the poorest are content
with a coarse blanket round the waist and another thrown over the

. ebonlders- The men’s clothes are usually white, while the .women
affect dark blue or sometimes red. Unmarried girls, however, dress
in white. 1

Ornaments.*—Silver ornaments only are worn by the women, the
following being the most important :—Armlets, ear-rings (consisting of

a number 06 little rings inserted round the ear), a necklet, a chain with
ghungris for the forehead, and a waistbelt of rupees. In the case of an
unmarried girl a rupee is added to the silver chain, but this is removed
on her marriage.

jFood.—The principal article of food is maize bread baked on a stone,
though bread made of wheat, barley

;
and jowar is also sometimes eaten.

This is eaten with buttermilk in the morning, but plain in the evening.
Meat is rarely eaten, and only on occasions of rejoicings or when
guests are entertained. Dal is not an article of food.

Intoxicating drugs and tobacco .—Tobacco is universally eaten. The
dry leaf is rubbed in the hand and. the powder then smeared on the
teeth and gums. This custom prevails to a certain extent even
amongst women. The use of intoxicating drugs is not common, though
Mr. White King met several who indulged in this vice. A few have
even taken to liquor.

Amusements.—Dancing is practised. It differs from that of the

Khatbaks and is more like that of the dancing Darweshes at Con-
stantinople than anything else.

Criminal and Civil Justice.—Crime is rate in the tribe. Adultery is

not common. If a man is found in flagrante delicto by the husband,
the latter kills both his wife and her paramour on the spot. Incase
there is strong ground for suspicion the woman is generally killed and
the right foot or nose of her supposed paramour cut off, and one meets
a number of footless Shirannis. The operation is performed in a most
brutal manner generally with a knife, and the bleeding stump is

then plunged into boiling oil to stanch the blood. For house trespass

with theft a fine of Rs. 100 is generally inflicted, a restoration of the

stolen property or its value being also insisted on.

In serious cases, if one party desires to come to terms, some influential

men of the village or section are invited to use their good offices with
a view to a settlement. The ceremony of nahora is then gone through,

aud should no objection be raised, a jirga is assembled and the mat-
ter settled. Amongst the Sult&nzais and Hassan Khela there is even
an appellate court, and if the jirga disagree or either aiders dissatisfied

with the award, recourse is had to the principal Malik of the’Sultfin-

saie, who Owes his appointment as a judge of ap'peal chiefly to his
- character for integrity. Among the Hassan Khels the office is here-

ditary. . ,

Another curious fact worth mentioning in this connection is that
interest is charged at the rate of Re. 1 per cent, per mensem on all cash
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transactions. Where grain is the medium of exchange interest is paid
at the rate of Re. 1-4 per harvest. Mortgages are contracted verbally,
no record of the transaction being made. Land is the only artiole

mortgaged. In some cases it is only hypothecated as security for a
debt, but, as a general rule, possession is retained until the debt is

paid off.

The blood-feud.—The quarrel is strictly limited to the actual offender.
The blood-money is Rs. 700 for males and Rs. 350 for females. Another
curious custom, apparently peculiar to the Largha Shir&nnls, is that Bhould
vengeance be exacted in hoc blood, i. e. immediately after the offence,

no blood-money is claimable but if some time is allowed to elapse before
the offended party takes his revenge, then compensation is payable to

the relations of the murdered man at half rates.

Dwelling houses.—The people generally live in stone-built houses
with flat mud roofs, each hut containing a single room about 8 feet

high and 10 feet square, which is occupied by the whole family. Doors
* are considered a superfluous luxury, the doorway generally being
closed with a bush. The stock of furniture is very limited, consisting

as it does of a mat or two and a couple of cots made of olive wood
and woven with a sort of grass called burwaz.

Menials.—No barbers or shoemakers are found in the country. Men
shave one another when necessary and they make their own sandals.

A few carpenters and blacksmiths live in the larger villages. These
are said to be the descendants of men who came from the DAmAn and
Bettled here. Potters do not exist. The women make their own vessels,

though they are not able to manufacture cups (pidlas) and large broad
vessels like patria which are imported from the D&m&n. There are

no weavers in Largha. In Bargha, it was believed, there are a dozen
families of this class, who form a village community of their own.
They make blankets, tagras (a sort of carpet) and sacks. In the cold

season they visit the Largha country and carry on their manufacture
there. ChamArs and sweepers are unknown in Largha.

Shrines.—The following are some of the principal shrines in

Largha :

—

1. Takht-i-SuleimAn in the Takht Range.

2. KlrwAja Pir at Pir Ghundi near Zor Sbahr.*

8. Tarin Pir at ParwAra.

4. Abbi Nikkat and MiAn Adam at Khaisara.

Others, such as Naurang Nikka near Lundai Azim, Khan Muham-
mad AkhundzAda at Darazand, JalAl-ud-din near Baspa, Bulait Nikka
near DAg, Haitan Nikka at Lundi SultAnzai are of less note.

* * Near Zor Shahr. I observed a baobab tree to which a curious legend is attached. A
faqir is said to have in some way or other offended the holy man in charge of the above-
mentioned shrine who changed him into a tree, in corroboration of which my informant
pointed to the red juice that exuded from it when scraped with a stone. The presence of

this tree, which is not indigenous, would seem to indicate a Mughal encampment in the

vicinity at some not very remote period, as in Central India I have often observed baobab
trees in places were Jahangir is known to have encamped.—(L. W. K.)

'I
Nikka means ‘ chief ' or lord.
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The first is the celebrated throne of “ StaT-taught Solomon.” It is

Tery difficult of access, and bat few visit it. There is no tomb there

and of oourse it has no mujdwar. Sick people are sometimes taken up
to it and prayers offered for their recovery to the saint. Children, too,

are occasionally buried in the ground below it. The shrine is visited

both by Hindus and Muhammadans, and is held in high veneration by
all classes and creeds in the surrounding country.

Next in importance comes Khwaja Pir, which, as well as Nos. 3
and 4, is a Sayyid shrine. It is much resorted to by Shir4nnfs,
especially those of the Uba and HaBsan Khel sections, and an hereditary
mujdwar lives there, who is supported by the offerings of the faithful.

Annual festivals are held both here and at the Takht, when offerings

are made and cattle sacrificed. Sacrifice is always made at one of these
shrines on special occasions, as, for instance, when the Hassan and
CJba Khels entered into a compact to oppose us should we enter their

country. The Parw&ra shrine is chiefly resorted to by members of

the Chuhar Khel section. Khaisara was founded by Abbi Nikka and
his brother* Mi&n Adam Bukh&ri, Sayids, who settled here some 80
years ago. Their descendants are held in great respect by all Shir&n-

nis, and their valley is of the most flourishing in L&rgha, but the
shrineB of the Sayad brothers are of, perhaps, too recent date to be
much venerated.

Weights and measures .—Weights are not used, only measures, which
are

—

4 lapas (a palm full) ... “ 1 adhdni.
2 adhdnis ... ... = 1 Icunva.

2 kunoas ... ... = 1 nimozha.
2 nimozha

»

... ... = X anda or sack.

Diseases.—Cholera is almost unknown, as is syphilis. The Shir&nnts
dread small-pox, which is rare. A patient is removed from the village
and kept there till he dies or recovers under the care of one who has
had the disease. Recovery happens seldom, but when it does occur
the patient’s clothes are fumigated with the smoke of ah or hhagal
leaves. Fever, common at certain seasons, is treated with the ex-
pressed juice of akri leaves, and in bad cases with the ordinary sheep-
skin cure.

Character and appearance.—^The Shir&nnis are perhaps the most
uncivilized tribe on the Dera Ismail Kh&n border, and have all the
characteristics of wild races. They are not given to thieving, but lying

is a vice which intercourse with our district has taught them, as

amongst the Sult&nzais and Khiddarzais who inhabit the slopes of the
Takht and are far removed from our civilizing influence, a Shirdnni’s

word can generally be relied on. Physically, the Shirtfnnis are of

middling stature, thin, but hardy ana active, with bold features,

high cheek-bones and their general appearance is wild and manly,
according to some observers.

Morder or killing for the mere lust of blood is yeiy rare. They are

not so cheerful and joyous as their neighbours, the Mahsfids, and seem
to take the world much more seriously. Fanaticism cannot be assigned

to them as a fault, and their performance of the rights of religion

struck Mr. White King being very perfunctory. They are lazy in the
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extreme and thriftless. In appearance they we ill-favoured, low-sized

and wiry with high cheek-bones. They are by no means a manly race,

though an exception in this respect might perhaps be made in favour of

the Khiddarzais, some of whom are fine-looking men. Bach tribe has got
its nikka, or nominal chief, who is entitled to tithes at the rate of four

or five seers per family per harvest. Fabteh Kh&n of Darzand is the
only Malik who, as far as could be ascertained, regularly levies this,

though other chiefs also claim it. The Khiddarzai chiefs also receive

“aids” in grain, cattle and cash from his fellow-tribesmen, but whether
by way of alms or tithes is not certain.

Place-names.-**These are mostly descriptive, but some apparently old

names survive, e. g . Shiva Narai, 3 miles from Domandi village, a grove
of shieham trees in «n uncultivated hachii Vehowa (c/. Pehowa in

Kamil), Vyasta : Ohaudwan : Ambdr, close to which is the Tor Dabar, a
huge black boulder at which tribal jirgas are usually held.*

Personal names.—Spin Kund, Rehat, Sheran, Sainka, Sadagul,
Ranagul, Tor and many others have a curious look.

SbIbazi, a Sayad clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Shivootra, a division, probably sectarian, of the J&ts.

Shobagae, a saltpetre maker. Called rehgar (? regar) in and about Hiss&r.

Shoto, a caste found only in Nagar. It works in leather, like the Dorns,
but ranks below them and gives daughters to them without return :

Biddulph’s Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh

,

p. 39.

Shudakei, see under Babikhel.

SatJN-DAL, the most powerful tribe iu the Punjab, according to Prinsep/t
in the time ot Vikramajit. They would not intermarry with the
aborigines who were looked upon as nn inferior race of Ghator, Ghaut
or Gat, or as they are now called Jdfs. Prinsep also says :

—

“ Sometime after the invasion of Alexander against Porus, it is said that large volunteer
armies flocked into the province from remote parts of HindoostAn. Among them arrived
“ Shoon,” “ Boon/’ and “Ball/’ the three reputed sons of the great KAjA Rachore
Kao off KAjpntAna, whose capitals were Oojein and Indore. The emigrants fraternised
with the early settlers, and introduced then the art of agriculture and the use of wells
for irrigation. It is even oomputed that out of 500,000 warriors some 850,000 devoted
themselves so diligently to the cultivation of land, that in 850 years after their arrival the
whole country from Lahore to Moo ltAn and Kuasoor to Sialkote was cleared of jungle,
and to this day the tract is known in the Bar jangles called the * Sandul Bar/J

*

Hundal is a J6t tribe, but no such tribe as Shundal appears to be
known in SiAlkot. The Hundal is not a very important tribe. A
Hundal tarf or ward is found in a good many villages not now owned,
apparently, by Hundal J&ts.

* Several village names occur very frequently in these hills, notably Nishpa, Landai
Bespa, Ragaeur, Karam and Murgha. They all refer to some peculiar characteristics, for
instance—
His***.—A mountain hollow where rain water collects and cannot run out.
Landai.—Cultivable ground lying between two hill torrents.
Bafpa.—A mountain spur whioh is oocupied as residence in the summer.
Jfogasttry—A large extent of bare stony ground on a height generally overlooking a stream
Murgha.—A dim over a hill stream.

' ^
Karam.—A small raga$ur about 18 gbuniAos in extent.

Report, 1865, § 186.
A Ibid* § W. In modem Paajibi del means an army, multitude or swarm, and ft mar

* /tefB^part of inch tribal names as Sandal and Qondal.
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Sauyi, m under Hatikhel.

Shy<jna, lit. a goblin, a sept of seoond grade Kan eta found in Asrang, a
village of Shuwi pargana in Kanaur.

Sial, Ryai, politically one of the most important tribes of the Western
Plains. As Mr. E. B. Steedmsn observed the modern history ' of the
Jhang district is the history of the Si&l.* They are a tribe of Punw&r
BAjputs who rose'to promineuce in the Srst half of the 18thoentury.t

Mr. Steedman wrote

“They were till then probably a pastoral tribe, but littlo given to husbandry, dwelling on
the banks of the river, and grazing their cattle during the end of the cold and the first

months of the hot weather in the low lands of the ChenAb, and during the rainy season in
the uplands of the Jhang b&r. The greater portion of the tract now occupied by them was
probably acquired during the stormy century that preceded the conquest of Hindustan by the
Mughals. During this period the country was dominated from Bhera, and sometimes from
MultAn. The collection of revenue from a nomad population inhabiting the fastnesses of

the 6dr and the deserts of the that could never have been easy, and was probably seldom
attempted. Left alone, the SiAls applied themselves successfully to dispossessing those that
dwelt in the land—the Nols, Bhangus, Mangans, M*rrals, and other old tribes—amusing
themselves at the same time with a good deal of internal strifo and quarrelling, and now and
then with stiffer fighting with the Kharrals and Baloch.

1 '

“ Then for 200 years there was peace in the land, and the Sials remained quiet subjects
of the Lahore Subah, the seats of local government being Chiniot and Shorkot. WalidAd
KhAn died in 1747, one year before Ahmad Shih Abdali made his first inroad and was
defeated before Dehli. It is not well known when he succeeded to the chieftainship, but
it was probably early in the century; for a considerable time must have been taken up in

the reduction of minor chiefs and the introduction of all tho improvements with which
Walidad is credited. It was during Walidad’s time that the power of the Sials reached its

zenith. The country subject to Walidad extended from M&nkhera in the Thai eastwards to

KamAlia on the RAvi, from the confluence of the Ravi and Chenab to the il&qa of Pindi
Bhattian beyond Chiniot. He was succeeded by his nephew InAyatulla, who was little if at

all inferior to his uncle in administrative and military ability. He was engaged in constant

warfare with the Bbangi Sikhs on the north and the chiefs of MultAn to the south. His near
relations, the SiAl chiefs of Rashid our, gave him constant trouble and annoyance. Once
indeed a party of forty troopers raide i Jhang, and carried off the Khin prisoner. He was
a captive for six months. The history of the three succeeding chieftains is that of the

* growth of the power of the Bhangis and of their formidable rival the Sukarchakia misl
destined to be soon the subjugator of both Bhangis and Sials. Chiniot was taken in 1803,

Jhang in 1806. Ahmad Khan, the last of the Sial KhAns, regained his country shortly after

in 1808, but in 1810, he was again captured by the MahArAja, who took him to Lahore and
threw him into prison. Thus ended whatever independence the SiAl KhAns of Jhang had ever

enjoyed.”

“ The SiAls are desoende;! from Rai Shankar, a PunwAr Rajput, a resident of DAranagar
between AllahAbAd and Fattahpur. A branch of the PunwArs had previously emigrated from
their native country to Jaonpur, and it was there that Rai Shankar was born. One story

has it that Rai Shankar had three sons, Seo, Teo, and Gheo, from whom have descended
the SiAle of Jhang, the TiwAnas of 8hAhpnr and the Ohebas of Pindi Gheb. Another
tradition states that SiAl was the only son of Rai Shankar, and that the ancestors of the

TiwAnas and Ghebas, as Chant&lia and Gheba were only collateral relations of Shankar
and SiAl. On the death of Rai Shankar we are told that great dissensions arose among the
members of the family, and his son SiAl emigrated during the reign of Allauddfn Gbori to

the Punjab. It was about this time that many RAjput families emigrated from the provinces

of HindustAn to the Punjab, including the ancestors of the Kharrals» TiwAnas, Ghebas,

Chaddhars, and Punwar SiAls. It was the fashion in those days to be converted to the

Muhammadan religion by the eloquent exhortations of the sainted BAwa Farfd of PAk
Pattan, and accordingly we find that SiAl in his wanderings oame to PAk Pattan and there

*A mirAsi attached to the DhiduAna clan says, that Sewa, a Sahgal Khatri, was converted

to IsiAm by BAwa Farfd and was then called SiAl. He was a resident in SiAlkot. This is

rather a curious legend seeing that the ancient SAgala is identified with the modern SiAlkot.

t Sir Alex, Onnniugham said that the SiAls were supposed to be descended from
RAja Hudi, the Indo-Soythian opponent of the Bbatti RAja Rasalu of SiAlkot ; but this

tradition is not mentioned elsewhere.
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renounced tbe religion of hie anoestore. The Mint bleued him, and prophesied that file

ton’s seed should reign over the tract between the Jheltim and Chenib rivers, .'This
prediction was Hot very accurate. BAwa Farid died about 1264-65. BiAl and' Hit
followers appear to have wandered to and fro irt the Hechttaand JWtoh doibe for some
time before they settled down with some degree of permanency on the right bank of tbe
Jhelum. It war daring this unsettled period that Bidl married One of tbe wo&en of tbe
oountry, Sob&g, daughter of Bbai KhAn Mek&n, of SAhiwAl in the ShAhpur district, and
is also said to have built a fort at SiAlkot while a temporary resident there. At their

first settlement in this district, the SiAle occupied the traoj; of country lying between
Mankhera in tbe thal and the river Jhelum, east and West, and fft>m KhushAb oo the north
to what is now the barh MahArAja ildqa on the south/'

The headquarters of the SiAls are tbe whole southern portion of the Jhang district,

along the left bank of tbe Chenab to its junction with tbe RAvi, and tbe riverain of the
right bank of the ChenAb between the confluences of the Jhelum and BAvi. They also

hold both banks of the RAvi throughout its oourse in the JffultAn and for some little

diathnoe in the Montgomery district; and are found in small numbersjori the npper portion
of the fiver. They have spread up the Jhelum into 8hAhpar gnd GujrAt,

,

and are found in

considerable numbers in the low e* Indus of the Deraj At aud MuzaffArgarh. Mr. Purser
described theSialas “ large in stature and of a rough disposition, fond of cattle and
caring little for agriculture, They observe Hindu ceremonies like the Kharral and ET&thia
and do not keep their women in pardah. They object to clothes of a brown (Ada) colour*
and to the use of brass vessels." There is a 8iAl tribe of Ghiraths in RAngfa.

The Tdrikh-'i*Jhang-By&li gives the history oHhe SiAls from their

first occupation of the country near the confluence of the Chenab and
Jhelum. Its lint of chiefs begins with MAP KhAn, and it puts the
establishment of their rule in Jhang in 1477 A. D.t Hir, the heroine
of one of the best known Punjab legends, was a SiAl maiden who fell

in love with Dhidho, a RAnjha JA$. Her tomb is about half a mile
from Jhang and dates from about the middle of the 16th century.
It is hypaethral being open to the sky.J It is the scene of an annual
fair.

The SiAl clans include the MAhni, now nearly extinct, the JalAl-

khdnAna or descendants of JalAl KhAn and their ruling clan, the
Chela and many others—for which see the Appendix. But Monekton
recorded that the royal clan was called Khanna-Ohadhar, 1 a caste <ff

Muhammadans converted from Hinduism.* The Khatma is a Khatri
section And Dittga, another dlan found in Jhang, recalls the Dhingra
Aromas.

The MAhni clan is descended from Khiwa, and its head, Nusrat
Khan, Was driven out of Jhatig by Ranji fc

*Singh .

” iHe found an asylum
among the KAthias in Shorkot, but was eventually murdered; and the
clan is now only represented by a few families in MultAn. One tradi-

tion attributes the decay bf the MAhni clafl t6 the ctfitee, of a/ogtr who
had one fair daughter. She being of somewhat weak intellect, wander-
ed about the country in a state of nudity. In her wfcnderiftgsfche

! strayid into Khiwa, whence the MAhni chief dr&Ve her ~‘d'ut‘ ^Ith bon-
tumely

;
thinking ho doubt that she was no better than "she omght‘ to be.

This was resented by her father, who cursed the claQ m t?he follo#ing
Wofrdsy addressing himself to the sabred bred near hitf

Ghautdlta gharmdlia.
Ithon VhichfWdhnilcad:

v Kahr 4lla7i dd tn&ria ,

Na^&enetitd.

$Temple Legend* of the Punjab,!!, p. 177,
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&np$iqr, trjbal, hoyoine of the M6hni Sidls was the famous Sahibdn
who wan ,

betrothed *0 a Chadh^r youth, but eloped with her cousin
Mirza*. The Chn4harjs

;
and M&hnis, however, pursued and overtook

them, killing* the. guilty pair. But these two tribes were in turn
attaqked by, the .Khwal* who recovered the bodies and buried them at
Ddndpur in Myjt^n (or D4>n&bad in Montgomery), a place said .to have
been within the liipits of ,old Ktuwal (possibjy the tract round Khiwa).
The resn^tiqg feud lasted so long that it cam© to be considered unlucky
to possess daughters, and so girl children were strangled, in memory
of the manner of Sdhib&u's death. The Si&ls resent any allusion to

S&hib&n or Hir.*

The Jalalkb&n&na regard themselves as descendants of Rdjd Karn,
and as such have special customs, avoiding widow remarriage, all

agricultural work except reaping, beef, hare and camel's flesh,

food cooked by menials, and water from a vessel which has not

been scrubbed—-in fact they are almost as strict iu these matters as

high-caste Hindus, Some of the clans still employ Brahmans and
Mirasis for certain observances, but the custom is dying out.

The Chelas were originally cattle-graziers, and avoid eating the
khagga fish, because it bears the name of their pir. They take wives
from anyHiilt clan or from Pafch&ns, but do not give daughters outside

their own clan. In Jhang the Khaggas are also returned as a Si&l sepjb.

The following are the Si&l clans found in Multan : Ar&na, Bada,
Bharwana, Both&ua, Budhw&na, Ohachkdna, Char&na, Daadh&na,
Danhaoa, Dawana, Dhalana, Dault&na, Faty&ua, Gagr&na, Qamydna,
Hir&j, Kamlana, Kankar, Karn&na, Karnwdna, Khara, Kor&ua,

Ladhana, Latwdna, Malkina, Mir&li, Nahrdna, Nakv&na, Narg&oa,
Noh&na, Niydna, Panjw4na, Perw&na, R&jb&na, R&jhwdna, Sadrdna,

Sady^na, Sar&na, Sargdna, Sasp&l, Say&na, Shekhdna, Siydna, Thar&j,

Tarad.

The other Siila all contract widow remarriage,—usually with a
brother of the husband, and tan-bafcKshi on the part of widows of low

cast? with Sidle is repognised.

The clans are not all of equal rank, e.g. the Jabbudnas take wives

from the Rajbanas when they cannot find one among the paternal

grandfather's descendants and the Khdnuduas take wives from the

Chadbraf Ja$s. The Mirdli Sials in Multan also take wives, with good
dowers in land, from the^ Jd^s, and in Jhang the Bharwdna used to

* be given to female infanticide, taking wives from the Siprd Jdjs who
curiously are found associated with them in almost all their villages.

In Bah&wfdpur the Si&ls are found both in the Lamma and in the

Ubha, but more especially iu the former part, the Maghidna, Kamydna,
Hasn^na, Shaikh&na (descendants of Shaikh Ali Bharmi) and

*Temple* Legend*, III, p. 1, P. N, Q, III, § 124.

t In Panjabi SUl is described as the name of a part of countrydn the Punjab and well that

of aJit tribe (Panjabi Dicty.
t p. 1049). 8idl also means (1) the*cold season, and *.2) a

jackal, which animal is said a sidl singhi or horn which renders one invulnerable : for this

belief c/. N.L ».Q>, V, § AS. West of the Indus it has three meanings according to Sir

James, Douie *.

1

(.1) a stranger, a Balooh of a different tribe. (The word is never Ibelieve

applied-te a Jit) : (2) a guest; (3) an enemy :
’ see note at p. 53 of Trans, Bilochi-ndma

by Heto Mdm, ,,
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* Kirtw&na septs being strongly represented in the AlUh&b&d peshicarL

The Si&l tradition in this State is that Sewa, son of Bangar, R&ja of

P4nipat and Karnftl, was expelled from his country by his brothers

Teu and Grheu, and took refuge with B£ba Farid-ud-Din Shakar-Ganj,

who converted him to Isl4m in the 7th century of the Hijra, and
instructed him to settle in Jhang where he married a Mekan* girl.

From his three sons are descended a number of sejpts :
—

i. From M&hni
:

(i) Mukl£na, \ii) Sajr&na, {Hi) Pandydna, (iv) Lakh-
n6na, and (v)

Panjw&na.

it. From Bharmi
:

(i) Sarg&na, (it) KamkLna, {Hi) Chela, (iv) Aly4na,

(v) Hirdj, (vi) Thirdj, (vii) Kamydna.

in. From Koli
:

(i) Salydna, (ii) Rajydna, (iii) Bordna, {iv) Daraj,

(v) Sabdna, {vi) Khichyana, (vii) Ambrdna, (viii) Umrdna, {ix) Metkdna,

(x) Chuchkdna (descendants of Chuchak the father of Hir, Rdnjha's

mistress), {xi) Mughydna, and {xii) Jaldl-Khandna.

Siami, the name of a class oifaqirs called Bairdgis.—Panjabi Dicty ., p. 1049 ;

cf. Shami.

Sian, a tribe of Jd^s found in Sidlkot and claiming to be descended from
Sidn, a Rdjput of Lunar race who ruled in Sirhind. His descendants

Ves and Qanes migrated to Sidlkot in the time of Aurangzeb.

SiJe, a tribe of J*ts who are said to have come from Sindh. They
founded a colony on the Indus near Karor Ldl led. The Sidra are
now among the most industrious of the agricultural population but,

until the colonization of the Dodb was taken up in earnest, by men
of greater resource and industry, they appear to have been only a wild
tribe of cattle owners, occupying a very limited area.t

According to another account the Sidr dwelt west of the Indus but

once a party of their women made a pilgrimage to Ldl Isd and on their

way home were compelled by Mlru, the Sdrnita, to unveil themselves.

A fierce feud arose in consequence between the two tribes, bnt finally

the lands of Muranwdla village were divided between them. The
hamlet itself however remained a bone of contention until Faqiru the

Sayyid took it into his own possession. The Sidr marriage customs
resemble those of the Hindus, although the nikdh is read as in the
Muhammadan rites, and the tribo does not recognise the Brahman's
authority, lb is endogamous.

In Baluchistan the Sidrs are said to be the original inhabitants of

Lds. They appear to be a very mixed race, chiefly composed of Brdhuis,

* A Bhatti sept.

f Writing in 186b Capt. Hector Mackenzie* said that the improvement of this tract seems
to have been first determined on about 330 years ago. First came a tribe of Quraish. It

is related that two brothers, descendants of Hazrab BahAwal Haqq (whosdstomb is

an object of great veneration at MultAn), having a quarrel, went to Delhi to have it

settled at the imperial court. The emperor referred them to their murshid
,
one Hazrat

Daiid. The mim/itrf saw that the wisest mode of settling the dispute was to separate
the brothers. One of them, Makhdum L4l IsA, he advised to return to the waste country
in the Sindh 8Agar Doab. He came, and brought with him a number of emigrants of

the LohAch, Surarah and Gat (s»e) olans, of the Jat tribe. On their arrival, attracted pro-
bably by the presence of the SiArs, they settled down in their vicinity, and ultimately
inducing the tribe to move down uearer the river, built themselves the village of Karor.
LAI Isa’s tomb is here a massive building. A largely attended fair is held annually in

honour of the(saint. This, however, was but a small colony.
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that being the language in common use among them! while Jagddli is

spoken by the rest of the Las Bela tribes. Their women also wear
the Brdihui woman’s long ghagra or gown.*

Bibaia, an offshoot of the Katoch, the great R&jput clan of Kangpa.
It derives its na.ne from Siba (Dada-Siba) or Sivia in the Dei;a tahsil,

or, possibly, from Rdj& Saparan Chand who became a B&ja from
generations afben R4j£ Hari Chand had founded Haripur. Saparan
Chand founded Siba, which may be named after him.

SiaiA, a J&t tribe found in Ferozepur. A pregnant woman married in this

tribe died, but when placed on the funeral pyro, she gave birth to a son

who was called Sibia, from siba , a burning ghat . Their bakhuhdn or

place of ancestors at R&mgarh Sibian, is worshipped on the nauratras.

SlDDH, fem. -Ni, a saint,—Panjabi Dicty ., p. 1050.

Sidhowana, an agricultural clan found in SMhpur.

SiDHU, Sidhu-Babak.

—

The Sidhu, with its branch tho Bar6r, or Sidhu-Bar&r,

is the largest and most important of the J&t tribes of the Punjab, for from

it have sprung the great Phulki&n families of Patiala, N&bha and Jfod

and the Bar£r family of Faridkot. Tho Sidhu trace their origin to

Jaisal, a Bhatti Rajput and founder of Jaisalmer, who was driven

from his kingdom by a successful rebellion and took refuge with

Prithi RAi, Chauh&n, tho last Hindu king of Delhi. His descendants

overran Hissdr and Sirsa and gave to the latter tract the name of

Bhatti&na. Among them was Khiwa, who married a J&t woman of

the Ghaggar, and had by her Sidhu the ancestor of the tribe. Sidhu

had four sons, Devi, Bur, Sur, and Rupach, and from Dhul the descen-

dant of Bur is sprung the Bar&r tribe.t The pure Bhatti R&jputs of

Bhatti&na still admit their relationship with the Sidhu and Bardr. The

early history of the tribe is told in full detail at pages 1 to 10 and 546

to 548 of Griffin’s Punjab Rajas ; indeed the whole book is a political

history of the descendants of Sidhu ;
while the leading minor families

are noticed at pages 429 to 436 of his Punjab Chiefs. Some further de-

tails of their early ancestry will be found at page 8 of the Hissdr

Settlement Report. The original home of the tribe was the Mdlwa, and

it is still there that they are found in largest numbers. But they have

also spread across the Sutlej into Lahore, Amritsar, Jullundur, and other

Districts. Mr. Brandreth thus described the Bardr of Ferozepur :

—

“The Barars are said to have been Bhatti Rajputs of the same family as the Rajputs

ofJaisalmer, where their original home was. The name of their ancestor was Sidhu,

* Baluchistan Census Report, 1902, p.112. May wo conjecture that tho Siar came up

with their Baloch or Kalhora overlords, just as the Quraish brought in the Lohanch, etc. ?

The SiAr displaced the Bahlim, now extinct, an old half-mythical race of gigantic men

whose mighty bones and great earthen vessels are still said to be found in the Thai.

t The division is also said to be into Jaid-bans and Baw-bans. Jaid and BayA? lived

in Jaisaltner, and fought against its ruler. Eventually they conquered it, but they

then proceeded to start a feud with each other, and ho came to Bhidaur which they

divided Jaid’s descendants now progressed in civilisation : Barb's did dot; At Wed*

dinsrs when the jand tree is cut, a Mochi’s (cobbler's) implements are worshipped to

commemorate the escape of the only surviving child of the tribe in a massacre by the

B&ia of Jaisaltner. When this child's mother Laohhmi, widow of Rai Ay, had given birth

td him he was concealed in a cobbler’s bag by the mirdsi of the tribe. Or, to quote

another account, Sidhu is said to have been suckled by a Wanga? Mofchi woman, who

when he grew up, begged him to respect the dr and rambi of the shoemakers; Sidhu bade
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whose grandson was named Barir, whenoe they ate called,indifferently
, jbttfb SjjJJm and

Bar&r. Either Bar&r or some descendant of his migrated to Bhatinda, whence his
offspring spread over the neighbouring lands, and are now in possession of a very large
tract of country. They occupy almost the whole of iteqa* Mari* Mudki, Mekatsar
Bbuchon, Mehr&j, Suitdn Kb&n, and Bliudaur in this district, the whole of Furfdkot, a
great part of Pa^iila, Nabha, JlrGmbha and Malaudh. The chiefs of all these states belong
to the same family. The Bhattis of Sirsa who embraced Muhammadanism were also
originally Bhatti H&jjputs, and related to the Bar&rs, but their descent is treated to some
common ancestor before the time of Sidliu,

° The Bar&rs are not equal to the other tribes of J&ts as cultivators. They wear finer
clothes, and consider themselves a more illustrious race. Many of them were desperate
daooits in former years, and all the most notorious criminals of this description thpt
have been apprehended and brought to justice under our rule were Baraks. Female
infanticide is said to have been practised among them to a great extent in former times.
I am told that a few years ago there was soarcely a young girl to be found in any of the
fiarir villages. This crime is said to have originated in a deceit that was once practised
upon one of the chiefs of N&bha by which his daughter was betrothed to a man of an
inferior tribe ; and though he considered himself bound to complete (he marriage sub-
sequently entered into an agreement with all his tribe to pnt to death all the daughters
that should be born to them hereafter, in order to prevent the possibility of such a
disgrace occurring again.

44 From all accounts, however, this horrid practice has been almost entirely.discontinued
of late years, and I oan detect no difference now between the. proportionate number of
female children in the Bar&r villages aud in villages inhabited by other castes.*’

The following is one of the pedigrees given by the; Sidhus, in

Amritsar
Sri Kishan.

„ l

Farduman.

Alazwadh.

I

Chharchhad.

I

Tannu.

Salwaban.

Bhasel.

I

Dusar.

I

Muneer.

Man.

I

Kaseru.

Jawanda.

Barapi.

Mangli,

Rai Ar.

I

Sidhu.

bis descendants make every bride and bridegroom d,o obeisance to these tools at their
wedding,4but the usage is dying out. Owing to, it, however, the Wangar got of the Mochis
etylesiteeU Sidhu.
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Sicih Tilk&ra is the Biclh of the Si3hu JS^s, and the first milk of a
cbw is offered to him on the 14th badi of every month, on Which day they
also feed unmarried girls. He is also regarded as theirjatfiera and his

samadh is at Mahraj in Ferozepur. At wedding they distribute rofs
(loaves weighing 1£ maunds) among the brotherhood. Sirdars Karm
Singh and Dharm Singh were the first Sidhus to turn Sikh.

—

Amb.

8 . B., Wynyard, ,88-5. See also under Lakhiwal.

Sidqi, a term derived from a root meaning < true/ as is Sadfqi, a name with
which it is often confused. Sidqi is, in the east of the Punjab at any
rate, often used as an equivalent to nau-Muslim, to distinguish converts
of Indian descent from original Muhammadan immigrants.

Sigh, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

SiGwal, an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur.

SlHjDHiRi, see Sajhdhdri.

Sikh, dim. Sikhra.— Panjabi Dicty., p. 1058. Cf. Singh, and the account of

Sikhism in Yol. I.

SiNO hu.—

T

he Sindhu is, so far as our figures go, the second largest

Jdt tribe, being surpassed in numbers by the Sidhu only. Their head-
* quarters are the Amritsar and Lahore districts, but they are found all

along the upper Sutlej, and under the hills from Amb&la in the east to

SiAlkot and Gujrdnwdla in the west. They claim descent from the

Raghobansi branch of the Solar Uajputs through R&m Chandar of

Ajudhia. They say that their ancestors were taken by or accompanied
Mahmud to Ghazni, and returned during the thirteenth century or in

the reign of Firoz Sh&h from Afghanistan to India. Shortly afterwards

they settled in the Mdnjha near Lahore. Some of the Sindhu say that

it was Ghazni in the Deccan, and not in Afghanistan, from which they
came; while others have it that it was Ghadni in Bikdner. The Jul-

lundur Sindhu say that they came from the south to the Mdnjha some
two or three centuries ago, when the Pathdns dispossessed the Manj
Rajputs, and shortly afterwards moved from Amritsar to Jullundur at

the invitation of the Gils to take the place of the ejected Manj. Sir

Ldpel Griffin was of opinion that the real origin of the tribe was from

north-western R&jput4na. The political history of the tribe, which was
of capital importance under the Sikhs, is given in great detail at pages

220 ff, 360 jf, and 417 to 428 of the same writer’s Punjab Chiefs. The
Sindhu have the same peculiar marriage customs already described as

practised by the S4hi Jdts* Those in Ludbi4na are however said not

to observe the chhattra rite at weddings, but when they visit their

jathera on such an occasion the bride strikes her husband / times with

a iight switch on the shoulders, and he retaliates but more smartly.

In Si&lkot the Muhammadan villages are said to follow the pagvand
rule of inheritance while the Hindu ones allow chuhtfavand. The
Sindhu of Karn4l worship K&la Mahar or K&la Pir,< their ancestor,

whose chief shrine is said trbe at Th&ua Satra in SiSlkqt, tneir alleged

place of origin, -
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The Sindhus have 84 muhim or septs whose origin is thus described

:

W&gar whose pedigree is given
in themargin had a eon, Sindhu,
married to a wife named Nan-
dan. Sindhu died, and Nandan,
ignorant that she was pregnant
made Wdgar marry a girl of her
own family. But the latter died
in child-bed and her son Ch£
was born on the funeral pyre.
Meanwhile Kan had been
born to Nandan, but W&gar
despairing of Chi's life begged
all his neighbours to give him
a child if they had one, lest he
should die without a son

;

and so on his return from the
burning ground he found that
82 sons had been presented to

him. Tbushehadnow 84 sons and grandsons each of whom founded
a branch pf hia own, and (a point of special interest) this is why we find

Sindhus among the Chuhpas, Mochis, Barwdlas, etc. But there are
several variants of this tradition. One runs thus : Wdgar had no eon, so
a sadhu gave him a lump of rice for his wife to eat. She gave a grain
to each of her companions who were spinning with her ; and each
had a son, so that a Sindhu got was founded in many different castes. A
third only allows 34 true branches of the Sindhus thus: Wdgar had
21 sons by his two wives Uup Kaur, daughter of Pheru (forebear of
the BopA Rai Jtits) and Nandan : K&la Mihr bad 7, Kdld Plr, Ghirah,
Pantu, Goli, Chi and Guild lt&i, one each, i.e. 34 in all. Fifty minor
branches sprang from these. Goli's progeny held the Bhakna
Kal6n ke Safc&ra or 17 villages round Bhakna : Mokals Jive in Lahore
and Khutls in other parts. Gill's descendants hold the Sindhuan k&
B&r& or 12 villages round Dhallu in Lahore. The Si&lkot Gazetteer of

1383-4 makes Wagar's name Wazlr and only specifies 5 Sindhu muhins
or septs, viz . Kala, Goli, Gosai, Agdair and Masnad. The Sindhus
also hold a panjnanyli (5 villages) near AtArl, and baia or group of 22
villages round Sirh&ii, whither they migrated from a Lakhim Sirh&li

near Moga 50J years ago.

The Si&lkot legend makes Dagu settle at Jagdl Khai near Lahore
under Akbar, and gives the following pedigree :

—

DAGU.

r i j i "i

Sindhu. Sabi. Gurai Chief. Such.

Gun.
j

Goleh. Hans. Kundari, Gorai.

I I
I

K&leh Mer. Goseh sept. Aidln and Makiid septs.

* More than one tradition points to Shnh&bad near Rh&ng&h Doprin as the ancient
capital of ttye Sindhus under W&g&r and his five predecessors. Close to it two monnds,
Shih k4 theh and K4mdf k& theh, are still pointed out,

Ham Chand&r.
i

Lahu.
0 t

Ghaj.

Hariam.

Tftlooha.

Sh4h.*

Sdr&tia.

K4nidi.*

Pabi,

Sad.

W&gar.

„ rKan.

Goli.

Sindhu. Chf.

Mobil. Ktintf orj^htfti,
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A curious Wend tells how Sindhu first became king of Ghazni, but
eventually sank t6 status. The king of Ghazni had no son, so
his wife proposed that all the people should run beneath her palace and
that he on whose head a kungu hi katori (pot of colour) fell should
be deemed his heir. The pot fell on Sindhu and he became king in
due course, but he spent much of his time in hunting and on one of
his excursions visiiSed a king, Nib, a Bhullar with whose daughter
Nathi he fell in love. So he married her and became himself a Ji(.

The legendary history of KdU Mihr makes him a grandson of

Wdf, son of Kan. His real name was Jaimal, son of Bogha, and in

the feud between his children and the Bhattis, in what is now Faridkot,
the latter promised to make Kalia Brahman* their priest if he would
kill his master for whom he used to cook. While Jaimal was under
the influence of the drug the Bhattis cut off his head, bat he continued
fighting and pat his foes to flight. But a dyer taunted them for flying

from a headless enemy until they turned and so Jaimal foil. Hence his

descendants do not wear clothes dyed blue—for he would have
overthrown fcheBhattis but for the dyer. The Bhattis still regard
Kalia’s descendants as their priests and reverence them. But the
Sindhus employ no Brahman in the cult of K&li Mihr because
he was slain through the treachery of one of that caste : and, since

Hindus cannot dispense with Brahmans, they reverence the Doogan
who are the daughter’s sons of the Kalia Brahmans. The following

lines are current

•

Mere mark te Bahman je charhe
,
sir wa4h hard azad.

Mera te Bahman dd wair hai, jion diwe te jhahar bad •

It manni,
nil nahin paihnnd

} us Sindhu di chaloge rtiohr chhdp .

Mera mansia pujia dena Mirasi nun khan pin karan balds.

Kdla Mihar giya har bhdt.

“If a Brahman look towards my tomb cut him off. A Brahman and
I are enemies as is a draught to a lamp. A genuine Sindhu J is one
who worships bricks and refrains from wearing blue olothes. Every-
thing used in my worship should be given to a Mirisi. Speaking thus
Km Mihr died.”

The above verses do not explain why Sindhus never used burnt bricks

till a few years ago, bat the Sindhus say it was because KdJ4 Mihr’s
shrine was built of them.

It is also said that Kil& Mihr was a nyctalops, i.e. that he slept

with his eyes open and vice versa

!

Hence the Sindhus are to this day
Jcani nind and keep their eyes partly open while asleep !t

Singhari, a grower of water-nuts
(
singhara), see K&cbhi.

“ - — r—1

* Mentioned also in the R&jput Bhattia traditions.

The tradition also mentions Kanda Mirasi and Muhibbu Nai as servants of Kila Mihr
but does not say what part they played in the tragedy.

fCrowther records another version concerning K&la Mihr or Kala the cowherd. He was
tending bis cattle in the fields and his daughter brought him food. On her way b^ck she
was captured by some soldiers of the Delhi emperor and Kila fell on them, slaying many,
until his head was severed from his body. He fell dead at Sirhi.li—fr. sir, head/-and so a
mound was raised at the spot ( jathera) round which the bridegroom walks 7 times at his
marriage, does obeisance and gives alms.
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Singgh, Singh, fern. -nI.—Panjabi Dicty p. 1067. See Singh.

Singb, see Sangh.

Singh., fem. *ni, a liou : a follower of the Sikh Gurds who is initiated by
receiving the pahul according to the precepts of Guru Govind Singh.
Asa title the word is affixed to tho names of all Sikhs, to those of

RAjputs and some other classes cf. Panjabi Dicty p. 1057. At initi-

ation into Sikhism the Hindu affixes Mai, Chand, etc., are generally

changed into Singh, thus Ram Chand becomes Rdm Singh. But
occasionally an entirely new name is taken, e.g. R&m Chand may be-

come Arjan Singh. On the other hand at accession a Rajput prince

whose name is Singh may be changed into the dynastic suffix of Sain,

Park&sh, etc. Singh is comparatively seldom used as a royal ' affix.

It is assumed in Bashahr at the naming ceremony and is not changed
at accession. In Chamba too it is not changed, but, both before and
after accession, the ancient suffix Varma is used instead of Singh by
the priests when the ruling chief is referred to by name in any
religious ceremony. In several states, e,g. Kulu, it has in modern
times replaced the much more ancient * Pdl/ As a R&jput affix * Singh 9

only appears to have come into general use in the J6th century;* A
syncopated form of Singh appears in clan names ending in -si, such as

* Wairsi, Bhdgsi, Barsi, etc. Thi3 syncopated suffix is common in

R&jput&na and Central India. See also under Shin.

The Singhs at one time began to crystallise into territorial groups.

Thus the Sikhs between the Sutlej and the Jumna—or more probably

those who had overrun the country between those rivers—came to be
called M&lawa Singhs, a title said to have been conferred on them for

their bravery under Banda * Bairagi/ who declared that tho country

granted to them should be as fruitful as M&lwa. The Sikhs of the

Jullundur t)o£b were called Do&ba Singhs, and those of the Rechna
Do&b Dharpi Singhs. The Sikhs beyond the Jhelum were called Sindh

Singhs, and those of the Nakka or ‘border/ the country lying between

: the Rdvi and the Sutlej, south of Lahore, were called Nakkdi.t

Malcolm also called those of Gujr&t the GujrAt or Dhani-Gheb Singhs,

but the latter term must have applied to those who had conquered the

tracts to the north of the Salt Range. J

The democratic tendency of Sikhism and its attempts to level away

all caste distinctions found expression in the adoption of such caste-

designations as Nauerna Singh for ‘barber/ Tboka Singh for ‘carpen-

ter/ etc.

Singha—a Muhammadan boy who will not work well is so named. P. N.

Q. Ill, § 765.

Sinhmar (‘tiger-slayer ’), a J&t got found in small numbers in the villages

of Gatauli, Jajewanti and Bartend in tahsil Jind and in tahsil Dddri.

Originally KalhAr by got, one of them killed a tiger and acquired the

title of Sinhm&r.

• Ind. Ant., 1905, p. 272. .

t This group formed a Sikh mtsl. It was founded by Hfra Singh, a Sikh of Bahrwal i»

that tract : Montgomery Gazetteer. 1898*9, p. 87.

| Asiatic Researches, XI (Malcolm’s Sketch of the Sikhs), p. 249.
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Sip!.—-The weaver of the Gaddi tribes : found in the Barmaur wizdral of the
Chamba State, and virtually the same as the H&li. A low hill-caste who
are professional sheep-shearers.

Sipra.—The Sipr4 appear to be a sub-division of the Gill tribe of JA^s,

which gives its name to the famous battlefield of SabiAon. They too

are found chiefly on the Jhelum and lower Chendb and artf most
numerous in Jhang, in which District they form a powerful tribe.

There they claim ta be of Hindu R&jput origin, and still employ Brah-
mans, or in default a MiiAsi, for ceremonial purposes. Their wives are
taken from the Chadhray and M6Mn J&ts, or sometimes from the Si&ls

:

but they only give daughters to the Bharw&na clan of the latter tribe

or within their own circle.

In the Jhang B4r the Sipras say they came from the east, and marry
with Bharwfina Si61s. They have been there since the time of Mirz£

and S&hib&n.

SiQliaAR.—The word Siqligar is the name of a pure occupation, and denotes

an armourer or burnisher of metal. They are shown chiefly for the

large towns and cantonments in Census tables; but many of them pro-

bably return themselves as LoMrs.

Sjqtian, a Sufi sect or order which was founded by or named from Khw6ja
Sirri Siqti.

Sodhan, a tribe, described as R6jput, found in Rawalpindi,

SofI, see Stiffi,

Sogal, a clan agricultural found in Sh&hpur.

Soai, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Soha, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult4n.

Sobal, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

The Sohal are said to be of Chauh&n R&jput origin, their ancestor
Sohal belonging to the family of Mah&g. They appear to lie to the north
of the Kang, close up under and even among the hills

; but they are
also found along the Sutlej, though in smaller numbers.

Sohi, (1) a tribe of J&ts, descended through Sohi from R4j& Kang, and found
in Gujr&nw&la and Si&lkot. Sohi’s descendant Khoti settled in Ludhi&na
district in the time of Al6-ud-dm of Ghor and his grandson Bans P&l

founded Sohten Sani6n in Amritsar. The Sohi are also found as a

clan (agricultural) in Amritsar and Montgomery.

The ,/atuii is lopped at weddings, and the bridegroom first strikes

the bride 7 times with the twigs and then she does the same to him.

Loaves made of 10 sers of flour are distributed amongst boys and 5
yards of cloth given to a Brahman. The lopper of the trjee is paid

according to one’s means. The father’s elder brother cutp soma hair

with scissors. Returning home they play with the *'kangna. A loaf-

is cooked in honour of the Sult&n Sakhi Sarwar and a quarter of it

given to a Bhar&i, the rest being distributed amongst the brotherhood,

(2) a Kharral clan (agricultural) fonnd in Montgomery. *
.
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Sobu, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hjrar.

Sohlan, a olan, generally reoognised as R&jputs, fouud in Jhelum tahsil on
the river and above the town of that name.

SoHtr, a dan of the Pachadas and degenerate Chauh&n R&jputs. Sajnn their

forefather had 0 sons, and the eldest was named Sohn, His descen-

dants became Muhammadans, ana Borne of them are found in Hias&r.

SoJANi, a J&t dan (agricultural) found in Mult&n. •

Soldi, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Solkah
,
a J4( olan (agricultural) found in Multfin.

Somab, a Dogar dan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

SoNAt, a J&t tribe which once held Gajnipur or Gdjipur, probably the modern
Gajni, 8 miles north of Rawalpindi : A. 8. R. II, p. 166.

S09BA9,
a Dogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Bondi, a tribe. Sonhdi, a section of the Khatrfs. Panjabi Piety., p. 1067.

Soni, a section of the Khatris. Panjibi Dicty., p. 1067. See Seoni.

Sontba, a Jftt tribe which uses the Hindu title of R6i. Found in Dera
Gh&zi KMn where it is probably indigenous or immigrant from the
eastward.

Sori Lund, as it js called to distinguish it from the Tibbi Lund, is a
large Baloch t.uman, living in the plains. Their territory divides that
of the Khosa into two parts, and extends to the bank of the Indus. They
are divided into 7 clans, the Haidardni, Ahmd&ni, Kali&ni, Zari&ni,
Gar&zw&ni or Gudharo&ni, Null(ini, and Gurchfini, none of which are
important. H eadquarters at Eot Kandiw&la.

Soeo, a Jd(. clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Sotar, a Dogar olan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Sothnah, a Dogar. clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Sotbah, a J6t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Sotrak, a J&t olan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Sotw/, a regularly entertained ploughman, also called Mli or afri in

Amritsar.

Spin Gund, the ' white faction,' as opposed to the Tor Gund or * black fac-

tion.’ These factions prevail to the west of the Gin* and 84mil faotions.

The Black and White faotions are wide-spread, though the conflict

they represent is not necessarily the same everywhere.? For example
Raverty observes :—“ It is a custom among eastern people to dis-

tinguish countries and sometimes people by the epithets of white and
black, the former name being given to the most extensive or fertile

countries and most civilised people, and the latter to the poorest and
least fertile countries, and the less oivilised people. The same may be
remarked with respect to the term surkh-ru or red-faced, i.e. honour-
able, of good fame, and siydh-ru, black -faced, meaning disgraoed or
dishonoured

• At p. 279 of Vol. II, supra, where in line ‘ Riji F41 ’ should be read, not * Riji.’

f B. a in Kashgaria we find Blaok and White mountaineers : Kuropatkin'a Kathgari*
Gavan’s Trans., pp. 102 tt seqq.

$ Rayerty*s Tabaq&t-i-N&iiri, p. 918o.
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Countless legends now profess to explain the origin of these factions.

Thus it is said that Farfaun had three bods, Salem! Iraj and Tur. Out
of his great love to Iraj he assigned Ir4n to him, giving China Tatar
(i.e. Chinese Tartary) to Tur, (and apparently disinheriting Salem).
But Salem and Tur made common cause against Iraj, whom they killed,

but his descendant Manochher avenged his death, and for centuries

the war between the fair or spin Ir&nis and the dark or tor Tur&nfs
was continued. When Hindustan was invaded by the Muhammadans
they carried with them their ancient feuds and factions. But the term
tor came to be applied to the people of the plains, and the Path&ns who
visit the Punjab periodically are said to term its inhabitants tor sarai

or dark-complexioned as compared with themselves.

Among the Khattars of Rawalpindi there appear to be two branohes,
the Black and White, bat their origin is very obscure.

The Spin and Tor Gundi properly so-called are, however, confined

to Parian territory, and the account of their origin current in Peshawar
is as follows :—

•

Qais Abd*ur-Ra9hld

Sarah Ban

Khar Shabun Shar Khabun

Tarin Shir&nai Miina Baraich Urmur
I

r i 1
Abdul Spin Tor

Tarui Tarin

The Tarin are only found in Balochist^n. The Spin Tarin are not

very numerous, and are found in the Zorab valley noar Thai. The
Tor Taiin, who are numerous, are found in Peshin.

The Bannfichi are divided into Tor and Spin gunds. It is said that

the lands to the south of the Tochi river were inhabited by a tribe

called T6ra, which endeavoured to settle towards the north of the

Tochi, bnt were prevented by Sarkai and Ibrahim, descendants of

Nuqrah Din the B&rakzai. Eventually, however, they conspired with

Sarkai and with his connivance succeeded in settling on the north

of the Tochi as peaceful neighbours 'of the B&rakzai Miranzai Afghans
apparently). Since then these two factions have been styled Tor, from

the southland Spin, from the north. This tradition seems to preserve

the history of an invasion of a dark southern race from the modern
Balochistan into the lands north of the Tochi which were held by light-

complexioned mountaineers.

But a more prosaic explanation is that as black is used of poor,

infertile countries and white for fertile and cultivated .territories, so
* black

*
is applied to savage and ‘ white ’ to civilised peoples,*.

Stbahakwa8I, the non-idolatrous Shwetambar Jains, nicknamed Dhundi&s,
who claim to be the real followers of Jainism in its original form.

They regard the idolatrous Shwetambar as the real Jains but unorthodox,

„ 1 -•

Of, Thorbum’8 Bonn** p. 17,
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and the Digambaras as a later development. They worship no
images .Punjab Census Rep., 1912, § 229.

SuanI, a woman of noble family among RAjputs. Panjahi Dicly p. 1069 :

c/. SAhfl;

Sun, Stfni, 8 udgi, a class of traders and clerks. (?= Sfidar, fern. -ni).

Panjahi Dicty pp. 1071-2.—The Suds are almost entirely confined to

the lower hills, and the districts that lie immedidtely under them as
far west as Amritsar. Their headquarters are at LudhiAna and the
neighbouring town of M&chhiwAra, and they are apparently unknown
outside the Punjab. They are almost wholly mercantile in their

pursuits though occasionally taking service as clerks, and occupy a
social position markedly inferior to that of either the B6nia or the
Kliatri. They wear a janeo or sacred thread made of three instead of
six strands, and many of them practise widow-marriage. With the
exception of a few who are Sikhs they are almost all Hindu, but are,

in comparison with the other mercantile castes, very lax ia the
observance of their religion. They indulge freely in meat and wine,
and in habits, customs, and social position resemble very closely the
KAyaths. The tribe is apparently an ancient one, but no definite in-

formation as to its origin is obtainable. Folk etymology has been busy
with the namo of Sud : one tradition is that a rishi Sfirat espoused the
daughter of a Chliatri RAja and founded the caste; but others say it

means c cartman/ e baker*
(
sut). The following is a popular tale as to

the origin of the Suds :—A man of low caste owed money to aBAniaand
after a few years they settled the account. The principal was paid
by the debtor, but he would not pay interest, so he agreed to give
his wife to his creditor. Her children by the BAnia were called Sfid
1 interest.* In time the Stids began to intermarry with the high castes,

and now are considered of high caste like BAnias. Sir Denzil Ibbetson’a
attempt to make inquiries from some leading Suds resulted in the
assembling of a'panchayat, the ransacking of the Sanskrit classics for

proof of their Rshatriya origin, and a heated discussion in the journal

of the Anjuman-i- Punjab.

The Snds of LudhiAna at any rate are divided into two main groups, the
UchAndia or Sud of the hills and the Newandia or Sud of the plains.

They also distinguish the Suds who do not practise widow marriage
from those who do, calling the former khara

,
and the latter and their

offspring gola, doghla (hybrid) or chichdr These two groups, of which
the latter corresponds exactly with the Vasa and Gdta BAnias, do not

intermarry. The Suds forbid marriage in all four gots, and here again
show how much less their tribal customs have been affected by their

religion than have those of the BAnias and Khatris. They are of good
physique, and are an intelligent and enterprising caste with great

power of combination and self-restraint ; and they have lately made
what appears to be a really successful effort to reduce their marriage
expenses by general agreement. The extensive sugar trade of LudhiAna,
and generally the agricultural money-lending of the richest part of

that district are almost entirely in their hands. They are proverbially

acute and prosperous men of business, and there is a saying : If a
Sfid is across the river, leave your bundle on this side." The hus-
bandman of the village is a ipere child in their hands.
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The Suds have 52 gots, including (he Augarli, Baddhu and Baggha,
descendants of L&la Hari Chand, and the following :

—
Bahl. Dhdp.* Mukandi.
B&l&ggan. DosAj. Nahra.
B&rhmi. DulK. Nandd.
BarnwAJ. Gach. Phakka.
Bassan. (iAjri. Pharwaha.
BAwari. Gondul. Phassf.

Bari, Gopak Para.
Bharak. Jar f. Ron.
BhukAka. KajlA. RoriA.
Bhulla. Khurpa. Sal lun.

Bndhi, Lau. SarAf.

Daddan. Alandal. £h uni.

Dewar. Mahni. rr«gA!a.
Dhalli. Mahyar, Teji.

Dhanda. Makaura. Udher.
Dhiri. Mfdhar.t Ugal.
Dhnkhf. Moman.f

1. In Hindustan and the Deccan the Roikwais (Ivai Kumars) are said to be descend-
ants of Bud emigrants.

Stf da, Huda, see p. 334, Vol. II, supra .

The Suda J&t-s in Mdrwar and Bikdner possess tlie gift of being able

to inoculate for small-pox. The gift was conferred on their ancestor

by Mahddevi, and members of this tribe are now found scattered about
the country, practising inoculation throughout a large tract which in-

cludes all Mdrwar and Bikaner.

§

Sudabkhel, see under Isperka.

StJFi, fern, -an : one of the class of Muhammadan free-thinkers, mystics or

pantheists ; one who uses nothing intoxicating. Panjabi Dicty p.

1072.

The term is generally derived from Ar. sufy

1 wool/ but it is pro-

bably a corruption of the Greek sophon, ‘ wise/ Any discussion of

the Sufi doctrines and practices must be reserved for the introductory

volume, but below will be found a list of the Sufi schools, orders and
sects, as they may be styled, provided no very precise definitions of

those terms is postulated.

It is usually said that the Sfifi orders are 14 in number. These
are :

—

The Ajmi founded by, or named after; Khwaja Ilabib Ajmi, the

Ay&zi from Khwaja Fuzdil, son of Ay&z, whose shrine is at Kufa, the

Adhaini, from Khwaja Ibrahim Khdn, whose shrine is at Baghdad, the

Chishti, the Hcbaiki, the Kazkuni, the Tusi, * the Suiiakwardi, the

Firdfisi from S. Najm-ud-Din Firdos, the Kabkhj, the Qadiki, the

SiQiij the Naqshbandi and the Zaidi.

Of these orders, the oldeBt is the Qddria, founded about 1 100 A. D.

by Abdul Qddir Jildni, the Pir Dastgir whose shrine, is at Baghdad,

a descendant of Aii, through the martyr B^san,. according to the

# Amongthe Dhdp got the sale of milk, cards or ghi is prohibited and even their weigh-

ment in scales is interdicted,

f For Mahidhar.

£ For Mohman.

§ P. N. Q. II, § 152.
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genealogies preserved in India, and while it appears certain, on the

one hand, that the order is, historically, a Shia development, on the
other it is undoubtedly connected with Sufiism, Abdul-Q&dir being
reverenced by the Sfifis.*

But, according to Ibbetson, most of the Sunni divines of the North-
West frontier are QAdiri, and the Akhfind of Sw&i belongs to the order.

They sit for hours repeating the following declaration :

11 Thou art the

guide, Thou art the truth, there is none but Thee !

”

The Qddria sect has had several branches in India, as, for example,
the Muqimia, Pakkahmania and Naushahi, Closely connected with
the Q&dria is the Suharwakdi order. Prom this order again branched
off the JalXlis. Another Sufi order, sometimes described as one of
the 82 Shia sects, is the Naqsbbandi or mystics.* Its foundation is

sometimes ascribed to Pir Muhammad whose tomb is in the Kasar-i-
Urfdn at Bokhara and who appears to have flourished in Persia q^out
J300 A. D., but Khw&ja B&hA-ud-Din is more generally regarded as its

originator. According to Maclagan the sect was introduced into India
by Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi whose prieBtly genealogy is traced back to

Abu Bakr the first Caliph. Last, but not least, comes the Chishtia sect,

founded in Kborasan, and revived in the 13th century by KhwAja
Farid-ud-Din Shakar-Ganj, in the Punjab, in which province it has
fifteen gaddis or shrines.

And yet again from this sect branched off the NizAmias or disciples

of KhwAja NizAm-ud-Dln, Aulia Dehlavi, or Muharamad-bin-Ahmad
Danial, a disciple of KhwAja Farid-ud-Din Shakar-Ganj. This sect

does not appear in our Census returns.

The Muqimia or Muqim-Shdbi are followers of ShAh Muqim of

Hujra in Montgomery. ItB founder was a QAdiri, and he himself

conformed to the rules of that order, but some of its present adherents

do not follow them.

The QAdiri shrines in the Punjab come next to those of the

Chishtis in importance and number. They include such shrines as

that of KhwAja Qumais at Sadhora in AmbAla. A characteristic story

describes how Rai RAm Deo, a Bhatti RAjput of Kapurthala, held the

tract round BatAla (now in GurdAspur) in farm under Bahlol Kbdn
Lodi in 1472 A. D. He became a disciple of Shaikh Muhammad
QAdiri of Lahore and founded a town, but, as the site first chosen was
considered inauspicious, it was changed, at the astrologers* advice, to

the present site of BatAla which derives its name from the exchange—
batta or vatta,

Suharwakdi, a Sufi sect founded by Shaikh ShihAbuddm Suharwardi
who came to India and is buried in the Fort of MaltAn. He was
spiritual brother to Shaikh Sadi, the great poet of Persia, as the follow-

ing verses show

“ My spiritual guide, Shihdb, gave me two lessons while I was
standing at the river bank. The first was that I should not admire

* According to some authorities one of the earliest leaders of this sect was HAji
BoktAah, who was succeeded by Khoja Ahmad; the BektAab, also called Qizal-biah
or Kizzilb&ah, appear, however, as a separate sect or order of the Shias in the list given
by Cooke Taylor ii^hia History of Muhammadanism,
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myself, and the second warthat 1 should not find fault with others.”

This proves that Sadi was a disciple of Khw&ja Shih4b. Khw4ja
Bah4uddin Suharwardi Multdni was another disciple of his. There are

very few Suharwardi shrines in India.

Sukhbra, a branch of the Pacb4das, descended from Tunwar llajputs of

Bahuna. Th?ip41, their forefather, having eloped with, a low-caste

J&tni, was outca^jbed by his brethren and migrated to Basti Bbima and
thence to Kakar-Thana, in Sirsa, on the banks of the Sutlej. Hut his

descendants regarding Bahuna as their ancestral place went back there.

Their principal men now dwell in Basti Bhima and Bigar and there are

about 25 other villages in Hissdr where these PacMdas are to be met
with, either as proprietors or cultivators. They are called Sukheras

because they descended from Sukha, Thrip&l’s son. They are also

known as Hendalka or descendants of Hendal Khdn.

Sokrchakia, the seventh of the Sikh misls or confederacies, which was
recruited from J4fs.

Sulaimani, see Shilm4ni.

Sulaiman Khbl, a Path4n tribe chiefiy found in Dera Ismail KMn. its

eponym had the following descendants :

—
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According to Tucker the Sulaim4n Khels are the mOst numerous
and powerful of all the PawindabB, the name covering not only the
Snlaim&n Khels proper, but a number of allied clans all belonging to

the great Ghilsai tribe. The Snlaimin Khels occupy a great extent
of country stretching from Peshin and Kbal&t-i-Qhilzai nearly as far

as Jaltfl&bad, though those of them who come down into British

territory reside for the most part in the hills lying east of Ghazni The
number of these probably averages about 1 2,000. Most of them are
charra folk but they own altogether only about 4,000 camels. They
bring but little merchandise with them, but great numbers of them go
down oountry, especially to Calcutta, where they act as go-betweens or
dalldls, buying goods from the merchants there and selling them to
other Pawindahs. They bring baok their profits for the most part in

cash. Those who stop in Dera Ismail Kh&n work as labourers. They
generally come and go about the same time as the Kharotis, but a few.

days before or after, on account of the feud between the tribes. The
Sulaim&n Khels are fine strong men. They have the character of

being rather a set of rascals, though on the whole they behave them-
selves very fairly while in British territory. They have 9 kirria located

at Am&khel, Mulazai and in the neighbourhood of T&nk and Kuldchi
but the population attached to them is not a third of the whole number
of Sulaim&n Khels who enter. One of these kirria disappeared, the

men belonging to it having been nearly all killed in a fight between
them and our troops during the suppression of the disturbances iu

T&nk in January 1879.

Sulki, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

SoLTANf, -1a, fem. -an. (Panjabi Dicty., p. 1078).—A follower of SultAn
Sakbi Sarwar, also (and perhaps more oommonly) known as ‘ Sarwarin,’
and other names, such as, Nig&hia, Lakhd&ta, Dhannkalia, (fr. Dhaunkal,
near WazfrfbAd, one of the halting places of the bands of pilgrims
which visit the shrine of Sakhi Sarwar at Nig4ha in Dera Ghdzi
Kh&n every year). The only distingnishing features of the Sarwarias
are (i) their abstinence from jhatka (

i

. e. they will not eat any meat
except that prepared in the haldl method prescribed for Muhamma-
dans), and (u) the observance of jumarat (Thursday), when charitable

doles are given in connection with vows made for the fufilment of

eertain desires. The term may mean either (1) A follower of the
Saint Sult&n Sakhi Sarwar of Nig&ha, and especially a bard who sings

songs in his honour, also (2) a title taken by the descendants of a
Siddhu J&t lady called W4ni, who came from L&ndeke in the Moga
tahsil of Ferozepur whioh » still held by her descendants and had
her sen miraculously restored to life by Sakhi Sarwar—a tale told in a
well-known song.

The cult of Sarwar is described in Vol. I, bnt the account of bis

followers’ observances from the Punjab Centua Report of 1892, may be
reproduced here

(

'

The observances of the Bultdnia.—The village shrines' of Sarwar are
known as Vvrkhdnoa, or Sult&n da thaun, or nigdha, or merely as thaun
car jagah ; they are unpretending little edifices, to be seen outside
nearly every hamlet in the central Districts. The shrine is a hollow
plastered brick cube, eight to ten feet in each direction, oovered with a
dome some 10 or 12 feet high, and with low minarets dr pinnacles at the
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four comers and a doorway in front opening out generally on a plastered
brick platform. Facing the doorway inside, are two or three niches
for lamps, but otherwise the shrine is perfectly empty. The saint is

especially worshipped on Thursdays, when the shrine is swept, and at
night lamps are lit inside it. The guardians of the shrines are Musal~
mins of the Bhabai order, who go round on Thursdays beating drums
and collecting offerings. These offerings, which are generally in small
change or snmll handfuls of grain or cotton, are mainly presented by
women. Another method of pleasing the saint is by vowing a rot : the
rot is made by placing dough to the extent vowed on a hot piece of

earth, where a fire has been burning, and distributing it when baked.
A special rot ceremony is also performed once a year on a Friday in

most Sult&ni families. A huge loaf is cooked containing a tcaccha

maund of flour and half a kacchz maubd of pur. The Bharai attends

and beats the drum, and sings the praises of the saint while it is

preparing. When it is ready he gets a quarter and the family with
their neighbours eat the rest. The saint is also worshipped bjr sleeping
on the ground instead of on a bed ; this is called chauki bhama.
Wrestling matches (ching bajdni

) are also held in his honour, and the
offerings made to the performers go towards keeping up the shrine

at Nigdha. A true worshipper of SultAn too will not sell milk on
Thursday ; he will consume it himself or give it away, but will not
sell it.

Sarwar is essentially a saint of the J^s, and the worship of Sarwar,
wTncfTisT'I believe, practically unknown outside the Punjab, is within

that Province the prevalent cult of the central or J&t districts. The
Jhinwars, Gujars and the lower castes generally are also devoted to this

saint : but among the women who are his chief worshippers even
Khatr&nfs and Brahmanfs are found. In Karn&l his chief worshippers

are Gujar and B&jput women, who keep his festival on the Salono day
in the month of fedwan. In the Delhi territory the saint is not popular

as in the Punjab proper, but still, according to Ibbetson, he is even
there * generally worshipped ; shrines in his honour are common

; vows
and pilgrimages to him are frequent, and Brahmans tie threads on the

wrists of their clients on a fixed date in his name/ •

Anybody of any caste, even a Chamfir, may call himself a
worshipper of 8arwar, and persons of all religions and all castes, more
especially the J&t* and Jhlnwars, are his followers. The saint confined
himself to performing miracles and seems never to have, deviated into

anything approaching to a verbal creed or doctrine, or even to a compo-
sition of any kind, and consequently his following is larger than that of

most saints in the Province. The Sultdnf may reverence tbeTrophet, or

he may worship Devi and the 38 crores of Hindu deities without ceasing

to be a Sult&nf. He may smoke as much as be likes and dress his

hair as he pleases. The only observance which distinguishes Sarwar’a

Hindu followers from the ordinary Hindus is that they will not eat the
meat of animals which have been killed bj jhatka or a blow oh the back
of the neck. The Suttdnf, if ho eats meat at all; must eat animals
whose throat has been out in the orthodox Musaln&n manner. This
accounts for Hie fact that comparatively few Sikhsare followers of

Sarwaf, and there is in fact a sort of opposition inthe . Central districts

^ between £ttkha wdSuMAnfs. You hear men bay that one |*rty in a
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village worships the Guru, the other worships Sarwar ; that is, that one
party are Sikhs, the other ordinary Hindus who follow Sarwar. It has
been suggested that the worship of Sarwar probably spread eaetword

among the Jd^s in the 15th and 16th centuries, and was the prevalent

cult at the time of the great development of Sikhism in the days of

Gurfi Gobind Singh ;
and that most of the conversions to the- Khdlsa

faith were from the worshippers of Sultdn. This appears a very

probable account of the origin of such opposition as does exist between
these two forms of faith. As between the Hindus generally and the.

Sultdni there is no sort of opposition
;
there are instances in the popular

legends of men opposing the cult of Sarwar,* but in the present day
the Sultdnls are looked on as ordinary Hindus, with a special preference

for a certain saint who happens to have been a Musalmdn. Except
on the question of jhatha, there is nothing sectarian in their principles

or their conduct.

It is the want of a distinctive creed that has rendered the Sultdni

cult so popular, but none the less there are, as we have seen, not a few
points about tho observances of Sarwar’s followers that indicate a
semi-couce^sion to Isldm. The saint Sarwar himself was a Musalmdn
and never pretended to be anything else. His priests, the Bharais,

are Musalmtins almost to a man. His followers, like the Musalmdns,
pay special respect to Thursday and Friday, and their only distinctive

prejudice is their opposition to non-Musalmdn modes of killing animals
for food. This strange worship, unsectarian in its creed, and plastic

in its observances, is doubtless of little importance enough from a
religious or political point of view; but it is remarkable as a survival

of the period when Hinduism was waning before that Muhummadan
influence which was shortly to effect such curious lines of reformation

within the pale of Hinduism itself.

Suicbai, Sunbal, Sunbhal. A tribe of the Niizr Pathdos, remnants of which
are still found in Midnwdli. It was nearly exterminated in the reign
of Sher Shdh under the following circumstances .—When Haibat
Khdn, the A’zam Humdyun, was governor of Multdn and of that

part of the Punjab which belonged to the Delhi empire, Sher Shdh
nominated his nephew Mubarak Khdn to the charge of that part of

Roh which was in the Nidzis’ possession. At that time Khwdja Khizr,

a Sumbal Nidzi, dwelt on the banks of the Indus near Mahkad in a fort

which he made over to Mubdrak Khdn. The latter heard of the
. beauty of a Sumbal’s daughter and demanded her hand. It was refused,

but other Sumbal brides were offered him, but these he declined. Then
Mubdrak Khdn was told that the fact of his mother’s being a

. slave girl was the obstacle to the union which he desired. In his

mortification he began to oppress the Sumbals. He carried off the
daughter of one of .their house-born slaves and refused to give her up.

t
The affair ended in Mubdrak Khdn's being slain by the Sumbal youth
and Sher Shdh entrusted the duty of punishing the tribe to Haibat
Khdn, himself a Sumbal, observing that the family of Stir was few.in

numbers and if every other Afghdn should slay a Stir, not one would
survive. Hearing of Haibat Khdn’s advance the Sumbals sought

a retreat in Pash or Pusht, determining to withdraw to Kdbul, so Hatbat
,

*
. .. i.

' )< « * —— - ,. — .'— ii « —
* gee of. the Punjab, I, pp. 67 md jl|»* -*
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RhAn decoyed them back by an oath that he would not afflict them! but
he treacherously put 900 of them to death at Bahir (? Bhera). The
NiAzis offered those of the tribe who were related to them an opportunity

- of escape, but they refused it and perished with their fellow tribesmen.*

.Again in 1662-8, in the reign of Aurangzeb, the Sumbals, then
settled on the west of the Indus, held also Dhankot to the eaBt of that
river. Aurangzeb instructed his faujddr to remove them altogether
to the west bank, but they returned and attacked the imperial th&na
or military post on the east bank and slew the thanaddr. The Master
of the Ordnance was deputed to punish them and though most of them
recrossed the Indus a portion stood their ground and were killed. The
State's share in the booty amounted to two lakhs of rupees.

Sun ba, one of the JAt tribes of the Western Plains.—The late Mr. E.
O’Brien described the Sfimra as originally RAjputs <f In A. D. 750 they
expelled the first Arab invaders from Sindh and MultAn, and furnished
the country with a dynasty which ruled in MultAn from 1445 to
1526 A.D., when it was expelled by the Samma, another RAjpnt tribe

;

”

and Tod describes them as one of the two great clans Urora and Sfimra
of the Soda tribe of PunwAr RAjputs, who in remote times held all the
RAjputAna deserts, and gave their names to Umrkot and Umrasumra or
the Bhakkar country on the Indus. He identifies the Soda with
Alexander’s Sogdi, the prioces of DhAt. The Sumra seem to have
spread far np the Sutlej and ChenAb into the central districts of the
Punjab as they hold a great portion of the Leia that between the Jhang
border and the Indus. In BahAwalpur the SumrA9 are not very
numerous and are confined to the Lamma. Few own land, and the
majority are tenants, while others are blacksmiths, carpenters,

boatmen or barbers. After their overthrow by the SammAs tradition

says that only those men of the tribe escaped massacre who declared
themselves to be artizans or menials, and so many of them were killed

that nearly all the women were widowed, and hence no Sumra wife to

this day wears a nose-ring, for the tribe is still mourning its losses.

The main Sumra septs in this State are :

—

(»). Bhatfcar.

(«). Kakkik.
(in)- Khatri, found in KArdAri SAdiqAbAd, are washermen by trade so that

Khatri has beootne a general term for dhobi.

(it;). BhAkhri.
(«). Ghaleja, divided into (i) the khdlU or pure Ghaleja*, and (ii) sixteen sub-

septa Yarini, 8Ada, Lalla, LuthrA, Kaddan, JAra, Gehnri, Kekri, Ling,
NathAni, ChhatAm, MidAni, etc.

The Ghalejas, who are found in the Lamina, claim to be AbbAsis by
origin, but they appear to be a branch of the SammAs which migrated
from Haidar&bad m Sind and settled in the Lamma in the time of the

‘ NAhars, and their ancestor LAI KhAn founded Gauspur, naming it after

Gans BahA’ttd-Din Zakariya of MultAn, his religious guide. The
recognised chiefs of the Ghalejas receive nazrdna on a marriage or birth

of a son from all the members of the Ghaleja septs.

Bombs, an ArAIg dan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

• Rlliot’ffat. of I*dia, IV, pp. ASS-32 gives a somewhat free translation of the
pteartstae tsooaa^of this episode related in the T4r%kh'i*8ker ffhdhi.
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S08A8, SUNARA, SUNILS, SlJNIARA, StTNIARl, SlJNBRA, SuNlAB, fom. *f OT -AN.

Panjabi Dicty., p. 1030. The goldsmith caste. Zargar is she Persian
translation of the name. The 8hamsi3 are very commonly goldsmiths.

The Sun£r or Zargar as he is often called in the towns, is the gold*
and silver-smith and jeweller of these Provinces. He is also to a very
large extent a inoney-leuder, taking jewels in pawn and making
advances upon them. The practice, almost universal among the
villagers, of hoarding their savings in the form of silver bracelets and
the like makes the caste, for it would appear to be a true caste, an
important and extensive one ; it is generally distributed throughout
the Province, and is represented in most considerable villages. The
Sun&r is very generally a Hindu throughout the Eastern Plains and
the Salt Range tract, though in the Mult&n division and on the frontier

he is often a Musalm&n. I 11 the central division there are a few Sikh
Sun&rs. The Sun&r prides himself upon being one of the twice*born,

and many of them wear the janeo or sacred thread ; bat his social

standing is far inferior to that of the mercantile and of most of the
agricultural castes, though superior to that of many, or perhaps of

all other artisans. In Delhi it is said they are divided into the Dase
who do and the Desw&le who do not practise karewa, and that the

Deswdla Sundr ranks immediately below the Bdnia. This is probably
true if a religious standard be applied ; but it may be said that a
looks down upon the Sun&r as much below him.

The Sun&r has more than one synonym, He is called Mitar as one
created from dirt because of the following legend, current in Gujrdt

Once upon a time Durga Devi fought with a demon whose whole body
was of gold. Failing to overcome him she made an effigy of a human
being ont of the dirt of her body, breathed life into it and so made of it

a goldsmith whom she bade kill the demon. He polished one of the

demon’s nails with a file and it shone so that the demon was delighted

and asked the goldsmith to polish his whole body. He rejoined that

this could only be done if his whole body were first heated in, the fire.

To this the demon agreed, and the goldsmith made a heap of firewood

and put four lumps of lead on it. Then he made the demon lie down and
place his joints on the lead. More fuel was piled on top of him and set

on fire* The lead affected his joints because it is the property of lead to

eat away gold when placed in the fire. Thus the demon was killed, and
the goddess was so pleased that ever since the name of MAipotra (the

son of the goddess) or Deviputra has been applied to the goldsmith.

The Sun&rs of N&bha affect Bhairon as well as Devi, and those

of B&wal worship their sati also. The latter alone practise widow
remarriage.

The caste has two main sub-castes, Mair, Mahar or Maipotra and
Tttnk, which appear to be strictly endogamous.* The Mair claim to be

* In GujrAt the Mair are said to be called Sodhifc or Sudhra, and the T&nk Khikh&r.
Each is said to have 52 sections, viz .

:— , •

Sodhra : Gund, Kap&r, Kukke, Kukkar, Manie, Maeaun, Tarame, Vdid, etc.

Khikhar : B&bbar, Dhamme, Ludhar, Masaun, Nichal, Saidure, etc.

The grouping in Nabba is peculiar and is thus described

Shdnp or division. Kh&np or division.

Khatri } of
Ohhatri f

ot

Bahmaniyaj

Brahman origin

:

wear the janeo.

4. Mirr (Mair) of Eaiput origin.

5. Tank of Khatri origin.

6* Mehdr ofunknown otigia.
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Mair R&jputp, of RAjputAna, who took to working as goldsmiths* .to

support of this claim the Mair and Tdnk Kshatrija RAjput Sahaik
Sabha, a representative association of the caste,* furnished in 1901 some

.
particulars of interest* The Roda section is still ministered to by the

Dhanmya Acbarya, who cut off the ear of the horse at the Aswa-
medlia of Yudhistra, and at the rit or churakaran ceremony the ear of
a goat is still cut off by the family priest.* The Masaun section^

especially, worships Guga. Other Mair sections are the Dhalla (flag*

holder), Jaura (twin), Sinh (tiger), Babar (lion) ; 8fir (hero) and many
others, some 56 in all. Of these the Jaura claim kinship with the
Chhina Jats and they exchange ajaran or presents of food on certain

.occasions, at Thatta Chhina near 'Wazir4bdd. The Jaura, Sinh and
Sfir sections all claim a common descent with the Randh&wa, Nijjar

and Sar& J6ts, and this is consistent with the claim to R&jput origin, for

the Chhina, KurutAna and SaiA Jats are said to bo by origin JAdu-
bansi RAjputs*

The Mair Sub-caste.

I’he Mair are confined to the Punjab Proper, and are not found

settled in Kuhi or Dera Ismail KMn. Some of their section names are

thus accounted for :

(1) The Bagge claim descent from KAo ChhabilA of Delhi whose,
complexion was baggd,

which means white in PanjAbi whence this

name.

(2) The Dhuna or Dhanna section says that the Chandrbansi
RAjputs once ruled at Tolandi ( ? Talwandi) near Delhi and that of the

two sons of Ahu, one of their line, Dhelo took to agriculture, while
Dhuna worked as a goldsmith. Both brothers settled at J3ha(ner and
had the same family priests and bards. They still hold their Brahmans
and MirAsis in greater esteem than any other of their menial attendants,

and preserve some old RAjput customs like the Roda.

(3)

* The JaurA derive their origin from the simultaneous birth of*
boy and a serpent, ‘jaura

*

The serpent died but the boy survived, and
the SunAra of this got still reverence the serpent. Their tradition is

that SiyAm or ShAm RAjput of Bhatner, had two brothers, KAku and

The last three need not wear a janeo. All the 6 khdnps are said to be endogamous, but

as only the Maiy and Tank are found in this State nothing oan be said with any certainty

about the other khdnps. The Mair claim superiority on the ground that they cannot take

water from the TAnk and other khdnps , Some of the gota are ;

—

Mair, Tank,

1 . Dahm. I 4. Brajp&l. 1 . Ast.
|

4. Jahlii.

2. Gajjav. 5. Ajip&l. 2. DaUl. 5. Khorme.
8. Khorme. | 6. BahruwAl. 8. MasAwan. | 6. Sidhe.

7. Bag-Hel.
• * The ancestor of the Roda was a Rajput named Uch-bhuj who rebelled in the time of

Aurangzeb and shut himself up in the fort of Uch which ‘ lay 100 miles from Gakhar
towards Jhang, and 7 miles from the 'bank of the Trimu river.* He held out for three

months but was forced to surrender. The priests of the Roda say that they then took to the

worship of Durga,-a RAjput cult, and that by favour of the goddess the emperor employed

them to mint silver coins. After their release from captivity the Roda were nick-named

Bhutta, aifd.some entered the army .
while others, having learnt to make coins, took to

snaking ornaments. The. reading of the gotrachdr at weddings is cited as a further proof

that the Roda are Ohbatri R4j puts. Various customs now-a-days observed by them, vi*. §

jandi cutting, arming oneself with a sword at marriage, or cutting the right ear of a he-

goat at thecmfonony ef r etc., are claimed to be old RAjput customs.
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Budhu and 18 sons, including Jaura and Chhina—as their gobrachar,
still sung at weddings, relates:-

At the end of the DwApar Yuga was born Krishna the incarnation (of God).
In the line of YAdu Bans was born Krishna the incarnation (o? God\
In the line of Krishna was born Vatsa, the chieftain, I describe the dynasty of KAku,

Budhu and Shim ; ShAm had thirteen sons, heroic and mighty.
Among them was born Jaura the leader. When Jaura emigrated, the tribe's home was

Bhatner.
Born of ShAm he occupied Chhina.
There were Chhma, Sukal, KurutAna and Sara, and his younger was Jaura Rai.
Their family Brahman was a Khindarya, their barber a Janda, ?nirdsi a Bhim, shoemaker

a Waru, carpenter a Waddar, potter a Shokal, and sweeper a BAgri. All of them came
with Jaura.

In other words when Jaura and Chhina migrated they were accom-
panied by their hereditary dependents. And, in order to secure their

allegiance, they used to give them, in addition to a due provision for

their families, ajaran (a fixed quantity of f< od given only to the members
of a family on the occasion of a rit y a c rernony observed alike on the
birth or yagyopavit of a (male) child by which the patriarchs sought to

win the good will of their menials, who would sacrifice their lives for

their masters. But the latter could not accept ajaran from their

menials, for to have done so would have been to treat them on an
equality.

After this the brothers, or their descendants, assigned the goldsmith's

craft to the children of Jaura, and agriculture to those of Chhiua. The
descendants of some of their menials are still to be found in this

locality and their sections are named after the ancestors who accom-
panied Jaura aud Chhina. Except these no other menials are allowed

to accept this ajaran.

(4) The Masan or Masaun claim their descent from a child born
when his mother became satti at the chhala or masan%

1 burning place.
1

(5) The Nicbal trace their origin to the JAdu clan of the Bhatti

RAjputs. They too hold their MirAsis and p'lrohits in high Dsteem.

They say that the Sur, Shin and Jaura SunArs are all descend ad from

a RAja Jandhan, aB are tho Randhawa, SarA and Nijjar Ja^s. They too

observe some old RAjput customs.

(6) The Plaud claim descent from a saint Pallava whose name is

derived from pallava ,
or ‘leaf/ owing to his worshipping beneath the

leaves of a banyan tree.

(7) The Shin also claim descent from RAjputs, of a family called

Shin, a^jd they too say that Bhatner was their original homo. The
burning place of their ancestors is believed to be at RanghewAla. Like

the Jaura and Maldolia sections the Shin claim to be Sharis by origin

and affinity with the RandhAwa, Sidhu, Sarai and other JAts.

The Tank suu-castb.

This sub-caste is divided into two main groups *

Group L—Bari—
1. Ajimal, or Ajaimal.

2. Abat.

5. Samanial. 9. Khicn.
6. Pajji, 10. Hachar.

3. Gijjar or Gujar.

4. Thathre, or Thothre.
7. Tejl 11. Batru.*
8. Salgotria. I*. R^ltre,
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01 these the Samanial appear to he extinct. Another account 'gives

Kaun, Koknl, Katarmal and Qidar instead of Nos. 11 and 11 of

the above list (or 14 sections in - all), bat the three latter appear to be
really Banj&hi.

It is claimed for the Biri pots that they agree with the Bdri sections

of the Kbatris, bat it is admitted that only one of the names (Patni*)

agrees. The corresponding sections of the Khatris are stated to be
aB follows, but on what grounds this correspondence is assumed does

not appear :

—

Sun&r Khatri .

(1) Ajil = H4nde.

(2) Ann = Khiudre.

(3) Khich r= Sahgal.

(4) Salgoti as Ohri.

(6)

Huchar = Nijjar.

(6) Pajji r= Seth.

8undr Khatri .

(7) Ratre = Chopre.
(8) Gijar = Ohahde.
(9) Patni ss= Patni.

(10) Teji = Sekhri.

(11) Thothre «= Ohri.

(12) Smani = Mohindru.

Out of these 12 the last has died out. No, 9 is the only one that

has not lost its original name.

This equation is put forward to show that the B&ri TAnks were
originally Khatris and ohanged the names of their sections after they

had adopted the profession of a goldsmith. The Si&lkoti Bunj&his,

who have only four sections, were originally Soni Khatris.

The B&ri wear the janeo, at least before marriage, and some sections

reverence the kite at the maunan or head shaving ceremony like

certain Khatri sections.

In Si&lkot, however, the B&ri group does not seem to be known and
instead we have two groups :

~
Sections.

I.—Dhaighar ... ... ft. Dahir.
|

8. Nigi.

IX.—Bunj4hi-Par ... ... \ 2. Bhola.
| 4. Vea.

The Dhaighar, though descended from a common ancestor, usually

intermarry, but they may take girls from the BunjAhi. Their ancestors

were three brothers of the Soni section of the Khatris, and they and
the Soni still have a common Sati at Bhalan in Si&lkot.

Group IL—Bunjahi.—

T

he sub-groups of the Bunj&hi are also

variously described :

—

8ub-group i, Panj-z4ti ...

Sub-group ii, Ohheziti

( I. Bhopal.
’*

\ 2. Bhatti.

J

l. Sauni.
2. Dhanda.

(3. Ajaji.

8. Botan.

4,

Thanda.

Ajaiftila.

Sanjogi.

Mehra.

But another account omits Sauni.

In Dera Ismail KhAn the BtmjAhi are divided into sub-groups, thus

Sub-group i, Khatri

5. Kan.
6. Makhu.
7. Nokra.
8. Bhel.

* Andtwen this name docs not appear as a Khatri section name.
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And numbers 1—5 of these will not 1 intermarry 9 with numbers 6—8.

_ (l. Batta
|

4. Malpani }
Sub-group ii, Arora < 2. Suchcha 6. Battan f of Utfcaridhi status.

C 3 . Dbaneja
| 6. Ragti ; .

7. Chandpul

)

8. Taramina > of Dakhna status, also oalled Kir6r.
9. Lodar

And numbers 1—6 of these will not < intermarry * with numbers 7—9*
* 6

The Tdnk snb-caste worships the snake as an emblem of the NAg or
Tekshak, the .founder of the NAg-bansi nr TAnk-bansi family, and one
of their sections is called NAgi. It is claimed that several of the
BunjAhi sections also correspond to sections of the BunjAhi Khatris.
Such are the Mittu, Vaid, Dhir, Mittu, Bholai or Bhaiai, etc.

The Pajji section gives the following account of itself. When the
Raja of Lahore sent for warriors from RajputAna to oppose the
Moslems, Pajji, a Mair RAjput, came and when the war was over
settled at Pipanagari, now PipnAkh, a town which he and other RAjputs
founded. 7 he other RAjputs turned Muhammadans and their descen-
dants the Chima and Chatfca JA$s are still found there. But Pajji's

remained Hindus and spread in all directions. Tenth in descent from
Pajji was Rai Budbo Mai, a charitable and mighty RAjput.

Rahin Mir puchhendya ra Jagat Budho Pajji dd
Hathon deven ran charhen

,
enhin gallin vvjji da

Banka chhail suhana tera gdna bahin sujji da
Koi dharkon

,
koi parkon Rai Budho da Pipndkha

Shah Sulemdn vadiran laga din din vadhe dahaka.

“ Bards ask in the way : verily, the world belongs to Budho Pajji

:

You give charity (lit. cive from your hand) and fight battles :

These are acts to win rame.
It is very beautiful, your bracelet of the right hand.
Some from here, others from there ;

but Rai Budho is of Pipnikha.
ShAh SulaimAn praises, and (your posterity) increases by tens.”

The bracelet or gdna, as it is called in the Punjab, was a mark of
liberality. Rai Budho is known to every child in PipnAkha. His
samadhi stands in the crematorium of PipnAkha to the exclusion of any
other 8amddhi and at every DiwAli all the members of this family
illuminate his tomb.

The only territorial groups appear to ba found in HissAr where the
SunArs are divided into Desi (who can do fine work) and BAgri fwho
cannot). But in Delhi we find two social groups, the Desi who practise

Jcarewa and the DeswAlA who avoid it, with territorial names. The
latter rank immediately below the BAnia.*

The Muhammadan SunArs in MiAnwAli have the following sections

BAhAr, also found in PeshAwar.
DhallA.
Dharna,t in Dera Ismail KhAn also.

Gh&rwAl, in PeshAwar also.

JaujA.

KakaL

* N. I. N. Q. I, 950.

f The three sections found in Dera Ism&il are all Arora got* also, and #are said to have
come from the Chenab valley in Jhang.
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Kat&rwal, also found iu Dora Ismail Kh4n.
Lildb, also iu Peshdwar.
NaMr, also in Dera Isma il Kh&n.
Ramzai.

Bita, also in Peshawar.
Boda.
Shaikh*

The Mair gots have generally furnished converts to Isl&m, which the
Tank have not done—at least in large numbers : indeed in Lahore all the
l£nk gots (except Sammi) are said to be exclusively Hindu.
Among the Sun&rs several occupational groups are found, but not-

withstanding that several branches of their handicraft have been highly
specialised none of these groups form sub-castes. Moreover, as so
often happens, the Sun&rs by occupation dovetail into other castes.

Thus, to begin with the gold-washing industry, the washers in
Amb&Ia are Kah6rs and are termed DhlilAs,* and so too in Pesh&war
it is dune by cis-Indus K&liirs (? Kah&rs) and Ni&rias. The latter
do not appear to form a distinct caste.f In the south of the Deraj&t
they are called Sodh&, and are apparently the Sonis of Amb&la and
Sirmur. The Ni&ria derives his name from niara, e separate, distinct/
and is also a refiner and an extractor of the precious metals.J Thus in
Dera Ismail Kb&n, Koh&t, and elsewhere the Nidria extracts pure gold
from old ornaments by the tezab process, described in North Indian
Notes and Queries IJ, § 167.

In the Simla Hills the Snn&rs are a superior caste of goldsmiths.
They intermarry and eat with the Kanete,§ but not with the higher
castes.

Brahmans and Kanets will.drink water touched by Sun&rs and eat
any food cooked by them, except cooked rice and dal , but they will not
smoke from the same huqqa as a Sundr unless a kali be used iu which
fresh water has been put. Neither Brahmans nor Kanets can be out-
casted for cohabiting with a Sun£ri.

Sunarb, an Ardig clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Sunni. The orthodox sect of the Muhammad ins. The Sunnis are divided
into four great schools of doctrine, namely, the Hanipias, Shapias,
Malarias and Hanbalias.

S<Jr. An Afgh&n tribe of the Lodi branch. The name means * red/ The
history of the tribe has already been given at pp. 272-3 supra . Accord-
ing to Ibbetson it was early iu the 13th century, about the time of
Muhammad of Ghor, that the Prdngi and Sur tribes settled in the
northern part of the tract immediately under the Sulaimdna, holding
Tank and Rori, while the Sarwani settled in Drdban and Chandwdn.
The rise of the Lodi and Sur Sult&ns of Delhi (1450-1555) brought
the Prdngi and Sur into Hindustan, but they had formidable rivals in
their kinsmen, the Nidzi, until Salim Shah Sfiri crushed the latter

•

1

N. L N. Q. I, UflS.
Maolagan, p. 811, cf. p. 831.
O/ N I N. Q., II, § 62.

the Same account says that Siiniri do not intermarry with other castes,
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tribe. They were, however, unable to maintain their position at T&nfe,

whence they were driven by the LoMni during Akbaris reign, many
being killed and the remnant finding a refuge in Hindustan. Sikacdar
Sh4k Sur gave his name to the Sikandar Dhir in Mandi. Sur also sa

Sdr Dis, q t v.

Sura, a Hindu and Muhammadan Jit clan (agricultural) found in Mont-
gomery: a clan of Jit status found in Multin. They claim to have
come from Delhi' in the time of Shih Jahin.

Suraj Pras^p, a religious body found in the south of Dipilpur tahsil of

Montgomery whose only object of worship is the human body, the

worship, it is asserted, taking the form of promiscuous sexual inter-

course, gatherings of men and women collecting for this purpose. The
sect was founded by a Chuhri Musalmin from Faridibid in Gugera
tahsil, who is buried at Khole Murid, His widow, who lives atSoraian, is

the high priestess of the religion. Its adherents are chiefly Musalmdns,

Sijrdas, a blind bard who was a follower of Krishna. So, any blind Hindu or

Sikh, especially a blind man who has learnod to sing sacred hymns, just

as hnfiz is a blind Muhammadan who has learnt the Qur&n by heart.

Panjdli Dicty ., p. 1082.

Sxjri, (1) a section of the Khatris. (2) An Afghan tribe

=

Sur.

Subwat. A tribe of Jats who trace their descent from Pirthn&j and are

fntmd in the 24 villages round Hudal in ‘Gurgaon, taking wives from
other gols on equal terms. They appear to be tho same as the Sabot.

Sussal, an Ar&lti clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Sutbar, a group of the Loh&r-Tarkhan caste. The SutMr LohArs were
originally Hindu Tarkhans imd have a tradition that Akbar took 12,000

of them from Jodhpur to Delhi, forcibly circumcised them, and compelled

them to work m iron, instead of word. Some of the Lolidrs admit this

story to be true. The Suthars of Sirsa came thither from Sind, where
they say they formerly held land and they are commonly known as

Mult4ni Loh&rs, Like the Jdt Loh&rs they rank above the GAdiya
group. The Hindu SutMrs are TarkMns, yet they are included in the

Dhawdns (g. r.) and are almost entirely agricultural, looking down upon
the artizan groups of the caste. They, too. say they came from Jodhpur
and still hold land in Bikdner. Many of their clans are identical with

those of the Multdni Loh&rs and though Hindus, they are certainly more
closely allied to them than to the Khdtis. In Sindhi suthdr is the com-
mon term for a carpenter.

SuthrJl Shahi. An order of Sikh devotees whose origin is thus described

Tegh Shdh* faqir was alive, a boy was born of dark complex-

ion, (or with a black mark on his forehead) and moustache, and

* Nothing about Tegh Shah is known, but is said that he knew that a certain Aghun
Shih would arise and successfully oppose the spread of Islim. He took care of the boy
when exposed by his parents, and at the age of 12 he went to Delhi/where* he took the

.

name of Aghun Shih, and impressed his miraculous powers on Aurangzeb, That emperor
gave him a gold coin and a rupee but Aghun Shih said he would not take them now but
to morrow. By the morning the emperor found the coins had turned into a rupee and a
pice. Hence the Suthris exact a rupee at each wedding and a pice from each shop.
They recognised Guru Ninak as their teacher ‘and assumed the title of Suthri ; (Ambila
account;,

,

.
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with his teeth already cut*—and his parents exposed him, as a child so
boro is unlucky. The tentht &urfi, HargobfeidJ, happened to find the
child and told his disciples to take him up but they refused, saying
that he was kuthrd

,
or dirty. The Gurfi replied 1 he was mthrd or

clean 9 and they then obeyed. This boy was the founder of the Suthrfi-
Sh&faf sect.

The K&ngfa version adds :—Twelve years Jater, in the reign of

Aurangzeb, the Hindus were persecuted and 4he emperor removed
©Very day \\ maunds of sacred threads {janeos), erased the tilaka

from their foreheads, and compelled Hindu faqire to show him miracles.

The Gurfi then sent the boy Suthrfi to Delhi to exhibit miracles to the
emperor and to convert him to the right path. On reaching Delhi the
boy had a pair of shoes, l \ hnths long, made at a cost of lakhs of

rupees*. One night he put one of these shoes in the Delhi mosque,
together with a lota (the vessel used for washing the hands and feet

before prayer). Next morning the Muhammadans prostrated themselves
before the lota and shoe, considering them to be sacred, and their

fame spread throughout the city. One day the boy tied the other shoe
to a stick and wended his way through the city, crying that he had been
robbed of the other shoe. News of this event reached Aurangzeb
who sent for the boy and asked him whether the shoe found in the
mosque was his. He said it was, whereupon the emperor said that, if

it w»»s found not to fit him, he would be beheaded. The boy agreed and,
cwlling on his Guru’s name, put on the shoe which ho found a little too
small. At this his face lit up, so that the emperor in amaze bade
him ask any boon he chose.

The boy warned Aurangzeb against further persecution of the Hin-
dus, and the emperor assented. Moreover, he decreed that all his

subjects should at every wedding pay one gold mohar and 1^ rupees
per shop to the boy, who refused to accept more than l£ rupees at

each wedding and a pice from each shop. This decree was engraved
on a o>pper-plate.§ Then the boy went to Lahore and built himself a
house outside the Masti Gate. He made 4 chelas, Bfiwfi Nfhfil Shfih,||

B. Gulfib Shfib, B. Didfir Shfih and B. Changar Shfih. In the plains

the tax is still paid to the Suthrfi Shfihis, but in the hills it is not paid

in full owing to the poverty of the people.

The boy Sathra composed a bara-mdsa in which the above history is

given. Another version adds various details, prefixed to the above
account. It makes the boy go to Delhi of his own accord, put on a toar's

* The boy is said to hare been the son of one Nanda, a Khatri of Bahrampur, or Vaxyim-
pur Dinanagar in Amritsar.

t The sixth Guru was Guni Hargovind, the tenth Gorind Singh. The latter did not

regard the Suthris favourably because they smoked (?) in excess, and were an encum-
brance to hhn in his attacks on the Mughal emperors.

]t is also said that in Guru Gorind Singh's time Banda (Bairagi) was the leader of the
Suthr&s. He aspired to be the eleventh Guru, but as he shaved his bead and face dean,
the Guru is said to have dubbed him suthrd idean), although as his followers smoked he
was huthra (undean) in the eyes of the Guru and his disciples, the Singhs.

Bea&wA when the boy bad grown up and gone to him. See telow also. *
1 It would be Interesting to know if this plate is still in existence.

j|
How theifitie of Shih came to be applied to the Hindu chela* is not explained.
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intestines as njaneo and apply a Utah of ashes* to his forehead. The
Q&si of Delhi orders this janeo to be broken, but in vain, so he lick* it

away, and in consequence an evil smell issues from his mouth. The
SuthrA is then arrested, but the emperor Aurangzeb keeps him near
the royal person and early next morning sees his face. As a result his
breakfast turns into loathsome insects and he orders the SuthiA to exe-
cution, The latter demands to see the emperor and protests his inno-
cence, whereupon Aurangzeb declares that the sight of his unfortunate
face early that morning had deprived him of food all day. To this the
Suthrd forcibly rejoins that the sight of -Aurangzeb’s unlucky face

had led to his being condemned to death. So the emperor set him free

and he took up his abode in a takid behind the Jdma Masjid at Delhi

.

He had the shoes huths long made and a lota ol earth set with pre-

cious stones. Going one night to the mosque to recite his prayers he
fled in the morning from the mosque out of fear of the Muhammadans
and left one shoe and the lota behind him. When he came before the
emperor he found the shoe too small, buj; it just fitted Aurangzeb.
At the SuthiA’s instance the emperor closes his eyes and finds himself

alone with the Suthrd in a terrible place. The SuthiA mockingly
asks him where are now his troops, and why he persecutes the Hindu
faqirs . After craving his pardon Aurangzeb opens his eyes and finds

himself back in the Delhi fort.

The Suthra Panth or Sect of the Suthras .

Both Hindus and Muhammadans enter this panth, whose members
ate called Suthrd Shdh or Benawd.f Muhammadan Suthrds carry a
danda (staff) with which they strike their iron bracelets (churis).

Hindu Suthrds claim to be Uddsis, are followers of Guru Ndnak,J and
are said to have been founded by Hari Chand, his elder son. In theory
they are monotheists, but as they have to beg from Hindus they also

worship the Hindus’ gods. Their gaddis in the larger towns have
deratt attached to, and dependent on, them in the neighbouring villages.

They contain no idols, except the samadhs of deceased mahants, ana to

these they offer dhup dip . They chant the sabda of Guru Arjan.

The Suthrds are celibate, but make chelas. They wear a sell of

black wool round the neck, and carry black dandas§ which they

* A still less savoury account is given in P. N. Q I. § 303 by Aya Singh,

t It is not clear whether Muhammadans of this panth are alone called Shih, or whether
Hindus also use the title.

J According to Ibbetson the order was founded by a Brahman called Sacha under the

auspices of Guru Har Rai. Lie described them as numerous and widely distributed, notorious

for gambling, thieving, drunkenness, and debauchery, and leading a vagabond life, begging
and singing songs of a mystic nature. They wear ropes of black wool on the head and
neok, and beat two Ismail black sticks together as they beg. Although a Sikh order, they

all return themselves as Hindus, use the Hindu tilak or sectarian mark, and follow the

Hindu rites throughout. They were founded before the time of Guru Govind, which
probably accounts for their calling themselves Hindus. They generally add Shah to their

names, Trumpp says of them “ there is no order of regular discipline .among them, and
profligates and vagabonds join them. They are a public nuisance and disavowed by
the Sikhs." Some Suthrd aphorisms will be found in P. N. Q. 1II,*§ 669. 'they invoke-

Biba N&nak’s name when begging from, or rather blackmailing, shop-keepers, saying

;

May Biba Nanak Sh4h take your boat safely over the river (of life) : ibid I, § 619.

$ But in the Nabha version it is said that the boy after he had worshipped Burge for

1$ years was by her given a small danda, black in colour. Hence the Sut&m still carries

two dandaf, cne a small one, in Durga’s name, the other a -large one in the GorWs name*
buthris also offer Durga Jtar&hi in their deras during the Nayratras, ,
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knock together, demanding a pice from each shop. If this demand
be refused they blacken their faces, burn their clothes and expose
themselves naked in public, refusing to leave the shop until paid.

Mode of initiation.—The candidate for admission into the panth is

dissuaded, but if he persists in his resolve to become a Suthrd, he is

warned that he will have to subsist by begging, remain celibate and
not quarrel, even if abused. His beard and moustache are then shaved
off by a barber, but his top knot is left to be cut off by his guru, before

' whom the candidate lays a razor and asks that he will shave off his top-
knot. The guru repeatedly refuses to do so, returning the razor to him
several times, but finally the candidate’s prayer is granted, his top*knot
cut off and a mantra whispered in Lis ear by the, guru . The inmate's
clothes are given to the barber. Kar&h is made and distributed among
those present* The initiate is invested with a *eli or necklet of black
wool, and a cotton janeo or sacred thread worn by a Br&hman. The
two dandos are also given him and his initiation is complete. Suthrds
must not wear anything but a dhoti, and cannot wear coloured dopattas
(shawls). Liquor and flesh are avoided but not tobacco. All castes are
now admitted into the order, though formerly, it is alleged, only Brah-
mans, Kshatriyas and Yaisyas were initiated.*

Bites at death .—All the Brabminical rites are observed at death, and
a Brahman is called in to perform the kiria karam, but it is said that
a Sikh is also called in to read the Granth. The sawariri and
eatdrhwin rites of the Hindus are nlso performed, The body is

cremated and the ashes taken to the Ganges, bnt a small quantity
mixed with Ganges water and cow’s urine is also placed in the dera
and a samadh built thereon.

Swim, an affix to the name of SaniAsis ; a spiritual preceptor, the head of a
religious order : Panjabi Piety., p. 1069. Cf. Shidmi.

JStVANCH, a J*4 tribe found in the Bawal tahsil of Ndbha. They claim descent
from Hari Singh, a Chauhdn Rajput, who lost status by marrying a
wife of another tribe.

SWAN<tt*i.—A race confined to the Manchat tract of L&bul. In the language
of Manchat (which is closely allied to the Munda languages) the generic
name for L&hul is Sw&ngld. The Swdngld must not marry outside the
caste; they worship their own aboriginal goddess Hirma, and have a
hearty contempt for Ldmas and Lamaism. They will, however, eat with
Kulu Kanets or Gaddis or any respectable Indian, but they loathe all

the other inhabitants of L&liul whom they class generally as Bhot or
Tibetan. A Swdngla will however drink tea or lugri with a Bhot.
They are rapidly djing out. The progeny of Swdngla Bhot
marriage is called Garru and a Garru will eat with a Bhot.

Swath!, (the h is due to contact with Hindki-speaking tribes), Pashtu 8w4tai.~
A group of tribes claiming Pathdn descent, but probably of heterogeneous
origin. Originally inhabitants of the Swdt valley the Swdtbfs invaded

* But in the Amb&la account it is said that Ohamirs, Chuhris, Kah&rs, Dhobis, Nais
and a few other castes cannot join the Suthr&s. On the other hand in N£bha ft is said

. that the •boys of even well-to-do families who shirk hard work and desire independence
join the ordei;
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ilaz&a daring the 17th century and gradually overran Pakhli. Their
latest inroad was led by a Sayad, JalAI BAbA, whose toinb is in the

Bhogarmang valley. The Swathi of HazAra are divided into two
branobes, Ghabri or Utli (Upper) Pakhli, and MamiAli-Mitrawi or Tarli

(Lower) Pakhli. The former hold the KAgAn, BAlAkot, Garhi HabibullAh,

MAnsehra, bhinkiAri, Bhogarmang aud Konsh tracts, together with
NandihAr and Thakot in Independent Territory ; the latter occupy
the Bhairkund and Agror tracts, with Tikri and Daiahi across the

border. They have a KhAnkhel section to which their horeditary

chief belongs, but it claims Quraishi origin. Many of them are litigious

and untruthful, but they are intelligent and often frank. Their poor

physique prevents their enlistment in the army. Swati deceit \chal)

is a proverb.

The MainiAli branch has 9 and the MitrAwi Gabri branch has 12

nimafom or shares divided among its claus and septs thus ;

—

Khtakhel, 1.

Sarkheli, 2.

(
Dudal, l.

Mir, 3 ... ]
Panjghol, 1.

(Paojmiral, 1.

C Jah£ngiri, t.

Deshrai, 3 ... i Arghershal Malkal, 1.

( Jznali Mandrai, 1.

Mitriwi, G

1

fKhankbeli, t.

j
Bilasuri, 1.

Ali Sheri, 3 <{ Jabangial, 1.

I RajauraRan*

l sial, 1.

a l Shamhori. U,
Befia1 ’

3
tChuchai,!!

^Sharora, 1.

|
Rabati, 1.

Mamiali, G ... { Panjkora Shulemani l,

|
Aahlor Malkai, 1.

UDeski, 1.
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Tapi, a tribe found only in the Jumna Kh&dir of Delhi and Karn&l. They are

said to be Gauy Brahmans by origin, and to have acquired their present
name because they * abandoned ’

(
tag dena*) priestly functions and

took to agriculture. Their origin is discussed at great length in Vol. I

of Elliott’s Races of the North-West Provinces, pp. 106 to 115; and
they are there identified with the Takkas, a possibly Scythian race
who had the snake for their totem, and whose destruction by R6ja
Janamajdyat is supposed to be commemorated in the tradition of that
monarch’s holocaust of serpents. The difficulty felt by Sir H. Elliott

in accounting for their tracing their origin to Hari&na, is perhaps
explained by the fact that they give Safidon in Jind on the border of

Hariaoa, as the place where the holocaust took place
; and the name

of the town is not improbably connected with samp or snake. The
Tagas are probably the oldest inhabitants of the upper Jumna Khadir,

holding villages which have been untouched by changes in the course

of the stream for a far longer period than most of their neighbours !

The local tradition is that iu Janamaj&ya’s time there were no Gaurs
in this country, so he summoned many from beyond the sea ! As half

of them would not accept money for their services he gave them 184
villages, and so they resolved to take no offerings in future. They are

of superior social standing and strictly seclude their women, but are

bad cultivators, especially the Muhammadans. About three-fourths of

the total number have adopted Isl&m and ceased to wear the sacred

thread. The Hindus still wear it, but Brahmans do not it^ermarry

with them, or even eat ordinary bread from their hands and they employ
Brahmans to officiate for them iu the usual manner. They are poor

agriculturists- They must be carefully distinguished from the TAgus
or criminal Brahmans of the same tract. Their clans or gots include

the Bachchat, Parasir, Bharadwaj, Gautam and Saroha. These clans

appear to have come each from a different tract, the Bachchas from
Kalwa Jamni in Jind, the Parasir from Pehowa, and the three last

named from e Sirsa Patan ’ to the southward. Badhla appears to be an-

other of their sub-divisions.

a criminal tribe, settled in Karn&l, though its depredations are not

confined to that District. Its name has the same derivation as TAg&
and appears to be only a diminutive of that name. It is said that

its progenitor was a Brahman who married a Brahman widow, and
they are also known as Bh&ts. They have the same als as the

Brahmans. They are expert thieves, pickpockets and cheats, having,

it is said, a code of signals only understood by themselves and a secret

language,J wWch, however, appears to be used by other faqxrs also.

• Another obscurely suggested derivation is from tarnd
,
said to ==

t Vulg. Jalmeja Rishi, also called RAjA Agrand,

1 A few specimens of this are given below

janchnd, to divine.

English. Secret word. English. Secret word.

Pice. Raddi. Any ear ornament. Tappiar.

Rupee. KaniA. Silver. Patnri.

Eight anna piece.

Qcid Mohar.

Adhi Kania. Gold. Tfk:

Dhaular.
Khuchalli.

To wear. DhAbnA.
KuttA.

Anyneck ornament. Galtl. Sub*Inspector. OgAh.

Any arm „ DandekA. An higher officer. BaraOgAh.
Any nose „ Besar. Clothes. Parang*.

BedbanA.’Any leg „ Tarle d&ndeka. To give bribes.
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They affect Sakhi Sarv^p and silently vow to make offerings to

him if successful in theft. They still wear the sacred thread and
keep their women in strict seclusion. When detected in crime they
plead their Brahmanical sanctity.

TahIm, a tribe, classed as JA^. They claim Arab origin, and to be
descended from an AnsAri Quraish called Tamim. They' formerly held
much property in the Chiniot of tahsil Jhang, and there were Tahim
governors of those parts under the Delhi emperora. It is said that the

Awans have a Tahim clan. The Tahim are not wholly agriculturists

and are said not unfrequently to work as butchers and cotton scutchers ;

or it may be merely that tho butchers and cotton scutchers have
a Tahim clan called after the tribe. They are almost confined to

BahAwalpur and the lower Indus and ChenAb in MultAn, Muzaffar-

garh, and Dera GhAzi KhAn. The MultAn Tahim say that their more
immediate ancestor SAinbhal Shah came to that place dome 700 years

ago on a marauding expedition, and ruled at MultAn for 40 years/

after which he was killed and his followers scattered. In his invasion

of India during the latter part of the 14th century, Taimur encountered

his old foes
1 the Get© (Ja^s), who inhabited the plains of Tahim/

and pursued them into the desert; and Tod mentions an extinct

RAjput tribe which he calls Pahima.* Local tradition at Gbiniot in

Jhang assert* that Sa’adulla KMn, minister of ShAh -JahAn, was a
Tahim Ja$ of that place and one of its suburbs is called Garhi
Tahiman.t

In BahAwalpur they are cultivators bat still mindful of the fact that

Sa'adulla KhAn, minister of the emperor ShAh JahAn, and Shaikh
JalAl, a learned man of Agra in the time of HumAyun belonged to

tlv-ir tribe, is now found mainly in the Ghenab in the south-west of the

KabirwAla tahsil of MultAn, where they have a bad name for crime,

but they are also found in other parts of the District, especially

between LodhrAn and Kahror.

Tahir, a sacred olac; found in Montgomery.

Tabrana, one of the two principal branches of the SyAls in Montgomery.

Tajar, a JAt elan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Tajik.—The original inhabitants of Persia, the present ruling race being
Turk. They are possibly represented in India by the DilazAk clan of

the PathAns, but Bellew declares that the DilazAk are not TAjik at

all : and he says that now-a-days the terra is used loosely to include all

Persian-speaking people of AfghAnistAn who are not either HazArA,
AfghAn, or Sayad. The TAjik proper extends front HerAt to the

Khyber and from KandahAr to the Oxus and even - into EashgAr (all

the plain country of AfghAnistAn) and the term rs'Also applied' to' the

descendants of Persian inhabitants of Badakshen. Peaceably in-

dustrious, faithful and intelligent : in villages cultivators: in towns artisans

and traders : almost all secretaries, clerks, And overseers are TAjik.

Th«*y are either Shia or Sunni. They are also said to be the Persian

* See Vol. II, p. 220. The Dahlma Brahmans have a family goddess, Sri Dadhfmati
M4tAji—whence their aame—whose temple is near Manglod, a village in the tfigaur
district of the Jodhpur State. According to Tod the Dahfma ytm a royal race, and the
Pondie are an offshoot of it. Possibly Tahfm is a corruption of Dahfma.

t P. £1. $ 809 and U, 1 18Q. , . ;
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popniatiqn of Bokhara and thereabouts, overborne by the invasion
of Tartars, such as Uzbegs, etc. But, according to Mr. Longworth
Dames,* the name Tajik (or Tdzhik) is generally used not only in
Afghanistan but in the neighbouring parts of Persia and TurkistAn
to denote the settled Iranian population, which is probably the earliest
established of all the races now inhabiting the country. Borne have
supposed the name to represent the Dadikai of Herodotus, and even
the^Paskai of Ptolemy has been thought to be the same word, the
initial being properly T instead of P. These guesses do not require
serious consideration. The word Tajik as now used properly means
Arab, and it was applied to those communities where Arabs settled at
the time of the iirst Arab conquest. It was soon applied to all the
settled communities, and the traces of Arab blood now remaining are
but slight. The Tajiks are almost entirely a settled agricultural corn-
munity, and doubtless occupied all the more fertile parts of the country
before the Afghans spread from the eastern mountains. They are
organized as a rule in village communities and not on the tribal system.
They also supply the bulk of the trading classes and artisans of the
towns. The trading instincts of certain sections of the Ghalzais may
perhaps be attributed to their partly TAjik blood. Wherever the
Afghans are in possession the Tajiks are tenants or dependants,
although they often own the land. Where they have villages of their

own they are presided over by their own headmen or kad-khudd*.
Although Persian in race and language they agree in religion with the
Afghans an ! are devout Bunnites. The tribe system maintains itself

among certain independent branches of the race which exist in moun-
tain tracts. Such are the Kohist&nis of the KAbul province, the
Khinj&nis, the Barbakis of Loghar and Butkh&k. and the Farmfilis

who occupy the country west of Kabul. The population of Kabul itself

is mainly Tajik and the language Persian. The people of Sist&n are
also mainly of this stock mixed with Balocli, and the traditions pre-

served in the Shth-nama point to this locality ns one of the earliest

Iranian centres. A few Kay£ni families which claim to be descendants
of the ancient Kaydni or Achsemenian kings are still found in Sfst$n.

The province of Zaranka or Drangi&na, afterwards Sakast6ntf, Sijist&n,

Sfstdn, included the lower basin of the Helmand River, perhaps as far

as Zaminddwar, and it was here and in the adjoining mountains of

Gbor that the powerful Tajik kingdom of the Ghoris arose in the

5fch and 6fch centuries of the Hijra, which overthrew the decaying
Ghaznawi monarchy and supplied conquerors to Northern India.

Tajiks formed an important element in all armies, and the desperate

resistance which the Ghori mountaineers offered to* the Mongols is

evidence of the warlike qualities. The Kurt dynasty which rilled

Afgh&nistto under the Persian Mongols were also Tajiks.

In the south spreading into Balochistan the population of Tajik

origin goes by the name of Dehwdr or Dehkan, i, e. 'villager, and
north of the Hindfi-kush as in Turkistan generally they pre known
as Barts.

The Pashai race which occupies the skirts of the mountains north of

the Kabul River in the Jalalabad province may perhaps be classed as

,
* la Encyclopedia ,0/ Islam.

*
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T4jik, although they speak a non-Iranian language akin to that of the
adjoining SiyAh-posn Kafirs, The Urmarfs of Loghar and Kanignram
in the Mahafid Wazir country, who speak an Iranian dialect called

Bargasta, must also be placed among the Tajiks.

The Ghalcha races of Wakhan and Badakhshan, which occupy the
northern slopes of the Hiudfi-kush, and speak Iranian languages
differing from Persian, are generally classed as^ belonging to the
Highland Tajik type, which has kept apart from the' lowland Tajiks of
Badakhshan who speak Persian. They are a broadheaded race and
are considered by Ujfalvy and others to belong to the Alpine race.

They are found in Sarikol, Wakhdn, Shign&n, Munjan, Sanglich and
Ishkashim, and comprise also the Yidg&h on the south side of the
mountains. The name Ghalcha applied to the group simply means in

Persian “peasant.”

Tajba, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Tajeai, an Ardin clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Tajwanah, a Rajput clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Tak Sbroa, a tribe of J&ts found in Delhi.

Takhti, see under Utm&nzai.

Takhtikhbl, see under Marwat.

Takeol, a sept of Brahmans, hereditary pujaris of Keonthal. They derive

their name from the village of T&kren.

Talah, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

TAl-bue, lit.
1 wood-cutter

9
in Balochi, also the name of a Baloch tribe.

Cf. Taipur.

TaleeI, a jat clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Talokab, an agricultural clan found in Shflhpur.

Talot^ a* J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Talpur, Taibur, the well-known tribe to which the Amirs of Sindh belonged

and usually identified with the Taibur clan of the Leghari Baloch, but.

by some derived from Balo’s eon Taibur and hence supposed to be of

Buled&i origin.

TambolI, fern, -an, a seller of betel-nut. Panjabi Piety p, 1099, Taboli,

Tamoli or Tanoli, from Sanskrit tambuli, a betel-seller begotten

by a Vaisya on a Sudra (Colebrooke, Essays, p. 278).—A Tamboli is a

man who sells pan and betel-nut
;
but whether the sale of those com-

modities is confined to a real caste of that name it is difficult to say

:

probably the term is only occupational. If Tamboli were a real

caste we should have it returned at a Census from every district,

as the word seems to be in use throughout these Provinces. Sherring,

however, gives it as a separate caste m the neighbourhood of Benares.

According to one writer the Tambolis or Panw&ris—‘ sellers of betel-

nut’—are qot of any particular caste, but a caste origin has been found
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for them and they are said to be by desoent Brahmans who took to
drinking water out of leather-bags and so were out*casted by orthodox
Brahmans.*

Tanaoli, Tanou, Tanol, Tol, Tholi, Tahola, Taenoli.—A tribe in Haz&ra
described at p. 256 supra.

TanpS, a pogar claa (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

T£$gba, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan, and settled there from
the time of Akbar.

Tanwar, a tribe of J&ts found in Gurgaon. Gf. Tanor.

Tanwari, a J&t claa (agricultural) found in Multan.

Taoni, a fcpbe of J&Js of Shafti origin and descendants of li£ja Salv&han,
whose grandson Rai Tdn is their eponymous ancestor. One of his
descendants, Rai Amba, is said to have built Ambdla. They occupy
the low hills and sub-montane in the north of Arnbdla district includ-
ing the Kalsia {State, and some of the adjoining PafidJa territory.

They are said to have occupied their present abode for 1,800 years.
The Bacbal J&ts are said to be descendants of a Taoni by a J&t wife.

Tanor, a tribe of Jats claiming R&jput origin and a connection with Raj&
Angial (? Anangp&l) of Delhi, but now intermarrying with J&ts.

Found in Si&lkot, Doubtlesses'funwar.

Tappi, see under Wazir.

TIra, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Tarakki, a tribe of Afghan pawindas, largely nomad. They winter about
Kandah&r.

Tarakzai, a clan of the upper or Bar Mohmands, settled in the Doaba lappa
of Peshawar. It originally held the Khals& tract in that District, but
in Jahangir’s reign it settled in the hills above the present Michni
Fort. It received two villages as blood-money from the Datid^dis
and these represent its daftar and belong to the tribe. In Ahmad
Shdh’s reign one Zaiu KhAn was recognised as its khan or chief and
founded the Murcliakhel section. Their land is minutely sub-divided
and they are much addicted to gambling.

Tarana, a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Taraga$, a Rdjput clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

Tajeup, see Ch&h-zang.

Tarab, a J&t itribe which often claims Rajput status, especially in Gujrd.nwAl&
and ShAhpur. It claims Solar liajput origin, apparently from the
Bhatti of Bhatner. They say that their ancestor T^rar took service
with Mahmud Ghaznavi and returned with him to Ghazni ; but that his
son Lohi, from whom they are descended, moved from Bhatner to
Uujrafc whence the tribe spread. Another story dates their settlement

* P. N. Q. Ill, § 724,—F. Hari Kishen Kaul alludes to the Tamoli Agarw&ls as s group
of that cast© (JBAnia) who adopted the work of Kunjras and had to fee content with a low
place in the caste gradation.
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from the time of Humdydn. They intermarry with Gonial. Vamiot
Gil, Virk, and other leading JAt tribes of the neighbourhood : and they

T'n® J?
T,0l

7
be«“ t0 intermarry within the tribe. Some of them are

still Hindus. They hold land on both sides of the Upper Chenab
about the junotiou and within the boundaries of the Districts of Guirdt!
GmrAnwAla, and ShAhpur. They are described as “ invariably lazy,
idle, and troublesome. *

t

The account current in GujrAnwAla adds that their ancestor was
Tartar, whose great-grandson Banni came from Bhatner (in the PatiAla
territory), with •his sons, and settled in GujrAt. One of his sons
Amrah, however, reerossed the Chonab, and founded the village of
Amrah, and his descendants have now formed a colony of 62 villages
in this district. The 7 sub-divisions of the tribe are named after the
sons of Banni. They intermarry with all Muhammadan J&ta, but are
much addicted to marriages of close affinity within their own clan
The custom of pagri-vand prevails. Adoption is not usually recognized
among them, nor can an adopted son inherit ancestral property
although in a few instances this rule has been broken. SultAn Mahmud
son of Izzat Bakhsh, a famous chief of the tribe at the close of the
Mughal era, was a robber, who was slain by the chiefs of the Kharral
in Jhang about 1770. The G uji4t account makes the TArar descendants
of KAjA Karn. Lolii’s descendant Bhafti had Diuo sons, Dhirak,
Shalma, Amra, Uppal, Buta, Lakhanpdl, Atra, SAlmani and Gondra
Bhalli and they came to GujrAt.

TabbM, a J&t olau (agricultural) found in Multdn,

Tabbb, a tribe, apparently almost extinct, which held BAgh, a village whose
ruins are said to be still traceable near Sakesar Hill. The legend of
its dispersion is given in Vol. 1. The Tarer are possibly the Trerh of
Rawalpindi. P. H. Q. I, § 697.

Takhind or Taehand : see Trund.

TaeholI, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Tab£n, a Path&n clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Montgomery.
According to Raverty Turin was a son of Sarabarn, so the Twins are
connected with the Gaduns. According to their own account Turin had
three sons, Abdul Khdn, Tor (Black) KMn and Spin (White) KhAn.
From the first are descended the Saddozais and DurrAnis ; from the
second and third the Tarins themselves. The Tor Tarfns lie in the
Haripur plain ; and there are a few Spin Tarin in .Tarbela, but the
restare said to be in Peshin. Another section is the MalkiAr—also
found in the Haripur plain. The for Tarin themselves say that they
belong to some subsidiary branch, descended from a brother of Tor
and Spin Kh&n. They appear to have come to HazAraat the invitation
of the Gujars whom they gradually supplanted. Sher KhAu, the first
to settle in HazAra, was driven out of KandahAr by its governor and
about 1631 took servioe with Shah JahAn who gave him a jdgir.
perhaps in HazAra, on feudal terms. The Tarin soon roue to be the
most important tribe in Lower HaaAra, but with the advent of
the Sikhs their power waned.* Some Tarin are also found in

* For details oftthelr later history see the HazAra Gawfteer, 1907, p.‘ 88.
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Peshdwar. In Multan there are a few Tariu families, bnt none of any
great mark.

TarkanbI, TarkilanbI, a Pathdn tribe akin to the Yusafzai whion overran
Bdjaur about the end of the 18th century and now holds its

#
valleys

as below: the Chaharmung and Babukara valleys (by the Salarzai
sept), the Watajai (by the Manmnd sept, which also holds a large
tract in Shortan, Hinduraj and Marawara on the northern slopes of
the watershed . between Bdjaur and the Kunar valley), the Baraal
and Jandol valleys (by the Isdzai), and the Maiddn (by the
Istnailzai).

The Tarkanrf used to own allegiance to a ruling family, of which
Safdar Khan, the Khdn of Nawagai, is the lineal descendant.

Tabkahi, a wire-drawer: ef. Katdya.

Tarkhan, TarkhInr, TakhJLn, Tbarkanr, Darkhan, a carpenter, syn. Sari
KSrigar, in Peshawar ;

Barhdi, Bap or Badf, Nnjjdr, Ghdru, Khdti
(Khati), Ktirohob, Kharadi, Mistri (or Mishtri), Arakash, Chatrera (or

painter), Kdngar, and Rdmgarhia ; Chattarsdz or umbrella-maker;
Kaindngar or lacquerer ;

and Suthar.

The Tarkhdn, better known as Barhdi in the Hills, Bdrlii in the
Jumna districts and Khdti in the re^t of the Eastern Plains,* is the
oarpenter of these Provinces. Like the Lohdr he is a true village

menial, mending all agricultural implements and household furniture,

and making them all, except the cart, the Persian wheel, and thesngar-
press, without payment beyond his customary dues. He is in all

probability of the same caste as the Lohdr : but his social position is

distinctly superior. Till lately Jdts and the like would smoke with
him, though latterly they have begun to discontinue the custom. The
Khdti of the Central Provinces is both a carpenter and blacksmith,
and is considered superior in status to the Lohdr who is the Utter only.

The Tarkhdn is very generally distributed over the Province, though,

like most occupational castes, he is less numerous on the lower frontier

than elsewhere. In the hills too his place is largely taken by the

Thavi, and perhaps also by the Lohdr. In the Jumna districts the

JBdrhi is said to consider himself superior to his western brother the

Khdti, and will not intermarry with him ;
and that the married women

of the latter do not wear nose-rings, while thoBe of the former do. The
Rdj or bricklayer is said to be very generally a Tarkhdn.

Occupational groups.

The Tarkhdns include a number of occupational groups which do not

appear to form sub-castes. Such are the Ara-kash or sawyers, the

Kangi-gharas or comb-makers, in Sidlkot : the Kharddfs or tamers
and the Bdj or masons : and the itinerant Lohdrs who* comprise the

S&iqalgirs or grinders, and the Gadia (Gddhia) or cartmen.
#

Social groups.

The Tarkhdns are divided into a number of social groups, which are

as a rulp ill-defined and which appear to vary in different parts oE the

.

f

. . — - — . - m

* Aliunde 4
in Banina the worker in wood is called a Khdti* in the eo%th a Sotdr, in the

Jumna valley a Brakai, and in the Punjab a Tarkhin.
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Province. Thus in Gurgaon the KbAtis are said to be divided into
9 khanps, each forming an endogamous sub-caste. These are—

%. DhamAn.* iv. Kukas.f vii. SutAr, BisotA or Bis&tttL
u. Gaur. v. MathariA.J tim, TAnk.H
m. JAngra. vi0 Ojha.§ tx. Tarkhan.^

' Of these 9 only 3, the Gaur, JAngra and SfitAr are founfl in that
District. The two former each comprise 1 ,444 sdsans or sections—
equivalent to the gots of other Punjab castes—-while the SfitAr alone
has 120 gots, whence its name of BisfifcA or Bis6tA,= 120. These sab-
castes may, indeed, eat and smoke** together, but their customs like

their origins vary.

The JAngfAs claim descent from Jainu Eishi, a descendant of
Viswakarma, but their gotra is Angra, after the name of a famous
Rishi. In Gurgaon the JAngfAs predominate.

There is a curious divergence of custom in the KhAtf caste regarding
the wearing of the nath or nose-ring by married women. In ancient
times it used to be worn, but when karewa was introduced its use
was discontinued. At the building of the Jama Masjid at Delhi,

however, the KhAtf women found the nath still worn by their Jaipur
sisters and asked to be allowed to resume it. The Kh&tf panchdyat
however decided that they mtlst choose either ndta, i.e. widow-marriage
or the nose-ring (nath), *nd the women unanimously chose the former.
This panchdyat was held at Delhi, but, as it differed on so important
a matter, (^ohAnfi in Rohtak has since been the principal chauntra
or seat of the panchdyat of the JAngrA KhAtis.

The Gaur allege a descent from Ginga Rishi, and claim to be a
Brahman barn . As a rule their married women wear the nath but in

the edsans which practise karetua its use is not allowable. Hence the
khanp is split up into two sub-castes, one allowing, the other prohibit-

ing, widow-marriage ; and, as a body, the khanp avoids eating or smok-
ing with the other khanps .

The SfitAr both allow karewa and their married women Wear the

nath, Karewa is, however, only allowed on certain conditions
:

(i) an
unmarried man cannot contract it under pain of excommunication ;

and (it) it can only be contracted with the widow of a younger
brother, the widow of an elder brother being regarded as a mother.tt

In Rohtak the KhAtfs are divided into 5 groups

Sutftr,
|

Tirwa, I JAngrA,
DharaAn, I

Tank,
(

of which the latter is mainly found in the District. Here it claims to

be of Maithal Brahman descent and derives its name from yag, or

jdngrd ,
one of their numerous beds. Prior to Aurangzeb’s reign

their women worn nose-rings, but for some unknown reason their use

* Dhamman are found in the Agra and Mathura districts of the United Provinces,

t Kuk&s, Kokash, in the north of India,

t MathariA, in Mathura, Agra and MorfidAbAd.

§ OjhA, descended from Ojha, a Bishi, and found in Mathura and Agra.

||
Ttak, in Delhi, Mathura and Agra,

f Tarkhan, in the Punjab.
** But in some cases the stem of the pipe is not used.

1| Jhis is expressly stated not to be the case in the other fckdnps, which allow marriage

with an elder brother’s widow, The Wardi got of MansAr Dews in Ferozepur avoid four

gots in marriage.
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i*aa discontinued. Another tradition is that 500 or 700 years ago a
JAnggA panchayat gave the women their choice between white clothes,*
with a nose-ring, or red ones without it. They chose the latter and
Bince then have worn no nose-ring.

The Tar&h&ns are confined to the Punjab proper and in their case
the caste is divided into four main groups :

—

1. Dhaman, descended from Bates. ^
2. KhAtf, „ „ Oharas.

|

8. Tirwa, TirwAr, Tirf, descended from Parag. j>The four sons of Lochan, a descendant
4. TAngA orDedrA, Khainchra or Ghasitwa, des-

j
of Viswakarma.

cended from Bokar. J
The traditions given to explain the names of these four sub-castes

vary in detail, but agree in the main : Locban's sons went a-hunting,
and by accident Parag killed a cow with his arrow (tir,

whence TirwA
etc.). Charas dug a pit (khata) in which to bury the carcase ; Bokar
dragged it to the pit, and his descendants are known as Khainchra,
while the fourth son covered the carcase with earth, whence Dhaman.
To these some accounts add a fifth barn

, the TAnk, descended from
the brother who endeavoured to sew {tankna)\ up the cow's wound.
This account explains Dhaman as traditionally derived from dhampana,
* to make a noise

9 because the eldest brother reported to the king, his

father, what his four brothers had done and broke off all intercourse

with them. Other accounts omit the KhamchgA, but retain the TAnk,J
thus making the number of barns four. The four barns are in either

case said to form endogamous sub-castes and even to forbid eating and
smoking together.

Of these four barns the DhamAn and KhAti only are found, at least

in any numbers, in the Punjab proper and the DhainAns look down upou
the KhAtis as their inferiors. The latter are said to have a curious

custom : at a wedding a cow's image is made of kneaded flour and
ariows shot through it. Sweetened water is then poured over it and
some given to the bridegroom to drink. In the rest is boiled rice

with some sugar aud a second image of a cow is made of the rice.

This, too, is pierced with an arrow and then distributed among those

of the brotherhood who are present.

As the mythical founder or progenitor of the caste, Viswakarma
is invoked early in the morning as well as before commencing work.

The DhamAns in general, and especially those of the Rup&l got,

visit a sidh’s shrine at Rakbara, near NAbha. This sidh was a
RupAl larkhAn who was persecuted by his step-mother. IShe gave
him to eat only cow-dung cakes covered with paste and even these he
gave to a faithful black dog. But one day, unable to endure hunger
any longer, the boy made a heap of the cow-dung cakes and burnt

himself alive on them. Goats are commonly offered at the shrine, the

animal (a black dog) destined for sacrifice being carefully 'washed and

• In sign of widowhood.

J

T&nkd, P., a stitch, weld.

One account, from Amritsar, makes Tangu, meaning * dragger,’ the third bam . If this

could be accepted T&ngu, Khainchra and Ghasftwa would be synonyms.

West of the Bias, in Amritsar, are found two hypergamous groups, the Ucbindi or Upper
and the NewAndi or Lower. The latter are lodked down upon because they make an image
of a cow out of wheat flour at weddings, and break it up with an arrow. Thus tfte NewAndi
group would appear to correspond roughly with the KhAtis, .and the UghAndis with the
Phamin described above. ’
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decked with a wreath. It is then let loose in front of the shrine and, if
it go straight into it, is believed to be aocepted by the ridh and killed ;

otherwise, it iB supposed not to be acceptable.
'

The Hindn Tarkhdn appear to have no territorial groups,.
*

Khdtis at e descended from Nal and Nil, two sons of Yiswakarma.

Taekheli, one of the three sub-sections of the Allasai Utm&nzai Patb&ns, set-

tled in theKhari tract and the lower end of the Gandgar range in Bazdra
with several villages in the Attock tabsil. They do notintermaiTy with
the rest of the Utmdnzai and their customs also differ.. Inheritance
is per capita, not by the chundawand rule. The- Tarkheli in

character is inferior, being idle, dissolute and formerly given to violent
crime, though they are now settling down. The name is a corruption of
Tahir Khel.

Tiltt, a swimmer j metaphorically a saviour. Cf. Malldh.

Tat Khalba, the ‘pure’ Kh&lsa, or those of the elect among the
Sikhs who adhere to the doctrines of Gurd Govind Singh. The term
dates back to the time of Bdbd Bandd, a trusted disciple of that Gurd,
who, after his death proclaimed himself as the eleventh Gurd. Those
who accepted his claims came to be known Band&i-Khdlsa. but others
who adhered to the command of Gurd Gobind Singh that the Oranth
was thereafter to be their Gurd gave themselves the name of Tat
(pure) Khalsa. With the fall of Bands Bahddur, his following gradu-
ally melted away and the term Tat Khdlsa also fell tato, disuse.. It has
been revived recently, by the class known as the Neo Sikh party (a

term disliked by the Sikhs of that class) who are wholly and solely

devoted to the tenets of the 10 Gurds and do not like tbeir religion to be
corrupted by association with any non-Sikh belief. They are trying to

restore the faith to what they consider its pristine purity. The
term Tat KIAlsa appears to have been taken up by the Hindus who
are opposed to' the separatist movement of the 8ikhs as a nickname and
is now resented by the followers of this new reform movement. The
members of this group disregard caste and restrictions on eating and
drinking, and aim at establishing a universal brotherhood amongst the
Sikhs, with views, liberal in some respects and orthodox in others,
based mainly upon convenience. The movement is more or less reac-
tionary and although averse to fanaticism it enjoins a very strong
esprit de corps. The chief centre of the movement is Amritsar. Kh&lsa
means * the pick’ and implies the true followers of Goru Gobind Singh.
The term is applied generally to all K esdbdris, but has recently acquired
a special significance similar to that of Tat Kh&lsa. Punjab Census Rep.,

1912, § 220.

Tathkba, see Thathera.

Tatla, a J&t clan (agricultural), found in Amritsar.

Tatm, a tribe of Jd(s found in Sialkot. Claim descent from Tatla, one of

tie 22 sons of Sanpdl, the Hajoah B&jput. In the time of Fires Shdh
they settled in pargana Narowdl of Sidlkot.

Tator, a small P&th&n tribe, one of the four branches of the Lob&ni. Roughly
liandlt d by Nfidir Shfib, the Daulat Khel completed their ..rain, and
they ere now almost extinct. Their dans, the Bara and . DariJthelf*,

bold a aujgtll area oo the T&nk and Kuldehi border.
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Ti7H» an agricaltural clan, .found io SMhpur.

Tattae) a carrier* or pedlar (= Pabacha) in Peshawar.

Taudi Karigar, ironsmith (= Loh&r) in Peshawar.,

Taur, a Rdjput clan (agricultural)* found in Amritsar. Cf. Tunwar. •

Tdwi, a man-servant kept in a Spifci monastery to light fire, etc., also
called togochi.

Tawri, a Muhammadan Ja( clan (agricultural), found in Montgomery.

Txjba, a Pogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar,

Trli, an oilman; on the Indus, in Miduwdli,* in Muzaffargarh and Dera
Ghdzi Khdn called Chaki or Chdqi ; sometimes magniloqnently styled
Roghangar or Roghankash, Often employed as a soap-maker (aabun*
gar) or felt worker {namdasaz). Pdli in most cases must stand for a
cowherd, though it is often synonymous with Teli.

Occupation.—The substitution of kerosine oil for indigenous vegetable
oils, even in the poorest houses, has deprived the Telis of their original

occupation and driven them to seek a livelihood in several other
callings. In Gurd&spur, for instance, many, if not most, are now tenants

of land.

Occupational prowpa.—The Telis may be said to comprise at least three

main groups :

—

I. The Khardsia or millers.*

II. The Penjaor Dhunia, who are cotton-cleaners,

III. The Telis proper, called Janglat iu Sidlkot. who are, telis or
oii-pressers by occupation.

The Dhunias are sometimes also sellers of meat. The Qasdfs form
a separate group.

Other minor groups are the Ladnias, or carriers, in Amritsar,
Hoshidrpur, Gurddspur, and Sialkot : the Malaks or camel-drivers, in

the same Districts; the Darugara or powder-makers in Sidlkof; the
Namdgars, makers of coarse woollen rugs, in Shdhpur : and a group of

soap-manufacturers, in Midnwdli.

Territorial groups .—In Pa^idla the Telfs are said to comprise three
territorial groups: Lahori, Sirhindi and Bagff : while in Jmd there are
said to be four : Desi, Bdgji, Multdni and Nagauri.

Social groups.—In Patidla and Amritsar, at least, the Telfs have a
Bdrhi or 12-group and a Bunjdhi or 52-group, but their precise com-
position is not afall clear. In Pafidla the Bdrhis are said to be Penjas,

as well as telis by occupation : while the Bunjdhis are Kharasias and
telis but not Penjas. On the other hand in Amritsar, it is said, the

Barkis are only Kbardsias; the Bunjdhis being true telis.
#

In the Bhawdnigarh tahsil of Pafidla there arje two endogamous
groups :

(i) those who make a bride wear the paihati or gown, like that

of the Kumhdrs, and (ii) those who make her wear the ghagra or

petticoat in lieu of the paihatt.

•Said to baalso called, Dogra Tells in Sialkofc ,

• *

1 1A • of the plains,* to distinguish them from the DograTelis, ^



m the Telis*

In HosMirpnr we find yet anotbergroup, the Ctaufcara, so-called
because its members spend four times as much, at funerals and wed-
dings as other members of the caste. In this group are comprised four
factions, thp Jbangio, Bhasin, Baltin and Jindan gots.

Muhammadan Telis.

Origin*—!The Muhammadan Telia daim"descent irom B&b& Hassu,*
who invented the kolhu or oil-press and whose shrines are at the Chauk
Jhanda at Lahore and at Sidlkot*

Tradition says that Luqm&o, son of B&’tir and nephew of Hazrat Ayfib,
was apprenticed to Hazrat D&ud, the inventor of ail arts. Luqmdn
had often tried to extract oil from oil-seeds, but without success, until
an old woman suggested mixing water with the oil-press (ghdni).

Another story is that once Luqm&n when travelling in the desert was
caught in the rain, and put his clothes under an inverted jar. When
the shower had passed ho entered a hut where he found the devil, who
taught him how to make oil in return for an explanation a3 to how
Luqm&n had kept his clothes dry.t

After Luqm&n came Bdb& Budhu,f and after him Mfn& and B&bA
Jassu, who worked oil-presses. But according to another account,

„after Luqin&n came B&b& Hassu. He had a son called Mm&, who
also took to cleaning clothes. B&b& Mind. was indeed the founder of

the Bunj&his or true Telis. He in turn had four sons, Takht, Bakht,
Rakht and Sakht.

Other accounts represent Babd. Hassu as merely the patron saint of

the Telis, and as a Sayyid by raoe.§ The guardians of his shrine used
to be invited by the Telis to their funerals and festivities and suitably

fed, but this practice has now ceased.*

In Dera Gb&zi Kh&u a Teli begins his work with an invocation to

LuqmAn. With Luqm&n B&bd Hassu is invoked when oil-seeds are put
into the press in the following prayer :

—

Pir ustad Luqman hakim hikmat dd hadshdh. Ddda Hassii Teli

khn8h wa88e haweli : i. e.
“ LuqmAn our master, is the prince of (all) arts.

May Dada Hassd Teli live happily in his dwelling.”

In Gurd&spur the morning prayer, said while reverently touching the
kolhu, reads :

—

Bismillah-ur-Rahmaa, ur-Rahim
,
yd pir Hassu $ to which

is sometimes added tera Allah hi Allah hai
,

“ God is with thee I”

* This does not apply to the eastern Districts where the Telis know nothing of B4b&
Hassii or his story. In 8hahpur the Tahim section, who appear to be Namdgars by trade,

alone claim descent from B&b£ Hasan.

t A variant of this legend says that Plato had a well in his garden whence a girl came
to draw water. She kept her clothes dry by the same device and the philosopher was so
puzzled that, in return for her explanation as to how she had kept her clothes dry, he
taught her to make oil by crushing mustard seed.

.

X Gurd Budhu is also worshipped by the Telis of Bantir in Patiala. They distribute

sweet purat or sweetmeats, which are made of 1^ eers of flour, among children in his name.
When yoking a new ox to the kolhu they also make gnlgulas and place them in it, invoking
BudhCs name, but that is all they know about him. Budhu may be a name for Bhairon. .

§ He is said to have kept an oil shop and to have always asked a customer to weigh out
his own oil. Tf the customer weighed it incorrectly he was smitten with blindness. Another
account says he w*s a khdli or digger of grain pits. \Panjdbi Dy

. p. 592 khdti =‘ digging')
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Guild The Tells of Jfnd tahsil have a chauntra at Jfnd
towa and sabordinata to it are tappas at several of the larger villages in

the tract. The iirpanch is hereditary, and one or two headmen from
each tappa assemble at the chauntra. ,

The sirpanch receives a pagri at a birth, wedding or funeral, and
exercises the usual functions. Elsewhere the caste has a system,
rather more nebulous than usual, of panchdyats

, sometimes without
ckaudhrie . In AmbAJa the Penjas and Tells have separate panchdyats.

The following is a list of the Teli got8 t which are said to number 53
in Gurgaon, or 64 (12 B&rhi and 52 Bunj&bi) elsewhere. The list,

however, includes many ah or septs:

—

Adi. ? Gharia. Khangyu. Punhar, Puawar.
Alami. Gil. Kharmshi. PurAnA.
Ali. Gori, Goria. Kharse. PuriwAl.
Atnan, AmAn. ? Gundra. Khatri. Quraishi.
? Arbia. GuzAra. Khetle.t RagA.

Arli. Hammf. Khokhar. RAhtar.
Baddhar. Hastra. Kichchl. RajpAl.

RAthor.BaddA Hindru. Kikkar.
Badgujjar Hir. Ladhu Khel. P Rehyr.
BAgri. JadhrAn. Langhe. RoyA.
Bahlfm, Balim, Bahlfm. •Jaggi. LAre. RurA.
Basin, Bhasin Jaid. Lobar. Bahai.

Batham. Jajuhan. ? Lund-datra. Saihna, Sahni.
Bhand * JandAn. Magh Hans. SainsR
BharAi. Jandaraiyan. ? Mahim. Sakila.

Bharbhunja. Januhen, cf. Jan* Mabindru, a SalAhan.

Bhatti. juhen. Kbatri got. Samhasi.
P Bbehuya. JathArwA. Mai Samraan Khel.
? Bhittei. Jatu. Malak.J SangAle.
Bhutta. JAwam. Mai)he. 8Arad.
Chahchi. Jhain. Mandahar. Saroha, Saroa.

Chahil. JhAjhuniA. Mange Khel. Saundhi.
Chanda y. Jhala. Manj, -jh. Said.

Changar. Jbamain, -fn, -in MayhAns. Sayyid, Sod.

Channan. Jhamraat. Matta. Siabsaroe.

ChauhAn. Jbandar, JhandrAn. MehrAs. Sobrao.

OhhaliAl. Jhiman. Mej. SodA.

DAhay JhuAn. MinhAs. Sohna.
Dahima, said to be a JindyAn. Mundh. Sotakhni.

Brahman got. Jumditor. Mural. Sulhaye.

Darema. Kachhor. Nagah, NigAhA,
said to be a

Sultu Khel.

Deota. KachbuA. TagAba,
Dhawan, said to be a Kaith. Brahman got. Tahfm.
Khatrf got. ? KAL Nfirf. Taoni

DhiA. KAlia. PA1. TarmAn.
? Dholijaddan. Keljuddan. Pillhi. Thaddi.

Dunga. Kandlot. Panji Khel. Tunwar, Tunhar,
Tur, Tur.Gahlot Kandra, Pashm, -in.

GalAchi. Kail. Patha. Ugan.
Wadhan.GanjA. Kajla. Pilchf.

Ganjaur.
Gaur, a Brahman got.

Gendi.

KAle, Kale.
Kangayi.
Karim.

Phira Khel.
Pfron.
PuAl.

WaryAh.

Ghaman. Ketlf, cf. Khetle. PundAr.
•

* A nickname, said to have been bestowed on the founder of the sept, who was skilled

in music and criticised the singing of some dancing girls, who challenged him to sing.

Hence he was dabbed Bhand.

| Bo called because descended from a GTaurya RAjput who was bom in a field.

X Said to be a title bestowed by a * king of Ghazni.’ It is also the natne of ap occupft*

tional group. ' ,

»



These gota or ala belongto the whole caste, and are not confined to
an; one branch of it as a mid,though in Ainb&la the Peojaa are said to
have among others the following sections R&unji ancrDedan (supe-*
rior), and Phapute, Jand (wood) {tic), Hatim, Sohatte, Ahre, Kainboh
Boddban and Malan.Hans—which are not fonnd among the Telia.

*

Of these gota several, e. g., the Badgujjar, Bhaftf, ChauhAn, PunwAr
and Tfinwar are of ostensibly RAjput origin : utheVs, like the Gil, being

: others again Kaiaths, PatbAns and other oastes.

The oaste is, apparently, recruited from time to time by the absorp-
tion of teM* by occupation. At first one plying that trade is admitted
to social intercourse, Telis eating and smoking with him, but he is only
allowed connubium after two or three generations. Occasionally, mean-
while/ A separate endogamous group is formed, such as the R*in
KharAsias* m Jiud.

(2). Tarkhin was an Arghun title, and first appears, in Tmti.n
history, as borne by Arghfin KhAn, grandson of HulAkfi KhAn, whose
descendants founded the Arghun dynasty of Sind : (1521—1545 A. D.)
Another branch, known as the TarkhAns, ruled in Sind for 38 years, till

1000H. 1591-2 A.D. or even later, and its scions still survive in Nasrpur
and Thatta.f This title is entirely unconnected with the caste of the
TarkhAns.

Tii.l Raja, a class of faqirs found in the south-west of the Punjab, in Hera
GhAzi KhAn and Muzaffargarh, but their original Lome is said to be
GujvAfcwAla. They receive alms from all classes, and are especially

addicted to cheating women by false prophecies. They are said to

take their name from the dirty, oily clothes which they think it neces-
sary to wear. For an account of their relation to the shrine of JawAla
Mukhi, see Yol. I.

Tsbapahtbi, a sect of the Jains, undoubtedly Digambaras.

Tbwath, a tribe of JAts, found in Gurgaon : cf. Tavita.

Thao, a Cheat. The only caste in the Punjab which ever evinced a
tendency to take to become professional Thags was the Mazhabi.

Thahal; a JA( clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

TaAniii, (1) a RAjpnt clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery; (2) a JAt
clan (agricultural) found iu MuItAn

; (3) a Khokbar clan (agrienl-

. tunri) found in ShAhpur. Bee under Tabfm.

TiAKBgva; a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

ThakiAl, a tribe which once held Bhimbar. ’Tradition says' that ’ita last

ruling chief, BhupAl Singh, was slain by Chib Chand, the Ka(och, who
had married his daughter,! See Chib.

Thakkab, ThIkub,

'BeeRAfhi-and also under RAjbans. SeeBcwak DaryA also.

* Thwr w«mea d»' actwear iwttA, or noee-ring, glass bracelet* or clothe* djwd with
battheywy *a»r lac bracelets and the *vtkan <trou*er*y ioU*a ofib* lahnoa.

i. H. L, Ljn>. 487—tOO cf. p. 808.

.*.Q. lit*8§ 8*0,648.
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t'HixBS-EHBij, lit.
c descendants of Xh&karia/ a section of the Aropas found

in Mfdnwdli.

Thabana, a sept, apparently of the Kharral, which, with the Bar, and some
Bhaw&fta, Barwdna, Khokhar, Kuddan, Machhi and Sandela families,

holds Chak No. 269 R. B., in the Chendb Colony, Lyallpur District.

All aboriginal inhabitants of this tract, the residents of this village

have all been proclaimed under the Criminal Tribes Act.

Tharoli, a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found it* Montgomery.

Thathkra, Thatuiab. Kalaigar and misgar are virtually synonymous with
thathera .

The Thathera is the man who soils, as the Kasera is the man who
makes vessels of copper, brass, and other mixed metals. He is generally

a Hindu. The word seems to be merely the name of an occupation,

and it is probable that most of the Thatheras would return them-
selves as belonging to some mercantile caste. Those returned are

for the most, part Hindu. They are said to wear the sacred thread.

Thavi, the carpenter and stone-mason of the hills, just as the Rdj of the
plains, who is a bricklayer by occupation, is said to be generally a Tarkb&u
by caste, liis principal occupation is building the village houses, which
are in those parts made of stone

;
and he also does what wood-work

is required for them, lie thus forms the connecting link between
the workers in wood or Tarkhdns on the one hand, and the bricklayers

and masons or Rdj on the other. The Thdvi is always a Hindu, and
ranks in social standing far above the Ddgi or outcast menial, but
somewhat below the Kanet or inferior cultivating caste of the hills.

Sarddr Gurdidl Singh gave the following information taken down
from a Thdvi of Hoshidrpur :

—

“

An old man said he and his people
" were of a Brahman family, but had taken to stone-cuttiug and so
l( had become Thdvis, since the Brahmans would no longer intermarry
“ with them. Thus the Thdvis include men who are Brahmans, Rdj*

“puts, Kanets, and the like by birth, all of whom intermarried freely
“ and thus formed a real Thdvi caste, quite distinct from those who merely

“ followed the occupation of Thdvi but retained their original caste/'

The Thdvi of the hills will not eat or intermarry with the Barhdi

or Kharddi of the neighbourhood.

Theb, a Dogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Thbthia, an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur.

Thind.

—

(1) a small clan, found io Ludhidna,

Its ancestor, Bichhu, has a samddh at Shahna in that District whence
members of the clan have taken bricks aud built samdihs in their own
villages. After a wedding the bride and bridegroom play -with twigs

after worshipping the samddh . The bridegroom firsMtrikes the* bride

seven times with the twigs and then the bride strikes him in turn.

Alms offered to the samddh are taken by a Brahman. The milk of a cow
or buffalo is first offered on the samddh and some is also given to a
Brahman. The ghi of the first Amdwas is also offered on the samddh
and given to a Brahman ; (2) a Kamboh clan (agricultural) 5otii Hindu
and Muhammadan, found in Montgomery, * *
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ThobA, Thobi = Dhobi, q. v. Bat the term is aJso said to mean a well-

sinker in the Punjab: ?.= Toba.

ThobX, asyn. for Tarkhan—at least in the Eastern Punjab : — Sikh or

Siggh, the carpenter caste among Sikhs: Panjabi Dicty., p. 1180.

Thobi.—

I

t appears almost certain that, so far as the plains of the Punjab
are concerned, the Thori and the Ahem refer to the same caste. In the

hills* the men who carry merchandise on pack animals are known as

Thoris
;
and it is possible that the Tkoris of the Simla Hills are nothing

more than persons who follow this occupation, for it is improbable that

the Aheri of Rdjput&na should be found in those hills, and the word
seems to be applied to anybody who carries on beasts of burden without
regard to castes. Still, th* Thoris do seem to have a connection with

the Banjdras. They are said by Tod to be carriers in the K&jputAna
deserts; and the headmen of both Thoris and Banjaras are called

N&ik. It is not at all impossible that the Thoris may be allied to or

identical with the lower class of Banjdras, while the Aheria are true

hunters. But in the Punjab plains the two words seem to be used in-

differently, and we muse consider them as synonymous for the present.

Sir James Wilson says that an Aheri is called Ndik as a term of

honour, and Thori as a term of contempt. The Aheris or Heris or

Thoris are by heredity hunters and fowlers, and Sir Henry Elliott says

that they have proceeded from the Dh&naks, though they do not eat

dead carcasses as the Dh&nnks do. Their name is said to signify
i cowherd/ from her

,
a herd of cattle. They are vagrant in their

habits, but not infrequently settle down in villages where they find

employment. They catch and eat all sorts of wild animals, pure and
impure, and work in reeds and grass. In addition to these occupations

they work in the fields, and especially move about in gangs at harvest

time in search of employment as reapers
;
and they cut wood and

f
rass and work as general labourers, and on roads and other earthworks.

n 8irsa they occasionally cultivate, while in Karndl they often make
saltpetre, and in Rajputdna they are employed as oufc-door servants,

and even as musicians. Their home is Rdjputdna, especially Jodhpur
and the prairies of Bikaner, and they are found in the Punjab only in

Delhi, Htss&r and the south-east of the Punjab generally. In appear-

ance and physique they resemble the Bawaeia
;
but they have no speoial

dialect of their own. A few in the Sikh States are Sikhs; but the

remainder are Hindus. They are considered outcasts, and made to

live beyoud the village ditch. They do not keep donkeys, nor eat

beef or carrion, and they worship the ordinary village deities, but

especially Babaji of Kohmand in Jodhpur and Khetrp&l of Jodhpur.

The (Jhamarwd Brahmans officiate at their marriages and on like occa-

sions. They burn their dead aud send the ashes to the Ganges. Mr.

Christie wrote :
—

"

What beef is to the Hindu and pork to the Musal-

m4n, horse-flesh is to the Aheri.” They have clans with Uaiput

names, all of which intermarry one with another. They are Said. in

some parts to be addicted to thieving
;
bub this is not their general

character,

Tbotsa, a J&t clan (agricultural), found in Multdn.
z—— ntf

— —* —
* The agricvflturista of the Salt Range carry salt on bullocks to Rawalpindi in autumn.

Theta earners ate galled thQr(} which describes their occupation merely (Waoe),
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Tbothia, an agricultural clan, found in SMhpur.

Thuana, a sept of Kanets, found in Hind fir (N&lfigarh).

Thutbal, a tribe of Muhammadan J&ts found in Gujr&t. It claims Surajbansi
origin *by descent from Thdthu, son of Rfijd Katn, whose other son,

Nfi-rfi, founded the Narwd.

Tiach, a got or tribe of the Mahton which has a bara or group of 12
villages in the Garhshankar tahsil of Hoshitirpur on the Kapfirthala
border.

Tibbi Lund, a small organised Baloch tuman wholly confined to the Dera
Gh&zi Khfin district, where they occupy a small area in the midst
of the Gurchfini country. They are composed of a Lund and a
Khosa clan, the former comprising some two-thi»ds of their whole
numbers. To the Khosas a third clan, called Rind, but of impure blood
is hLo attached. These three clans were recently united under the
authority of the Tibbi Lund tumandar.

Tibetan.—The only true Tibetans found in the Punjab are the people of

Spiti. These speak a dialect of "Western Tibetan or Bhr ti, as it is

vaguely termed by the hill people who speak the Pahtiri dialects of

Punjab.

In Spiti a Tibetan’s individuality is not fixed by his and his father’s

names because he has two, and often three recognised fathers. It is

fixt'd by (1) his personal name, (2) by his house name, (3) by his clan

name. This last is the name of the phas-punship (father -brother-ship)

to which he belongs. Each phas-pun is exogamous, a custom noticed by
the most ancient Chinese authors who describe the Tibetans, and every

phas-pun has to look after the cremation of its doad and in every

village it usually erects a
(
m)chodrten or mani walls to their memory,

its name being inscribed on the votive tablet of the monument. The
names of their clans are (like the als among the Brahmans, Rfijputs

etc., of the Himalayas) often local. Thug the names of the pha*-pun

of Khalatu indicate that the greater part of the population of the

village came from Gilgit. In Spiti the yhas-pun U called ru(8)pa

or bones, as Sir J. B. Lyall said, but he was wrong in writing that the

same ru[8)pa are to be found in ail the villages of Spiti. Some of

them are scattered about in a number of villages, but quite new names
will also be found. Of the names given by Lyall the following are

certainly Tibetan : (i) Gyazhingpa ' large field,’ (2) Khyungpo ‘ garuda

men/ a very common name in the pre-Buddhist period— , (3) Lonchenpa,
* great ministers’ and (4) Nyegspa, a word found in the earliest Tibetan

records. The two other names appear to be non-Tibetan, Hesir being

doubtless the Hensi caste found in Kulu.

Village life in Spiti .

The Spiti men buy old cattle from the Lfihulis, and slaughter them
in the autumn to furnish the larder for the six months, of winter.

Parched barley-flour made into porridge is thg every-day food in Spiti,

It is also eaten boiled with butter and green herbs into a kind of soup.

The houses in Spiti as in Lfihul are very different in appearance from
those of Kulu and Kfingfa. They are two or sometimes.three storey^

high, with flat roofs; the Jower storey is pecupied by the cattle, horses.
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and sheep and goats, the upper one con fains the roojn lived in by the

family. In Spiti these rooms are commonly three in number, and sur-

round on three sides an open court, one of them is the family chapel,

which is ordinarily very well furnished with images, large prayer
cylinders, religious pictures, books, and sacramental vessels, the others

are good sized rooms lighted by small windows hting with wooden shutters,

the largest is about 20 feet square, and has a roof supported by a double
row of upright posts. At the corners of the .house are flag-staffs

consisting of poles, from which hang black yak’s tails. The walls are

whitewashed inside and out, and neatly topped with a coping of faggots.

The furniture in a Spiti house has a general resemblance to that in a
L&hul one, but tubs and pails, the woodwork of which comes from
Bashahr, are 1 much used, and the churn for beating up the tea with

salt and butter is never missing.

In Spiti polyandry is not recognised, as only the elder brother

marries and the younger ones become monks, but there is not the least

aversion to the idea of two brothers cohabiting with the same woman,
and it often happens in an unrecognised way, particularly among the
landless classes, who send no sons into the monasteries. Sir James
Ljall was informed that, when the bridegroom’s party goes to bring the

bride from her father’s house, they are met by a party of the bride’s

friends and relations who stop the path, whereupon a sham fight of a
very rough description ensues, in which the bridegroom and liis friends,

before they are allowed to pass, are well drubbed with good thick

switches Wh man wishes to divorce liis wile without her consent,

he must give her all she brought with her, and a field or two besides

by way of maintenance. On the other hand, if a wife insists on leav-

ing her husbard, she cannot be prevented from so doing, but, if no
fault on the husband’s side is proved, he can retain her jewels, and he
can do so also if she elopes with another man, and in addition can re-

cover something* from the co-respondent by way of fine and damages.
There is a recognised ceremony of divorce which is sometimes used
when both parties consent. Husband and wife hold the ends of a thread,

repeating meanwhile :
—“ One father and mother gave, another father

and mother took away : as it was not our fate to agree, we separate

with mutual good will,” the thread is then severed by applying alight
to the middle. After divorce a woman is at liberty to marry whom she
pleases. If her parents are wealthy, they celebrate the second marriage
much like the first, but with less expense; if they are poor, a very
slight ceremony is used.

Corpses aro ordinarily burnt, and the ashes thrown into a river, or

made into a figure of the deceased and deposited into a chotten or
pyramidical cenotaph in the case of great men. Burning is apparently
the only practice in L&hul, but in Spiti the dead are said to be some-
times exposed on the hills to be eaten by wild beasts, or cut into small

pieces and thiown to dogs and birds, according to the custom of Great
Tibet, whete thes£ beneficent methods of disposing of the body are
philosophically preferred as most likely to be pleasing to the heavenly,

powers, In the public rooms of some of the Spiti monasteries you
are shown ipaaonry pillars which contain the bodies of deceased abbots
buriedJihere in full canonicals in a sitting posture.
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In Spiti the ordinary dress of the men consists of a skull cap, a long
loose or frock or coat of thick woollen cloth girt in at the waist by a
long and broad sash, and a pair of boots with leathern soles and cloth
tops reaching to and gathered below the knee. Some who can afford it

wear also a silk or cotton undercoat, tlie coat is generally the natural
color of the wool, the other articles are red, or red and black. Every
man wears a loose necklace of rough lumps of turquoise, amber, and
other stones mixed with coral beads. A bright iron pipe nnd a knife
in sheath are .stuck in his belt, from which hang also by steel chains
his chakmak or flint and steel and tinder box, a metal spoon, and a
bunch of the most fantastically-shaped keys. In the fold of his coat next
the skin he carries a wooden or metal drin king-cup, a tobacco-pouch,
some parched barley-meal; and other odds and ends. Many wear their
hair plaited into a tail like Chinamen. If of a serious tone—a profess-
ing Buddhist (to adopt a phrase used among some Christians) —he will
never go out without a prayer-wheel in one hand, and a religious book
or two slung on his back, and repeats the Om mani at every pause in

the convei sation. The monks, when not engaged in religious functions,
go bare! iended, and wear a rosary of beads instead of a necklace : the
cut of their coat and boots is the same, but the cloth is dyed either
red or yellow. Astrologers dress in red from head to foot, the women
wear a coat, sash, and boots like the men, but the coat is, he thought,
always of a dark color, they also wear loose red trousers, the ends of

which are tucked into tlio boots, nnd a shawl over their shoulders, they
go bareheaded, and wear their hair in a number of small plaits which
hnng down the back. On the top of their heads the married women
wear a piraJc or silver ornament from which depend strings of beads on
both sices of their faces, and- long tails of leather studded with coarse

turquoises. The girls wear only a single turquoise threaded on the hair

near the parting : this, like tlio snood in Scotland, is a sign of their

being unmarried. In winter both sexes wear great-coats made of

sheepskin with the wool on.

The great mass of the arable land consists of the holdings of

the talfas or revenue-payers, which are each separate estates of the

nature of household allotments. Within these estates the following

occupants may be found :

—

Firstly
,
in each there is the hang chimpa (great house) or head of

the family, who is primarily responsible for the revenue, the legdr or

forced labour, and the share of common expenses demandable on the

whole holding. Re is the eldest son, for primogeniture prevails, but it

does not fpllow that his father must be dead, for by custom of the

country the father retires from the headship of the family when his

eldest son is of full age and has taken unto himself a wife. There are

cases in which father and son agree to live on together in one house,

but they are very rare. On each estate there is a kngd of dower *liouse

with a plot of land attached, to which the father in these cases retires;

When installed there, he is called the hang chungpa (small houseman).

The amount of land attached differs on different estates, where it is

big, the hang chungpa pays a sum of cash, or cash and grain, about

equal to its ratable assessment, bat where it is small, as i0*aenfelly the

case he pays a small cash fee only, which is really rather a health-tax
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than a share of the land revenue, to which, however, it is credited in
collection. The hang changpa is not liable for any share of common
expenses (a heavy charge in Spiti) nor for performance of hegar qjr

forced labour. On occasions of a great demand for men to do some
work near the village he may be impressed, bnt the* principle is that
he is free. Sometimes, in the absence of a living father, the widowed
mother, or the grandfather, or an uncle, aunt, or unmarried Bister,

occupies the small house and land on the same terms. A yang chimgpa
is the term used to describe a person living on an estate in a separate house
of lower degree than that of the hang chungpa. Such a person is al-

ways some relation of the head of the family, he may be the grand-
father who has been pushed out of the small house by the retirement of

hi« own son, the father, but it is commoner to find unmarried sisters,

aunts, or their illegitimate offspring in this position. .A small plot of

land is generally attached to the house, and a few annas of revenue
are paid, but rather as a hearth-tax on account of grass, wood, water,

etc., than as the share of the land-tax on the plot held. In proof of

this some yang ^ehangjjas have no land attached to the house, but pay
like the others. Most of these people would be entitled to some main-
tenance from the head of the family if he did not give them a plot of

land. They are not liable to be impressed for ordinary hegar, but most
help on occasions of great demand near home. They often do distant

hegar
,
however, in place of the head of the family by mutual agreement.

On many holdings another class of people are found living in a depen-

dent position towards the havg chimpa or head of the family. They
have a small house to themselves, with or without a patch of land

attached, generally they pay an anna or two to revenue, whether they
hold land or not. in fact in this respect, and with regard to liability

to hegar
,
they are much on the same footing as the yang chungpa

,
the

fundamental difference is that they are noc related to the head of the

family, and' have got their house or house and land, not with reference

to any claim to maintenance, but out of the favour, or for the mutual
benefit of both parties. They are, therefore, expected to d<> a great

deal of field work for him. People of this class are called dotal
,
literally

smoke-makers, because they have a hearth to themselves, bnt no other

interest in the land. To mark the fact that they hold of one particular

landholder, the word ranfci, meaning private or particular, is added.

All land held by the hang chunypaa and by yang chungpas and rdnki,

dotuh
,
pertains to the holding or allotment, cannot be alienated, rnd

lapses to the hang chimpa. The latter could not of course evict a hang

chungpa, and the general feeling is that when he has given a plot to

a yanq chungpa, he could not resume it, except with consent, but he
could resume from a ranhi dotul, and would be considered quite justified

in so doing On the grounds of customary service not having been pro-

perly performed. The constitution of the Spiti family has justly been
described as a system of primogeniture whereby the eldest son

succeeds in the lifetime of his father. The working of thiB system

in the case of proprietary holdings of the first class is described under

Kang-chimpa, on p. 478 of Vol. II. In the case of the little plots held

by people ot the dotul class, father and son live on together, as the

land is too small to be divided, and there are no responsibilities which
father could transfer with the land to the son. In the same way two
or more«brothers of this class live on together, often with a wife in
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Common, till one or other, generally the weakest, is forced out to find a
subsistence elsewhere. Working for food or wages, and not the plot

« of land, is the chief source of subsistence to these people.

T£bahj, an inhabitant of Tir&h,

TiBHAzf, a Sayad clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Tiwana, (1) a tribe of R&jput status which holds the country at the foot of
the Sh&hpur Salt Range. They have played a far more piominent part
in Punjab history than their mere numbers would render probable. They
are said to be Punw&r R&jputs, and descended from the same ancestor
as the Sial and Gbbba. They probably entered the E

>unjab together
with the Sifil, and certainly before the close of the 15th century. They
first settled at Jah&ngir on the Indus, but eventually moved to their

present abodes in the Shdhpur that
,
where they built their chief town

of Mitha TiwAna.* The Tiw&na resisted the advancing forces of the
&ikhs long after the rest of the district had fallen before them. They
are now * a half pastoral, half agricultural tribe, and a fine hardy race

of men who make good soldiers, though their good qualities are sadly
marred by a remarkably quarrelsome disposition, which is a source
of never-ending trouble to themselves and all with whom they are
brought in contact.’ (2). A tribe of J&ts. In P&ti&la they claim
descent from Lakkhu, 7th in descent from Tiw&na, a Punw&r R&jpufc

and still discountenance karewa. They migrated from Dh&rit Nagri in

the 13th century. They worship a Sati called D&di Bir Sadhoi, to

whom they offer the first milk of a cow, and, at weddings, yards of

cloth, a rupee and two laddue . (3). A Kamboli clan (agricultural)

found in Amritsar.

Toba, a well-digger ;
also called ghotakhor i. e. diver, in Ludhi&na. In

Gujrat the Tobas are Baid to be called Sangh or Singh
;
but Singha

appears to be strictly applicable only to a wellender.

Tobla, see under Hatikhel.

Topi, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Togochi, see T&w£.

Tokas; a tribe found in Jind. They are of unknown origin.

Bhagw&n D&s, the saint, was a Tokas and his descendants are called

Sw&mi, but marrj- among J&ts. The Tokas or Sw&mis do not smoke
or eat onions, avoid castrating bullet and only use milk after first

offering it to their Guru.

Tokhi, the most prominent of all the Ghilzai Afghan tribes, till the Hot&k
gave rulers to Kandahar about 1700 A. D. They hold the valley of

the Tarnak and the north valley of the Argband&b with Kalat-i-Ghilzai

their principal centre. Ihe Kharoti are an offshoot of them. Some
Tokhi visit Dera Ismail Kh&n.

Tola, a tribe of Muhammadan J&ts found in Gujr&t. Jt claims to* be an

offshoot of the Gondal Ja^s, and says that its ancestor, being childless,

vowed that if he had a son he would give his weight in gold and silver

* The subsequent history of the family is narrated at pages 519 to 584 of Griffin’s Punjab

Chiefs and at page 40f of Colonel Davies* Shahpur Report. • *

] Probably because they are Shalvas and the hull is sacred to Shiva, ,,
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to the poor. His son was so weighed and was called Tola—fr. tolna
,

to weigh.
#

'Toniyan, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

Toe, see nnder Utm&nzai.

Toe Gund, see under ^Spin Gund.

«

Tobwal, a non-Path&u tribe which, with the Garhwis, pccupied botK lower
and Upper Swdt prior to the invasion of Sw&t by the Yusufzai Path&ns
in the 1 6th century A. D. They now hold the Sw&t Kohistan and pay a
nominal tribute to the Ehushwaqt family ruling in Yasfn and Mastuj,
Little is yet known of them. The Torwdls speak Torw&li. Biddulph
describes the Torw&lik and Bashkarik as the two communities of Torw&l
and Bashkar in the Panjkora and Svv&fc valleys. The former with
20,000 souls are the more numerous, and the latter number some
J 2,000 to 15,000 souls. The two communities are closely connected
and intermarry, and in appearance they do not differ from the tribes

of the Indus valley, though separation has produced considerable
differences in their dialects. The Torw&lik must have once occupied
some extensive valley like Buner, but they have been thrust up into
the more mountainous tracts by the Pathdns* to whom their attitude

is one of passive resistance.

The Torw&lik have retained few of their ancient customs save their

national dances, and in Bashkir dances of women take place at which
men are not allowed to be present. Both communities allow marriage
of first cousins, but those between uncle and niece or niece’s daughter
are forbidden. In Torw&l a bride-price is paid, and the bridegroom’s
party is accompanied at the wedding by men dressed as- women who
dance and jest, and the whole village takes part in the entertainment
of his friends. In this community women inherit the father’s Innd in

equal shares with sons, % custom in advance of those found among
other tribes of the Hindu Kush. The Muhammadan calendar is iu

use in Torw&l— but not in Bashkar.

The Bashk&rik are the most degraded of all the so-called Hard tribes,

quarrelsome among themselves yet unable to offer any resistance to

the raids to which they are exposed on every side. In spito of a fertile

soil and abundant flocks and herds they live in great squalor. They
say they became Musalmans nine generations ago and till quite

recently used to expose their dead on the hill-tops in coffins.

Totazai, see under Marwat.

Totru, a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Trag, a tribe of Jats found in the Isakhel tahsil of Mlf£nw61i. Living

among the Ni&zi P&th&ns they have begun to call themselves Ni^i.

Traggar, a tribe of status which holds a few villages on the Chen&b,
both in Mult&n next to the Tahirn, and in Muzaffargarh. They say

they are Bhatti R&jputs and take their name from their ancestral home,
Traggar, in Bikdner. They first migrated to Jhang but about 160
years ago quarrelled with the Sid.1 and left that district to settle on
the banks of the Chen&b.

* The Path&ns cell them, and all other Muhammadans of Indian descent in theHindu Kush
vaUeys, KoMstAnft,
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TBAKHiuK a family bow in reality extinct/ which /gave' a Usteol B&9
s to

Gilgit from about the beginning ofthe I4thtillit& extinction early

i in the 19th century. The founder of the dynasty was Aaor who
married the daughter of Shiri Jiuddstt, the last Shin RA of Gilgit, but
it derives its name from TrAkhAn, 7th in descent from Azor. » It has
two cognafce branches, the Moglote and Girkis. To the former branch
belongs the present BA of Gilgit, and the Girkis founded the principality
of Hunza. The TrakhanA furnishes an instance of descent in the
female line, for on the death of Mirza his daughter JowAri succeeded
him and married, but as soon as her son was 12 years old dismissed
her husband and abdicated in her son’s favour. He became the father

of SulaimAn KhAn, who assumed the name of Gauri Tham KhAn, the

* last RA who maintained his independence.

Tricbh, a thieving class found, in BAwalpindi. C/, Tarer.

TrAnp, the offspring of a Satti, DhAnd or Jasgam by a low-caste wife or

concubine.

Tulb, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

TuliXl, a email branch, little esteemed, of the Gakkhars, with which the

other clans of that tribe do not intermarry.

Tolla, a JA( clan (agricultural) found in ShAhpur.
a

Tung, a JAt clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Tungab, an agricultural clan found in ShAhpur.

TAnwab (often contracted to Tur), the principal RAjpub tribe of the Eastern
Plains. Though a sub-division ofthe JAdubansi it is generally reckoned
as one of the 86 royal tribes of RA]puts. It furnished India with the
dynasty of VikramAditya, the beacon of later Hindu chronology,
and Delhi with its last Indian rulers, AnangpAl, the last TAnwar RAja,
abdicating in favour of his ChauhAn grandchild Pirthi RAj,* in whose
time the MusalmAns conquered Noith-Western India. An early

AnangpAl Tunwar founded in 792 A.D. the city of Delhi on the ruins

of the ancient Indrapat, and his dynasty ruled there for three and
a half centuries, 1 1 is therefore natural that the TAnwar should be
found chiefly in the eastern districts of the Province. In Delhi itself

indeed, they are less numerous than might have been expected. But
they are exceedingly numerous in AmbAla, HissAr, and Srsa. The
name being a famous one ,

many RAjputs of various tribes which have

no real connection with the Tunwar have adopted it.. Thus in KarnAl
the ChauhAn Tunwar are probably ChauhAns.

The TAnwar are the westernmost of the great RAjput tribes of the

eastern Punjab. When ejected from Delhi they are said to have
settled at PAndri in KarnAl,t on the AmbalA border and once the seat

of the Pundir, and thence to have spread both north and south*

They now occupy HariAna, or the greater portion o£ HissAr,+ aiidi
a

~ I- —a — » i *

.

Another version, from Kamil, makes Pirthi RAj sisters son of Anangpil whoplaced his

, f nephew in charge of his kingdom while he went to bathe in the Ganges and on nis return
was refused admission to Delb •

t They hold a compact block between Sh&hibSd and i iiowa, including th$ township Of
.

’

F&nipat, their villages being grouped in the b&uxtnis of Lukhi, Hahzni, B&gfbala, Jhansa an

4

'
' IfaiailabAd. From the latter was founded Thaska Mkiaji’in the.reagP. fihih*
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stretch across Kamil and the south of Papdla into the west of the
Ambfila district! separating the Obauhfin and other Rdjputs who bold
the Jninna districts to the east of them from the great J&t tribes of
the Mdlwa which lie to their west. There is however a Ch&uhdn colony
to the north-west of them on the lower Ohaggar in the Hissdr district
and Patiila. The Jdtu of Haridna are a Tfinwar clan. In Hissdr they
still retain poFsession of the villages of Babuna^Basti Somana, Daulat
and Jamdlpur. They are also found as far to the west as the k&rd&ri•
of Minohindbdd ana Khairpnr in Bahdwalpur, in which State they
have six septs :—i.. Sukhere, ii. Kalloke, iii. Bhane-ke, iv. Hind due.
v. Sango-ke, vi, Ohadhrar.

The Tfinwars are undoubtedly the oldest Rdjput tribe in the Hissir
district, which they entered in two streams : the first during the
period of Tunwar ascendancy at Delhi under Anangpil I, represented by
the cattle-lifting communities of Bahuna, Basti and the adjacent
villages. The second wave of immigration occurred under Anangpil
II as already related in Voi. II supra

,
at p. 378, s. v. Jdtfi. The Tfin-

wars are nearly all Muhammadans in Hissir, and say they were
converted voluntarily before the time of Aurangzeb.

Toe, (1) an agricultural clan found in Shdbpur, (2) a Hindu Jif clan

(agricultural) found in .Montgomery, (3i a Gujar clan (agricultural)

fcund in Amritsar, and (4) a Balooh clan (agricultural) found in

Montgomery. See under Tfinwar.

Tur*khel, the weavers of Kdldbdgh and Miri on the Indus who claim

Parkin descent. The name is said to mean ‘ gentlemen of the loom'

:

/r. tur, * loom 9 and Jchel, * group 9 < or tribe/

Tubi, (1) the musician of the Simla hills who beats the drum when a corpse
is carried out to the burning ground. They get a share in the offer-

ings of the dead and receive the shroud, besides getting fees in pro-

portion to the means of the deceased. They are also given grain at

harvest time. As they take the offerings of the dead they are consider-

ed unclean, and rank a little lower than a Bdri or Lohdr in the hills.

They also generally do sewing work also. They marry in their own
community, and in the upper hills a Kanet may not cohabit with a
Tfiri woman, but in the lower he could not be outcasted for so doing.

A Kahn or Karan Kanet might possibly keep a Tfiri woman without
much risk of excommunication. The Tfiri generally are not agricul-

turists, but live by singing and musical performances*

(2). Early in the 16th century some 60 families t>f a Hindki or

Indian race called Tfiri moved up from their earlier seats opposite

Nildb on the Indus in the Attock district into the Kurram valley, where
they settled down as hamsayaa or vassals of the Banoa9H P&th&ns or
‘ Pathdns of the Bangashdt.’ Weakened by internal dissensions and
migration to Kohfit, the Bangash lost ground, while the Tfiris were

reinforced by fresh arrivals from home, who were attracted by the

fertility of the Kurram valleys, and gradually supplanted the Bangash
iu its possession, until only two villages, Shalozdu* and Zerdn, remained

• Shalosan village is said to be closely connected with the provinces of Hazenderan and
1 ArirWjan. ft is noted for the beauty of its women.
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to the latter. The Tdris however had adopted the Skid tenets of their
overlords and still retain them. Each family has its hereditary
mourners, who possess great influence and take the place of the mullahs
in the Path&n tribes—-there being no mullahs among the Tdris, who as
Shi&s pay great reverence to Sayads—and the mdtim kotha or mourning
house of the village, at which on every Friday and 13 days in the
Moharram all the villagers assemble, is the centre of their religious

life. They mast make, if means permit, a pilgrimage to Karbala and
Mashhad, and are closely connected with Persia. On the other hand,
few go to Mecca!*

The Tdris are also called Panjplara or 1 the five fathers ’ and are
divided into as many sections or clans whose descent, real or fictitious,

is thus given :

—

Sargalla (originally settled in Malana,

Upper Kurram).

Mastu 1

7 per cent.

Hamza Khel,

8 per cent.

Chard&i (originally settled in Paiwar,
Upper Kurram),

Alizai, Ghundi Khel, Duperzai,

5 per cent. 0 per cent. 11 per cent,
V — ""V - II I

Galled Landizai after their

mother Landai.

Of the cultivated area of the. valley the Turis now hold 37 per cent.

which is distributed as above. The Landizai and Duperzai evidently

took shares according to the rule of chundavand, i.s. the groups of

sons of each mother took an equal share. Each section is further

subdivided into septs or families and each had its sarishta khel or chief

family in which was vested authority to collect levies for war and
make other executive arrangements. When on its occupation by the

Tdris the valley was divided among the five clans to each was allotted a
plarina or ancestral share in the country, and these are still remembered.
Within each clan’s plarina the Turis constituted themselves ndiks or

overlords in their turn and all the races under them were regarded as their

hamsayas or dependents. There were four such groups. First, the

conquered Bangash and other tribes who were settled on the mountain
slopes for purposes of defence. These had to pay certain dues in

token of allegiance and were further bound not to sell or mortgage their

lands to anybody save their ndiks. Next came the social namsdyas
of the mercantile class who paid certain dues (kaba) on births, betrothals,

weddings, etc., to their overlords. Then came the pastoral, like the

Ghilzai nomads, who paid dues in kind for grazing, repaired homesteads

and manured fields. Lastly came the common or agricultural hamsdyas
who were virtually tenants paying produce ients» Of all their

feudal rights the only one that survives in the case of the first

or political hamsdyas is the right of pre-emption, but the obligations

of the other three classes still subsist. The old Path&n custom of vesh

or periodical re-distribution of the land still survives in the case of the

backward village of Jallandhar and there land is allotted in' equal

shares to every man, woman and child every fear years. But some

* RavertV regarded the Turis as Eosbanias. not as Shias. They have or had a curious

custom, menthey meet a stranger, they ask first if he is ‘ straight; or ‘ crooked/ putting

the forefinger to the forehead, first straight, then bent. Bv ‘straight they mean Shia.
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vfllijfes have accepted permanent partitions, while others have agreed
to divide the land till the next Revenue Settlement is made. Again, as
the valley was not conquered at a blow the acquisitions haa to be*
divided as they were made among the various clans. The result is

that the possessions of each clan are scattered about over the
whole valley and do not lie in compact blocks. But to this day a
distinction is observed between pioneer families who took part in the
earliest conquests and those who came after them. No Tfiri is con-
sidered as aril or of blue blood uuless he can point out his possessions
in the first Tori colonies of Maldna and Peiwar. But some of the
clan** mostly Saragalia and a few Duperzai, are still nomad and
pastoral, ana those who live in tents and summer in Upper Kurram,
out move down in winter to the pastures of Lower Kurram are called
kuchi as opposed to those who have settled iu hamlets and are called
kotht Intensely democratic the Tfiris own no chiefs and their sense of
individuality is so strong that each hamlet, with its central tower
and circle of plane trees, is known by the name of its present holder
and it is an offence to call it by its founder’s name.

The aims in life of every Tfiri are to marry the woman he loves,

murder the enemy he hates, play the swell as a malik, collect money by
corruption and wash away his sins by a pilgrimage to Karbala. In the

famous battle at that place some Byzantine Christians fell on the side

of the sons of Aii and that event has given a religious touch to the

Turis* devotion to the British Government. Unfortunately the Tfiri

though Bhrewd in business and above the average in intelligence is

lavish in his expenditure at weddings and in bribing the jirgas. The
costs of shadi (marriage), hade (bribery) ana badi (feuds) account for

about four-fifths of the alienations of their land, but their expro-

. priation has not yet reached alarming dimensions. Formerly
splendid horsemen and born moss-troopers the Tfiris still make excellent

irregular soldiers, but they are litigious and saturated with party
feeling which makes them utterly untruthful. Still their hospitality

is great and the fidelity of a Tfiri escort or badragga proverbial.

Though darker in complexion than the Bangash they are a fine people

physically and the kulach or fathom* of a full-grown Tfiri is by repute

6J feet.

Tubs, in the Punjab proper means, probably invariably, a Turkoman native

of Turkistdn and of Mongolian race. But in the Delhi territory the

villagers, accustomed to describe the Mughals oj the empire as Turks,

use the word as synonymous with 'official*; even Hindu clerks of

the Kdyath caste being described as Tfirks merely because they were
in Government employ. And about Karndl any Mughal, Sayad, Pafhdn
or Shaikh will be called Tfirk as a compliment. On the Baioch frontier

again the word Turk is commonly used as synonymous with Mughal. The
Turks of the Punjab are practically confined to Haz&ra and are doubt-

less the representatives of the colony of Kdrlugh Turks who came
into the Punjab with Tamerlane (1899 A.D.) and possessed themselves

of the Pakhli tract in that District, which apparently included the

TandwaVDbamtaur, and Swdfci country and was politically attached
•

f — i * ~
« * Xhe length to which the two arms can be extended. >



to Kashmir. These men were dispossessed of their territory by Sw&tis
and Tan&olis from across the Indus about the beginning of the 18th

century
; and the Turks now returned are doubtless their descendants.

The word Turk is a Tartar word meaning a “ wanderer ” ; thus in

poetry the Sun is called " the Turk of China,” that is of the East,

or “ the Turk of the Sky.” The Turks of Gurd&spur are said to be

ropfe-makers by occupation and their speciality used to be the manu*
facturer of tappara* of tat, or sack-cloth, until the competition of the

jute industry affected their trade. In the Simla Hills aud Kulu the

term is virtually synonymous with Musalm&n.

TtJsi, one of the Sfifi sects. It derives its name from Shaikh AkUud-din
Tfisi, who is buried at Tus.

* * Sack.cloth made of goats’ hair *
: Panj&bi Dicty.

t p. 1105.
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U&Asf.—Syn. NAnakputra : the principal religious order of the Sikhs. The
UdAsis are almost certainly the oldest of the Sikh orders, and trace
their foundation to Sr£ Chand,* the elder son cf Card Ndnak. lhe
term udasi means 'sorrotf * or sadness, from Sanskrit udas, 4 sad 1 and
their separation, which has sometimes been wrongly termed excommuni-
cation, by the 8rd Qurfi, Amr DAs, is described in Vol. I under Sikhism.
This separation is sometimes ascribed to GurA Arjan.

The UdAsi tenets, though largely tinctured with Hindu asceticism, found
many proselytes among the descendants and followers of the orthodox
GurAs, and Har Gobind, the 6th GurA, bestowed GurdittA,t his eldest

son on Sr{ Chand. GurdittA bad four disciples who founded as many
chapters (dhuan) of the order. These were BAbAJ Hasan, PhAi, GondA
and Almast, whose followers constitute the bard akhara

,
or senior

assembly. Pheru, a disciple of Har Rai, the 7th GurA, established

another chapter, called the chhofa akhara.

§

The UdAsis are celibate, at least in theory, and when so in practice

are called OdAsi Nanga or 4 naked/ But Maclagan gives a different

explanation of this term as will be seen from the following extract

from his account of the order :

—

44 The UdAsis are recruited from all

castes and will eat food from any Hindu. They are almost always
celibates, and are sometimes, though not usually, congregated in

monasteries. They are generally found wandering to and from their

sacred places, such as Amritsar, Dera NAnak, KartArpur, and the

like. They are said to be numerous in MAlwa and in Benares. In our
Census returns they appear strongest in Jullundur, Rohfcak, and
Ferozepnr. It is a mistake to say that they are not generally recogniz-

ed as Sikhs ; they pay special reverence to the Adugranth, but also

respect the Qran\h of Gobind Singh, and attend the same shrines as

the Sikhs generally. Their service consists of a ringing of bells and
blare of instruments and chanting of hymns and waving of lights

before the Adi-granth and the pioture of BAbA NAnak. They are,

however, by no means uniform in tneir customs. Some wear long hair,

some wear matted looks, and others out their hair. Some wear tilaka

or caste-marks ; others do not. Some burn the dead in the ordinary

* Malcolm says Dharm Chand, clearly an error.

t On a hill near Rawalpindi lived ftadh&n Sh&h, a Muhammadan faqfr , to whom Bib!

Minak had entrusted some milk till his successor should come to claim it. Seeing Gurditta

approaching Budhan 8h4h begged him to assume Ninak’s form. This Gurditta did and

thereby earned the title and dignity of Bibi : Maclagan, §90. He lived mainly at Kartirpur

but died at Khratpur where he has a handsome shrine. From another shrine there, called

the Kami S£hib he is said to have shot an arrow which fell in the plain below at a place

fnHfd P&tilpuri, long used as a burning ground for the Sodhi Khatris.

i 1, B&b* Hama's shrine is at Charankaul, near Anandpur.

2. Phil Sihib’s shrines are at Bahidurpur and Oblnighatf in Hoshiirpur.

8. GondiSIhibis represented at ShiWrpur in Sind and at the Sangalwila Gurdw&ri .

in Amritsar. ,
4. Almast Slhib is represented at Jagannith and Hfdni Til: Maclagan, { 90.

$ This appears to be the Sangat Sihih, *
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Hindu way ; some after burning erect samadhs or monuments ; others

apparently bnry the, dead. They are for the-most part ascetics, bnt
some are said to be engaged in ordinary Beoular pursuits. The ordinary •

drees of the ascetics is ofa red colour, but a large section of them go
entirely naked, except for the waistclofch, and rub ashes over their

bodies. These, like the naked sections of other orders, are known as

Nange
; they pay special reverence to the ashes with which they smear

their bodies, and which are said to protect them equally from either

extreme of temperature. Their most binding oath is on a ball of ashes.

Id Lndhidna the Ud&sls are described as mostly J4$s by origin, the

chela, or disciple and successor, being usually chosen from this tribe

and are found to be in possession of the dharmsalas in Hindu villages,

where they distribute food to such as come for it and read the granth

both ofB&M N4uak and of Guru Gobind Singh, although they do not

attach much importance to the latter. The head of the college is

called a mahant and the disciples chelas. They live iri Sikh as well as

in Hindu villages, and it is probably on this account that they do

not quite neglect Guru Gobind Singh. They rarely marry \ and if they

do so, generally lose all influeuce, for the dharmsala soon becomes a
private residence closed to strangers. But in some few families, such

as that of Jaspdl Bangar, which keeps a large langar or almshouse
going, it has always been the custom to marry, the endowments being

large enough to support the family and maintain the institution ; but

the eldest son does not in this case succeed as a matter of course. A
chela is chosen by the mahant, or by the family. If a mahant whose
predecessors have not married should do so, he would lose all his

weight with the people.

The great shrine at Dera Bibd, NAnak, in the Gurd&spur district, is

in the custody of a community of Uddsl sadns
,
whose mahant used to

be appointed with the consent of the Bedfs. Another shrine at the

same place, known as TAhli Sdhib, from a large tdhli or shisham tree

which grew close to it, was founded by Srf Chand, and is* also looked

after by mahante of the Ud&s! order.”

Another chapter of the Ud&si order, said sometimes to be one of the

four dhuan, is called the Bhagat Bhagw&n. Once Bhagatgfr, a Sanni-

Asl, was going on a pilgrimage to HingMj, with a band of disciples,

and visited B&b£ N&nak's dera on his way. Nftnak’s grandson, Dharm
Chand, poured food into the bowl of Bhagatgfr, who nad asked to be
served first, but it was not filled. A pinch of karah ptasad, however,

given with the words, Sri wah Guru, filled .the bowl , at once. The
visitors kept a vigil before the dera and the goddess HinglAjp appeared

to them, so that the object of their pilgrimage was attained. Bbtgatgfr

then became Dharm Cband’s convert, as did all his followers, under

the name of Bhagat Bhagw&n, The great akhara of the; sect is by
the Bibikear tank at Amritsar, but it also has akharas at Ladda,

Bareily, Magla, B&jgirf, Batni and Bih&r, With 370 gaddh in Eastern

India. The Bhagat Bhagwdns wear the ja$a or matted hair, with a
chain round the waist, and smear themselves with ashes like Sa&nifefs.

In their beliefs, and in their rules as to eating andthd like, they follow

'1S4njjdifs
:

^yeoe^'
. ,

'
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The Sangat S&hib also appears to be a chapter of the Uddsi order,

though it ia not one of the four dhuans. In Sambat 1697 a son was
born to Binna, an Uppal Khatri of Ambmdri in the pargana of Miske
Naur,* between Lahore and Multfin. The boy was named Pherfi, and
in 1713 he became cook to Guru Har Eai, who taught him aud
invested him with the seli and topi and sent him as a masand to the
Lammd (his native country) and the Nakkdt (towards Sbdhpur) where
he made converts. When Gurfi Govind Singh destroyed the matands,
by pouring-hot oil on their heads, Sikhs were sent to seize Pherfi, bub
none dared do so, though he made no resistance. Seizing his own
beard Pheru came of his own accord to the Guru who, seeing his

righteousness, gave him half his pagri and seated him by himself,

promising that his sect should prosper. The Guru also gave him the

title of Sangat S&hib or ‘ companion of the Guru,’ and sent him back as

masand to the Lammd and Nakkd where he made more converts. In

1896J the Sangat S&hib made a travelling akhdra like the Uddsfs.

One of their most noted disciples, Santokh Dds, worked many miracles,

and became an ascetic. This order is also said to be called Bakhshish

Sangat Sahib in Patidla, where it is said to pay special reverence

to the Adi Granth and to have an akhdra of its own, separate from

the four dhuans. Other accounts say that the Sangat Sdhibia sub-

order was founded by one Bhai Bhalu who was a J&t
* merchant ,

of the MAlwa or a carpenter of Amritsar. When unregenerate he
was a follower of Sultan Sakhi Sarwar, but was persuaded by Guru
Goviud Siugh to abandon that cult. A large number of Jd^s, car-

penters and Lohdrs are said to belong to this sub-order. Besides a

Gurudwdra in Lahore it holds the Brahmbhut akhdra at Amritsar.

Another Uddsi sub-o»der is that of the Rdmdds Uddsis. Its founda-

tion is ascribed to Gurditta (not the eldest son of Sri Chand, but a

grandson of Bdfcd Bandhd, one of Bdbd Ndnak’s converts). Gurditta

was established by Gurti Amardeo (? Amardds) on a gaddi at Rdmdds,

in the Ajndla tahsil of Amritsar, where there is a fine temple. The
sub-order also has deras at Nawekot, Muradabdd and elsewhere.

The Hlraddsis of our Census returns appear to be either named after

a Mochi who joined the order or after a Bairdgi saint of the Muzaffar-

garb district.

Each subdivision of the Udasfshas a complete organisation for collect-

ing and spending money, and is presided over by a principal mahant,

called sri mahant,
with subordinate mahants under him.

Ura, an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur.

UdhXna, a Jdt tribe found in the Lower Derajdt. It affects the Sindhi title

of Jdm.

Ulama, a perfectly miscellaneous assortment of people, many of whom
cannot claim to have any priestly character. Any divide learned iu

the faith of Isldm claims the title of Alim, the plural of which is CTlama

or u the learned men.” But on the frontier any person who can read

* A tract not mentioned eslewhere. Naur seems to be a mistake for M&ur, near Phul in

Nibha for one veraion makes Bh£i Pheru a Tihtin Khatri of that place.

J

See under Singh. Laxnma means simply the West.

This must have been done before 1896 as in 1891 Macl&gan speaks of Abie peripatetic

akhdra as recently established.
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and write and possesses sufficient religious knowledge to enable him to
oouduot the devotions in a mosque claims the title* Besides the people
who had returned themselves as Ulama, Sir Denzil Ibbetson included
under this heading a large number of persons who had denoted their

caste by some word which expresses nothing more than a certain degree
of religious knowledge or standing among the Muhammadans. The
terms so included were Mnjdwir, Qdzi, Mulla, Mulla^Muiwdua, Muldua,
Makhdumdna, Midn aud MulIAzddab. Those who returned themselves
as Ulama were almost wholly in the Lahore and Rawalpindi divisions,

in Gurddspur and in Gujrdt. Mujdwir is the hereditary guardian
ofa shrine. Most of those returned were undoubtedly the attendants
of the celebrated shrine of Sakhi Sarwar at Nigdha in Dera Ghazi.
Qizi is the Muhammadan law- doctor who gives opinions on all religious

and legal questions. But the descendants of a famous Qizi often

retain the title, and there are several well-known Qizi families. In
Dera Ghizi the Qdzis are said all to be Awdns, and to call themselves

Ulama. The Mulla or Manlvi is a doctor of divinity who teaches the

precepts of the faith. Mulwina or Mulina appear to be merely other

forma of Mulla ; all these people were returned from the Derajdt,

Peshdwar, and Multin divisions, Makhdum means the head of a shrine,

generally a descendant of the saint who presides over the management

;

and the title used to be almost confined to the heads of the more
celebrated shrines; but it is now used by those of smaller shrines also,

.

and by any who claim descent from any saint. Makhdumdna is another
form of the same word, or perhaps rather denotes the descendants
of a Makhdurri. In the Derajdt Miin means any saint or holy man or

teacher, but is now often used by the descendants of such persons.

Miina has been discussed under Shaikh. Mulldzddah 1b of course

nothing more than the descendant of a Mulla. Under thi9 head of

Ulama should probably be included the Ahkundzddah and Akhund
Kbel. Akhrind is a title given to any spiritual chief of renown, and
the descendants of these men are known by the above names. Indeed
Colonel Wace said that among the Razdra Parians any one who had
studied the religious books is called Akhundzddah or Mulla indiffer-

ently. Lastly, many Pathdns return themselves as Akhund Khel,

but many of them could not show any claim to the title. They are mostly

Gujars and Awdns, but are slow to admit this, and very often pretend

that they are Sayads. They should not be classed as Mullas or priests,

as they perform no priestly functions. They cultivate land or graze
cattle like any other Pathdns, but cling to the title, as it carries with

it a certain amount of consideration.

To these might be added the Midi, Mufti, Imdm, Talib-ul-ilm, Hakim,
H&fizana, Jildi and Chdwalidna, which are properly speaking names
denoting professions or titles of respect. The term Ulama is, according

to Sir James Wilson, only adopted pro tempore, and the children of

an Ulama, if ignorant of Arabic and no longer acting as mosque
attendants, revert to the name of the original class.

Umar Khan, see under Wazlr.

UMARZAi.~The fifth clan of the Ahmadzai branch of the Wazir Patbdns

in B&nnu. Its main divisions are Manzai, Tappi, Roza, and a fourth,

Bayyidv which is only now settling dowa in the Marwat plain to any
numbers.
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Ujcobib, hereditary practisers of the art of medicine who hold plots of
land rent-free, 'under tbe name of manning or * physicians’ field ’ in
Spiti.

TJntwal, a purely occupational term which means nothing more than a
camelman.’ Shufcarb&n and fc&rb&n both have the same meaning.
Many of the so-called Baloches of the "Central Punjab would pro-
bably be more properly described as Unfcw&l, since the term Baloch
throughout the central districts is used of any Musalmdn camelman.
Untw&l are returned only from those parts of the Province where
the real meaning of Baloch is properly understood. In those parts
they are said to be all Js^s ; but J&t means very little, or rather almost
anything, on the Indus. See also under Othw&l.

Upera, one of the principal muhins or clans of the Kharrals, with its head-
quarters at Jhamra and DAndb&d in Montgomery. It obtained a
position on the R&vi about the middle of the J 6th century by dis-

possessing the Virks who have always remained its hereditary foea.

Unlike the Kharrals of Kara&lia the Operas never withdrew from the
Sandal B&r into which they pushed up as permanent settlers, in hamlets
of considerable size.

Ufpal, a Hindu clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery and Amrit-
sar : also in Ludhi&na where it is said that after a wedding in this

got the bridegroom cuts the jandidn after marriage, and plays with the
twigs. It worships its jafkera, Madda by name, and distributes rice

and bread made of 5£ sers of flour with alms to Brahmans.

Ubmab, UfiMUtt or Ormub, a tribe, regarding whose origin considerable
doubt exists, which is increased by the fact that they have a language
of their own. Moreever their marriage ceremonies, general rites and
customary laws, which differ widely from those of the surrounding
tribes, prove that they are not Afghans. It is now classed as a section of

the WazIr (Mahsud) Pathans, see p. 501 infra

.

Its dialect, called Ormuri
or Bargista, is even more closely related to the Ghalchah languages of

the Pamirs thau is Pashto itself. Bargista is the ‘ speech of Barak.’

The Ormuri have an impossible tradition that they came from Yemen,
and that their language was iuvented for them by a very old and
learned man Umar Laban some 400 years ago. It is certainly an East
Iranian tongue. The tribe claims descent from Mir Barak.* The
usual derivation from ur, 1 lamp 9 and mar ‘ extinguisher ’ is untenable.

Ushtabani, a Pathdn tribe already described on p. 242 supra. Raverty

says they are descendants of the celebrated saint Muhammad-i-Gisu
Dar&z—

*

of the long locks’—of Ush near Baghdad, who married a
Shir&ni wife. His descendants by her are the Ushtar&nis, so-called

from th8 name of his birth-place. From his other two wives are de-

scended the tribes of Honai, W ardag and Mashwdrni. *

UshInzax, a Pathfin tribe, one of the branches of thq Mandanr • whose
history has already been described on p. 252 supra.

* This name suggests a connection with the Barakki or BA&xx Pathans, though Raverty
does not suggest any identity. Bot he describes the Barakki as a TAjik race, speaking a
language oftheir own which is so called after them, fie appears to mean Bargiahta. The
Pir-i-Roshan lived among the Urxnurs of Kaniguram and was himself a Ttjik, who had
dwelt among the Barakki. ’

4 .
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UstAd, an artificer in the valley below ChitrAl, as in the Gilgit and Indus
valleys : see Chitrrili,.

Utukra, a clan, found in Lodhr&n tahsil, Multan district. It was already
#

settled round DunyApur when the Ain4*Akbari was compiled.

UtbI, a tribe of Jd(s, descended from its eponym who settled in the
Mdlwa. The sons of Buclal (fourth in descent from Uthi) had two sons

Mall and Utar who settled in SiAlkot. They claim Solar RAjput origin.

Utbwal, a Muhammadan J clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

XJthAk KheIi, a powerful tribe, probably Pathdns of the Kodai branch of

the Karlanri, which attacked itself to the Ydsufzai and Mandanr
when the latter migrated from their seats on the north-west of the Snlai-

min Range to the tract round Lund Khwar at the foot of the hills

in the present Peshawar district. Thence in the 1 6th century they
ocoupiea their present territory which is a mountainous tract between
the Rfid and Ambhar rivers aod thence stretches eastwards between
the Sw&t river and the Peshiwar district as far as the Binizai and Sam
Rimzrti borders. A portion of the tribe belonging originally to the

Sinizai, Bimbarzai and Peghzai septs still dwells in the country round
Lund Khwar and has become separated from the rest of the tribe.

The Utmdn Khel comprise many septs which are constantly at feud with

one another.

UtmAnzai ; (1) one of the two main branches of the Waz£b Pathfins in

Baonu. It has two main divisions, the Bakkakhel and J&nikhel.

The former has three main sub-divisions, Takhti, Narmi and Sardi,

the Takhti, who are numerous and wealthy, being settled in Shawal.

The J&nikhei have also three main sub-divisions, Idia, the most
numerous, Tor and Maliksh&hi, The Utm&uzai are being gradually

driven from .their hill seats by the Mahsuds
; (2) one of the four

branches of the Mandanr Path&ns, found in Peahdwar and Haz&ra. Their

history has already been given at pp. 251 and 252 supra . Utmfin, son

of Manno, the son of Mandaur, had two wives: from the first are de-

scended the Akazai, Kanizai and Alizai, collectively called Utm&nzai,

and from the second the Saddozai. The Akazai must not be confused

with the Black Mountain tribe of that name. In HazAra the Alizai

are called AU&zai and are split up into three sections, the S&id-Kh&ni,

Khushhal-Kh&ni and Tarkhelj. Their general rule of inheritance is

per stirpes. The leading families belong to the S&idkh&ni section.*

As a whole the tribe is well-behaved and provides the army with

some excellent soldiers.

UTTAMZArs, a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Uttaradhi, a sub-division of the Dddupanthi sect, the guru of which resides

at Rathia in HissAr.

Uttra, an agricultural clan found in Sh&bpur and in the Lower DsrajAt

where it affects the title of RAnA.

* Hazara Qa»etUery 1007, pp. 2-i—6,
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V
Vaibya.—The *thirji of the four castes, sprung from Bralun^s thighs. His

profession (vcsa) is commerce, attendance on cattle, and agriculture ;

by preference the two former. But he may, in case of need, descend
to the servile arts of a Sudra (Colebrooke’s Essays, pp. 271, 276).

VALiNA, a tribe of J^s who hold Bohumar, a village in Sharakpur thdna
,

now in Gujr&nwAla, with the Dher Kharrals, and with them have been
proclaimed under the Criminal Tribes Aot.

Vam Margi, a branch of the Sh&ktiks, i.e . Devi UpAsaks, who offer animal—
-sscrfflce to KAli and use both meat and liquor in their ritual. They
worship the female creative principle, but keep their methods of
worship absolutely secret. The path, which is -udm=left or beautiful,

is open to great temptation, and while persons with a high degree of

self-control are said to have attained to great supernatural power
(in the direction of black magic), the novices fall as easily into abuse,
as Btated by Maclagau. The sect is, however, losing its popularity.

Interesting tales are told of the doiogs of eminent V4in MArgis.
One of them is said to have rescued 1 8 prisoners from a well-guarded
jail in a Native State, one disappearing every evening, in spite of all

the extra precautions taken. For this purpose he is said to have
lived for 4t> days solely on spirits. Pitchers full of liquor are said

to have got converted into milk, and so on. Within the last half

century, cases are said to have occurred in which human sacrifice

was practised, and a man who had tried to pry into the secrets of the

worship of a group of VAm M&rgis was seized, sacrified at the altar

of the goddess, cut to pieces, cooked, and eaten up, without anybody
being the wiser. Suspicion led to the arrest of some of the members
and the search of the house, but no evidence could be procured by
the Police. Punjab Census Rep 191 1, § 181.

Vaidbha (Sanskr.), a caste whose progenitor was ‘ begotton by a Vaisya

on a Brahmani/ its occupation was waiting on women : Colebrooke’a

Essays, p. 274. Ibbetson suggested that it corresponded to the modern

Daya. But Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul identities it with the Bddhya
sub-caste of the Mir&sis. According to the Smntis

,
it was a caste of

actors and artizans.

Varaich.—

O

ne of the largest tribes in the Punjab. In Akbar's time

it held two-thirds of Gujrafc though on less favourable terms than

those allowed to the Gfijars who held the remainder
;
and it still holds

170 villages in that district. They have also crossed the OhenAb into

GujrAnwAla where they held a tract of 41 villages/, and have spread

along ‘ under the hills ' as far as Ludhiana and M&ler Kotla. They do

* These 41 villages lie in a cluster in Gujr&nwAla tahsil. In tHis District too the Waraich

or Varaich, as the name is also spelt, claim to be Solar Rajputs descended from their

eponjm. His father Mutta came from Ghazni and settled in GajrAt, Nine generations

later Devi DAs crossed the Chenib and founded Targa in GujrAnwAla, round which village

the tribe spread rapidly. Inheritance in GujrAnwAla is by pagvand, but adoption under
1
the usual restrictions ’ is common. Bare KhAn Waraich was a noted rebel but sub*

mitted to Banjit Singh.
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not always even pretend to be R&jputs, but say that their ancestor
Dhfidi was a J&% who came into India with .Mahmdd Ghaznavi and
settled in Gujrdt, where the tribe grew powerful and partly dispossessed
the original Gfijar lords of the soil. Another story is that their
ancestor was a Surajbansi RAjput who came from Ghazui to GujrAt;
while according to a third account their ancestor was a descendant of
Bdja Karan who went from the city of Kisrah to Delhi and was settled
by JaUl-pd-dfn Firoz Shdh in HissAr, whence thb tribe moved some
five centuries ago to UujrAnwAla. But there is little doubt that Gujr&t

.

was their first home, and that their movement has been eastwards.*
The Wazir&bdd family of this tribe rose to importance under the Sikhs,
and its history is narrated by Sir Lepel Griffin at pages 409 ff of his
Punjab Chiefs* They are almost all Musalmfins, but retain all their
tribal and many of their Hindu customs. They marry with the best
local tribes. They appear to be known as Chfitig or Varaich in-

differently in Lahore. The name suggests a connection with the
PafhAu tribe of Badech.

In Gurd&spur the JAfs who have embraced IslAm have a considerable
reputation as spiritual loaders, and the well-known shrine of Jhangi
Bakht ShAh JaraAl, about 4 miles from Dera NAnak, is held by men
of this tribe. In SiAlkot the Waraioh observe the usual J&t customs
at marriage—with variations. Sweetened flourt and loaves} are
prepared and the bridegroom goes to njand tree with the females of

his family. The MirAai there cuts a ram’s ear and marks the foreheads

of all.present with its blood. A thread^ coloured red and yellow, is

tied to a branch of the tree and the boy cuts off a twig from it with a
sword, doing obeisance. The MirAsi takes the ram home, an! he, the
Brahman and the barber get 4 annas each— other menials only getting

half that sum. The flour and bread are distributed so that married
men and betrothed boys get 13 loaves each while bachelors only get 8
loaves apiece. Then com^s the mayan, at which boiled wheat is

distributed among the brotherhood, oil is rubbed on the boy’s head and
the gana tied. The lapis now get the vails mentioned above. The boy
then performs the khara rite by breaking earthen pots. He next dons
a sehrd or chaplet made of flowers of the ravel (a kind of white jasmine,

the rai^bel) and a new dress. The tambol is collected, offerings made,
and the wedding procession makes ready.

In the Shakargarh tahsil of GurdAspur there is said to be a group
of criminal Varaich, apparently of the tame stock as the criminal

Sofas of the Jammu hills and the Pakhiwdra of SiAlkof.

* But a Gujrit account declares that Rija Karan who lived in Hiss&r, in the time of Firoz

8h£h, had five sons and that they cleat ed land. The eldest was Daurai—from whom descend-

ed Jet*, who sided with Tirotir, and he defeated Jaip&l 1 ! So he got the title oi Rai with a
grant of land and embraced Islam. The Waraieh are returned as an agricultural Jit

olan from Montgomery, Mtdt&n and Sh&hpur.

f Bird.
| } Mandd. | $ Maulu



WabAh, a Jit clan (agricultaral) found in Multin.

Wachhal, an Ariin clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Wadah, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

^/Vapala, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

Wadhal, an agricultural clan found in Shihpur. It is described as an
Awin sept in Siilkot.

"Wadhan, an agricultural clan found io Shihpnr.

WadhrA, an agricultural clan found in Shihpur.

Wadhwa, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

WipwAn, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Wag, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

Wagan, a Muhammadan Jit clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery and
Multin.

Wagar, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

Wagh, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

WAgh, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

WAgha, a small tribe which used to graze in the Central Bfir under the
Kharrals, but unable to meet their exactions it established itself in the

Wirk country and thence raided the Bhattis. Aided by the Kharrals
of Jhurnia the Wighas forced the Kharis back to the Rivi and were
left in undisturbed possession of the Gujriowila Bir and were the

leading Janglis of its northern end.

WaghA, a Muhammadan Jit clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Waghmal, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

WaghrA, an agricultural clan found in Shihpur, and, as an Ariin clan

(agricultural), in Montgomery.

WAai, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

Wahal, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

WahAla, a tribe of Jits found in Siilkot and like the Kangs descended
from Jograh, through its eponym.

WahanpI, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

WAhgah, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

WAhlaf, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Mhli£n.

WahkIwal (Bahniwal, q . t\), a Jit clan (agricultural) found in MuBin/atid
under the name of Wahniwal-Bhat& as a Rijput clan (agricultural) in

Montgomery, where they hold with the Baghelas the country* immecli*

ately round Kamilia on the right bank of the Rivi. One of their

ancestors is said to have been horn in a depression in the.ground-"-*

whan. In appearance and habits they do, not differ Jit
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tribes of the District They do not seem to claim any connection with
the BahniwAl of HissAr. Though small in numbers they are second to

none in audacity and love of robbery.

Wahroka, a 34% clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

WIhti, a common term in Sirmfir for Bahti.

WahAjah, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Waiha, Vbha, a tribe found mainly in the hardari of S&diq&bad and the
AllahAbAd peshkari in BahAwalpur. They trace their origin to Jaisal*

- rair and aver that in the 4th century of the Hijra the RAja of that
State gave Hurar, the modern TAjgatih, in dower to his daughter
HfirAn, and that the place was named after her. At the close of the
4fch century Sayad Ahmad Bilauri took up his abode at a place now
called Amingadh close to Hurar which was then ruled by RAja Bhunak
BhAfia who became a. convert to Islam. The Vehas’ folk-etymologies
point to a change in their name on conversion for one derives Veha from
vih, * 20/ twenty leading members of the tribe having been converted
with RAja Bhunak. Another derives the name from toahi (cultivation)

because the RAja of Jaisalmir confiscated their lands on their conversion,
and the Sayad told them to take to cultivation. A third fanciful

etymology derives Veha from wah
t because their conversion was ap-

plauded by the Sayad’s followers. The Vehas of BahAwalpur inter-

marry with those of Dera Ismail KhAn and the Tulamba ilaqa of

MultAn.

Wains, (1) a JAt clan (agricultural; found in Amritsar, Montgomery and
HhAhpur. In the MultAn and ShujAbAd tahsils of MultAn, it claims to

be Hajua (?Janjua) RAjputs from Sakesar whose eponym settled in

Multan under Firoz Shah. In SiAlkot, too, it claims Hajua* RAjput
aucestry and says its founder, Wains, came to the Punjab in company
with Firoz Shah. Another Sialkot tradition makes Wais one of the

22 sons of SanpAl from whose two brothers, RanpAl and HarpAl, are

descended the Hajauli RAjputs
; (2) a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found

in Montgomery.

The Wains of Amritsar are clearly identical with the Bains. It has

been suggested that the name is connected with bhains ( buffalo/ but

is much more likely to be the Sanskr. Vaisya, Panj. Bais or Baish, the

third Hindu caste.

:
Wairae, 8 Muhammadan JA$ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Wairsi, a branch of the Gils which affects RAjA Pir, whose shrine is at

RajiAna in the Moga tahsil of Ferozepur : £?/. p« 300 of Vol. II.

Wajab, a JAt olan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Wajba, a Muhammadan JA( clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

WajIiA* a JA( clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.

Wajoka, an agricultural clan found in ShAhpur.

* There does not appear to be any such tribe as the Hajua, but the name appears In the

MultAn ©oaettwr, 1901-02, p. 136, and In the History of 8ialkot> p. 29. In the latter District,

, Urereis a Rajwi JAt tribe, and a RarwA Jit dan appears to exist. But the Hajua must he
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WIjwaeah, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

Walana, an agricultural clan found in Shihpur.
•

Walae, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

WalasrI, a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found iu Montgomery.

Walla, an agricultural clan found io Shihpur.

Wallieai, a Muhammadan Jit clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

WallowanA, an agricultural clan found in Shihpur.

WIlot, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

Wamak, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

Wanaik, a Muhammadan and Hindu Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in
Montgomery. The name is possibly derived from Vinnaiyaka.

WANpA, a Hindu Jit clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Wandar, a Muhammadan Jit clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Wanghaya, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Mnltin.

WANGBfflAE or Bangera, the synonym for Churigar iu the western Punjab.

Wanjo, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

Wanwab, a Jit clan (agricultural) found iu Multin.

Warah, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

Waeah, a Rijput clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Waran, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

WARBHtf, a Muhammadan Jit clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Wardag.—See under Takhti.

Wabhk, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Ware, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar
; probably=Wirk.

Warpal, an Ariin clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Warwal, a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Warya, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

WarYAH, a Rijput clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Wabya, an Arifij clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. '

.

Waeyah, a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Wabye, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Wasir, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Mailsi tahsil, Multan district, and
as a small tribe in the Sandal Bir (Lyallpur district), v^here they
were depeudents of the Wighas, though of superior origin to them, and
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had a similar history. They now occupy a number of tillages jointly

with the Wrigbas. Sir Edward Maolagan writes of them
“ The Wasfrs are Pfinwdrs. They are said to have come into the

Sandal B&r from Kot Kabtila beyond Pdkpattan. Their arrival was
fairly recent, as it dates from K&lu who ned from Farrnkhsiyar, the
Mughal emperor, some 12 generations ago : KAlti advanced to the Bftvf,

and his successor Sama was the first to enter the B&r, 8 generations ago.
The Wasfrs had to fight the Bhagsfns on the west and the Baloch and
SiprA on the oast during Ranjit Singh’s time. They are called Wasfra
after the first of the race who was converted to Islam by Hazrat
Sh&h, ChAwali Mashaikh- The following is their genealogy :

—

Pumrir.

Mul'rAj.

Kui.
I

Karan.

Kamdeo.

Dhuhdi.
i

Men.

Sochra.

Lai liuman.
*

i

Ijjar.

Wasir.

Dhirath.

B&rapal,

Baian.

Banse.

Bukan.

Tails.

Aima.

Snrab.

K416.

The Waairs live in the south of the H£fiz&bdd tehsil and are more or

less united. They are classed as Jd(s : as to marriage I was told once
that they marry among themselves, only rarely marrying with the

Bhattfs • and another time that they take wives from any tribe and give

daughters to the Bh&ttfs only.” The following is a Wasir ballad

Jot Singhi he Manipdlc
;

Whose flame is aa Manipil JUj&’s

,

Kalu tegh vaddhai Mira ! K61u drew the sword, O Chief!

Poire amal 8hahld de ! 0 descendants of martyrs!
Katba toa muhar Waeird, The khutba and seal belong to the Wasfrs,

Tusi Chaddraro Bilocho nu hutta lad ditte , You have upset the Chaddrars and Bi-
loches,

Wa karde ho bhira. And have scattered the hosts.

Tahdnd fatteh nit kadim di. You have victory from of old,

Vand khdnde ho ntir faqiron . You are liberal to Mirisis and faqire .

Kot Kabul* bhon ddwe, Kot Kabula claims the world,

Ohattar chare
,
bhonddwi. With umbrella uplifted, claims the world.

Kaun twdda pd de asi, Who can claim equality with you,
Chattar chare ,

mueallam pdwo. May your umbrellas be uplifted, may you
claim the victory.

#

The Pir Chiwali is like nine streams,
(He converted) thirteen Jajjeras (a Khar-

ral tribe).

Ban naddin Pir Chdwali,

TeraH Jajjfaa,
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WIsiwan, a claw of refugees and immigrants including the Mahtams,
mostly tenants and rarely landowners and not dissimilar in origin to

the class of that name among the Afghan tribes. The W&siw&n appear
to be found only in Montgomery and among the P&th&ns the term
would se#m to be obsolete.*

Wasli, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n. Waslf Bhatti, a Rdjput
clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

WXtal.—

A

nomad and somewhat criminal tribe found in Si&lkot where
they are described as sieve-makers, professing Islfim and refraining

from pork. They can eat, drink or smote with uhuhras, but the latter

hesitate to smoke with them. The W dtals are the gipsies of Kashmir
where they have two groups, one Muhammadanised, the other out*

caste.

t

Watarah, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multen.

Wato, a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

WATTOZAf, a Path&n clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Watto, one of the R&jput tribes of the Sutlej. They are a Bhatti clan, of

whose origin the Hiss&r story has been given at p. 102, Vol. II, supra .

The Sirsa tradition appears to be that one R&ja Jdnhar, a descendant
of the Bhatti R6ja Salv&han of SiAlkot, was settled in Bhatner, where
he had two sons Achal and Batera. From the latter sprang the Sidhu
and Bardr Jdts. The former again had two sons Jaip&l and R&jp&l,

of whom Jaipil was the ancestor of the Bhatti proper, and R&jp&i of
the Watt«4 The Wattu date their conversion to Ismm by B&ba Farid,
from the time of Khiwa who ruled at Haveli in Montgomery, and was
succeeded by the famous Wattu chief, Lakhe Khdn. They hold both
banks of the Sutlej in the Sirsa district, and the adjoining parts of
Montgomery and Bah&walpur, from Baggehi 16 miles above Fdzilka,

to Phuldhi 70 miles below it. Above them lie the Dogars, below them
the Joiya. They are said to have crossed from the right bank of the
river and spread into the then almost uninhabited prairies of Sirsa only
some five generations ago, when Fdzil Dalel R&na came from Jhang
near Haveli and settled the unoccupied riverain. There is also a small
section of them on the Rdvi in the Montgomery district. It is not
impossible that some of the Wattu have returned themselves as Bhatti
simply, for some few have returned themselves under both heads. The
tribe was formerly almost purely pastoral, and as turbulent and as
great marauders as other pastoral tribes of the neighbourhood ; and
the habits of the Rfivi Wattu, who gave trouble in 1657, have hardly
changed. But the Sutlej Wattu who possess but little jungle hare
taken very generally to agriculture, and Captain Elpfalnstone says

that “ some of their estates are well cultivated, their herds have

• Montgomery Gazetteer, 1898-9, p. 79.

{
Lawrence, The Valley of Kashmir, pp. 815-6, gives a full account of the tribe.

Another Hissftr tradition says that the Wattu are descended from Rijp&l, son of
Janri, son of Dasal son of Rija Kas&lu, a descendant of Bhatti, (see under Lakhiwil).
Rijpil had two brothers, Ohane progenitor of the Mai Rajputs and Dham, -ancestor of the
Kawibs of Rania. Janri founded Abohar which he named after his wife Aoho,
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w diminished, and many of them cannot now be distinguished in appear-
ance from peaceful Ardins or Khokhars, The change in their habits
a has indeed been remarkable, as they still speak with exultation of the*
“ K&rd&rs they used to kill during the Sikh rule and the years in which
a they paid no revenue because the Sikhs were unable or afraid to colleot

“it.” Mr. Purser described the Wattu as " priding themselves upon
u their politeness and hospitality. They are or only moderate industry,

profuse in expenditure on special occasions, inaifferent to education
“ and exceedingly fond of cattle.” He classes them however with the
Kdthia, Kharral, Siffl, Bahniwdl, Baloch and Joiya as “essentially
" robber tribes and more or less addicted to cattle-stealing.” This
doubtless simply means that these are the dominant tribes of the tract,

who look upon a pastoral as higher than an agricultural life.

Another account makes them descendants of SdJv&han's son Pital, who
quarrelled with his brothers and went to Bhatner. Twelve generations
later Adham, owing to a feud with the Punw&rs, immigrated into the
Punjab and earned his title of Wattu* by subduing the pride of
that race.

The Wattu* have a number of septs
(
muhins), e.g. L&dhok6, B£zfdk£,

Salim-Shdh-kd, etc., etc., all named after ancestors
; S&ndar, Mujahid,

Mdni, Govar, Sadh&r Adli, Amli Mult&ni, Mahmfin, etc. Marriage is, if

possible, effected with a collateral after full enquiry into the physical
fitness of each party. Occasionally Wattus give daughters to Bodies,
but the practice is said to be reprobated. They are also said to take
them from the Kbarrals, Si&ls, Sakhira, Hijra, Mahdr and Kamya, but
not to give them in return.

In Bah&walpur the Wattus, according to their own traditions, came
originally from Jaisalmir and settled in the Punjab, advancing as far

as Bat&la (or Wa$la) which they founded. They then dispersed
along both banks of the Sutlej. Their conversion to Isldm was effect-

ed ip the reign of Firoz SMh Tughlgk after which period they were
subjects of the kingdom of Delhi, aud suffered greatly at the hands
of the Sidhu-Bardr Sikhs to whom they remained tributary until

Naw&b Muhammad Bahawal Kh&n II expelled the Sidhu-Bar^rs from
the Wattu. territory and annexed it to Bah6walpur. The control of
the State over the Wattus was however ineffective, and Hindu K&rd&rs
appointed to the charge of their territory were often, as the Wattus
boasted, assassinated, until Miran Im&m Sh6h, Kfird&r, brought the tribe

under subjection by applying the Muhammadan penal code, as for ex-
ample by inflicting amputation of the hands for theft.t

The Wattu mirasis carry their genealogy back to Wattu, 8th in

descent from Jaisal, the founder of Jaisalmer and 26th in descent
from IMja Ris&lu. These mirasis also preserve a version of the Legend
of R6ja J&is&lu identical with that given in Temple's Legends of the

Punjab, but they localize Ris&lu's capital at S&hfike in the Mailsi
tahsil of Multdn opposite the village of R&ja Sh&h in Bghdwalpur,

* From vat, rancour. But watt or vat has various meanings, and Wattd very likely
means * borderer/ Of. PanJ. Vkty,, p. 1$03.

v

t One Kpera Ohhina whose hands had been thus amputated lived to a great age add died
only 15 years ago,
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and in 1 894 the Sutlej eroded some land near SAhtike and disclosed
a platform beneath which a number of skulls are said to have been
found, thus confirming the popular belief that SAhfike was RigAlu’s
capital. The Wattu gonealogy is giveu below :

—

' JAUNHAR.

• f i ^
Uchchir or

T
chchur. The Bhatfcis. The Sidhu-Barirs.

i v
Rij pa.

Wattu.

r
Barham.

S4hdhur.

I

Laur.

I

Anakh P41.

I

Meh Pal.

Wes Wj.

The principal septs of the Wattds in BahAwalpur are

—

t. S&lim-ke (l) Q&im-ko, (2) Amrdke, (8) B£re-ke.

ii. Sahru, with a sub-sept Darweshke.
m. Gaddhoke, (i) Ratte-ke, (2) Bathe-ke, (3) Dhaddi-ke, (4) Daddti-ke.

*
Mall^ke

^ severa* eponymous sub-septs.

vi. Mi&na. Shekhu-ke. xii. K&luke.
vii. Jassoke. Chakkoke. win. Dhlruke.

viii. Ahloke. Dalelke. xiv. Sahnke.

The Wat(6s have several strongly marked characteristics. Divorce
is unknown among them, women of loose character being killed and
declared to have absconded. It is considered foolish to talk of divorce.

A widow of daughter inherits no share in her husband or father's

property but receives maintenance only. A price is never accepted for

a daughter, but a Wattu has often to pay Rs. 200—500 for a wife.

The Wattus only give daughters in marriage to Sayyids and Joiyas,

but they take bride3 from the first five septs of the Tuhsrs, and from
ChauhAns, ChhioAs and Bhattis. Like the Joiyas they have no ’custom

of adoption.

WazIb, a PathAn tribe, divided into two main branches, the Mabsfid and
Darvesh Khel Wazirs.

The whole of the Bannu portion beyond our border is* occupied by
the Darvesh Khel Wazir, while south of them! along, the DeraismAil
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Kh&n border, behind the Bitanni country, and as far south as the
Gomal pass, lie the Mahsfid clan of the same tribe. The Wazir are
descended from Sulaim&n, son of Kakai, and are one of the Karl&nri
tribes; The original seat of the tribe was in the Birmil hills, west*
of the Khost range which separates them from their kinsmen the
Bannfichi descendants of Shitak. Sulaim&n had two sons, L&lai and
Khizrai. L&lai had to fly by reason of a blodd fend, and.*settled in

Ningrah&r on the northern slopes of the west&rn Safed Koh, where
his descendants the L&lai Wazir are still settled between Jal&l&b&d
and P&rachin&r. Khizrai had three sons, Musa, Mahsfid and Gurbuz.
From Mahs&d are descended the Mahsfid Wazfr, divided into the
Alizai and |Bahlolzai while from Mfisa Darvesh are descended the
Utm&nzaiand Ahmadeai clans, usually joined under the title of Darvesh
Khel WazfrL

About the close of the 14th century the Wazir begaiTto move east-

wards. They first crossed the Khost range and drove the Bannfichi out
of Shaw&l, and occupied the hills of the Banna and Koh&t border
north of the Tochi. Then crossing that river, they drove the Urmur
Afgh&ns, descendants of Urmur, son of Sharkabun and near kins-

men of the Abd&li, out of the hills south of the Tochi on the lower
Bannu and T&nk borders to take refuge in the Logar valley near K&bul
and dislodging the Bitanni from K&niguram, drove them back beyond
Garaogi to the low hills on our immediate frontier. They thus obtained
possession of all that confused system of mountains, which, starting from
the Gomal pass which marks the northern extremity of the Sulem&ns
proper, runs northwards along our border to Thai and the Kurram river,

where it joins the lower ranges of the Safed Koh. Their two main
sections are the Mahsfid and Darvesh Khel, the former holding the
hills to the south, and the latter those to the north of the Tochi river

and the Ka9or pass ; while of the Darve&h Khel country, the Ahmadzai
occupy the southern and the Utmanzai the northern parts. The Hasan
Khel, an important Utm&nzai sept, hold the extreme north-western

portion of the tract. The two great sections are practically independent
tribes, owning no common head, and with but little common feeling.

They still nominally hold the Birmil country, though the Sulim&n Khel
and Kharoti Ghilzai winter there with their flocks, and during their

stay the Waziri are confined to their walled villages. They were till

lately wholly nomad and pastoral
;
but they have of late years encroach-

ed upon the plain country of the Marwat, Bannfichi, and Khafak, and
now hold cultivated lands in Bannu and Koh&t.

I.-—The Darwesh Khel WazIbs.

The tradition about the origin of the Darwesh Khel Wazlrs is that one

Abdullah, who lived in the country now occupied by the Mahsfida, was
chief of the tribe, called Urmur, but had no son. One day he went towards

the W&oa plain, where a king’s army had been in camp. On the

morning after the king’s fo#oes had left, Abdullah found a baby,

hidden under a frying-pan—in Pashtu fcarerai—and took it home. This

boy grew up, married a girl of the Urmur tribe and by her had a

son called Sulaiman, who in turn had a son called Wazir, the r&pnted

anoeatdr of the Wazir tribe,
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fchidrai the second son of Wazir begat three sons, Musa, Ma’sud and
Mub&rik. Musa was a religious man so they nicknamed him Darwesh
{faqir) and from him descend this, the biggest Section of the Wazirs. He
died in the hills near Khw&ja Khidar where the boundary pillars of

Northern a$d Southern Wazirist&n now stand.

From Ma’sfid the second son of Khidrai descend the Mahsdd Wazirs.
Some say that the Mahsfids were originally Haz&rae, but they do not
appear to have, as a body, the Mongolian type of features common
among the Haz&ra.

The third son, Mub£rik,liad a son named Qurbuz from whom descend
the Gurbuz tribe—most of whom now live in the hills between KhoBt
and the Toehi valley above Miramsh&h.

Thus it will be seen that the Wazirs are divided into three great clans
Darwesh, Mahsud and Gurbuz.

When the Darwesh Khel Wazirs began to multiply they found their
own country in the neighbourhood of Shawal too small and moved
down towards the plains. During their march they fought with
numerous tribes who gave way before them and left the country in their

bands ; one Wazir facetiously told Mr. J. Donald that they had really

acquired most of the lands by mortgage, as the original owners
could not repay the loans advanced. There may be some truth in this

story but probably force had moro to say to it.

W&na was conquered from the N&sirs, Dotannis and Mi&nis : Spin,

from the Dotannis and N4sirs : Razmak, from the Urmurs : the Upper
Toehi, from the Marwats : the Kaitu valley from the Landar and
Sadak : the Kurram valley from the Bangash and Orakzai ; the Saro
plain, from the Baogash and Zaimuaht : Gomatti was received as a gift

from a^Bannuchi of Sor&ni: Warghar of the Wali Khels, from the
Marwats : Sadrawan of the Sperkais, from the Bannuchis ; the Hathi
Khel that, from the Marwats and Khattaks : and the Birmal valley,

from the Marwats, Mangals and Zadrans.

Thus the Darwesh Khel Wazirs carved out for themselves a separate

territory of their own. The Mahsud seized the country which had
belonged to the Urmurs, who fled towards Afghanistan, the upper hills

above Ningrahar and Pesh&war.

The country of the Darwesh Khel and Mahstrd Wazirs thus got the

name of Wazirist4n, “ the land of the Wazirs.” It is bounded on the

north by the Turi country and the Khost valley, on the west by the

Kharoti country and on the east by the British Districts of Dera Ismail

Kh&n, Bannu and Koh&t and on the south by the Gumal valley. Its

area is about 6,500 square miles which is not only larger than any one

District in the North-West Frontier Province, but equal to nearly half

its whole settled area. The Darwesh Khels divided this
#
large tract

amongst the different sections, the two main ones being the Ahmadzai
and Utm&nzai. Some sub-sections of the Ahmadz&f live in the north*

western corner of Bannu and in the hills round Gumatti on the Saro

plain and Zarwan and the junction of the Kurram and Kaitu rivers,

W6na* Spin, the Dhana valley, Shakai and Badar. The Otm&nz*i live

towards the south-west corner of Bannu, and also in the Kurram valley,

on the Kaitu, in the Toehi and Khaisora valleys, Shnpa, Shaw&l and the
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Birmal valley. The ancestors of the Darwesh Khel divided the country
among the sub-sections, either according to the numerical strength of
each or on ancestral shares, and that distribution still holds good.

Having sub-divided their newly acquired country, the Darwesh Khels
settled down in it and began to prosper. Increasing in numbers they
became a powerful fighting race, but with prosperity dissensions crept in

among them over grazing questions and these lqd to bloodshed and
blood-feuds. There were also quarrels over women so the Wazir elders

convened a council at which they drew up rules for the settlement of

feuds and disputes. These were accepted by the tribesmen about 400
years ago when the ceremony of dua khair (holding up the hands in

prayer) was gone through. These rules are a mixture of Muhammadan
law and custom and are as follows :

—

‘

Life for life
>

: A.S a rule
the life of the actual taker of life is forfeit, but the taking of revenge
may extend to the agnates of the killer. In some cases blood-money
is taken at the rate of Rs. 1 ,200 Kdbuli for a Path&n and Rs. 860 Kdbuli
for a dependent.

The procedure in effecting neki (peace) is this:—The relatives of the .

offender with tribal leaders and mullahs come to the house of the injur-

ed party by way of intercession (ninawatti) and offer to make peace
on payment of Rs. 1,200 K&buli, if a Pathdn Pashtun has been killed.

But, it should be remembered, if the injured party is strong the neki or
reparation money is often not accepted, and a life is taken. Oases
have occurred in which Wazirs have taken life even after blood-money
had been awarded. This Rs.w1,200 is not all paid in cash, it is paid half

in cash and half in land or cattle and two virgins are also given, thus

Rs. 600 cash.

„ 800 in land or cattle.

„ 300 by delivery of two girls.

This system is called nime reke nime peke .

It will be seen that the laws about evidence are very lax among
Wazirs : for instance, if a man is killed in the dark and the murderer

is not identified the deceased's relatives will try to trace him, and in

case their suspicions fall on any one he will bo required to produce 100

men to take an oath as to his innooence. If he cannot produce 100,

ten will be required to take oath ten times each to make up the 100.

This simple rule may have answered a century ago, but it does not seem
to answer now, for a Wazir will take a false oath readily if it suits him
to do so, and his regard for the Qur&n is not what it was or may have

been. » In a case of outraging the modesty of a woman the offender

has to submit to have a bit of his foot out off and sometimes his nose

has to go too. Should he plead not guilty the tribunal of elders is

guided by the word of the woman, but fortunately such cases do not

appear to be very common.

The following appears to be the system by which trade is protected

among the Wazirs, who go in for commerce in spite of their raiding pro-

pensities, and this can be seen at any Friday Fair in Bannu frotn the

number of Wazir traders. Should a Wazir convoy be attacked

and property looted by a raiding party, by tribal law the Party raided

is justified in killing the oattle of the raiders who are held, jointly and
severally responsible for the raid. Sometimes peace is made by giving
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18 women to the persons raided : of these 9 women mast be alive at the
time, while the remaining 9 are given when they come into existence.

If an animal is poisoned and dies the owner is entitled to kill an
animal of equal value belonging to the offender unless compensation
is paid, ft a fruit tree is cut or injured the compensation is Rs. 100

E
er tree. If a house is set on fire (a kezhdi* is also regarded as a
opse) the compensation is Rs. 100 and the price of any property

burnt in the hbuse is payable in addition to this sum. If any life is

lost the murder rules apply, but iu such a case before deciding thnt
murder has been committed, it will have to be enquired first whether
the man at fault knew that the house he was going to set on fire was
the abode of any persons or that they were sleeping there when the
offence was committed*

The rules about refugees are very strict and a Wazir will suffer a
lot for his hamsdya or refugee. Cases in which a refugee has been
given np by the Wazirs are very rare. A man becomes a hamsdya by
going with a sheep which he kills before the man whom he seeks as
his overlord. According to custom the person approached cannot very
well refuse the sheep, which he and his companions eat, and thereafter

they are bound to protect the hamsdya at considerable risk to them-
selves. To some extent this custom prevails in British Districts and it

gives trouble in the trial of cases because influential men are urged
to intercede for criminals.

The customs about affairs of the heart among Wazirs are peculiar.

All P&th&ns punish with death the unfaithful wife and her paramour if

caughtflagrante delicto. But according to the Wazir code of honour,
it is wrong even to imagine oneself in love with another man’s wife.

For indulging even in such amorous imaginings one is liable to have
a foot cut off. The Wazii code also provides for the woman’s protec-

tion for if a man kills a woman without killing the man with whom
her name has been coupled, her relations can injure the man who
killed her unless he pays Rs. 600 K&buli as compensation to her

relations. A husband if he likes can take Rs. 1,200 and renounce all

claims to his wife. If there is any difficulty about paying compensation
the decree-holder has a right to seize the debtor’s property or that

of his relations, and in this he is supported by the tribe who would
combine to punish any resistance on the debtor’s part.

- Whep a Wazir dies his relatives and friends, both male and female,

beat their chestB, and people of the neighbouring villages come and
condole. The body is washed and prepared for the coffin by mullahs,

and prayers are said over it. When the funeral party returns from
the graveyard relatives and friends are entertained at a feast by men
of a different Bection of the tribe. Marriages are performed with due
pomp and ceremony. The betrothal is arranged by the parents of the

contracting parties, and the bridogroom has to pay* a dowry to the

bride’s family, in other words wives are bought. The adtnal marriage

ceremony is a quiet and simple function, but a fortnight'or three weeks
before the date fixed a procession goes from the bridegroom’s house
to the bride’s. It will consist of five score or ten score yonng men
and h*lf a hundred women with two or three tomtoms which are

•Hut,
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vigorously beaten. The women sing songs, the men clash sword and
buckler, others fire off their match-looks. With them they take two or
three sheep, a bollock and some rice. The night is spent in feastiog

at the bride’s house and on the morrow the procession returns with
the same noisy pomp, taking with them the bride mounted on a mare.

1

The intervening period before marriage is to enable
#
the husband’s

family to become acquainted with the bride, and to see*how they get
on together. If their disagreements are more than, the prdinary
family jars, the wedding does not take plaoe. r

Not so very long ago the Darwesh Khels were constantly fighting

with the Mahslids and every year a tora or expedition was arranged
against them, but the Darwesh Khel never met with any great success.

In 1901 or 1902 the Darwesh Khel raised a big force against the
Mahsfids and attacked them from the direction of Spin and W4na, as
well as from Razmak, but they were beaten off by the Mahstids with
heavy loss. Both sides lost indeed heavily but the Darwesh Khel cams
off second best. They have been very much broken up partly owing
to the British advauce to W&na and the Toohi and partly owing to

disunion in the tribe itself. For instance the powerful H&thi Khel section

which used to move up to Shaw&l has now ceased to migrate and passes
the summer in the arid tracts near Latammar. The M&hsuds continue
to live compactly in their mountain fastnesses and have annexed some
of the Darwesh Khel lands which immediately adjoined their country.

The Ahmadzai sub-sections are :

—

Hathi Khel. I Sperkai. Khonia Khel.
Sarki Khel.* Mohamdad Khel. Bodin Khel.
Umarzai. |

Khojal Khel. Bizan Khel.

They are said to be thus descended

Ahmad.
I

Husaia.

r
Kilu.

I

Sperkai Nasrai.

Painda Khel.
Tail Khel.
Zaili Khel and Gangi

Khel.

6h£di. Bomi (? 3

1

Zilli. Tiji. Jangi.

Shaikh Bizfd. Utm£n. K4ka.

Khali. Jai. Kamfil lMn.

f f
-

1

Namar. Ghani. Dari. Yttllib.

1

Ashraf.

Matak.

Abid.

»

Bahmat. Iniyat, Bank. GoUadflc.
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Bat, as pointed out by Mr. F. W. Johnston, the further one goes
back the more regular do the names appear. Now the Wazfr not
only have some curious non-Muhammadan names, such as Spezhmai,
(born) when there is a moon; Trezhmai, born when there is no .moon:
Chit, a small yellow bird; Spingul, * white-flower 9

; Pr&ng, ‘ leopard*
and pother local names of birds and beasts, but they have an enor-
mous choice of Musaltn&n names and one would expect to And names
of both types in the earlier pedigrees.

The Shaikh B&zfd of this table looks like Bdyazid the Roshania.

And those of the Utmanzai*
Mohmit Khel. I Madda Khel. I Kabul Khel.

Manzar Khel. I Tori Khel. I
Bakka Khel and Jani Khel.

The Utmanzais reside only in the centre of Wazirist&n, the northern

and southern parts of the country being held by the Ahmadzais who
fought for years to maintain their supremacy.

Among the Ahmadzai the Zalli Khel and Hathi Khel were regarded

as good fighting tribes and among the Ufcm&nzai, the Tori Khel were

foremost ; while the Saifali sub-section of the Kabul Khela were also

famous for their bravery in the field. The Hassan Khel sub-section of

the Mohmit Khel are also regarded as a good fighting clan.

In order to get the tribesmen together there existed a system which

might be called the chalweshta system. According to this each

leader of a clan had the tribal sanction to order in the clansmen, and

each clansman was bound to obey under penalty of having his sheep

looted or even his tent burnt. In this way a fairly large force was got

together, but as it is impossible under a settled government to allow

the chalweshti system, the Darwesh Khel are gradually becoming

more luxurious in their habits and are settling down in mud huts

which are taking the place of the black tents. They are in fact

passing from the nomadic to the agricultural stage*

Wazir Marriage Customs.

When a man’s son is growing up he seeks a family which has a

marriageable daughter—frequently visiting other Wazir families in

his search.’ Having found a suitable girl he deputes a friend to

ascertain from her parents if they are willing to enter into the alliance

(called dosti, i. e. friendship). If they acquiesce the boy’s father with

6 or 7 men visits the house of the girl’s father or guardian to settle the

bride-price, which varies from Hs. 100 to Rs. 300 and is invariably

exacted. Part of the price is paid down, the rest being payable at the

# Said to be thus descended j—
• Utmanzai.

_ ! ^

Wali^Khel. Mohmit
!

Kbel. Ibrahim Khel.

Kibul KhsL Bakka Khel. Jani ldiel.

j

Madda Khel. Tori ihel. Manzaj Khel.

r e

—

"—

n

~*\ +

Wn*i Khel. Bora Khel. Hassan Khel. Khidar Khel.
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wedding. The dud hhair is then reoited by all present and the boy’s
father receives his companions* felicitations. This Observance always
takes piece at night, neither the boy nor the girl being present at - it.

The boy’s father now returns home and announces the betrothal
{neuta) by distributing sweets in his village. He receives more con-
gratulations and the w^men sing marriage songs. No ornaments .are

given to the girl and etiquette requires that she should even ;remain
m ignoranoe of her betrothal.

Some time after the newa comes the nana watai, when the boy accom-
panied by bis father and 8 or 9 young men, goes to the girl’s home,
taking with him a sheep which is slaughtered for the entertainment of
the whole village as well as the girl’s household. In return the boy’s

party is given supper and the boy presents a rupee (or as many as five) to

the girl’s family—a present which is usually placed in a diBh and appro-
priated by a kinsman of the girl. In return her mother gives the boy a
silver ring. Merry making ensues in which ghi and coloured water are
sprinkled over the boy’s party. Young people (of both sexes) of the girl’s

villaga share in this merriment, which is renewed next morning with
greater zest, so much so that the two parties often end up with a
promiscuous scuffle in which all the villagers join—all prudery being oast

aside, although Wazlr women are SB a rule very punotilions in social

intercourse.

If the nana watai has not been observed the boy is certain to be
haunted by the girl’s kinsmen with the words khara wutara, ‘ fasten up
the donkey.’ This phrase has now no known meaning, but it compels
the boy to take a sheep to the girl’s home that evening, or at any rate

a day or two later, and slaughter it there. Half a dozen youths
accompany him ;

and the observances for the rest resemble the nana
watai

,
except that the party does not as a rule stay the night but

returns that satne evening. The custom is called khara taral (to tie

up the donkey)-

When the boy is of age and his father is in a position to carry out

the marriage it is usual from him to ask the girl’s father if he is ready.
* A date is then fixed for the wra (wedding : Pashtu wadah), a day
falling between the Ids being avoided, but any other day may be chosen.

Before this is done the balance of the bride-price must be paid up.

The boy’s father then sends three sheep and enough grain to feed

the girl’s village as well as his own party. A man and two or three

old women takes these supplies with set of three garments and some
ornaments for the girl.

Next morning the girl’s village turns out and collects wood for the

expected wedamg-party and tnat evening the Villagers are feasted

on one of the sheep which is dubbed the largai >mazl (
r wood Or wood-

cutter’s sheep’). Simultaneously drums are beaten in the boy’s

village and merry-making held there.

Next morning the other two Bheep are butchered aud preparations

made to receive the wedding-party, which numbers from 100 to 150

souls and starts that afternoon, the men dancing in front of it with

swords and firing at random to the accompaniment of drums and fifes.

The woiaen in rear sing war-songs as well as love-songs. The pro-

cession must arrive before sunset, and it is met witfc * shower 9f
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stones, often pausing serious injuries, by thfr village bpys.j. but once it

entails tbs girl’s House Pvery respect is shown to rt and it is cppafp^sbly
accommodated. After a meal, a cuiious cUnce, locally palled mindor,
in Which young men and boys form a widei ring with a drummer
and fife-player in the centre, is performed. Later two or more pro-
fessional danoing men give an exhibition of their tkiil, and a sweeper
enters the circle riding on a horse made of reeds on which he prances
round two or three times, finally crushing it down to the ground m front
of a kinsman of the bridegroom, and receiving from bim a fee of one
rupee for bis services. Inis curious observance is called the as zhob-

lattal or f mutilation of the horse,
9 The night passes in merrymaking.

Next morning a barber holds up a looking-glass to some of the bride-

groom’s near kin and gets a rupee as his due. Then the bride is put
on a horse by her brother or a cousin and the bridegroom’s mother
or a near kinswoman throws some sweetmeats over her head as an
offering. When the wedding party has on its return reached the bride-

groom’s house nearly every member of it gives a rupee to the boy’s

father or guardian, but he is not obliged to keep it. This is called

rupai achawal.

When the bride has dismounted at the bridegroom’s house sweets
are distributed among the women by bis mother or sister and a male
child is placed in the bride’s lap, so that she too may bear a son. She
is then made to put her hand into some ghi in order that her advent
may bring good luck and milch kine to the house. The sarwang

, a
feast, is then given by the bridegroom to all who have contributed in

the rupai achawal. This brings to a close the day on which the wed-
ding procession returns from the bride’s house.

Next evening a mullah performs the nikah in the orthodox way,
the bride’s own consent being formally given, or if she is bashful her
representative, called dint wror or * brother in the faith/ assents on
her behalf. Her dower is usually fixed at a small sum, Rs. 40 to

Rs. 80. On the following day, the next but one after the wedding, three

or four women, including the bride’s mother if alive, visit her before noon
and take her back to her own home. This is called the dreyama. There
she remains for 8 or 9 days and is then again brought back to her
husband’s home by one of his kinsmen, with a cow, goat or other

animal given her by her father, a present called the manacha. She
also brings home with her sarwor, food cooked in her father’s house,

which is divided among the boys of her husband’s village.

II.—Tbx Mahsop Wazibs.

Origin .—The birth-place of the tribe is said to be Kiniguram which

curiously is inhabited chiefly by UfiMUps. Makin, the true capital of the

Mabsfids, consists of a cluster of 12 villages, all Bahlolzai. The
Abdulai predominate in other villages.

Organization.—The present organisation is given below. An expla-

nation of the name of each section, sub-division afid division wouldjio
much to elucidate the principles on which it is formed In two sub-

divisions, Shahmir&i and Sarmiisbai, there are Black and Red sections,

which may be compared with 'the Tor-Spin factions found in otfetir

tiibest
*



Shabi Khel 1. Astonai

2. Patonai.

3. Baromai.

4. Sultanai.

5. Bibizai.

6. Khan Khel.

7. Khojakai.

Collectivity Manzai,

Pali Khel 1 . Shami Khel

2. Dasi Khel ••• *M

Qedi Khel mi l* Khamir Khel »•

2. Khoedad Khel •••

Sbabmirai Ml '' ... Ml 1 1. Tor or black.

2. Bur or red.

1. Machi Khel.
2. Bahadur Khel.
3. Garerai.

1. Salemi Khel.
2. Guri Khel.

3. Malla KheL
4. Darekai.

5. Kanjurai.

1. ParidaL
2. Batakai.

1. Langar Khel.
2. Kei Khel.
8. Brahim Khel.
4. Ohund Khel.
5. Wazirgai.
e.

Halikduai.
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Clan IL—Shaman KheL

Sections.

1. Kasim Khel..
2. Brahim Khel.
2. Malle Khel.
1. HajiKhel.
2. Pir Muhammad Khel.
1. IralKhel.
2. Madda Khel.
3 Bijal Khel
1. Mansur Khel.
2. Bahadur Khel.

1. Landia Khel.
2. Kernel Khel.
1. Shakha Khel,
2. Aka Khel.
1. Tor or black.
2. Sur or red.

1. I8ap Khel.
2. Usman Khel.
1. Rabimdad Khe

.

2. For Khel.
3. Mariam Khel.
4. Jamal Khel.
1. Abdul Khel.
2. Dari Khel.
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dldri lII.—Bahlotzai.
—

Divisions. Sub-divisions. Sections.

.

3. Kokarai I. Mir Khanai.
2 AlfKhanai.
3. Mfjfada,

4. Umar Khel.
5. Dur.

Shingi ... ... 1. Mulai 1. Kharmach Khel.
2. Mamia Khel.

3. Urmar Khel
4. Wuji Khel.
5. Azbokai or Zokai.
6.

7.

Boji Khel.
Bobalai.

2. Mamadai 1. Boia Khel.
2. Kanna Khel.

II.—Darwbsh Khel.

Clan 1.— Utmanzai.

Divisions.

Ibrahim Khel

WaliKhel

Mahmit Khel

Sub-divisions. Sections.

• • i

• IM

1 Tori Khel.
2. Madda Khel.

1. Saifali Kabul Khel.

2. Pipali „
8. Miami „
4. Malikshahi.
6. Jani Khel.
3. Bakka Khel.

1. Hassan Khel.

2. Waji Khel.

8. Barrak Khel.

Clan ll'—Ahmadzai.

Divisions.

Hussain or Sain Khel ... 1.

2 .

3.

Kaln Khel M« • • •

Nasir-ud-din Shadi Khel

Nasir-ud-din Bomi Khel... 1 .

2 .

3.

4.

Sub-divisions. Sections.

Hati Khel.
Umnrzai.
Sixki Khel.
Spirkai,

(a) Bizzan Khel.
(b) Painda Khel.
(c) Khojal Khel
id) Badan Khel.
(e) Khunia Khel.
Zalli Khel.
TojiKhel.
Qaoffi Khel.
Shadkai.

Another authority.divides the Ahmadzai thus

t
. c 1. Hati Khel.

I. Sab Khel ... i 3* Umarzai.
«, . • C 3. Sirki Khel,

9. Kalu Khel, all the other subdivisions, anl the Ali Khani at Wano*
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The Darwesh are par excellence Wazfrs being called Ster Wazir,
or great Wazirs, and the Mahsuds are in every respect their inferiors.

Social Customs.

Dress.—Men wear a white or dark bluo pagri, and an angrakha
(siharai in Paship) or a shirt, embroidered on the collar and front with
needlework of and cotton, and a pair of loose trousers {shalwir),
usually made of strong white cotton cloth. Sandals are usually worn.

Women wear a gown {kamts) hanging loose to the feet, of chintz
ornamented about the neck and front with silken needlework : shalumr
made of imported cloth : and sandals but seldom shoos. The similarity
between men and women in dress is noticeable.

Women observe no parda, wear no veils and mix freely with the
men when administering to their wants. Hospitality is a prime virtue
and guests are welcomed by both men and women : for the latter the
guests first set aside a portion of the food provided by the host

:

this is called the deg’s share. The Mahsuds boast that they have no
poor man amongst them. Whenever a family is brought low by deaths,
accidents, or raids from without, the clan subscribes to re-establish
it, one bringing a bullock, another a blanket, and so on.

Marriage .—The Mahsud marriage customs are similar io those of
other Wazirs. The price of a woman ranges from Its, 60 to 150.
The marriage procession, which goes from the bridegroom’s house, to

fetch the bride, consists of 100 to 200 young men, and 50 to 60 women
or young girls, who have two or three drums with them. The womon
sing songs, and the young men dance, waving in their hand* their

swords and shields, and others fire off their matchlocks. They also

take with them two or three sheep, or a bullock, with a quantity of
rice. One or two spend the whole night in noisy rejoicing. Next
morning the procession returns to its own village, taking in its midst
the bride, who is mounted on a mare. The marriage service is read
by the mullah after an interval of fifteen to twenty days, the bride-

groom and tho bride having no intercourse in the meanwhile. The bride
is in this way brought to her husband’s house before her marriage
merely to become acquainted with his family. A woman whose hus-
bands invariably die is called akhraba sheza or a f scorpion-like’ woman.

*

Death.—Mourning consists in wailing and beating the breasts, in which
women join. Mullahs wash the body and prepare it • for the coffin,

the grave is dug by the young men of the village.

On returning from the graveyard the relatives and friends of the

deceased are entertained by men of a different section of the tribe

to their own.

Religion.—It is said that the Mahsuds are all Sunnis, *K&nigurtn
is the seat of religion. It contains several Sayad families, settled there,

for centuries, Mahsuds are slack in religious duties. They have
charms (idd), and apparently the Michan Khel have many kinds of

charms.* The Akhwunds practise^ cures by blowing. All Wazirs,
Dauris and even Hindus call Mamozi, the Marfcsi Khel, 'Father, i. e..

• 1Vauiri Pa%KU>, p. 95.
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B&bi Mamozi.' A holy man endowed with miraculous powers is called

Izerg (buzurg).
*

Inheritance.—Inheritance is called miros (mirds). Mirot is the extinct
tipn of all the males of a family, and khei, or kheiz has a similar

meaning. These words may be significant of the importance of not

dying without male issue.

Amusements.—Mindor is the name of the Wazir dance. Dances are
performed on the Show Day (nendore pa vrez) of both Ids, when the

people dance and guns are fired off.

Dependants.—Appear to be koligars or horigars (i. e. k&rigars)

blacksmith or mechanics*; katanrais—menials who are also musicians,

and who appear to be of a peculiarly dark oomplexioc ; and Dirs or

Durs, a menial tribe which makes sacking and felt.

Language.—The Wazir dialect is apparently a variety of Pashto with
certain phonetic changes, the chief of which is the change of long
a into o, as in Sindhi, e. g. doghi for daghi

,
nogha for ndgha} Jcajowa

for hajawa, etc. 0 of Punjabi becomes e as in jeta for jho\a , a young
buffalo.* R often becomes l as in dilbor darbar

,
jilga for jirga, etc- The

vocabulary appears to be full of Indian words, and the Indian months
seem to be in use.f Even a verse of the Qor&n is called mantar.

The Wazir, in Bannu, have two branches: (1) Ahmadzai which in-

cludes the Hathirhel, Ispbrka, Bizankhel and Qmarzal The Bizankhel

has four main divisions, Daulat, Iso and Umar Kh&n in the plains, and
Moghalkhel in the hills. The Paindakhel is a oognate clan, not descend-

ed from Biznn, which lives by trade and carrying salt more than by
cultivation: (2) Utmanzai.

The Wazir customs in Bannu differ from those of the Bannuchis
and other PathAns.

The preliminary bargain is effected by the father or other near

relative of the boy. When this is arranged 10 or 15 men of the boy's

party with the boy go at bed-time to the girl’s house, having sent before-

hand sheep, wheat and other necessities for a feast. Singing and
dancing go on nil night, a distinctive feature being that the old

women of the bride’s party come out with a coloured fluid like that

used by Hindus at the time of the Holi and throw it on the men of the

boy's party. The bride-price is paid in the morning^ if it can be
managed. The various murders, blood-feuds and other wrongs lead

sometimes to very young girls being betrothed to the aggrieved party,

or else one is betrothed to a man on either side in order that peace

may be made.

* Owing 1

Indi for Hindu.

t January ...

February is Tarkha or Orbeshe
(Barley harvest).

Mirch, Ghetar.

April, Sok or Wasyok.

May, Krop or Jet.

etune, Awor, Aownr.

July, Wassa,
August.
September, Assi.

October, Katye.

November, Mang&r.

December.
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The price of the girl cannot in all cases be raised at once. For in*

stance an uncle will promise his daughter to his nephew wben they are
both quite small. One informant stated that he paid nothing at his

betrothal, but gave Ra. 100 a year after it, Rs! £00 two years later, and
that the marriage did not take place for another three years*

At the time d! betrothal the father of the girl gives her large

ringu^&d a silk-Vorked handkerchief.

The husband does not go to the wedding, but only the men and women
of his family and acquaintance. Very serious resistance is sometimes
offered to nis party on their arrival at the other village, which is

timed for dark. There is then a feast in the girl’s house, after which
all the males go to the chauk and are entertained with singing and
dancing. The women of the bridegroom’s party attire the girl, dress

her hair like a married woman’s, and put menhdi on her. There is next

an interchange of small presents. The young boys of the bridegroom’s

party being given red ropes, and the girls silken braids by the parents

of the girl. Each dancer is presented with a handkerchief.

In the early morning the bride is taken away. The brother or, if

there be none, the father of the girl returns with her to her hus-

band’s house, but no other member of the girl's party. On arrival

most of the villagers disperse, but near relatives remain and are fed

at the expense of the bridegroom. The men also get a pagri each
and a rupee each is given to the women.

At bed-time the orthodox nikah takes place and is followed by
consummation. People say that it is a sign of the degeneracy of the

times that patience is not observed, and that in the old days modesty

used to prevent consummation for a long time. The brother is present

during the nikah and leaves next day. Three nights are spent by the

girl with her husband and then she goes back to her parents’ house
with her father or brother, who comes to fetch her. She stops away
ten days or so and is again brought back by a relative of the husband.

Her father is supposed to give her a bullock, a goat or the like on her

second departure.

Slight differences may occur in different sections. The points to

notice are the presence of the bridegroom at the betrothal, his absence

from the wedding,
and the accompaniment of the girl by her brother to

the husband’s house, Ths dum plays little part except as a musician.

WazIb. said to be a sub-caste of the Aw&ns.
*

**

Webba, an Ar&in olan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Welan, a clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

WeboXna, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

WjJhere, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
*

"WuHi, a J&t dan (agricultural) found inMult&n.

Wuhi, a clan (agricultural) found in ShAhpur.

Wikzat, a woman of the Ghul&m class in Pesh&war.

WfBAB, a Dogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
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Wiek, il)ia J&\ tribe whose head-quarters are the Gujrfawfli and .Lahore
districts, especially the former in which they own 182 villages. They
claim origin from a Manhds R&jput called Yirak, who left Jaqamu and
settled at Ghuchli in Amritsar; and in Gujr&nwfila nearly a third of

1

them have returned themselves as Rfijputs, but they' marry freely

wits* the J&t tribes of the neighbourhood. They say that their ancestor
Yirak was descended from Malhan Nams (Mai agafn !) the^fQgnder of

the Manhfis tribe of Rajputs, and was connecfcdCr with the Kfijfis of

Jammu. Leaving ParghOw&l in Jammu, he settled in Amritsar and
married a Gil J&{ girl whose personal strength won his affections. On
his death she became sati, but was delivered of a son just as the pyre
was lighted, and though the bystanders wished to burn him too, he was
rescued by a mirasi who named him Ajiu. Customs at betrothal and
marriage are much the same as those of the KahlonB. The first

observance at a wedding is the jandian
,

but as a matter of fact all,

both meu and women, assemble at a her tree. There a hired ram
is washed and made to stand. If it shakes its head the ancestor is

supposed to be pleased. Then follow the distribution of sira and
manda, the mdyan, etc.—see under Waraich. Tjie Gujrfinw&la tradition

is that Wirk's father Medersen (? Indar Singh) left Parghow&l and
settled in Amritsar. By his Gil wife he had 3 sons, Drigar, VVirk and
Warran. Wirk left 4 sons of whum only one had issue, and 25 genera-
tions ago his grandson moved westwards into Gfijr&nw&Ia, There are
three main sections of the tribe, the Jopur, Vachra, and Jau. The tribe

rose to some political importance about the encfof last century, ruling

a considerable tract in G^jr&nw&Ia and Lahore till subdued by Ranjlfc

Singh. Intermarriage with the Waran is avoided, but is allowed with
all other J&ts. The custom of pagri-vand prevails. Daughters do not
inherit, but adoption within the tribe and up to 10 years of age is

common.

(2) a Kamfeoh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Wlans, an Arfiin clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Wulana, a tribe of J&ts, found in Si&lkot, which claims R&jput origin. Its

eponym lived near Jhelum and its settlement in Sidlkot dates from the
time of Mai Deo of Jammu.

Wubgara, one of the Bhitanni Patfrin clans found in Bannu, the other
being the Danna. The Wurgara are often styled a faqir qaum

, and
are descended from thetfiill tribe which held the hills before the advent
of the Dannas, The latter have two septs Boba and Bobak.
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Yeshkun, see under Shin, p. 405 supra.

Yidohah, a tribe which so styles itself in the Ludkho tract of Chitr&l and
gives the name of Yidokh 16 the whole valley with all its branches
from the Hindoo Koosh to the Chitr&l river. The tribe is found in the
upper Ludkho valley and is a portion of the race which occupies

Munjdn on the northern side of the Hindoo Koosh whence they migrated
some seven generations ago. They number about 1,000 families and
like the Munjanis are all Maulais by sect : Biddulph’s Tribes of the

Hindoo Koosh
, p. 64.

Yohal, a clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Yulfa, villagers, in L&hul. The Yulfa hold the great bulk of the fields in

jeolas or holdings (? bundles) subject to the payment of tal
, L e . rent or

revenue, the performance of begdr or corvee, and certain periodical

services to the Th&kur. They Were held by Lyall to be subordinate
proprietors of their holdings.

YtJSUFZAi, a Path&n tribe described on p. 254 supra
:
^e also pp. 250-1.
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ZAbidJ, a Sayad clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery^

Zaidj, a Stifi sect or order which derives its name from Khwdja Abdul A'had,

son of Zaid, whose shrine is at Basr6.

Zaimusht, a tribe of Path&ns, nearly all settled in Upper Miranzai

ZamIndar, a faction in Jhelum : see Chaudhri&l.

ZanjanI, a Sayyid clan (agricultural) found in Amritshr.

Zankhbj, a dancing eunuch, dressed in woman’s clothes.

Zardasht, c/. Pdrsi.

Zarkan, a clan of the K&kar Pathdns, neighbours of the Zarkanni Ba’och.
— i

Zarkanni, another name for the Bagti (5. v.) tuman of the Baloch.

Zhing, lit.
* erect/ in Balochi : also the name pf a Baloch sub-tribe.

Zirak, one of the two great sections of the Gugitfni Path&ns.

J
Zmari, a Pathdn tribe*which appears to be mainly confined to Balochistan.

It is descended from Miani and is therefore connected with the JAfir

and Ltini Pa^Mns. It has a sub-sectioo called Mizri. With the

/Mfisakhel they Jbold-fche-Grest of the main Sulaimfin range to the west

^yoFth'e outer mils held by the Ushtar&na.

Zon, the Tibetan name for the Lohdr or ironsmith.

Zumrani, a small Pathdn olan found scattered over the Pahdrpur tract of

Dera Ismail Kh&n.
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APPENDIX A.
,

The Utrdddhe in Jhang* comprise the following sections :

—

AbmanAbadi, Attock
AhujA, Huja, Attock
Babbar, Babar, Gujrat
BAnga, SiAlkot, mngf, Attock
BAtra. PeshAwar \.r*>

BhtigrA #
Bhtisri

Bhbtiani
Bhtiddi
Bodhraji in Attock
BotijA, Attock
Budhr&jA
Chachra, also in Attock
Chanana, SiAlkot, ChAndha, Gujrat

ChaolA, also in Peshawar, Attock, Gujrat

ChhAbrAf also in Attock, GujrAt
Chhadi, Gujrat
OhhokrA
ChitkArA
Chodf, Attock
ChugA
DallA-wAni, MultAn
Dhingra

,
aAso in Attock

DuaJ
ElawAdhi
Gand
Gbarbandi, Attock
Ghita,
Ghogar, SiAlkot

Giroti'A, also in Peshawar, Attock
GosAn-Mule*Santie
GuruwAra, SiAlkot

GulAti Gujrat, Ghulatf, also in Attock

Gumbaz, Attock
GumhiAr, „
JalAhA
KAlrA
KandAl
Kantror
Kathuria,§ also in Attock, Katura in

SiAlkot.

KawatrA, KawAtra, Attock

KhAnijan||
Kera, Attock
Khandpur, SiAlkot
Kharbanda
Khattar
Khera
Khetarpal
KhurAnA, also in GujrAt
Kochar, Attock
Kubhar, Gujrat
Kur-ra
LuthyA
MadAn
Makhija, MakijA, Peshawar
Manchinda, also in SiAlkot, Attock
MAnkand, Attock
MinocbA, also in Gujrat
MAnak tAhlA, also in Attock
MAti, Attock
Mendhirata, At‘ook
MatijA, Attock
Miglani
Mungia
*NAngpal, also in Attock
NArang, also in GujrAt, NArag in Attock
NinilA, also in PeshAwar, GujrAt
Papila, Guj at.

PasrijA
PoplAi
PutAni, Attock
HA j

pal, Attock
liawal, Attock, Gujrat
Riori

Sachdeo, also in GujrAt
Sethi, also in Attock, Gujrat
Sukeja, Attock
SunejA
TharejA
UbbAwaj
Wadwa, Attock, WadhwA, Multan
WirmAni

The Dahira or DAhra in Jhang include the following Sections

Ahuja, Huja, in Attock

AnejA
ArnejA

„ Aspring, Attock
Bagahi
Bagga, classed as Bari in PoshAwar

BajAj.BazAz, Attock, MultAn

Balesri, Attock
BAngA, also in Multan
Batija, Attock
Batra, Attock, MultAn : Bunjahi mPeshAwar

BawejA, MultAn
Behri
BudhrAjA
BillA

BhutnA, MultAn
ChAba, ChAbrA, Attock
Chachra, BunjAhi in PeshAwar
ChAnnA
ChAolA, Attock, GujrAt, MultAn: BAri in
PeshAwar

Chugh, GujrAt : BunjAhfin PeshAwar

* Other Districts in which got is also found are noted against its name,

t The ChhAbras do not wash their hair or clothes in MAgh and make a guest sleep with

his shoes under his head. • . . , , . , , , .
*

t DuAs do not use^new gourds and the al (said to be a kind of cucumber).

{
The KathuriAs are said to be great smokers. •

Khamijans who affect the Guru Walabbhl Thakur of Mathra abstain from meat and liquor.

I
# *

.
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ChhipuniAni
Chichra, Attock
ChitkarA
Dang, also in Attock *

Dangra, Attock
DuA
Dhingra, BAri in Peshawar
DandlA
DArA, Multan
Dhamija
Dora
Doreja or KharbishA*
Duleja, Attock
Gabaf
Gakkar, Attock
Gai, Attock
Gand, Attock, MultAn
Gandhi, Bari in Peshawar
GhAtti, Bari in Peshawar
Ghanbir
GheiA
Giddar
GugnAni
Goubar
GogiA
GorewayA, M »ltAn

Gomar, Attock
Gulra, BAri in Peshawar
GurtattA, MultAn
IlaBijA, Multan
Ilora, BAri Gujrat in PeshAwar
Ilori, in Attock
Hitja, BunjAhi in PeshAwar
HuriA
IchhpilAni, Multan
Jagesar, Attock
Janjikhel

JhAnb
JonejA
JAnjikhel

Jhatia, GujrAt
JotmurAda, Attock
JulijAr, Attock

Kukar or KukerjA, also in Attock, Gujrat

KAlrA, also in MultAn
KamrA, also in MultAn
Kantaror
KanwAtrA, MultAn
Khadpur, GujrAt
Khattar
KhurAna, also in Attock, MultAn
Khingar, KhetarpAl
Khlrbat
Kin?A

The Dakhana got$ in MultAn are

AhujA
BadAn

i

Baasaz

ChAndni

Kochar, BAri in Peshawar
Lakhi

j a, Attock
LangAni, Attock
Ltind

LtillA
t

Lungarf, BAri in PesftAwar
LotA
MadAn
MAdanpotrA
MakejA, MultAn
MakhijA, GujrAt
Makkar, also in GujrAt, MultAn, Attock
MAnaktahlia, Attock
Manjal, Multan
MatfjA, Attock
MenhdirattA
Mfglani, MunjrAl
Narang, Narg, Attock
PahwA, PAwA in Attock
Popli

ParAthi

Pasrija

PatijA

Proti, Attock
Rachpanri, Attock
RajbAl, Attock
RAwal, Attock
RewAri
RinjA, Attock
Sachdeo
Sainf, Attock
Sanni, BAri in PeshAwar
SanrijA, Attock
Shakarshudha
SfdanA, also in Attock
Sindwani
SaprA, GujrAt, Bari in PeshAwar
SatijA

SetiA

SalAj A, Salucha, GujrAt
Sethi

Sopri, Attock
Tagoja, MultAn
Takkar
Taneja
Thakral
TilujA
TAgrA
Tutfja GujrAt, (SiAlkot)

UbbAwij
UtrejA
WadwA, also in Attock
WAsdeo

DhanijA
DhingrA
GajmAni
GerA

* Kharblsha^s said to mean ill-favoured,

t GAbA women eschew the egg-plant,
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Gldar .

Goriji
Kqlrd
Kamrd
Kangar
Knikar
Lund •

•* *

Lull*
Mahini
Mavjdl
Mast&ni
Mehndiratt£

Mebtini
Mendi
Ndngpdl
Pabrej&
Raheja
Sadana
Saneja
8atej£
Tanej a
Tateji
Wadhw&
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APPENDIX B.

Bhatti clans : Lunar R&jputs

Bir
Bhagsin
Chaddrar,* Rijoke.
Daohchi
Jaloke

Bhatti septs in Siilkot

jf

Annaeke
Asoke
Dirke
Hattiarx
Huraike
Kuthrilu
Nakkat
Sideoke

Sungraeke

Jandrike
KaMr
Mineke
Mntamal
Bamil

Some of these are descended from Bhfrop^l,

Giopal, Koropil, Kuthr&l and Wulli, the 5

I
son 3 of Bhoni.

J

* But the Chaddrars are also said to be Solar Rajputs.
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m

QoU t>f the Ghuhras :

—

Adewal, Adiw41 or Audewil
Athwal *

Atkal *

Babhi «* *

Badlin, claim descent from Funwar Rijputs
Bagahti
Baggan
Bagar, Bagri
Bagri, Bagre
Bahmi
Bains
Balisbihi
Bilgher
? B41 Gohlra
Balu
B41u
Bard
Bashar, Basuy
Basir
Bed
Bedlan, cf, Badlan
Berkan
Bhabanh (? b)

Bh&dar
Bhadiyan
Bhainwili
Bbandara
Bhannu
Bhatti
Bhikharke
Bhobra
Bhumbak
Bigisi
Bignar
Bila or Bile

Bohat (Bahut)
Borne
Borat, Bort, Burt
Brumak
Budlayan, cf, Badlan : ? Buhlayan
Burt, see Borat
Bdt,
Chalarna
Chaniya

, Cbjnauria, Chanwaria, Chanware
Chandal, Chandalia
Charan
Chauhin
Chedi, Chedde, Chida. Chidai
Chhappar-, Chbapri ban (d)

Chhunj a
Chida, see Cbedi
? Ghiphrahai—
Chirrie
Chosati
Dab Gohar, -Gher
Didri
Dakhiad
Dalgach, Dalgacbe
Damir
Dargam
Dargat
Deghachh

Dhab, see Dhip
Dhai (P Dhia')

Dbakalia
Dhalian, Dhalhaun
Dhanak
Dhanwal
Dhan(u)kw4l
Dbanar
Dh4p
Dhiriwal
Dbilwan
Dhelar
Dibla
Dilgaj

Dil Sassi
Dohana
Donare
Diigal

Dulgach
Dumra
Farvain
Gachand, Ghachand
Gachli
Gagra
Gaital

Gayat, ? -gat

Garchade
Ganhar
Gegia
Ghachand, see Gachand
Ghai
Garu, Ghiru
Ghasur, Ghassar, Ghosar
Ghiiot
Ghogharia
Gil
Gilgachh
Godiwil, Godiala, Godila
Gogalia
Gudbuli
Guilini

PGhongar Begi
Hale
Hans
Hatus P -Hans
Hatwil
Jadan
Jagihri
Jaidia
Jan(y)gala
Jhangila
Jhaba
Jhai, Jhaya
Jhanjhotar, Janjhotar, Jhajotar

Jhanjutar
Jhanjuha
Jhaute
Jhinju
Jhoni
Jhonj
Jbunjhat
Joria

Joia
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JuUli
Kagit

% .

Kigri, Kagri, Kigria, Kigra Kakri
Kahirtt

Kaliata

Kalidhai

Kaliyina, inf, (? Kariina'

Kandire, Kandiire, Kan dara, Kandarai,

Kandhare.
Kangva
Kardita
Karotia

Kariina
Kharalia
Kbaralni

Khassar, see Qhosar
Khokhar, -ia,

Khore
Kilyara

Kortina
Kosar, see Ghosar

Kubhana ? Kuli

Kuliina
Kutana
Lahinti

Ladhar
Lahauri
Lahura
Lahira

Lahotni

Lohar
Lohat
Lonia
Losayat
Loti

Loyat
Ladhar, Ludhar
Lumbar
Lut, Lite*
Midhal
Madhar
Magsar
Mahde
Mahoti
Mabrolia

Makiyina
Mandotia
Manhar
Manj «

Mattu, Mattu, Mathu, Mittu

Mekha
Melawanda
Michal
Milkhat

Miltu ? Mittu

Miltu, .see Maltu
Mohne
Mohai
Momi, Mome
Muli

Nahar, Nahir, Nihar
Nahl

Nahoti

Nihu
Ojfna
Paganai
Pail Powar
Pandit, .Joia, -Mia'i*

Panwir
Pareche, Parcha
Parbar, Pirhir

Partin

Peti

Phil
Pharwa -bin

Pidhal

Pindphor
Pindhir

Pirhir, see Parhir

Pirwil
Pohal

Puma
Rathwal
Rangreta
Ranjili

Riti, Ratia, (? re), Rati
Ratte ^Shahpur)

Redlan
Rohiwan
Rumil
Ratal

Saddi, Saddu
Sahota, Sahuta, Sahotra
Sanitar

Sangar
Sangelia

Sangsat

Sanjotre

Saraswati

Sarbati

Sami
Siron

Sarowte

Sarpat'ra

Sirsar

Sarshil

Sarsut, cf, Saraswati

:

Sarsod

Sarswil
Sirwan
Sarwate
Satri

Set (Chanauria)

Shabotri

Sheikhre

Sidhu or Jhinjhu, cf. Dbat i n hi

Sindhu

Sirswara

Soaini

Soda
Soria

Sosti, Susta

Soswil
Suda, cf. Soda

* The Ldt were at one time great robbers and boldly claim that Uf has come to mean
spoil ’ in consequence.
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Suegohar
Bari Lahotni
Susne
Bus Qohar (Hari got)

StfsU, see SoBfci. ^
Biith

.

*

Tagr&ina
Tink, Tanak, Tik, (Tamak ?)

Tanboli

.

Teji, Teje
Tengre, Ticgre
Teohar
Tosatnar
Ujjainiwala

Uthw&i, Uttwal
Wildi
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The following is a list cf the Gtijar sections

Achhwan, Delhi
Adh&na, Delhi and Gurgaon
AnbAota, descendants of AnbapAl, Delhi
Awana, Ludhiana, HoshiArpur and Gujrat

:

AwAna, Hazara
Babarwal, GurdAspur
Babanian, GujrAt
Badhana, Gurgaon, Ludhiana, HoshiArpur:

BadAnAs, HazAra
BAgri, Kapurtbala : Bag; a, K a r n A 1

:

Bagaria, GurdAspur : Bagri, HoshiArpur
BAharwAl, GujrAt: BAhari, AmbAla, Ludhi-

Ana, HoshiArpur
Bahlot, GujrAt
Bainsi, Jullundur
Bainsla, Delhi
Bairallu, Gurgaon
Bajar, GujrAt, HazAra : Bujar,* Gurdaspur,
—said to be of JAt origin: Jullundur,

HoshiArpur : Bijar, Ludhiana
Bajiram, GujrAt
Bakhla, ThAnesar
Balian, descended from Banir(u)pAl, Delhi
Banat, Ludhiana
? Baima, LudhiAna
BAnian, GujrAt : BanniAna, Kaithal : Bania,

LudhiAna, HoshiArpur, HazAra
Bansalha. Delhi, see BAnsatta
? Bfinsla, Gurgaon and KarnAl
Banth, LudhiAna, HoshiArpur, GujrAt, Gur-

dAspur, said to be of JAt origin

Barara. Kaithal: Barela, LudhiAnaaHazAra
t, GujrAt : -gat, LudhiAna, IIoshiAr-

. pur, GurdAspur
BarrAh, GujrAt
BAru, GujrAt and Kaithal
Basai, GujrAt
BAsatta, Gurgaon
Basoia, HoshiArpur
Bat-Al Gorsi, Jullundur
BAthA,. Kapurtbala: Banth, GurdAspur
Bathan, KapArthala
Battan, LudhiAna
Baunkar, LudhiAna
Belsar, ThAnesar
Bhabra, Jullundur
BhadAna, GujrAt : -dhana, Delhi, Jullundur,

GurdAspnr
Bhaini, Kapurthala
Bhalesar, GujrAt, GurdAspur : -rA, HoshiAr-

pur
Bhamru, Gurgaon
Bhand, GujrAt
Bhanesar, LudhiAna
Bhani, Jullundur
BhinsiA, HazAra

H, Bhargar.t NAbha : -kar, GujrAt
Bhalhati, ThAnesar
Bhatti, Kapurthala, NAbha, Gujrat, Delhi

:

Bhatias, Kaithal* HoshiArpur: Bhati,
KarnAl, LudhiAna • \

Bhaura, GurdAspUr
Bhobla, LudhiAna
Bhodwal, PAnfpat
Bhojki, HoshiArpur
Bhomele, HoshiArpur : Bhumla* HazAra
Bhonjak, LudhiAna
Bhotla, descendants of Bharup, Delhi
Bhus, LudhiAna
Bidhori, Gurgaon, Delhi
Bijarai, LudhiAna
Bijor, GurdAspur
Bijran, Hazara
Bilan, HoshiArpur
Binthan, NAbha
Blatia, GurdAspur
Bokan, Delhi : Bukkan, GujrAt
Bola, LudhiAna
BudhAna, descendants of BhopAl, Delhi
Butar, descendants of ditto ?

ChahrA, HazAra
Chakor, KarnAl
Chajju, BahAwalpur
Chala; GurdAspur
Chalguri, LudhiAna
Chandaila, Delhi, Gurgaon
Chandana, Karnal
ChaprAna, Delhi, Nabhaf
Char, NAbha: Char, GujrAt : ChA?, Kaithal,

LudhiAna, HoshiArpur, Gurdaspur
Charia, LudhiAna
ChauhAn, Gu|rAt, ThAnesar, KarnAl, Am-

bAla, LudhiAna, Jullundur, HoshiArpur,
Hazara

Chautrl, HazAra*
Chechi, Delhi, Kaithal, ThAnesar, KarnAl,

AmbAla, HoshiArpur, GurdAspur : Chain-
chi, GurgAon: Cheji, LudhiAna, HazAra,
originally Hathanas

Chedar, Ludhiana
Chhachhi, Kapdrthala : Chacha, NAbha
ChhAli, GurdAspur, GujrAt
ChbammAn, PAnlpat, claim to be Tunwar
RAjputs by origin

Chhauris, Delhi
ChhAdle, HoshiArpur
ChhAwali, KapArthala : -rf, GurdAspur,

GujrAt, Jullundur
Chhawan, Kapurthala
Chhokar, KarnAl, PAnipat, claim to be
JAdun RAjputs by origin, GujrAt

Chhora, Kapdrtbala
Chinori, descendants of Ohhainpal, Delhi

Claim JAt origin.

t The Bhargar in NAbha do not affix wooden planks to their doors or roofs, but use

thatch ; because one of their women became «att\ but the building raised in her honour was
never completed. ThiB looks like a tradition of a hyp&thral shrine.

% The ChapxinA, Bhargar,
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Chohja, Ludhiana
Chokan * Delhi and Nabha
Chokar, Ludhiana
Chupra, Gurdispur, 1 Chopyi, Ludhiana
Dabhdar, Kapdrthala, Dabdar, Guj r&t

• Dandi, Hoshiirpui?
Diagi, • Hoshiirpur : Dangi, Ludhiana

;

Danji, Ambila
Dao, Hazira •

Dapi, Kamil
Datyir, Karnil
Dedir, Hazara
Dedhar, Kapurthala
Dedhsar, Ambala
Debar, Gujrit
Dhaidha, descendants of Diptipal, Delhi
Dhakkar, Ludhiina, Hoshiirpur, Kapur-

thala, Guj lit

Dhalik4 Kaithal, Kamil
Dhio, Gujrit : Dhu, Thanesar
Dhawati, Nabha
Dhfdar, Hoshiarpur
Dhinda, Gujrit
Dholi, Karnii
Dhosi, Kamil
Dhunchak, Guj rat
Doga, Gujrit
Doi, Gurgaon, Nabha, Gujrit
Durati, Gurgaon
Fatali, Fatili, Gujrit
? Gibdan, Gujrit
Gaige, Gujrit
Gajgahi, Gujrit : originally Khatinas, but

called thus from gajgah
,
a silver orna-

ment worn by horses

Gaur, Ludhiina
Garle, Kaithal
Gegi, Gujrat, Gurdispur, Ludhiina
Ghori Hup, Gurgaon
Gigal, Ludhiina
Gila, Hazira
Godhri, Gujrit
Gorsi, Delhi, Kaithal, Kamil, Nibha,

Ludhiina, Hoshiarpur, Jullundur, Ka-
pdrthala, Gurdispur, Gujrit, Hazira

Hakla, Gujrit, Hoshiirpur
Hatir, Karnil
Hekaria, Hoshiirpur
Hir, Hoshiirpur
Jagal, Hazira
Jibap, Thinesar
Jaji, Jullundur
Jand, Nibha
Jandhap, Kamil

Jangal, Ludhiina, Gujrit
Jagal, Gurdispur
Jatla, Gurdispur
Jayyan, Karnil
Jhandar, Gujrit : Jhindar, Hazira
Jhokar, Thinesar
Jhori, Ludhiina
Jhut.kahne, Karnil
? Jeji, Thinesar
Jindo, Gurdispur ; Jindar, Hoshiirpur
Kahotar, see Khotar, Thinesar
Kaira, Hoshiirpur
Katir, Hoshiirpur
Kilas, Kaithal, Ludhiina, Kapurthala,
Gurdispur, Gujrit: Kalis, Hazara

Kalia, Hoshiirpur
Kalsar, Karnil : Kalsan, Ludhiina
Kalsiin, Karnil, claim to be Chauhin

Rijputs by origin, Pimpat
Kaneji, Ludhiina
Kandal, Hazira
Kanti, Ludhiina, Hoshiarpur
Kapasia, Delhi
Kari, Hazira
Karliina, Gurgaon
Kisila, Thinesar
Kisan, Karnil
Kasana, Gurgaon, Delhi, Kaithal, Nibha,

Ludhiana, Hoshiirpur, Gurdispur, Guj-
rit, Hazira

? Kataria, Hoshiirpur
Kathiria, Hazira
Katiru, Gujrit : Katinas, Kaithal : Katari,

Ludhiina : Kataria, Gurdispur : Kathina,
Kapurthala, Hazara : Kath, Thinesar,

Karnil : Kat-, Hoshiirpur, Jullundur.

Katnes, Kaithal
Khaniri, Karnil
Khanda, Hoshiirpur
Kharina, Nibha : Khal-, Delhi
Khari, Gurgaon, Delhi, Ludhiina
Khiri, Kaithal, Gurdispur, Gujrit
H. Khatina, descendants of Khattipil, Delhi,

Gurgaon, Ludhiina, GurdiBpur, Gujrat,
Hazira. In Nibha (Biwal) they claim
to be Tanur Rijputs and to have come
from Kathu-nagar in Jaipur. As devotees
of Biwi Mohan Dis of Bhadawis they
avoid flesh and liquor.

Khepays, Kaithal, Hoshiirpur: Khepor,
Gurdispur

Khir, Ludhiina
Khohar, Gurgaon, Kamil : -par, Ludhiina
Khokhar, Thinesar

* Sankat, a Chauhin Rijput had his abode in Simbhar, but he was# great robber and was
obliged to leave it. He carried oil a damsel whose kinsmen pursued him, but fled on hear-

ing a barber ring the marriage-bell. Hence these Gujars are called Cbckap, * one who
masses.’ As devotees of Ban Deo the Chokans do not use cotton #*Without offering some to

him, nor will they bum cotton sticks for fuel. The first tonsure is also performed at Baa
-Deo’s shrine in Raipur,

t Claim Khatri origin.

t Only giving daughters to the Khofcer and Chhokar Gujars east of the Jumna, the

Dhaliks have not unreasonably brought upon their village, Keorak, suspicions of female

infanticide, •
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Khoter, U. P.
Kisani, founded KAluwAl in KapArthala
Kobli Kapurthala : Koli, Gurg ion, Karnal,

HoshiArpur, Ludhiana, GurdAspur, Guj-
rAt, HazAra

Kokni, LudhiAna
Lada, GujrAt
Ladi, GujrAt, AmbAla
LA-, HoshiArpur, Hoshiarpur
Lakhan Rai, GujrAt

Lali, Kaithal, ThAnesar, Ludhiana, Gurdas-
pur

Lambnur, GujrAt
Langrana, GujrAt
Latali, Ludhiana
Lavi, Jullundur

Loda, Kaithal -i, GurdAspur,
LudhiAna, Hazara

Logan, ThAnesar
Lohnur, Delhi: -mur, Gurgaon, LudhiAna
Lohsar, GujrAt
Loti, Karnal
Lu-da, GujrAt
Liimar, HoshiArpur
Madher, LudhiAna
Mahesi, GujrAt, Ho^hiArpur
Mahor, LudhiAna
Majwal, Gurdaspur
Makas, IIoshiArpur

Makkar, GujrAt

Malkana, GurdAspur
MAUL, HazAra
Mangas, Gurgaon
Mankaria, Ludhiana
Maradi, NAbha
Marer, KaruAl
Margat, Jullundur
Mehrer, LudhiAna *

Melu, GurdAspur, Kaptirthala, NAbha :

*

Mehlu, GujrAt, AmbAla, Ludhiana : Milu
HazAra

Melrau, HazAra
Mesi, LudhiAna
Meti, LudhiAna
Metli, LudhiAna
Mitla, LudhiAna
Modi, GurdAspur, said to be of PathAn|

origin

Mohu, LudhiAna
Mokar, LudhiAna
Mouan. Kapdrthala, HoshiArpur, GurdAs-

pur,T said to be originally Kahlon JAts,

GujrAt : Mohnin, Muhnin, LudhiAna
Mori, LudhiAna and HoshiArpur
Motan, GujrAt *

Mothsar, AmbAla
Motla, Hoshiirpur, GurdAspur
Motri, LudhiAna
'Muderu, AmbAla

Mundan, Delhi : Mund, HoshiArppr : -dan,
KarnAl: -addan: Kaithal

MurAri, GujrAt, HoshiArpur
N&marA, HoshiArpur, GujrAt
Nangri, descendants of NaghpAl, Delhi
Nijra, BahAwalpur

*

Niru, AmbAla 4 a

NikAdi, Delhi
Nun, LudhiAna, GujrAt : Ndn, HoshiArpur
Padhana, GurdAspur
Pagar, HoshiArpur
Paili, Gurgaon
PamrA, HazAra
PanAh, BahAwalpur
PasAni, Kapurthala
Pasaria, Ludhiana
Paswal, AmbAla, LudhiAna, Kapurthala,

HoshiArpur, GujrAt, GurdAspur, HazAra

:

Pos, Kaithal
Patta, LudhiAna
Paur, NAbha, GujrAt: Pur, HoshiArpur,
HazAra : Por, Kaithal, LudhiAna

PhadAr, Kapurthala
Phagna, Delhi
Phambra, GujrAt
Phogni, Gurgaon
Pholra, HoshiArpur : -i, LudhiAna
Phulsa, Gurdaspur
Phumbla, GujrAt
Poswal, see Pas- : PoswAr, Gurgaon
PowAr, Kapurthala
Rai, HoshiArpur
Rainkawal, Delhi
Ralaiti, Gujrafc

RAthi, Kaithal, KarnAl, LudhiAna
RatwAl, ThAnesar
RawAl, KarnAl (27 villages in PAnipat),

claim to be Khokhar RAjputs by origin
Rawalsar, LudhiAna
H. Riwat Mundan, NAbha, claim descent

from RAwat and Garsi a Gujari, the bride
whom he won after a severe struggle in
which many heads

(
mundan) fell. In

Jaipur, where they are numerous, they
avoid widow remarriage and keep their

women in parda, but this is not the case
in NAbha.

Saber, GujrAt
Sangrana, GujrAt
SAngu, GujrAt : : -ghu, Kaithal

:

SAngon, ThAnesar : Sangu, LudhiAna
Sanju, HazAra
Saramdna, GujrAt
Sardhana, Delhi, NAbha, LudhiAna
Sari, BahAwalpur
Sardhi, KaraAl
Sud, LudhiAna, HoshiArpur, Kapdrthala,

GurdAspur, GujrAt
SurAn, NAbha *

* In NAbha the Melu are converts to IslAtn, but still avoid 4 gots in marriage. Their

women vear the gown, and they avoid blue clothes. They will not build two hearths close

together
;
or sell milk* lest the animal fall ill, so they sell ghi only,

t Said to btf’endog&mous in Gurdaspur.
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TandanVullundur
Tandi, LudhUna

Tandr, descendants* of Tonp-al, Delhi,
Nibha •

Teoni, Ambala
Tas, Gujrit
Tern, Haiira
Th&rgali, Ludhiana

Thekaria# Gurdispur, Gujrit
Thikria, Haz&ra
Thila, Gujrit
Topa, Gujrat : originally Kaihisaa; one of
whom paid AfcbarBs. 1.25,000 in tapas
for the privilege of building Gightt! town

Ttir, Gurgaon, K&ith&l, Ludhiiaa, Hoshiir-
pur. Kapurthala, Gurdispur, Qujrit

Vedar, Gurdispur
Wape, Kamil
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Some of the 84 goU of the .KiWbansi Jhlwars of Gurgaon, Boria Kanthiwila by caste.

AMd
f Antal or Chanwar
Baircmat
Balanbt
Bamnawat
Bargajar
Chauhin

Handia
Kataria

Kakralia Babronat
Khotoria Baironat
Khontel
Kurdet 1

Lamcharta
Malia
.Nohal
Panwdl
Phalaria
Shakkarw&l
Unta 84n&

Antal
Badran
Baison
Banhata (Barihia)

Bhatiira, Bhatti
Brahia
Chilag
Chauhin
Dhonchak
Dhoti
Gidri
Haddi
Inin
Inar
Jiglin

Jhfwar gots in Karnil.

Jhoka, Kalan
Kalian
Kangar
Kaiaon
.IAmaar
Lohli
Mahir
Malre
Matoria
Puan
Eadhin (Rahdin)
Buhal
Taiiian
Tindmin (Tuar)
Turie
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The following are the Muhammadan got

a

in Jind

Baflgdjar
Baisal k

BaU’fch
Barmf
Bhikar
Bhokhii
Hithi
Jdgne
J<5pd

Jdye
Kdlak
Kamil
Petpiye
Punwir
Saddhu
Sahdio
Sdrad
Saroya
Sinhmar
Sispdl

Sdhal
Tdhdi
Tdr

The Jangla Muhammadan gota in Nibha are

Balinich
1

Bisf The P4ra Muhammadan gota in

Bhattl Nibha are

Ohauhin Ohhdlii

Ohhariw&l Chhdrid
Dh6dha Chhutdf

Dhdna Dhdr
Dhunfe ? Kinjan
Jamit Lakslr

Kahin Ldi

Kanchhap, Khincha? in Jind Mid
Katira, *ya, in Jind Parchia

Lahnu, L<5nd in Jind Sehike

Midhdr
M6th Mai
Radh, Rad in Jind
Samb
Sardpal, ?Sarop41 in Jind
Sar<5ya in Jind
Sindhu
Sins Mai
Uch&n

The following are the gota in Kapdrthala

PAklir
Alei
Bip&l
Bhular
Datld
Digal
Bio
Diyar
Dhadle
Dddar
Gil
Jaimal
Jhat
Kddar
Kaipd
K4rl
Kurdh
Mad
Mamdn

Mohli
M6n4
U6xi
Nad1

Nandi
Margat
Pandan
Parat
Patti

Radhdwa
Rihal
Radji
Kawan
Sahmal
Saigal, Sahkal
Satta

Sindhd
Sddal

Sddi



(1) Barrar
(2) Thind
(3) Abdil
<4) Sandhi
(5) Dhot

ffiftr,.
(8) Bhawan
(9) Mami

(10) Hande
(11) Matte
(12) Retail Pal

(18)

Jammuu
(14) Janii
(15) Katire
(16) Jie
(17) Jhand
(18) Mahrok
(19) Kbaud
(20) Trij
<21; .1 abaci
(22) Jag
(28) Bhandari
(24) Rid
(25) Deere
(26) NAghpil

APPENDIX q .

KAMBOHS. BAWAN GOTA.

(29) Jatmal
(80) Sfcahi

(81) Sothpal
(82) Ranuri
(38) Batti

(34) Tarai
(35) Lai
(36) Ghanna
(87) Nandhe
(33) Surrae
(39) Sahlge
(40) Gallon
(41) Takhe
(42j Same
(48) Nandan
(44) Banayek
< 45) JViahesi

(46) Chandi
(47) Bagi
(48) Lore
(49) Totie
(50) Obik
(61) Chatarlh
(52) PathAn

The goto of the Chaurdti gotd Kambohs are :

—

(1) Jaham
(2) Kokre
(3) Barkare

(4) Bargote
(5) Kawhi
(6) Makaore
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Thatt Kanet mis in Kotfha,

Badyili
yiftili

Khauti
Khawil

Bhad41 Kodhali
Bhandril Kothil
Cfcaaritaf

CMa&nii
Koty&l
Mahlii

Damril Math
Dirari* Phattttf

Oomhil Raj&na
Kandtfl Sohti
Khannri Tohni

* Said to be originally Brahmans who ‘ degenerated ’ into Rijpnts. All the R4jput s

degenerated into Kanets by adopting karewa. P. N. Q. I„ § 7(11.
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be as follows :The Itindu Mahr got

8

are reported to

Ahitap, Jfnd. Cf. Aitan in Gurdaspur
Aku, Jfnd

BadlfA, Sirmfir (from BAdli near Delhi)

Baiun, MAler Kotla
Bar&l, Jind

Bargoti, Jfnd

Ba?gAni, Jind

BawiniwAl, Jind

Bharil, Jind

BhopAl, Jind

OhAoli, Jind

Oharak, Jfnd

GhhalgAnia, Jfnd

Ohond, Jfnd

DAI, Jfnd

DharAn, Jind

Dirath, Jind

DoriwAl,. Jind

GbAen, Jind

GolhAn, Jind

JalandhrA, Jind

Jhoke, Jind

KararwAl, Jind

Kattfi, Jind

Kelia, Jind, Kilia, Lahore4*

Kumbha?wAl, Jind.

MAhun, Jind

NokhAl. Jfnd : Lahore*
PAndi, J ind

Pinsia, Jfnd
Ratnia, Jind, Maler Kotla

Rokne, Jfnd

SainmAr, Maler Kotla
Sangroha, J ind s Lahore*
SArdfwAl Jind
Sarohi, Sirmtir.

Sarsuta, MAier Kotla

Shermar, Sirmur
SinhmAr, Jind

8ohal, MAier Kotla, Jind

Sokhal, Jind, Maler Kotla, Lahore* (=drier)

Sokhlan, Jind

Hulgania, Maler Kotla

SunAre, Jind

SunAm re, Sirmur (from SunAm)
Tania, Jind.

TAnk, Jfnd

Tile PhiAr, Jfnd

Turkiwal, Jfnd

The Hindu Gola gots are said to be 180,000 in number and to include :
—

Badlia, Rohtak
Badmunda, Lahore

BaihonwAl, Lahore

BairwAL, Gurgaon

Barawil, Gurgaon.

Bariwal, Rohtak.

Bedwal, Gurgaon
Bhadarpuha, Gurgaon

Bhagauria, Lahore

Bhandoria, Gurgaon

? Bharatpuria, Rohtak

BhatiwAl, Lahore

Bhekolia, Gurgaon

Bisaria, Gurgaon
> Danwaria, Gurgaon

Dhalwaria, Gurgaon
Dhanghan, Gurgaon

Dhamiwal, Gurgaon
Dhiminal, Gurgaon

Haibaria, Gurgaon

Jadalia, Gurgaon

Jajoria, Gurgaon

Jalandhra,* Lahore
Jhajhari, Rohtak
KargwAl, Lahore

Karwiwal, Gurgaon
Kasena, Gurgaon
Khadilia, Rohtak
Kharolia, Rohtak
Khataolia, Gurgaon
MAloria, Rohtak
Mamoria, Gurgaon
MAro?ia, Rohtak
Marwal, Gurgaon
PhArwA, Gurgaon
Sakharlia, Gurgaon, Sukhralia, Lahore

Sakwalia, Gurgaon
Satwansia, Gurgaon c

Thangria, Gurgaon
Taj Aria, Rohtak

? Tainanwal, Gurgaon
Tesia, Gurgaon
Tharharia, Gurgaon
Tohaniwal, Gurgaon

1, MirwArf. Of these the B4g?f or MArwari have the following got$ in Jind

B&balia

Bainiwil

Bhdriwil
Dada?wAl
Gauri
Ghasolia

Itang

KaroriwAl

KathelwAl

PanafA

SanghathfA,

SAnthiAn

Sokhal

SdndAn

*®Akwif ‘ respected’ lit ‘having hair on the nose,’ Pers, ndk Ml,
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In Sialkot District the Deaf have the following gote

:

—

Ahitan. Kakialia
Bajhotra Keon
Barial Kir
Bhikhkhan Lole ?

Ohunkotra Salotra
Jambe Satti

Jawala Tarphiar
Jojla

The Desf gats or sections in Qurdaspur a

Ahitan, GurdAspur, Sialkot
Ajra, Qurdaspur
Bharal, Qurdaspur
Dab, GurdAspar
Dagoria, GurdAspnr
Dol, GurdAspar
Halbal, *GurdAspur

In Kapiirthala and Amritsar the Mabr-
the Hindu KumhAr got$ are :

-

Aku, Kapurthala
AthiAn, „
BaipAl, ,,

Balgan, Amritsar
Bhopal, .

,

Ohirimar, Kapiirthala
Deo, Amritsar
Dhab, Kapurthala
Dol, ,i

Gore,

The Muhammadan Desi yots or sections i

id GujrAt are :
—

Jhanjotri, Qurdaspur
Mafyar, Gurddspur
Mangotri Gurddspur
Pansotri—Tarkotri, Qurdaspur
Suidra, Qurdaspur
Tak, * Qurdaspur
Tarkotri, Qurdaspur, c/. Pansotri

3ola classification appears to be unknown and

Jhalli, Kapurthala
Johr, „
Khar], Amritsar
Lehar, „
? Loloh, Kapiirthala
AT alii, Kapiirthala and Amritsar
Ralndi, Amritsar
Sangar, „
Singu, „
Sokhal, Kapiirthala and Amritsar
Talwandf, Kapiirthala only.

Jfnd and Maler Kotla are

Agroia, Jfnd
Dhathrat, ,,

DopAlia, ,,

Gharelia, ,,

HAnsiwal „
Jalhan „
Janaulia, MAler Kotla

• JAtu, Jind
Kanania, „

KandAlia, Jfnd
KopAlia. „
Mahfwal, „
MAwAl,
Nagauri, „
Od,
Rohtakl, „
SanghwAn, „
Sarao, Maler Kotla

The Mullnnf sections in N6bha, Jind and Maler Kotla are

Ahitan, MAler Kotla
Ahnian „ ,, rf. Inhian in Amritsar
Baliin, ,

BhatArA, NAbba
ChAohi, Maler Kotla
Chiiund, „ also in Amritsar,

Chand in Nabha
Chor, Jfnd

• GhodA, Jfnd
Ghuen, Maler Kotla, also inAmritsar
Ghumman, NAbha

Hatfchf, Nabha (—obstinate)
JhajrAl, Jfnd
J-hujhrai, Amritsar
Khamb, Jind, Kliumb, Amritsar
Kunjar, MAIer Kotla
Nakwal, *MAler Kotla
Matkan. Nabha
Pang, f MAIer Kotla
Sokhal, „ .
Sun, t „ •

Taggar
, ,,

* NAkwAl, ‘respected * lit .

4 having hair on the nose/ Pers. n&k bdl

t Sang, a spear, or mimicry,

t Sun, insensible ?
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The Muhammadan KumhAr sections in Amritsar and in Kapdrtjial* arf :—

Ag
Bashdri
BholAwf
OhauhAn
Dal
Dol
? Hamadpal
Jaur
Kund
Loshia
Loi
MAgar

besides those already specified.

Phfindi
Raid!
SambAlti
Bandar
Sangar
Singu
Sohai
Sul

Talepial

Tho£ and in Kapdrthala
Tondhi

The Muhammadan Desi sections in SiAlkot and GujrAt are

Ahitan, SiAlkot

Bhambar, GujrAt
Bhatti.*

Dal, SiAlkot
Dol, GujrAt
JanjuA, „
Khera, SiAlkot

Lole, „

Rakkar, SiAlkot

SAndar, GujrAt
Satti,* „
ShAkreh „
Shori, t »,

ThuthrAl, „
Vailu, „

The Muhammadan PanjAbi sections in GurdAspur are

kku
Baiun
Ohandal
?Ghartil
Gohatar.J
Ilahitan.f

Kanan
Khlwa

Eohawa
Kumbh
Pind
Raj Rah
Raniana
Sul
Sun

The Muhammadan KumhAr sections in ShAhpur, MultAn, Dera Ghizi E
are:—

|
MiAnwali, said to be eponymous f

Dabwand, ShAhpur
DAI, MiAnwAli, eponymous
Dharog, IsA Khel
Dane She), Isa Khel
Ihtian, MultAn
? Kai*Kalai, MultAn ; Kaile, IsA Khel.
Katra, ShAhpur
KubbAr ShAhpur

Lachhoria, MiAnwAli (eponymous)* and
Dera GhAzi KhAn

Lakhisar, MultAn
Millanhans
Mode Khel, IsA Khel
RajrAh, Isa Khel

jroha,§
Sipal, Dera GhAzi Khan.
Sithu, MultAn, Sathfi, IsA Khel
Sokul, Isa Khel
Villhu,

* The BhatU are said to be so called because they were kamine of the Bhatti land-holders t

the Satti were &am*n« of the Satti land-holders : and so with all the other sections in GujrAt,
t Prom Shorkot.

1 Said to be also called Mahr.

1 From Sangrasi inBabiwalpur ; but <£. Sangar Sangrasi again is said to derive its name#
from Sangroba, an ancient mound m the Oholistan, fortified bythe NawAbs of BahAwalpur.
In PeshAwar there are said to be two groups—Oh&iam and Kathra,
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SIAL CLANS IN JHANG.

1 . Bharw4n£ 20. KamianA 39. Jalil Khan£n£
2. RajAnA 21. KhAnuAnA 40. LaliAnA

3. SadhAna* 22. MighiAnA 41. MachhiAnA
• 4. AlikhAnA 23. M4hni 42. MalkAnA

6. • BhdjoAnA 21. Mirili 43. Mirj4n4

6 . AliAnA 25. 84bjhar 44. Udhoana
7. Kauriini 26. SasrAnA 45. PatoinA

8. 8ali4nA 27. TaharAna 46. Rajbaua

9. Sargini 28. BuslAwA 47. SanpAl

10. UmrAnA 29. BhudoAna 48. WijhlAna

11. ChfichkAnA 30. Chela 49. Bagiana

12. DawAnA 31. Diraj 50. Bhojo4na

13. Dhi(Jodn4 32. DaulatanA 51. Chiri4u4

14. GhughiAnA 33. Dhudhi 52. DAduAnA

15. Hasnaiu 34. Gagrana 53. Dhal4n4

16. JamianA 35. Khagga 54. DingA

17. Jati4n4 30*. HandlanA 55. BhanianA

18. KaluanH 37. Iliraj 56. Ghughi4n4

19. KirtuAni 38. JabboAnA 57. Janji4n4

529
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The Mair got« include

Ahat, Gujrit, Lahore
Ahi, Lahore
Ajipal, Nibha : -mal, Kapurthala
Alu, Gujrit
Aehut, Jind : -at, Kapdrthala
Babbar, Jind, Lahore
Babhar, Gujrit

Bachcha, Kapiirthala

Badra, Kapiirthala
Bagga, Gujrit, Jiad, Kapiirthala

Baghel, Nibha
Bagri, Gujrit
Bahriwal N^bha
Bajinia, Jind
Ballao, Lahore
Harare, Jind
Basin, Lahore
Battan,

Bev, Kapiirthala, Jfnd
Ber, Kapiirthala

Bhamb, Gujrit, Jfnd

Bhashin, Kapurthala
Bhodla, Gujrit
Bhulla, Lahore
Bohr, Guirit
Brajpil, Nabha
Buland, Gujrit
Buttar, Gujrit and Bunjihi, Jfnd
Chalagni, Gujrit, -geri, Lahore

? Chhae,
Dahli, Kapdrthala
Dahm, Nibha
Dasaur, Jfnd
Dasamedhia, Jind
Biwar, Lahore »

Dhalla, Gujrit, Lahore, all Hindus
Dhariwil in Ferozepore
Dharma, Gujrit
Dharna, Lahore
Dhnma, Gujrit

Dhuna, Lahore
Dhunna, Jfnd, Kapurthala
Dhupar, Jind
Dir, Kapurthala
Gajjap, Guj

rat

Gand, Jfnd
Gogar, Gujrit : Guggar in Ferozepore

Gogni, Gujrit
Gogte, Kapu< thala

Gohngla, Gujrat

Gori, Gujrit
Gund, Lahore
Gugne, Jind
Hauz Khasai, Gujrit, -Khawasi, Lahore

Hira, Gujrit
Jala, Jind
Jahlu, Gujrit
Jilur, Lahore
? Jant Banir
Jaura, Gujrit, J<nd
Jakhar Jh^ngi in Ferozepore
Kacbiyara

Kachhiari, Kapdrthala
Kandai, Kanda, Jind, Kapdrthal^, Lahore
Karor, Gujrat, Ferozepore
Karir, Kapurthala
Khorma, Nabha
Khurmi, Guirit, Jind
Karvral, Jind, Lahore
Kakka,
Khepal, Jind
Khungar, Gujrat
Kingar, Lahore
Khich, Iiahore

Kunjha;
Khokli
Kandiwal -naul, Gujrit, Kandivaddi, Lahore
Kashiari, Jfnd

Khori, Gujrat, Kapurthala
? Khurmi, Lahore
Ladhar, Gujrat
Ledha, Lahore
Lodhar Jfnd

Lodar, Jfnd, Iiahore

Lota, Jfnd
Malhaddi, Gujrat, Lahore
Main, Lahore
Malpana, Gujrit
Mandhari, Jfnd
Mannan, Gujrit, Lahore
Masawan, Gujrat, Lahore: -dn, Jfnd
Mahaich. Ferozepore
Maston. Kapurthala
Mitru, Lahore
Nachal, Jfnd
Nagora, Gujrit, *ia, Lahore
Nahl, Gujrat: Nil, Lahore
Narnorie, Jind
Nichal. Lahore
Odar, Jind
Paham, Jind
Pidri, Iiahore

Pajji.

Phaur, Jind
Partola, Lahore
Pikhi, Jiad
Plaud, Jind
Ranman, Gujrit
Ratta, Lahore
Rode, Gujrit, Jind, Kapurthala
Rodi, Lahore
Rodka, Gujrit
Rudke, Lairre
Sadi, Jind
Sadhaura, Gujrit, Lahore
Sadeworia, Jfnd, a -ori, Kapdrthala
Sarwana, Lahore
Sarna, Lahore
Falim ?

Phai, Gujrit : Shin, Lahore
Sanderia, Jind
Senh, Jind
Sedha, Jind : 4 in Ferozepore
Sida, Gujrit
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Saida, Kapurthala
Siri, GujrAt
Suchchu, Gujrat, Lahore
Sunak, Lahore : Sunnak, Ferozepore
Sunk, GujrAt! Qanjc, Kapurthala
*Sur, GujrAt, Lahore, all Hindus: Jind,

Kajpdtthala
Susa, Lahore

TauriwAl* Lahore
ThAkrAn, Ferozepore
Turiwal, Kapurthala
Udera, Lahore
Vichcha, GujrAt
Vaid, Lahore
Waddar, GujrAt
Wurar-Kokra, Lahore

(ii) In MiAnwAli :~
AgAsmohla, AkAsh* in Lahore
AzAti, Aj. or Aeh- = Ghhf-jAti in Lahore
A hat, in Sinlkot and Ferozepore
Bhobhal, Popal
Darar, Do-.

Dhandi, f'andi

Katari-inelia(s)s

Gadi
.Thajunga, .lajungha, .Tanjoga in Lahore
Kin
M angheo
Rati

Sami

Khich
Kokal
Patni
Salgotia

Samania
Teju

The gots of the Tank Sunlr group are given below

I Group Bahri.

(i) In GujrAt :
—

1. Ajmal, Ajaimal, also in SiAlkot, and
Ferozpore

2. Gujar, Gijjar, in SiAlkot
3. HachAr
4. ? Jhothra
5. Khich, also in SiAlkot and Ferozepore
6. Pajji

7. Patru, Batru
8. Rambra
9. Salgotri

? Samaial
10. Samman,

Teji
Thothre, also in Ferozepore
Raltre

In Lahore the Bahri include :

—

A'hat
Ajaimal (Ujai)

Gidar
Gijar
Hichar
Katarmal
Kann

Below the Bahri in GujrAt rank the ChhezAti, which group comprises 5 got

$

Dhtodi
13

1 Als0 Bahri ’ aPParently-

Kajji

Mehra
Sanjogi

Below the Bahri and ChhezAti come the BunjAhi—nominally with 52 gots :

—

(i) In GujrAt, etc.

Bagri
Btbal
Bahai

AjAti in PeshAwar
Ast (NAbha;

Basahu
Bhagha in Hoshiirpur

Bhamb
BhandrA
Bhola, also in Lahore

(ii) In MiAnwAli
Aia*

Bobal, also in Lahore, PesbAwar

Bhad

Bhola, Bolahf

NAnak-panthis by sect.

Y Formerly followers of ShAh Shams (? ‘Tabriz) of MultAn, the Bolah have now lost faith
in that saint, and for the last 15 years have followed the Jogis. Probably, they were follow-
ers of the Agha KhAn
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(i) In Gujr&t, etc.—eonclfl. .

Changli* in Lahore
Dagga

?Dami

Deoki

Dharna

Dalai, N&bha
Dangai in Peshawar

Darberai in Peshawar

Dhanna in Fesozepore

Dhedi in Pesh&war
Dhir

Gand

(ii) In Mifi'nwAli—concld

Dadan

Dhir
Dongia
Gadar

Giddar
Gojani in Hoshi&rpur
Gond in PesMwar
Itan in Pesh&war
Jalila, N&bha

Jalwar
Jamli
Jhallan

Kakka, Kakki* in Lahore
Kakkal Kanot in Iloshi&rpur
Kashri in Hoshi£rpur

KaUrmar
Iiahura

Lngi in Peshawar
Main
Manga

Mattu, Mittu in Lahore
Mehra* i i Lahore

Nak&
Ochi in Lahore

Padre
Pholu in Hoshi&rpnr

Radke
Hangar, Ranger in Peshawar
?Raoke
Rausiya

Rasin in Lahore

Rattan

Ratti

Sadhan

Ratra in Lahore

Rodki in Lahore

Sammi in Lahore
Sandhuria -duria, in Lahore
Sandhari in Pesh&war
Shamsi in Peshawar
8idha (Nibha)
Sonal
Snr in Ferozepore
Thanda = Panj-j4tij: in Lahore
Tr&ma* in Lahore

Udal
Uderai

Viru in Lahore

Waid : also in Pesh&war

Gora

Jagal

Jaura

Kokal
Kan

Luddharj
Lukria

Mangla
Mas&wan, also in N&bha and Mi&nw41i

Mon
Nichal
Odla

Roda

Susa

Note.—In Lahore only those marked* are expressly said to be Bunjtfhi : N. I. N.Q. II., 167.

None of the Hoshi&rpur gots are expressly said to be Bunj&hi.

t Followers of the Jogis, i. e. %
Shaita by cult.

Jin Lahore the Panj.jiti are also said to include the Batti, Bhopale, Botan and funak.
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WATTU SECTIONS IN MONTGOMERY.

Adlike Izatke Nejeke

Ahloka . Jasoke Ntireke

Amlfxe Ladhuke Ilahmunko
Bazfdke Laleke Badharko

Brahamkk Mahmunke Salaroka

Daryake Mahtaka Sandarke

Dhol Maihadke Saru
Gudarke Malkana Shekhuke
Hdmidke . Malleke Sodheke

Hareke 1 Maneke Tejeke

Thakarke
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